
FOREWORD

During the past two decades, the U.S. housing finance system experienced changes of a
magnitude unseen since the New Deal era. In the 1980s, the primary mortgage market
restructured and consolidated as a result of the savings and loan crisis, adjustable-rate
mortgages became widely available, and the secondary mortgage market grew rapidly.
The 1990s saw continued industry consolidation, as well as significant technological de-
velopments in mortgage finance. In addition, the past decade was a time of considerable
innovation in affordable mortgage lending, part of a growing movement to connect his-
torically underserved households and communities to the mainstream housing finance
system.

This volume examines this movement through case studies of organizations recognized
by their peers as leaders in expanding homeownership opportunities. In an extension of
their earlier research for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the
authors describe the efforts of a broad cross section of industry participants, including
small and large lenders, nonprofit community-based organizations (CBOs), and lending
consortia. They document a wide range of strategies—in the areas of management, out-
reach, borrower qualification, and homeowner retention—designed to expand and sus-
tain homeownership among lower-income and minority households.

The case studies illustrate three notable aspects of recent efforts to extend the reach of
homeownership. First, they demonstrate that leaders in the mortgage finance industry
view historically underserved populations and communities as viable business markets
rather than regulatory burdens, and back this perspective with action. Second, the stud-
ies show the vital role that partnership plays in expanding opportunity. They provide
examples of lenders working with each other in consortia; CBOs partnering with govern-
ment to provide financial assistance to new home buyers; and lenders, mortgage insurers,
and the secondary market joining forces to develop new affordable mortgage products.
Finally, the case studies show how changes in the marketplace are continually altering
the actors and strategies involved in the movement to increase homeownership. In the
two years since the fieldwork for this volume began, several of the case study organiza-
tions have been involved in mergers or acquisitions. Other organizations have reassessed
their missions and strategies in response to the changing marketplace.

Indeed, from our current vantage point within a rapidly transforming industry, it is
difficult to predict what a similar set of case studies would reveal five years from now.
Certain, however, is the need for continued scholarly investigation of promising approach-
es for expanding the American dream. The authors of this volume have made an invalu-
able contribution on this front by documenting the strategies employed by the mortgage
lending industry at a critical juncture in its evolution.

Franklin D. Raines
Chairman
Fannie Mae Foundation
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PREFACE

Sweeping demographic changes are reshaping the face of the nation and the character
of housing demand. An important change affecting U.S. housing markets is the rapid in-
crease in the number of racial and ethnic minorities, many of whom encounter unique
obstacles in their pursuit of affordable housing and homeownership. During the 1990s,
minorities accounted for almost 70 percent of total U.S. population growth. In the next
10 years, the Census Bureau projects that minorities will account for almost 80 percent
of total population increase. Much of the growth in the minority population is being
driven by a burgeoning foreign-born population, which now accounts for one of every
ten Americans.

In an effort to better understand how increasing racial and ethnic diversity and other
demographic changes are affecting the housing sector, the Fannie Mae Foundation ini-
tiated a research program on emerging and underserved markets. This program has
two major thrusts. The first is exploring the changing characteristics of the U.S. popula-
tion, the effects of these changes on housing demand, and the unique obstacles to hous-
ing opportunity faced by some groups. A major focus of this research has been a series
of studies on immigrants’ housing demand and neighborhood conditions.

The second thrust is examining how the housing industry is responding to increasing
diversity in the marketplace. The Foundation enlisted the Center for Urban Policy Re-
search at Rutgers University to initiate this line of inquiry. The Rutgers team, led by
David Listokin and Elvin K. Wyly, partnered with other research institutions to conduct
several studies. They revisited the landmark Color of Money study on mortgage lending
patterns in Atlanta, conducted homeownership affordability simulations that examine
the limitations and potential of new affordable mortgage products, and prepared this
collection of case studies on strategies used by the housing industry to expand mortgage
opportunities. The case studies document the efforts of a diverse set of industry partic-
ipants, ranging from small banks and nonprofit community-based organizations (CBOs)
to the largest home mortgage lenders in the nation.

These rich case studies suggest that a new paradigm has begun to permeate the U.S.
housing finance system. This new perspective views historically underserved populations
and communities—defined by the researchers to include low- and moderate-income or
minority borrowers or neighborhoods—as viable markets. The CBOs and community-
based lenders profiled in this volume have long recognized the market potential of his-
torically underserved populations such as Haitian Americans in Miami, Asian Ameri-
cans in New York City, Navajo on the Navajo Nation, African Americans in Washington,
DC, and Latinos in Los Angeles. The study demonstrates that large national and region-
al lenders have also begun to focus on these markets and their profit potential. The
words of Dan Russell, currently in charge of emerging markets at Wells Fargo Home
Mortgage and during the study the head of affordable housing at Norwest Mortgage,
reflect this new perspective:

We are doing this [affordable lending] because it is our principal business. We do not
believe that this is something that we “have to do.” We do not believe that this is
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something that “is just nice to do.” This is where we make our money. Lending to
low- and moderate-income, ethnic, and first-time home buyers is almost 40 percent
of our business. And that’s not counting immigrant home buyers who[m] we are just
starting to track. This is not a pilot or an initiative for us—it’s where we make our
money.

Norwest and the other large lenders profiled in this report are implementing this new
perspective through management reforms, aggressive outreach, consumer education
and counseling, mortgage product innovation, and flexible underwriting.

The case studies also illustrate how information-related market imperfections have
hindered development of these new markets. As the authors point out, these imperfec-
tions occur on both the demand and supply sides of the market. In response to lack of
information or misinformation on the part of consumers, the case study organizations
have developed a variety of education and counseling initiatives. These efforts range
from standardized home-buyer education programs offered by large lenders and de-
signed to reach broad audiences, to the more customized and intensive interventions
of CBOs. Some of the large lenders are reaching thousands of prospective homeowners
with these efforts; for example, 17,000 consumers completed Countrywide’s telephone
credit counseling services in less than three years of operation.

CBOs’ education and counseling programs generally reach smaller, more targeted
audiences with customized information. Educational materials, seminars, and counsel-
ing are often offered in native languages and address unique information challenges
faced by the target group. For example, the training program of the Little Haiti Hous-
ing Association (LHHA) is offered in Haitian Creole and Spanish in addition to English.
The program includes instruction on household finance and developing alternative cred-
it histories, a response to the Haitian community’s greater propensity to rely on barter
and cash rather than formal credit.

On the supply side, lenders have invested in becoming more knowledgeable about the
employment, savings, housing expenditure, and credit usage patterns of historically un-
derserved households. These patterns often do not conform to requirements for standard-
ized mortgage products and underwriting guidelines. As a result, creditworthy applicants
have been denied loans or forced to borrow on less favorable terms. In part by working
with CBOs that are more familiar with these patterns, lenders are increasingly realiz-
ing that the nontraditional profiles of underserved households do not necessarily entail
greater credit risk. The following excerpt illustrates how a CBO worked with a bank to
clear up an information-related imperfection on the supply side of the mortgage market:

In one case we [Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE)] had a client who was run-
ning a business in Indonesia. He and his son wanted to buy a home in New York
City. The substantial income and assets were coming from the father and were com-
ing in from Indonesia. The lending institution was raising concerns about the loan
because they did not understand how the borrower could be doing business outside
of the U.S. and living in New York; they were concerned that the party would not be
an owner occupant. AAFE in this case had to explain to the lender that his [the
father’s] primary residence would be here with his son and his business is conducted
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overseas. This is a very common situation. (Ferng 1998 cited in Asian Americans for
Equality case study in this report.)

An enhanced understanding of nontraditional consumer characteristics is being inte-
grated into underwriting guidelines, as illustrated by Bank of America’s Credit Flex
mortgages and a variety of affordable mortgage products offered by the government-
sponsored enterprises.

In addition to their efforts to correct information-related market imperfections, the
national lenders profiled in this report participate in scores of state and local mortgage
subsidy programs. CBOs also play an important role in such efforts by identifying and
securing subsidies for their clients. For example, by assembling subsidies from multi-
ple sources, developing low-cost housing, and utilizing affordable loan products, LHHA
routinely qualifies new first-time home buyers with very low incomes.

The aggregate impacts of the strategies described here are difficult to isolate from the
effects of a robust labor market and low interest rates. However, recent trends in home-
ownership and mortgage lending suggest that these efforts are succeeding. The nation-
al homeownership rate is at an all-time high and growth in minority homeownership
has been strong. Between 1994 and 1999, homeownership rates for African Americans
and Hispanics increased by about four percentage points, while rates for non-Hispanic
whites increased by three percentage points. Homeownership rates have also increased
significantly for low- and moderate-income households.

Homeownership gains for minorities and lower-income households have been supported
by rapid growth in home mortgage lending to these groups. Between 1993 and 1998, the
number of conventional home purchase loans reported under the Home Mortgage Dis-
closure Act increased by 95 percent for African Americans and 78 percent for Hispanics.
In comparison, the number of home purchase loans to non-Hispanic whites grew by 40
percent. During the same period, the number of conventional home purchase loans made
to below–median income households grew by 68 percent, outpacing the 52 percent
growth in loans to households with incomes above the median.

Yet, as the authors point out in their synthesis of the case studies, efforts to expand home-
ownership opportunities will ultimately be insufficient if these recent gains in homeown-
ership are unsustainable. The case studies reveal that most organizations have been
much more aggressive in creating strategies to attract and qualify home buyers than
they have been in developing methods for ensuring that these new owners remain in
their homes for the long term. Furthermore, transformations in the U.S. finance system
and technological innovation could affect the accessibility and sustainability of home-
ownership among lower-income and minority households. Changes in the structure of
the finance industry as a result of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modern-
ization Act of 1999 and technology-induced developments such as risk-based pricing
have the potential to significantly influence homeownership opportunities.

The Fannie Mae Foundation will continue to pursue research on the nation’s rapidly
transforming population and housing finance system, with the goal of understanding
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the implications of these changes for efforts to expand housing opportunities. We believe
that this report makes substantial and insightful contributions to our knowledge of how
the mortgage finance industry is responding to tremendous demographic and social
changes, and in so doing is creating new opportunities for consumers and the industry
itself.

James H. Carr
Senior Vice President for Innovation, Research, and Technology
Fannie Mae Foundation
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Making New Mortgage Markets: 
Case Studies of Institutions, Home Buyers, 
and Communities

David Listokin, Elvin K. Wyly, Larry Keating, Kristopher M. Rengert, and Barbara Listokin

Introduction and Executive Summary

HOMEOWNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENT AND CHALLENGES

The United States currently enjoys its highest homeownership rate ever (66.8 percent
in 1999), and significant progress toward realizing the American dream of owning one’s
home has been made in recent years by traditionally underserved populations—racial
and ethnic minorities, recent immigrants, and low- to moderate-income (LMI) households.

Progress is uneven, however, and stark disparities remain. In 1999, 73.2 percent of non-
Hispanic whites owned their own homes, compared with 46.7 percent for non-Hispanic
blacks and 45.5 percent for Hispanics. Certain groups and areas are particularly chal-
lenged. For instance, through 1994, not a single conventional home mortgage had been
closed on the Navajo Nation, an Indian reservation with a land area (17 million acres)
larger than that of nine states.

The traditionally underserved face complex barriers, including discrimination, limited
economic resources, and problems in communication and information. Each of those prob-
lems is challenging. For example, as of 1995, black and Hispanic renters in the United
States had average household incomes of only $20,917 and $23,027, respectively, and
had average assets of a paltry $1,601 and $2,000, respectively.

The often mutually reinforcing and self-perpetuating nature of the barriers make the
challenge even more daunting. For example, language difficulties and discrimination
constrain earning and assets, making it hard to secure homeownership, which histori-
cally has “bootstrapped” household wealth. Further adding to the challenge is the ten-
sion between the mortgage industry’s trend toward standardization and efficiency and
the traditionally underserved market’s tremendously diverse needs, which often require
time-consuming, custom-crafted responses.

© Fannie Mae Foundation 2000. All Rights Reserved. 1
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CASE STUDY INSTITUTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIVE STRATEGIES

This study, building on a 1998 investigation funded by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), examines the lending and other strategies (here-
inafter referred to as illustrative strategies) of a cross section of institutions that are
among the leaders in the effort to expand homeownership opportunities for the tradi-
tionally underserved. The institutions were selected mainly on the basis of reputation-
al nominations from financial institution regulators, secondary market funders, indus-
try groups, and advocacy and community groups and activists (e.g., Federal Reserve
Banks, Fannie Mae, American Bankers Association, and fair housing councils). The 16
case studies include the following subjects:1

The case study institutions are briefly described, and their accomplishments are sum-
marized, in table 1.

ILLUSTRATIVE STRATEGIES TO EXPAND HOMEOWNERSHIP AMONG

THE TRADITIONALLY UNDERSERVED

From the case studies, we synthesize illustrative strategies to extend and sustain home
mortgage lending to minority, LMI, immigrant, and other underserved populations.

2 David Listokin, Elvin K. Wyly, Larry Keating, Kristopher M. Rengert, and Barbara Listokin

Fannie Mae Foundation Research Report

1 Nine of the case studies were originally examined in an analysis for HUD (Listokin et al. 1998). These nine
have been expanded and updated.

1. Three national lenders and one
regional lender

2. Four community lenders, including
minority-owned banks and banks
specializing in particular areas,
particular products, or both

3. Two of the nation’s longest-running
lender consortia

4. Six nonprofits (many partnering
with lenders) that provide home-
ownership opportunities for some
of the most destitute populations
in the United States, such as 
Haitian immigrants and Native
Americans

Bank of America (BofA); Countrywide Home
Loans, Inc.; Norwest Mortgage Inc.; and Peo-
ple’s Bank

Berean Federal Savings Bank (minority-
owned), First National Bank of Farmington
(FNBF; service to Native Americans), Indus-
trial Bank (minority owned), and Trent
Financial (mortgage broker concentrating on
Federal Housing Administration [FHA]–
insured mortgages).

Atlanta Mortgage Consortium (AMC) and
Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan (DVMP) 

Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE); Chat-
tanooga Neighborhood Enterprise, Inc.
(CNE); Little Haiti Housing Association
(LHHA); NAACP–NationsBank Community
Development Resource Centers; Navajo Part-
nership for Housing (NPH); and Neighbor-
hood Housing Services of Chicago (NHSC)
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Table 1. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

For-Profit Lending Institutions

National/Regional Lenders

Bank of Americaa

Countrywide Home
Loans

Norwest Mortgageb

People’s Bank

Berean Federal
Savings Bank

First National Bank
of Farmington
(FNBF)c

Industrial Bank

Trent Financiald

National

National

National

Regional
(New England)

Philadelphia

San Juan County,
NM

Washington, DC,
area

Los Angeles

As of 1997 (prior to its merger with NationsBank), the second-
largest banking company in the United States, holding about 40
percent of its assets (about $50 billion) in residential mortgages

Principal subsidiary of Countrywide Credit Industries, which pro-
vides vertically integrated financial services. One of the nation’s
leading single-family mortgage originators and servicers 

As of 1998, the nation’s largest originator and second-largest ser-
vicer of residential mortgages. Vertically integrated mortgage sub-
sidiary of Wells Fargo & Company

Large regional savings bank in New England and the leading resi-
dential lender in Connecticut. Held $2.2 billion in residential mort-
gages in 1996

The nation's oldest minority-owned and minority-operated thrift
institution, specializing in single-family lending in the largely minor-
ity West Philadelphia area

Small commercial bank, located in a border community (Farming-
ton, NM) to the Navajo Nation, providing mortgage and other
banking services to Native Americans

Largest black-owned commercial bank in the United States, but
with small volume of residential lending in Washington, DC, and
Prince George’s County, MD

Small mortgage brokerage company specializing in FHA lending
to LMI, minority, and immigrant borrowers and neighborhoods in
South Central Los Angeles and surrounding areas 

Maintains comprehensive program of lending to underserved pop-
ulations through its “Neighborhood Advantage” affordable products
program, launched in 1990. Made a 10-year, $37 billion commit-
ment to LMI home lending as part of an overall lending goal of
$140 billion

About one-sixth of mortgages made to black, Hispanic, or Native
American borrowers. Largest lender to the Hispanic market
according to 1998 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data

The nation’s top mortgage originator to minorities and LMI con-
sumers. Offers integrated initiatives to reach underserved popula-
tions and neighborhoods

Integrated efforts to reach underserved markets beginning in early
1990s. Offers Building Foundations—a $200 million initiative com-
prising state, government-sponsored enterprise, and portfolio
affordable mortgages. In 1998, Building Foundations extended
approximately $96 million in affordable mortgage loans and helped
941 people buy homes.

About 95 percent of mortgages granted to minority borrowers and
about 50 percent to LMI borrowers

A leader in the development of mortgage markets and other finan-
cial services to the Navajo Nation; closed the first federally insured
mortgage loan on the Navajo Nation

Customized, personalized efforts to outreach, underwriting, and
postpurchase retention in minority markets of the Washington, DC,
area. Mortgage volume is modest (e.g., 32 mortgages in 1997),
but mortgage lending is primarily to black (81 percent in 1997) and
LMI (56 percent in 1997) borrowers.

Makes about 90 percent of its loans to people of color with low or
moderate incomes

1904

1969

1906

1842

1888

1902

1934

1986

Community Lenders
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Table 1. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments (continued)

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

Lender Consortia

Atlanta Mortgage
Consortium (AMC)e

Delaware Valley
Mortgage Plan
(DVMP)

Asian Americans for
Equality (AAFE)

Chattanooga Neigh-
borhood Enterprise
(CNE)

Little Haiti Housing
Association (LHHA)

NAACP–Nations-
Banka Community
Development
Resource Centers

Fulton and DeKalb
Counties, GA
(including Atlanta)

Originally Philadel-
phia; later expanded
to six-county area

Asian neighborhoods
in New York City

City of Chat-
tanooga, TN, and
Hamilton County,
TN

Little Haiti (and
nearby neighbor-
hoods) in Miami

Atlanta; Austin, TX;
Charlotte, NC;
Columbia, SC; Ft.
Lauderdale, FL; and
Richmond, VA

Nationally recognized consortium established in response to “The
Color of Money” redlining study in 1988

One of the nation’s longest-running, collaborative mortgage-loan
programs; established in response to local activism that predated
the Community Reinvestment Act

Community-based, nonprofit civil rights and housing organization
dedicated to providing housing development (both rental and
owner-occupied), housing assistance (e.g., homeownership coun-
seling and tenant advocacy), citizenship courses, financial coun-
seling, and a variety of other social and economic services to
Asian Americans in the New York metropolitan area

Nonprofit organization that facilitates financing, development, and
renovation of affordable housing and prepares home buyers
through education and counseling; an affiliate of the Neighborhood
Reinvestment Corporation (NRC)

Uses housing as a primary vehicle to improve the shelter and
socioeconomic conditions of Haitians in Miami’s Little Haiti neigh-
borhood. Applies a comprehensive “integrated housing strategy”
that produces rehabilitated and new affordable housing and pro-
vides both rental and homeownership assistance.

Partnership between civil rights organization and leading national
bank. Provides education, technical assistance, and counseling
along with home mortgage, consumer, small business, and 
community-development lending.

Provided outreach and education along with flexible loan products
through nine member banks. Closed a total of 1,815 loans with a
value of $95 million. Seventy percent of AMC loans went to minori-
ties with incomes at or below 80 percent of the area median.

From 1975 through 1998, 27,952 mortgages with a total value of
$763 million granted under DVMP auspices. In 1996, 73 percent of
DVMP loans were made in Philadelphia, 75 percent were made to
minorities, and 60 percent were made to very low income house-
holds.

Aided its clients in obtaining a cumulative total of $63 million in
home mortgage loans; provides homeownership counseling to
about 500 persons annually; raised almost $18 million of private
and public capital to develop 185 affordable apartments; and is
currently involved in $26 million in projects that will produce about
250 affordable rental and homeownership units as well as com-
mercial improvements

Financed, produced, or renovated more than 4,600 units ($140
million investment), including origination or facilitation of almost
2,000 home-purchase loans ($92 million). In 10 years, purchase
loan volume grew from 7 to more than 300 home mortgages annu-
ally. Leverages private-sector investment, captures public invest-
ment, and provides extensive services to borrowers.

As of February 1999, had provided extensive homeownership
counseling to 180 families. Of the 57 families who purchased
houses, not one has experienced a foreclosure; and the delin-
quency rate is zero percent. LHHA is in the process of rehabilitat-
ing about 70 multifamily units and building a new 33-unit for-sale
townhouse project.

Between 1993 and 1996, made 443 home mortgage loans with a
total value of $32.3 million. About 98 percent of those loans were
to minority borrowers, mostly LMI households.

1988

1975

1974

1986

1987

1991

Nonprofit Institutions
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Table 1. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments (continued)

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

Nonprofit Institutions (continued)

Navajo Partnership
for Housing (NPH)

Neighborhood
Housing Services of
Chicago

Navajo Nation (AZ,
NM, UT)

Chicago (All LMI
areas, with focus in
20 target neighbor-
hoods)

Nonprofit affiliate of the NRC devoted to homeownership on the
Navajo Nation. (Through 1994, not a single conventional mortgage
had been closed on the Navajo Nation, an Indian reservation with
a land area larger than that of nine states.) Offers home-buyer
education and counseling, provides intermediation for the buyer
with tribal and governmental authorities, and makes available
other services.

Largest member of the NRC network. Nonprofit organization that
administers loan programs to finance home improvement, pur-
chase, and rehabilitation for LMI families; buys and redevelops 
single-family and multifamily properties; builds new affordable
housing; and engages in community-building activities through
neighborhood-based programs.

Involved on many fronts in surmounting the many legal and institu-
tional barriers to collateralized mortgage lending on Indian lands.
As of mid-1998, only one home purchase on the Navajo Nation,
involving two separate mortgages, had been facilitated, but 13
loans had been approved. NPH had provided individual counsel-
ing, group homeownership training, or both to almost 150 people.
Developed homeownership education materials especially for
Native Americans.

Has provided about 6,800 loans—including home improvement,
purchase-rehabilitation, and purchase loans—to borrowers in LMI
Chicago census tracts. Sixty percent of the borrowers earned 80
percent or less of the area median income, and 90 percent were
ethnic minorities, racial minorities, or both. Other accomplishments
include rehabilitation or new construction of 21,000 housing units.

1996

1975

a In September 1998, NationsBank and BankAmerica merged to form Bank of America.
b In November 1998, Wells Fargo & Company merged with Norwest Corporation, the parent of Norwest Mortgage. In April 2000, Norwest Mortgage changed its name to Wells

Fargo Home Mortgage.
c FNBF was acquired by Wells Fargo Bank New Mexico in March 2000.
d Trent Financial ceased operations on December 31, 1999.
e AMC disbanded in 1997 in response to greater industrywide attention to underserved markets and consortia instability.



The strategies are organized according to the stages of the lending process, as follows:

1. Overall management strategies: policies to create an environment conducive to
lending to the traditionally underserved

2. Strategies for seeking applicants: strategies to broaden the pool of applicants and
tap latent demand among traditionally neglected markets

3. Strategies for qualifying applicants: strategies to ensure that lending decisions are
based solely on repayment ability of the traditionally underserved and strategies to
extend that repayment capacity

4. Strategies for retaining homeowners: policies to support the long-term success of
homeownership by often-novice buyers

Illustrative strategies from the case studies for these four stages of the lending process
are summarized in tables 2 through 5. The overall themes and principal actions of the
four areas of intervention are as follows:

· Overall management strategies are designed to create an environment in which fair
and affordable lending becomes an integral part of the institution’s mission and day-
to-day operational fiber, including how staff are hired, trained, and compensated.

· Strategies for attracting applicants aim to identify and develop the social, commu-
nity, and communication networks that encourage the traditionally underserved to
try to become homeowners and to apply for mortgages.

· Strategies for qualifying applicants work to address the many barriers historically
confronted by the traditionally underserved through many means, including provid-
ing home-buyer education and homeownership counseling; expanding the availabili-
ty of affordable mortgage products, as well as affordable housing; applying flexibili-
ty in underwriting that is consistent with sound lending practices; and vigilantly
guarding against discriminatory treatment.

· Strategies for retaining homeowners seek to realize long-term success in lending and
homeownership by building ongoing relationships with borrowers; providing careful
monitoring and quick and flexible reaction in the event of missed payments; and,
more generally, tackling the many socioeconomic problems bedeviling traditionally
underserved populations and neighborhoods.

APPLYING THE ILLUSTRATIVE STRATEGIES

The illustrative strategies “menu” detailed in the accompanying tables involves a changed
way of thinking, as well as a compendium of actions. Not everything has to be ordered
from the menu; however, its full content should be considered carefully. In fact, the menu
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Table 2. Illustrative Strategies for Managing Enhanced Mortgage Lending
to Traditionally Underserved Communities: Case Study Examples

Management Strategies Case Study Examples

A. Management Commitment

Ensure overall corporate commitment to Norwest’s corporate goal is to be the largest and most profitable mortgage
underserved market originator and servicer to LMI and minority consumers.

Stipulate corporate commitment in DVMP bank participants (e.g., PNC and CoreStates) have vision statements
defining documents reiterating commitment to affordable lending.

Involve senior-level management Countrywide’s fair lending committee is composed of the president, the heads
of major production divisions, and other senior officials. Norwest established
the position of executive vice president of affordable housing; the officer in
that position sits on the parent company’s executive board. FNBF’s Commu-
nity Reinvestment Act (CRA) officer reports to an executive vice president,
with oversight provided by the board of directors.

B. Management Structure

Allow for creative mix of specialized and BofA has community-lending underwriters and two special processing units
companywide units involved in affordable expressly designated to handle low-volume community lending products;
lending however, affordable lending is done throughout the company. Norwest has

staff members who focus on affordable lending (e.g., community develop-
ment sales representatives [CDSRs]) and has an affordable housing under-
writing group, although the company in general engages in affordable lend-
ing and underwriting. Countrywide has about 20 retail branches in inner-city
locations; however, the company’s 440 retail offices make affordable loans.

C. Lending Goals

Set concrete goals for affordable lending BofA sets three lending goals (for LMI census tracts, LMI borrowers, and
minority borrowers) for every operating level. Norwest’s performance objec-
tives for division, area, and regional managers include specific numeric
goals for LMI and minority lending. People’s incorporates CRA objectives
into annual goals for each of its business areas.

D. Compensation Formulas

Set compensation that encourages BofA ties compensation and bonuses to affordable loan performance and 
working on affordable lending offers other incentives for such lending (e.g., peer recognition). Norwest

links manager compensation to LMI and minority mortgage production and
provides its CDSRs with a base salary plus commission. (This system
allows CDSRs to perform functions that do not immediately generate loan
applications; however, in time, all CDSRs revert to full commission.) Com-
pensation of Countrywide retail loan officers is based on the number (not
the value) of the mortgages granted. People’s account officers working in
central cities have a special compensation system. Industrial loan officers
receive a higher-percentage commission on smaller loans.

E. Workforce Development

Educate workforce on affordable and fair BofA offers a “Fair Lending Challenge” (interactive CD-ROM program) as well
lending and promote workforce diversity  as other fair housing–CRA training, and it aggressively recruits minority and 
and cultural sensitivity bilingual personnel. People’s branch account officers and others involved in

the lending process (e.g., appraisers) receive in-house training on fair lend-
ing. FNBF provides staff training on the Navajo culture.
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Table 2. Illustrative Strategies for Managing Enhanced Mortgage Lending
to Traditionally Underserved Communities: Case Study Examples (continued)

Management Strategies Case Study Examples

F. Market Research

Analyze the potential and performance BofA market research identifies the needs and perceptions of the under-
of affordable lending served community and guides the development and promotion of its Neigh-

borhood Advantage Mortgages. Norwest’s Market Intelligence Group identi-
fies market opportunities and helps develop marketing strategies.

can act as a useful checklist for institutional self-evaluation, with those actions that most
comport with an institution’s given situation considered first.

Illustrative strategies vary by institution type and context as explained in the following
paragraphs:

1. Because they are based in traditionally underserved neighborhoods, community
lenders have less cause to advertise aggressively to reach their constituents. At the
same time, making their service role better known to the community will attract
depositors and, ultimately, foster the mortgage-provider role. Similarly, many non-
profits, already of and in the community, still must reach out to publicize their mis-
sion and services.

2. A smaller lender may very well not be able to afford extensive matched-pairs test-
ing, nor would the lender be able to establish a separate, specialized, affordable
lending unit. Yet the smaller lender can incorporate a second review of initial decli-
nations, and its underwriting staff can remain in a general unit but still be trained
in affordable mortgage products and underwriting.

3. Lenders’ abilities to make affordable loans depend on capitalization. Lenders with
deeper pockets can make more affordable loans. Lenders less amply capitalized can
concentrate on the many variations of government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) af-
fordable loans and FHA mortgages that the secondary market accepts.

4. Nonprofits tend to do more of the longer-term preparation of borrowers (e.g., educat-
ing and counseling) and the custom crafting of housing subsidies and neighborhood
building. Once nonprofits make traditionally underserved populations and areas
more bankable, lenders can bring to bear the mass efficiency of the standardized
financing market.

The menu items should be sampled, with some digested if they work and others discard-
ed if they are less useful. Efficacy may change over time. For example, less-experienced
lenders may gain comfort in consortia arrangements with their peers; in time, as they
gain experience, the consortia participants may want to act alone or to redirect the
group to new challenges (e.g., rehabilitation financing).
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Table 3. Illustrative Strategies for Attracting Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for 
Attracting Applicants Case Study Examples

A. Through Presence in Underserved Communities

BofA has offices in south central Los Angeles, in Chicago’s south side, and in similar areas.
Countrywide has retail branches in inner-city locations in Detroit; Newark, NJ; and numerous
other cities. Norwest has 800 locations nationwide, many in underserved neighborhoods.
Berean and Industrial emphasize their role as community-based and minority-owned lenders.
FNBF opened the first full-service banking facility on the Navajo Nation.

B. Through Informal Gatherings

BofA sponsors many community-based ethnic events (e.g., Cinco de Mayo festivals). Country-
wide sponsors housing fairs following the opening of House America branches. AAFE partici-
pates in housing fairs in Asian-American neighborhoods.

C. Through Different Media

Trent uses infomercials. DVMP sends press releases to various Philadelphia-area media and
distributes brochures and other informational materials to would-be DVMP clients. LHHA hosts
a weekly radio program and advertises on Haitian radio broadcasts. AAFE publishes Caring
Community, which discusses homeownership and related topics, and encourages articles on
its operations in the Asian-American ethnic press. NPH publicizes its program in the Navajo
Times and on the Navajo radio station. NHSC advertises on Chicago’s black and Spanish-
language radio stations and on minority-oriented cable television.

D. Through Language/Cultural Sensitivity

BofA advertises in English, Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, and other languages. BofA afford-
able lending materials are translated into Spanish or other languages. FNBF markets in the
Navajo-language newspaper and on the Navajo-language radio station. LHHA advertises in
Creole. AAFE distributes educational materials in English, Chinese, Korean, Hindi, Urdu, and
other languages and is sensitive to language nuances (e.g., different words for mortgage in
Mandarin and Cantonese).

E. Through Working with Neighborhood and Other Institutions

1. Churches Norwest partners with local churches (e.g., Sharing Advantage Program and Revelation Mort-
gage Corporation). People’s works with churches, social clubs, and other entities active in
minority communities. AMC worked closely with Atlanta’s Concerned Black Clergy. Industrial
is a charter member of the Collective Banking Group, an organization composed of more than
60 churches in the Washington, DC, area.

2. Community groups BofA partners with AAFE , Watts Homeownership Center, and other groups. FNBF networks
through NPH, Navajo legal services, and Navajo schools. NationsBank partners with NAACP ,
and Countrywide also networks through NAACP.

3. Real estate agents BofA networks with minority real estate agents (e.g., sponsors golf tournaments for Los Ange-
les African-American real estate agents). Trent educates real estate agents in affordable FHA
and other products. CNE conducts monthly workshops for local real estate agents.

4. Banks NPH has received referrals from FNBF, Norwest , and other banks. NHSC works with many
Chicago banks and has partnerships with 250 companies.

5. Government NPH has received referrals from the U.S. Rural Housing Service.

6. Other institutions Norwest partners with Greenlining Institute and National Association of Affordable Housing
Lenders. DVMP is administered by the Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition. CNE part-
ners with hospitals and police departments.
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Table 3. Illustrative Strategies for Attracting Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for 
Attracting Applicants Case Study Examples

F. Through Multiple Points of Contact with Consumers

BofA Presta Linea, a bilingual (English-Spanish) phone center, offers loan information and can
intake loan applications. People’s mortgage calling officers meet customers at their homes, its
supermarket branches accept mortgage applications, and its video banking provides mortgage
services. Trent and NPH offer homeownership seminars at workplaces. Industrial sends loan
officers to meet applicants at the location of their choice.

G. Through Employees

Berean recruits customers through its black employees, and FNBF recruits through its Navajo
employees. CNE encourages its employees to refer friends and family members to CNE for
homeownership and other assistance.

OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGE OF NEW MORTGAGE MARKETS

Lending to traditionally underserved markets is required by the Community Reinvest-
ment Act (CRA), GSE production goals, and other mandates. Because of the changing
demographics of the United States, such as the growing number of minority, immigrant,
and nonnuclear family households, the nontraditional market holds great promise.
That market provides considerable growth potential in a period of intensified industry
competition.

Daunting challenges remain. The recent progress in affordable lending is largely the
result of an economic boom that has extended to some of the underserved; meanwhile,
interest rates, energy costs, and housing-price inflation have remained modest. This
historically unusual concatenation of events may not last.

Other, more endemic limitations exist:

1. Affordable housing lending may not bootstrap purchasers to the more sought-after
city and suburban locations; therefore, those new buyers may not realize the same
appreciation in housing value that their predecessors in the post–World War II era
realized.

2. The tremendous effort and subsidy that is necessary to make the new markets work
is hard to sustain, especially for long periods and at high volumes. For example, over
roughly a 12-year period, Miami’s LHHA has been able to achieve homeownership
for fewer than 100 families, even with subsidies of $30,000 per unit.
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Table 4. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

A. Provide Education and Counseling

1. Lender-facilitated instruction Norwest provides home-buyer education using instructional materials from
Fannie Mae, GE Capital, and Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation (as
well as instruction conducted by nonprofits). Countrywide distributes a credit
repair manual (Your Credit and You), often on referral from Countrywide’s
House America Counseling Center (HACC). CNE provides FasTrak home-
owner counseling.

2. Nonprofit-facilitated instruction BofA partners in counseling with National Council of La Raza and other 
(often with lender partnership) community groups. People’s refers home seekers to the counseling services

offered by ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now) in addition to its own instruction. Berean relies on ACORN and other
Philadelphia nonprofit counseling agencies. LHHA , AAFE , and NPH all pro-
vide culturally sensitive homeownership training (e.g., instruction given in
Creole, Chinese or Korean, and Navajo, respectively). NHSC’s HomeBuyers
Club provides peer support, education, and credit repair.

3. Training and certification DVMP has trained more than 300 counselors; it also certifies counseling
agencies.

4. Telecounseling Potential borrowers can work with a counselor from the Norwest Mortgage
HomeBuyers Club via telephone and mail contact. Countrywide’s HACC
provides centralized homeownership counseling via a toll-free number.

B. Provide Affordable Financing and Housing Opportunities

1. Affordable mortgages

a. Government and government- Countrywide’s lending consists primarily of FHA, Fannie Mae, and Freddie 
sponsored enterprise (GSE) Mac products. NPH, FNBF, and Norwest use federal Section 184 (and other
affordable products products) to enable lending on Indian lands.

b. Lenders’ own affordable products BofA’s Special Allocation program provides financing to LMI borrowers or
census tracts not meeting standard guidelines. People’s community lending
fund, or CRA pool, allows high loan-to-value (LTV) mortgages without mort-
gage insurance and has interest rate discounts and other affordable fea-
tures. Berean allows debt-to-income ratios over 40 percent, well above
industry standards. Industrial has no absolute debt-to-income ratio maxi-
mum on its portfolio loans. AMC allowed a 50-percent total debt ratio (later
reduced to 42 percent). Participating DVMP lenders sometimes offered
below-market-interest-rate (BMIR) financing and did not require private
mortgage insurance on high-LTV loans. AMC participants discounted inter-
est rates by 50 basis points.

2. Flexible underwriting

a. Credit BofA Credit Flex mortgages are targeted to LMI borrowers with lower credit
scores, no credit history, or limited credit history. People’s allows a strong
nontraditional credit record to offset blemished formal credit (typically non-
traditional credit is referenced only when formal credit records are unavail-
able). Trent draws heavily on FHA mortgages because FHA’s credit under-
writing is less stringent than that of other (e.g., GSE) products. Berean pays
little heed to formal credit reports because it frequently finds them to be
incorrect or outdated for its LMI borrowers. Lenders financing homes reha-
bilitated by LHHA did not run a credit score on LHHA’s mortgage appli-
cants. FHA, Fannie Mae Community Home Buyer’s Program, and Freddie
Mac Affordable Gold products offer numerous flexibilities with respect to
credit and other underwriting criteria.
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Table 4. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

B. Provide Affordable Financing and Housing Opportunities (continued)

b. Property standards and appraisals To improve the accuracy of appraisals in city neighborhoods, People’s uses
a combination of in-house appraisers familiar with city housing markets and
similarly knowledgeable outside appraisers. Industrial prefers “inside the
Beltway” appraisers, who are generally more knowledgeable about Industri-
al’s market. Berean focuses on the particular property being mortgaged and
not on the neighborhood or block in which it is located. DVMP underwriting
focuses on the block rather than the entire neighborhood.

c. Employment and income Lenders working with AAFE waived the standard requirement that a mort-
gage applicant should have been working at least two years (AAFE showed
that its Asian-American clientele often had worked abroad for many years).
CNE waives a two-year employment requirement under certain conditions
(e.g., home buyer previously steadily employed). AAFE lenders waive formal
income verification (e.g., a W-2) and instead accept other documentation
(e.g., employer letter).

d. Asset verification A GSE pilot program accepted the informal sous-sous savings of LHHA’s
mortgage applicants as adequate funds to close. Similarly, lenders working
with AAFE accepted savings drawn from the Korean kye. (Acceptance of
informal savings later became industry practice.) AAFE also convinced
lenders to accept flexible-repayment loans from extended Asian-American
families as a permissible asset to close.

3. Housing subsidies BofA participates in 14 state bond programs offering BMIR mortgages, uses
credit certificates in 20 cities and counties, and is approved for approximate-
ly 200 local and state down payment assistance programs. Norwest partici-
pates in more than 600 mortgage assistance programs (e.g., for down pay-
ment and closing cost assistance, insurance writedown, and purchase-cost
reduction). In 1996, Countrywide was involved in 448 BMIR mortgage rev-
enue bond programs and 475 soft second mortgages, which reduced down
payment and closing costs for LMI borrowers. People’s partners with the
Connecticut Housing Finance Authority (CHFA) and others (e.g., a CHFA-
People’s product offers 100-percent LTV–BMIR home mortgages to current
residents of public housing). Berean participates in a University of Pennsyl-
vania employee mortgage program that allows loans with up to 105 percent
LTV. Industrial participates in D.C. Housing Finance Agency and other bond
programs offering BMIR mortgages with closing cost assistance. DVMP par-
ticipating lenders took advantage of soft seconds from the City of Philadel-
phia and of BMIR financing from the Pennsylvania Housing and Finance
Agency. FNBF gave BMIR financing for Navajo housing through a grant
received from the Federal Home Loan Banks’ Affordable Housing Program
(AHP). AAFE uses a variety of subsidies (e.g., building on city-owned land
and using New York City–State BMIR financing). LHHA uses Community
Development Block Grant, HOME, AHP, and Miami–Dade County surtax
subsidies. NPH used AHP and other subsidies. NHSC partners with the City
of Chicago, foundations, and lenders to provide affordable purchase, pur-
chase-rehab, and other financing.

4. Affordable housing AAFE has developed 185 affordable apartments; it is currently producing
about 250 affordable rental and homeownership units, as well as making
commercial improvements. CNE has constructed more than 100 single-
family homes and has renovated or constructed approximately 400 multi-
family units. NHSC has been involved in the rehabilitation or new construc-
tion of almost 21,000 housing units, including 334 units of LMI rental hous-
ing that it owns and manages.
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Table 4. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

C. Foster Fair Access to Credit

1. Multiple reviews Norwest loans not immediately approved by automated underwriting are
referred to more detailed manual underwriting. Norwest’s Affordable Housing
Underwriting Group offers additional underwriting assistance. At People’s,
any mortgage application that is rejected gets at least two reviews; a special
review committee examines rejected LMI and minority home seekers; and a
senior vice president further reviews all rejections of minority loans, regard-
less of income. Lender participants in DVMP had multiple internal bank
reviews in addition to DVMP peer review.

2. Ensuring fairness Countrywide statistically analyzes the “denial disparity index” of its retail
branches, performs matched applicant pair (minority/majority) testing, and
has a special representative hear fair-lending complaints. CNE annually
reprocesses 10 percent of its loans to test for fairness.

D. Other Qualifying Strategies

NPH, FNBF, and Norwest are working to address the legal, bureaucratic,
and many other obstacles to mortgage lending on Native American lands
(e.g., formulation of an innovative homesite lease that allows lenders to pro-
tect collateral while addressing the inalienability of tribal lands).

3. We can learn much from the illustrative strategies distilled in this study, but ulti-
mately we cannot separate mortgage lending markets from broader efforts to com-
bat economic and racial inequities in American housing markets. Lending markets
are but one part of a broader real estate process; innovative strategies for mortgage
lending must be accompanied by actions to expand homeownership opportunities by
real estate agents, insurance companies, credit bureaus, appraisers, and other real
estate professionals and industries.

4. Strategies for expanding homeownership opportunities are a moving target. Much
progress has been made in management practices and in seeking and qualifying
mortgage applicants; however, considerably more attention needs to be paid to re-
taining homeowners. Also, progress on home-purchase financing needs to be accom-
panied by the more demanding purchase-rehabilitation and home-improvement
lending. In this area, many challenges remain; for instance, 60,000 low-income senior
households in Philadelphia need loans for house repairs and require technical, social,
and other support. (DVMP is, in fact, moving to address such needs.)

GUIDE TO THIS REPORT

The first part of this report provides background and synthesizes the case studies and
includes a comprehensive discussion of the barriers faced by traditionally underserved
populations and the innovative strategies used by lenders to reach this market. This
discussion provides an overall framework for more than 300 pages of case studies, and
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Table 5. Illustrative Strategies for Retaining Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Homeowners:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for
Retaining Homeowners Case Study Examples

A. Communication with and Education of Borrowers

A Countrywide video, Living the Dream: A New Homeownership Survival Guide, covering the basics of
budgeting, home maintenance, and similar topics, is required viewing for all retail borrowers. New borrow-
ers are notified by Trent that the company is available to help borrowers in times of need. LHHA’s Home-
owners’ Club offers new homeowners an opportunity to meet for social and educational activities (e.g., to
hear about fire and hurricane safety). NHSC mails newsletters to its borrowers to apprise them of ongoing
services, programs, and opportunities with NHSC and with citywide and statewide programs.

B. Enhanced Oversight

DVMP lenders would often drive through the neighborhoods where mortgages were granted and “wind-
shield” survey the condition of the DVMP properties. LHHA’s family outreach specialist visits each borrower
bimonthly to inquire about problems with the house or neighborhood. The specialist also notes if repairs
are needed on the house, makes a visual inspection of the immediate neighborhood, and attempts to
address observed problems (e.g., by referring the homeowner to reliable tradespeople).

C. Quick Response to Delinquency

Many GSE and similar affordable products mandate a quicker servicer response to delinquency (e.g., the
servicer contacts the borrower 15 days after a payment is late, rather than wait for 30 days to elapse). On
all its loans (portfolio and those sold to the secondary market), Berean intervenes before a payment is 30
days past due to work out a solution. Industrial acts similarly. Long before it became industrywide practice,
participating DVMP lenders responded quickly to delinquency. AMC closely monitored delinquencies, and
the AMC executive director visited the homes of newly delinquent borrowers to initiate workouts.

D. Delinquency Workout

Postpurchase delinquency counseling, often by nonprofits, is required in conjunction with many affordable
lending products on an as-needed basis. The borrower authorizes the servicer to share relevant account
information with a third-party counselor should the borrower become delinquent. People’s provides coun-
seling on budget management and debt restructuring to challenged borrowers (e.g., those experiencing a
job loss) and also refers those borrowers to an independent, nonprofit counseling organization. On an as-
needed basis, People’s will work out a delinquent loan to keep it performing by modifying the interest rate or
stretching out the repayment schedule. NHSC’s Foreclosure Intervention Program provides mortgage-delin-
quency counseling and financial aid (e.g., NHSC can arrange a loan through Chicago’s Homeowners
Emergency Lending Program).

E. Overall Neighborhood Support

LHHA’s Homeowners’ Club (described above) sets a framework for collective neighborhood action with
respect to public safety, economic activity, and social programs (e.g., organizing block and neighborhood
watches). In addition, LHHA provides youth and after-school programs; resource centers for art and com-
puter instruction; and a Service Exchange Program (through which LHHA homeowners barter services,
such as providing gardening in exchange for child care). LHHA has also fostered a Little Haiti credit union/
economic development corporation. AAFE provides many support services for its target Asian-American
neighborhoods, including civil rights advocacy, citizenship and other education, landlord-tenant dispute
counseling, and economic development through such means as obtaining affordable financing for local
businesses and rehabilitating or building new commercial stores. CNE improves neighborhood conditions
through strategies ranging from commercial development to improved public safety through its Police Offi-
cer Next Door Program. NHSC supports revitalizing neighborhoods through beautification (e.g., cleanup of
a CSX railroad embankment), commercial development (assembling properties in the Roseland neighbor-
hood), and enhancement of public safety (e.g., participating in a “super block” intervention combining
enhanced police protection and improved social services and infrastructure).



alerts readers to particular institutions or practices in specific case investigations. (Tables
1–5 in this summary serve a similar role in guiding readers.)

The detailed case studies follow the background and synthesis. Each study is organized
using this common framework:

1. Background—This section sets the context and includes such considerations as insti-
tutional history (including corporate structure and changes in the target market),
motivations for lending to the traditionally underserved, and distinguishing charac-
teristics of the area or areas where the lending is taking place.

2. Strategy—This information is organized by type of strategy (management framework,
attracting and qualifying applicants, and retaining homeowners), with encompass-
ing strategies described in considerable detail. Pertinent subsidies and other bridge
mechanisms are included as appropriate.

3. Discussion—Each case study includes a discussion of the strategies—how they
evolved over time and why they changed, how successful they are in terms of reach-
ing the underserved, costs of implementation, and change in corporate culture and
the like—as well as constraints and how they were overcome. Also included in most
instances is a discussion of unique aspects of the case study institution and the
replicability of the institution’s approach.

4. For easier reading, each case study begins with a one-page description of the orga-
nization and its strategies.

In sum, expanding homeownership opportunities for the traditionally underserved re-
quires a broad range of actions on many fronts. The case studies show the way to real-
world progress in accomplishing this goal. This report will, we hope, allow others to
learn from the experiences of diverse institutions.
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Making New Mortgage Markets: 
Case Studies of Institutions, Home Buyers, 
and Communities

David Listokin, Elvin K. Wyly, Larry Keating, Kristopher M. Rengert, and Barbara Listokin

Background and Synthesis

INTRODUCTION

America’s housing and mortgage markets are in the midst of a dramatic transformation.
After generations of discrimination and disinvestment, low-income and minority borrow-
ers and neighborhoods now represent growth potential for homeownership and mortgage
lending. In a movement that seems to reconcile socioeconomic equity with the impera-
tives of profitability in a competitive and turbulent industry, mortgage lending has
emerged as the key to revitalizing the inner city, opening access to suburban housing
markets, and promoting household wealth accumulation. Prodded by policy makers, the
housing finance industry is now racing to tap new markets for homeownership by reach-
ing traditionally underserved populations of racial and ethnic minorities, recent immi-
grants, Native Americans, and low- to moderate-income (LMI) households.

This report presents illustrative lending and other strategies used by a cross section
of leaders in the effort to foster homeownership among traditionally underserved pop-
ulations. The case studies encompass diverse institutions, including private banks and
mortgage lenders, lending consortia, and nonprofit community organizations. Lending
industry regulators and other sources recognize the case study institutions as being
among the leaders in the effort to expand homeownership opportunities.

We use a qualitative approach to synthesize the efforts of the case study participants. We
thus refrain from terming these strategies best practices because our research provides
too few cases and has other limitations that inhibit identification of “best” or “exemplary”
actions according to generally accepted social science methodologies. Instead, we term
the efforts illustrative strategies because they reflect the wide variety of interventions
that have evolved in response to changes in America’s housing and mortgage markets
and in response to the different city, institution, client group, and other contextual fac-
tors faced by the different case study institutions.

The illustrative strategies provide useful documentation of the scope and diversity of
efforts to expand homeownership opportunities at a critical juncture in the development
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of the U.S. housing finance system. The numerous and diverse strategies include activi-
ties to attract and qualify applicants and to retain successful homeowners. At their core,
however, the strategies encompass a broad central notion of how to reach traditionally
underserved markets by “developing an intimate knowledge of the target clientele and
their housing and lending needs and finding a way to match their needs with services
within the agency’s resource and legal, financial, and institutional constraints.”1 Efforts
to meet the needs of traditionally underserved populations are very challenging because
they attempt to address a broad range of financial, discriminatory, cultural, and other
barriers historically confronting such populations. Adding to that challenge is the ten-
sion between a contemporary lending industry that emphasizes efficient, standardized
procedures and the labor-intensive, customized interventions required to reach the
underserved.

The analysis and findings are presented in seven sections. We begin with a brief history
of the current movement to tap new markets for homeownership, followed by a discus-
sion of the theoretical framework used to organize the results of the case studies. We
then turn to the illustrative strategies used by the case study institutions, with separate
sections for (1) institutional structure and management, (2) attracting applicants, (3)
qualifying applicants, and (4) retaining homeowners. In the concluding section, we dis-
cuss the accomplishments, potential, and limitations of housing finance as a policy in-
strument for promoting household opportunity and community development.

BACKGROUND: A GENERATION OF CHANGE IN HOUSING FINANCE

From “Redlining” to “Reinvestment” to “Underserved Markets”2

America’s housing finance system has undergone a sweeping transformation in the past
generation. Economic restructuring, community activism, and policy measures have in-
tersected in complex but distinct ways in each of the past three decades. In the 1970s,
the dislocations of deindustrialization and “stagflation” devastated housing market ac-
tivity, while discrimination against minority and low-income urban neighborhoods re-
mained widespread, severe, and often blatant. A diverse and vibrant community rein-
vestment movement with roots in the civil rights and community-organizing movements
responded with aggressive efforts to document and challenge blockbusting, disinvest-
ment, and redlining (Squires 1992). Local and regional activism broadened to a na-
tional movement, culminating in the passage of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(HMDA) of 1975 and the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) of 1977.
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By the 1980s, housing markets experienced some revival, but also several problems.3

For instance, the overall homeownership rate slipped from 64.6 percent in 1983 to 63.9
percent in 1985. Also, evidence from HMDA data and other sources continued to show
lingering racial geographic disparities in mortgage lending. Research and community
activism surrounding Dedman’s (1988) Pulitzer Prize–winning “Color of Money” study of
redlining in Atlanta led to provisions strengthening HMDA as part of the savings and
loan legislation of 1989 (see Vartanian et al. 1995). Those provisions generated new loan-
level data on characteristics of mortgage applicants and the disposition of their appli-
cations, which in turn initiated a new wave of research.

The 1990s ushered in an era of growing complexity that has continued into 2000. The
nation is enjoying its longest-running expansion in the context of extremely low inflation
and low unemployment, and an expanding secondary mortgage market has reduced
borrowing costs while allowing greater flexibility in underwriting. The nation recently
posted the highest homeownership rate ever recorded—66.8 percent in 1999—and real-
ized significant gains in homeownership since the mid-1990s (table 1). And a subtle but
widespread shift has become apparent among lenders, regulators, and scholars: In many
quarters, talk of “fair lending requirements” has given way to discussions of reaching
“underserved” markets of minorities, LMI borrowers, and formerly redlined city neigh-
borhoods.

These shifts, as well as extremely favorable employment and interest rate environments,
have yielded dramatic progress in lending to borrowers and neighborhoods that were
traditionally excluded from homeownership. Between 1993 and 1997, the number of con-
ventional home-purchase loans to African-American and Hispanic borrowers increased
by 72 percent and 45 percent, respectively, compared with an increase of only 22 percent
for non-Hispanic whites. From 1994 to 1999, both the absolute and relative percentage
increases in minority households achieving homeownership outstripped that of their
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Table 1. Homeownership Rates for the United States, 1994 and 1999
(percent of households that own their homes)

1994–99

1994 (%) 1999 (%) Change in % % Change

Nation Overall 64.0 66.8 +2.8 +4.4%

By Group
White (non-Hispanic) 70.0 73.2 +3.2 +4.6
Black (non-Hispanic) 42.5 46.7 +4.2 +9.9
Hispanic 41.2 45.5 +4.3 +10.4
Other (non-Hispanic)* 50.8 54.1 +3.3 +6.5

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Housing Vacancy Survey.
* Includes Asian Americans, Native Americans, and Pacific Islanders.

3 As an example of this revival, the value of newly constructed housing units rose from $57 billion in 1982 to
almost $140 billion toward the end of the 1980s.



majority counterparts, as is evident in table 1. Lending increases have also been appar-
ent when underserved markets are defined geographically: Between 1993 and 1997,
mortgage loan originations increased by 40 percent in predominantly minority neighbor-
hoods and by 31 percent in low-income neighborhoods, compared with an overall increase
of 20 percent across the nation’s metropolitan areas (Can, Bogdon, and Tong 1999).4

Many lenders have committed capital to lending initiatives explicitly targeted to under-
served borrowers or neighborhoods. Schwartz (1998) cites evidence that, since the pas-
sage of the CRA in 1977, community-based organizations have negotiated with lenders
to secure more than 300 reinvestment agreements valued at more than $353 billion.

Persistent Challenges and Barriers

Nevertheless, substantial challenges and barriers remain.

First, expanded lending to underserved markets is precariously balanced on the long-
running economic expansion of the 1990s. Fair lending initiatives have benefited greatly
from the combination of low interest rates, sustained economic growth, and tight labor
markets; but questions remain about the sustainability of those efforts, particularly
among first-time low-income borrowers shouldering high debt ratios on properties that
might not reap the appreciation windfall characterizing the postwar period. Thus, the
1990s run-up in homeownership attainment by the traditionally underserved may, like
the stock market, be due for a correction when the economic cycle turns.

Second, it is also important to recognize that alternative statistics tell different stories
about the nation’s booming housing market, and rapid growth rates have not yet elimi-
nated long-standing inequalities. Even though African-American and Hispanic home-
ownership grew at six times the net rate of increase for non-Hispanic whites between
1995 and 1999, minority ownership still stands at only about 63 percent of the level for
whites. The differences are stark: In 1999, 73.2 percent of non-Hispanic whites owned
their homes compared with 46.7 percent for non-Hispanic blacks and 45.5 percent for
Hispanics (table 1). There are also marked geographical disparities, such as a central-
city homeownership rate of just over 50 percent compared with a rate of almost 75 per-
cent in suburban areas. Similarly, CRA lending during the past 20 years appears strik-
ing at $353 billion until one considers the total magnitude of mortgage credit flows: In
the first half of the 1990s alone, mortgage loans on one- to four-family homes exceeded
$4.3 trillion (Simmons 1997, 235).

National data indicating enhanced mortgage lending to, and homeownership gains
achieved by, the traditionally underserved also mask many pockets of stark need. Through
1994, not a single conventional mortgage had been closed on the Navajo Nation, an In-
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dian reservation with a land area (27,000 square miles, 17 million acres) larger than
that of nine states. The Little Haiti neighborhood in Miami, with a population of about
65,000, has one bank, and its residents must often turn to pawnshops for their credit
needs.

Third, racial discrimination remains a problem and cannot be regarded only as a his-
torical legacy. The most comprehensive and rigorous study of mortgage-lending discrim-
ination ever undertaken revealed that African Americans are 60 percent more likely to
be denied a mortgage loan than identically qualified whites (Munnell et al. 1992, 1996).
This finding has withstood repeated attempts to dismiss racial disparities in terms of
unmeasured applicant characteristics, econometric flaws, and data coding errors (Browne
and Tootell 1995). Discrimination in mortgage lending persists, and still demands schol-
arly attention, regulatory scrutiny, and legal action (Yinger 1998).

Fourth, racial disparities in mortgage markets cannot be divorced from processes that
take place prior to the underwriting stage. Because of widespread availability of HMDA
data on mortgage-applicant race and ethnicity, most research has focused narrowly on
the decision to approve or reject a loan. It is widely recognized, however, that race per-
meates many aspects of housing markets in American cities from the search process
onward (Turner 1992, 1993; Turner and Mikelsons 1992; Turner and Wienk 1993) and
that discrimination in one market may reinforce and multiply discriminatory effects in
other markets (Yinger 1995). These effects are by no means trivial. Yinger (1997) esti-
mates that racial inequalities in housing search processes impose a discrimination “tax”
of nearly $4,000 on black and Hispanic households every time they search for a home
to purchase. And the search process is just the beginning of a racial gauntlet. A 1993
Cleveland (Ohio) Residential Housing and Mortgage Credit Project identified many areas
of the home-buying process in which discriminatory acts were most likely to occur (see
table 2).

Table 2. Discriminatory Acts in the Home-Buying Process

Potential Trouble Area Examples of Discriminatory Barriers

Home purchaser’s contact Steering; disparate treatment, as in provision of information (e.g., 
with the real estate agent a real estate agent informing only certain home seekers about a

particular affordable loan program)
Home purchaser’s contact with Disparate treatment, as in provision of information; redlining

the lender
Appraisal process Inaccurate appraisals for LMI- or minority-concentrated 

neighborhoods
Property insurance Poor service to LMI and minority markets by insurance 

companies and agents
Interaction with the credit bureaus Slow corrections of errors on credit reports; inappropriate use of 

credit scoring

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 1994.

Fifth, even without the “American dilemma” of racial divide and discrimination, the
limited assets of minorities would severely limit their ability to secure homeownership.
According to the 1995 Survey of Income and Program Participation, white (non-Hispanic)
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renters had an average household income of $30,196 and an average $11,368 in assets.
By contrast, black and Hispanic renters had average household incomes of $20,917 and
$23,026, respectively; their average assets were a paltry $1,601 and $2,000, respectively.
Such constrained resources severely limit minority renters’ economic capacity to realize
the American Dream.

Finally, discriminatory and economic barriers confronting the underserved are sometimes
worsened by language and cultural differences. This problem is exemplified by the hur-
dles to homeownership confronted by immigrants, most of whom are racial or ethnic
minorities. In revealing ethnographic research, Ratner (1996) documented that immi-
grants wishing to become homeowners were often challenged because of their minority
status, limited resources, communication problems, and cultural-based misinformation
concerning how the homeownership financing system operated in the United States.

Understanding Underserved Markets

All of these factors—the transformation of housing finance, and the many remaining
barriers—demand increased attention to the complexities of lending to traditionally
underserved markets. While it is still essential to document the existence and severity
of discrimination (Yinger 1998), it is also crucial to understand how affordable lending
initiatives have evolved from the intricate interplay of macroeconomic forces, regulatory
intervention, community activism, and lending institution profitability. Indeed, some
experts place less emphasis on the need to document inequalities in access to mortgage
credit, and more emphasis on the mortgage credit terms offered and the material bene-
fits actually delivered by homeownership. Unfortunately, with few exceptions (Rohe et
al. 1998; Schwartz 1998), relatively little is known about the role of mortgage lending in
sustainable homeownership and community development in traditionally underserved
markets. Evidence suggests that such initiatives have expanded dramatically in the
past decade, but we often have only a superficial knowledge of how they evolved, what
they comprise, and what they have accomplished. Answering those questions requires
detailed case studies of current efforts to expand mortgage credit and homeownership
opportunities.

Research Approach

This report describes the lending and other strategies used by a cross section of orga-
nizations recognized as leaders in the effort to foster homeownership among tradition-
ally underserved populations. Our focus is, therefore, a stark contrast to the literature
documenting the limitations on access to credit and homeownership; our purpose is to
document emerging efforts to reduce discrimination in, and more generally to open
access to, underserved markets.

We adopt an inclusive definition of such markets. In light of wide variations in industry
practices and local contextual factors, our definition includes all attempts to increase
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lending (1) to LMI or minority borrowers, or (2) in LMI or minority neighborhoods;
minority is defined as all racial and ethnic groups except non-Hispanic whites, but in
practice most efforts are directed toward African Americans and Hispanics. Clearly,
this broad definition encompasses an exceedingly wide range of lending industry efforts
under the banner of “underserved markets.” As we hope to show, however, the market
for homeownership among groups traditionally excluded from the mainstream mortgage
market has grown considerably in size and complexity in recent years, yielding a dizzy-
ing array of alternative submarkets, guidelines, and practices.

Leaders in efforts to reach underserved markets were identified mainly through repu-
tation. Reputation is stressed because of limitations in the HMDA data and because we
believe that financial industry and nonprofit groups have a good working knowledge of
the leaders and innovators in expanding markets to minority, LMI, immigrant, and
similar populations. To that end, in a prior investigation for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) (Listokin et al. 1998), the authors sought rep-
utational nominations from financial institution regulators (e.g., Federal Reserve
Banks and the Comptroller of the Currency); secondary market funders (Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac); industry groups (e.g., American Bankers Association and Mortgage
Bankers Association of America); and advocacy and community groups and activists
(e.g., Woodstock Institute and fair housing councils). In that investigation, we contact-
ed a total of 25 such entities and asked them to identify institutions with the foremost
reputations in expanding homeownership opportunities to traditionally underserved
populations.

As a supplement to the procedure just noted, the authors further identified candidate
institutions by consulting the growing body of literature5 on efforts to expand home mort-
gage opportunities. (That review also gave us a better understanding of the so-called
best practices.) We also used other means to identify candidates, such as personal knowl-
edge of lenders and nonprofits acting to further opportunities. While we used various
approaches to identifying institutions for further study, reputation, as earlier described,
was the most heavily weighted.

In considering candidates for case studies, we excluded from our analysis those entities
focusing on subprime lending. We did include as candidates several lenders specializing
in Federal Housing Administration (FHA)–insured products, while recognizing that
debate persists on the contributions and shortcomings of the program (e.g., Bradford 1998).
Our central focus, however, was on attempts to expand access to conventional credit.
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We ultimately identified more than 200 potential case study candidates. From this can-
didate pool, we selected 16 case studies, or roughly 8 percent.6 We winnowed the field
on the basis of available study resources, the willingness of those nominated to cooper-
ate with the research team, our desire to study diverse organizations serving varying
populations in different areas of the country, and our prior contact with and knowledge
of many of the candidates in the HUD-funded study (Listokin et al. 1998).

The case studies are a cross section of highly regarded institutions rather than a rep-
resentative sample of those nominated. The cross section includes four national and re-
gional lenders; four community lenders, including two minority-owned banks; two met-
ropolitanwide lender consortia; and six nonprofit enterprises as follows:

For-Profit Institutions
National/Regional Lenders

Bank of America (BofA)
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. (Countrywide)
Norwest Mortgage, Inc. (Norwest)
People’s Bank (People’s)

Community Lenders
Berean Federal Savings Bank (Berean)
First National Bank of Farmington (FNBF)
Industrial Bank (Industrial)
Trent Financial (Trent)

Lender Consortia
Atlanta Mortgage Consortium (AMC)
Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan (DVMP)

Nonprofit Organizations
Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE)
Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise, Inc. (CNE)
Little Haiti Housing Association (LHHA)
NAACP–NationsBank Community Development Resource Centers (CDRC)
Navajo Partnership for Housing (NPH)
Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago (NHSC)

The case study institutions are geographically dispersed throughout the United States
and they range widely in age, with the oldest formed in 1842 and the newest estab-
lished in 1996. They are further described in table 3, which also contains a synopsis of
their accomplishments.
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Table 3. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

For-Profit Lending Institutions

National/Regional Lenders

Bank of Americaa

Countrywide Home
Loans

Norwest Mortgageb

People’s Bank

Berean Federal
Savings Bank

First National Bank
of Farmington
(FNBF)c

Industrial Bank

Trent Financiald

National

National

National

Regional
(New England)

Philadelphia

San Juan County,
NM

Washington, DC,
area

Los Angeles

As of 1997 (prior to its merger with NationsBank), the second-
largest banking company in the United States, holding about 40
percent of its assets (about $50 billion) in residential mortgages

Principal subsidiary of Countrywide Credit Industries, which pro-
vides vertically integrated financial services. One of the nation’s
leading single-family mortgage originators and servicers 

As of 1998, the nation’s largest originator and second-largest ser-
vicer of residential mortgages. Vertically integrated mortgage sub-
sidiary of Wells Fargo & Company

Large regional savings bank in New England and the leading resi-
dential lender in Connecticut. Held $2.2 billion in residential mort-
gages in 1996

The nation's oldest minority-owned and minority-operated thrift
institution, specializing in single-family lending in the largely minor-
ity West Philadelphia area

Small commercial bank, located in a border community (Farming-
ton, NM) to the Navajo Nation, providing mortgage and other
banking services to Native Americans

Largest black-owned commercial bank in the United States, but
with small volume of residential lending in Washington, DC, and
Prince George’s County, MD

Small mortgage brokerage company specializing in FHA lending
to LMI, minority, and immigrant borrowers and neighborhoods in
South Central Los Angeles and surrounding areas 

Maintains comprehensive program of lending to underserved pop-
ulations through its “Neighborhood Advantage” affordable products
program, launched in 1990. Made a 10-year, $37 billion commit-
ment to LMI home lending as part of an overall lending goal of
$140 billion

About one-sixth of mortgages made to black, Hispanic, or Native
American borrowers. Largest lender to the Hispanic market
according to 1998 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data

The nation’s top mortgage originator to minorities and LMI con-
sumers. Offers integrated initiatives to reach underserved popula-
tions and neighborhoods

Integrated efforts to reach underserved markets beginning in early
1990s. Offers Building Foundations—a $200 million initiative com-
prising state, government-sponsored enterprise, and portfolio
affordable mortgages. In 1998, Building Foundations extended
approximately $96 million in affordable mortgage loans and helped
941 people buy homes.

About 95 percent of mortgages granted to minority borrowers and
about 50 percent to LMI borrowers

A leader in the development of mortgage markets and other finan-
cial services to the Navajo Nation; closed the first federally insured
mortgage loan on the Navajo Nation

Customized, personalized efforts to outreach, underwriting, and
postpurchase retention in minority markets of the Washington, DC,
area. Mortgage volume is modest (e.g., 32 mortgages in 1997),
but mortgage lending is primarily to black (81 percent in 1997) and
LMI (56 percent in 1997) borrowers.

Makes about 90 percent of its loans to people of color with low or
moderate incomes

1904

1969

1906

1842

1888

1902

1934

1986

Community Lenders
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Table 3. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments (continued)

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

Lender Consortia

Atlanta Mortgage
Consortium (AMC)e

Delaware Valley
Mortgage Plan
(DVMP)

Asian Americans for
Equality (AAFE)

Chattanooga Neigh-
borhood Enterprise
(CNE)

Little Haiti Housing
Association (LHHA)

NAACP–Nations-
Banka Community
Development
Resource Centers

Fulton and DeKalb
Counties, GA
(including Atlanta)

Originally Philadel-
phia; later expanded
to six-county area

Asian neighborhoods
in New York City

City of Chat-
tanooga, TN, and
Hamilton County,
TN

Little Haiti (and
nearby neighbor-
hoods) in Miami

Atlanta; Austin, TX;
Charlotte, NC;
Columbia, SC; Ft.
Lauderdale, FL; and
Richmond, VA

Nationally recognized consortium established in response to “The
Color of Money” redlining study in 1988

One of the nation’s longest-running, collaborative mortgage-loan
programs; established in response to local activism that predated
the Community Reinvestment Act

Community-based, nonprofit civil rights and housing organization
dedicated to providing housing development (both rental and
owner-occupied), housing assistance (e.g., homeownership coun-
seling and tenant advocacy), citizenship courses, financial coun-
seling, and a variety of other social and economic services to
Asian Americans in the New York metropolitan area

Nonprofit organization that facilitates financing, development, and
renovation of affordable housing and prepares home buyers
through education and counseling; an affiliate of the Neighborhood
Reinvestment Corporation (NRC)

Uses housing as a primary vehicle to improve the shelter and
socioeconomic conditions of Haitians in Miami’s Little Haiti neigh-
borhood. Applies a comprehensive “integrated housing strategy”
that produces rehabilitated and new affordable housing and pro-
vides both rental and homeownership assistance.

Partnership between civil rights organization and leading national
bank. Provides education, technical assistance, and counseling
along with home mortgage, consumer, small business, and 
community-development lending.

Provided outreach and education along with flexible loan products
through nine member banks. Closed a total of 1,815 loans with a
value of $95 million. Seventy percent of AMC loans went to minori-
ties with incomes at or below 80 percent of the area median.

From 1975 through 1998, 27,952 mortgages with a total value of
$763 million granted under DVMP auspices. In 1996, 73 percent of
DVMP loans were made in Philadelphia, 75 percent were made to
minorities, and 60 percent were made to very low income house-
holds.

Aided its clients in obtaining a cumulative total of $63 million in
home mortgage loans; provides homeownership counseling to
about 500 persons annually; raised almost $18 million of private
and public capital to develop 185 affordable apartments; and is
currently involved in $26 million in projects that will produce about
250 affordable rental and homeownership units as well as com-
mercial improvements

Financed, produced, or renovated more than 4,600 units ($140
million investment), including origination or facilitation of almost
2,000 home-purchase loans ($92 million). In 10 years, purchase
loan volume grew from 7 to more than 300 home mortgages annu-
ally. Leverages private-sector investment, captures public invest-
ment, and provides extensive services to borrowers.

As of February 1999, had provided extensive homeownership
counseling to 180 families. Of the 57 families who purchased
houses, not one has experienced a foreclosure; and the delin-
quency rate is zero percent. LHHA is in the process of rehabilitat-
ing about 70 multifamily units and building a new 33-unit for-sale
townhouse project.

Between 1993 and 1996, made 443 home mortgage loans with a
total value of $32.3 million. About 98 percent of those loans were
to minority borrowers, mostly LMI households.

1988

1975

1974

1986

1987

1991

Nonprofit Institutions
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Table 3. Case Study Institutions: Profiles and Accomplishments (continued)

Case Study Year
Institution Founded Service Area Description Illustrative Accomplishments

Nonprofit Institutions (continued)

Navajo Partnership
for Housing (NPH)

Neighborhood
Housing Services of
Chicago

Navajo Nation (AZ,
NM, UT)

Chicago (All LMI
areas, with focus in
20 target neighbor-
hoods)

Nonprofit affiliate of the NRC devoted to homeownership on the
Navajo Nation. (Through 1994, not a single conventional mortgage
had been closed on the Navajo Nation, an Indian reservation with
a land area larger than that of nine states.) Offers home-buyer
education and counseling, provides intermediation for the buyer
with tribal and governmental authorities, and makes available
other services.

Largest member of the NRC network. Nonprofit organization that
administers loan programs to finance home improvement, pur-
chase, and rehabilitation for LMI families; buys and redevelops 
single-family and multifamily properties; builds new affordable
housing; and engages in community-building activities through
neighborhood-based programs.

Involved on many fronts in surmounting the many legal and institu-
tional barriers to collateralized mortgage lending on Indian lands.
As of mid-1998, only one home purchase on the Navajo Nation,
involving two separate mortgages, had been facilitated, but 13
loans had been approved. NPH had provided individual counsel-
ing, group homeownership training, or both to almost 150 people.
Developed homeownership education materials especially for
Native Americans.

Has provided about 6,800 loans—including home improvement,
purchase-rehabilitation, and purchase loans—to borrowers in LMI
Chicago census tracts. Sixty percent of the borrowers earned 80
percent or less of the area median income, and 90 percent were
ethnic minorities, racial minorities, or both. Other accomplishments
include rehabilitation or new construction of 21,000 housing units.

1996

1975

a In September 1998, NationsBank and BankAmerica merged to form Bank of America.
b In November 1998, Wells Fargo & Company merged with Norwest Corporation, the parent of Norwest Mortgage. In April 2000, Norwest Mortgage changed its name to Wells

Fargo Home Mortgage.
c FNBF was acquired by Wells Fargo Bank New Mexico in March 2000.
d Trent Financial ceased operations on December 31, 1999.
e AMC disbanded in 1997 in response to greater industrywide attention to underserved markets and consortia instability.



To place the case studies in broader context, we also prepared a synthesis of Federal
Reserve studies that provided recommendations for expanding homeownership and elim-
inating discrimination in the mortgage finance and support (e.g., real estate, appraisal,
and insurance) industries. These studies were conducted by the Federal Reserve Banks
of Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, New York, San Francisco and St. Louis (see appendix).

The case study analyses consisted of telephone and on-site interviews with principals,
such as nonprofit executive directors and the senior bank staff persons responsible for
affordable lending. In a few cases, we also contacted beneficiaries of the efforts of the
case study organizations, such as new homeowners or individuals being counseled. When
relevant, census housing and social data were analyzed to set the stage of the case
study. Other information sources included annual reports, employee training manuals,
advertising copy, market studies, and newspaper articles and other literature.7

We acknowledge limitations of our approach. No precise way of identifying “leaders”
exists; furthermore, our case studies include only a small share of the larger group of
institutions so identified. In any event, our case studies are limited in number and our
investigation is qualitative. We also do not have a control group of “less highly regarded
institutions” whose practices we could compare to that of our “leaders.” But given how
little is known about how institutions are expanding homeownership opportunities to
the traditionally underserved, an exploratory, qualitative case study investigation is
appropriate and timely. To better understand the challenges confronting our case study
organizations in opening markets, and to appreciate what they accomplished, we pre-
sent a theoretical framework of the influences on the underserved market, including
contemporary trends in the finance industry.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: 
CORRECTING MORTGAGE MARKET IMPERFECTIONS8

Standardization, Routinization, and Efficiency

The United States is characterized by a historically entrenched system favoring home-
ownership through a complex array of supply- and demand-side subsidies (Jackson
1985; Krueckeberg 1999). Subsidies are not sufficient to support homeownership, how-
ever, in the absence of a highly efficient mortgage lending industry. Contemporary mort-
gage lending achieves such efficiencies in two ways: (1) standardization of loan products
and underwriting guidelines reduces the costs of matching borrowers to appropriate
loan instruments, and (2) routinization of application procedures and other business
practices reduces the transaction costs of evaluating applicant creditworthiness. Stan-
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dardization and routinization have been the central pillars of housing finance since the
1930s, but in recent years significant advances have further reduced borrowing costs for
conventional mortgage credit. Most underwriting is now at least partially automated,
and the current shift toward fully automated underwriting, credit scoring, and various
forms of risk-based pricing are all believed to offer still further efficiencies.

Information-Related Market Imperfections

Standardization and routinization allow efficiency gains and can potentially make un-
derwriting more color-blind by stressing “objective” risk factors. (We discuss this latter
point shortly.) At the same time, standardization and routinization may exclude borrow-
ers from the mainstream market. Information-related market imperfections take numer-
ous distinct but related forms (see table 4).

First, on the demand side, imperfect or incomplete information about the home-buying
or mortgage finance process may lead potential borrowers to avoid entering the market.
Language barriers may also play a role. Over the long run, unfamiliarity with mortgage
finance can mean that households fail to develop a financial profile matching the re-
quirements of standardized (and increasingly automated) credit evaluation procedures.

Second, on the supply side, imperfect understanding of underserved populations may
lead lenders to ignore profitable markets that do not conform to standard criteria. As
on the demand side, language barriers may be important, in addition to cultural differ-
ences (for instance, many lenders’ unfamiliarity with the rotating credit associations
among some immigrant groups).

Incomplete or imperfect information may contribute to systemic market imperfection
in the long-run intersection of supply and demand. A long history of lenders’ unfamil-
iarity with underserved markets, and of certain groups’ unfamiliarity with convention-
al mortgage finance, reproduces and reinforces biases in information. Standardization
and automation simply institutionalize these market imperfections. Credit record eval-
uation, for example, is based on a highly specific set of assumptions and values that
have evolved over decades in the American consumer-lending sector; these values and
criteria may not translate verbatim to the underserved sector. Standardized credit scor-
ing, which increasingly is emphasized in a standardized and routinized lending indus-
try, may therefore work to exclude a wide range of potentially creditworthy borrowers.
That information imperfection can restrict credit access and diminish a potentially
profitable market for lenders.

The case studies illustrate many of the information-related market imperfections noted
above. The lower portion of table 4 gives examples. BofA consumer research found that
many LMI Hispanic renters did not enter the homeownership market because of mis-
conceptions, such as that a high down payment was required. Cultural experience can
reinforce misconceptions. In Haiti, homes are often paid for entirely from savings. Under-
standably, Haitian immigrants may believe that the same is the case in the United
States. Misconceptions can be compounded by language difficulties. One Chinese home
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Table 4. Informational Problems in the Traditionally Underserved Lending Markets

Theoretical Framework
Demand Side Supply Side

Problem Result Problem Result

Insufficient knowledge of the Cash-based, unrecorded transactions; Insufficient understanding of cultural Failure to approve mortgages 
of banking systema little or no credit history aspects of money management for creditworthy home 

buyers

Insufficient knowledge of Creditworthy households desiring Insufficient knowledge of lending area Inaccurate appraisals, over-
home-buying process homes do not enter marketb priced insurance, increased

denials of profitable loansd

Language barriers Inability to engage supply side Language barriers Inability to reach large 
of marketc segments of demand side of 

market

llustrations from Case Studies and Synthesis of Federal Reserve Studies
a LHHA and AAFE case studies reveal the largely cash-based economies of Haitian and Asian-American communities.

b BofA consumer research of LMI Hispanic renters reveals that many Hispanics do not enter the homeownership market because of misconceptions (e.g., that a high down
payment is required or a higher documented income is necessary to qualify for a home mortgage). BofA consumer studies found that many Hispanics believed that the first
person to be consulted in purchasing a home is the real estate agent, reflecting the Hispanic culture’s tendency for the “uninitiated” to rely on the “expert.” Yet the agent may
not be the best source of information on financing options.

LHHA and AAFE case studies show how cultural history can affect immigrants’ perceptions of the home-buying market. In Haiti, people tend to build their own houses on
family-owned habitations; new homes are constructed over time from savings rather than through a mortgage. Haitians coming to the United States are therefore unacquaint-
ed with buying a fully built home with a mortgage. In Korea, most homes are paid for in cash or with a very high down payment; Korean mortgages rarely exceed a 20-per-
cent loan-to-value ratio. Hong Kong home buyers typically put 30 percent down, and home loans may be based in part on personal collateral. Korean or Hong Kong immi-
grants to the United States are understandably unacquainted with low–down payment mortgages fully collateralized by real property.

The AAFE case study reveals that Asian-American home seekers, knowing little about the home-buying process and encountering language barriers, often rely on cultural
brokers. While cultural brokers can be helpful, they may have limited knowledge of financing options and may perpetuate misconceptions, such as that a high down payment
is required.

c The AAFE case study shows the challenge of language in dealing with immigrant populations. AAFE’s clients speak many languages (e.g., Chinese, Korean, Hindi, and
Urdu), and these languages often have nuances of dialect (e.g., different words for mortgage in Mandarin and Cantonese). Language can be a frightful barrier to homeowner-
ship. One Chinese home buyer summed up his experience by noting, “I had a terrible time … I didn’t know how to communicate and didn’t know the process.”

BofA’s consumer research revealed that language was a key issue restraining Hispanic renters from homeownership. Many of those renters depended entirely on Spanish for
communication, they wanted to speak Spanish with whomever was helping them purchase a home, and they preferred to read mortgage and other documentation in Spanish.

d The Federal Reserve synthesis (appendix) summarizes a test by the Cleveland Federal Reserve of appraisal consistency: On one property in Cleveland, four different
appraisers gave valuations ranging from $36,000 to $84,000. A 1994 study in Massachusetts found that 57 percent of insurance agents in urban areas did not have contracts
with any of the state’s top 20 insurers.

Source: Theoretical framework was developed by Dr. George McCarthy, and illustrations were assembled by Listokin and Wyly.



buyer described in the AAFE case study summed up his experience by noting, “I had a
terrible time…I didn’t know how to communicate and I didn’t know the process.”

Finance-Related Market Imperfections

Even were perfect information available, the financial characteristics of traditionally
underserved households and the homes they purchase complicate both the demand and
supply side of the underserved market (table 5). Consider, for instance, the limited in-
come and assets of minority populations, especially minority renters. We previously noted
that black and Hispanic renters had average household incomes in the low $20,000
range and average assets of about $2,000. Such constrained resources severely limit
home-buying ability through traditionally structured loans and, therefore, minority
renters may opt out of the home-buying and home mortgage market (i.e., their effective
demand will be weak). Thus, mortgage supply can be constrained because traditionally
underserved populations tend to need high loan-to-value (LTV) loans, which the mar-
ket has historically viewed as riskier.

Credit problems can have similar effects. Credit blemishes of LMI minority households
may preclude such households from meeting the credit requirements of traditional mort-
gage products, thus lessening effective mortgage demand. On the supply side, credit prob-
lems of the traditionally underserved may lead risk-averse lenders to shun this market.

The case studies illustrate and provide insight into such issues. Home mortgage lend-
ing on Indian lands is a classic conundrum: Indian poverty plus credit, legal, and many
other problems have deterred lenders from offering home mortgages on reservations.
The absence of mortgage offerings curbs demand by Indians for homeownership and
related financing, and, therefore, lenders are hesitant to mount the expensive effort to
create a home mortgage market on native lands.

The case studies also reveal how some cultural influences can aggravate finance-related
lending problems among traditionally underserved populations. Haitians and Asian
Americans are inclined to assist an extended circle of family and friends; however, when
this assistance involves cosigning on a loan that is ultimately not repaid, the result is
tarnished credit. Our case investigations also show how financial problems dissuaded
lenders from supplying credit to certain markets. In Chicago’s traditionally underserved
neighborhoods, much of the housing suitable for homeownership needs purchase-
rehabilitation financing. Overseeing such loans is very labor intensive for lenders, and
in low volumes those loans were costing Chicago banks as much as $5,000 to $10,000
per loan in overhead, an expenditure that made such lending uneconomical.

Discrimination-Related Market Imperfections

Even were perfect information available and resource disparities leveled, a market
could still fail if potential consumers were discriminated against because of their race,
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Table 5. Financial Problems Associated with Traditionally Underserved Lending Markets

Theoretical Framework
Demand Side Supply Side

Problem Result Problem Result

Insufficient assets/asset Inability to make required down Insufficient assets/asset verification Higher perceived risk because
verificationa payment of higher LTV loans

Insufficient or unsteady flow of Inability to afford payments on Insufficient or unsteady flow of income Higher perceived risk because
income traditional products of uncertain repayment ability

Credit problemsb Inability to meet credit requirements Credit problems Higher perceived risk because
of uncertain repayment behavior

Income/asset/credit constraints Purchase of homes with higher Income/asset/credit constraints contribute Lower appraisal estimates—
contribute to borrower upkeep costs; increased probability to borrower concentrations in lower- higher declinationsd

concentrations in lower-priced of value loss because of priced neighborhoods
neighborhoodsc declining neighborhood Higher perceived risk because

of uncertain prospects for
house price appreciation

Case Study Illustrations

a LHHA and AAFE case studies reveal that informal savings accounts in sous-sous (Haitian) and kye (Korean) were traditionally not recognized as acceptable assets to close.
Government policy may also dissuade LMI families from saving in formal accounts. LHHA found that Haitians were reluctant to use banks because keeping more than $1,500
in a savings or checking account would disqualify them from receiving food stamps and Medicaid.

b The vast majority of the Native Americans NPH counseled had blemished credit records. Of those without blemished credit records, many could not be evaluated by looking
at nontraditional credit histories because they lacked a traceable, regular cycle of payments (e.g., they resided with relatives and therefore paid no rent, or in a unit with no
utilities and therefore paid no utility bills).

Most of the borrowers coming to Berean and Trent had credit issues.

Our case studies reveal how economic, historical, and cultural influences reinforce a propensity for credit problems among traditionally underserved populations.

FNBF attributes the high rate of Indian credit blemishes to a number of forces. Little economic resilience exists on the reservations; therefore, if a debtor is laid off or injured,
finding another job is difficult. The catch-22 is that, because credit has generally not been freely available to Native Americans, the awareness that abusing credit is detrimen-
tal to one’s future is not as strongly imbued in the Native American culture as in others. FNBF also notes instances of excessive consumer debt, such as for car loans. Ironi-
cally, that high personal debt level, according to FNBF, has in part been fostered by historically low Indian housing costs relative to income. Indians have tended to live with
their families or in inexpensive public housing—often precluded from the opportunity of conventional homeownership afforded to other Americans. Personal debt for automo-
bile and other purchases has often been marketed aggressively by vendors targeting the Native American market.

LHHA and AAFE note how cultural norms among their respective service populations can sometimes lead to blemished credit. Culturally, Haitians and Asian Americans are
often inclined to assist an extended circle of family and friends; however, when help involves cosigning on a loan that is ultimately not repaid, the result is tarnished credit.
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Table 5. Financial Problems Associated with Traditionally Underserved Lending Markets (continued)

Case Study Illustrations (continued)

c Constraints contribute to spatial concentrations, which are illustrated in the LHHA and AAFE case studies: Haitians in Little Haiti and Asian Americans in New York’s China-
town and similar neighborhoods.

d NHSC encountered an “appraisal gap” in many Chicago neighborhoods, whereby the appraised value of rehabilitated properties was often less than their combined property-
purchase and construction costs.

Source: Theoretical framework was developed by Dr. George McCarthy, and illustrations were assembled by Listokin and Wyly.



ethnic origin, gender, or other protected characteristics. While much progress has been
made in countering the blatant discrimination of the past, discrimination still lingers
(Yinger 1995; Turner 1992, 1993; Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 1994).

The case studies reveal some instances of discriminatory behavior. The AAFE analysis
notes that a group of residents of the SoHo area of Manhattan launched a campaign
against property sales to Asians in their neighborhood, alleging that the character of
the neighborhood would change and property values would fall (AAFE 1997). Some real
estate agents shunned Haitians in Miami, while other agents took advantage of the
Haitians’ unfamiliarity with the home-buying process by tacking on dubious charges.

To a certain extent, the trend toward standardization of the mortgage market can help
reduce discrimination by lenders. By stressing objective factors in “black box” under-
writing, automation should obviate discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, and
gender. But even with this progress a discriminatory patina may linger. The choice of
which black box to use (conventional, FHA, or subprime) may have a racial undertone
(i.e., minorities who could potentially qualify for lower-cost prime lending are steered
to subprime markets). Also, the information that informs the black box, such as credit
bureau reports that are the basis for credit scores, may have a discriminatory tarnish.
To illustrate, LHHA found that its Haitian immigrant clientele often had blemished
credit. That bad credit resulted from many factors including individuals’ abuse of credit,
a culturally induced readiness to aid an extended circle of family and friends, and pos-
sibly discrimination. LHHA found that in many cases accounts that were listed on the
Haitians’ credit reports as collections were in fact paid before the collection process was
initiated, but the creditors had failed to acknowledge the payment in a timely fashion
(St. Louis and Francois 1998). LHHA attributed these failures to processing errors as
well as an undercurrent of discrimination directed against Haitians.

Illustrative Strategies for Addressing Market Imperfections

Current efforts to expand conventional lending to traditionally underserved borrowers
attempt to address the market imperfections described above. They expand markets by
providing essential information and expertise on the supply side, the demand side, or
both. Examples are LHHA informing Haitians of low–down payment mortgages and
Norwest conducting research on minority LMI communities so it can better serve those
communities—thereby “making” those markets. In a like vein, current efforts reach the
traditionally underserved by addressing the finance-related limitations on either the
supply or demand side, or both. Case study illustrations include People’s offering very
high LTV mortgages, NPH counseling Navajos, and NHSC assuming much of the ad-
ministrative burden of overseeing purchase-rehabilitation financing for Chicago lenders.
Finally, a market for the underserved is made by confronting discriminatory barriers.
Case study examples include BofA requiring everybody at its mortgage company to
take and be tested on an instructional program titled the Fair Lending Challenge (de-
scribed later) and AAFE combating bias against Asian Americans. Examples such as
these are the essence of this study.
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In attempting to change multiple, long-ingrained market imperfections that have kept
the underserved from the American dream, the case study organizations face a Hercu-
lean task. Further adding to that challenge are the contemporary demands of the mort-
gage industry. Those who wish to reach traditionally underserved populations confront
a choice between the efficiencies of standardization or routinization and the market-
making benefits of custom, specialized, and narrowly targeted interventions. Severe and
entrenched market imperfections require customized programs tailored to the specific
perceptions, idiosyncrasies, or needs of various borrowers (or, on the supply side, under-
writers, real estate professionals, or others). The high costs of specialized and customized
interventions, however, demand deep subsidies and limit such efforts to small volumes.
Our study captures targeted LMI and minority lending initiatives in an important tran-
sitional period, in which a proliferation of customized programs is beginning to allow a
partial, selective standardization to achieve efficiencies and support larger volumes. As
we shall see later from the case studies, this synthesis is often being achieved by non-
profits doing the necessary custom-crafted preparation of borrowers as part of broader
housing and neighborhood development efforts. With traditionally underserved popula-
tions and areas made more bankable by such efforts, lenders can bring to bear the effi-
ciency of the standardized financing market.

Organizational Framework

Efforts to expand homeownership opportunities for the underserved take place in the
context of broader housing, capital, and industry forces. Figure 1 shows these broader
forces, each of which encompasses numerous elements. For instance, the housing market
is influenced by metropolitan restructuring and demographic trends. Lending industry
structure is affected by the market specialization of banks and by other lenders and by
the networks and interdependencies among lenders and other real estate professions
(e.g., real estate agents and appraisers). The capital market is affected by macroeco-
nomic capital flows, changing regulations, and other larger forces. The illustrative strate-
gies described in our investigation for the most part comprise microlevel mortgage
market processes as shown in figure 1.

We organize strategies using a process model of the prerequisites for creating a mort-
gage loan: establishing and operating an entity to do the financing, referred to here as
“institutional management,” “attracting” mortgage applicants, “qualifying” these appli-
cants, and then “retaining” the resultant borrowers. Institutional management
includes an organization’s motivations for expanding activity in the underserved mar-
ket as well as the management structure it uses to achieve this expanded activity.
Efforts to attract applicants include outreach, advertising, and strategic partnerships.
Qualifying applicants includes the core activity of underwriting, but also encompasses
related activities such as counseling, product development, and multiple review poli-
cies. Retaining homeowners involves postpurchase servicing, counseling, monitoring,
and loss-mitigation procedures. We use this framework to organize the analysis pre-
sented below, and to examine the tensions between customized, specialized interventions
and efficient, standardized programs.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of Lending to Underserved Markets
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INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT

Nonprofits and some lenders, such as minority-owned, neighborhood-based institutions,
have long tended to the credit and housing needs of minority, LMI, and immigrant pop-
ulations. For others, such as many mainstream lenders, reaching the underserved is a
marked change beyond their traditional role of serving mainly middle-class white fam-
ilies with financial profiles that match the templates of established mortgage screening
mechanisms. It is instructive to understand why bank management opted for that dif-
ficult reorientation. There is no question that statutory, regulatory, and public pressure
(“sticks” of different types) all compelled the lenders to become more proactive. These
sticks include the requirements of the CRA, the Fair Housing Act, the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act, and other statutes; an invigoration of the regulators’ enforcement of
those statutes; release of loan-level HMDA data; growth of community activist organi-
zations, which have become quite proficient in analyzing and presenting the HMDA
information; and an industrywide trend toward mergers, accompanied by a very public
look at fulfillment of CRA obligations.

The case studies illustrate those pressures. Atlanta lenders became more receptive to
increasing lending to minority and LMI populations when the Atlanta Community Rein-
vestment Alliance brought HMDA-based loan information on minority lending dispari-
ties to the fore. A group of lenders formed the Atlanta Mortgage Consortium two weeks
after those disparities became front-page news in the Atlanta Journal–Constitution’s
much-publicized “Color of Money” series. Merger-related CRA scrutiny also prompted
the case study institutions to increase affordable lending. PNC Bank became a much
more active DVMP participant at the time of its merger with the Bank of Delaware and
attendant protests by the activist group ACORN (Association of Community Organiza-
tions for Reform Now); NationsBank’s partnership with the NAACP coincided with its
national expansion; and BofA expanded its Native American and Hispanic mortgage
outreach efforts with its acquisition of First Interstate of Arizona.

Although statutory, regulatory, and public pressures may have prompted the initial ex-
pansion of minority and LMI lending, the potential profitability of serving previously
untapped markets has sustained it. The growth of minority, ethnic, immigrant, and non-
traditional households in the United States forced a widespread reevaluation of core
markets and potential for growth. Echoing that demographic shift, a People’s Bank
senior staff person stated, “If we are not in this market, [composed] of minorities and
immigrants, lenders will be chasing an ever shrinking pool of white, middle-income
households” (Hylinski 1997). The lure of a huge nontraditional market was also echoed
in our discussions with Norwest. The underserved market was viewed not only as vast,
but also as profitable in its own right because of numerous factors such as more flexible
secondary-market criteria, lower prepayment risk on affordable loans,9 and the lure of
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9 Most public discussion of affordable lending has focused on delinquency and foreclosure, which is not surpris-
ing in light of experiences with products such as FHA loans (i.e., the 90-day delinquency rate for FHA-insured
loans is commonly three or four times the conventional delinquency rate). Yet profitability also hinges on pre-
payment risk, and on this measure affordable loans can be more lucrative than mortgages made to higher-
income families. For instance, borrowers who secure loans through multilayered public subsidies or grants will
be unable to respond quickly to interest rate fluctuations by refinancing their loans.



additional business from new customers. Countrywide, for example, notes that even if
it loses money on its affordable home-purchase mortgages, it will likely make money
later on home equity loans and other ensuing business with the heretofore underserved
borrowers (Van Dellen 1997). One of the reasons FNBF became involved in mortgage
lending to Navajo, and continues to pursue the business even though the bank contin-
ues to lose money in these transactions, is that Native Americans are an essential
FNBF customer base, contributing in recent years to about one-third of FNBF’s con-
sumer loan growth (Coleman 1997).

Ultimately, judging the profitability of lending to the underserved market depends on
a wide range of factors—who holds the note, who does the servicing, who bears the delin-
quency and prepayment risk, what time horizon yields are measured on, and whether
ancillary business is considered. To our knowledge, there has been no definitive research
to suggest that efforts to reach underserved markets are, on balance, more risky or less
profitable than lending to higher-income borrowers. What we can say unequivocally is
that our interviews with lending industry professionals—in this and previous studies—
reveal a broad and growing consensus on the profitability of prudent efforts to reach
underserved markets.

The case studies illustrate the broad management strategies that have been adopted
to tap the affordable lending market. We organize these strategies in the following cat-
egories: management commitment, management structure, lending goals, compensation
formulas, workforce development policies, and market research. Examples of these
strategies are shown in table 6 and discussed below.

Management Commitment

While it may appear obvious, an important management practice for reaching the un-
derserved is a clear, high-profile management commitment to that goal. Norwest, for
example, has a corporate objective of being the largest lender to LMI and minority con-
sumers. Countrywide has adopted a similar philosophy, as evidenced by its “We House
America” campaign, and BofA has staked a similar position. NationsBank’s partnership
with the NAACP sends a similar message. Reiterating the commitment to affordable
and fair lending in bank mission statements, lending policy statements, and similar
defining documents is important.

A corporate commitment to expanding mortgage opportunities is further reaffirmed by
senior management involvement. CRA oversight should be the line responsibility of, or 
supervised by, senior bank personnel. Such was the case at Countrywide (its fair lend-
ing committee includes the company’s highest executives) and at several of the other
case study organizations (table 6). Senior management involvement is also manifest
through participation in civil rights, affordable housing, and other organizations impor-
tant to minority and LMI populations. People’s chief executive officer (CEO) is active in
the Bridgeport, CT, NAACP; a BofA executive staff person served on the National Com-
mittee for Affordable Lending; and FNBF’s CRA officer is on the board of NPH.
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Table 6. Illustrative Strategies for Managing Enhanced Mortgage Lending
to Traditionally Underserved Communities: Case Study Examples

Management Strategies Case Study Examples

A. Management Commitment

Ensure overall corporate commitment to Norwest’s corporate goal is to be the largest and most profitable mortgage
underserved market originator and servicer to LMI and minority consumers.

Stipulate corporate commitment in DVMP bank participants (e.g., PNC and CoreStates) have vision statements
defining documents reiterating commitment to affordable lending.

Involve senior-level management Countrywide’s fair lending committee is composed of the president, the heads
of major production divisions, and other senior officials. Norwest established
the position of executive vice president of affordable housing; the officer in
that position sits on the parent company’s executive board. FNBF’s Commu-
nity Reinvestment Act (CRA) officer reports to an executive vice president,
with oversight provided by the board of directors.

B. Management Structure

Allow for creative mix of specialized and BofA has community-lending underwriters and two special processing units
companywide units involved in affordable expressly designated to handle low-volume community lending products;
lending however, affordable lending is done throughout the company. Norwest has

staff members who focus on affordable lending (e.g., community develop-
ment sales representatives [CDSRs]) and has an affordable housing under-
writing group, although the company in general engages in affordable lend-
ing and underwriting. Countrywide has about 20 retail branches in inner-city
locations; however, the company’s 440 retail offices make affordable loans.

C. Lending Goals

Set concrete goals for affordable lending BofA sets three lending goals (for LMI census tracts, LMI borrowers, and
minority borrowers) for every operating level. Norwest’s performance objec-
tives for division, area, and regional managers include specific numeric
goals for LMI and minority lending. People’s incorporates CRA objectives
into annual goals for each of its business areas.

D. Compensation Formulas

Set compensation that encourages BofA ties compensation and bonuses to affordable loan performance and 
working on affordable lending offers other incentives for such lending (e.g., peer recognition). Norwest

links manager compensation to LMI and minority mortgage production and
provides its CDSRs with a base salary plus commission. (This system
allows CDSRs to perform functions that do not immediately generate loan
applications; however, in time, all CDSRs revert to full commission.) Com-
pensation of Countrywide retail loan officers is based on the number (not
the value) of the mortgages granted. People’s account officers working in
central cities have a special compensation system. Industrial loan officers
receive a higher-percentage commission on smaller loans.

E. Workforce Development

Educate workforce on affordable and fair BofA offers a “Fair Lending Challenge” (interactive CD-ROM program) as well
lending and promote workforce diversity  as other fair housing–CRA training, and it aggressively recruits minority and 
and cultural sensitivity bilingual personnel. People’s branch account officers and others involved in

the lending process (e.g., appraisers) receive in-house training on fair lend-
ing. FNBF provides staff training on the Navajo culture.



Senior management involvement also means allaying staff concerns about working in
affordable lending (i.e., that it is “low profile” compared with other business tracks) and
supporting affordable lending staff in sometimes controversial situations.10

Management Structure

Among the most critical management decisions is how to structure targeted lending
initiatives in the context of the entire institution. For small, neighborhood-oriented
lenders this decision is normally made by history and by the local setting: Witnessing
decades of neighborhood change, in-migration, and out-migration, these lenders survive
by designing all aspects of their business to carve out a profit from underserved markets.11

That mission was personified at Berean and Industrial. Regional and national lenders,
by contrast, must balance a wide set of considerations when attempting to change a
large organization geared toward traditional banking practices. Creating a specialized
division for “community lending” or “CRA mortgages” can enhance unit efficiency and
innovation, but risks marginalizing staff and operations from the rest of the institution—
thereby retarding genuine, across-the-board transformation of business practices. On
the other hand, it is difficult to implement affirmative lending across the entire orga-
nizational chart at once. In practice, the most successful models involve a well-funded,
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Table 6. Illustrative Strategies for Managing Enhanced Mortgage Lending
to Traditionally Underserved Communities: Case Study Examples (continued)

Management Strategies Case Study Examples

F. Market Research

Analyze the potential and performance BofA market research identifies the needs and perceptions of the under-
of affordable lending served community and guides the development and promotion of its Neigh-

borhood Advantage Mortgages. Norwest’s Market Intelligence Group identi-
fies market opportunities and helps develop marketing strategies.

10 An event at People’s is illustrative. The senior vice president in charge of residential lending at People’s be-
came aware of a Wall Street Journal investigation of major lenders (including People’s) that was to focus on the
high percentage of minority mortgage rejections compared with white rejections. The investigation coincided
with People’s expansion into the minority community and a rising number of minority loan applications, many
from less-qualified borrowers who had never applied for a mortgage before. In short order, People’s experienced
a rising number of minority rejections. It was faced with the choice of either back-pedaling its marketing efforts
to “show better statistics” or pursuing its initiative, a course likely to draw adverse notice in the pending Wall
Street Journal article. The senior vice president approached People’s CEO and explained the situation. The CEO
told him, “Don’t back off, we will support you.” The CEO was willing to support the minority lending initiative—
and the staffers associated with the initiative—despite what could have been adverse publicity.

11 For many years these institutions survived by charging higher fees or interest rates, which was made possi-
ble by credit rationing on the part of mainstream lenders. Recent liberalization in the secondary market and
among mainstream conventional lenders has almost certainly threatened these neighborhood lenders by induc-
ing adverse selection. In our interviews, many small lenders emphasized the challenges associated with these
trends, as they face new competitors from “above” (large conventional lenders discovering new markets) and
from “below” (the expansion of subprime lending). Survival will require increased efficiency or the development
of portfolios that cross-subsidize inner-city loans with business in high-growth suburban markets.



high-profile unit specializing in affordable lending, in combination with more fundamental
changes throughout the fabric of the institution, often with specific timelines for inte-
gration of various practices.

The national and regional lenders in our study exemplify that last approach. BofA es-
tablished the national position of director of community development lending, who re-
ports directly to the corporation’s Executive Committee, and BofA maintains a staff of
40 designated “community lending underwriters” with full authority to approve borrow-
ers for the company’s most flexible products (Smith 1998). Yet branch managers through-
out the retail division have responsibility for monitoring lending to LMI borrowers,
neighborhoods, or both. Norwest created the position of executive vice president of af-
fordable housing; the company also has specially compensated community development
sales representatives (CDSRs), who focus on underserved markets. At the same time,
however, Norwest maintains affordable housing specialists across all divisions and
offices in order to incorporate such practices throughout the fabric of the company and
expects CDSRs to revert to the same commission structure as other loan officers after
a transitional period (Russell 1998). Finally, as part of its targeted We House America
effort to reach underserved markets, Countrywide opened retail branches in inner-city
neighborhoods of Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, and other cities. Nevertheless,
the company maintains nationwide policies and monitoring procedures to track lending
at each of its more than 400 retail branches.

Regardless of organizational structure, proactive management practices within sub-
sidiaries, divisions, or departments are critical to ensure the success of lending to under-
served markets. Day-to-day practices are most directly influenced by four sets of man-
agement decisions: lending goals, compensation formulas, workforce development poli-
cies, and market research.

Lending Goals

Clearly defined lending goals are the concrete expressions of management’s commit-
ment to developing new markets among LMI borrowers, racial and ethnic minorities,
recent immigrants, and residents of inner-city neighborhoods. As with many other broad
management decisions, specific lending goals are most crucial for large institutions. In
contrast, nonprofits or consortia (e.g., AAFE, LHHA, NPH, and DVMP) generally have
charters that target underserved borrowers or neighborhoods, while small inner-city
lenders, such as Berean and Industrial, have always served the “underserved.”12 For
large lenders, though, reaching new markets requires specific numerical lending targets
defined according to some combination of borrower race or ethnicity, borrower income,
and neighborhood racial composition or income. The exact formulas and thresholds are
often proprietary. Among the lenders we studied, BofA maintained some of the most
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12 Our interviews with small, minority-owned institutions revealed anecdotal evidence of a long-standing tension:
Lenders whose mission is to serve minorities excluded from the traditional housing finance system sometimes
see increasing numbers of white applicants who have been referred—usually informally—by staff members at
larger institutions unable to provide underwriting flexibility. This tension is disappearing with the growth in
standardized affordable products, however, and there is increasing competition for many groups of borrowers.



detailed goals. Goals are set for loans to (1) residents of low-income census tracts, (2)
LMI borrowers, and (3) minority borrowers. BofA’s annual goals are based on a formu-
la comparing overall market trends with the bank’s activity in the previous year. Those
goals are set for every operating level from regional managers to branch sales managers,
with separate targets for the 70 metropolitan statistical areas in the institution’s CRA
assessment area. Norwest uses proprietary formulas to define lending goals, and also
maintains a sophisticated Market Intelligence Group that uses internal data, public
records, and databases obtained from outside vendors to profile potential markets at
geographic scales as fine as the tract or block level. Data requirements for establishing
lending goals and researching potential markets should be borne in mind when policy
makers evaluate the regulatory burden of HMDA and other disclosure statutes. Those
regulatory requirements generate a torrent of useful information, and lenders seeking
growth opportunities gain valuable insight from their own files as well as from the
public disclosures of all institutions in the mortgage market.

Annual lending goals are rarely enforced in any strict sense. Indeed, self-defined lending
targets are similar to—and often the direct result of—voluntary CRA agreements, which
are generally recognized to be unenforceable except through press attention or public
opinion (Schwartz 1998). Nevertheless, institutions seeking to expand loans to under-
served markets make these targets an essential component of managers’ performance
reviews. Fortunately, the expansion of standardized, securitized affordable products in
the last decade has effectively carved out new frontiers for institutions interested in
tapping new markets: Among the lenders we studied, those who established numerical
targets almost always meet or exceed their goals.

Compensation Formulas

Compensation policy plays a crucial role in institutional change. Compensation formu-
las distill broad directives and mission statements into the tangible, material incentives
needed to reward the work involved in matching traditionally underserved borrowers
with suitable financing. For decades, the industry norm was to peg commissions at a
percentage of loan size, usually with bonuses for high annual dollar volumes. Such prac-
tices encouraged individual loan officers to focus their efforts on the highest segment
of the housing market allowed by their expertise, referral networks, geographical loca-
tion, and institutional resources. During the past decade, fair lending efforts have
pushed institutions to scrutinize compensation formulas according to the same adverse
impact legal tests applied to other institutional practices (see Vartanian et al. 1995, 9-
11 to 9-13). Even so, many industry observers see a tension between the imperatives of
companywide profitability and the need to provide sufficient incentives for the invest-
ment of staff time in developing new markets in underserved neighborhoods or popula-
tions. The nature of this apparent trade-off—between immediate payoffs and long-term
growth potential—depends on how revenues are defined and allocated. Among the lend-
ing institutions in our study, a general consensus exists that home-purchase lending to
underserved markets generates sufficient growth in home improvement and consumer
lending (or savings deposits) to justify the increased efforts required to produce a larg-
er number of smaller, and often more complicated, loans.
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Institutions can pursue a variety of approaches to make compensation policies more
conducive to lending in underserved markets. Norwest’s CDSRs begin on a dual compen-
sation structure composed of a commission and a base salary, the latter allowing them to
devote time to home-buyer fairs, meetings with community groups, and other activities
that do not generate immediate increases in loan applications. All CDSRs are required
to revert to full commission after an appropriate development period, however (Smith
1998). Countrywide takes a different approach under which compensation for personnel
in branch retail offices consists of a base salary augmented with a bonus determined
primarily by the number of loans closed. Industrial devised a system by which loan of-
ficers receive a base salary augmented with a commission percentage that rises for
smaller loans (Williams 1998). BofA’s mortgage division, responsible for a large and com-
plex network of professionals in many different markets, developed a system of month-
ly “payment factors” to boost incentives for loan officers specializing in community-
development products. Payment factors are awarded for loans to LMI borrowers or to
borrowers seeking homes in LMI neighborhoods; an additional payment factor is award-
ed for loans to LMI borrowers who are buying homes in LMI neighborhoods. Bonuses
for regional managers are also tied to success in meeting community development goals,
and the bank’s recognition program rewards officers according to the number of loans
as well as the total dollar volume of loans (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998).
People’s has established a special compensation structure for account officers who make
loans primarily in central-city locations (Williams 1997).

Workforce Development Policies

One facet of the lending discrimination debate—employment policy—has received rela-
tively little attention. The cultural affinity hypothesis (Hunter and Walker 1995) sug-
gests that a racially diverse workforce can help reduce adverse impact discrimination.
Kim and Squires (1998) conducted a multivariate analysis of mortgage loan decisions
and institutional characteristics in five metropolitan areas (Atlanta, Boston, Denver,
Milwaukee, and San Francisco) and found that a 1-percent increase in black adminis-
trative and professional employment was associated with a statistically significant in-
crease of 0.72 percent in a lending institution’s approval rate for black loan applicants.
Those findings provide the most rigorous and recent evidence to support the use of
workforce development policies as a means of expanding a lender’s presence in under-
served markets.13
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13 The Interagency Regulatory Task Force (1994, p. 18271) addressed the question of minority employment in the
lending industry as follows: “The employment of few minorities in protected classes, in itself, is not a violation
of the FH [Fair Housing] Act or the ECOA [Equal Credit Opportunity Act]. However, employment of few mem-
bers of protected classes in lending positions can contribute to a climate in which lending discrimination can
occur by affecting the delivery of services.” The Task Force recommended that lenders consider outreach steps
such as targeting job advertisements and seeking referrals from current minority employees, minority real estate
boards, and other local minority institutions. Discrimination suits and settlement decrees often stipulate that
lenders accused of discrimination undertake efforts to recruit minority loan professionals as part of broader
remedies (Vartanian et al. 1995).



Many of the case study institutions are trying to assemble a workforce that better re-
flects the many minority and ethnic communities they serve. Of the last 20 loan officers
BankAmerica Mortgage hired in Southern California, 80 percent were minority members,
the bulk of them bilingual. Half of that company’s processing/operations staff members
are bilingual. Countrywide, Norwest, and People’s actively recruit employees from a
variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds. Working in the polyglot market of Los Angeles,
Trent actively recruits minorities by going to job fairs staged by the Los Angeles Urban
League or by participating in other kinds of minority hiring programs. Minority members
account for about 90 percent of Trent’s workforce.

Besides working to create a more diverse workforce, almost all of the case study insti-
tutions extensively trained their employees, either in-house or through outside consul-
tants, in fair lending (e.g., the basic provisions of the CRA, Fair Housing Act, and Equal
Credit Opportunity Act), cultural sensitivity, and other subjects to foster fair access to
mortgage credit. Two innovative examples stand out. First, BofA augments a fairly
standard menu of diversity training programs with a customized, interactive CD-ROM
(“Fair Lending Challenge”) that simulates interactions between a loan applicant and a
loan officer or underwriter. The software quantifies a user’s conformance to fair lending
regulations, and company policy requires that employees attain a score of 80 percent
on the program. Second, FNBF pursued innovative workforce training as part of its
effort to spearhead mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation. The bank hired facilitators
from the Nation to conduct all-day training sessions on Navajo culture and on percep-
tions of mainstream financial institutions.

Market Research

Rigorously researching the traditionally underserved market is a time-consuming and
expensive endeavor. Not surprisingly, only larger institutions typically conduct such re-
search. BofA and Norwest are illustrative among the case studies. As part of its Afford-
able Housing Initiative launched in 1996, Norwest established a Market Intelligence
Group that analyzes in-house and commercial databases to identify markets for expan-
sion. BofA surveyed LMI Hispanic renters in California and Arizona in 1998 (Hispanic
and Asian Marketing Communication Research 1998). Although those renters aspired
to homeownership, they perceived many obstacles to that goal, including low incomes,
limited savings, blemished credit, and communication difficulties. Sometimes the per-
ceived problems involved misconceptions concerning down payment requirements (be-
lieved to be high) and other matters (see table 4). Such research (1) helped guide BofA
in the development of products such as its Zero Down mortgage, (2) underscored the
importance of hiring bilingual loan officers and making mortgage applications available
in Spanish and other languages, and (3) informed strategies for attracting applicants.

AMC conducted research that showed that many of its potential clients did not believe
homeownership was possible. Common misconceptions included beliefs that (1) down
payments of 20 percent are required, (2) past credit problems are an absolute barrier
to acquiring a home, or (3) households with modest incomes cannot qualify for home
mortgages. In response, AMC designed home-buyer education programs to correct the
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misconceptions and developed mortgage products with high LTVs and other character-
istics to address affordability needs.

ATTRACTING APPLICANTS

As recently as a generation ago, most mortgage markets were locally oriented, as exem-
plified by neighborhood-based savings and loan institutions. Restructuring of the finan-
cial services sector has replaced this local model with a much more integrated system.
The result—at least in those neighborhoods that are well served by the current system—
is a broad array of choices between large and small lenders, depositories and nondepos-
itories, and locally oriented thrifts and national full-service banks. Large institutions
with expansive market areas, however, often lose the familiarity with local markets
that is sustained by informal, day-to-day information networks and business practices
(Granovetter 1985). One solution to this problem is organizational—such as the use of
decentralized underwriting and loan processing. Another solution involves marketing
to attract applicants.

Growing recognition of latent demand in LMI and minority communities has spurred
increasingly sophisticated and competitive marketing and outreach efforts. Increasing
competition for new borrowers has yielded some outreach practices that are aggressive
and perhaps even intrusive. Efforts to attract underserved mortgage applicants, there-
fore, reflect a tension between the need to reach prospective borrowers, on the one hand,
and the potential for intrusive consumer probing (e.g., through surveys and focus groups)
or the commodification of community institutions (such as churches), on the other (Curry
1997; Goss 1995).

Small lending institutions and nonprofits, particularly those based in inner-city markets,
usually have little difficulty tapping into latent demand in the surrounding communi-
ty. Berean, for example, does almost no advertising to sell its mortgage products but
finds instead that loan applications “come naturally from existing customers” (Kepler
1997). Innovative techniques are sometimes important, however. To disseminate infor-
mation as well as to make its services known to the Asian-American community, AAFE
published Housing Access. This magazine, which was available in both Chinese and
Korean, covered a wide range of fair housing, tenants’ rights, and homeownership
issues and described AAFE’s activities (Community Information Exchange 1997).

In contrast to neighborhood-based banks and nonprofits, most large lending institutions
must mount a more proactive campaign to attract traditionally underserved customers.
Because the transition from renting to owning is deeply embedded in informal social
networks among friends, relatives, and neighbors (Ratner 1996), effective strategies
must locate and use these networks. Because LMI minority populations may be appre-
hensive about dealing with institutional banks, lenders must try to assuage those fears.
Furthermore, segmenting the market of potential homeowners is essential if lenders
are to craft specific messages to different groups of consumers with varied perceptions
and deeply rooted assumptions regarding banks, credit, and the institution of home-
ownership itself.
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Such complexities necessitate a comprehensive mosaic of strategies to attract tradition-
ally underserved mortgage applicants. Those strategies include establishing a presence
in underserved areas (e.g., opening branches in central cities), meeting potential cus-
tomers in nonthreatening informal gatherings (e.g., street fairs), reaching out through
different media with sensitivity to language and culture (e.g., advertising on Spanish
radio), and networking through already established neighborhood institutions (e.g.,
community groups, churches, and minority-oriented real estate agents). Table 7 draws
on the case studies to illustrate these and other strategies. For example, DVMP is pub-
licized by individual participating lenders as well as through a regional economic de-
velopment partnership, the Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition. DVMP, as a
consortium of large lenders, pursues outreach efforts in the broader context of public-
private initiatives to spur revitalization in distressed neighborhoods in Philadelphia
and surrounding communities (Sitner 1997; DVMP 1998). As another example, AMC’s
home-buyer information sessions were held in local churches and were announced dur-
ing Sunday services.

To further convey the richness of lender outreach, we briefly summarize the broad
strategies effected by the large national lenders in our study. As noted earlier, Country-
wide opened retail branches in inner-city neighborhoods in several large cities as part
of its We House America initiative. Countrywide also networks with local community
groups and with national urban and minority organizations (including the Black and
Hispanic Congressional Caucuses, the National Community Reinvestment Coalition,
and the NAACP) (Van Dellen and Bielansky 1997; Countrywide Credit Industries
1999b). BofA routinely distributes brochures and announcements of new loan products
in English, Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese; maintains a bilingual loan staff on its
toll-free Presta Linea;14 and sponsors events for Cinco de Mayo, Juneteenth, and other
ethnic celebrations. BofA also maintains extensive partnerships with neighborhood orga-
nizations such as AAFE (New York City), the Phillips Neighborhood Initiative (Min-
neapolis), and the Watts Homeownership Center (Los Angeles).

Norwest is also aggressive in attracting applicants from underserved populations. As is
the case with the other large lenders, Norwest maintains close ties with national orga-
nizations (the Greenlining Institute and the National Association of Affordable Housing
Lenders) to reach potential homeowners; however, it also undertakes comprehensive
efforts of its own. Norwest established a special program (Sharing Advantage) to increase
outreach to churches; the effort involves coordinating with pastors and distributing lit-
erature recommending homeownership (Russell 1998). While the program includes no
special discounts for the borrower, Norwest donates $300 to the church (or a charity of
the applicant’s choice) upon approval of the loan (Russell 1998). Norwest further strength-
ened its efforts to tap into community networks through churches in 1997, when it
entered into a joint venture to create the Revelation Mortgage Corporation of America
(Russell 1998; Muolo 1997). Revelation Mortgage is a for-profit company owned jointly
by Norwest and the Revelation Corporation of America, which was itself founded in
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information experts.
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Table 7. Illustrative Strategies for Attracting Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for 
Attracting Applicants Case Study Examples

A. Through Presence in Underserved Communities

BofA has offices in south central Los Angeles, in Chicago’s south side, and in similar areas.
Countrywide has retail branches in inner-city locations in Detroit; Newark, NJ; and numerous
other cities. Norwest has 800 locations nationwide, many in underserved neighborhoods.
Berean and Industrial emphasize their role as community-based and minority-owned lenders.
FNBF opened the first full-service banking facility on the Navajo Nation.

B. Through Informal Gatherings

BofA sponsors many community-based ethnic events (e.g., Cinco de Mayo festivals). Country-
wide sponsors housing fairs following the opening of House America branches. AAFE partici-
pates in housing fairs in Asian-American neighborhoods.

C. Through Different Media

Trent uses infomercials. DVMP sends press releases to various Philadelphia-area media and
distributes brochures and other informational materials to would-be DVMP clients. LHHA hosts
a weekly radio program and advertises on Haitian radio broadcasts. AAFE publishes Caring
Community, which discusses homeownership and related topics, and encourages articles on
its operations in the Asian-American ethnic press. NPH publicizes its program in the Navajo
Times and on the Navajo radio station. NHSC advertises on Chicago’s black and Spanish-
language radio stations and on minority-oriented cable television.

D. Through Language/Cultural Sensitivity

BofA advertises in English, Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, and other languages. BofA afford-
able lending materials are translated into Spanish or other languages. FNBF markets in the
Navajo-language newspaper and on the Navajo-language radio station. LHHA advertises in
Creole. AAFE distributes educational materials in English, Chinese, Korean, Hindi, Urdu, and
other languages and is sensitive to language nuances (e.g., different words for mortgage in
Mandarin and Cantonese).

E. Through Working with Neighborhood and Other Institutions

1. Churches Norwest partners with local churches (e.g., Sharing Advantage Program and Revelation Mort-
gage Corporation). People’s works with churches, social clubs, and other entities active in
minority communities. AMC worked closely with Atlanta’s Concerned Black Clergy. Industrial
is a charter member of the Collective Banking Group, an organization composed of more than
60 churches in the Washington, DC, area.

2. Community groups BofA partners with AAFE , Watts Homeownership Center, and other groups. FNBF networks
through NPH, Navajo legal services, and Navajo schools. NationsBank partners with NAACP ,
and Countrywide also networks through NAACP.

3. Real estate agents BofA networks with minority real estate agents (e.g., sponsors golf tournaments for Los Ange-
les African-American real estate agents). Trent educates real estate agents in affordable FHA
and other products. CNE conducts monthly workshops for local real estate agents.

4. Banks NPH has received referrals from FNBF, Norwest , and other banks. NHSC works with many
Chicago banks and has partnerships with 250 companies.

5. Government NPH has received referrals from the U.S. Rural Housing Service.

6. Other institutions Norwest partners with Greenlining Institute and National Association of Affordable Housing
Lenders. DVMP is administered by the Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition. CNE part-
ners with hospitals and police departments.



1996 as a joint venture between a white Memphis entrepreneur and the nation’s five
largest African-American denominations (Branch 1996; Jaffe 1996; Muolo 1997). The
corporation was conceived as a means of focusing the combined purchasing power of
black churches to secure discounts and other benefits in the style of AARP and similar
groups. Contracts with participating companies stipulate a commission for Revelation;
that commission is then divided between the congregant’s church and a national housing
fund (Branch 1996; Muolo 1997). Revelation advertises through church bulletins, holds
homeownership seminars, and offers applicants the full range of loans provided by
Norwest Mortgage (Russell 1998). Revelation performs all underwriting, while Norwest
retains loan servicing. Not surprisingly, the commodification of the black church and the
use of its credibility as a community institution to enhance profits have generated con-
siderable controversy (Branch 1996).

QUALIFYING APPLICANTS

Matching borrowers from underserved populations to suitable mortgage credit entails
a wide range of activities, each of which involves a different balance between standard-
ized procedures and customized interventions. Traditionally, most research on lending
discrimination has focused on the role of mortgage underwriting in producing disparate
treatment of, and sometimes disparate effect on, racial minorities and other protected
classes. In recent years, however, the expanded scale and sophistication of attempts to
reach new markets have drawn attention to the wide variability of formal and informal
practices used in the qualification process. The various strategies have evolved and
adapted in response to distinctive social, institutional, and geographical contextual fac-
tors. We group these strategies into the categories of providing education and counseling,
providing affordable financing and housing opportunities, and fostering fair access to
credit. These approaches are illustrated by the case studies in table 8 and are further
discussed in the following material.
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Table 7. Illustrative Strategies for Attracting Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for 
Attracting Applicants Case Study Examples

F. Through Multiple Points of Contact with Consumers

BofA Presta Linea, a bilingual (English-Spanish) phone center, offers loan information and can
intake loan applications. People’s mortgage calling officers meet customers at their homes, its
supermarket branches accept mortgage applications, and its video banking provides mortgage
services. Trent and NPH offer homeownership seminars at workplaces. Industrial sends loan
officers to meet applicants at the location of their choice.

G. Through Employees

Berean recruits customers through its black employees, and FNBF recruits through its Navajo
employees. CNE encourages its employees to refer friends and family members to CNE for
homeownership and other assistance.
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Table 8. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

A. Provide Education and Counseling

1. Lender-facilitated instruction Norwest provides home-buyer education using instructional materials from
Fannie Mae, GE Capital, and Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation (as
well as instruction conducted by nonprofits). Countrywide distributes a credit
repair manual (Your Credit and You), often on referral from Countrywide’s
House America Counseling Center (HACC). CNE provides FasTrak home-
owner counseling.

2. Nonprofit-facilitated instruction BofA partners in counseling with National Council of La Raza and other 
(often with lender partnership) community groups. People’s refers home seekers to the counseling services

offered by ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now) in addition to its own instruction. Berean relies on ACORN and other
Philadelphia nonprofit counseling agencies. LHHA , AAFE , and NPH all pro-
vide culturally sensitive homeownership training (e.g., instruction given in
Creole, Chinese or Korean, and Navajo, respectively). NHSC’s HomeBuyers
Club provides peer support, education, and credit repair.

3. Training and certification DVMP has trained more than 300 counselors; it also certifies counseling
agencies.

4. Telecounseling Potential borrowers can work with a counselor from the Norwest Mortgage
HomeBuyers Club via telephone and mail contact. Countrywide’s HACC
provides centralized homeownership counseling via a toll-free number.

B. Provide Affordable Financing and Housing Opportunities

1. Affordable mortgages

a. Government and government- Countrywide’s lending consists primarily of FHA, Fannie Mae, and Freddie 
sponsored enterprise (GSE) Mac products. NPH, FNBF, and Norwest use federal Section 184 (and other
affordable products products) to enable lending on Indian lands.

b. Lenders’ own affordable products BofA’s Special Allocation program provides financing to LMI borrowers or
census tracts not meeting standard guidelines. People’s community lending
fund, or CRA pool, allows high loan-to-value (LTV) mortgages without mort-
gage insurance and has interest rate discounts and other affordable fea-
tures. Berean allows debt-to-income ratios over 40 percent, well above
industry standards. Industrial has no absolute debt-to-income ratio maxi-
mum on its portfolio loans. AMC allowed a 50-percent total debt ratio (later
reduced to 42 percent). Participating DVMP lenders sometimes offered
below-market-interest-rate (BMIR) financing and did not require private
mortgage insurance on high-LTV loans. AMC participants discounted inter-
est rates by 50 basis points.

2. Flexible underwriting

a. Credit BofA Credit Flex mortgages are targeted to LMI borrowers with lower credit
scores, no credit history, or limited credit history. People’s allows a strong
nontraditional credit record to offset blemished formal credit (typically non-
traditional credit is referenced only when formal credit records are unavail-
able). Trent draws heavily on FHA mortgages because FHA’s credit under-
writing is less stringent than that of other (e.g., GSE) products. Berean pays
little heed to formal credit reports because it frequently finds them to be
incorrect or outdated for its LMI borrowers. Lenders financing homes reha-
bilitated by LHHA did not run a credit score on LHHA’s mortgage appli-
cants. FHA, Fannie Mae Community Home Buyer’s Program, and Freddie
Mac Affordable Gold products offer numerous flexibilities with respect to
credit and other underwriting criteria.
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Table 8. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

B. Provide Affordable Financing and Housing Opportunities (continued)

b. Property standards and appraisals To improve the accuracy of appraisals in city neighborhoods, People’s uses
a combination of in-house appraisers familiar with city housing markets and
similarly knowledgeable outside appraisers. Industrial prefers “inside the
Beltway” appraisers, who are generally more knowledgeable about Industri-
al’s market. Berean focuses on the particular property being mortgaged and
not on the neighborhood or block in which it is located. DVMP underwriting
focuses on the block rather than the entire neighborhood.

c. Employment and income Lenders working with AAFE waived the standard requirement that a mort-
gage applicant should have been working at least two years (AAFE showed
that its Asian-American clientele often had worked abroad for many years).
CNE waives a two-year employment requirement under certain conditions
(e.g., home buyer previously steadily employed). AAFE lenders waive formal
income verification (e.g., a W-2) and instead accept other documentation
(e.g., employer letter).

d. Asset verification A GSE pilot program accepted the informal sous-sous savings of LHHA’s
mortgage applicants as adequate funds to close. Similarly, lenders working
with AAFE accepted savings drawn from the Korean kye. (Acceptance of
informal savings later became industry practice.) AAFE also convinced
lenders to accept flexible-repayment loans from extended Asian-American
families as a permissible asset to close.

3. Housing subsidies BofA participates in 14 state bond programs offering BMIR mortgages, uses
credit certificates in 20 cities and counties, and is approved for approximate-
ly 200 local and state down payment assistance programs. Norwest partici-
pates in more than 600 mortgage assistance programs (e.g., for down pay-
ment and closing cost assistance, insurance writedown, and purchase-cost
reduction). In 1996, Countrywide was involved in 448 BMIR mortgage rev-
enue bond programs and 475 soft second mortgages, which reduced down
payment and closing costs for LMI borrowers. People’s partners with the
Connecticut Housing Finance Authority (CHFA) and others (e.g., a CHFA-
People’s product offers 100-percent LTV–BMIR home mortgages to current
residents of public housing). Berean participates in a University of Pennsyl-
vania employee mortgage program that allows loans with up to 105 percent
LTV. Industrial participates in D.C. Housing Finance Agency and other bond
programs offering BMIR mortgages with closing cost assistance. DVMP par-
ticipating lenders took advantage of soft seconds from the City of Philadel-
phia and of BMIR financing from the Pennsylvania Housing and Finance
Agency. FNBF gave BMIR financing for Navajo housing through a grant
received from the Federal Home Loan Banks’ Affordable Housing Program
(AHP). AAFE uses a variety of subsidies (e.g., building on city-owned land
and using New York City–State BMIR financing). LHHA uses Community
Development Block Grant, HOME, AHP, and Miami–Dade County surtax
subsidies. NPH used AHP and other subsidies. NHSC partners with the City
of Chicago, foundations, and lenders to provide affordable purchase, pur-
chase-rehab, and other financing.

4. Affordable housing AAFE has developed 185 affordable apartments; it is currently producing
about 250 affordable rental and homeownership units, as well as making
commercial improvements. CNE has constructed more than 100 single-
family homes and has renovated or constructed approximately 400 multi-
family units. NHSC has been involved in the rehabilitation or new construc-
tion of almost 21,000 housing units, including 334 units of LMI rental hous-
ing that it owns and manages.



Education and Counseling

Home-buyer education and homeownership counseling represent a continuum between
the dissemination of standardized, packaged information and one-on-one intervention.
Despite wide variation across programs, their common, essential purposes are to correct
misperceptions and to fill the vacuum created by generations of discrimination, poverty,
or reliance on informal and subprime consumer credit—in short, to correct information-
related market imperfections—and also to reduce the likelihood of mortgage delinquen-
cy. Programs typically cover the benefits and responsibilities of homeownership, strate-
gies for locating and evaluating a suitable home, household budgeting strategies, credit
reporting and evaluation, and the intricacies of the mortgage underwriting and lending
process. Specialized efforts, however, have emerged to address distinctive needs or mis-
perceptions among varied groups of renters in particular cities or neighborhoods.

Not surprisingly, counseling and education programs diverge sharply by institution type.
Large national lenders capitalize on scale efficiencies and brand recognition to reach a
broad audience with standardized educational materials developed by Fannie Mae, in-
dustry groups, or government agencies. Nonprofits and consortia, by contrast, usually
include education or counseling as central pillars of their charters; therefore, these
groups have developed the most comprehensive and contextual programs.

The case studies of nonprofits and consortia reveal a variety of customized education
and counseling efforts. AAFE provides group workshops and individual counseling in
many languages and dialects: Cantonese, English, Fukinese, Hindi, Japanese, Khmer,
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Table 8. Illustrative Strategies for Qualifying Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Applicants:
Case Study Examples (continued)

Strategies for Qualifying Applicants Case Study Examples

C. Foster Fair Access to Credit

1. Multiple reviews Norwest loans not immediately approved by automated underwriting are
referred to more detailed manual underwriting. Norwest’s Affordable Housing
Underwriting Group offers additional underwriting assistance. At People’s,
any mortgage application that is rejected gets at least two reviews; a special
review committee examines rejected LMI and minority home seekers; and a
senior vice president further reviews all rejections of minority loans, regard-
less of income. Lender participants in DVMP had multiple internal bank
reviews in addition to DVMP peer review.

2. Ensuring fairness Countrywide statistically analyzes the “denial disparity index” of its retail
branches, performs matched applicant pair (minority/majority) testing, and
has a special representative hear fair-lending complaints. CNE annually
reprocesses 10 percent of its loans to test for fairness.

D. Other Qualifying Strategies

NPH, FNBF, and Norwest are working to address the legal, bureaucratic,
and many other obstacles to mortgage lending on Native American lands
(e.g., formulation of an innovative homesite lease that allows lenders to pro-
tect collateral while addressing the inalienability of tribal lands).



Korean, Mandarin, Spanish, and Urdu (AAFE 1998). CNE developed a Fannie Mae–
approved counseling program that allows low-income households without serious cred-
it problems to purchase homes with CNE affordable financing in as little as six weeks
(Pope 1998; Gross 1998). An important component of the NAACP–NationsBank partner-
ship is the classroom instruction conducted jointly by members of both organizations.

NPH, an affiliate of the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, illustrates the dedi-
cation required to foster homeownership in the distinctive cultural, housing-market, and
institutional context of the Navajo Nation. NPH developed a comprehensive education
and counseling program attuned to the challenges on both the demand and supply sides
of the market. Its small-group sessions cover household budgeting, credit, and other
borrower issues with standard materials based on Fannie Mae’s Guide to Homeowner-
ship (Fannie Mae 1999a) and other nationally distributed models. The sessions also
depart from familiar territory to deal with the intricacies of HUD programs pertaining
to Native Americans and to the complex land-tenure arrangements required to collat-
eralize a mortgage with real property on a sovereign Native American nation. Counsel-
ing also focuses on relations between prospective buyers and contractors, because the
poor conditions of the existing housing stock on the Navajo Nation require most bor-
rowers to build new structures (Drake 1998; NPH 1997).

In a very different context, LHHA has developed an unusually well-integrated program
to prepare Miami’s low-income Haitians for homeownership. LHHA acts as an interme-
diary between clients and primary-market lenders, marshaling a complex and multi-
layered set of subsidies to make ownership possible for households earning as little as
$12,500 per year (Harder 1998). Clearly, this segment of the market requires an extra-
ordinary level of support and individualized attention. In counseling, that support and
attention translate to a comprehensive, long-term process by LHHA that begins with
household financial assessment and screening (including detailed verification of immi-
gration status and of employment, income, and credit histories) and culminates in a
homeownership training program requiring participants to attend weekly sessions for
seven consecutive weeks. The program is usually conducted in Haitian Creole, but it is
occasionally offered in English and Spanish. Distinctive features of the program reflect
the context of Little Haiti. For example, the prevalence of an informal barter and cash
economy necessitates training on the principles and practices of household finance ex-
pected by mainstream American lending institutions (as well as advice on building alter-
native credit histories). The program also emphasizes homeowner insurance in response
to the growth of overpriced and fraudulent insurance practices in parts of Miami in
recent years (Harder 1998; St. Louis and Francois 1998).

For-profit lenders have also developed a wide array of education and counseling pro-
grams. As a rule, smaller institutions with limited resources tend to develop relations
with local nonprofits specializing in borrower education; larger institutions perceive a
comparative advantage in standardized materials delivered to a large regional or nation-
al audience. Norwest, for example, makes extensive use of courses developed by Fannie
Mae, GE Capital, and Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation (MGIC), as well as of
selected courses offered by local nonprofits (subject to approval by the company’s Afford-
able Housing/Emerging Markets Division). The company also offers a free credit coun-
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seling program, centralized in two locations, that allows borrowers to complete a home-
study course and gain preapproval for Norwest’s affordable mortgages (Russell 1998;
Norwest Mortgage 1998b). Similarly, Countrywide maintains a large, centralized tele-
phone counseling center in California as part of its We House America initiative. A
bilingual staff of counselors is able to prequalify borrowers or to guide callers through
a home-study program for up to one year; counselors refer those with serious credit
problems to local affiliates of a network of nonprofit agencies (Van Dellen and Bielansky
1997). Such telecounseling may be appropriate only for marginal borrowers with minor
problems that can be solved at a distance; but, clearly the program reaches a fairly
large audience. At the end of 1998, after less than three years in operation, Country-
wide’s center had completed counseling with almost 17,000 potential borrowers (Coun-
trywide Credit Industries 1999a).

Education and counseling have been integral to expanding homeownership opportuni-
ties in recent years (Listokin et al. 1998; Rohe et al. 1998; Schwartz 1998).15 Neverthe-
less, the achievements of the programs documented in our work and in similar studies
should not blind us to the challenges inherent even in the most successful efforts. The
programs are confronting information gaps, misinformation, miscommunication, and
apprehensions that have been ingrained across generations. Wide variability in the
content and quality of education and counseling programs also exists, leading to efforts
to enhance quality control in the instruction being provided.

As an example, DVMP attempted to coordinate fragmented home-buyer counseling.
Limited education and counseling were part of DVMP’s activities from its inception in
the 1970s, but by the early 1990s DVMP moved into a fundamentally different role—
certifying community counseling agencies and training individual counselors.16 DVMP
trained about 300 counselors from almost 60 community agencies and provided contin-
uing education for counselors (DVMP 1994). A growing share of mortgage applicants to
this consortium have received counseling (from one-quarter in the early 1990s to one-
third in recent years). DVMP credits the increasing approval rate of mortgage applica-
tions (from about 60 percent in 1989 to roughly 85 percent in recent years) to the grow-
ing prevalence of counseling, especially that of a higher quality and more comprehen-
sive nature. On a national level, the American Homeowner Education and Counseling
Institute is attempting to duplicate the DVMP effort to improve both counselor training
and the quality of education and counseling programs.
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15 Some experts perceive a downside to counseling. Counseling that reaches would-be home buyers at progres-
sively earlier stages of the housing search can undermine the intentions of fair lending reporting requirements
such as those under HMDA. In this view, counseling arrangements with nonprofits serve as a preselection
mechanism that insulates a lender from rejecting—and reporting—a large number of poorly qualified appli-
cants. Partnerships and affiliations with nonprofits thus may become attractive to certain lenders, in that such
linkages allow access to qualified borrowers (even in high-risk, low-income populations) while eliminating the
regulatory scrutiny and bad publicity of high rejection rates. The counterargument to this negative view is that
counseling that filters out potential applicants who are not yet ready for homeownership truly benefits both
applicants and lenders.

16 In recent years, DVMP ceased training counselors because this role was assumed by Housing Counseling
Associates of the Delaware Valley. DVMP continues to certify counselors.



Affordable Financing and Housing 

Providing Affordable Mortgages, Tapping Housing Subsidies, 
and Developing Affordable Housing

Affordable lending has undergone a dramatic transformation in the past decade. Expand-
ed lending to LMI, minority, and inner-city submarkets has proceeded simultaneously
with shifting boundaries between (1) conventional, prime mortgage credit, (2) government-
insured lending, and (3) subprime lending activities. In turn, secondary-market practices
and policies have influenced all of those segments, creating a closer linkage between
housing and capital markets. It is only a slight exaggeration to say that Wall Street is
just outside the front door for most new homeowners, along with a lender, servicer, in-
surer, and an untold number of investors holding mortgage-backed securities (MBS).

The growth of MBS and other secondary-market financing mechanisms has radically
altered the role of primary-market institutions. In 1998, approximately $990 billion
worth of conventional, conforming, single-family mortgages was originated, and 54 per-
cent of that amount was sold to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae (Freddie Mac 1999, 13).
The secondary market (1) accelerates the flow of long-term capital investment into im-
mediate loans for home purchases, (2) reduces regional and local variations in the cost
of credit, and (3) provides a safe and relatively liquid investment vehicle. The mortgage
instrument itself has been altered in the process, because loans must be standardized
to permit assembly into securities that can be assessed for risk and yield. The bench-
marks and guidelines adopted by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, therefore, have helped
eliminate unnecessary duplication and coordinate a fragmented landscape of individ-
ual loan products.

Secondary-market forces have not eliminated all variations in primary-market lending,
however, and such a scenario is neither likely nor desirable. Two factors are most impor-
tant in this regard. First, community activism and regulatory scrutiny in the 1980s and
early 1990s induced many depository lenders to create affordable lending units and
other infrastructure based on special portfolio loan products (Listokin et al. 1998; Schwartz
1998). Securitization of CRA loans and greater flexibility in secondary-market criteria
eliminate the need for many of these efforts, but the transition remains uneven and
sometimes gradual.17 Second, most lenders working in underserved markets make
extensive use of public (and private) subsidies designed to encourage homeownership
in specific locations or among particular groups. Even the use of a single, standardized
loan product would not eliminate the complexity involved in such efforts. An institution’s
choices and strategies for navigating the dense web of subsidies and the requirements
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plans, commercial banks must fund such loans to meet certain obligations under the Community Reinvestment
Act, and they are often willing to do so at or below their own cost of funds. Fannie Mae competes for these
same investment opportunities to meet its housing goals.” (Fannie Mae 1999b, 9.)



of federal, state, and local governments should be regarded, from theoretical as well as
practical standpoints, as the contemporary version of product development.

The case study institutions, both large and small, provide vivid illustrations of such
product development. Countrywide is involved in 148 mortgage-revenue-bond lending
programs in 38 states, providing access to below-market-interest-rate (BMIR) loans.
Countrywide also participates in 475 second-mortgage programs across the country, in
which state funds, local funds, or both are used to assist first-time or LMI borrowers in
meeting down payment or closing cost requirements (Countrywide Credit Industries
1999b; Van Dellen and Bielansky 1997). Norwest participates in more than 600 mortgage
assistance programs, ranging from state housing finance agency programs to scores of
local efforts to subsidize down payments, interest rates, or closing costs (Norwest Mort-
gage 1998a; Russell 1998). People’s similarly engages BMIR financing from the Con-
necticut Housing Finance Agency and other sources (Williams 1997).

Nonprofits tend to be even more tightly enmeshed in the distinctive local webs of pro-
grams designed to solve particular housing and affordability problems. NHSC, the
largest member of the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation’s NeighborWorks net-
work, has developed several innovative programs to foster renovation and rehabilitation
of Chicago’s inner-city housing stock. Those programs involve partnerships with several
local banks, the City of Chicago, Freddie Mac, and Bank of America Illinois, among oth-
ers (Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago 1997; Toppen 1997). NHSC has been
involved in the rehabilitation of almost 21,000 housing units; it is currently partnering
with for-profit developers to build new, affordable single-family detached homes that are
for sale in Roseland and other Chicago neighborhoods. AAFE works to package state
and city subsidies to build new, affordable units, including construction on city-owned
vacant lots and use of property tax exemptions and other subsidies (Stanton 1998).
AAFE, like NHSC, is also involved in affordable housing development (table 8). CNE
develops affordable housing and provides affordable mortgages by tapping a potpourri
of sources (e.g., Community Development Block Grants [CDBG], Tennessee Housing
Development Authority, Chattanooga Police Department, and the Lyndhurst Foundation).

In many respects, the efforts of LHHA exemplify the complex affordable housing de-
velopment and subsidy packaging necessary to bring homeownership to the poor—in
LHHA’s case, to families earning as little as $12,500 per year. Most of LHHA’s home-
ownership activities involve acquisition and rehabilitation of foreclosed FHA properties,
which are then sold to graduates of the organization’s intensive homeownership train-
ing program. Financing typically involves three layers (Harder 1998; St. Louis and
Francois 1998). A local lender provides a small first mortgage at a market interest rate
but with no points. Because of a low LTV, the first loan requires no mortgage insurance.
A second mortgage is usually obtained from federal sources (such as HOME or CDBG)
or from a Miami–Dade County program funded through deed transfer surtaxes. Repay-
ment requirements on these second mortgages vary by program, sometimes involving
no cost to low-income borrowers who remain in the home beyond a specified period.
Third mortgages are sometimes obtained through the Affordable Housing Program of
the Federal Home Loan Banks.
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Subsidies and other supports must be crafted to meet varying local needs. For instance,
closing costs in the city of Philadelphia are extremely high (about 10 percent of the
home purchase price), thus adding to the problems of LMI families aspiring to homeown-
ership in that city. In response, the City of Philadelphia, DVMP, and Fannie Mae devel-
oped soft second mortgages to offset the closing cost burden. Other case study institu-
tions similarly crafted custom responses to meet the particular needs in their respective
markets. Their actions are the antithesis of a one-size-fits-all approach.

A final factor working against homogenization is the need for continued innovation in
particular markets. Large national lenders, and local depositories responding to CRA
pressures, developed affordable loan products well before the advent of national tem-
plates such as Fannie Mae’s Community Home Buyer’s Program and Freddie Mac’s
Affordable Gold program (both launched in the early 1990s). Many observers see a con-
tinued role for new product development among primary-market lenders, in partner-
ship with nonprofits and the public sector. The leading edge of such development normal-
ly involves retaining products in portfolio for seasoning until secondary-market pur-
chasers judge them safe. Several of the institutions in our study continue to develop new,
flexible products that exceed current secondary-market guidelines. BofA, for example,
launched two major products in 1998 (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998). The
Neighborhood Advantage Zero Down, targeted to LMI borrowers with good credit, allows
a 100-percent LTV as well as gifts or grants to cover closing costs. The Neighborhood
Advantage Credit Flex provides flexibility to LMI borrowers subject to a documented
alternative credit history. People’s offers a portfolio mortgage that encompasses a high
LTV without private mortgage insurance as well as discounted interest, closing, and
other costs.

Underwriting Considerations

Historically, many of the traditionally underserved failed to secure mortgages because
they fell short of expected underwriting standards with respect to credit, property stan-
dards, employment stability, and asset verification. Strategies for making markets have
thus involved a change in underwriting requirements to allow more flexible standards,
some of which are provided in table 8. To illustrate, DVMP shifted the locus of proper-
ty standards and appraisals from the overall neighborhood level—a standard that tra-
ditionally disqualified many West and North Philadelphia areas—to the block.

Yet underwriting involves not only the nominal standard but also the way in which it
is applied; in this regard, the underwriting process has been changing from manual to
automated processing. The latter is part of the standardization, routinization, efficien-
cy, and commodification of modern mortgage finance. Automated underwriting has
been a flash point of controversy in the debate of the impact of technology on housing
finance. Automated underwriting has threatened the occupations of loan officers and
underwriters, has inspired some observers to proclaim the dawn of perfect objectivity
in the loan transaction, and has led others to suggest that new forms of discrimination
(frequently called “automated adverse impact”) may overshadow blatant forms of bias
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and differential treatment (Yinger 1995, 1997; Ladd 1998).18 Indeed, as we noted earli-
er, the effect of automation will depend on whether it simply institutionalizes certain
types of market failures—and removes them from public scrutiny behind a patented
commercial product.

Those alternative interpretations are certain to fuel continued debate in the industry,
among policy makers and scholars, and in the public at large. Regardless of the correct
interpretation of automation’s impact, underwriting is being reshaped at a rapid pace.
The earliest case studies included in our research, conducted in 1997, captured the mid-
dle phases of efforts to diffuse standardized affordable loan products and underwriting
software throughout the industry. In a series of telephone interviews in 1997 with more
than 50 lenders whose efforts to reach underserved markets were highly regarded, we
encountered widespread uncertainty and concern—at least in affordable lending divi-
sions—over the possible effects of automated underwriting (Listokin et al. 1998). In
our present research, receptivity to automation generally mirrors differences in institu-
tion type and size. Larger lenders see dramatic reductions in per-transaction costs per-
mitting increased affordable lending volumes. Small nonprofits perceive their compar-
ative advantage not in scale, but in the scope of services they provide to neighborhoods
and residents. For those groups, automation is valuable only insofar as it facilitates
increased flexibility for particular groups of borrowers or coordinates fragmented parts
of the housing-finance infrastructure.

One component of automation, credit scoring, is a very controversial topic.19 There is
statistical evidence that credit scores “work well for all types of borrowers regardless of
income and race” (Wildavsky 1996, 307). Calem and Wachter (1998) have also found that
credit scoring helps in underwriting affordable loans. Some of the case study institutions
praised credit scoring’s ability to help them better manage their customers’ applications.
One loan official (anonymous) at a DVMP-participating bank noted, “If the score is high
enough, I move them [the applicants] to sellable (i.e., secondary market) products. If I
know that I have problems with credit that will not get past the secondary market, then
I move them to a portfolio product and/or refer them to counseling.”
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18 There is a certain twisted logic to arguments that technology will eliminate all forms of disparate treatment
and adverse impact. Many of the individuals and institutions who advocate automation as a means of elimi-
nating subjectivity also dismiss discrimination as an economically irrational behavior and explain disparities
in loan rejection rates as fully justified by minority members’ lower assets and poorer credit histories. Yet the
most widely used mortgage-scoring and automated-loan-approval software provides immediate “green light”
results only for applicants who are clearly qualified and need no further documentation. If the primary benefit
of automation is found in the elimination of subjectivity, the result may be to reinforce discrimination by grant-
ing faster approvals to clearly qualified applicants while relegating marginal borrowers to the subjective
efforts of human underwriters. That kind of reasoning is implicit in the cultural affinity hypothesis (Hunter
and Walker 1995).

19 Credit scores are developed from credit bureau reports. The most common is the one developed by Fair, Isaac
and Company, Inc., known as the FICO score. FICO scores are based on complex statistical evaluation of the
raw data in credit bureau reports and include those factors most highly correlated with credit repayment per-
formance. FICO scores run from above 800 to below 400. The scores purportedly rank-order applicants accord-
ing to the likelihood that they will default in the future, with higher scores indicative of lower default risk and
lower scores indicative of higher default rates.



At the same time, nonprofits in our study voiced apprehensions about credit scoring.
One such institution (anonymous) decried credit scoring’s mechanistic approach as not
incorporating the cultural nuances of credit that characterize the black households it
counsels.

We’re very leery…because who put together the models? A banker. They don’t have a
clue. They don’t know. They go in at eight and come out at five. They don’t have a clue.
All they know is that their bills get paid.

I’m trying to get lenders…to get underneath the veneer and see what caused the re-
jection based on the model. Was it the slow paying?…Was it the medical payment?
What was it that bounced them out of the system? Was it a missed child care pay-
ment that sent the score down?…

I am appalled at the credit scoring. We have told several lenders, if you use it, you
will become a nonlender to our community again.

Other case study institutions also voiced misgivings on credit reports and credit scor-
ing as it related to traditionally underserved populations. Berean and LHHA spoke of
numerous minority clients who had bad credit histories because they had received a
collection notice from a department store or hospital that was in error, but simply did
not know enough or did not have time to clear up the matter.

All of these trends in underwriting intersect in a complex mixture of traditional prac-
tices, contemporary innovations, and limited pilot programs. Many, if not most, lenders
make use of mortgage scoring systems developed by MGIC, PMI, GE Capital, TRW/Mort-
gage Resource Group, or United Guaranty Residential Insurance Company. Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac provide more sophisticated “approve or refer” systems, but these
have not yet eliminated traditional underwriting. In 1998, more than 7,800 reporting
institutions filed records pursuant to HMDA. In comparison, Fannie Mae’s Desktop
Underwriter was used by approximately 800 lenders in 1998, while Freddie Mac’s
Loan Prospector had a subscriber base of 760 (Fannie Mae 1999b; Freddie Mac
1999).20 Subsequent growth has almost certainly increased those figures, and both
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac systems are being used, at least in pilot programs, to
evaluate jumbo, Veterans Administration, FHA, A-minus, and Alternative-A loans
(Fannie Mae 1999b; Freddie Mac 1999).

The case study institutions mirror this hybrid of traditional and automated under-
writing practices. Most lenders involved in underserved markets tailor underwriting
to government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) guidelines, but CRA-related initiatives and
state and local subsidies remain important elements of portfolio lending. BofA organizes
its affordable lending programs under the Neighborhood Advantage banner, and its
products predate Fannie Mae’s Community Home Buyer’s Program (BankAmerica Mort-
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gage Corporation 1998; Smith 1998). Since 1990, the company has originated more than
$15 billion in Neighborhood Advantage home loans to LMI borrowers (BankAmerica
Mortgage Corporation 1998). BofA’s new products—including Zero Down, Credit Flex,
and several pilot programs—require both flexibility and extensive documentation on a
number of financial parameters. BofA has even launched a $250 million “special alloca-
tion” program, authorizing select underwriters to approve loans that are judged suitable
risks even when in excess of GSE guidelines (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998).
In a similar vein, People’s offers both GSE-compatible mortgages and affordable loans
that depart from secondary-market criteria. For example, mortgages granted from Peo-
ple’s CRA loan pool sometimes have a 95-percent LTV ratio without mortgage insurance.

FHA Versus Conventional Underwriting

The case studies allow us to better understand the role that FHA plays in providing
mortgage credit to traditionally underserved communities. Recent literature (Bradford
1998) documents that FHA financing has sometimes been applied in an abusive fashion
in minority LMI areas. Our investigation points to a more nuanced use of FHA loans.
In Chicago, NHSC bemoaned the frequent and harmful practice of unscrupulous real
estate agents pressuring poorly qualified homeowners to buy through readily available
FHA mortgages (Toppen 1997). Haitians in Little Haiti were similarly victimized, and
many moved too quickly into an FHA-financed home that they soon abandoned (Hard-
er 1998). Rehabilitating FHA-foreclosed houses, in fact, is LHHA’s main activity.

In contrast, CNE uses FHA very constructively. The FHA 203(b) loan is CNE’s most
popular product, accounting for approximately 85 to 90 percent of all loans that it orig-
inates (Pope 1998). The popularity of the product is attributed to FHA’s more flexible
underwriting guidelines, including (1) no income ceiling, (2) assumability permitted,
(3) secondary financing allowed, and (4) no private mortgage insurance required. (CNE
views private insurance as more problematic than FHA coverage—a view shared by
Berean, Industrial, and other case study institutions.)

Trent overwhelmingly uses FHA because Trent realizes more profit from such lending
(as a result of the additional points it charges) and because FHA offers numerous un-
derwriting advantages for Trent’s traditionally underserved customers (Sorgenfrey 1998).
Trent finds that borrower-paid closing costs are lower on FHA loans than on GSE loans.
Also, FHA is more tolerant in allowing relatives and friends to assist the purchaser by
acting as nonoccupant cosigners. Of equal or greater importance was FHA’s more flexi-
ble underwriting with regard to credit and other matters.

With the GSEs, it is one strike on the borrower and he is out. With FHA it’s three
strikes before you are out. A borrower can have two problems with FHA, a credit
problem and a high ratio, and still be accepted. And our borrowers often have two
strikes. (Sorgenfrey 1998)

The following real-world mortgage applicants had issues that led a Trent loan officer to
refer them to FHA loans:
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· Borrower 1—Relatively high FICO score but sixty 30-day late payments. Back-end
ratio is high (45 percent), but borrower has higher assets ($2,000 liquid and $36,000
in a 401[k]) than typical of Trent’s applicants. Because of the late payments and high
back-end ratio, the borrower was referred to FHA.

· Borrower 2—703–749 FICO score, but a 38-percent front-end ratio, the latter deemed
too high for a GSE product.

· Borrower 3—Husband with a 628 FICO score, despite having a recent bankruptcy;
wife with a 607 FICO score (has perfect credit yet is at the credit limit on charge
cards).21 Income instability for both and high debt ratio. Referred to FHA because
of the bankruptcy, unstable employment, and high debt ratios.

Thus, underwriting is key not only for opening up mortgage opportunities for the under-
served, but also in influencing which mortgage product is selected. The brief description
above of just three borrowers also points to the highly variable nature of credit seekers.
Given that variability, it is most challenging to standardize underwriting to meet the
demand of mass financing for commodification. Also, in changing the protocol and tech-
nology of underwriting, the lending industry must guard against loss of nuanced un-
derwriting that most case study institutions used effectively to open markets to the
underserved.

Fostering Fair Access

One way to guard against unfair treatment by an individual underwriter, as well as to
prevent the loss of business opportunities, is to have prompt and impartial multiple
reviews of rejected applications. Many case study institutions implemented a formal,
multiple (two, three, and four) review process after an initial loan denial. Practices at
CoreStates, one of the DVMP members, illustrate the breadth and depth of that approach.
Once an application is submitted to CoreStates, the path to an approval or rejection de-
cision is highly formalized and standardized. At no time during the process can any one
party force the application to be rejected; the decision must be consensual, arrived at
by all involved in the decision-making process. An underwriter in CoreStates’s afford-
able lending unit reviews the application and makes a recommendation. An approval
requires the borrower to obtain private mortgage insurance; a rejection sends the loan
application to a second underwriter, who reviews it and makes a recommendation as
well. If the application is rejected again, and if it is from the metropolitan Philadelphia
market, the application is forwarded to the DVMP credit committee to be examined at
its weekly meeting. If one of the other member lenders of the DVMP is willing to under-
write the loan, the applicant is referred to that institution. If the application is from
outside the metropolitan Philadelphia area, after a second rejection it is sent to Core-
States’s internal credit committee for review. If the committee rejects the application,
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or if none of the DVMP members is interested in picking up an application from Philadel-
phia, it is sent to be reviewed by CoreStates’s fair lending committee to ensure that
fair treatment was received. The fair lending committee is part of the CoreStates com-
pliance unit, which must review all loan applications that are categorized as part of a
“protected class” before they can be denied.

As the above example attests, a lender’s multiple review process is an intricate matter.
We do not trace this process for all of our case study institutions. Many, however, impose
demanding multiple reviews to root out any tinge of discriminatory behavior. At People’s,
for example, all applications that are initially denied are reviewed by a vice president,
whose sign-off is required before a rejection is final. LMI applications got a third review
by a committee. As a further level of reconsideration, the senior vice president for resi-
dential lending attends a high-level review committee meeting every quarter and justi-
fies in detail all declinations for minority loans, regardless of the applicant’s income.
The justifications are submitted in writing (about one to two paragraphs for each appli-
cant). The justifications and the committee’s decision (the committee can overturn the
initial denial) go into the bank’s minutes, which regulators can review.

Besides multiple reviews, testing to see that consistent and fair standards are being
applied is yet another strategy used by our case study lenders. CNE, for example, total-
ly reprocesses 10 percent of its loan files each year. It uses the information that was
gathered originally and then reprocesses each loan, using a different appraiser, proces-
sor, and underwriter to reach a decision (approve or disapprove). That decision is com-
pared with the original to measure the bank’s consistency in deciding whether—and
how much—credit should be extended. If inconsistencies are spotted, CNE scrutinizes
them for possible racial or other bias.

Understandably, the larger lenders often did the most comprehensive testing. Country-
wide, for example, does as follows:

1. Performs matched pair (minority and nonminority) testing of the credit application
process

2. Contacts people (minority and nonminority) who have applied for a loan to ascertain
how they were treated

3. Conducts a monthly statistical analysis of all of its branches. It measures what it
calls the denial disparity index (DDI), which is the ratio of the denials to minority
applicants over the denials to white applicants. If a branch’s DDI is significantly
greater than 1, Countrywide examines the branch’s policies and staff.

4. Measures market share because “You can have a low denial rate to minorities be-
cause you don’t get any applications from minorities. So market share is another
measure of service that we scrutinize” (Van Dellen 1997).
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RETAINING NEW HOMEOWNERS

The mortgage transaction is only one facet of a complex web of housing market process-
es. Even this single transaction, however, has grown more complex in the last genera-
tion. Mortgage contracts have been split into their constituent parts, with specialization
and market competition setting prices for the various functions involved. For new home-
owners, these changes are most apparent in postpurchase servicing; for those who en-
counter financial difficulties, the changes appear in delinquency intervention and other
retention activities.

The expansion of secondary mortgage markets has separated the ownership of repay-
ment obligations from the many activities involved in loan servicing. Servicing typically
involves not only collecting and remitting principal and interest payments to the note
holder, but also administering escrow accounts, supervising any changes in ownership
or security interests, granting necessary easements, and if necessary, negotiating work-
outs or foreclosure proceedings on nonperforming loans. Servicers are typically compen-
sated through the deduction of a contractually specified portion of each interest payment.
The vast majority of GSE loans are serviced through members of a large network of
providers approved by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, or both; many of these agents are pri-
mary-market lenders who retain servicing on loans they sell to the GSEs (Fannie Mae
1999b; Freddie Mac 1999).

Such separation of functions provides the context for the strategies employed by the
case study organizations to sustain homeownership among traditionally underserved
populations. Table 9 illustrates the strategies used, which include ongoing communica-
tion with and education of borrowers, enhanced oversight, quick responses to delinquen-
cy, providing workouts as necessary, and, more generally, working to improve neighbor-
hood socioeconomic conditions.

Most affordable loan products include provisions for some sort of enhanced attention to
past-due borrowers, but there is some variation in approaches to bringing payments to
current status. The large lenders in our case studies have developed formal procedures
and behavioral models used to predict the likelihood of foreclosure (and thus to put in
order of priority resources devoted to contacting past-due borrowers). Countrywide makes
extensive use of these types of models. In addition, its targeted We House America
loans require applicants to submit a detailed household budget, designed to help new
owners navigate postpurchase financial issues, prior to final loan closing (Van Dellen
and Bielansky 1997). Norwest also employs comprehensive automated delinquency analy-
sis along with enhanced procedures for mail and telephone contact at specified points
in the delinquency cycle. Postpurchase counseling, funded by mortgage insurers, is re-
quired on most of Norwest’s affordable loans and is initiated on the 31st day of delin-
quency through a network of local nonprofits (Norwest Mortgage 1998b; Russell 1998).
BofA has similar procedures and requires applicants to authorize sharing of their ac-
count information with PMI Mortgage Insurance (designated for BofA’s new Credit
Flex) and GE Capital Mortgage Insurance (designated for Zero Down) (BankAmerica
Mortgage 1998).
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Table 9. Illustrative Strategies for Retaining Traditionally Underserved Mortgage Homeowners:
Case Study Examples

Strategies for
Retaining Homeowners Case Study Examples

A. Communication with and Education of Borrowers

A Countrywide video, Living the Dream: A New Homeownership Survival Guide, covering the basics of
budgeting, home maintenance, and similar topics, is required viewing for all retail borrowers. New borrow-
ers are notified by Trent that the company is available to help borrowers in times of need. LHHA’s Home-
owners’ Club offers new homeowners an opportunity to meet for social and educational activities (e.g., to
hear about fire and hurricane safety). NHSC mails newsletters to its borrowers to apprise them of ongoing
services, programs, and opportunities with NHSC and with citywide and statewide programs.

B. Enhanced Oversight

DVMP lenders would often drive through the neighborhoods where mortgages were granted and “wind-
shield” survey the condition of the DVMP properties. LHHA’s family outreach specialist visits each borrower
bimonthly to inquire about problems with the house or neighborhood. The specialist also notes if repairs
are needed on the house, makes a visual inspection of the immediate neighborhood, and attempts to
address observed problems (e.g., by referring the homeowner to reliable tradespeople).

C. Quick Response to Delinquency

Many GSE and similar affordable products mandate a quicker servicer response to delinquency (e.g., the
servicer contacts the borrower 15 days after a payment is late, rather than wait for 30 days to elapse). On
all its loans (portfolio and those sold to the secondary market), Berean intervenes before a payment is 30
days past due to work out a solution. Industrial acts similarly. Long before it became industrywide practice,
participating DVMP lenders responded quickly to delinquency. AMC closely monitored delinquencies, and
the AMC executive director visited the homes of newly delinquent borrowers to initiate workouts.

D. Delinquency Workout

Postpurchase delinquency counseling, often by nonprofits, is required in conjunction with many affordable
lending products on an as-needed basis. The borrower authorizes the servicer to share relevant account
information with a third-party counselor should the borrower become delinquent. People’s provides coun-
seling on budget management and debt restructuring to challenged borrowers (e.g., those experiencing a
job loss) and also refers those borrowers to an independent, nonprofit counseling organization. On an as-
needed basis, People’s will work out a delinquent loan to keep it performing by modifying the interest rate or
stretching out the repayment schedule. NHSC’s Foreclosure Intervention Program provides mortgage-delin-
quency counseling and financial aid (e.g., NHSC can arrange a loan through Chicago’s Homeowners
Emergency Lending Program).

E. Overall Neighborhood Support

LHHA’s Homeowners’ Club (described above) sets a framework for collective neighborhood action with
respect to public safety, economic activity, and social programs (e.g., organizing block and neighborhood
watches). In addition, LHHA provides youth and after-school programs; resource centers for art and com-
puter instruction; and a Service Exchange Program (through which LHHA homeowners barter services,
such as providing gardening in exchange for child care). LHHA has also fostered a Little Haiti credit union/
economic development corporation. AAFE provides many support services for its target Asian-American
neighborhoods, including civil rights advocacy, citizenship and other education, landlord-tenant dispute
counseling, and economic development through such means as obtaining affordable financing for local
businesses and rehabilitating or building new commercial stores. CNE improves neighborhood conditions
through strategies ranging from commercial development to improved public safety through its Police Offi-
cer Next Door Program. NHSC supports revitalizing neighborhoods through beautification (e.g., cleanup of
a CSX railroad embankment), commercial development (assembling properties in the Roseland neighbor-
hood), and enhancement of public safety (e.g., participating in a “super block” intervention combining
enhanced police protection and improved social services and infrastructure).



Smaller institutions and nonprofits often maintain direct contact with borrowers (rather
than by way of contracts with specialized servicers). People’s was forced to allow a large
number of workouts on problem portfolio loans in the early 1990s in the wake of a col-
lapsing New England real estate market—thereby necessitating the development of
enhanced policies and practices on postpurchase contact (Williams 1997). DVMP incor-
porates delinquency analysis provisions similar to those of large national lenders, but
postpurchase contact is maintained through the participating institutions (Sitner 1997;
DVMP 1994).

LHHA maintains the most comprehensive and innovative retention procedures among
our case study institutions. Reflecting the organization’s central mission of promoting
homeownership as part of broader community economic and social development, post-
purchase contact is explicitly set within related functions. LHHA maintains postpur-
chase contact with all graduates of its homeownership training program. Contact in-
volves bimonthly visits by an association outreach specialist, who initiates informal dis-
cussions of all aspects of the family’s situation—from changes in household circumstances
to actual or perceived neighborhood problems (St. Louis and Francois 1998). Such a re-
lationship allows personalized attention to possible financial problems well before the
first signs of delinquency, but is only possible as an outgrowth of the trust embedded
in the organization’s comprehensive community-building activities. Widespread repli-
cation of such an approach is exceedingly difficult and could not be contemplated with-
out raising privacy concerns. Nevertheless, LHHA’s comprehensive efforts serve as an
important model for community development. Beyond postpurchase visitation, the or-
ganization coordinates an active Homeowners’ Club and a highly innovative Service
Exchange Program, through which residents barter services such as maintenance, gar-
dening, child care, transportation, and even language translation (Harder 1998; St.
Louis and Francois 1998).

SELECTING FROM THE MENU: 
CONSIDERATIONS IN APPLYING THE STRATEGIES

We have presented a broad menu of strategies designed to create new mortgage markets
for traditionally underserved populations and communities. The individual strategies
vary considerably, however, in their practical applicability. Applicability is affected by
several factors. First, the relevance of some strategies varies depending on institution
type. Second, the menu of strategies itself has evolved, and will continue to evolve, in
response to changes in consumer needs and industry structure and practice. Over time,
some strategies become more useful and others less so. Finally, the strategies are con-
strained to the mortgage market and, therefore, do not apply to all real estate processes
that affect the abilities of traditionally underserved populations to attain and sustain
homeownership. The remainder of this section describes these factors in greater detail.

The first, and probably most obvious, factor affecting applicability is that the relevance
of strategies differs depending on institution type. Given that nonprofits come from and
are parts of their communities, they have less need to establish credibility and to effect
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outreach compared with institutional lenders. This community base puts nonprofits in
good position to assume such demanding roles as assembling housing subsidies and con-
tributing to the long-term support of new home buyers and challenged neighborhoods.
Larger lenders are more likely to provide telecounseling and to offer portfolio products
than their smaller peers; yet the latter can make do by capitalizing on the counseling
materials and services developed by others and by offering mortgages that can be sold
on the secondary market.

We must also recognize that strategies for making new mortgage markets are a moving
target because they are developing within a rapidly evolving context of consumer needs
and industry structure and practice. This changing context causes the usefulness of
strategies to vary over time. For example, when DVMP’s predecessor, the Philadelphia
Mortgage Plan (PMP), was established in 1975, its 95-percent LTV mortgages with 25/35
percent front-end/back-end ratios went way beyond the prevailing mortgage terms of
the time. Today, PMP-like mortgages would be considered conservative, and in fact DVMP
lenders offer much more aggressive products. AMC mortgage terms also were a moving
target; AMC’s participating lenders first experimented with a back-end ratio of 50 per-
cent and, when that proved too high, the consortium retrenched to a total debt-to-income
ratio of 42. Such experimentation is part of the moving target philosophy.

Indeed, as affordable lending has become more common and as the lending industry has
continued to consolidate, the need for lending consortia has come into question. When
banks first started to address underserved markets, the newness and challenge of those
markets prompted many to seek the comfort of their peers by forming local consortia.
As experience with affordable lending increased, the need for such an arrangement was
less pressing. Of the two consortia studied here, AMC and DVMP, the former ceased op-
erations in 1997 and the latter revamped its focus. Adding to challenges faced by local
consortia is the trend toward regional and national banks in which underwriting is
often done at distant satellite offices. Remote underwriting makes it much harder for
local lending officers to come together to provide peer review and support—a key feature
of the consortia approach. Consortia still may have a role in some places (i.e., where
local underwriting prevails; affordable lending is still new; and possibly, where special
needs, such as rehabilitation financing or personal delinquency intervention, lend them-
selves to group action), yet their time may have largely passed.

Changes in industry structure have also influenced counseling strategies. In the early
1990s, when counseling of potential homeowners was less developed and uneven in qual-
ity, DVMP trained and certified counselors. As counseling developed into an industry,
DVMP was able to drop its training role. (It continues to certify counselors, however.)
As the counseling curriculum and the practitioners further professionalize, less need for
DVMP-type oversight will exist, yet a need will remain for development of specialized
counseling programs for Haitians, Asian Americans, Indians, and other groups who
face special obstacles to homeownership and thus have special counseling needs.

Obstacles to homeownership have also changed in relative importance over time, and
thus consumer needs for mortgage products and services have changed. In the 1970s,
only about one-quarter of DVMP mortgage applicants were denied loans because of
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poor credit, but today that share is about half. Recognizing the growing credit barrier
to affordable mortgage financing, DVMP in recent years increased its efforts to improve
the availability and quality of credit counseling in the Philadelphia area.

New needs have also arisen as growing numbers of traditionally underserved households
have attained homeownership. When affordable lending was newer, attention under-
standably focused on management reforms and strategies for attracting and qualifying
underserved applicants, which were needed to jump-start a new market. As more under-
served consumers have attained homeownership, the need to focus on the long-term
nurturing of that market has grown. Therefore, more comprehensive borrower and neigh-
borhood supports, similar to those offered by LHHA, are necessary. The very scope of
such efforts makes them challenging to replicate and sustain.

Rehabilitation financing is another area of growing need. Housing suitable for afford-
able homeownership often needs renovation. Even if rehabilitation is not immediately
necessary upon purchase, home repairs will ultimately be needed and may be difficult
to finance for some traditionally underserved consumers. Thus, a new frontier of strate-
gies must include affordable purchase-rehabilitation and home-repair financing. That
some of our more mature nonprofits, such as NHSC and CNE, are confronting the reha-
bilitation challenge is no accident. DVMP is also reorienting its focus to rehabilitation
concerns.

Maximizing the reach of minority-owned institutions is yet another area of growing
need. These institutions are natural lenders to the underserved, yet their modest capi-
talization constrains their mortgage operations. Efforts are being made to address that
barrier (for example, a GSE $500,000 investment in Berean), but more could be done.
Larger lenders could form correspondent banking arrangements with their minority-
owned peers. Seed funding could jump-start the latter, tying in with the secondary mar-
ket. Eight Berean staff members worked over a four-month period to do the first loan
sale to Fannie Mae. Such a large obligation of worker-hours is a tremendous burden to
a small institution; a seed loan or grant could alleviate some of that burden. Also, bank
regulators must be sensitive in how they apply standard industry measures of perfor-
mance to minority institutions.22 The latter were historically one of the few sources of
mortgages for minorities, and, with industry and regulatory support, they can continue
to play an important role for the underserved.

In the future, strategies for expanding homeownership opportunities will continue to
evolve in response to changes in the mortgage industry. Transformation of the industry
is not abating; in fact, it is likely to accelerate in the wake of financial modernization.
Future strategies will be shaped by such forces as increased automation, risk-based
pricing, and the trend toward giant financial conglomerates. If history is a guide, those
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forces offer both opportunities and challenges for enhanced affordable lending. Automat-
ed underwriting may further the march toward color-, ethnic-, and gender-blind loan
evaluation, but it may not capture the full economic and cultural nuances and variety
that characterize the underserved market. Risk-based pricing can carve out markets
for some underserved households that heretofore did not meet minimum acceptable
underwriting standards. But risk-based pricing, especially if coupled with insensitive
automation, can also result in some of the financial harm currently attributed to preda-
tory lenders. A hypothetical example from the case studies is illustrative. Low-income
Haitians in Miami will likely be accorded a high risk-based price. A nonprofit such as
LHHA can intervene to lower that price—but does an LHHA-type intervention com-
port with an automated, risk-based price regime?

Financial institution agglomeration is a mixed blessing with respect to the underserved.
Among the case studies, the biggest volumes of affordable lending were achieved by the
“financial superstores of tomorrow” (e.g., BofA, Countrywide, NationsBank, and Norwest).
Those institutions had the deep pockets to afford the initial losses and the infrastruc-
ture (e.g., specialized lending units and telecounseling) that accompany the making of
new markets. National institutions have also been high-profile targets for community
group scrutiny, and that scrutiny has inculcated affordable lending. Thus, on numerous
counts, scale bodes well for further progress in reaching the underserved. Yet, as was
indicated in the DVMP case, as local institutions merge into national and regional
entities, an immediacy to and knowledge of underserved markets is dissipated as well.

The final consideration related to the applicability of the case study strategies is that
they are largely limited to the mortgage lending industry and do not extend to the broad-
er set of real estate industries and professionals, including real estate agents, apprais-
ers, insurance companies, and credit agencies. Each of these industries or professionals
is integrally related to creating new mortgage markets. For example, a study in Mass-
achusetts found that 57 percent of property insurance agents in urban areas did not
have contracts with any of the state’s top 20 insurers (Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
1997). Therefore, consumers in those areas were often effectively limited to one option:
the Mass Fair Plan, the insurer of last resort for the state, and an expensive carrier.

It is beyond the scope of this study to consider the strategies appropriate to the gamut
of real estate industries and professions that affect homeownership opportunities.
Some of these, however, are discussed in the synthesis of six Federal Reserve housing
and mortgage credit studies (appendix). Example recommendations from these studies
include the following:

1. Property insurance companies should proactively provide coverage to traditionally
underserved areas, objectively determine premiums (i.e., based on use-loss ratios),
and eliminate potentially discriminatory underwriting criteria (e.g., minimum
insurance amounts and “pride of ownership guidelines”). Such efforts would mirror
actions taken by lenders (e.g., eliminating minimum loan amounts).

2. The appraisal industry should incorporate second reviews (similar to the multilevel
review of loan applications), and the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
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Practice should prohibit the use of buyer characteristics, owner characteristics, or
both (a possible source of bias).

3. Credit agencies should improve turnaround time for the correction of erroneous
data, and the credit industry should review the effect of credit scoring on tradition-
ally underserved populations.

We more broadly discuss the opportunity and challenge of expanding mortgage markets
in the following concluding section.

THE OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGE OF NEW MORTGAGE MARKETS

The 1990s opened with several intersecting trends that began to transform the Amer-
ican housing finance sector. A short recession deflated real estate prices and damp-
ened housing market activity, while an avalanche of new, publicly disclosed, mortgage-
lending data fueled heated debates over the extent and severity of racial and ethnic
discrimination among lending institutions (Munnell et al. 1992, 1996). Consolidation
and competition intersected with continued demographic trends to force a search for
new market opportunities. Regulatory and judicial developments coalesced to push the
industry to root out discrimination against protected classes of borrowers as well as
low-income and minority neighborhoods, and 1992 legislation established purchasing
goals for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.23

In response to those trends, housing finance institutions made large commitments to
affordable lending during the 1990s. In 1994, Fannie Mae announced a commitment of
$1 trillion to help finance more than 10 million new homeowners among underserved
populations and neighborhoods through 2000. That goal was reached eight months early,
and Fannie Mae then pledged a new 10-year $2 trillion American Dream Commitment
to serve 18 million targeted American families (Fannie Mae 2000a, 2000b). In 1999 alone,
Freddie Mac guaranteed $108 billion in mortgages for 1.3 million very low, low-, or
moderate-income families and households in underserved areas. That last figure repre-
sents more than 55 percent of all families served by Freddie Mac in 1999. Numerous
case study institutions made affordable lending commitments of their own. Examples
include a $37 billion BofA pledge to LMI lending, a $10 billion pledge by NationsBank,
and a $200 million Building Foundations initiative from People’s Bank. In less than a
decade, industry unease with fair lending and community reinvestment oversight has
evolved into intense competition for new markets.
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The weight of those large institutional commitments—in the context of an unprecedent-
ed economic expansion—has accelerated efforts to make homeownership an option for
ever-increasing numbers of residents and communities that would have been written
off only a few years ago. Discrimination and fair access to housing opportunities remain
a severe problem in parts of the industry and in certain entrenched urban processes
(Holloway 1998; Wyly and Holloway 1999; Yinger 1995, 1997) and continue to be the
concern of public policy. But the substantial funds directed to underserved markets have
pushed public policy to examine the material benefits actually delivered by homeown-
ership. Although evidence that homeownership provides several benefits exists (HUD
1995; Colton and Crowe 1998), homeownership finance has limitations as a policy tool.
Even the most innovative mortgage loan program, pursued in isolation, can do nothing
to reduce poverty, improve school districts, or provide a long-term solution to subur-
banization processes that inject vitality and asset appreciation into an elite “favored
quarter” at the expense of the central city and inner-ring suburbs.

The efforts documented in the case studies mirror all of these challenges. The efficient,
standardized services of Countrywide, Norwest, and BofA provide opportunities for
hundreds of thousands of households nationwide but cannot tackle the full range of
contextual problems faced by clients of the LHHA or CNE. Yet the cost and scope of
the customized interventions pursued by groups such as LHHA and CNE greatly limit
their scale and replicability. It is also clear that liberalized underwriting, while opening
homeownership opportunities for many, poses significant risks not only to lenders and
investors, but also to households with high debt ratios and limited initial equity. In-
deed, under some circumstances, borrowers obtaining FHA-insured loans can start out
with negative equity—surely a precarious position in today’s buoyant land markets
(Bradford 1998).

The risks faced by such highly leveraged households raise the issue of sustainability.
Are lending industry institutions, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies
doing enough to ensure that low-income buyers are able to withstand disruptions in in-
come, unexpected maintenance costs, rising energy expenses, or a combination of these
factors? The historical record gives one pause. The 1968 Section 235 homeownership
program, with its very attractive financing terms (a 40-year, 1-percent mortgage) was
initially considered a model in its day. Yet many Section 235 mortgages ended in fore-
closure because the homeowners were financially unable to cope with subsequent rising
energy and maintenance costs.24

The geography of the contemporary effort to foster homeownership also warrants atten-
tion. A recent study provided evidence that large and growing shares of minority and
low-income home buyers are attaining suburban homeownership, but the study also
pointed out that such buyers are not necessarily locating in higher-income or less-
segregated communities (Joint Center for Housing Studies 1999, 18). In fact, the same
study found that only one-third of low-income home buyers purchased homes in neigh-
borhoods whose residents had incomes at least equal to the metropolitan area median.
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Another recent study in Chicago revealed that a large proportion of African-American
home buyers are purchasing homes in neighborhoods where most of the other buyers
are also African American, suggesting the persistence of spatially segregated home-
ownership patterns in that city (Immergluck 1998). If traditionally underserved house-
holds are achieving the American dream mostly in urban, lower-income, or racially seg-
regated areas, important policy implications follow. Efforts to funnel mortgage credit to
underserved borrowers or neighborhoods may support inner-city revitalization if pursued
on a sufficient scale; but those efforts counteract attempts to broaden access to the
well-funded school districts, employment opportunities, and healthy price appreciation
of favored suburban markets. Even if one accepts the legitimacy of a possible urban-
focused geography of contemporary affordable lending efforts, there is yet again an in-
herent tension. We may be getting poor people into homeownership by capitalizing on
relatively low urban housing prices; yet in the very act of opening up urban mortgage
markets, the mortgage initiatives may cause urban housing prices to rise and strain
affordability.

None of those tensions detract from the important accomplishments of lenders and non-
profits working in underserved markets. To the degree that public policy and market
processes continue to favor ownership over renting, efforts to increase mortgage lending
to underserved populations are essential to broadening economic opportunity. Neverthe-
less, the advancing state of the art in these affordable lending programs demands an
equally aggressive pursuit of broader goals in homeownership sustainability, economic
development, and equity. Ultimately, the long-term effects of the present rush to tap
new mortgage markets will depend on changes in the implicit and explicit distribution
of risks and rewards in America’s central socioeconomic institution—homeownership.
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Acronym List for the Case Studies 
and Appendix

To facilitate reading, acronyms commonly used throughout the case studies and appen-
dix are listed here and not defined in the text.

ACORN Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now
ATMs automated teller machines
BIA Bureau of Indian Affairs
BMIR below-market interest rate
CD Certificate of Deposit
CDBG Community Development Block Grant
CDC community development corporation
CRA Community Reinvestment Act
FHA Federal Housing Administration
FICO Fair, Isaac and Company
FY fiscal year
GSE government-sponsored enterprise
HFA housing finance agency
HMDA Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
HUD U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
LIHTC Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
LMI low- to moderate-income
LTV loan-to-value ratio
MBS mortgage-backed securities
MSA metropolitan statistical area
PITI principal, interest, taxes, and insurance
PMI private mortgage insurance
RHS Rural Housing Service
SMSA standard metropolitan statistical area
VA U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
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Case Study
Bank of America

Location: San Francisco

Description: Large money-center bank with major emphasis on residen-
tial lending. As of 1997 (before its merger with NationsBank),
Bank of America (BofA) was the second-largest banking
company in the United States and held about 40 percent of
its assets in residential mortgages.

Year Founded: 1904

Service Area: Mortgage activity is concentrated in California and other
western and southwestern states.

Accomplishments: Comprehensive program to reach traditionally underserved
populations. Before the NationsBank merger, BofA made a
10-year, $37 billion commitment to low- and moderate-
income home lending as part of an overall lending goal of
$140 billion.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Management has a strong commitment to community devel-

opment lending and has the administration and products in
place to realize that commitment. Management practices
include annually established community lending goals (e.g.,
loans to low-income areas, low-income borrowers, and minor-
ity borrowers); staff compensation tied to meeting the lend-
ing goals; extensive staff training in fair and affordable
lending; hiring minority and bilingual staff; and ongoing
consumer research on credit needs of traditionally under-
served populations.

Attracting Applicants: Multilanguage advertising in a variety of media, working
with real estate agents active in minority communities, and
networking with churches and other community groups.
BofA’s outreach is sensitive to the social and cultural needs
of potential borrowers (e.g., applying different Spanish
dialects and varying media to reach newly arrived versus
more established Hispanics).
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Qualifying Applicants: Providing in-house home-buyer education and referring
home buyers who need more extensive education or coun-
seling to nonprofit organizations providing such assistance;
offering innovative portfolio mortgage products (e.g., BofA’s
portfolio Neighborhood Advantage mortgages).

Retaining Homeowners: For affordable products (e.g., Neighborhood Advantage
mortgages), borrower agrees that BofA can share informa-
tion about its servicing with a third party (e.g., a nonprofit
organization or private mortgage insurer).

Other: Sensitivity to diversity is demonstrated across strategy
areas (e.g., management framework includes diversity train-
ing and diverse staff members, advertisements and docu-
ments are provided in multiple languages, and underwrit-
ing is sensitive to the nontraditional banking and money
management behaviors of many traditionally underserved
households).

BACKGROUND

Founded in 1904 in California, Bank of America (BofA) has evolved into an internation-
al financial corporation, with offices in 38 countries.1 As of December 31, 1997, BofA
was the second-largest banking company in the United States, as measured by market
capitalization (BofA 1998a).

Residential mortgage lending is an important part of BofA’s investments. Each year
from 1995 through 1997, first and second residential loans together have amounted to
about $50 billion, or roughly 40 percent of the bank’s total assets (BankAmerica Cor-
poration 1997a). During 1997, the average value of BofA’s outstanding residential first
mortgage loans ($35.4 billion) slightly exceeded the value of the bank’s commercial and
industrial loans ($34.3 billion) and was far ahead of its foreign loans ($27.4 billion).

BofA’s mortgage activity is concentrated in California and in other western and south-
western states. At the end of 1997, BofA’s outstanding mortgage loans were distributed
as shown in table 1 (BankAmerica Corporation 1997a).

Although mortgage loans secured by properties in California represented 73 percent of
BofA’s residential real estate investment at the end of 1997, this figure reflected a
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decline from previous years. Over time, BofA has been geographically diversifying its
mortgage lending activity on a national scale.2

BofA’s mortgage activity is handled by its subsidiary, BankAmerica Mortgage (BAMG).
BAMG has retail, wholesale, and direct marketing divisions that in 1997 generated a
total of $17.3 billion in first mortgages and $4 billion in second mortgage loans
(BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998). These divisions are described as follows:

BAMG Retail

1. It is among the top five retail lenders nationwide.

2. It serves clients in 22 states through 98 realty offices (43 residential loan centers,
55 satellites).

3. It originated $5.96 billion in mortgages in 1997.

4. It constitutes the richest source of community lending referrals because of its
extensive branch network and local referrals.

BAMG Wholesale

1. It is among the top five wholesale lenders nationwide.

2. It works with 3,100 approved broker/lenders.

3. It had significant volume growth from $2.8 billion in 1994 to $7.9 billion in 1997.
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Table 1. BofA Residential First Mortgage
Outstanding Balances as of December 31, 1997

State $ Millions Percent

California 23,161 73.0
Washington 1,146 3.6
Oregon 844 2.6
Arizona 792 2.5
Texas 729 2.3
Other 5,077 16.0
Total 31,749 100.0

Note: Outstanding balances of residential first mortgages, in millions of
dollars.

2 This geographic expansion will experience a quantum leap forward following BofA’s consolidation with
NationsBank.



BAMG Direct

1. It provides first mortgages to clients in all 50 states, and provides second mort-
gages and secured lines of credit in 22 states.

2. It is the fifth-largest second mortgage lender with $14.4 billion outstanding.

3. It has five call centers, which together handled $6.7 billion in residential origina-
tions in 1997.

4. It contains the Presta Linea Call Center (bilingual Spanish-language team that
provides services to Spanish-speaking customers for consumer loans).

STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

Management Commitment

BofA made a $37 billion commitment to LMI home lending as part of a 10-year lending
goal of $140 billion.3 The BofA board has established that an outstanding CRA rating
is a high priority for the bank. In turn, BofA’s chief executive David Coulter has man-
dated “community and minority lending as a clear priority,” according to Stephanie
Smith, national manager of community lending at BAMG. A social policy committee
comprising the highest level BofA corporate officers meets regularly, and “community
lending is high on their agenda” (Smith 1998). This mandate has been passed to BofA’s
executive vice president, who heads BAMG. In fact, progress in community lending is
one of the criteria on which this individual is evaluated. (As we shall see shortly, this
policy is true for other BofA management and staffers.) BAMG makes the community
lending message clear, asserted a former manager at BAMG in Arizona:

Senior management absolutely is actively involved in fostering minority and
low/mod income financing. From the head of the division, the executive vice presi-
dent in charge of the mortgage division, he is really where the advocacy begins, and
every presentation that he makes, he makes sure everyone understands that we are
focused on the fact that community development is a key element of our business.
(Hidalgo 1997)

The oversight continues down the management hierarchy. The director of BAMG’s
community development unit reports on community lending to BAMG’s executive com-
mittee. BAMG managers oversee loan officers with respect to their progress in commu-
nity development lending, with this “topic on the agenda every Monday morning”
(Smith 1998).
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In sum, community development lending has a high profile on the BofA agenda. Why is
this the case? CRA obligations are surely one reason. The geographic areas where the
bank is active—California, its largest market, and Arizona and Texas, its fourth- and
fifth-largest markets, respectively—have large numbers of LMI, Hispanic, Native Amer-
ican, and other traditionally underserved populations. CRA commitments are of height-
ened concern in an era of financial industry consolidation, as community lending records
and results are key issues laid before regulators who must approve proposed mergers.
In hearings before the Federal Reserve Bank, the effect of the BofA–NationsBank merger
on community lending in California was carefully considered, for example (Iwata 1998).

Another factor contributing to the bank’s commitment to affordable lending is the lure
of an untapped market.

Yes, we absolutely do this [community lending] because we want to get very, very
good at this business, because this is the way to be competitive in the future. (Smith
1998)

To manage its commitment to community lending, BofA establishes concrete goals and
provides the products and support, from aggressive marketing to back-office support,
that allow these goals to be realized. We discuss these attributes below.

Establishing Community Development Lending Goals

Bank senior management officers set three community lending goals (BankAmerica
Mortgage Corporation 1998):

1. Lending in low-income census tracts—referred to as “LICT loans” (census tracts
with incomes less than 80 percent of median)

2. Lending to LMI borrowers—“low/mod loans” (borrowers with incomes less than 80
percent of median)

3. Lending to minority borrowers—referred to as “minority loans”

The goals are measured as a percentage of unit volume (not dollar value). Each of the
70 MSAs and 23 rural geographies that make up BAMG’s CRA assessment area are
assigned goals. The 1998 goals are established by taking the higher of (1) a 10-percent
increase in the 1997 actual percentage, or (2) the 1996 all-lender percentage (i.e., in-
cluding non-BAMG lenders and their total originations in a given MSA). In addition to
the MSA goals, goals are set for each branch and region. These goals are based on the
MSA goals (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998).

To realize the companywide objectives noted above, goals are set at each operating level.
BAMG retail production managers (sales managers through regional managers) have
community lending production targets. BAMG wholesale managers have community
lending production goals detailed down to the account executive level (BankAmerica
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Mortgage Corporation 1998). Community lending loan officers (those specializing in
such lending) are expected to make four to five community development loans monthly.
More generally, all loan officers are expected to make at least one community loan per
month.

In sum, community lending at BAMG “is not just a hope, but is managed with concrete
goals” (Smith 1998). This careful orchestration continues as BAMG interacts with oth-
ers in the real estate profession. For example, when BAMG approaches real estate
agents for business, the agents are given maps delineating low-income census tracts
and high-minority census tracts where BAMG particularly wishes to do business.

Compensation

Traditionally, loan officers have shied away from working on affordable mortgages.
Because their compensation was tied to the number of loans they produced and the
size of these loans, loan officers had a financial disincentive for working on smaller,
harder-to-approve affordable mortgages. In response, BAMG has established special
incentives for loan officers working on community development products. Loan officers
in the retail branch are awarded monthly “payment factors” for making a community
development loan (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998). Payment factors are
earned for satisfying either one of two community lending conditions (LMI borrower or
LMI neighborhood). However, a larger bonus is awarded if both conditions are present
(LMI borrower mortgaging a property in an LMI neighborhood).

In fact, BofA has a hierarchical system of bonuses that ties awards throughout the
company to community lending performance:

The individual market manager’s bonus is tied partially to how well his market has
reached the bank’s community lending objective. For the regional manager, his com-
pensation is also tied to those goals, and it is tied to the aggregate of those goals.
There is an understanding that if he is doing well in one market, but not so well in
another market, he is not entitled to full compensation because he has not met goals
across the board. Taking it to the next level, to the national people, compensation is
based on how well all the regions are meeting community lending objectives.
(Hidalgo 1997)

In addition to providing monetary compensation for community development produc-
ers, BAMG offers other forms of recognition. BAMG has a Platinum Club for high-
grossing loan officers. Platinum Club members receive trips and other rewards for
their achievement, such as being featured in the company’s employee magazines. If the
criteria for the club’s admission were based solely on the dollar value of loan produc-
tion, community lending loan officers, who deal with lower-valued mortgages, would be
at a severe disadvantage. To counterbalance that drawback, loan officers can qualify
for the Platinum Club on the basis of the number of loans originated, as opposed to the
mortgage dollar value of the loans.
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Training

BofA offers extensive training to sensitize its workforce to diversity:

Everybody in the organization is required to take a diversity training program. Di-
versity is broadly defined at Bank America beyond just race. It’s a two-day program.
You have to take it to be hired. It’s quite excellent. It’s really the core value of the
company. There are diversity councils, the senior level staff who work very actively
on promoting it. That obviously creates a context for lending, which involves issues
of working with customers who may not be like you. (Smith 1998)

Training in fair lending is also extensive. BofA has developed an award-winning CD-
ROM titled “Fair Lending Challenge,” which everyone in the company receives. It is an
interactive program that allows users to work their way through a loan application,
either as the loan officer or the underwriter, and then it scores the results with respect
to fairness. Everybody in the mortgage company has to take the Fair Lending Challenge,
and scores are reported. If an employee scores below 80 percent, he or she has to take
the challenge again until a passing score is achieved.

To illustrate, we shall describe the Fair Lending Challenge as it is taken in its loan
officer application. The program is designed to mimic a true workplace environment
through audio effects and interaction with simulated loan applicants. The user takes
the role of a loan officer working from an office, interviewing several loan applicants
“by phone” or “in the office.” Information on fair lending is available throughout the
game; a “bank lawyer” in the program notes any violations of fair lending policies. The
job of the user is to obtain sufficient information from each loan applicant to justify
each loan to the underwriter—and to do this task in a manner sensitive to fair lend-
ing. Monetary and other objectives are set as well.

At the end of the challenge, the user receives feedback on his or her performance, along
with an overall rating. To pass, the user must receive a rating that meets or exceeds
BofA’s standards and must generate a stipulated minimum in commissions. Points are
lost if the user violates any fair lending principles.

This interactive program is only one element of BofA’s ongoing training. A video on the
CRA and fair lending is also distributed. Credit staff members receive additional video
training requiring them to complete and be tested on different credit modules. BofA’s
training department offers fair lending workshops, and different lending divisions have
training classes specific to different community reinvestment and fair lending regula-
tions. Additionally, BofA has contracted with Bankers Training and Consulting Com-
pany to provide training modules on the HMDA, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures
Act, and other topics.
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Hiring Minority and Bilingual Staff

The banking industry traditionally has not had a workforce reflective of the many
minority and ethnic communities that it serves. Members of these communities often
speak different languages or dialects and have distinctive cultural backgrounds. This
situation has made it even more daunting for members of traditionally underserved
populations to approach an institutional lender.

BAMG recognizes that workforce and language diversity are key to expanding its
mortgage services, and it has been aggressively recruiting minority and bilingual staff
throughout its market areas. Half of BAMG’s California processing and operations
staff are bilingual; two-thirds of bilingual staff members have Spanish as their second
language. Of the last 20 loan officers that BAMG hired in Southern California, 80 per-
cent were minority, the bulk of them bilingual (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation
1998). This commitment to diversity is further reflected in the following comments:

It’s incredibly important for the industry to have a diverse staff. We’ve been on a
very aggressive recruitment campaign for bilingual loan officers and loan officers of
color and processors of color. The goal is superior customer service for all of our com-
munity lending customers, which means, whatever they want to do with the bank, in
whatever channel, in whatever language, that we’re able to do it. We’re not there
yet, but that’s the goal. (Smith 1998)

Consumer Research

BAMG consumer research is an important management tool. Over time, BAMG has
conducted numerous surveys and focus groups of underserved consumers to guide its
community development loan product marketing. For example, focus groups were con-
ducted with LMI Hispanic renters in California and Arizona in 1998 (Hispanic and
Asian Marketing Communication Research, Inc. 1998). Panelists in the focus groups
generally agreed that owning a home was a very important goal. However, they also
perceived many obstacles to securing homeownership, including (1) uncertainty about
their own employment, (2) no credit history or a flawed credit history, (3) the possibility
of returning to Mexico, (4) not qualifying for a loan because of low income and not meet-
ing other requirements, and (5) not having enough savings for a down payment.

At times, the perceived obstacles involved misconceptions. Numerous panelists believed
that they did not have enough funds for a down payment—despite having saved sub-
stantial amounts of money (e.g., up to $30,000).4 Other panelists erroneously thought
that there was a lower limit of documented income necessary to qualify for a home mort-
gage. Other misconceptions were evident from statements such as “They usually ask for
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10 percent down, but that is mostly for the paperwork” and “They check your employ-
ment and credit and then calculate a percentage of your credits.”

The focus groups also provided the following information regarding the needs, percep-
tions, and behaviors of Latino consumers:

1. A number of panelists noted confusion over the home-buying process and accompa-
nying documentation. One stated, “If it were clearer, maybe more people would feel
more like doing it” and “The paperwork is not understandable.”

2. The panelists shared a widespread belief that the first person who needs to be con-
sulted about purchasing a home is a real estate agent. In many Hispanic cultures,
there is a tendency to rely on the “expert,” that is, the person who guides the
“uninitiated” in a complicated process. The concept of do-it-yourself is not yet as
prevalent among Hispanics as it is in the general U.S. market. Thus, the real estate
agent tends to stand out as the guiding light in the home-buying process. However,
the panelists were very open to responding to direct bank solicitations that were
specifically directed at them.

3. Language was a key issue for the panelists. Many depend almost entirely on
Spanish for communication; they prefer to speak Spanish with the people who are
helping them purchase a home. Also, they prefer to read documentation in Spanish,
and they want the Spanish that is spoken or written to be understandable and
clear, not simply a direct translation from English.

4. The concept of a flexible loan program (e.g., low down payment and latitude on
credit record) was generally well received, although it was not always readily
understood or trusted.

Such consumer research suggests that a large Hispanic demand for homeownership
exists (although it is latent), that education and counseling concerning the homeown-
ership process are important, and that contact with a real estate agent and ability to
communicate in Spanish are important elements in outreach. These traits, in fact,
characterize BAMG’s outreach and qualifying strategies described below.

Attracting Applicants

Marketing

Brand Awareness. BAMG has adopted several approaches to increase “brand aware-
ness” of its products and services among underserved populations (BankAmerica
Mortgage Corporation 1998). One tack has been to open loan offices in LMI and ethnic
communities, such as in South-Central Los Angeles; Downey, CA (accessible to the
large Latino and Asian communities of East Los Angeles and the San Gabriel Valley);
and Chicago’s South Side. Another approach has been to support community and pro-
fessional events. BAMG sponsors and participates in a large number of community-
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based ethnic events (e.g., Cinco de Mayo festivals, Juneteenth celebrations, and minori-
ty home-buyer fairs) and minority real estate professional forums (e.g., those of the
National Association of Real Estate Boards and Hispanic chambers of commerce).

Mortgage Advertising. Mortgage products are aggressively advertised to underserved
populations. To publicize the launch of new, low–down payment loans (described short-
ly), BAMG printed and distributed consumer flyers in English, Spanish, Chinese, and
Vietnamese. These flyers were designed to address the misconception that homeowner-
ship was beyond reach because of requirements pertaining to a large down payment,
established credit, and the like. The following is an excerpt from one such flyer:

Does Home Ownership Seem Beyond Reach?

Our new 97% Home Loan can bring you closer to closing on a home of your own.
Other mortgage programs require an extensive credit history and sizable savings.
But this 97% Home Loan combines flexible credit guidelines with a low 3 percent
down payment—and only 1 percent ($500 in Los Angeles County) needs to come from
your own funds!

In addition to the one-page flyer, more lengthy brochures—also in numerous languages—
were prepared and distributed. Furthermore, an advertising campaign targeted at His-
panics and blacks was launched on radio and in community newspapers. In Los Angeles,
a Spanish-language commercial was run on all nine of that city’s major Spanish-language
stations, and an English version of that ad was run in the city’s African-American com-
munity papers. Ads in English were run in the city’s general-circulation papers as well.

In its advertising, BAMG is sensitive to nuanced differences between population groups.

There are differences in terms of marketing. Starting with the Hispanic community,
it all depends on who you are trying to reach, the established Hispanic versus the
newcomer. You need to be very sensitive and aware that there are different dialects
of Spanish. In some cases, depending on who you are trying to target, you may be
better off going with a mainstream publication in English, using a Hispanic face on
the ad, versus going through a Spanish publication with a Spanish ad. The English
mainstream newspaper is for the more established, whereas the Spanish publication
is more for newcomers. (Hidalgo 1997)

Language Sensitivity. In addition to advertising its mortgage programs in the many
different languages spoken by traditionally underserved communities, BAMG is doing
other work in the linguistics arena. All affordable-lending marketing materials have
been or are being translated into Spanish; the bulk of these materials are being trans-
lated into Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese as well. Mortgage documents are being
translated into Spanish.

BofA has established Presta Linea, a toll-free Spanish-language phone center that is
staffed by specially trained bilingual loan and information experts. Spanish callers are
given information on mortgage products and are then given a choice: They can apply for
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a mortgage over the phone or they can set up an appointment with a loan officer so the
application can be taken in person. While the former approach is more efficient because
the loan can be processed immediately, the latter approach recognizes that some indi-
viduals, and especially Hispanics (as in the focus group research), want to have a more
personal relationship with an expert. Presta Linea has been well received among
Spanish-language customers, and BAMG is currently working to expand its capacity.

In short, BAMG is trying to address the numerous points in the lending process at
which language barriers can affect traditionally underserved populations.

We want to be able to work with the borrower all the way through from the initial
point of contact to the closing, which means having bilingual operators, loan officers,
processors, underwriters, and so on. So, whenever the borrower is touched during
that process, it’s in the language they want to do business in. Again, it’s a goal and
we’re not there yet. But, that’s really the focus of our long-term strategy. (Smith
1998)

Working with Real Estate Agents. BAMG loan officers are directed to establish relation-
ships with real estate agents. A rough 80/20 rule applies in the real estate business—
that is, that a loan officer will get 80 percent of his or her referrals from 20 percent of
the real estate agents he or she has as contacts. These key agents are referred to as
primary targeted agents (PTAs). BAMG makes a concerted effort that the PTAs include
minority and ethnic agents or majority agents active in minority communities (Smith
1998). BAMG has supported these contacts through such actions as sponsoring a golf
tournament for Los Angeles African-American real estate agents that attracted 200
participants active in the largely minority south-central neighborhoods of the city.

Working with Community Groups. To further its contact with underserved populations,
BAMG is working with various community and other groups representing or in other
ways associated with these populations. Examples include the following (BankAmerica
Mortgage Corporation 1998):

1. Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE)–New York. BAMG and AAFE are partnering
to provide home-buyer education and mortgages to low-income immigrants, primar-
ily Asian and Hispanic households. The families are usually monolingual and have
been working with AAFE on citizenship and immigrant rights issues, as well as
home-buyer education.

2. Phillips Neighborhood Initiative–Minneapolis. The Phillips neighborhood is the city’s
poorest neighborhood and has a large minority population. Honeywell Corporation’s
headquarters and a major health maintenance organization provider are located in
the neighborhood. Three large single-family developments—planned in partnership
with community-based organizations—will be built in the community over the next
several years. BAMG is working with the community-based organizations, Honey-
well, Fannie Mae, the City of Minneapolis, and BofA’s Community Development Bank
to finance those developments.
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3. Watts Homeownership Center–Los Angeles. BAMG, in partnership with Freddie Mac,
the City of Los Angeles, Consumer Credit Counseling Services, and several Watts
neighborhood organizations, is opening a homeownership center in Watts. The cen-
ter will be a focal point for home-buyer education and credit counseling sessions.
The city is providing down payment funding and the nonprofits are providing home-
buyer education plus counseling and marketing. BAMG will offer a special commu-
nity lending product to families referred by the participating nonprofit organizations,
and Freddie Mac will purchase the mortgages so originated.

Churches have been a focus of community contact for BAMG. The bank’s strategy is to
build on existing relationships, as when the church is a bank customer or when BofA
sales agents are members of the congregation. One method of building the relationship
is for BofA to conduct home-buyer education seminars at the church site (Smith 1998).

Whether with churches or other community groups, BofA’s partnering is viewed as
essential for establishing credibility and increasing comfort levels among traditionally
underserved populations.

We run workshops, jointly sponsored with a local nonprofit, to capitalize on their
ability to reach out into the community and have a certain level of credibility. That
is absolutely key. Because, again, in terms of name recognition, in terms of just get-
ting a family in the situation where they are comfortable to not only attend, but to
ask questions, we want to make sure that they understand that there is an advocate
for them there at this meeting, at this workshop. In many cases, we may start a pre-
sentation, or in some cases, the nonprofit may start the presentation just talking
about what they do in terms of counseling and hand-holding and the preparation,
and then we will come in and talk about the mortgage process itself, what to expect,
the reason why we ask for certain things, income and debt, the unknown process.
(Hidalgo 1997)

Qualifying Applicants

Education and Counseling

As described above, BAMG is involved with numerous education and counseling efforts.
One approach is to offer a home-buyer seminar given by bank staff members. The sem-
inar typically lasts three to four hours and uses a standard Fannie Mae home-buyer
education guide, along with other materials. (The guide can also be used for self-study.)
The seminar and guide are designed to cover the basics of the home-buying process and
to address the following topics: rewards and realities of owning a home, costs of home-
ownership, qualifying for a loan, shopping for a home, getting a loan, and closing and
settling in.

Home buyers who need more extensive education or credit or other counseling are typ-
ically referred to nonprofit organizations that provide such assistance. BAMG works
with nonprofits such as the National Council of La Raza in such a referral manner in
many cities, including Los Angeles; Oakland, CA; Sacramento, CA; Portland, OR; Tacoma,
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WA; Phoenix; Las Vegas; Reno, NV; Chicago; and New York. In Seattle, BAMG operates
a community-based borrower education center, which provides home-buyer education
classes on-site and throughout the greater Seattle area (BankAmerica Mortgage Cor-
poration 1998).

As will be described later, education and counseling are especially important in correct-
ing the misconceptions that many individuals in underserved communities have about
homeownership: They think a large down payment is necessary to purchase a home.
Education also addresses other needs, ranging from improving one’s credit to demystify-
ing banking processes. Yet education or counseling alone does not address the financial
constraints experienced by traditionally underserved populations when they seek home-
ownership. In an effort to address these constraints, BofA uses several financially flexi-
ble loan products discussed below.

Innovative Mortgage Products

Since 1990, BofA’s affordable mortgages have been labeled with the product title “Neigh-
borhood Advantage.” With its low down payment and other features, Neighborhood Ad-
vantage “helped move the affordability discussion forward” (Smith 1998). Since 1990,
BAMG has originated more than $15 billion in Neighborhood Advantage home loans to
LMI households.

Over time, different Neighborhood Advantage products have been developed. For instance,
in February 1997, BAMG introduced Neighborhood Advantage 1-2-3 (BankAmerica Cor-
poration 1997b). It was a purchase-only loan for LMI first-time or repeat home buyers.
The program required less income to qualify (expanded 33/41 front-end/back-end debt
ratios) and less cash to close, with two low–down payment options: (1) a 1-percent gift
from a relative or grant from a nonprofit public agency or employer and 2 percent from
the home buyer, or (2) 3 percent from the home buyer. Free home-buyer education was
required to inform potential borrowers about the home-buying process.

Although these and other Neighborhood Advantage products helped bring homeowner-
ship to formerly underserved populations, BAMG felt more was needed to confront lin-
gering barriers to affordable homeownership. As noted in BAMG-sponsored consumer
studies, these barriers consisted of the following situations:

1. Insufficient Funds for a Down Payment. Low-income or minority customers often
are not able to save enough money for a down payment, particularly in rapidly ap-
preciating markets. Intermittent employment and employment at lower-paying jobs
often make it hard for many such households to save (Smith 1998).

2. Credit Issues. BAMG finds that roughly two-thirds of the LMI population that it
deals with have either no credit or lesser-rated credit, as measured by bureau or
FICO scores (Smith 1998). While it is the industry standard, the calibration of
credit performance in bureau reports and FICO scores is deemed by BAMG to be
far from a perfect measure when dealing with traditionally underserved populations.
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3. Undocumented Income. The cash economy in many traditionally underserved com-
munities means that “they [prospective home buyers] are earning income but can-
not prove it in the way most lenders want them to, with a W-2” (Smith 1998).

4. Lack of or Erroneous Information. As previously described regarding the Hispanic
focus group study, many LMI, ethnic, and immigrant households are totally unfa-
miliar with the home-buying process or, worse, are misinformed on such matters as
how much house they can afford and the minimum down payments required.

BAMG underscores that there is not a monolithic underserved community, but rather
that different segments of that community have varying problems. Some have strong
credit but low savings, while others have some credit issues but have been better savers.
To meet these different needs, BAMG introduced two new Neighborhood Advantage
mortgages, Zero Down (launched April 1998) and Credit Flex (launched July 1998).

Zero Down is available in 23 states and Washington, DC, and was capitalized at $500
million. It is a conventional mortgage requiring no down payment from borrowers—the
first time such an instrument has been offered on such a widespread geographic basis
and at such a significant lending commitment level (Bank of America 1998a). In addi-
tion to the zero–down payment feature, closing costs for this mortgage can come from
a gift, a grant, an installment loan, or the seller.

Zero Down is designed to help consumers who have low incomes, excellent credit histo-
ries, and little cash for a down payment or other up-front home-buying costs. To be eli-
gible for the Zero Down home loan, a borrower must have a strong credit record and an
annual income that does not exceed 80 percent of median income for the MSA where the
home is located. No limit on income is placed on borrowers purchasing or refinancing
homes located in low-income census tracts.

Other features of the Zero Down mortgage are summarized as follows and listed in
greater detail in table 2 (BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998):

· Requires no down payment from borrower

· Is targeted to low-income borrowers with good credit but limited savings

· Is available for purchase and refinance

· Greatly reduces amount of borrower’s cash to close compared with other products

· Allows closing costs to come from a gift, grant, down payment assistance program,
seller, or installment loan

· Includes bank pledge of 3 percent to create asset of 103 percent; allows for PMI on
nominally “zero down” transaction without violating 97-percent limit 
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Table 2. Comparison of Two New Bank of America Community Development Mortgages

Loan Characteristics Neighborhood Advantage Zero Down Neighborhood Advantage Credit Flex

Loan type 30-year fixed rate 30-year fixed rate

Minimum down payment 0% · 3% total

· 1% from borrower’s own funds

· 2% from gift, grant, down payment 
assistance program, installment loan

Maximum LTV 100% 97%

Eligible transactions · Purchase · Purchase

· Rate/term refinance (first lien only) · Rate/term refinance

Debt-to-income ratios · 33/41 · 45/45 if housing expense increases 
by 25% or less

· Higher ratios available on loans · 38/38 if housing expense increases
with FICO scores 680 and over by more than 25%

Credit history · Excellent credit required (FICO · 12-month history of housing 
scores under 660 have greatly expense payments required with no
reduced probability of approval) payment 30 days or more past due

· Alternative credit histories acceptable · All other credit, if any, must have an 
with minimum of three accounts, one acceptable payment history
of which must be housing related 
(i.e., rent or mortgage)

Borrower eligibility · Borrower’s income not to exceed · Borrower’s income not to exceed 
80% of median; no income limit if 80% of median; no income limit if 
property in Neighborhood Advantage property in Neighborhood Advantage
low-income census tract low-income census tract

· U.S. citizens, resident aliens · U.S. citizens, resident aliens, 
nonresident aliens

· Cannot own other real estate at · Cannot own other real estate at 
time of closing time of closing

Eligible property · One-unit, condo, planned unit · One- or two-unit, condo, PUD, 
development (PUD) (no co-ops, manufactured homes (no co-ops
manufactured or mobile homes) or mobile homes)

· Primary owner-occupied ·Primary owner-occupied

Maximum loan amount · Conforming loan limit · Conforming loan limits

· $300,000 in Hawaii and Alaska

Source of closing costs · Gift · Gift
and prepaids · Grant · Grant

· Installment loan · Down payment assistance program

· Seller · Installment loan

· Seller

Cash reserves Two months from borrower’s own funds One month from borrower’s own funds



For consumers with weaker credit (at least as measured conventionally) than that
required for Zero Down, BAMG introduced Credit Flex. This product is available in 24
states and Washington, DC, and was capitalized at $600 million.

The income of borrowers eligible for Credit Flex cannot exceed 80 percent of the area-
wide median income. This income ceiling can be waived, however, for homes purchased
in low-income census tracts.

Credit Flex does not rely on credit scores to evaluate a potential home buyer’s credit,
instead placing emphasis on the home buyer’s credit performance over the previous
12 months. For example, borrowers without a credit history may simply document that
they have paid their rent on time during the past 12 months (BofA 1998b).

The Credit Flex program of home mortgages provides a number of significant under-
writing flexibilities in addition to its alternative approach to evaluating a borrower’s
credit history. Borrowers can have a higher debt-to-income ratio than is allowed under
existing community lending mortgage products, with a maximum ratio of 45 percent.
(Usually community lending mortgage products permit a maximum back-end ratio of
41 percent.) Just a 3-percent down payment is required, and the borrower needs to con-
tribute only 1 percent from his or her own funds. The other 2 percent may come from a
gift from a family member, a grant from a nonprofit agency, or a loan from a nonprofit
or government agency. Credit Flex allows the inclusion of some unsubstantiated income,
a point discussed later. And there are some regional variations, such as requiring a lower
down payment (than 1 percent) in Los Angeles and the southwest. These characteris-
tics of Credit Flex are summarized below and described in greater detail in table 2
(BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1998):
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Table 2. Comparison of Two New Bank of America Community Development Mortgages (continued)

Loan Characteristics Neighborhood Advantage Zero Down Neighborhood Advantage Credit Flex

Subordinate financing Not allowed · 103% combined LTV

· Down payment assistance program 
from nonprofit or local government 
agency approved by BankAmerica 
Mortgage

Prepurchase education Not required Not required

Delinquency counseling Available Available

Seller contributions 3% maximum 3% maximum

Mortgage insurance 33% coverage · 30% coverage on LTVs 90.01-97%

· 25% coverage on LTVs 85.01-90%

· 12% coverage on LTVs 80.01-85%

Source: BankAmerica Mortgage Corporation 1999.



· Is targeted to low-income borrowers with lower credit scores or no or limited credit his-
tory and borrowers who need flexible ratios or who have income they cannot document

· Requires only 1 percent from borrower ($500 in Los Angeles and the southwest)

· Is available for purchase and refinance

· Has no minimum credit score

· Requires no established credit history; needs only a 12-month rental history

· Allows undocumented income

· Has up to 45 percent back-end ratio and no front-end ratio

· Includes nonpermanent resident aliens as eligible applicants

· Allows “mattress money”

· Allows closing costs to come from a gift, grant, down payment assistance program,
seller, or installment loan

· Has flexible ratios for those who have income they cannot document

In addition to the flagship Zero Down and Credit Flex mortgages, BAMG offers other
affordable loans. It makes available all FHA and VA products except 203(k). Title I loans
are provided through BofA’s Community Development Bank. BAMG offers all Fannie
Mae Community Home Buyer’s products and Freddie Mac Affordable Gold products, as
well as Fannie Mae’s special flexibilities for Housing Impact cities (BankAmerica Mort-
gage Corporation 1998).

BAMG’s “special allocation” program, launched in April 1998, allows a $250 million
portfolio lending authority under which loans to low-income borrowers or residents of
low-income census tracts who do not meet agency guidelines but are good credit risks
could, nonetheless, be approved by designated underwriters (BankAmerica Mortgage
Corporation 1998). For instance, Credit Flex mortgages are typically limited to one- or
two-unit buildings. A strong applicant could, however, receive a Credit Flex–type loan
on a three- to four-unit property under “special allocation” authority if the underwriter
deemed such financing sensible. Special allocation is designed precisely to “make loans
that would normally fall through the cracks” (Smith 1998), thus giving BAMG sales
staff members and underwriters greater flexibility.

State and Local Programs

BAMG participates in a wide range of public and other programs designed to enhance
housing affordability. It participates in 14 state bond programs offering BMIR mort-
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gages, uses mortgage credit certificates in 20 cities and counties, and is approved for
approximately 200 local and state down payment assistance programs.

BAMG also crafts special mortgage programs to meet varying local needs. Illustrative
is BAMG’s collaboration with the AAFE in New York City. Asian Americans and other
immigrant groups often seek entry-level housing, such as small multifamily buildings
and cooperatives. Typical financing for such units, however, is often far from attractive,
requiring larger down payments, lower debt ratios, and the like. A 20-percent or higher
down payment is often demanded for loans on cooperatives and small multifamilies,
rather than the much lower down payments that are the norm with single-family de-
tached homes. These terms defeat the lower purchase price per unit of cooperatives and
small multifamily buildings. To meet the needs of Asian-American and other immi-
grant populations in New York City, BAMG crafted mortgages with high (e.g., up to 95
percent) LTVs and other desirable features.5

Arizona has few cooperatives or small multifamily properties; instead, the state is char-
acterized by a housing stock comprising predominantly single-family detached units.
Despite the relatively low price of many of these homes, LMI populations in Arizona,
largely Hispanic, find it hard to muster even modest-sized assets for the down payment
and closing costs (Schey 1997). One way Bank of America responded to this local chal-
lenge was to partner with the National Council of La Raza and Fannie Mae in the
Home-to-Own pilot (BofA 1997). This program offered a 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage
with a low 5-percent down payment requirement, of which only $1,000 (or 3 percent,
whichever was less) had to come from the borrower’s own funds. The balance could
come from a gift, grant, or second mortgage. Up-front cash reserves—which usually
equal two months of housing payments and which are required under most loan pro-
grams—were waived under Home-to-Own, making the loan even more affordable for
cash-restricted buyers.

In 1997, Bank of America Arizona initiated a new affordable mortgage program that
would supplement the mortgage loan products then available from BAMG (Salgado
1997). With this new program, borrowers were able to take out a standard 80-percent
mortgage loan from BAMG and then receive a 20-percent second mortgage from Bank
of America Arizona, not the mortgage company (Tenenbaun 1997).

The second mortgage was intended to cover the remaining amount due on the purchase
price—in other words, to create a 100-percent LTV loan. The borrower was expected to
contribute approximately $1,000 to cover the closing costs associated with the loans.

The second mortgage would be repaid concurrently with the first, but the burden of the
added monthly payment was reduced because no mortgage insurance was required.
Moreover, the added payment went to increase the borrower’s equity in his or her new
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home. Once the second mortgage was paid off, the monthly payments decreased to just
those required to retire the first mortgage.

Bank of America Arizona planned to sell the second mortgages on a nonrecourse basis,
at par, to the Arizona MultiBank Community Development Corporation.6 MultiBank
expects to season the second mortgages in portfolio until it has a large enough volume
to package the mortgages and sell them to institutional investors, Fannie Mae, or
Freddie Mac. This resale will then replenish MultiBank’s funds, thereby allowing it to
purchase more second mortgages from Bank of America Arizona (Arizona MultiBank
Community Development Corporation 1997a, 1997b).

Back-Office Support

Community lending products are only as good as their back-office support. BAMG has
put in place the back-office infrastructure needed to support its community lending
products. For example, a number of BAMG’s underwriters are designated as “commu-
nity lending underwriters.” These staffers, with many years of community lending ex-
perience, have the sole authority to approve both “special allocation loans” and Credit
Flex mortgages.

The homeownership affordability programs noted earlier, such as the bond and pilot
programs, typically involve custom loan processing that is beyond the capabilities of a
standard processing unit. Recognizing this potential problem, BAMG has established
two special processing units expressly designed to handle low-volume, atypical commu-
nity lending products.

BAMG has an extensive compliance unit that seeks to ensure fairness in loan process-
ing. All BAMG mortgages in low-income census tracts or to low-income borrowers that
are initially rejected are reviewed a second time by an underwriting manager before
the rejection is transmitted to the borrower.

Retaining Homeowners

Numerous BAMG products have postpurchase requirements. On both Zero Down and
Credit Flex, the borrower signs a statement saying that BAMG can share information
about his or her servicing with a third party. If the borrower has not paid by the 16th
of the month, BAMG provides that information to an outside agency. The tardy borrow-
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foster affordable housing, small business growth, and economic development. Most of its activity with afford-
able housing involves gap financing for multifamily rental projects and the cooperative program with Bank of
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er gets a call from the agency to ascertain the reason for the delinquency. In many in-
stances, a simple reminder will prompt a payment. If, however, delinquency is caused
by a “life event”—divorce, job loss, or major illness or accident—then a revised pay-
ment schedule is plotted.

DISCUSSION

Noted earlier were the three LICT, LMI, and minority community development mort-
gage goals established by BofA. BAMG has met these goals, and its performance in all
three goal categories has improved from 1997 to 1998 (Smith 1998).

A supportive management framework sets the stage for all of BofA’s affordable lending
activities. Senior management establishes concrete community lending goals. Compensa-
tion plans are tailored to meet the challenges of affordable lending, and remuneration
of bank staffers and management is tied to how well the community lending goals are
realized. Training to improve lending skills and promote fair lending is extensive and
state of the art, as exemplified by the award-winning Fair Lending Challenge program.
BAMG is making strides toward having a workforce that reflects the backgrounds and
languages of its diverse service areas. BAMG conducts extensive consumer research de-
signed to pinpoint the challenges and opportunities of community lending. This research
showed, for example, that to reach Hispanics the company would need strong marketing
to real estate agents and other “experts” traditionally relied upon by this community.

Working with real estate agents is only one element of BAMG’s efforts to attract appli-
cants. To increase brand awareness among traditionally underserved populations, BAMG
uses numerous strategies from billboard advertising to distribution of consumer finance
magazines. Comprehensive and ongoing product marketing through print, radio, tele-
vision, and other media is conducted in the many languages of BAMG’s service popula-
tions. Outreach is furthered by BAMG’s working with community groups, churches,
and the like.

Applicant qualification is abetted by the education and counseling efforts of the commu-
nity groups to which BAMG refers its customers and by BAMG’s own home-buyer sem-
inar program. Interestingly, BAMG does not require prepurchase education or counsel-
ing for its Zero Down and Credit Flex products. The reason may be that, at least in the
case of Zero Down, mortgagors were already successful consumers of formal credit.

Research shows that participants find value in the home-buyer education sponsored by
BofA. The Home-to-Own pilot in Arizona included a survey of those taking the program-
required home-buyer education course (Johnson and Macias 1995). Of all participants,
94 percent answered “Yes” to this question: “Would you say that the counseling sessions
were worthwhile?” Those who answered affirmatively received an open-ended follow-up
question: “What did you learn?” Responses to this follow-up question varied greatly,
reflecting differences in the courses and in the level of sophistication among individual
participants. For example, among those who attended courses through one community
group in Phoenix, the words “paperwork” and “budget/budgeting” were mentioned fre-
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quently, while a number of respondents from a different agency in Tucson made com-
ments indicating that they learned “how to buy” or “how to get” a house. Other com-
ments ranged from the simple, “They explained what I should expect,” to the sophisti-
cated and specific, “We learned about interest rate lock-in and points.”7

The 6 percent of participants who answered “No” to the question about whether the
home-buyer education was worthwhile were asked to clarify their negative reaction
(Johnson and Macias 1995). Generally, negative responses occurred because (1) the
participant already had basic knowledge of the mortgage process, and thus learned
very little, or (2) the participant viewed the course as a burdensome requirement of
the program.

Responses were generally positive to the questions “Would you recommend the coun-
seling to others?” and “Did the counseling make you feel more confident about buying
a home?” Of all participants, 95 percent said they would recommend the home-buyer
education course to others, while 93 percent said the course made them feel more con-
fident about entering the home-buying process (Johnson and Macias 1995).

To further establish borrowers’ level of satisfaction with the education process, the sur-
vey asked: “Was there anything not discussed during the counseling that would have
been helpful?” (Johnson and Macias 1995). While three-quarters of the participants
responded “No,” many among the one-quarter responding “Yes” offered comments that
reflected misunderstandings about issues such as home inspection, PMI, and property
taxes. For example, some Tucson-area respondents erroneously believed that PMI pro-
tects the borrower from default.

Although it had some flaws, the Home-to-Own home-buyer education provided informa-
tion on the home-buying process that participants found valuable (Johnson and Macias
1995). Similar successes in other community counseling efforts partnering with BAMG
have been achieved (Smith 1998).

BAMG also uses aggressive loan product development to expand mortgage opportunities
for formerly underserved populations. As the BofA loan products in New York City and
Arizona (e.g., Home-to-Own) attest, BofA is willing to partner with community organi-
zations (AAFE and the National Council of La Raza) and others (Fannie Mae and
Arizona MultiBank) to craft locally sensitive mortgage products.

Similar to these locally crafted loans are BAMG’s national Neighborhood Advantage
products, the most recent being Zero Down and Credit Flex. The most prominent feature
of Zero Down is the modest assets it requires for closing. Zero Down requires no down
payment, and certain charges have been waived, such as for appraisal and a bank ap-
plication fee. That arrangement leaves just closing and recurring expenses. By contrast,
even the more aggressive GSE products, such as Fannie 97 or BAMG products modeled
on Fannie 97, such as Neighborhood Advantage 97, require higher assets to close, because
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the down payment is 3 percent or higher, and closing and other charges have to be met
in addition. Similarly, because of the down payment requirements of FHA (3 to 7 percent
down, depending on sales price) and other costs (e.g., up-front mortgage insurance pre-
mium), FHA mortgages also require more assets to close, as is evident in table 3,
which was prepared by BAMG.

There is a “price,” however, for the minimal home-buyer assets demanded by Zero Down—
namely, demonstrated good credit. Although Zero Down has no FICO cutoff, BAMG
expects that about 80 percent of Zero Down mortgages will have FICO scores of 680 or
above (Smith 1998). Lower FICOs are accepted on roughly 20 percent of the Zero Down
loans, although only for those with otherwise strongly demonstrated creditworthiness.
For instance, an applicant with a 580–620 FICO score would have a good chance of get-
ting a Zero Down mortgage if (1) the 12-month housing expense payment record was
spotless; (2) the applicant could show two other sound accounts not reported to a credit
bureau (and therefore not factored into the FICO profiles), such as child support pay-
ments; and (3) the applicant could explain the low FICO score (e.g., that it was the
result of a legal judgment related to medical expenses).

In contrast to Zero Down and GSE products, FHA loans demand the least in terms of
demonstrated credit but require more funds from the borrower to close. Low–down
payment GSE products are somewhere in between, in that those mortgages have cred-
it requirements more stringent than FHA’s yet less stringent than Zero Down’s, and
that GSE loans require more assets to close than do Zero Down loans but fewer assets
than does the FHA.

BAMG did not want to limit its new Neighborhood Advantage product to only the
strongest credit consumers—hence, the introduction of Credit Flex. In terms of assets
to close and costs to the consumer, Credit Flex is superior to FHA and is comparable to
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Table 3. Required Assets to Close for Zero Down, Fannie 97, and FHA Mortgages
($100,000 home purchase example)

Mortgage Type

Neighborhood Advantage Neighborhood Advantage FHA
Zero Down 97/Fannie 97 Fixed Rate

Charges (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)

Down payment 0 3,000 2,564
Origination fee 0 0 974
Bank feesa 0 600 355
Loan closing costsb 808 788 709
Recurring costsc 620 608 617
Cash required to close 1,428 4,996 5,219

a Appraisal ($300), application fee ($200), and other fees ($100). FHA includes credit report ($55) and appraisal
($300).

b Title insurance/settlement (0.67 percent of loan amount), recording ($35), wiring fee ($30), notary ($10), and tax
service ($63). FHA does not include wiring fee and tax service.

c Two-month tax and hazard insurance reserve and 15 days of per diem interest. FHA assumes the first-time home
buyer’s up-front mortgage insurance premium.



such GSE products as Fannie 97. Yet Credit Flex offers the following incremental flexi-
bilities over GSE products that enhance affordability:

1. Front-End/Back-End Ratios. While the maximum GSE ratios in this regard are
33/38, Credit Flex permits a 45-percent back-end ratio if the applicant’s housing expense
increases by 25 percent or less. Credit Flex has no front-end ratio. Credit Flex allowed
the higher back-end ratio in recognition of the fact that many LMI households already
pay a high share of their income for housing and other debt and therefore would be
comfortable with a higher back-end ratio.

2. Alternate Credit. While both the GSEs and Credit Flex allow credit to be established
by alternate means, the latter’s requirements in this regard are somewhat less stringent.
The GSEs require that alternate credit be established from four payment sources, at
least one of 24 months’ duration, with no late payment of those accounts. Credit Flex
requires three sources of 12 months’ duration and will tolerate some late payment
(either two payments 30 days late or one payment 60 days late).

3. Unreported Income. The GSEs accept only formally reported income (e.g., that list-
ed on a W-2). For the national Credit Flex launch, BAMG will allow $600 a month in
undocumented (e.g., non–W-2) sources up to a 15-percent cap. That is, BAMG will limit
to 15 percent the number of national borrowers under Credit Flex relying on such undoc-
umented income. In Los Angeles and the southwest, however, BAMG will allow under
Credit Flex up to $1,200 a month in undocumented income, and there is no cap on the
share of applicants who can claim the undocumented income. This special variation8

for Los Angeles and the southwest likely reflects the importance of these markets to
BAMG and the prevalence in these areas of immigrant or ethnic communities, whose
members are more likely to be paid in cash.

4. Resident Aliens. Credit Flex allows nonpermanent resident aliens to make the same
down payments required of others (see table 2) as long as the resident aliens satisfy
the “2-2-2” rule—that is, two years in the country, two years with verifiable income in
the country, and two years with verifiable cash in the country.

Credit Flex is surely not the most flexible mortgage on the market (Sorgenfrey 1998).
FHA, for example, has a lower credit bar and counts the income of nonoccupying cobor-
rowers. FHA, however, is costly on different fronts, as in requiring more assets to close.
Rather, Credit Flex and Zero Down are designed to expand consumer choice, as reflect-
ed in the following comments:

I think that the banking industry needs to give people a choice. They can have FHA,
they can have conventional loans, and consumers should make this decision based
on what works best for them, as opposed to being steered into FHA because there
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isn’t a conventional product that provides more flexibility on credit history and
income. (Smith 1998)

While BAMG stands out from its peers in its management framework and its multiple
approaches to attracting and qualifying applicants, it is much closer to the industry
norm with respect to retaining homeowners. BAMG does contact and work with delin-
quent mortgagors, but it is not proactively working with borrowers before they fall be-
hind in their payments. Proactive approaches could include encouraging networking by
new buyers; regularly educating its mortgage customers as to the financial hazards of
unscrupulous home repair, insurance, and other salespeople; and stressing the necessity
of preventive maintenance. BAMG admits that “the industry as a whole needs to pay a
whole lot more attention to postpurchase counseling” (Smith 1998). It recognizes the
desirability of more proactive postpurchase support at the same time that it acknowl-
edges the difficulty of having a national financial institution such as itself provide
such support.

Can the BofA approach to enhanced community development lending be replicated?
Some of its actions, such as a concerted campaign of brand awareness and extensive
market research, require the resources of a national-scale bank. As such, they are
beyond the capacity of smaller lenders. However, the essential ingredients of BofA’s
affordable lending, such as an explicit management focus on community lending,
extensive outreach, and development of flexible loan products, could be replicated by
the financial industry as a whole.

AFTERWORD

How were BofA’s strategies to reach traditionally underserved populations affected by
its merger with NationsBank? While it is too early to answer this definitively, the ini-
tial signs are promising. Notes Stephanie Smith, former national manager of commu-
nity lending at BAMG, “The community lending practices being implemented in the
merged mortgage company reflect the best of the two companies” (Smith 1999). As of
February 1999, the merged mortgage company had done the following:

· Implemented LICT, LMI, and minority lending goals for all retail and wholesale
branch offices, benchmarked against the all-lender level for each target MSA

· Extended Zero Down and Credit Flex into 12 additional states where NationsBanc
Mortgage (NationsBank’s mortgage subsidiary) was doing retail business

· Increased community lending compensation for former NationsBanc Mortgage loan
officers so that they are paid an additional amount for each community lending
loan they originate, following procedures established by BAMG. Retained existing
community lending incentive structure for BAMG

· Tied portion of managers’ bonuses in former NationsBanc Mortgage to meeting
community lending goals
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· Provided community lending marketing materials in Spanish to NationsBanc
Mortgage

· Introduced Special Allocation lending to NationsBanc Mortgage9

The actions noted above bode well for a continued strong community lending program
in the merged BofA–NationsBank.
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Case Study
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.1

Location: Pasadena, CA

Description: Countrywide is one of the nation’s leading single-family
mortgage originators and servicers. It is the principal sub-
sidiary of Countrywide Credit Industries, which provides
vertically integrated financial services including home and
title insurance, appraisal, inspection, brokerage of loan ser-
vicing portfolios, and financial planning.

Year Founded: 1969

Service Area: National

Accomplishments: About one-sixth of Countrywide’s mortgages are made to
black, Hispanic, or Native American borrowers. According to
1998 HMDA data, the company is the largest lender to the
Hispanic market.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Companywide fair lending task force; employee training in

fair lending; recruitment of minority employees; employee
compensation systems that do not penalize for making small
loans; and comprehensive “We House America” 2 campaign to
expand homeownership opportunities.

Attracting Applicants: Directed advertising to traditionally underserved populations;
networking with minority and urban-oriented national and
local organizations and companies (e.g., real estate agents in
minority and LMI neighborhoods); “House America” branch
offices in inner-city locations; and community housing fairs.
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1 An earlier version of this case study was published in Listokin et al. (1998).

2 As clarification, the terminology “We House America” refers to the overall Countrywide campaign; “House
America” is used by Countrywide in referring to loan products and the counseling center.



Qualifying Applicants: Providing affordable mortgages patterned on national
GSE–FHA standards; participating in state and local afford-
ability initiatives (e.g., BMIR financing and second mortgage
programs); counseling through House America (telephone)
counseling center and other means; and fair housing moni-
toring (e.g., matched-pair testing of application process).

Retaining Homeowners: Prompt response to delinquency and new homeowner edu-
cation.

BACKGROUND

Countrywide Credit Industries, Inc. (CCI), was founded in 1969 by David S. Loeb and
Angelo R. Mozilo, who retain the titles of president, and of chairman and chief execu-
tive officer, respectively. Although the principal business of CCI has always been mort-
gage banking, CCI has become a diversified, vertically integrated financial services
company focusing on residential mortgage finance.

Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. (referred to throughout this case study simply as Country-
wide), is the principal subsidiary of CCI. Countrywide’s loan production divisions make
first-lien and second-lien residential loans, refinance current mortgages, and issue home
equity lines of credit. The three principal divisions are:

1. Consumer Markets. Mortgage loans are originated directly through approximately
440 retail offices in 48 states, two nationwide call centers, and a World Wide Web
site. This division has 3,567 employees and funded $29.2 billion in mortgages in FY
1999, 31.4 percent of Countrywide’s mortgage lending activity.

2. Wholesale Lending. Approximately 84 wholesale lending branches serve 18,800 bro-
kers and advisers in 50 states. This division has 1,905 employees and funded $30.9
billion in mortgages in FY 1999, 33.3 percent of Countrywide’s mortgage lending
activity.

3. Correspondent Lending. Three processing centers for correspondent lending pur-
chase closed mortgage loans from 1,300 correspondent banks and other financial
intermediaries in 50 states and Guam. This division has 478 employees and funded
$32.7 billion in mortgages in FY 1999, 35.3 percent of Countrywide’s mortgage
lending activity.

Countrywide’s recent financial performance is summarized in table 1. Countrywide’s
fiscal year ending February 28, 1999 (FY 1999) was highlighted by a refinance boom of
unprecedented proportions. Countrywide funded $93 billion in FY 1999, easily shatter-
ing its previous company record of $52 billion set in FY 1994 (Countrywide Credit
Industries, Inc. 1999a).
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A majority of Countrywide’s mortgage loans are sold to Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, or
Ginnie Mae. About 36 percent of the loans go to Ginnie Mae, 48 percent to Fannie Mae,
and the balance go to jumbo, nonconforming, and other investors. Countrywide typically
retains the servicing rights to mortgages it sells in the secondary market.

Of the approximately 494,000 loans made by Countrywide in 1998, about 12 percent
were made to “designated minorities”—that is black, Hispanic, or Native American bor-
rowers. The minority share is fairly consistent among loans of differing sizes; in other
words, loans to minorities are not exclusively small loans.

The percentage of Countrywide’s home purchase loans made to minorities has increased
dramatically since 1992. In 1992, only 8 percent of purchase loans went to designated
minorities. This figure rose to 9 percent in 1993, and in 1998, the figure increased to
15 percent. According to 1998 HMDA data, although Countrywide is the second largest
mortgage lender in the country, it is the largest lender to the Hispanic market.

From a geographic perspective, Countrywide’s purchase originations have increasingly
come from minority and low-income neighborhoods.3 In 1993, only 3,671 purchase orig-
inations were made in minority neighborhoods and only 3,748 in low-income neighbor-
hoods. In 1994, the numbers rose to 10,633 and 10,940, respectively; in 1995, to 11,458
and 12,176; and in 1998, to 17,878 and 21,169. The gains in loan share for minority
and low-income households and neighborhoods came after the initiation of the House
America program in 1992 (discussed in detail later).

Countrywide also services loans. Its servicing portfolio included roughly 2.1 million loans,
worth nearly $215 billion, in FY 1999—up from only 280,000 loans in 1992. Country-
wide mortgage loan servicing uses highly automated systems and generates a servic-
ing fee of 0.25 percent to 0.50 percent per year on the unpaid principal balance of each
loan. The servicing function is performed through two facilities, one in California and
one in Texas.
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Table 1. Countrywide’s Performance, FYs 1997 through 1999
(dollars in millions)

FY 1999 FY 1998 FY 1997

Servicing portfolio (at year-end) 215,489 182,889 158,585
Loan production 92,881 48,772 37,811
Revenues 1,979 1,509 1,112
Net earnings 385 345 257
Total assets 15,648 12,183 7,689
Mortgage loans and MBS 6,231,220 5,292,191 2,580,000
Mortgage servicing rights 4,496,439 3,612,010 3,024,000

3 A minority neighborhood is defined as a census tract in which more than 50 percent of the population is non-
white. A lower-income neighborhood is defined as a census tract that has a median family income at or below
80 percent of the median family income for the metropolitan area in which the tract is located.



Because of its numerous local retail offices, Countrywide manages to maintain a local
presence that de-emphasizes its massive size when it works with individual mortgage
borrowers. Retail branch managers cultivate relationships with local real estate profes-
sionals and with local residents, and those managers perform all underwriting, process-
ing, and funding activities locally.

Because it is not a federally insured depository, Countrywide is not subject to the fed-
eral regulation for fair housing performance, although HUD has the ability to examine
any apparent fair lending violation that it might suspect. Instead, Countrywide is reg-
ulated in various states by state departments of real estate. The regulations are pri-
marily financial, however, and do not usually address fair lending issues. Countrywide
is required to report HMDA data, but is not covered under the CRA. Nonetheless, on a
voluntary basis, Countrywide has pledged itself to be a leader in the affordable and
fair lending arena (Van Dellen and Bielanski 1997).

In September 1994, Countrywide, in fact, became the first mortgage lender in the nation
to sign with HUD a Declaration of Fair Lending Principles and Practices. Countrywide
wanted to take this step. In doing so, Countrywide committed itself to fair lending prin-
ciples and set forth a series of companywide marketing, lending, and human resource
practices aimed at increasing loans to low-income and designated minority borrowers
(Countrywide Home Loans 1996).

In addition to the mortgage lending and loan servicing functions performed by Country-
wide, CCI engages in various other functions in the residential lending arena, as well
as in the broader financial services field, through the following subsidiary corporations:

1. Countrywide Insurance Services, Inc. An independent insurance agency represent-
ing many insurance companies and offering homeowner’s, flood, condominium, life,
auto, home warranty, and disability insurance products. At the end of FY 1997,
185,000 insurance policies were in effect.

2. Countrywide Capital Markets, Inc. The parent corporation of Countrywide Securi-
ties Corporation, a securities broker-dealer, formed in 1981. This subsidiary pro-
vides a mortgage-backed securities market for local and regional broker-dealers. It
is also the parent corporation of Countrywide Servicing Exchange (CSE), a full-ser-
vice loan servicing broker and consultant established in 1988. CSE facilitates the
purchase and sale of loan servicing portfolios for Countrywide and other financial
institutions located throughout the United States.

3. Countrywide Financial Planning Services, Inc. A registered investment adviser
offering financial planning services.

4. LandSafe, Inc. A national one-source provider for loan and real estate–related ser-
vices necessary to the purchase or refinance of a home. LandSafe’s family of compa-
nies offers these services: title insurance, escrow and closing services, credit
reports, residential appraisals, home inspections, and land surveys.
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5. Full Spectrum Lending, Inc. One of America’s fastest growing originators of sub-
prime residential mortgages. Founded in 1996, with headquarters in Pasadena, CA,
the company has developed programs that offer mortgage solutions to individuals
with less-than-perfect credit. The company currently has 42 retail branches, has 3
national sales centers, and is licensed in all 50 states.

All of these affiliated corporations make CCI a vertically integrated financial services
provider with a primary focus on mortgage lending.

By emphasizing both loan production and loan servicing, Countrywide takes advantage
of the “macro hedge.” When interest rates decrease and loan demand increases, Country-
wide’s loan production activities become more profitable; when interest rates increase,
the loan servicing activities become more profitable. This balance permits consistent
earnings, even in periods of fluctuating interest rates.

STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

Fair Lending Task Force

Countrywide has formed a Fair Lending Task Force to implement the Declaration of
Fair Lending Principles and Practices (Van Dellen 1997). Representatives from the
production divisions, the House America group, the legal department, the marketing
department, the human resources department, and the office of the president compose
the task force. It meets quarterly to evaluate such business practices as underwriting
standards and to ensure that they are implemented in a consistent and nondiscrimina-
tory manner according to sound underwriting and business practices.

Cultural Diversity Program

Countrywide undertook a companywide cultural diversity program in 1995, which
stressed the importance of appreciating and working with people of diverse backgrounds,
cultures, and experiences. Training classes were held for all levels of employees. Cultural
diversity training is ongoing and is considered by Countrywide as part of its standard
human relations training (Van Dellen 2000).

Recruitment of Minority Employees

Qualified members of minority groups are actively recruited to work in all areas of
the company. Employees come from many ethnic backgrounds and speak a range of
languages.
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Employee Training

The Fair Lending Task Force, in conjunction with the General Counsel and the Training
and Corporate Development Department of Human Resources, put together a compre-
hensive overview of Countrywide’s fair lending and housing responsibilities. This over-
view, a booklet titled Fair Lending and You, is given to every Countrywide employee.
Topics covered include such laws as the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Credit Opportu-
nity Act plus the specific methods prescribed for meeting the requirements of those laws.

Countrywide also provides fair lending training for all retail branch personnel. Training
is done at a regional level; branch personnel within a region go to a central location for
one-day training sessions.

Compensation for Retail Lending

Personnel in the branch retail offices are compensated primarily on the basis of the
number of loans that they complete. No added compensation is given for larger loans,
and thus no disincentive exists for making small loans. This focus on the number of
loans, rather than their dollar amount, makes mortgage credit more accessible to LMI
home seekers.

Localized Underwriting Responsibility

The typical mortgage transaction at many large institutions involves a loan officer who
originates the loan and is paid a commission. Before originating a loan, however, the
loan officer typically forwards the loan application to a central location where process-
ing and underwriting activities are performed. The Countrywide approach, however, is
to give the retail branch manager the responsibility for underwriting all applications
received in that office. The personnel in these retail branches do not operate on a com-
mission basis; they receive a base salary augmented by a bonus determined primarily
by the number of loans they produce.

According to Countrywide, this decentralization of the underwriting process reduces
the cost per loan origination. Additionally, it puts underwriting responsibility in the
hands of people who have face-to-face interaction with the loan applicants and are
familiar with local conditions. This approach allows for more intelligent use of flexible
underwriting standards (described later).

Advanced Information Technologies

Countrywide operates a sophisticated system that distributes computerized information.
Through a seamless integration of loan origination, sale, and servicing systems, the
network allows retail branch personnel, affiliated mortgage brokers, affiliated apprais-
ers, and others to instantly access and update program information, loan information,
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and other data pertinent to Countrywide’s operations. Retail branch managers are able
to access the system to monitor and update the mortgage loan account of a local bor-
rower, even though the loan records may be maintained in another state. The computer
system allows the Countrywide network to operate much more efficiently than would
otherwise be possible.

Attracting Applicants

House America Branch Offices

As a part of its We House America program, Countrywide had opened House America
retail branches in a number of inner-city locations across the country—Atlanta; Chicago;
Detroit; Los Angeles; Newark, NJ; Oakland, CA; and Washington, DC—by the end of
FY 1996. Additional House America branches were opened in Baltimore, Boston, Dallas,
Miami, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and San Antonio in 1998 and in Charlotte,
NC; Kansas City, MO; New Orleans; and Seattle in 1999.

Community Fairs

In the spring of 1997, as part of its outreach to potential local borrowers, Countrywide
began sponsoring community fairs to announce the opening of new House America
branches. The fairs are held approximately 90 days after a new branch is opened and
are undertaken in partnership with a local elementary school, Fannie Mae, HUD, non-
profit development groups, and housing organizations.

Advertising

Countrywide uses national and local market advertisements in both English and Spanish
to reach potential borrowers by print, radio, and television. In areas with high concen-
trations of Hispanic households, Countrywide uses Spanish-language advertisements
and outreach to real estate agents to penetrate the Hispanic market. Local branches
also heavily promote the We House America program in an effort to reach LMI home
seekers without regard to ethnicity.

Countrywide’s advertising slogan, “Easy. Really,” is intended to stress that obtaining a
mortgage loan and buying a house with Countrywide can be easier than with other
lenders. The advertisements focus on Countrywide’s low costs of loan production as the
reason the company can provide the most affordable mortgage opportunities.

Networking with National Organizations

Countrywide representatives attend meetings sponsored by national organizations focus-
ing on black, Hispanic, and inner-city interests. For instance, they typically attend the
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national conventions of the Black and Hispanic Congressional Caucuses, where they
are able to meet with representatives from a number of church and community groups.
They also work with The Enterprise Foundation, the National Community Reinvestment
Coalition, and the NAACP. By attending national meetings and networking with nation-
al organizations, they are better able to communicate the services they offer. The nation-
al groups, in turn, disseminate information on Countrywide to their member organiza-
tions and local affiliates.

Countrywide also attends meetings of the National Association of Real Estate Brokers
(NAREB), an association of black real estate agents. Countrywide sends retail branch
representatives and We House America employees to network with NAREB branch
members in an effort to establish relationships to help their outreach efforts in local
communities.

Networking at the Local Level

Countrywide reaches out to real estate agents and community groups wherever its
retail branches are located. The company finds that this activity is one of the most effec-
tive ways to bring in loan applicants because local agents and community leaders have
established contacts and reputations in the community. The outreach to local groups
and real estate professionals generally entails disseminating information about current
loan rates and information about new mortgage programs. This information, in turn, is
provided to households interested in obtaining mortgage loans.

Qualifying Applicants

Affordable Mortgage Products

Since Countrywide’s founding in 1969, the company has been involved in the entry-
level home-buying market. Between 1969 and 1992, most of its lending conformed to
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and FHA guidelines and loan limits. FHA loans constituted
the largest share of Countrywide’s activity, until Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac began
accepting loans with higher LTVs and greater underwriting flexibilities.

As one of the nation’s leading originators and servicers of home mortgages, Countrywide
was consulted by Fannie Mae in 1992 during the design of Fannie Mae’s Community
Home Buyer’s Program. In particular, Countrywide stressed to Fannie Mae the impor-
tance of homeownership education and counseling, which was already an important
component of its own lending activity.

Most of Countrywide’s lending activity is shaped around the affordable programs of
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA, and the major private mortgage insurance companies.
In addition to these standard programs, however, Countrywide produces loans through
a number of specialized programs at both the national and local levels that are designed
to make homeownership more accessible to lower-income and minority home seekers.
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We House America

The We House America program is the principal affordable lending initiative at Country-
wide. Launched in 1992 as the House America program, it was based on the new afford-
able mortgage products introduced by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The program has
grown rapidly since its inception. Countrywide committed $1.25 billion to the House
America program in 1992; the figure was increased to $5 billion in 1993 and $8 billion
in 1998. By the end of 1997, more than 45,000 mortgage loans had been closed through
the program.

With the announcement of the We House America program in 1998, Countrywide made
a commitment to provide $50 billion in loans over five years to lower-income communi-
ties and to lower-income and minority households. In 1999, Countrywide increased this
commitment to $80 billion over five years (Countrywide Credit Industries, Inc., 1999b).

Under the aegis of the We House America program are the House America Counseling
Center and the House America retail branches located in 19 inner-city communities.
The program encompasses a number of affordable loan products. The two primary House
America products (listed in table 2) are largely modeled on GSE affordable mortgages
(e.g., Fannie Mae’s Community Home Buyer’s and Fannie 97 and Freddie Mac’s Afford-
able Gold 5 and Affordable Gold 97).

We House America also offers numerous special programs such as:

· A Northeast U.S. product that allows LTV ratios of 95 percent for two-unit properties
and 90 percent for three-unit properties

· A Chicago program that, combined with the Chicago Mortgage Revenue Bond pro-
gram, allows for the purchase of two- to four-unit, owner-occupied properties using
liberalized property underwriting standards. Income from the extra units can count
as qualifying income for the loan.

· A Flex program, available in 16 states at 113 branches, with the following features:
3 percent of the down payment can be a gift from family, a grant, or an unsecured
loan; qualifying front-end and back-end ratios set at 28/36, but ratios can be as high
as 33/41 with mortgage revenue bond financing; borrower must have excellent cred-
it. (This product has many features comporting with Fannie Mae’s Flex 97 loan.)

FHA 203(k) Program

Countrywide is a strong proponent of the FHA 203(k) program, which provides financing
for purchasing or refinancing a property and its improvement, and which requires just
one loan and one closing. Like the FHA 203(b) program, the 203(k) program requires a
low (3 percent) down payment for owner-occupants. Under the 203(k) loan, in most cases
up to 100 percent of the estimated “after-remodel” value can be included in the loan
calculations.
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Countrywide-trained and -approved independent rehabilitation consultants work with
borrowers in determining what work is necessary and eligible, in selecting and negoti-
ating with a contractor, and in overseeing the work. The program is especially appro-
priate for potential homeowners who are interested in purchasing properties that need
repair and who also need additional financing to cover the costs of rehabilitation. Cov-
ering these rehabilitation costs has been identified as a barrier to homeownership in
inner-city areas.

Locally Oriented Programs

Countrywide is involved with HFAs that use tax-exempt bond proceeds to create BMIR
loans to first-time, lower-income home buyers. Using these bond proceeds, Countrywide
offers House America, FHA, or VA loans at up to 1 percent below market rates and often
provides down payment assistance in the form of grants through local housing depart-
ments. Countrywide also works with HFAs in structuring mortgage revenue bond issues;
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Table 2. We House America Mortgage Products

Loan product

Feature 95% LTV First Mortgage Loan 97% LTV Mortgage

Maximum front- and 33% and 40%, with exceptions 28% and 36% for loans with 30-year 
back-end ratios for compensating factors terms; 33% and 36% for loans with 

25-year terms, no exceptions

Cash reserve requirement If ratios exceed 33/40 and housing One month’s PITI
expenses will increase 50%,
two months’ PITI required; two
months’ PITI may also be required in
other cases at underwriter’s discretion

Income restrictions Generally 100% of median household 100% of HUD median household 
income, except in California MSAs, income, except in California MSAs, 
where it is 140%; Boston MSA, where where it is 140%; Boston MSA, where 
it is 135%; New York City MSA,165%; it is 135%; New York City MSA,165%;
and Hawaii, 170%. No income limit and Hawaii, 170%
imposed if property is located in a 
central city

Use of cash on hand Considered on a case-by-case basis None; depends on ability to meet 
for down payment and must be handled as an exception; underwriting standards

bank statements, if any, must show 
little or no activity except for the 
transfer of funds 

Gift funds 3/2 option allows borrowers, in some Allowed for closing costs
cases, to receive a gift or forgivable 
loan for 2% of the 5% down payment 
requirement

Home-buyer course Yes, required Yes, required
certificate requirement



providing assistance with master servicing; and offering help with marketing expertise,
home-buyer education, and counseling.

At the end of 1996, Countrywide was involved in 148 mortgage revenue bond lending
programs in 38 states. During the year, it originated 2,758 such loans, totaling $186
million. Of those loans, 66 percent went to lower-income borrowers, 40 percent to des-
ignated minority borrowers, 31 percent to lower-income neighborhoods, and 30 percent
to predominantly minority neighborhoods.

Countrywide also participates with 475 Community Seconds (second mortgage) pro-
grams offered in many cities across the country. Those programs provide down payment
or closing cost assistance for first-time home buyers and for LMI families.

Underwriting Standards

Countrywide tends to follow the most flexible underwriting criteria permitted under
GSE and FHA guidelines. Because Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac tend to give their best
lenders access to the most flexible underwriting criteria, Countrywide benefits from its
status as one of the largest originators of mortgage loans and one of the largest partici-
pants in the GSE programs.

When necessary—in cases where applicants have no established credit history, for ex-
ample—Countrywide uses nontraditional credit, a practice now accepted by the GSEs.
Experian (formerly TRW) provides a nontraditional credit reporting service. Because no
national database exists on nontraditional credit, Experian calls landlords, utility com-
panies, and others to try to obtain credit information. The extra work involved, however,
means that this type of credit reporting is more expensive than conventional reporting.

Underwriting flexibility is also augmented by Countrywide’s sophisticated computer
system, which provides the local branch offices with continually updated information
from company headquarters in California. As new programs are implemented, branch
officers and personnel are quickly informed of new underwriting criteria.

Counseling Programs

In an interesting departure from local counseling assistance, Countrywide provides
centralized homeownership counseling through the House America Counseling Center.
Counseling staff members who are located in California field calls on a toll-free line.
Bilingual (Spanish and English) counselors are available. Counselors are able to pre-
qualify callers for a home loan or to guide them through a personalized financial course
of action. Counselors can work with them for a year or more to help them qualify for a
home loan.
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The Counseling Center focuses on providing counseling services to callers who are able
to qualify for a home mortgage loan within a year. Callers who need more extensive
counseling or additional time to prepare for homeownership are referred to Country-
wide’s local nonprofit partners, who provide face-to-face, in-depth counseling.

After potential home buyers are qualified for a loan, the Counseling Center refers them
to the most convenient Countrywide branch or telemarketing center, or to the original
referral source—the real estate agent, for instance. At the end of 1998, the Counseling
Center had received more than 103,730 calls regarding homeownership, had counseled
more than 16,900 potential borrowers, and could verify more than 1,279 fundings as a
result of counseling activity.

In addition to providing counseling over the phone, the Counseling Center distributes
materials to help potential homeowners achieve and maintain homeownership. These
materials include the Guide to Homeownership and A Feeling Called Home, a video that
is narrated by James Earl Jones and that helps consumers understand House America
loan products.

Credit Manual

Countrywide has developed, in English and Spanish, a free manual for credit repair
titled Your Credit and You, which is publicized through the House America Counseling
Center. The Counseling Center refers callers with credit problems to the manual and
sends it to them free of charge. Additionally, Countrywide has advertised the manual
in print: One advertisement in Family Circle, a magazine targeted to women, generat-
ed more than 3,300 requests for a copy.

Your Credit and You provides potential home buyers with information and directions
on resolving credit problems and reestablishing good credit. It contains an overview of
how credit is reported and maintained, a description of how to contact the three major
credit bureaus, suggestions on when to dispute inaccurate information in a credit file,
and sample letters for communicating with credit bureaus. At the end of 1998, more
than 43,000 copies of the manual had been sent to prospective home buyers.

Fair Housing Monitoring

Countrywide performs a monthly statistical analysis of loan activity by retail branch
that generates a denial disparity index, or DDI. This index is the ratio of denial rates
for minority applicants to denial rates for white applicants. Generally, the overall DDI
range for Countrywide is between 1.3 and 1. The industry average generally ranges
between 2 and 1, which suggests that Countrywide’s denial rates have a significantly
weaker correlation with race and ethnicity than do those of other lenders. In cases in
which a Countrywide branch has a high DDI, management closely examines the
branch’s activities to determine the reason for the denial disparity.
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Countrywide also performs self-testing, using matched pairs of loan applicants who
differ only by minority status or some other variable protected by fair lending laws.
Countrywide also contacts loan applicants after they have completed their applications
to determine how they were treated (Countrywide Home Loans 1996).

Additionally, a representative from the office of the president is in charge of resolving
individual complaints from consumers, real estate agents, and brokers about the com-
pany’s fair lending performance. In 1994, six complaints from individual borrowers
were resolved in this manner. HUD is currently investigating a major complaint filed
against Countrywide in 1995.4

Retaining Homeowners

Loan Servicing Activities

Countrywide services its higher LTV loans more aggressively than other loans, largely
because of GSE requirements. With the 97-percent LTV loans, for example, the servic-
ing department does not wait until 30 days elapse and the loan is delinquent before
taking action. The borrower will be called on or before the 15th day to find out why the
payment is late. The department also monitors trends and patterns and then runs be-
havior models to reach vulnerable borrowers more quickly.

New Homeowner and Mortgage Borrower Education

Countrywide has developed a video titled Living the Dream: A New Homeowner’s Sur-
vival Guide, which covers the basics of loan closing, mortgage insurance, budgeting,
and home maintenance, as well as how to use credit wisely, make mortgage payments
on time, cope with financial crises, and reap the rewards of building equity. One seg-
ment of the video stresses the importance of keeping up with mortgage payments, even
in situations in which money is especially tight. The video also makes it clear that
should situations arise where payments cannot be made, arrangements can be worked
out between the borrower and Countrywide, but only if the borrower calls Countrywide
to explain the situation before 30 days elapse and the loan becomes delinquent.

This 15-minute video, with accompanying booklet and budget worksheet, is required
viewing for all retail House America borrowers. Borrowers must submit a completed
budget worksheet to Countrywide sometime between loan approval and funding. A
loan officer reviews the worksheet and issues a completion certificate, a copy of which
is placed in the borrower’s file along with the completed budget and review sheets.

The video was originally created for use in the House America program. However, fol-
lowing praise by industry leaders, including officials at Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, GE
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Mortgage Insurance Corporation, and HUD, copies of the video have been provided to
city and county libraries nationwide as an educational tool.

DISCUSSION

Countrywide is an extremely large mortgage lender that takes advantage of its exten-
sive resources to keep costs down, while at the same time maintaining a presence in
local communities through its extensive retail branch office network. Countrywide’s
broad resources, both financial and human, have generated a number of educational
and counseling tools for both Countrywide borrowers and the general public. Outreach
through its branch offices, its advertising, and its freely accessible House America
Counseling Center allows dissemination of its educational materials to a broad audience.

Although Countrywide is impressive in its outreach and efforts to help potential bor-
rowers qualify for its loan products, it largely lacks programs for potential borrowers
who cannot meet the requirements of the secondary market. The reason is that Country-
wide, as a mortgage banker, currently sells approximately 99 percent of its loans to the
secondary market. Countrywide has, however, played a significant role in extending the
reach of the secondary market by working with the GSEs to develop new affordable lend-
ing products. An example was the partnership with Fannie Mae to develop Fannie Mae’s
Community Home Buyer’s program.

Countrywide has assumed a leadership role in creating and distributing educational
materials and in providing telephone counseling for potential home buyers. These ser-
vices address topics including the home-buying process, loan closing, credit repair, and
responsibilities of homeownership. Countrywide provides these services free to potential
home buyers, many of whom may never become Countrywide borrowers.

Several other aspects of Countrywide’s operations are notable. Among these features are
the vertically integrated corporate structure, the decentralized underwriting responsibil-
ities, and the centralized but remotely accessible computerized information system.

Many of Countrywide’s strong points could be replicated only by other large-scale
institutions. Smaller lenders might find it difficult to attempt vertical integration of
the numerous services necessary to complete a mortgage loan transaction and to
invest in educational and counseling services for potential borrowers who might never
become customers.

Counseling and Education

Countrywide’s method of providing counseling by telephone from a central location is a
low-cost way to serve potential borrowers nationwide. Countrywide realizes, however,
that households with more extensive, long-term needs are better served by intensive
face-to-face counseling services, such as those provided by ACORN or other locally active
community groups. Besides providing telephone counseling services, Countrywide pro-
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duces and distributes free educational materials, including a homeownership guide
and a credit repair manual.

With these counseling and education programs, Countrywide is performing at least
some level of public service. As a result, the company ends up paying the costs of edu-
cating future borrowers who will eventually get a loan from some other financial insti-
tution. To eliminate this “free-rider” problem, Countrywide, the GSEs, and other large
lenders might investigate the creation of a national cooperative provider of counseling
and educational services. To that end, Countrywide recently made a $250,000 invest-
ment in the American Homeowner Education and Counseling Institute. (Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, and private mortgage insurers were also major contributors.) 

This national organization could, perhaps, be funded by lenders on a pro rata system,
with funding share dictated by the volume of business received. All member institu-
tions would benefit from any improvement in services, because all would benefit from
better-informed and, therefore, better-qualified borrowers. Services could thus be
improved beyond their current level, and the costs of the services would be absorbed
by a broad spectrum of lenders. In addition to making the cost distribution more equi-
table, this system would likely increase the number of aspiring borrowers who would
access the services.

Vertical Integration

CCI (the parent corporation) has an extensive array of subsidiary companies offering
different mortgage services. These services include title insurance, appraisals, and life
and property insurance. By providing all those services (i.e., by having a corporate
relationship among the different loan closing service providers), Countrywide is able to
generate mortgages more cheaply than would be possible if all the services were pro-
vided by independent agencies. Other large lenders are already pursuing this strategy
(see Norwest case study), and those that are not may find it advantageous to do so.

If too many large lenders pursue this approach, however, one danger is that the smaller
lenders, particularly the community-based lenders that serve primarily inner-city areas,
may be unable to keep pace. Their loans may be more expensive, prompting continuation
of a trend in which the small-scale, inner-city financial institutions perform the role of
residual lender, serving borrowers who cannot meet the underwriting criteria demanded
by the larger lenders. This trend is unfortunate because it further marginalizes inner-
city lenders, who are an important part of the effort to increase homeownership oppor-
tunities for the traditionally underserved.

Advanced Information Systems

A major key to the real estate market is the efficient transmission and reception of
information. Countrywide’s elaborate networked computer system links retail branch-
es to a central source of information. At the same time, it provides links to appraisers
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and other service providers. This computer capability allows for efficient exchange of
information.

A branch manager working with a borrower can access the borrower’s account from
the branch office, even though records are kept in a central location. The appraiser can
file his or her report from a remote location, confident that the report will be linked
with the appropriate mortgage application.

With such a comprehensive system, Countrywide is better able to generate reports,
whether they be the standard financial reports demanded by stockholders or more spe-
cialized reports, such as those analyzing denial rates and ratios for individual retail
branches. Command of information both facilitates standard business decisions and
allows for more innovative analysis of fair lending activities.

More efficient information exchange also reduces costs through reduced waiting time
and reduced errors. Because the mortgage market is competitive, innovations that
reduce costs when providing mortgage loans will also reduce the cost of those loans to
the borrower.
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Case Study
Norwest Mortgage, Inc.

Location: Silver Spring, MD

Description: Vertically integrated mortgage subsidiary of Wells Fargo &
Company, a diversified financial services company. Norwest
is the nation’s leading originator and second-leading ser-
vicer of residential mortgages.

Year Founded: 1906

Service Area: National

Accomplishments: Nation’s largest originator to LMI and minority consumers.
In 1998, Norwest originated or purchased 804,000 mort-
gages, including 113,000 minority and 166,000 LMI loans.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Minority and LMI performance goals that are tied to com-

pensation; diverse and diversity-trained workforce; special-
ized community development sales representatives; inten-
sive study of markets; and lending performance monitoring

Attracting Applicants: Outreach and partnerships with churches; direct-to-consumer
advertising; and outreach by multilingual and culturally
diverse workforce

Qualifying Applicants: Home-buyer education; Norwest HomeBuyers Club, which
provides telephone credit counseling; wide array of mortgage
products to meet diverse needs—many products coupled with
mortgage assistance programs (e.g., down payment, closing
cost, and mortgage insurance writedowns); and Affordable
Housing Underwriting Group

Retaining Homeowners: Postpurchase counseling required for all affordable products;
foreclosure prevention program and early intervention struc-
ture in place at time of origination (e.g., automated delinquen-
cy program identifies loans most likely to default, which then
receive proactive monitoring)
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Other: Philosophy that mortgage lending to the traditionally under-
served is a core, profitable business. Related to this philoso-
phy is Norwest’s willingness to venture into relatively un-
tested areas of the mortgage market (e.g., Native American
initiatives).

BACKGROUND

Norwest Mortgage, Inc., is the mortgage company subsidiary of Wells Fargo & Company,
a diversified national financial services company.1 In 1998, Norwest was the nation’s
leading originator and second-leading servicer of residential mortgages, providing fund-
ing for approximately one of every 13 homes financed in the United States and main-
taining a servicing portfolio of more than 2 million customers.2 In that year, Norwest
originated $109 billion in mortgages (an all-time record for any single lender) and main-
tained $245 billion in servicing contracts (Inside Mortgage Finance Publications 1999).

The bank operates the largest mortgage lending retail network in the United States,
with more than 800 locations nationwide, including stores in all 50 states and more
than 3,400 sales representatives. Just over half of Norwest’s originations are generated
through this extensive retail network.

Norwest’s remaining originations come from its wholesale lending operations. Wholesale
lending includes (1) mortgage broker lending; (2) correspondent lending, through which
Norwest purchases loans from small- to medium-sized originators; (3) “institutional con-
duit sales,” involving conduit purchases from major originators; and (4) “directors accep-
tance,” which is the name for Norwest’s originations of “B” and “C” quality loans.

Norwest’s securitization capabilities support its origination and servicing capabilities.
In addition to selling loans to the GSEs—Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac—the bank
packages loans, mainly subprime and jumbo loans, through its own securities firms for
sale primarily to institutional investors. (Norwest is the second-largest private conduit
[securitizer] of loans in the country.) Overall, Norwest sells approximately 98 percent
of its mortgage loans on the secondary market, with most going to the GSEs.
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With the merger there have been changes in company nomenclature. Norwest Mortgage’s name has officially
changed to “Wells Fargo Home Mortgage.” The Affordable Housing Group division’s name was changed to
“Emerging Markets.” The Affordable Housing Underwriting Group no longer exists.

In the case study, however, we retain the premerger nomenclature with respect to company, division, and group
because our research commenced before the merger was completed.
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Norwest supports its mortgage lending activities, as well as those of other industry orga-
nizations, with its Real Estate Lending Services Division, which includes three compa-
nies that provide title insurance, income and employment verification, and appraisal
services. In sum, Norwest is a mortgage lending entity that is highly vertically integrated.

Norwest has an explicit corporate goal of being “the largest and most profitable origi-
nator and servicer of single-family, investment-quality mortgages made to low- and
moderate-income, minority, and immigrant consumers in America” (Russell 1998a). In
1997, Norwest originated or purchased 435,842 home purchase mortgages, of which 17.8
percent was to minority mortgagors and 28.3 percent was to LMI mortgagors. According
to 1997 HMDA data, of all home purchase loans in the United States, 17.7 percent was
to minority households, and 28.3 percent was to LMI mortgagors. The numbers are not
strictly comparable, because the national numbers do not include mortgage purchases.
However, they do suggest that Norwest is at least on par with industry lending patterns
to minority and LMI borrowers.

In terms of dollar volume, 16.8 percent of the bank’s 1997 loans went to minority bor-
rowers and 16.0 percent went to LMI borrowers. With respect to the top 10 LMI and
minority-populated MSAs, Norwest ranked first in four of those markets, among the
top five lenders in nine, and within the top 10 in all 10 (1996 HMDA data). Rankings
are for overall loan volume. The statistics are nearly identical for the top 10 LMI-popu-
lated cities (Norwest Increases Loans to Minorities 1998).

In 1998, Norwest was again the nation’s top overall lender. It originated or purchased
more than 804,000 loans overall, up from 436,000 in 1997. In 1998, Norwest continued
its strong commitment to minorities and LMI consumers by achieving the status of the
largest originator to those groups. Of the 804,000 loans originated or purchased by Nor-
west in 1998, 113,000 were for minority borrowers and 166,000 were for LMI borrowers
(Hawkins 2000). As will be detailed in the following sections, Norwest uses numerous
tools in its efforts to reach the traditionally underserved home mortgage market—the
market it sees as the future of mortgage lending.

STRATEGIES

Norwest takes an affirmative approach to lending to traditionally underserved households,
using a number of strategies aimed expressly at penetrating those markets. Together,
the strategies represent a comprehensive effort to expand mortgage opportunities and
demonstrate a willingness to enter relatively untested areas of the mortgage market.

Management Strategies

Affordable Housing Initiative

Minorities and immigrants will account for most of the population growth in the United
States in the foreseeable future, particularly among the young adult categories that
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generate the bulk of first-time home buyers.3 In addition, significant populations of
underserved minority and LMI households already live in the United States.

In response to those demographics, Norwest created its Affordable Housing Initiative
in 1996. The Affordable Housing Initiative’s mission is as follows:

To identify and capitalize on existing and new market opportunities that will
expand the volume and profitability of Norwest Mortgage lending and mortgage ser-
vicing with first-time home buyers, and low- and moderate-income, minority, and
immigrant mortgagors throughout the United States of America. (Russell 1998a)

One goal of the initiative is to incorporate affordable housing concepts throughout the
fabric of the company. In support of this goal, the initiative created the position of exec-
utive vice president of affordable housing.4 This officer sits on the parent company’s
executive board, ensuring that affordable housing perspectives are considered in evalu-
ating all of Norwest’s projects, products, and initiatives. In addition, affordable housing
employees are sited throughout Norwest’s Maryland, Iowa, and California offices. They
serve many functions, including sales, marketing, human resources, underwriting, edu-
cation, and community relations.

Lending Goals and Managerial Compensation

Performance objectives for Norwest’s division, area, and regional managers include
specific numeric goals for minority and LMI lending. Those goals are established in
terms of numbers of mortgages, not dollar value. Performance relative to the goals
affects managers’ compensation and performance reports.

Training Programs

Norwest sales representatives undergo a continuous training process to ensure that
they are intimately familiar with all of the mortgage product options that could best
fit each borrower’s particular circumstances. Sales representatives also receive diversi-
ty and sensitivity training, which enables them to better understand their customers
and thus to respond to and respect those customers’ individual needs and preferences.

Diverse Workforce

Norwest has made an effort to develop a diverse workforce. It places particular empha-
sis on building a sales force that is multilingual and culturally and ethnically diverse.
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Developing business relationships with LMI, immigrant, and ethnic populations requires
a workforce that is culturally and socially in tune with those markets.

Community Development Sales Representatives

In 1995, Norwest began a program that created community development sales repre-
sentatives (CDSRs), who receive a base salary plus commission, rather than the more
typical compensation of 100-percent commission. This dual compensation system allows
CDSRs to perform functions that do not immediately generate loan applications, such
as conducting home-buyer fairs and working with community groups to expand the
bank’s presence in the community.

Most CDSRs come from the communities in which they are working, reflecting Norwest’s
recognition that people like to deal with individuals who look like them, speak their
language, and respect their culture. CDSRs are recruited and subsequently supported
by community development sales managers. These specialized managers provide train-
ing to the CDSRs and identify business opportunities, often in conjunction with a local
nonprofit housing service provider, a municipality, or a housing finance agency.

CDSRs are an important resource through which Norwest reaches formerly underserved
populations. That importance is illustrated by the role, detailed in the appendix to this
case study, that Norwest CDSRs have played in expanding home mortgage lending to
Native Americans.

The dual compensation of CDSRs is not a long-term strategy, however. These sales rep-
resentatives receive specialized support only to allow them to develop the networks and
market exposure needed in newly targeted areas. CDSRs are expected to convert to
full commission status after an appropriate development period. This strategy reflects
Norwest’s view that lending to minority, immigrant, and LMI communities is no less
profitable than lending to middle-income whites. Once a new office and new sales rep-
resentatives are sufficiently up and running, they are expected to be able to support
themselves on a 100-percent commission basis.

Market Intelligence Group

To gain knowledge about both the affordable housing marketplace and the potential
consumers, Norwest Affordable Housing5 established a market intelligence group. This
group uses state-of-the-art technology to analyze in-house data, commercially available
data, and public domain information. The market group uses those data to track lend-
ing practices both within Norwest and in the industry overall, and to develop profiles
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of potential borrowers at geographic scales as small as the individual block. This infor-
mation is useful in developing marketing strategies for particular areas and in tracking
progress in current markets.

Attracting Applicants

Norwest works to attract mortgage applicants from “as many different channels as you
possibly can” (Russell 1998b). This breadth is evident from the strategies described below.

Marketing

Norwest makes a point of having local markets drive the development of their mortgage
products, programs, and initiatives. When information gathered by the market intelli-
gence group indicates the need for a particular product, program, or initiative, the mar-
keting department performs the feasibility studies and planning necessary to put such
things in place.

Norwest uses a “blanket” approach to marketing the products and programs it develops
for each market, with specific strategies again driven by local markets. Essentially, the
bank attempts to reach potential borrowers through any available means of communi-
cation. Although direct-to-consumer advertising through radio, cable television, and the
written press is often useful, participation in affordable housing fairs and other events
is also effective in letting local consumers know about Norwest’s products. Another out-
reach method is forming and maintaining relationships with local organizations such
as churches and nonprofit groups that allow the bank to meet directly with potential
customers.

Corporate Community Outreach

Norwest believes in working together with community revitalization and other local
organizations to reach underserved markets. An example is partnering with the Green-
lining Institute (GI). GI members include the Asian and black business associations; the
California black and Hispanic chambers of commerce; the West Angeles Church, God
in Christ; the Filipino, Hmong, and Mexican-American community associations; the
Chinese for Action; the California Rural Legal Assistance; the West Coast Black Publish-
ers Association; and a number of other community groups active in CRA issues. The GI
attempts to reverse the adverse housing and community consequences of the historical
redlining of older areas and potential borrowers.

Another example of community outreach is the National Association of Affordable Hous-
ing Lenders (NAAHL). The NAAHL was founded by an officer of Wells Fargo in 1988.
It serves as a nonprofit information center, clearinghouse, and forum for lending insti-
tutions, nonprofit lenders, community groups, and government entities. The organiza-
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tion’s membership has grown to more than 150. NAAHL’s mission is to promote private
investment in affordable housing and to create sustainable communities.

Outreach by Sales Representatives

Norwest sales representatives (loan officers) are multilingual and culturally diverse.
They are expected to forge relationships with local organizations, community groups,
home builders, churches, real estate agents, and other relevant entities. As a result of
that consistent outreach, as well as of Norwest’s underlying goal of serving the LMI and
minority mortgage market, a substantial number of Norwest’s sales representatives
produce more than 50 percent of their total originations from minority borrowers, from
LMI borrowers, or from both. It is noteworthy that nearly all of those loan officers are
compensated on a 100-percent commission basis.

Sharing Advantage Program

As part of its outreach activities to local churches, Norwest created the Sharing Ad-
vantage Program (Guillory 1997; Muolo 1997). With this program, Norwest works with
local churches, coordinating with pastors and distributing literature that recommends
congregation members consider homeownership. The literature suggests that interest-
ed members first approach their pastor and then call a Norwest representative, who
will answer their questions and help them determine whether homeownership is appro-
priate at the current time. Norwest also makes representatives available for discussions
with church clergy and congregants.

No special mortgage products are associated with this program. However, when partici-
pants in the Sharing Advantage Program successfully apply for and receive a mortgage
from Norwest, the bank makes a $300 charitable donation to either the church or the
charity of choice in the borrower’s name.

Qualifying Applicants

Education of Home Buyers

Most affordable loan products offered by Norwest require that the applicant complete
an approved education course for home buyers to attain a Home Buyer Education Com-
pletion Certificate, or meet criteria for waiving the home-buyer education requirement.
For the waiver, a home buyer typically must meet all of the following criteria:

1. Is a previous home owner

2. Makes minimum 5-percent cash down payment from own funds and does not rely
on a gift, loan, or grant for any portion of the down payment 
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3. Has reserves after closing equal to at least two monthly mortgage payments

Home-buyer education requirements may be satisfied through a facilitated workshop or
by the use of self-study materials in conjunction with telephone counseling. Self-study
alone is not sufficient. Besides a number of corporate home-buyer education programs,
such as those organized by Fannie Mae, GE Capital, and Mortgage Guaranty Insurance
Corporation, Norwest accepts home-buyer education provided by nonprofit organizations,
as long as their curricula and materials are approved by Norwest Affordable Housing.6

That approval is gained by submitting the education curricula and materials to the
education and counseling division of Norwest Affordable Housing/Emerging Markets.

Home buyers who are unable to attend a facilitated workshop may use the self-study
with telephone counseling option. The home buyer then studies the educational mate-
rials, completes the worksheets in the manual, and returns them to either the loan
officer or the designated mortgage insurance company. Next, a counselor from the mort-
gage insurance company will call the borrower to discuss the materials, and will ask
questions to determine if the borrower has read and understood the materials. If so,
the counselor will forward a certificate of completion to the loan officer.

To document completion of the home-buyer education requirement, the home buyer’s
file must include one of the following:

1. Telephone counseling: certificate from mortgage insurance company with completed
worksheets attached

2. Lender-facilitated workshop: Home Buyer Education Completion Certificate com-
pleted by Norwest Mortgage employee who facilitated the training

3. Nonprofit-facilitated workshop: evidence of completion from nonprofit organization

The topics that must be addressed in the educational process include the home purchase
process, mortgage financing and terminology, personal financial management, real estate
agents and purchase contracts, qualification and closing, continuing homeownership
financial responsibility, selection and inspection of a home, budgets, personal credit,
loan application, and home maintenance.

The Norwest Mortgage HomeBuyers Club

The Norwest Mortgage HomeBuyers Club is a credit-counseling program that the bank
offers free of charge to potential borrowers with less-than-perfect credit. The program
is geographically centralized, with professional counselors servicing members nation-
wide from various locations. Using telephone and mail contact, potential borrowers can
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work with a counselor for periods ranging from several months to two years and then
can return to the home purchase market preapproved for a mortgage. As Norwest sees
it, the HomeBuyers Club prevents bank employees from having to say “no” to anybody—
it just becomes a question of “when” (Russell 1998a).

Norwest sales representatives, mortgage brokers, home builders, and other parties
refer potential borrowers to the HomeBuyers Club. HomeBuyers Club representatives
contact referrals to determine if their situations are appropriate for services of the club.
If so, the members’ credit reports are pulled, and, if the credit issues found are address-
able by the HomeBuyers Club, assigned counselors initiate ongoing mentoring relation-
ships with the members. For cases in which members are uncomfortable working over
the telephone or by mail, the HomeBuyers Club maintains relationships with organi-
zations in communities around the country where a member can go for face-to-face
counseling.

In addition to helping members work out credit difficulties and establish savings plans,
the HomeBuyers Club refers members to down payment assistance programs from which
they may benefit. Successful HomeBuyers Club members emerge from the program
preapproved for a mortgage and often with down payment financial assistance, making
their homeownership goals more attainable.

Mortgage Loan Underwriting 

Appraisals. Norwest maintains a quality-control program to ensure accuracy of the ap-
praisals supporting the mortgage loans it originates or acquires. This program includes
review of a sample of appraisals. Each appraisal selected is subjected to an internal
desk review. Additionally, high-risk loans from that sample are pulled for field reviews,
which are performed by an independent third-party appraisal company. In addition to
that oversight, analysts can, at any time, order a field review of any appraisal for which
they have concerns.

Other Underwriting Considerations. With respect to closing funds and other underwrit-
ing considerations, Norwest follows the relaxed GSE guidelines and sometimes allows
additional underwriting flexibility. Accepting nontraditional sources of funds for the
down payment is one example:

There was a time when the GSEs would not accept down payment funds that came
through Asian Sou Sous and similar sources. They [the GSEs] will accept them now.
We basically follow the GSE guidelines, but in certain markets where we know what
the prevailing social norm is, [and] there are other ways that the borrower can
demonstrate to us that they actually accumulated the funds legitimately [we accept
those sources]. We don’t see this problem, however, as being as pervasive as it used
to be before the GSEs modified their guidelines. (Russell 1998b)

Multiple Review Process. Initial loan underwriting occurs at the local branch level, and
it involves a first screening using proprietary automated underwriting software. Using
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the mortgage score from this automated process to quickly underwrite low-risk loans
allows Norwest and its partners to focus underwriting attention on the higher-risk loans.

Loan applications that are not immediately approved by the automated underwriting
system are referred for more detailed manual underwriting. Depending on the method
of origination and the complexity of the transaction, the underwriting may be performed
locally, at regional underwriting centers, or at numerous centralized underwriting sites.
In cases in which underwriters are unable to work out a way to approve a loan, they
can request the services of the Affordable Housing Underwriting Group (AHUG).

AHUG is available to Norwest underwriters nationwide for telephone consultations re-
garding individual applications. In situations in which a telephone consultation does
not suffice, underwriters are able to send entire application files to AHUG for intensive
review. If an application is denied after this extended process, “it has to have something
really wrong with it” (Russell 1998b, emphasis in original). In those cases, applicants are
generally referred to the Norwest Mortgage HomeBuyers Club, in the hope that they
may be able to successfully apply for a loan from the bank in the future.

Mortgage Products

Norwest’s perspective is that there is no “magic product” that works best in reaching
traditionally underserved loan applicants. The goal is to have an adequate breadth of
mortgage products to meet differing needs. The system is described by Norwest Mortgage
as follows:

The solution to the problem will not be found in “a product.” It’s a matter of having
an adequate variety of mortgage products to meet different people’s situations and
needs. We have more mortgage products on the streets than any other mortgage
lender in the country—more than 60 different mortgage products. Everything from
100 percent LTV, B paper credit, traditional subprime mortgages, rehab financing,
lease–purchase, 2–4 unit, condos, PUDs [planned-unit developments], etc. We cover
the whole range. (Russell 1998b, emphasis in original)

Norwest works to be able to match a mortgage product with an individual (Russell
1998c). Table 1 gives a few examples of the wide variety of mortgage products that
help the bank reach traditionally underserved loan applicants.

Mortgage Assistance Programs

According to one Norwest executive (Russell 1998a), access to mortgage assistance pro-
grams is perhaps more important than mortgage products, because such a wide range
of products is readily available. Such programs include a multitude of national, state,
county, and community initiatives that provide down payment and closing cost assistance,
insurance writedowns, and purchase cost reduction. Norwest participates in more than
600 of those programs, including nearly all of the state HFA loan programs in the
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United States, dozens of state mortgage credit certificate programs, and multiple local
affordable housing funds.

Retaining Homeowners

Default Management

Norwest uses advanced technology to implement strategic collection activity as early
as possible in the collection cycle. Automated delinquency analysis is used with every
loan as soon as it becomes delinquent. This analysis sets priorities for loans that are
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Table 1. Examples of Mortgages Offered by Norwest
to Reach Traditionally Underserved Populations

Morgage Product Mortgage Underwriting Mortgage Availability Primary Target Customer

Direct Loan 1. 50% Norwest first 1. National Borrowers in rural markets 
Leveraging Program mortgage at market rate 2. Restricted to rural at or below 80% of adjusted

with a 50% RHS markets as defined area median income. This 
second mortgage at by RHS programis designed to 
a below-market rate capture borrowers who have 

2. No PMI been unable to qualify for the
3. 33/41 ratios base RHS program.

3% Solution/ALT 97 1. Down payment can National Creditworthy borrowers who
come from borrower’s have a difficult time 
own funds or from a gift, accumulating the funds 
grant, or unsecured needed for down payment 
loan from a relative, and closing costs; no 
an employer, or a income limits
nonprofit

2. Two months of cash 
reserves required

3. Minimum FICO score 
of 660

4. 33/41 ratios

Officer Next Door/ 1. 50% discount on the National Program that encourages 
Teacher Next Door purchase price of a law enforcement officers 

designated HUD-owned and teachers to live in the 
property for law LMI neighborhoods where 
enforcement officers they work. The program is 
and teachers intended to help strengthen 

2. Minimum down payment communities, reduce crime, 
of $100 and promote homeownership 

3. Can be used on opportunities.
conventional and 
government mortgage 
products

Source: Hawkins 2000.
Note: Ratios refer to front- and back-end ratios.



most likely to default, thereby generating a value that represents the probability of the
loan going into foreclosure over the next 12 months. The prediction is based on loan
characteristics, payment patterns, and credit score. Using this behavioral scoring, tar-
geted telephone calling campaigns are developed, in which delinquent borrowers who
are judged most likely to default are contacted.

Norwest collections personnel are trained in all aspects of servicing, including collections
and workout. The more experienced collectors work on loans that are more seriously
delinquent (e.g., 60 to 90 days late). The collections staff members are available six days
a week, including early evening hours. Norwest’s collection efforts range from notices to
face-to-face contact with delinquent borrowers.

Delinquent borrowers are sent written notices on the 17th and 23rd days of the delin-
quency cycle. At the same time, an attempt is made to contact the borrower by telephone.
Typically, four to five calls are made before the loan becomes more than 30 days delin-
quent. A special “courtesy campaign” is used for borrowers who have consistently paid
15 to 30 days late in the previous three months. Those borrowers will receive calls
sooner in the delinquency process. If any borrower does not respond to the contact made
in the first 30 days, the loan will be breached on day 31 and consumer counseling will
be recommended.

Postpurchase Delinquency Counseling

Postpurchase delinquency counseling is required in conjunction with many of the afford-
able housing products offered by Norwest. This counseling is funded by approved PMI
companies and is provided by a network of experienced nonprofits with a strong history
of providing such service on an as-needed basis. The borrower authorizes the servicer
to share relevant account information with a third-party counselor if the borrower
becomes delinquent on loan payments.

The postpurchase counseling process occurs as follows:

1. After the loan closes, but before the date the first payment is due, the third-party
counselor sends a letter to the borrower introducing the counselor as an indepen-
dent source of help in the event that financial adversity jeopardizes the borrower’s
ability to meet his or her mortgage obligation. A toll-free phone number is provid-
ed, and the borrower is encouraged to call the counselor at the earliest sign of dif-
ficulty.

2. In the event that a borrower becomes delinquent and concurrent with the telephone
call to the borrower, the servicer notifies the PMI company of the mortgagor’s name,
phone number, mortgage payment amount, and next due date. The PMI company will
forward the data to the third-party counselor, who will then contact the borrower,
identifying himself or herself as an independent adviser, and will begin the coun-
seling process. The borrower is under no obligation to accept this service.
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Loss Mitigation

Norwest’s policy is to initiate the foreclosure process on a mortgaged property when a
loan is 62 to 65 days contractually delinquent and after all notices required by law
have been sent to the borrower. During the foreclosure process, Norwest takes action,
including monthly property inspections, to protect the mortgaged property.

During the process, Norwest pursues loss mitigation efforts, such as deed-in-lieu, defi-
ciency judgment, and short sale. Those options include solutions short of foreclosure,
such as short-term payment plans that will allow the delinquent mortgagor to continue
as a homeowner. The course of action against a delinquent account is determined on a
case-by-case basis and depends on Norwest’s knowledge of the borrower’s credit history,
employment, and circumstances.

DISCUSSION

Norwest vertically integrates an array of both lending and support services to the tra-
ditionally underserved. Lender functions range from conducting market research to
selling loans on the secondary market. Support services include functions needed to
close a loan, such as providing title insurance, verifying borrower income and employ-
ment, and appraising the property. Support services also include activities that attract
prospective home buyers and prepare them for homeownership. These CDC-like activi-
ties range from outreach to the Norwest Mortgage HomeBuyers Club (a full-service in-
tervention providing credit counseling), home-buyer education, and intermediation for
assistance. The fact that Norwest’s staff is drawn directly from its targeted communities
enhances its CDC-like ability to provide consumer-oriented services.

Moreover, Norwest provides such vertically integrated services on a national scale, and
that scale provides the financial underpinning for Norwest’s wide-ranging services. Nor-
west’s large scale of operations allows it to support specialized departments such as
AHUG, technological investments such as the market research databases, and national
programs such as the Norwest Mortgage HomeBuyers Club. Norwest’s size also affords
the ability to offer numerous mortgage products and to participate in hundreds of mort-
gage assistance programs across the country.

Norwest’s size allows it to forge partnerships with other organizations in the mortgage-
lending arena. Perhaps most noteworthy are the partnerships between Norwest and
the GSEs. Because it sells so many mortgages, Norwest enjoys the maximum benefits
that the GSEs are able to give to any lender. The benefits include flexibility in the types
of loans that Norwest can sell to the GSEs and participation in new GSE initiatives.

Another benefit of Norwest’s large-scale lending and servicing activities is its nearly
unparalleled access to individual-level data on borrowers and loan performance. Nor-
west has access to a proprietary database including more than 2.1 million servicing
customers. Only the GSEs have access to databases of similar size. The ability to analyze
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the performance of different loans with different types of consumers in different mar-
ket areas greatly increases Norwest’s ability to develop new products and to approach
new market segments.

Although the numerous advantages that Norwest enjoys because of its size would be
difficult for most mortgage lenders to replicate, other characteristics of Norwest’s lend-
ing activity are more the result of its corporate mentality regarding lending to tradi-
tionally underserved households. Norwest’s size allows it to offer an almost unparal-
leled variety of loan products and to work intensely at underwriting and retaining
loans to a degree that smaller institutions might find difficult to emulate. Norwest’s
practices in the area of outreach to the traditionally underserved community may,
however, be more replicable by small and medium-sized lenders.

Successful outreach begins with viewing affordable lending as a market opportunity
and a highly profitable undertaking, rather than as an unwanted hazard resulting from
CRA requirements:

We are doing this because it is our principal business. We do not believe that this is
something that we “have to do.” We do not believe that this is something that “is just
nice to do.” This is where we make our money. Lending to low- and moderate-income,
ethnic, and first-time home buyers is almost 40 percent of our business. And that’s
not counting immigrant home buyers who[m] we are just starting to track. This is
not a pilot or an initiative for us—it’s where we make our money. (Russell 1998b)

This perspective underpins many of Norwest’s affordable lending activities and is not
a function of the bank’s size, suggesting that many of Norwest’s strategies could be
replicated by a wide spectrum of lenders.

By researching the markets that it intends to penetrate and by staffing retail offices in
those markets with people from the community who speak the language and are famil-
iar with community customs, Norwest makes potential customers feel comfortable in
dealing with an institutional lender. Similarly, by developing relationships with commu-
nity groups, churches, and other local institutions, Norwest gains trust and legitimacy
in the community.

In another form of outreach, Norwest takes advantage of the full range of national,
state, and local programs that write down mortgage costs. Those programs allow lenders
to qualify applicants who would otherwise be unable to achieve homeownership. Once
a mortgage relationship is established, lenders can develop multiple relationships with
those borrowers, thus offering savings and checking accounts, credit cards, student loans,
and other services. Investments in establishing the mortgage lending relationship pay
dividends by providing access to a huge underserved market for other banking services.

In addition to the strategies described above, our contact with Norwest yielded a number
of general recommendations and observations that should be useful for other lenders
seeking to serve traditionally underserved populations.
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Difference between Minority and LMI Populations

A frequent error made by industry and academic commentators on the mortgage mar-
ket is not differentiating between minority and LMI borrowers. Norwest personnel
have very open discussions emphasizing that there are LMI minorities, as well as very
wealthy minorities. Mistakenly treating minority and LMI markets as one entity in
outreach and service delivery can result in missing a sizable portion of the market.

FHA Loans

FHA loans have a shaky history in many traditionally underserved communities, where
unscrupulous lenders steered often marginally prepared loan applicants to such loans.
FHA loans historically have included products with very flexible underwriting, allowing
many households unable to qualify for more stringent products to become homeowners.
But FHA guidelines allowed lenders considerable flexibility in the number of points
they could charge. In many cases, lenders approved applicants for FHA loans that the
applicants were unable to maintain, just to benefit from the points paid up front. That
practice contributed to high levels of default in the FHA program.

One Norwest executive noted that FHA products are among the most competitive in
providing homeownership opportunities to LMI households and households with limit-
ed assets (Russell 1998a). FHA products frequently require less cash up front than do
competitive GSE or portfolio mortgages. Norwest has an internal policy capping the
number of points it charges on any product, including FHA loans.

GSE Development of Mortgage Products

In Norwest’s perspective, the GSEs have a tendency to dictate the terms of new mort-
gage products and underwriting guidelines, rather than working with lenders to gain
their insights as to what new developments might work. According to Norwest person-
nel, the GSEs could benefit from the ground-level understanding that originators have
of their markets. Such insight could supplement the understanding of loan performance
that the GSEs derive from their databases (Russell 1998b).

Appendix

Norwest’s Role in Expanding Mortgage Opportunities 
to Native Americans on Tribal Lands

Native American tribes constitute one of the most economically disadvantaged minori-
ty groups in the United States. It is not uncommon for Native American reservations
to experience both very high unemployment rates and severe housing deficiencies.
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Prospective Native American home buyers on tribal lands confront a daunting list of
barriers to homeownership. In addition to the standard obstacles facing LMI minority
borrowers, such as poor credit and scarce assets, Native Americans encounter a unique
set of impediments to buying and financing homes on reservations.7 These obstacles
include the lack of a housing market, the legal issues associated with foreclosure and
land ownership, and the search for acceptable collateral.8 Because of those obstacles,
very few mortgage loans have been made on reservations.

In recent years, however, a number of federal initiatives have begun to improve the
prospects for mortgage lending to Native Americans. Norwest has quickly taken advan-
tage of this new environment. In many states with large Native American populations,
Norwest employs community development officers, or CDOs (a subset of the community
development sales representatives discussed earlier), who work primarily on mortgage
lending to Native Americans. Norwest’s efforts have put the bank in a leading position
among lenders to Native Americans. This appendix describes some of Norwest’s Native
American lending efforts.

Motivations and Services

Norwest offers mortgage lending to many Native American tribes in numerous states,
but here we focus on its efforts in the southwest United States. The bank is a promi-
nent lender on the reservations of South Dakota, New Mexico, and Arizona. The bank
was singled out for praise by several members of the Navajo Partnership for Housing
(NPH), a nonprofit housing initiative on the Navajo Nation (Barbier 1998; Drake 1998).

Norwest’s Native American lending initiatives are conducted by the bank’s CDOs. These
full-time loan officers have previous experience providing banking to LMI minorities.
For example, the Pierre, SD, CDO previously managed a Norwest Bank on a reservation.
CDOs’ experience allows them to better handle the differences and nuances associated
with lending on reservations. Unlike other Norwest loan officers, CDOs are salaried
employees, which allows them to invest time in developing Native American markets
that do not yet have high loan volumes.

Norwest’s lending to Native Americans focuses on HUD’s Section 184 loan guarantee
program for Native Americans. Under Section 184, HUD provides guarantees on mortgage
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loans to Native Americans on reservation lands. Norwest also offers the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture’s Section 502 rural area loans, which have been approved for use
on tribal lands. Section 502 has the advantage of requiring no down payment, allowing
many more Native Americans to qualify.

Norwest ultimately seeks profits from Native American mortgage lending, making it
different from many lenders that view the Native American market only as a CRA-
mandated requirement. Norwest sees lending to minorities such as Native Americans
as a potential source of growth. In addition, Norwest seeks to help its service area pop-
ulations and is one of the largest banks in many areas with large Native American
populations.

Norwest’s motivations have practical implications. To develop the market, Norwest is
willing to bear the up-front cost of several full-time workers. As a result, Norwest em-
ployees take a far more active role in the mortgage process on reservations than most
other banks’ employees do, and senior management supports their efforts.

The remainder of this appendix analyzes the efforts of two Norwest CDOs. The first,
“CDO1,” works in Santa Fe, NM, and the second, “CDO2,” works in Pierre, SD.

Santa Fe, NM

CDO1 works with Native American tribes throughout New Mexico and Arizona. The
region is the home of the Navajo Nation, the largest Native American reservation in
both population and land area. On the Navajo Nation, CDO1 benefits from the presence
of the NPH, a nonprofit organization that aims to facilitate home buying and mortgage
lending on the reservation. On other tribal lands, however, CDO1 must fill the role
played by NPH, in addition to the role normally taken by a bank.

Because mortgage lending on reservations is so new, CDO1 is involved in a much broad-
er array of issues than are mortgage loan officers in more established market areas.
For example, CDO1 frequently deals with problems surrounding the leasing of land on
reservations. CDO1 commonly serves as a liaison between different parties associated
with lending on reservations. For instance, when HUD and the Navajo Nation’s judi-
ciary staff members were experiencing difficulties regarding some technical aspects of
Section 184 loans, it was CDO1 who arranged a conference call between the two sides
and Norwest’s legal adviser. CDO1 views such unconventional services as a natural
corollary to his mortgage lending tasks.

CDO1 is actively involved in educating Native Americans about the new mortgage
products. When two small New Mexico tribes called to inquire about Section 184 loans,
for example, CDO1 gave them detailed instructions about how to qualify their tribes
for the program. Such informal educational efforts notwithstanding, CDO1 believes
that organized education (particularly home-buyer counseling) is best conducted by the
tribes. Norwest is a strong supporter of the NPH (see case study) and actively seeks to
support similar initiatives by other tribes.
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Because mortgage lending to Native Americans is so new, Norwest assigns no specific
numerical goals for Native American mortgages in New Mexico. CDO1 cites the lack of
a housing market, the lack of exposure of the local Native American populations to the
formal financial arena and homeownership issues, and the difficulty of dealing with
many sovereign governments as the biggest obstacles to large-scale mortgage lending.

Norwest has closed five Section 184 loans on the Navajo Nation, more than any other
lender. In addition, it has funded several housing rehabilitation projects on Pueblo
reservations. The bank further signals its commitment to Navajo lending by retaining
a full-time loan officer on the Navajo Nation. Norwest is the only bank with such an
officer on that reservation.

Pierre, SD

CDO2 is the Norwest community development officer for the Aberdeen region (North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska) and is based in Pierre, SD. The Aberdeen region
is home to many Native American tribes, which constitute a significant minority of the
combined populations of those three states. CDO2, a former Norwest bank branch
manager on a reservation, has devoted himself full-time for the past year and a half
to facilitating mortgages on those reservations.

CDO2’s Norwest branch has closed 18 mortgages to Native Americans on seven of the
nine reservations in South Dakota. In the fledgling field of Native American mortgage
lending, this number represents a considerable achievement; no other bank has closed
even one mortgage on South Dakota reservations.

CDO2 defines his tasks as very similar to CDO1’s. Because of the inchoate nature of
Native American lending, CDO2 will do anything required to move the mortgage process
along and to bring it closer to future profitability for Norwest. For example, CDO2 has
flown to Washington, DC, a number of times to secure a change in one of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) land-lease approval procedures. CDO2 found that one particular
BIA procedure was significantly delaying the mortgage process. He recommended changes
to the procedure that would satisfy BIA concerns while expediting the procedure con-
siderably. With the help of some Norwest executives and South Dakota politicians, BIA
accepted CDO2’s recommended changes.

CDO2 faces considerable obstacles in encouraging mortgage lending to Native Ameri-
cans. In addition to the legal issues associated with lending to Native Americans, he is
offering “a new product to a new market.” As the only CDO in the vast state of South
Dakota, CDO2’s ability to educate prospective home buyers is limited.

To address that problem, Norwest has sought to partner with other local banks and
tribes. Under partnership programs, Norwest offers to train organizations that are
willing to provide services to prospective Native American home buyers. To date, no
banks have partnered with Norwest. Although several tribes have expressed interest
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in a partnership, no full-fledged program has been established. CDO2 stresses the
importance of tribal counseling services. If homeownership is to grow on reservations,
the tribal authorities will have to assist with counseling and information services.

Despite the barriers, CDO2 is “cautiously optimistic” about the future of mortgage
lending to Native American tribes. At present, he feels confident that if a Native Amer-
ican who is “qualified and committed” approaches him, that individual will ultimately
get a mortgage loan. Although the numbers are small and the timetables long, CDO2
feels that Norwest’s commitment to homeownership by Native Americans ultimately
will be rewarded.
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Case Study
People’s Bank1

Location: Bridgeport, CT

Description: Large regional savings bank and the leading residential
lender in Connecticut

Year Founded: 1842

Service Area: New England, with large majority of residential lending in
Connecticut

Accomplishments: Building Foundations—a $200-million initiative comprising
state (e.g., Connecticut Housing Finance Authority [CHFA]),
GSE, and portfolio affordable mortgage financing programs.
In 1998, Building Foundations extended approximately $96
million in affordable mortgage loans and helped create 941
new homeowners.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: CRA objectives are integrated into People’s business plan;

senior officials articulate CRA commitment; staff compensa-
tion is tied to realization of CRA goals; fair lending and
related staff training is provided

Attracting Applicants: Outreach that is to local community groups and churches
and is based on an understanding of differences between
groups (e.g., Jamaicans in Hartford were effectively contact-
ed through social clubs); contact through other means (e.g.,
video banking)

Qualifying Applicants: Offers a variety of counseling programs; participates in
numerous affordable mortgage programs, some of which
exceed GSE parameters (e.g., PMI is waived and interest
rates are reduced from market levels); uses flexible under-
writing, especially with respect to credit; uses multiple
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reviews of mortgage loan applications, including sign-offs by
senior staff members

Retaining Homeowners: Careful monitoring; willingness to participate in workouts
in the case of delinquency; referral to credit counseling as
needed

BACKGROUND

People’s Bank was founded in 1842 as a mutual savings bank in Bridgeport, CT. Since
that time, it has grown into the largest savings bank in New England and the largest
independent financial institution headquartered in Connecticut, with $9.9 billion in
assets at the end of 1998 (People’s Bank 1999a). The bank has 3,900 employees and a
statewide network of 129 branches, of which 44 are full-service branches located in
supermarkets (People’s Bank 1999b).

People’s offers diversified consumer and commercial financial services, including trust,
life insurance, and discount brokerage services. Nationally, the bank is the 19th largest
issuer of MasterCard and Visa credit cards (People’s Bank 1999b).

People’s has a significant market presence in Fairfield County, CT, where more than
half of the households have a relationship with the bank, but its operations are truly
statewide. More than 25 percent of Connecticut households have a relationship with
People’s Bank (People’s Bank 1999b).

Economic and housing indicators for Connecticut and Fairfield County show a chal-
lenging market for traditionally underserved households. Although Connecticut and
Fairfield County have relatively high incomes and low poverty rates, housing costs are
higher and intergroup differences in homeownership rates are larger than for the nation
as a whole (table 1). The median value of owner-occupied housing is quite high, partic-
ularly in Fairfield County ($248,300). Although homeownership rates for all households
are moderately high (65.6 percent in Connecticut and 68.2 percent in Fairfield County),
homeownership rates for black and Hispanic households (31.3 percent and 9.9 percent,
respectively, statewide) lag significantly behind.

People’s Bank captured the largest market share in residential mortgage originations
in Connecticut in 1996, both in number and in dollar volume. In that year, People’s
held more than $2.2 billion in residential mortgage loans in its portfolio, compared
with a little more than $2.1 billion in 1995 and $2.0 billion in 1994. Just under one-
third of People’s interest-earning assets and 42.5 percent of People’s outstanding loans
in 1996 were residential mortgage loans, representing by far the largest component of
its lending portfolio.

People’s Bank offers a wide range of residential mortgage loan products, including con-
ventional fixed-rate loans; jumbo fixed-rate loans; ARMs; and FHA-insured, CHFA–
guaranteed, and VA-guaranteed loans. Mortgage loan applications come through the
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bank’s branch mortgage account officers as well as through the wholesale market. In
1996, retail and wholesale originations totaled $664 million and $225 million, respec-
tively, up from $588 million and $127 million, respectively, in 1995. Approximately 98
percent of the residential mortgage loans originated by People’s during 1996, as well
as approximately 97 percent of the dollar amount of loans in the overall residential
mortgage portfolio at the end of 1996, were secured by properties located in Connecti-
cut.

Residential mortgage loans are originated using standard secondary market applica-
tion and appraisal forms. All loans are subject to underwriting review and approval by
People’s personnel, with the level of staff involved depending on the size of the loan.

People’s strategy in the secondary market is to sell all newly originated fixed-rate con-
forming, jumbo, and FHA residential mortgage loans and, occasionally, adjustable-rate
residential mortgage loans. Most loans are sold on a servicing-retained basis. Sales of
newly originated and portfolio residential mortgage loans totaled $367 million in 1996,
compared with $311 million in 1995, and $474 million in 1994.

STRATEGIES

People’s Bank uses numerous strategies that help to make its residential lending ser-
vices more available to nontraditional consumers (Hylinski, Price, and Williams 1997).
People’s personnel maintain, however, that those efforts are not intended to reach out
to any specific minority group or underserved population. Instead, the strategies are
intended simply to serve all segments of the market.
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Table 1. Key Socioeconomic Indicators for the People’s Bank Market Area, 1990*

Fairfield County, CT Connecticut United States

Population (thousands) 828 3,287 248,710
Black percent 9.9 8.3 12.1
Hispanic percent 8.6 6.2 9.0
Minority percent 20.2 16.2 24.4

Median household income $49,891 $41,721 $30,056
Median family income $57,990 $49,199 $35,225
Percent of families below 4.5 5.0 10.0

poverty line

Homeownership rates
All households 68.2 65.6 64.2
Black households 33.2 31.3 43.4
Hispanic households 29.5 9.9 42.4

Median value of owner-occupied $248,300 $176,700 $79,100
housing

* Data are from the 1990 census. Since 1990, homeownership rates for both African Americans and
Hispanics have increased in both Connecticut and the nation.



Management Strategies

Meeting the residential credit needs of Connecticut’s diverse population is an explicit
priority for People’s Bank. The bank’s strategic plan reflects its commitment to commu-
nity reinvestment. In addition, CRA objectives are incorporated into annual goals for
each business area to ensure that community reinvestment is reflected in the bank’s
overall business plan.

Compensation

At several levels, compensation for personnel connected to mortgage lending is influ-
enced by performance in lending to LMI, minority, and inner-city households (Williams
1997). In addition, People’s Bank has established a special compensation structure for
account officers who make loans primarily in central-city areas. The special compensa-
tion plan is intended to equalize compensation for those originators. It reflects the fact
that mortgage lending to lower-income borrowers tends to be more labor intensive (be-
cause such borrowers often participate in special lending programs requiring additional
documentation) and also tends to generate smaller loans that yield lower commissions
per loan. As part of the compensation plan, central-city mortgage officers are required
to become involved in community housing organizations (e.g., by serving on committees
affiliated with Neighborhood Housing Services).

Staff Training

Branch account officers and others involved in the lending process, such as appraisers
and underwriters, are required to participate in an in-house training program designed
to educate them about fair lending procedures (People’s Bank n.d.c.). The training cov-
ers legal issues, cultural sensitivity, and methods for avoiding discriminatory practices.

Attracting Applicants

Advertising

People’s places its advertisements for financial services in general newspapers, in local
minority newspapers, and on minority radio stations. It uses both English and Spanish
advertisements to reach all market segments.

Interaction with Community Organizations

People’s works extensively with local churches and community groups in many areas
of Connecticut. The bank has found through experience that reaching out to minority
and inner-city communities cannot be accomplished successfully through advertising
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alone. A level of trust and familiarity must be attained, and this goal is best accom-
plished by forming relationships with community leaders, often church officers.

In forming relationships with church pastors and community leaders, People’s person-
nel frequently find that they themselves are being screened. Local leaders are hesitant
to disseminate information about a large lender, such as People’s Bank, without first
determining that the lender is not simply out to make a profit from its constituents.
Effective marketing in underserved communities goes beyond advertising and often
involves persuading local “gatekeepers” of the genuineness of the lending programs
offered.

People’s also finds that reaching out to ethnic communities requires more than a
superficial understanding of the social infrastructure in those communities. For exam-
ple, People’s recently determined that it had a relatively low market share in African-
American lending in Hartford. One reason was that the bank was not very well con-
nected to the Caribbean community. Hartford has one of the highest concentrations of
Jamaicans in the United States. People’s found that sending representatives directly to
Caribbean social clubs produced a better response than its initial strategy of contacting
the Urban League.

Additional Outreach Strategies

People’s pursues a number of strategies that make its services more accessible to people
who might face geographic or time constraints.

Mortgage Calling Officers. People’s employs a large number of mortgage calling officers
who are available by appointment to meet at the customers’ convenience at their homes.
Single parents, dual-income families, and shift workers, in particular, benefit from the
ability to schedule appointments on weekends and in the evenings. Mortgage calling
officers are equipped with laptop computers that allow them to take an application, and
even obtain a credit report, while meeting with the customer. Mortgage calling officers
are expected to be active in their communities.

Supermarket Branches. People’s strategy of establishing full-service bank branches in
supermarkets, with evening and weekend hours, enhances its accessibility. Potential
homeowners are able to complete mortgage applications and speak with counselors in
the convenience of a local supermarket, seven days a week. No longer do they have to
travel to a traditional bank branch during traditional banking hours to apply for a
mortgage.

Video Banking. People’s offers video banking at all its supermarket branches and at
some other branches as well. Customers can receive mortgage counseling by video at
those branches. The bank will soon offer the ability to complete mortgage loan applica-
tions over video. Mortgage customers, as a result, will be able to bypass waiting in line
to see someone face to face and will be able to interact directly, through a computer
screen, with a mortgage expert at the Call Center at People’s headquarters in Bridge-
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port. Using state-of-the-art computer and video technology, the customer and the expert
will see each other on their computer screens and will interact in real time through
cameras and microphones attached to their respective computers.

The mortgage expert will talk the applicants through the application process and help
them determine which special mortgage loan programs they might qualify for and what
size mortgage loan they might be able to secure. Following counseling (see next section),
customers are currently referred to branch staff members or mortgage account officers.
In the future, after they complete the application over the video link, the loan applicants
will receive, through a printer located on-site, documentation of the mortgage application.

Qualifying Applicants

Homeownership Education Programs

People’s has three different types of education programs that it provides to potential
mortgage loan applicants. In addition, the bank refers some home seekers to the home-
ownership counseling services of ACORN.

Home Study Course. This course comprises six sessions that are structured in tandem
with the workbook “A Dollars and Sense Guide to Homeownership” and an accompany-
ing audio tape (People’s Bank n.d.a.). Progress is self-paced and self-monitored, but the
course generally takes at least four or five hours to finish. Participants are encouraged
to break the course up into different time slots on different days to facilitate compre-
hension and retention of information.

The home study course is an outgrowth of a 12-hour classroom format, initially estab-
lished in 1990. The bank found that the original extensive in-class obligation was diffi-
cult for many households to meet, especially two-income and single-parent families.
The home study format was a response to the need for flexibility.

Participants are required to submit their review exercise worksheets to the buyer edu-
cation coordinator prior to mortgage commitment. Once the coordinator approves the
worksheets, the participant is mailed a “First-Time Buyer’s Mortgage Program Certifi-
cate of Eligibility.” The certificate is used for verification by a mortgage insurance com-
pany and for participation in the Fannie Mae Community Home Buyer’s program and
the Freddie Mac Affordable Gold Mortgage program.

Classroom Training Sessions. The bank offers three three-hour sessions or four two-hour
sessions of classroom training under its Unlocking the Possibilities of Home Ownership
program. These sessions often include discussions by an outside expert, such as a rep-
resentative from the local utility company, who will explain how to make a new home
more energy efficient.

Landlord Guidebook. People’s offers a home study course for potential mortgage loan
applicants interested in purchasing two- to four-unit properties they intend to live in,
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while renting out the additional units (People’s Bank n.d.b.). The course aims to prepare
the new homeowner/landlord for some of the problems he or she will face, including the
selection of tenants, the rental agreement, the landlord/tenant relationship, and the
cost of being a landlord. This manual is not intended for potential applicants interested
in purchasing larger rental properties or properties that will not be owner-occupied as
well as rented.

Special Lending Programs

People’s Bank participates in a number of mortgage programs that maximize the home-
buying capacity of traditionally underserved populations. The umbrella name for these
many programs is the Building Foundations Affordable Lending Initiative. People’s
launched Building Foundations in 1998, with the goal of creating 2,000 new homeown-
ers by 2000. Building Foundations includes numerous loans conforming to the GSEs’
affordable programs (e.g., Fannie Mae’s Community Home Buyer’s and Freddie Mac’s
Affordable Gold), as well as loans insured by the FHA. In 1998, People’s made loans
worth $24.3 million and assisted 212 Connecticut families to purchase homes using
Affordable 95, Affordable 3/2, Affordable 97, and other GSE-conforming mortgages. In
that same year, People’s closed 122 FHA-insured mortgages totaling $12.1 million (Peo-
ple’s Bank 1998).

Building Foundations includes in-house, first-time home-buyer programs and mortgages
granted in partnership with the State of Connecticut and others. We will illustrate
some of the more prominent offerings next.

Community Lending Fund/CRA Loan Pool. In 1993, People’s initiated a $25 million
Community Lending Fund for residential mortgage loans to LMI borrowers using non-
traditional underwriting procedures. The program allowed expanded debt-to-income
ratios and a 95-percent LTV ratio without PMI. (The GSEs require PMI.) People’s also
provided extra flexibility in terms of interest rates and loan fees to facilitate homeown-
ership opportunities.

By the end of 1995, all the initial funds for the program had been loaned, and People’s
had replenished the fund with an additional $25 million. By the end of 1996, the pro-
gram had made 489 loans with a total value of $37.8 million. Approximately 90 of those
mortgages were made through the ACORN first-time home-buyer program.2 People’s
deemed the program successful and added an additional $25 million in 1997 for a total
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commitment of $75 million (People’s Bank 1998). In 1998, People’s closed 83 loans
(totaling $7.6 million) from what it now terms its CRA loan pool.

In 1998, the bank added the People’s Affordable Mortgage (PAM) to the CRA loan pool.
Aimed at LMI census tracts, central cities, targeted urban communities, or high minor-
ity census tracts, the PAM offers interest rate discounts, significantly reduced closing
costs, and other flexibilities to foster homeownership. In 1998, PAMs enabled 67 LMI
families to purchase their first home (People’s Bank 1998).

Affordable Homeownership Programs for Central-City Employees. In 1995, People’s Bank
established seven mortgage programs for municipal employees in the cities of Bridge-
port, Danbury, Hartford, New Haven, Norwalk, Stamford, and Waterbury. Since then,
the program has expanded to include 10 cities, with the addition of Norwich, Middle-
town, and Meriden. Those cities have experienced either declining population, distressed
neighborhoods, or high-cost housing. Such mortgage programs are intended to make
homeownership attainment both possible and attractive for municipal employees in the
cities where they work.

Under the program, fees are waived on applications, documentation, and appraisals.
Participants receive a one-half point discount on commitment fees, reduced interest
rates on no-point ARMs, discounts on appliances and security systems, fee-free credit
cards from People’s Bank, free checking accounts, and discounts on safe deposit box
rentals.

Participating cities leverage the People’s Bank program with their own affordable home-
ownership programs that provide low-interest loans for down payments and closing
costs, as well as rehabilitation loans for housing that needs significant repairs, weath-
erization, or paint. The program is marketed with home-buyer education sessions and
marketing materials at no cost to the municipality. In 1995, the first year of operation,
approximately 100 employees took advantage of the program either to purchase new
homes or to refinance existing homes. In 1996, the bank made $11.7 million in low-cost
mortgages to 133 municipal employees. In 1998, volume under this program grew to
$15.7 million, and 143 municipal employees received low-cost mortgages.

In 1997, the bank began to expand the municipal employee program to other central-
city employees, such as those working in city hospitals, utilities, and universities. A
companion affinity employer program was also started.3 Volume from those two initia-
tives totaled $23 million in low-cost mortgages in 1998, which enabled 180 employees,
working at places such as Yale New Haven hospital, to become homeowners.

Connecticut Housing Finance Authority. CHFA offers a number of programs designed
to facilitate first-time homeownership among lower-income households, and People’s
has participated in many of the programs.
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1. Affordable Home Ownership Program. This program allows qualified borrowers to
purchase existing one- to four-unit detached homes, existing or newly constructed
condominiums, or new or proposed single-family dwellings. Program mortgages are
for 30 years at a fixed rate and use credit enhancements from the FHA, VA, or pri-
vate insurers. CHFA sets purchase price limits, which vary according to property
location. Borrowers with income at or below 80 percent of the area median income
may borrow money for closing costs if they have inadequate savings.

In this program, the role of People’s is to close and service the mortgage loans
financed by CHFA. In 1995, People’s closed $42 million in mortgage loans for 478
households; in 1996, it closed $43.2 million in loans for 409 households; in 1998, it
closed $35 million in CHFA loans for 395 households.

2. Public Housing Program. This program is aimed at prospective homeowners cur-
rently living in public housing. Using CHFA funds, this program provides a first or
second mortgage for up to 100 percent of a home’s purchase price at below-market
interest rates. Participants must complete a prepurchase counseling session with a
recommended counseling agency. People’s has participated in this program for the
past six years.

3. Down Payment Assistance Program. Also aimed at first-time home buyers (or borrow-
ers who have not owned a home in the past three years), this program provides 30-
year fixed-rate mortgage loans with interest rates of between 1 percent and 6 per-
cent. Eligible properties include one- to four-family homes, condominiums, and units
in planned-unit developments. The properties must be located in CHFA-designated
communities.

Under this program, borrowers must have a reserve of $3,000 in liquid assets after
making the down payment. On three- or four-family properties, the borrower must
have a reserve of three months of mortgage payments in lieu of the $3,000. If the
borrower has a family income at or below 80 percent of the area median and has
not saved sufficient funds, he or she may borrow the down payment and closing
costs. In 1996, People’s Bank assisted more than 103 families in securing $421,000
worth of CHFA Down Payment Assistance Program financing. In 1998, 193 families
secured $973,000 in down payment assistance monies.

Underwriting Standards

People’s maintains flexible underwriting standards in areas such as the following:

Credit History. While the secondary market generally accepts nontraditional credit
qualifications only when formal credit records are not available, not when formal cred-
it ratings are bad, People’s is more flexible on incorporating nontraditional credit infor-
mation. For instance, six months of steady rent payments will offset credit blemishes
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in a credit bureau report. One interesting strategy used by the bank is to request pay-
ment information from previous landlords rather than from current landlords. If an
applicant is creditworthy, the current landlord may be inclined to try to keep him or
her as a tenant, and may be less likely to support the move toward homeownership.

People’s underscores the importance of flexibility in credit underwriting for tradition-
ally underserved populations, because poor credit—especially as measured by credit
bureau reports and FICO scores—has historically been a major barrier to homeowner-
ship for this group.

Employment History. Reflecting changes in GSE underwriting procedures, People’s con-
siders income stability to be more important than longevity in a particular job. The
bank’s rule of thumb is that an applicant should be able to document a consistent level
of income over a 24-month period, even though the source of that income may vary over
the period. Such an approach helps people working several part-time jobs to qualify for
homeownership.

In-House Appraisal Staff. People’s recognizes the hazards of inaccurate appraisals that
undermine property values and constitute a special problem in inner-city neighborhoods.
To address this issue, People’s uses a combination of in-house appraisers who are famil-
iar with the housing market in which they work and outside fee appraisers who are
similarly knowledgeable.

People’s personnel also support the GSEs’ use of “appropriate for the area” criteria in
appraising property, as opposed to minimum value. This flexible standard allows under-
writers to acknowledge the different characteristics of different market areas.

Multiple Reviews of Mortgage Loan Applications. No mortgage loan application can be
rejected at People’s without a signature from someone at the vice president level. Such
a restriction ensures at least two reviews of any application that is rejected. A special
review committee also examines applications by LMI and minority home seekers denied
by the first two reviews.

Furthermore, on a quarterly basis, a senior vice president meets with a loan review
committee (consisting of bank directors) to review in detail all rejections of minority
loans, regardless of income. The review is recorded in the meeting minutes and can be
scrutinized by the bank’s regulators. Partly on the basis of the thoroughness of this re-
view process, People’s has made a number of “risk-share” loans, where People’s absorbs
part of the risk and a private mortgage insurer absorbs the rest.

Training on GSE Underwriting Standards. People’s regularly trains its underwriting
staff members on underwriting standards, so that they can understand and apply the
discretion provided by the GSEs. Continued training is important because standards
are shifting.
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Retaining Homeowners

People’s is careful to counsel new home buyers before the mortgage loan is closed about
the financial obligations of homeownership. When problems occur during the repayment
period, People’s has several strategies for working with borrowers who face financial
difficulties.

Mortgage Loan Workouts

Since 1988, People’s has participated in thousands of workouts (an estimated $600 mil-
lion worth) for situations in which mortgagors have become unable to meet their repay-
ment contracts. Loan officers recognize the importance of catching such problem loans
as early as possible. They repeatedly emphasize to borrowers the impact of late fees;
they point out that the effective interest rate climbs by several percentage points if
late fees are assessed.

People’s uses several strategies to keep loans performing, including modifying the inter-
est rate or stretching out the payment schedule. Such strategies are not new at People’s.
The bank had a long moratorium on payments during the depression of the 1930s.

Credit Counseling

The Residential Lending Department at People’s provides customer credit counseling
services, which are intended to assist existing customers in budget management and
debt restructuring in the event of job loss or extreme hardship. During 1996, this pro-
gram assisted 484 customers and restructured loans in the amount of $57.4 million.
People’s works closely with an independent, nonprofit counseling organization, Con-
necticut Consumer Counseling (CCC). Everyone who completes the bank’s classroom
education program, Unlocking the Possibilities of Home Ownership, is given a coupon
for free CCC services.

DISCUSSION

People’s breadth of services, outreach to the community, subsidized loan programs, and
willingness to work with borrowers in need of assistance during the payment period
all indicate a commitment to do more than just meet the minimum requirements of
regulators. The bank increased its affordable mortgage pool from $25 million to $75
million, and its Building Foundations program is solidly launched. In 1998, the Build-
ing Foundations initiative extended approximately $96.4 million in affordable mortgage
financing and helped create 941 new homeowners. In myriad ways, People’s Bank has
committed its resources to meeting community credit needs. The bank’s recent CRA
statement outlines many of these housing-related efforts. For example, People’s Bank
has committed $5 million to a pooled loan fund (the Connecticut Preservation Loan
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Fund) to provide construction financing for developers of one- to four-family homes in
economically distressed communities. People’s Bank has also committed $1 million to a
Home Improvement Loan program operated in partnership with the Connecticut Hous-
ing Investment Fund.

According to officers at People’s, the most important aspect in qualifying traditionally
underserved loan applicants is flexibility in evaluating credit. Along with meeting
credit requirements, the down payment constraint is recognized as a high hurdle for
many traditionally underserved applicants. The use of alternative credit criteria and
mortgage loan programs that accept low down payments (or outside down payment
assistance) is a replicable strategy for addressing such problems.

People’s officers view the secondary market, particularly Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
as sometimes constraining the extension of mortgages to traditionally underserved
households. Those GSEs do not buy loans beneath a certain credit-score threshold and
do not allow for risk-based pricing. People’s also voices concern that the GSEs’ increas-
ing use of supposedly objective credit scoring will disproportionately prevent minority
and LMI households from securing a home mortgage.

Most of People’s programs appear to be replicable, assuming minor changes for the
local context. However, trying to replicate the programs in total could be difficult for
smaller lenders. Some programs, such as in-house homeownership counseling, video
banking, and the Community Lending Fund, are possible only for large institutions.
People’s investment of $75 million in the Community Lending Fund/CRA Loan Pool,
for instance, is greater than the total assets of many smaller financial institutions.
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Case Study
Berean Federal Savings Bank1

Location: Philadelphia

Description: Oldest minority-owned and -operated thrift institution in the
United States, focusing on single-family mortgage lending

Year Founded: 1888

Service Area: West Philadelphia

Accomplishments: Almost all of Berean’s mortgage lending is to West Philadel-
phia residents. About 95 percent of mortgages are granted to
minority borrowers and about 50 percent to LMI borrowers.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Expanding relationships with secondary market and larger

lenders

Attracting Applicants: Emphasizes minority heritage; networks with local real
estate agents; generates applications from its predominantly
minority employees

Qualifying Applicants: Allows very flexible credit, employment, and property under-
writing; extends mortgages with debt and other ratios often
exceeding parameters of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac re-
quirements; participates in special lending programs

Retaining Homeowners: Quick, personal, and flexible response to delinquency

Other: 1. Berean encounters frequent errors with formal credit
reports.

2. In audits by financial regulators, Berean is penalized 
for its emphasis on granting modest-sized, inner-city
mortgages.
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1 An earlier version of this case study was published in Listokin et al. (1998).



BACKGROUND

Berean Savings Association was chartered by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
1888, making Berean Federal Savings Bank the oldest minority-owned and -operated
thrift institution in the United States. The Reverend Matthew Anderson, pastor of
Berean Presbyterian Church in North Philadelphia, founded the association with a
group of citizens to help meet housing credit needs of the minority population in Phila-
delphia (Berean Savings Association 1988). Berean’s first mortgage was granted in 1888.

In 1934, Berean joined the Federal Home Loan Bank System and, beginning in 1941,
obtained insurance for its accounts from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration. That same year, Berean moved into its first full-scale office at 52nd and Arch
Streets in West Philadelphia, and was renamed the Berean Savings and Loan Associa-
tion. (It was renamed Berean Federal Savings Bank in 1991.) In 1975, Berean moved
to its current main office at 52nd and Chestnut Streets, also in West Philadelphia.

Although Berean’s official market area includes all of Philadelphia, its efforts are tar-
geted mainly at West Philadelphia, which was first developed as a bedroom community
for the city of Philadelphia. It remains very much a residential area, although its char-
acter changed substantially during the 20th century.

West Philadelphia’s population peaked at about 328,000 in 1950. By 1990, its popula-
tion had declined by 33 percent to about 220,000. Of this total population, 72.0 percent
was African American and 76.0 percent was nonwhite, compared with 39.9 percent and
46.5 percent, respectively, for the city of Philadelphia as a whole (table 1). The West
Philadelphia population has, on average, a lower income than the population of Phila-
delphia, and its housing is of lower value.

Most of West Philadelphia’s housing was developed between 1910 and 1940, following
the construction of the Market–Frankford elevated train line through the area. This
period was marked by rapid urbanization in West Philadelphia; large areas were built
up, predominantly with row housing designed for middle-class families (Philadelphia
Planning Commission 1994).

Thus, West Philadelphia is characterized today by an aging housing stock, a majority
African-American population with relatively low income, a low homeownership rate,
and owner-occupied housing with a low average value. It is in this context that Berean
Federal Savings Bank serves the financial needs of neighborhood residents and helps
households that are trying to attain homeownership.

By almost every measure, Berean is small. Its physical presence is marked by its main
office (a modest one-story building with an administrative annex two doors up the street),
an ATM at the same site (installed December 1996), and a branch office some 20 blocks
away with one ATM.

At the end of March 1997, Berean had total assets of $41,613,000, of which $30,339,000
was in residential mortgages. Mortgages totaling $28,765,000 were on properties with
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one to four dwellings. The bank closed $3 million in mortgage loans in 1994, $10.5 mil-
lion in 1995, and $8.3 million in 1996. Of those loans, 95 percent went to minority bor-
rowers, and at least 50 percent was to LMI borrowers. True to its community-based
identity, 95 percent of the bank’s mortgage loans are to West Philadelphia residents.

Berean’s cost per closed loan is approximately 8.5 percent of the purchase price. Most
loans are kept in portfolio.

At the end of March 1997, Berean had $38,777,000 in total liabilities, of which
$28,229,000 represented deposit accounts with balances of less than $100,000. The
average balance in those accounts was only $3,167. About $10 million of the accounts
were passbook savings accounts. Clearly, Berean does business primarily with working-
class families and individuals.

Berean’s asset performance lags behind the median for its peer institutions.2 As of June
1997, 1.3 percent of Berean’s one- to four-unit residential mortgages was between 30
and 89 days past due and still accruing, compared with a median of 1.85 percent for its
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Table 1. Key Socioeconomic Indicators for the Berean Federal Savings
Bank Market Area and the City of Philadelphia, 1990

City of
West Philadelphia Philadelphia

Population 219,713 1,585,577
Black percent 72.0% 39.9%
Hispanic percent 1.4% 5.6%
Nonwhite percent 76.0% 46.5%
Median household income $20,918 $24,603
Median family income $26,020 $30,140
Percent of families below 18.2% 16.1%

poverty level
Percent of households headed 26.9% 28.8%

by single mothers
Total occupied housing units 83,735 603,075
Percent of housing

(a) Owner-occupied 51.8% 61.9%
(b) Overcrowded (>1 person per room) 4.9% 4.5%

Structural problems 58,683 219,519
Units with black householder 57.4% 56.7%

owner-occupied
Median value of owner-occupied $32,165 $49,400

housing

Source: 1990 census data.

2 The Office of Thrift Supervision compares Berean’s asset performance with that of other thrift institutions
with assets of less than $50 million.



peer institutions. However, 2.84 percent of Berean’s one- to four-unit residential mort-
gages either was past due by 90 days or more or was nonaccruing. That percentage is
considerably higher than the 0.93 percent median for peer institutions. Although non-
mortgage loans make up a small portion (less than 5 percent) of Berean’s asset portfolio,
it is worth noting that 30.24 percent of these nonmortgage loans was also considered
nonperforming, whereas only 0.46 percent was considered nonperforming at Berean’s
peer institutions.

Although Berean’s asset performance has lagged behind that of its peers, such figures
must be taken in the context of the bank’s service area and population. In 1995, for
example, Berean was rated a five-star financial institution by Bauer Financial Group
(Bank Ratings 1995)—the highest possible rating—indicating Berean’s fiscal strength.
Also in 1995, Berean received the “1995 Best Business of the Year” award from the
African-American Chamber of Commerce. In 1996, Berean was approved by Fannie
Mae to sell mortgages to that secondary market institution (Berean Federal Savings
Bank 1996). Berean has also grown rapidly, with assets increasing approximately 25
percent from 1995 to 1996. It continues to grow; Berean’s total assets as of the end of
1998 amounted to $54 million, up from $42 million in 1997 (Miller 1999). Berean is
recognized among its peers in the banking world and in the business arena as a
strong, community-oriented financial institution.

STRATEGIES

Berean stands apart from larger regional or national institutions in that it does not
have specific strategies to expand lending to traditionally underserved populations.
Virtually all of its loans already go to minority and lower-income households. However,
it has adopted a number of strategies to increase the flow of credit to West Philadel-
phia and to better serve the mortgage credit needs of its customers. Those strategies
are described next.

Management Strategies

Attracting Low-Cost Funds

One of the major obstacles that Berean faces is access to low-cost funds. As a mutual
savings bank, its access to funds is primarily through investors. In addition to receiving
deposits from neighborhood residents, who are the bank’s primary customers, Berean
has successfully attracted investments from institutions that provide funds through
the purchase of CDs. Berean has pursued correspondent bank relationships with other
institutions, in which it acts as an agent for those institutions by using their funds to
make loans. With each relationship, Berean benefits from increased access to funds
with which to make mortgage loans, while the investors benefit, in some cases, from
CRA credits.
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Institutional Investors

Berean is beginning to benefit from institutional investment. Fannie Mae placed
$500,000 with Berean, using funds dedicated to equity investments. Because Berean
was a mutual bank and had no way to receive an equity investment, Fannie Mae pur-
chased a CD at a slightly below-market interest rate.

Prime Bank recently deposited $300,000 with Berean as part of a working partnership
arrangement, accepting an interest rate 10 to 15 basis points below the market rate.
With this partnership, Berean benefits from increased deposits and an improved mar-
gin because of the below-market rate charged on the deposits. Prime receives credits
toward its CRA rating.

The Sara Lee Corporation has a program under which it obtains lines of credit from
small minority-owned banks in exchange for paying credit-line fees and placing deposits
with the banks. Berean participates in the Sara Lee program and has a similar arrange-
ment with the U.S. Department of Energy.

Public-Sector Investment

The City of Philadelphia has deposited funds with Berean but insists on a high market
rate of return because of legislative requirements. Berean gladly accepts the municipal
deposits but notes that it could do much more with the money if the city accepted a
slightly below-market return. Berean also receives deposits from the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.

One problem with all public-sector deposits, however, is the requirement that collateral
be issued against the investments. Some depositors will take only Treasury bonds as
collateral. That restriction reduces the liquidity of the bank’s funds. The benefits of the
public deposits are further reduced because the bank has to pay top rates for the funds
and receives only a small return on its investments in Treasury bonds.

Correspondent Banking

Berean discussed forming a correspondent bank relationship with a multibillion-dollar
lender from regional Pennsylvania, which essentially would allow the regional lender
to make mortgage and other loans in the West Philadelphia area through Berean,
instead of having to open a separate branch in the area. The regional lender would,
therefore, fulfill its obligations to meet the community credit needs of its market area
in a more efficient manner.

Although that particular correspondent arrangement was not consummated, Berean
sees such relationships in a very positive light and hopes that a similar arrangement
could be realized in the future. Berean would benefit from the increased access to funds,
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as well as the expertise that the larger financial institution might be able to provide in
many situations. If a depositor approached Berean for a loan to purchase a boat, for
example, no one on staff at Berean would know how to make such a loan. A regional
lender could provide the expertise because it has experience in a broad lending arena.

Conversely, Berean can provide a regional lender with the obvious benefit of CRA cred-
its. Additionally, Berean has expertise in making certain types of loans that a regional
lender may not be accustomed to making, namely loans to lower-income borrowers that
require flexible underwriting standards. Such a partnership can work to the benefit of
both Berean and a regional lender, while at the same time increasing the flow of credit
to West Philadelphia.

Outreach to the Secondary Market

In addition to receiving below-market deposits from Fannie Mae, Berean benefits from
the liquidity provided by access to the secondary mortgage market that Fannie Mae
facilitates. Obtaining Fannie Mae’s approval was no easy process, however. It took eight
Berean staff members, working over a four-month period, to do the first loan sale to
Fannie Mae. The staff members had to examine 330 mortgage loan files to find 61 loans
that could be sold to Fannie Mae. Although the process was time-consuming, Berean
benefited from the effort. The Fannie Mae approval process added about $15,000 to the
bank’s expenses for the year, while the sale of 61 loans generated additional revenues
of $90,000.

The bank is now set up to pass through conforming loans on a loan-by-loan basis, so
additional costs should be lower. Berean should be able to make more mortgage loans
in the community because its funds can be replenished by selling loans on the sec-
ondary market.

Subprime Secondary Market Buyers

Three subprime retailers have agreed to buy nonconforming loans from Berean. Those
retailers do not require PMI on high LTV loans, as Fannie Mae does, but they do charge
a higher premium on the loan purchase. Sometimes the premium is more than the cost
of PMI. Still, the subprime retailers have proved useful in moving nonconforming mort-
gages, purchasing 12 loans from Berean during 1996.

Staff Training

Berean is currently developing a formal training program, which consists primarily
of programs offered by Fannie Mae because Berean’s underwriting process is moving
toward automation using both Desktop Underwriter and Desktop Trader (software
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developed by Fannie Mae). In addition, Berean staff members attend conferences to
better understand how other mortgage market actors function and how Berean fits
into the mortgage market environment.

Less formally, Berean’s management values the idea of learning by exposure. Accord-
ing to the philosophy of the vice president of the lending department (albeit not formal
Berean policy), personnel should not be allowed to make loans until they have first
made collections on a few delinquent loans. In an extension of this philosophy that
increases accountability, if a loan payment is late at Berean, the person who made the
loan is the one who calls the borrower to find out why. Such practices allow lending
officers to better understand the process of mortgage loan maintenance beyond the
one-time occurrence of mortgage loan closing.

Attracting Applicants

Advertising

Berean emphasizes its role as a community-based bank for African Americans. All of
its advertising is in community and black-owned newspapers and radio stations. The
advertising campaigns primarily target deposits, not loans. Berean finds that loan
applications come naturally from existing customers, who are rewarded for extending
their relationships with Berean. Mortgagors who have accounts with the bank can re-
ceive a quarter-point discount if they have their mortgage loan payments auto-debited.

Networking with Local Real Estate Agents

West Philadelphia has a number of small, family-owned real estate firms that do busi-
ness in the Berean market area. The bank has cultivated relationships with a number
of those firms. Such relationships have allowed real estate agents to become better
educated about the lending process and, at the same time, have provided Berean with
mortgage loan applicants. The education process provides an environment in which the
real estate agents can take on some responsibilities for explaining the obligations of
homeownership and mortgage loans to customers and can help potential homeowners
clean up their credit reports.

Real estate agents earn profits only when houses they broker go to closing. Educated,
experienced agents realize that there is a continuum of potential homeowners, some of
whom are easily accommodated by conventional lenders and some of whom require a
more flexible relationship in which community lenders such as Berean specialize. The
experienced agents realize also that referring unqualified potential homeowners to banks
for mortgage applications is a drain on the resources of all concerned. Everyone benefits
when real estate agents recognize how best to help potential homeowners work through
the financing process.
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Generating Applications through Minority Employees

Berean recruits mortgage applicants through its minority employees. (Of its 27 employ-
ees, all but two are African American.) Yet Berean has encountered some difficulty in
recruiting mortgage applicants through employee outreach. In some cases, for instance,
recruited applicants are unable to qualify for a mortgage loan. This circumstance can
create an awkward situation between Berean and the employee as well as between the
employee and his or her acquaintances/recruits.

Qualifying Applicants

In general, the biggest difficulties Berean encounters in qualifying applicants for loans
are (1) poor credit history, (2) no credit history, and (3) problems meeting the down pay-
ment requirements. Many programs run by government agencies and the GSEs focus on
assisting borrowers with the down payment requirement. However, many borrowers—
especially borrowers with low or moderate income—have questionable or nonexistent
credit histories. Berean serves a market area in which many applicants have difficulty
meeting the prescribed norms of acceptable credit. To meet the credit needs of those
applicants, Berean has developed an extremely flexible stance toward mortgage loan
underwriting.

Flexible Underwriting

Recognizing the needs of their customers, Berean’s underwriters allow debt-to-income
ratios that are above industry standards. The underwriters assume that households
with lower incomes are often accustomed to paying a higher percentage of that income
for housing. Generally, Berean’s underwriters balk only when the total debt-to-income
ratio is well over 40 percent.

Berean takes a flexible view of what type of income to include in its income ratios. Gen-
erally, all forms of income are viewed as valid. In fact, roughly one-fourth of Berean’s
applicants receive some form of public assistance, often in the form of Social Security.
Public assistance income is more frequent among older than younger households.

Berean finds that the greatest difficulty in working with applicants who depend on
public assistance income is dealing with government bureaucracies. Although determin-
ing the amount of public assistance an applicant receives is rarely problematic, the bank
frequently has difficulty finding someone in government who can say how long the ap-
plicant will be eligible for the public assistance income.

Berean has no minimum mortgage loan amount. Because the median value of owner-
occupied housing units in West Philadelphia was only $32,000 in 1990, the absence of
a minimum is a necessary component of any mortgage lending program for this com-
munity. Berean’s average mortgage loan amount was about $35,000 as of the early to
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mid-1990s. While that number has increased over time (to $47,180 as of the end of 1998),
loan amounts remain modest (Miller 1999).

In keeping with its policy of flexible standards, Berean places little faith in formal cred-
it reports. Credit reports are frequently incorrect or outdated, especially the reports for
LMI individuals, who often have little time and energy to expend resolving incorrect
entries. Such individuals often work two or more jobs, while maintaining a household
with children. To expect those people to negotiate the credit reporting system on top of
their other responsibilities seems unreasonable to Berean staff members.

Mortgage underwriters at Berean are allowed 10 “discretionary” loans a year (i.e., they
are allowed to follow their impression of the applicant and to ignore what the paper
record indicates). Policies such as this one make it understandably difficult for Berean
to sell some of its loans to the secondary market. But standardized underwriting poli-
cies are seen only as broad guidelines at Berean. The bank’s policy is to serve the local
population, which is not well served by the credit reporting industry or by the formal
employment market. As a result, Berean makes loans to applicants who would be
screened out by more rigid credit history requirements. Depending on the particular
situation, the bank is even willing to make loans to people with severe credit blemishes
or criminal records.

While the above philosophy remains, Berean has tightened some of its procedures with
the advent of new bank officers (Griffin 2000). Thus, the 10-discretionary-loan policy
was recently revamped so that mortgage approvals now require two signatures (e.g., by
the loan officer and the chairman of the loan committee). Yet, loan underwriting remains
flexible at Berean so that neighborhood mortgage applicants can be accommodated.

Berean has just started a quality assurance program, which includes formalized multiple-
review procedures (Griffin 2000). Previously, the bank had an informal process by which
an applicant who was denied a loan could appeal the decision to the reviewer’s supervi-
sor. While such reviews had resulted in decision reversals in the past, Berean wanted a
more formal oversight system.

Berean has no minimum property standards. The bank tries to focus on identifying
problems with a particular property that should be fixed before closing so that the
buyer receives a “livable” property. However, the bank must weigh even this considera-
tion against the financial concerns of the borrower. Because paying for formal building
inspections can constitute a real hardship for LMI borrowers, sometimes such a step is
avoided.

Because of the nature of the West Philadelphia area, Berean focuses on the value and
merits of particular properties rather than on the block or neighborhood in which they
are located. Many areas of West Philadelphia have extensive inventories of abandoned
buildings or vacant land. Zeroing in on the property rather than the block allows home
buyers to acquire property in areas where more rigid lenders would hesitate to extend
funding.
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Counseling Programs

Berean does not offer a counseling program of its own, aside from a one-hour session
before closing. The Philadelphia chapter of ACORN, however, runs a homeownership
counseling program in conjunction with the city of Philadelphia. Potential homeowners
completing ACORN’s counseling program are eligible for grants of up to $2,000 from
the city to cover mortgage closing costs. Berean encourages mortgage applicants to
participate in this counseling program so they can take advantage of the grant program.

Special Lending Programs

Several years ago, Berean began participating in a special employee benefit program
offered by the University of Pennsylvania, which established a $50 million fund to guar-
antee home purchases by its employees at 105 percent of the purchase price. Through
this program, university employees are able to borrow 5 percent more than the amount
needed to purchase their new homes. Such extra cash is particularly useful in situations
in which rehabilitation is necessary.

The program is a boon for Berean because the University of Pennsylvania is located
in West Philadelphia and the associated loans are virtually risk-free. However, such
loans are difficult to sell on the secondary market. From the outset, they represent a
negative-equity situation, in which the principal of the loan is greater than the prop-
erty value. Nonetheless, Berean keeps these loans in its portfolio as a low-risk source
of interest income. Berean has made $6 million in loans through this program over
the past two years.

Retaining Homeowners

Berean emphasizes communication in its relationships with mortgagors. It is in the
interest of both the bank and the mortgagor to deal with problems promptly as they
arise, instead of allowing them to compound. When job loss or other factors cause a
mortgagor to miss a payment, the mortgagor is encouraged to contact the bank imme-
diately to make arrangements for repayment.

Contacting Delinquent Mortgagors

As mentioned earlier, the person who has the final say in approving a loan at Berean
is the person who contacts the borrower when a payment is late. The idea is to inter-
vene before a payment becomes 30 days past due and to work out a solution that will
benefit both the borrower and Berean.
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In cases in which loans become more than 60 days past due, loan officers make an
effort to obtain information from a common contact. For instance, if someone from a
church has referred a borrower to Berean, bank officers may contact the pastor of the
church to determine if special circumstances or problems affect the borrower. Such
information can help the bank work with the delinquent borrower.

Willingness to Alter Loan Terms

In some cases, Berean will agree to a temporary arrangement whereby the mortgagor
will make principal-only payments until he or she is able to resume the original pay-
ment schedule. Sometimes the bank will extend the loan period to reduce payments to
an affordable level. Although such practices reduce Berean’s immediate interest income,
the bank generally benefits in the long run by reducing the incidence of foreclosure.
Moreover, the mortgagor is able to remain in his or her home.

DISCUSSION

Conversations with Berean executives suggest that the keys to successfully meeting
the mortgage credit needs of traditionally underserved households are flexibility and
communication. At the same time, meeting specialized credit needs is not as lucrative
for the lender as are the mortgage activities of institutions that operate in more afflu-
ent markets.

With an average mortgage loan size of just $35,000, compared with the industry aver-
age of $105,000, Berean receives a much smaller return on each loan. At the same time,
because of the flexibility required for operating in the inner-city market, the costs per
closed mortgage loan are significantly higher than at institutions operating in other
markets. “Making the numbers work” is a fine art at Berean.

One way the bank keeps costs down is by paying its employees less (Turner 1995). As
one bank officer put it, part of the compensation is “psychic income” (i.e., being able to
feel good about the work you do). Such an attitude about serving the inner-city com-
munity is accepted in the nonprofit sector but is not so commonly ascribed to banking.

Another way the bank keeps costs down is by aggressively seeking lower-cost funds. As
mentioned earlier, Berean receives deposits at a below-market interest rate from Fannie
Mae and Prime Bank. Finding other institutional investors willing to make a deeper
commitment to the inner-city community would further the efforts of community-based
lenders like Berean.

Berean would benefit from having a more stable pool of funds. Currently, Berean suf-
fers from a relatively high level of interest rate risk because many of its deposits are
in savings accounts and short-term CDs, while its loans are primarily in 30-year mort-
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gages.3 Institutional lenders who are willing to make long-term commitments could
help Berean reduce its interest rate risk.

Overall, Berean struggles to function in an extremely difficult market. Its mission and
dedication drive the bank to extend credit to households and neighborhoods with which
most other lenders would be reluctant to work. Unlike larger lenders, Berean does not
have access to more profitable markets, the income from which could offset the lower
profits in the West Philadelphia market. Berean is also unable to provide the myriad
counseling services and specialized loan products that bigger lenders can. But the bank
manages to work with borrowers whom larger, more profit-minded lenders choose not to
work with, thus providing an essential service in pursuit of minority and low-income
homeownership.

Berean’s dynamic relationships with West Philadelphia residents and with local and
regional institutions facilitate the bank’s ability to address the mortgage lending needs
of the community, in keeping with its 109-year-old mission. Along with the benefits of
smaller size—such as accessibility to community members, flexibility in relationships,
and credibility as a neighborhood-based lender—there are drawbacks to being a small,
minority-owned, community-based bank.

Sources of Funds

As mentioned previously, Berean needs deposits with maturity terms that are more
in keeping with the mortgage loans it provides. Pension funds, for example, would be
ideal partners for banks like Berean. By their very nature, pension funds have a long
time horizon. Currently, pension funds are barred from depositing funds with institu-
tions like Berean, because they are required to pursue the highest possible return for
their investors. Berean cannot promise such a return, but if the terms and expectations
of institutional investors could be changed to allow for the element of community service,
institutions like Berean could benefit.

Increased Access to Secondary Mortgage Markets

Berean plans to eventually pass mortgages through to the secondary market in blocks
rather than on a one-by-one basis. Berean’s former chief lending officer, James Keppler,
did have some suggestions, however, about how the GSEs could facilitate participation
by lenders serving LMI and minority borrowers.

The GSEs would better serve inner-city markets by accepting a wider range of mort-
gages (Daniels and Keppler 1997). For instance, requiring minimum down payments
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and PMI, as well as excluding low-documentation mortgages, will preclude a large per-
centage of Berean’s mortgages from being sold on the secondary market. Although pur-
chasers are available for such mortgages, using the purchasers’ services lowers the
return on the mortgage to the lender, thereby reducing the funds available to make
more mortgage loans in the community.

Berean made one recommendation to the GSEs that the current credit reporting system
be overhauled. Credit report data are generally at least three or four months out of
date. (That is how long it takes for a loan payment to be posted by the credit reporting
agency.) Also, numerous accounts of missed payment reports and reports from medical
providers are fraught with problems and inaccuracies. As one Berean officer put it, “It
is the people who are least educated and least financially sophisticated who have the
most difficulty dealing with a billing error. They don’t know how to respond” (Daniels
and Keppler 1997).

The consumer who wishes to correct a credit reporting error is faced with numerous
roadblocks. To remove an unwarranted credit blemish, the credit user must first produce
a letter from the party that filed the late-payment or nonpayment complaint. Producing
such a letter can be exceedingly difficult in cases in which a large company has filed a
complaint against an individual for a small amount of money. For instance, persistence
is required to get a large department store chain to write a letter to a credit agency
correcting a $25 complaint filed against an individual. Often, Berean’s customers do
not understand the process they have to go through to get a department store to write
that letter.

Companies that claim to provide credit repair services further complicate the credit re-
porting industry. The law requires credit reporting agencies to remove credit blemishes
for a 30-day period following a protest to allow the protester time to clear the item. If a
credit repair company, therefore, sends a letter protesting all the items on a credit re-
port, the account is cleared for a 30-day period. Following that 30-day period, however,
if an unscrupulous credit repair agency has not followed through and corrected the
credit blights, all the original blemishes return to the account. Then the individual’s
credit rating plummets. The existence of such unscrupulous agencies makes it all the
more difficult for individuals to navigate the process of clearing imperfect credit ratings.

Berean officials suggested that the GSEs could play a leading role in pressuring cred-
it reporting agencies to improve their own industry. Credit data should be more up to
date, and credit reporting agencies should be held to a higher standard of accuracy. In
the current environment, no incentive exists for any party other than the person with
the tarnished credit report to expend effort to correct errors. If large institutional users
of credit reports, such as the GSEs, were to pressure the reporting agencies to improve
their practices, more potential homeowners would have access to mortgage credit.
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Changes in Regulations Needed to Acknowledge 
Different Lending Environments

Federal regulators create some impediments to mortgage lending to traditionally under-
served people (Daniels and Keppler 1997). Berean is regulated by the Office of Thrift
Supervision (OTS). The bank’s complaint is that inner-city, minority lenders such as
Berean are compared with other institutions with similar amounts of assets rather
than with other institutions with similar market areas or customer bases. As a result,
key indicators, such as the ratio of general and administrative costs (G&A) to total
assets, consistently show Berean in a negative light.

The size of Berean’s typical mortgage is roughly one-half the industry average, while
its cost per closed mortgage is higher because of the special nature of its market. There-
fore, Berean’s G&A ratio is higher than ratios of institutions serving more affluent, main-
stream markets.

In fact, an examination of the Uniform Thrift Performance Report for Berean for the
first quarter of 1997 shows the bank’s G&A ratio to be 4.47 percent (OTS 1997). This
percentage is well above the median for Berean’s peer institutions, which is 2.65 percent.
For that quarter, Berean was in the 90th percentile of its peer institutions, meaning
that 90 percent of those institutions had a lower G&A ratio. For the four prior quarters,
Berean twice had G&A ratios in the 86th percentile, once in the 94th percentile, and
once in the 96th percentile.

Thanks to improved efficiencies through increased use of automation, increased loan
size, and reduced operating expenses, Berean’s G&A ratio fell to 3.90 percent in 1998
(Miller 1999). This percentage is still high, however, relative to Berean’s peer group.

Berean could reduce its G&A ratio by expanding its market area out of the inner city
and into more affluent areas where larger mortgage loans could be made. If expendi-
tures per closed loan could be offset by a $150,000 asset rather than a $50,000 asset,
the G&A ratio would be reduced. However, Berean faces stiff competition from lenders
who already operate in affluent suburban areas. Moreover, Berean focuses its services
in the West Philadelphia neighborhood.

When a G&A ratio is as high as Berean’s, OTS must include a discussion of G&A in its
annual examination report of the bank. In turn, the bank must file a response—a very
time-consuming and costly process. One former Berean officer suggested that OTS view
mortgage lending in the inner city as an essential service and that it give the bank
credit for providing that service, rather than penalizing it in the examination report
(Daniels and Keppler 1997).

Berean continues to try to balance its historical mission of service to the West Philadel-
phia neighborhood while it works to improve profitability and liquidity. In the future,
Berean plans to sell most loans to the secondary market as opposed to being primarily
a portfolio lender. (The bank recently sold $5 million of mortgages from the University
of Pennsylvania’s special employee benefit program.) Yet Berean will make some port-
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folio loans and will try to maintain the maximum latitude of underwriting flexibility
allowed by the secondary market.

To foster expansion, and for other reasons, Berean is planning by 2001 to become a
stock-owned bank.4 Berean anticipates that 51 percent of its common stock will be held
by a holding company made up of its current board of directors. Berean will thus remain
a black-owned bank and will maintain its service role to West Philadelphia.

Abetting that role is Berean’s recent (1999) certification as a Community Development
Financial Institution (CDFI) by the Department of the Treasury’s CDFI Fund program.
That certification recognizes Berean’s stated mission as a community development
lender that targets its activities to distressed areas in West Philadelphia.
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Case Study
First National Bank of Farmington1

Location: Farmington, NM

Description: Small commercial bank, located in a border community
(Farmington, NM) to the Navajo Nation, providing mort-
gage and other banking services to Native Americans

Year Founded: 1902

Service Area: San Juan County, NM

Accomplishments: First conventional lender to establish bank branch on the
Navajo Nation; closed the first Section 184 mortgage to
Native Americans and closed one of the first two home con-
struction loans under the VA Indian Home Loan Program

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Supports local organizations serving the Navajo; loan offi-

cers are paid strictly on salary (a commission basis might
discourage work on the modest-sized Navajo mortgages)

Attracting Applicants: Physical presence (e.g., branch office) on the Navajo Nation;
minority-oriented advertising; other strategies, such as net-
working through First National Bank of Farmington (FNBF)
employees

Qualifying Applicants: Sensitive underwriting (especially regarding credit); second
and third reviews of mortgage loan applications; participa-
tion in targeted lending programs

Retaining Homeowners: Quick response to delinquency

Other: Commitment to Native American lending as a business, as
well as a CRA-motivated necessity
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Native American mortgage lending is in its formative stages,
and, to date, FNBF’s lending to this sector has been very
modest (a handful of loans), time-consuming, and unprofitable.

BACKGROUND

Profile of Financial Institution and Service Area

First National Bank of Farmington (FNBF) is a federally chartered, majority-owned
commercial bank located in Farmington, NM. FNBF was founded in 1902 and is current-
ly a subsidiary of First Place Financial Corporation, the largest bank holding company
headquartered in New Mexico.

FNBF has eight branches and nine ATMs. As of December 31, 1996, FNBF had total
assets of $636 million—more than any other New Mexico bank—and accounted for almost
80 percent of First Place Financial Corporation’s total assets of $801 million. FNBF’s
$636 million in assets was composed of $213 million in investments, $351 million in
loans, and a small amount in “other” earning assets (First Place Financial Corporation
1996). Of the $351 million in loans, commercial real estate and consumer loans pre-
dominated; residential real estate financing accounted for a much smaller share. The
loan distribution reflects the commercial bank character of FNBF.

FNBF’s assessment area (for CRA purposes) is San Juan County, NM. The county in-
cludes the communities of Farmington, Bloomfield, Aztec, and Shiprock (located on the
Navajo Nation), as well as the surrounding rural areas. FNBF also serves other portions
of the Navajo Nation outside San Juan County that are not part of the bank’s assess-
ment area.

FNBF’s strong linkage with the Navajo is evident in the demographic profile of San
Juan County. According to the 1990 census, the county had a population of 91,605, of
which 37 percent was Native American, 13 percent Hispanic, 44 percent non-Hispanic
white, and 6 percent “other.” Median family income was $23,166, and 25 percent of the
households in the county fell below the poverty level. The county contains 17 census
tracts, designated as follows: two low income, three moderate income, five middle
income, and seven upper income.2 All of the LMI census tracts are outside the city of
Farmington and are fully or partially on the Navajo Nation.
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The city of Farmington, where FNBF is headquartered, “serves as a retail center for
reservation residents,” explains Cathy Coleman, FNBF assistant vice president (Cole-
man 1995). She adds that the town personifies a border community—a jurisdiction phys-
ically just outside an Indian reservation that has significant business, cultural, and other
ties with the reservation (Coleman 1997). Navajo who live off the reservation often reside
in Farmington to stay close to family members who remain on Native lands. Many Na-
vajo living on the reservation come to Farmington for shopping, entertainment, dining,
and business—including banking.

As the major financial institution in Farmington, FNBF views serving the Navajo com-
munity as a “natural and fundamental function” (Coleman 1997). One way the bank
serves the community is by offering financial products that are custom-tailored to the
needs of Native Americans, such as microloans (i.e., loans of $1,500 or less), loans with
“flexible” collateral (e.g., blankets or jewelry), and savings accounts with very modest
account minimums (e.g., $100). More than 30 percent of FNBF’s consumer loan portfo-
lio comes from the Navajo Nation, and, in recent years, 30 to 40 percent of the bank’s
consumer loan growth has been attributable to reservation residents.

The Context for Mortgage Lending on the Navajo Nation 

The Navajo Nation has more than 220,000 members and a land base of more than 17
million acres extending into three states—Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah (Coleman
1995). Almost 60 percent of the households on the Navajo Nation are in poverty. Nearly
one-third of Navajo homes need extensive renovation, and more than half lack basic
utilities, such as running water or electricity (Dailey n.d.).3

Mortgage lending is impeded by the unique land tenure system on Native Lands, as
well as by poverty and substandard housing. Most of the land on the Navajo Nation and
other reservations is held in trust by the federal government for the tribe and may be
transferred only within the tribe. That complication eliminates foreclosure as a remedy
for financial institutions in the event of mortgagor default and makes lenders unwilling
to lend on these lands (Coleman 1995, 3). Lenders to Native Americans have generally
sought a guarantee from an outside party.

In 1995, however, the Navajo Nation passed the Navajo Nation Deed of Trust Act, which
allowed for the eviction and foreclosure of delinquent Navajo mortgagors. Also, the Hous-
ing and Community Development Act of 1992 authorized loan guarantees for Indian
mortgages under the Section 184 program, with the aim of fostering homeownership.

With such changes in place, FNBF made the first-ever Section 184 loan on the Navajo
Nation. The process was lengthy, taking about two years. Much of the delay was caused
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by the “problems of setting up a new program” (Coleman 1997). According to Coleman,
“When the Section 184 programs operationalized in August 1995, the systems, proce-
dures, and documentation had not yet been finalized.” Therefore, HUD, the Navajo Na-
tion Department of Justice, the BIA, and FNBF had to work together to develop proce-
dures (the most critical being documentation) that were acceptable and enforceable for
all parties.

Dealing with the challenging housing and construction markets and finding and retain-
ing qualified applicants may prove to be far more significant than the inevitable teething
problems of a new program. Coleman notes hurdles to lending to Native Americans such
as “no established real (estate) market, a lack of (physical) infrastructure, and inadequate
building codes and higher construction costs” (Coleman 1995, 3). Perhaps the greatest
issue, however, is that of credit standing. Although FNBF’s first Section 184 mortgagor
had sterling credit, a disproportionate share of Native Americans, according to Coleman,
have credit problems. Among them are:

1. No formal credit. Native Americans have a long tradition of family members help-
ing one another. Thus, when one needs a loan, it is often sought from a relative
instead of an outside source. When outside credit is sought, it is often through
informal or nonreportable channels, such as through the barter of goods and ser-
vices or loans from pawn shops.

2. Blemished credit. When Native Americans seek formal credit, repayment has often
been slow.

Coleman attributes the problem of blemished credit to a number of forces. She notes
that there is “little economic resilience on the reservations.” If someone is laid off or
injured, it is difficult to find another job, especially one with comparable income or ben-
efits, without relocating (Coleman 1997). There is also a catch-22: Because credit has
generally not been freely available to Native Americans, the awareness that abusing
credit is detrimental to one’s future is not as strongly imbued in the Native American
culture as in others.

Coleman notes instances of excessive consumer debt. If credit has been extended to Na-
tive Americans, it has often been in the form of personal loans, such as for car or truck
purchases. It is not unusual, according to Coleman, for a Navajo household to have two
$500-per-month automobile loan payments, swallowing up 40 to 50 percent of income.

Ironically, this high personal debt level, according to Coleman, has been fostered in part
by historically low Indian housing costs relative to income. Indians have tended to live
in their families’ homes or in inexpensive public housing—often precluding the conven-
tional homeownership afforded to other Americans. Personal debt for automobile and
other purchases has often been aggressively marketed by vendors targeting the Native
American market.
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STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

Overall Management Strategies

FNBF’s mission statement defines its role to provide “financial services in a…profession-
al and nondiscriminatory manner and to foster enduring relations with the communi-
ty.” In this spirit, one bank officer explains, “First National Bank of Farmington is com-
mitted to consistently being there to service its customers, and Native Americans are
some of our most important customers” (Coleman 1997).

To realize that goal, the bank uses a number of overall management strategies. For
example, FNBF has devoted considerable resources to its CRA program (Comptroller
of the Currency 1996). Officers throughout the bank are active in the program. The
marketing/CRA officer who is ultimately responsible for CRA will report to an execu-
tive vice president of the bank, with oversight being provided by the board of directors.

The board and the senior management support innovative programs to meet communi-
ty credit needs, and the board reviews the bank’s CRA statement and self-assessment
annually. The board and management use the information from such statements to
develop strategies for meeting the credit needs of the community, including those of
the Navajo.

Compensation

FNBF’s salary structure for loan officers works indirectly to serve the Navajo and
other LMI and minority populations in its service area. If loan officers were paid on a
commission basis, as they are at some banks, they might be disinclined to aggressively
pursue loans with those customer groups. Instead of being paid a commission, all FNBF
loan staff members are paid a salary. Management encourages FNBF personnel “to
serve all customers who come through the door whether they are making a $50 savings
deposit or arranging a $1,000 microloan or a $100,000 business loan” (Coleman 1997).

Staff Training

FNBF staff members receive fair lending and minority sensitivity training. Navajo facil-
itators have been brought in for full-day training sessions to explain the Navajo culture
and Navajo individuals’ perceptions of banks. The sessions have included brainstorming
on how FNBF might better serve and understand Native American customers. All FNBF
employees have been required to attend the training. Other training has been more spe-
cific to the federal regulations regarding fair lending and the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, and has included role playing and situational analysis. Recognizing those efforts,
the Comptroller of the Currency noted that “FNBF has conducted fair lending training
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for all affected employees and personnel on an ongoing and effective basis” (Comptrol-
ler of the Currency 1996, 7).

Support of Community Organizations

Through donation of staff time, technical assistance, and financial support, FNBF sup-
ports organizations that serve the Navajo. For example, an FNBF assistant vice presi-
dent is on the board of directors of the Navajo Partnership for Housing (NPH), whose
purpose is to increase homeownership opportunities for the Navajo through the use of
mortgage lending (FNBF 1996, 14). FNBF has also supported NPH financially with a
$15,000 pledge payable over three years. In April 1996, FNBF received a $225,000
Affordable Housing Program (AHP) grant from the Dallas Federal Home Loan Bank
(FHLB) on behalf of the NPH to provide down payment and closing cost assistance for
LMI borrowers in the Shiprock area.

In a similar vein, FNBF has devoted time and has made financial contributions to the
Shiprock Community Development Corporation (SCDC), a Navajo CDC. SCDC is an
offshoot of the Shiprock Planning Commission, which was formed to establish a legal,
nonprofit entity through which grant funds could be requested and projects could be
implemented that would benefit the Native American community (Comptroller of the
Currency 1996). FNBF has partnered with SCDC in a number of housing efforts involv-
ing funds granted under the FHLB AHP. In 1995, FNBF obtained a $150,000 grant from
FHLB’s AHP, on behalf of SCDC, to rehabilitate the homes of very low income elderly
people on the Navajo Nation in Shiprock. As fiscal agent, FNBF is responsible for ensur-
ing that the grant is used to rehabilitate no fewer than 30 homes. FNBF’s Assistant
Vice President Cathy Coleman serves on the committee that identifies qualified appli-
cants. Since January 1995, FNBF has provided approximately $4,000 to offset SCDC
operating expenses.

Residents of Shiprock have established a “circle” loan fund, called the Adah Community
Loan Association, Inc., which provides technical assistance and loans to community mem-
bers who are, or desire to be, self-employed owners of very small businesses (Coleman
1995, 2). The circle banking concept is based on “peer lending circles,” which provide
support, make lending decisions, and collect loan payments. FNBF has provided tech-
nical assistance, a grant for start-up money, and a donation of furniture to the Adah
fund. FNBF supports the Adah fund organizers’ vision of creating self-sufficiency and
independence for Native Americans and of incorporating cultural values into economic
decisions. The Adah fund borrowers of today are FNBF bank borrowers of tomorrow
(Coleman 1995, 2).4 Interest has arisen in developing a circle housing fund program
similar to the circle loan fund as one way of addressing the Navajo housing shortage.
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In October 1995, FNBF received a $184,000 AHP grant on behalf of the Tohatchi Spe-
cial Education Training Center to secure a new group home for 12 mentally handicapped
individuals in Tohatchi, NM—a community located on the Navajo Nation (FNBF 1996).
FNBF received two additional FHLB AHP grants for the Tohatchi Special Education
Training Center in the October 1996 funding round. The Community Housing Project
grant of $187,500 will be used to rehabilitate run-down houses in the southeastern
portion of the Navajo Nation. The Client Housing Initiative grant, in the amount of
$40,000, will be used to purchase building materials to complete construction on four
one-bedroom homes for moderately developmentally disabled clients, which will allow
the clients to live in their own homes.

FNBF assisted a nonprofit organization called DNA (an acronym for the Navajo-language
title for People’s Legal Services). DNA acts as the legal advocacy organization for indi-
vidual tribal members and has sought to resolve problems that are associated with fi-
nancing homes on reservation lands. DNA efforts, together with those of various public,
private, and nonprofit entities, resulted in the creation in 1994 of the Residential Master
Lease Area Act (Coleman 1995, 17). The act provided an avenue through which chapters
of the Navajo Nation could set aside parcels of land to be used for housing development.
The act has since become a focal point for many of the programs being initiated to pro-
mote housing and economic development on the Indian reservation. FNBF assisted
DNA through donations (e.g., $5,000 in February 1995) and technical assistance.

The Navajo Nation Council never ratified the Residential Master Lease Area Act. It
serves as a prototype for housing development, not an official procedure. One of the
key results of the DNA homeownership task force was to bring together the different
entities that have a role in Navajo homeownership so they can lay their concerns on
the table.

FNBF has aided other community organizations, including Habitat for Humanity (two
FNBF officers served on the board of the local chapter when it was active), the Northwest
New Mexico Business Incubation Project (NWNMBIP), and Enterprise Loan Fund.
Both Habitat and the NWNMBIP primarily target low-income residents, but they are
not specific to the Navajo reservation or the Navajo people.

Attracting Applicants

Branch and ATM Locations

One way FNBF reaches out to the Navajo community is by physically being there. Its
Shiprock branch office, which was established in 1956, was the first full-service bank-
ing facility located on the Navajo Nation. In 1987, FNBF established the first ATM on
the Navajo Nation in Shiprock. In June 1997, the lease on the Shiprock office, which is
owned by the Navajo Nation, was extended for 25 years. Under the lease agreement,
FNBF committed to an additional drive-up window and other facility improvements
costing more than $100,000. FNBF has opened a second ATM in a convenience store
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on the perimeter of the Navajo Nation in Hogback, NM. FNBF also has an ATM in
Kirtland, NM—an area with a high concentration (37 percent) of Native Americans.

FNBF’s physical presence, in combination with its network of contacts in the commu-
nity, helps the bank assess community credit needs:

The board of directors and senior management initiated ongoing, meaningful contact
with a full range of individuals and groups that enabled FNBF to assess the credit
needs of its community. Contacts included community development groups involved
in affordable housing and economic revitalization, local political subdivision repre-
sentatives, and Federal, state, tribal, and other local agencies. FNBF also has a for-
mal officer-calling program which promotes contact with existing and potential bor-
rowers, both individuals and those with small businesses. Management is confident
that their direct presence on the Navajo Nation with the Shiprock branch helps
them learn about the credit needs of this portion of FNBF’s community. (Comptrol-
ler of the Currency 1996, 5)

Marketing

FNBF reaches out to the Navajo (and other minority and LMI populations) through an
array of marketing and advertising programs designed to inform the community about
the bank’s credit services. Media outlets include newspaper, radio, and television. Mar-
keting efforts extend to the underserved area of the Navajo Nation through the Navajo-
language newspaper and radio station (KNDN). FNBF also advertises in the Navajo
Times, which is published in English.

Coleman indicated that publishing loan brochures or pamphlets in the Navajo lan-
guage probably would not be a top priority in reaching out to the Navajo. She noted
that because written Navajo was so recently developed (in the 1950s), it tends to be
taught in a higher educational setting (e.g., high school or college). She also noted that
there are few, if any, people who can read Navajo but cannot read English. However,
Coleman does feel that brochures in Navajo would create goodwill. Therefore, at some
point FNBF may consider developing marketing materials in Navajo. In fact, some of
FNBF’s signage in Shiprock is written in Navajo.

Community Education Initiatives

FNBF actively promotes better understanding of the credit application process through
seminars, community trade fairs, and similar presentations. For example, FNBF has
sponsored financial management seminars for closely held businesses. Through its
relationships with NPH, the Navajo Nation, and DNA/People’s Legal Services, FNBF
has participated in presentations on homeownership on the Navajo Nation since 1995.
FNBF cofacilitated a two-day class on economic development on Indian reservations.
FNBF employees frequently travel to chapter houses in remote areas of the reservation
to conduct presentations about applying for and maintaining credit, writing checks,
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and managing a checking account. FNBF’s banking program for local junior high and
high schools teaches students about applying for credit, maintaining a checking account,
and developing good financial management skills. As FNBF’s Cathy Coleman explains:

We continue to have an increasing number of requests for information and presenta-
tions on money management and financial planning. In a recent survey we conduct-
ed of the use and perception of banks and bank products, there was a preference
shown toward learning more about savings and investment products as compared to
loan products, and there was an overall desire to discover more about banking in
general. We are actively pursuing various ways of providing educational assistance
to Native Americans through the schools and the chapter houses. (Coleman 1995, 2)

Additional Outreach Strategies

Coleman notes that FNBF reaches out to the Navajo through the following means:

1. Networking through FNBF Navajo employees. FNBF’s Shiprock branch staff members
are overwhelmingly Navajo. They have provided important links to the community,
including referring to FNBF those friends and family members who are seeking loans.

2. Proactive customer contacts. FNBF employees work proactively to meet the needs of
customers whom they encounter through the course of their work. A customer mak-
ing a savings or checking account deposit might very well be asked if he or she has
credit needs—for housing or other purposes. FNBF stresses the importance of one-
on-one contact between its staff and customers. The one-on-one approach is applied
when FNBF provides homeownership and credit counseling as part of its work with
NPH.

Qualifying Applicants

Lending Programs

Participation in government mortgage programs for tribal lands is a principal method
used by FNBF to qualify Native American home buyers. In 1996, FNBF funded the
first-ever HUD Section 184–guaranteed home loan on the Navajo Nation. The loan pro-
vided funds for new home construction, as well as for permanent financing.

The Section 184 loan granted by FNBF helped finance the construction of a kit home
on a site with particularly desirable features. The one-acre site was within five miles of
Farmington. In addition, it had city water and septic and electric service already in-
stalled. (By contrast, much of the land on the Navajo Nation is quite remote and is not
served by utilities.) The construction cost was $100,000, which included purchasing and
installing the kit home, against which FNBF extended a construction loan of $70,000.
The borrowers were a Navajo couple—dual wage earners, with a combined income of
$60,000 and good credit.
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Once installed, the kit home and improvements were appraised at $115,000. All other
things being equal, the circumstances of this loan would appear to be ideal—a solid
credit applicant seeking a $70,000 loan on an asset valued at $115,000, or a mortgage
with an LTV ratio of only 60 percent. In theory, one should expect to see many more
such loans. But homeownership lending to Native Americans continues to be a chal-
lenging endeavor. The difficulty is underscored by the amount of time it took FNBF to
complete its first Section 184 loan. Initial negotiations on the loan began in August
1995, but the $70,000 construction loan was not closed until July 1996. Construction
was finished in mid-1997; the final guarantee on the permanent loan was received from
HUD in July of that year. The Section 184 pilot program involved considerable time,
expense, and research on the part of the bank (Comptroller of the Currency 1996, 10).

In 1995, FNBF processed and closed one of the first two home construction loans on
the Navajo Nation under the VA Indian Home Loan Program. The loan was under the
VA direct loan program and was processed by FNBF. The loan was for interim con-
struction with a permanent takeout by VA in the amount of $85,000.

In addition to participating in government loan programs, FNBF develops its own prod-
ucts designed to meet community credit needs. The bank offers nonconforming real
estate loans (i.e., loans not eligible for sale on the secondary market). FNBF’s “vacant
residential land” product allows families to purchase land and gradually develop the
properties as future residences. FNBF has also made its one- to four-unit residential
loans more flexible to facilitate lending to LMI households. In 1995, FNBF began offer-
ing a wide range of mortgage products through its new mortgage department. The bank
also uses grants and FHLB funds to meet specialized lending needs (Comptroller of the
Currency 1996, 6).

Underwriting

Knowledge of, and sensitivity to, the underlying credit issues among Native Americans
is another important element in FNBF’s efforts to qualify them for home mortgages.
Poor credit was not the situation with FNBF’s first Section 184 mortgage applicants.
However, as Section 184 (and sister program) volume grows, underwriters will have to
consider credit issues carefully. Some Native American applicants will have no formal
credit, for example. Similarly, there will be a higher instance of credit blemishes than
in the general population. The underwriter will have to consider the blemishes in their
cultural context. A past delinquency on a car repayment may very well have been the
result of “special circumstances,” such as illness, family problems, or a one-time reduction
in force at the BIA or reservation utility plant. Delinquencies can often be cured with
counseling and education provided by such groups as NPH.

Along with sensitive underwriting, especially with respect to credit issues, FNBF under-
takes second and third reviews of mortgage loan applications that were initially turned
down by a loan officer. Such reviews are done for all applicants—not just Native Ameri-
cans. The second review focuses on credit and underwriting issues; the third focuses on
fair lending (i.e., whether a loan has been unfairly denied because of an applicant’s race).
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Retaining Homeowners

Once a mortgage is granted, FNBF’s strategy is to monitor it closely. A late payment is
followed by an immediate call or visit by a bank staff person. The cause of the problem
is identified, and a plan is worked out to deal with whatever is causing the delinquency.
Such matters are of utmost importance, especially when dealing with Native American
borrowers who have no experience with the institutional mortgage process and who do
not realize that a missed payment can be worked out with a lender if the circumstances
are explained.

The issues of how to retain Native American mortgagors and how to conduct a workout
are, for now, only theoretical problems at FNBF. The two conventional real estate loans
that FNBF has extended to Native Americans to date (one Section 184 and one under
the VA direct program) are fully current.

DISCUSSION

In 1995, FNBF originated the number and dollar volume of loans shown in table 1. Al-
most 80 percent of the total number of loans and about two-thirds of the dollar amount
were originated in San Juan County. Many of the loans were to Navajo. Loans made out-
side San Juan County to borrowers on the Navajo Nation were also substantial. In 1995,
830 loans were made to Navajo residing outside San Juan County, totaling $7.5 million.

In 1995, FNBF also made a public 10-year commitment to fund $64 million in consumer,
small business, and residential loans on the Navajo Nation. The goals set by the bank
increase in each of the 10 years. In the period from January 1 through September 30,
1996, FNBF had already exceeded its annual goals for 1996, as shown in table 2.

The tiny number of real estate loans made by FNBF to Navajo borrowers on the reser-
vation in part reflects the overall investment emphasis by FNBF. Across the board,
residential real estate lending pales against the bank’s other investments, such as con-
sumer loans. Only about 2 percent of FNBF’s loans in 1995 were residential mortgages.

Until recent legal changes by the Navajo Nation allowed eviction and foreclosure on
Navajo lands (1995 Deed of Trust Act) and until loan guarantees such as those afforded
by Section 184 were enacted, conventional lenders did not have a basis for granting
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Table 1. FNBF Lending Activity in 1995

Loan Type Number of Loans Dollar Volume

Installment 4,750 39,663,000
Commercial 814 56,396,000
Residential mortgage 124 6,688,000

Total 5,688 102,747,000

Source: First Place Financial Corporation 1996.



home mortgages to Native Americans living on tribal lands. As described by an FNBF
officer, institutions such as FNBF need “transparent transactions” with standard docu-
mentation. It has taken much effort on the part of the Navajo Nation, HUD, DNA, NPH,
and others to satisfy that standard.

The lesson to be learned from FNBF is how to establish a framework conducive to
homeownership financing for Native Americans. Summarized, FNBF’s efforts include
the following:

1. A strong commitment to serving the Native Americans in the bank’s service area

2. The involvement of senior staff members in CRA planning and oversight and in
NPH

3. Ongoing fair lending and minority-sensitivity training sessions 

4. A salary structure that does not discourage loan officers from spending time on the
often small loans requested by Native Americans

5. The search for Native American borrowers by physically being “in their backyard,”
by implementing a Navajo-oriented advertising campaign, and by networking
through Navajo employees and existing customers 

6. Perseverance in working through the many legal (e.g., leasehold and deed of trust)
and programmatic (e.g., Section 184) challenges, and sensitivity to the economic
and cultural issues that bear on the underwriting of Navajo loans (e.g., marginal
economic resilience and credit difficulties)

Other lenders can replicate FNBF’s strategies if they seek to expand their presence
and business activity in Native American areas.
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Table 2. FNBF Navajo Nation Lending, January–September 1996

Loan Type Number of Loans Amount ($000) Goal ($000)

Consumer 1,335 8,400 3,500
Residential real estate 5a 114 100
Commercial 38 4,700 350

Total 1,378 13,214 3,950

Source: First Place Financial Corporation 1996.
a Includes the Section 184 and VA direct loan and three mobile home loans, in which the
land, or homesite lease, was not taken as collateral. Mobile or modular homes are the most
common type of new home purchase on the reservation because they can be financed as
chattel rather than real estate. Finance companies, such as Greentree and General Motors
Acceptance Corporation, have a substantial portion of those loans because such companies
can offer 30-year financing with minimal down payments. Of the two true real estate loans,
FNBF has only one on its books; the other was a direct loan from VA.



What about FNBF’s future with respect to homeownership lending to Native Americans?
According to Cathy Coleman, “FNBF is here for the long haul, though it will not neces-
sarily be the market leader.” (Other southwest lenders, such as Norwest or Bank of
America, may overtake FNBF because of their sheer size.) Coleman reiterates FNBF’s
commitment to Native American homeownership financing even though the expense of
making such loans has far surpassed the fees generated. On the Section 184 loan that
FNBF closed, it received a 1-percent processing fee and a 1-percent construction loan
fee, for a total of two points, or 2 percent of the $70,000 loan. Against an income of
$1,400, FNBF’s costs were several thousand dollars. On the VA direct Native American
loan that FNBF closed, FNBF received a processing fee of just $300, against estimated
expenses of roughly $1,500 to $2,000 (Coleman 1997).

The high cost of those loans was caused in large part by the fact that they were the
first such transactions; the learning curve was lengthy and expensive. The costs of
closing such loans will likely decline markedly in time. Thus far, the repayment record
on the Section 184 and the VA loans granted by FNBF to Navajo mortgagors has been
nearly perfect. Over time, FNBF’s financial return on its Native American homeowner-
ship financing may very well improve and become less unprofitable—or even margin-
ally profitable. And there is the profit potential of making consumer (e.g., automobile)
loans to, as well as acquiring savings, checking, and other accounts from, the Native
American population.

FNBF emphasizes that its commitment is a business decision as well as a contribution
to the community. Ultimately, the financial return on mortgage lending to Native
Americans should improve. In addition, FNBF’s home mortgage lending—a responsi-
bility under CRA that the bank takes seriously—serves as a loss leader for FNBF to
build solid financial relationships with an important customer base (Coleman 1997).
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Case Study
Industrial Bank

Location: Washington, DC

Description: Largest black-owned commercial bank in the United States
and the first to operate branches in more than one jurisdiction

Year Founded: 1934

Service Area: Washington, DC, metropolitan area, with a focus on the Dis-
trict of Columbia and Prince George’s County, MD

Accomplishments: While Industrial Bank’s mortgage volume is modest (e.g.,
32 mortgages in l997), its mortgage lending is primarily to
black (81 percent in 1997) and LMI (56 percent in 1997)
borrowers.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Fostering minority homeownership is the primary focus of the

bank; management encourages community involvement; loan
officer compensation does not discourage modest-sized loans
(i.e., smaller loans earn a higher commission percentage)

Attracting Applicants: Outreach through bank branch presence, churches, housing
fairs, networking with real estate agents, and capitalizing on
community ties

Qualifying Applicants: Flexible underwriting; use of affordable loan products; PMI
problem-solving

Retaining Homeowners: Close monitoring; forbearance programs; fostering multi-
dimensional banking relationships (with borrowers) that
encourage mortgage repayment

Other: Industrial has encountered problems with PMI companies un-
willing to deal flexibly with applicants having credit issues
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BACKGROUND

Industrial Bank, N.A. (Industrial), the sole subsidiary of IBW Financial Corporation, is
the largest African American–owned commercial bank in the United States (Industrial
Bank 1998). Headquartered in Washington, DC, Industrial was established in 1934 by
Jesse H. Mitchell, grandfather of Industrial’s current president, B. Doyle Mitchell Jr.
Industrial has remained in the Mitchell family since its founding.

Jesse H. Mitchell was a real estate investor and broker as well as an attorney. He
recognized that, in 1934, segregation was very much the norm in the African-American
community. One of the results of segregation was that African Americans had a very
difficult time obtaining residential mortgage loans from white-owned banks, even though
they made deposits in those institutions. In response to community need, Mitchell cap-
italized Industrial.

The primary focus of the new bank was residential mortgage lending to the African-
American population. From its inception to the present, Industrial has retained that
focus on making mortgage loans to underserved populations, primarily in the Wash-
ington, DC, metropolitan area. Although Industrial has expanded its commercial lend-
ing activities in recent years, residential real estate loans constitute the bulk of Indus-
trial’s lending portfolio.

As of March 1998, Industrial had more than $250 million in assets, more than 150
employees, and a total of nine branch offices (IBW Financial Corporation 1996, 1997,
1998). Seven of those branches are in the District of Columbia, and two are in Prince
George’s County, MD. The two Maryland branches were acquired when Industrial pur-
chased John Hanson Savings Bank in 1994. With that expansion, Industrial became
the first African American–owned commercial bank in the country to operate branches
in more than one jurisdiction.

Industrial is a full-service commercial bank. In addition to home purchase loans, it
offers home equity, home improvement, commercial, construction, auto, and business
loans, as well as the Industrial Bank credit card. Industrial offers a full range of sav-
ings and checking accounts, including CDs and Individual Retirement Accounts. Until
quite recently, however, Industrial was considerably less than a full-service mortgage
lender:

From 1934 until basically 1992, the only product we [Industrial] offered was a five-
year balloon with 20 percent down.…You would be surprised at the number of first-
time home buyers that we had who would scrape and scrimp in order to come up
with the 20 percent down.…And that product sold.…This goes to show you that peo-
ple including…low- to moderate-income folks…will do whatever it takes to save
money to buy a house and qualify for a loan. (Williams 1998)

Industrial’s mortgage policies until 1995 would appear to have been a historical anom-
aly, because long-term, self-amortizing, high LTV mortgages have been widely available
in the United States since the 1930s. And, interestingly, Industrial staff members cited
a number of other financial institutions that were still granting only low LTV balloon
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home loans and that were not connected to the secondary mortgage market (Williams
and Braveboy 1998).

Since 1998, however, Industrial has offered the full range of mortgage products avail-
able from FHA, VA, and Fannie Mae. Industrial’s recent mortgage advancements were
the result of several factors. First, in 1995, Industrial hired a new vice president for
real estate lending who had prior experience at a different financial institution work-
ing with government loans and with the GSEs. Industrial now had the internal capaci-
ty, contacts, and knowledge necessary to make those loans and to sell loans to the sec-
ondary market.

Second, in the mid-1990s, Fannie Mae began to reach out more aggressively to local
lenders and housing organizations through its partnership offices.1 Fannie Mae estab-
lished those offices in communities across the country, including Washington, DC, to
work with local actors to increase homeownership and affordable housing opportuni-
ties. Fannie Mae has representatives who work specifically with minority-owned insti-
tutions to incorporate secondary market capabilities into their lending activities.

Third, and perhaps largely as a result of the first two factors, Industrial management
decided to incorporate government and Fannie Mae programs into its lending activities.
In one sense, that decision meant losing some of Industrial’s control over loan charac-
teristics and underwriting that were an important part of Industrial’s identity. But as
bank personnel became more informed about the numerous products available through
those programs, they realized that by not offering them, they were missing out on
opportunities for the bank, as well as limiting the services available to members of
their community.

As all the factors coalesced, and as Industrial expanded the variety of mortgages
offered, its mortgage volume increased, as we will detail later. This change, however,
did not alter Industrial’s historical mission of providing mortgages to the traditionally
underserved. Thus, in 1997, 81 percent of Industrial’s mortgage lending was to blacks
and 56 percent was to LMI borrowers (1997 HMDA data). Both ratios are far above
the industry norm. In addition, virtually all of Industrial’s mortgage lending went to
largely minority areas “inside the Beltway” in the District of Columbia and in Prince
George’s County. The ways in which Industrial reaches such traditionally underserved
populations are described below.

Management Strategies

Fundamental Orientation of the Bank

Fostering minority homeownership is the primary focus of the bank and has been since
its founding. That focus permeates all of the bank’s activities, from the location of its
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branches (in predominantly minority areas) to the type of employees it hires (over-
whelmingly minority).

That fundamental orientation makes it unnecessary to employ some of the strategies,
such as diversity training, used by many larger mainstream financial institutions.
Although Industrial employees do not receive specific training on how to foster fair
lending, they do know the focus of the bank before they are hired. The people who elect
to work at Industrial do so with the intent of working in the local community, lending
in the local community, and trying to make a difference in the community.

Although not an explicit management strategy, the fact that 99 percent of Industrial’s
employees are African American clearly has a positive impact on its ability to reach out
to the minority market, particularly the African-American market. Similarly, having all
but two of its branches located in predominantly African-American neighborhoods fur-
ther ensures that a large percentage of Industrial’s business comes from the African-
American community. Much of the bank’s outreach efforts are, therefore, “built in” be-
cause of the nature and location of its business. There is less of a need to do explicit
outreach to the minority market when Industrial is so well situated in the midst of it.

Compensation of Loan Officers

Industrial compensates all loan officers with a small base salary plus a commission on
loans that the bank closes. The commission is based on the size of each loan. A smaller
loan, however, will typically earn a higher commission rate. Such a policy ensures that
originators are not discouraged from pursuing and making modest-sized mortgages.
Loan officers are expected to originate a target volume of loans each year, however.2

Community Involvement

Industrial’s corporate philosophy strongly emphasizes community involvement. As a
part of this involvement, Industrial’s employees are encouraged to live in the District
of Columbia or in Prince George’s County. Industrial’s management encourages employ-
ees to be actively involved in their community, and many are involved with community
groups, charitable activities, schools, and churches. Industrial requests that its senior
staff members commit to speaking at church groups as part of their work duties—to
provide financial literacy and homeownership education services, as well as to attract
business. Industrial also has retail banking officers whose duty it is to reach out to
the community and develop relationships with community institutions to attract new
business.
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year. That number is then divided by the number of loan officers to get a benchmark figure. The target volumes
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Banks in Schools. Industrial believes financial education should begin at a young age,
and it realizes that good financial habits begun early can last a lifetime. Industrial
staff members provide instruction in banking activities at 12 elementary and secondary
schools in the District of Columbia and Prince George’s County. Through those pro-
grams, children learn about the importance of savings, and they experience what it
takes to run a bank.

Partnership with Collective Banking Group and Other Community Organizations. Indus-
trial Bank is a charter member of the Collective Banking Group, an organization com-
posed of more than 60 churches in the District of Columbia and Prince George’s County.
In an effort to educate consumers, the bank participates in Covenant Bank Days at
various times throughout the year. Designed to promote financial education in the con-
gregations and surrounding communities, Covenant Bank Days feature workshops for
first-time home buyers, seminars on small business financing, and counseling on con-
sumer credit and premortgage qualification. Industrial also frequently forms similar
partnerships with other community groups and nonprofit organizations in its effort to
reach community residents.

Community involvement not only helps to educate community residents and stimulate
the local economy, but also improves the visibility and the reputation of Industrial as a
strong community participant. That reputation is important because much of Industrial’s
business is repeat business, with multiple generations of families using Industrial’s
services. Because the areas where Industrial does business have not been well served
by the financial services industry, establishing trust in the community is essential. In-
dustrial’s success is built on generations of trust, and the bank’s emphasis on continu-
ing and enhancing multifaceted relationships with its host neighborhoods, while using
as many approaches as possible, rejuvenates that trust.

Attracting Applicants

Community Outreach through Housing Fairs

In addition to being involved with the community outreach strategies described earlier,
Industrial participates in a number of other outreach activities that are more directly
related to home mortgage lending, such as ACORN and Fannie Mae Foundation home-
buying fairs. Those fairs give Industrial the opportunity to meet with community resi-
dents and to educate them about the home-buying process and about the different
products and services the bank offers in connection with that process.

Outreach through Churches

Industrial sends representatives to speak with church groups throughout its service
area, allowing Industrial to inform community residents about the home-buying process
and about the financial services available through the bank. Such an effort is a very effi-
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cient form of outreach, because many congregation members travel relatively long dis-
tances to attend services at a preferred church. Industrial would probably not reach those
consumers otherwise, because they would be less likely to attend local housing fairs.

Advertising

In Industrial’s experience, it is rare for first-time home buyers to come directly to a
lender (Williams 1998). They usually spend much more time with the real estate agent
who helps them look for a home, and then they come to the lender once they have a
home they are interested in.

Thus, most of Industrial’s advertising has been directed at real estate agents, to per-
suade them to send potential home buyers to Industrial for their mortgage loans. Such
advertising is done through brochures, person-to-person visits, and trade associations.
Industrial spends a lot of time with minority real estate agents, because they most fre-
quently work with its service area’s population.

Although Industrial historically has not done much direct advertising to consumers, it
is currently putting together a radio and television ad campaign aimed directly at the
consumer market. Specific stations, channels, and publications were selected to target
the minority population that constitutes the bulk of Industrial’s business.

Mobile Mortgage Originators

Industrial facilitates applicants’ access to mortgage originators by sending the origina-
tors to meet applicants at the location of their choice. Originators travel with notebook
computers equipped with the necessary software to take mortgage loan applications.
Thus, applicants for whom traveling to one of the nine Industrial bank locations would
be inconvenient can still meet with an originator face-to-face. Such a strategy helps
improve access to Industrial’s services for LMI and minority applicants.

Qualifying Applicants

Homeownership Counseling

Industrial provides limited in-house counseling of mortgage applicants but, generally,
only when a superficial problem becomes apparent during the application process and
can be fairly easily rectified. Applicants and potential applicants facing more serious
credit or financial issues are referred to other organizations in the DC area, such as
Manna or Neighborhood Housing Services, which provide more specialized services.
Those organizations are able to work with applicants on a long-term basis to help them
prepare for the mortgage loan process in a way that Industrial is not currently
equipped to do.
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The Underwriting Process

Industrial uses Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter software as a first cut when under-
writing loans intended for sale, approving those applications that the software approves
outright, and selling them to Fannie Mae. Loans that are returned by the software pro-
gram with a “Refer” or “Caution” recommendation are referred to a human underwriter
for review. If the loan is subsequently approved, it is generally sold to Fannie Mae.
Loans that will be held in portfolio (i.e., balloon loans) and special program loans such
as those offered through the DC and Prince George’s County homeownership assistance
programs (to be discussed later) are manually underwritten.

Only one level of review exists in manual underwriting. If Desktop Underwriter does
not approve a loan, and if the manual underwriter cannot figure out how to do so
either, then the mortgage is denied and the applicant is advised as to improvements
needed before he or she will be able to obtain financing.

Alternative Credit Ratings. While working to minimize the risks faced by the bank,
Industrial is as flexible as possible in underwriting loan applications. Although gener-
ally bound by the constraints of Fannie Mae, FHA, and VA, the bank usually finds
those constraints to be fairly nonrestrictive. The mortgage programs of such organiza-
tions usually accept alternative sources of information on credit history, such as steady
rent and utility payment records. Where Industrial more frequently encounters diffi-
culties is with the PMI companies (Williams and Braveboy 1998). Those companies are
usually looking for an established credit history and, in Industrial’s experience, are not
very flexible in accepting explanations for credit problems (Williams 1998).

Employment History. As another example of its flexibility, Industrial is willing to approve
applicants who may not have a strong employment history, but who were doing some-
thing productive with their time while not working. Such practice follows currently
accepted GSE and government loan underwriting norms. In one case, an applicant with
a previous substance abuse problem had gone through foreclosure proceedings with a
previous house and subsequently came to Industrial for another purchase loan. This
person had been out of work for several years, but during that period had earned two
undergraduate degrees and a master’s degree. Following graduation, the applicant went
back to work, generating a solid work record for the previous six months. Industrial
approved the loan, judging that even though he did not have a strong employment his-
tory in the traditional sense, the applicant had demonstrated behavior that suggested
he would likely be able and willing to repay the mortgage in a timely manner.

Industrial is also willing to accept nontraditional employment, such as part-time and
intermittent self-employment, as part of an acceptable employment history. It will
accept documented income from such employment as a source of cash for closing costs
and down payment. For instance, an applicant might list mowing lawns as part of his
or her employment history. If the income from such work can be documented from tax
returns (and if bank statements show that the money was saved), such income can be
included as a source of funds to close. If the work was done for only a short period,
however—such as for six months—it probably would not be counted. If it was done only
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for the last year or year and a half, it might be discounted. But it would probably be
given full credit if it was performed and documented for a multiyear period.

Down Payment and Closing Costs. As mentioned above, Industrial is flexible in accept-
ing cash from part-time or intermittent work to meet down payment and closing cost
requirements. It is also willing to accept loans or gifts from relatives, to the extent per-
missible by mortgage product guidelines. If the applicant can show a capability and
willingness to make the mortgage payment, but does not have the cash on hand to make
the down payment or closing costs, Industrial will work with the applicant to try to
identify relevant assistance programs (e.g., soft second financing funded by governmental
bond programs).

Income Ratios. Although individual mortgage product guidelines initially dictate income
ratios, Industrial views the guidelines as having flexibility. As one bank executive put
it, “If you can figure out what they need to live on, and there is still enough left over for
them to take care of emergencies and so on, and if you can document all of that, then I
think that it is reasonable for us to put the deal together” (Williams 1998). As long as
the loan officer is able to document that the borrower would be able to cover unforeseen
emergencies, the loan officer is allowed the latitude to “put a deal together,” regardless
of income ratios. Maximum ratios do exist for specific programs (like FHA-insured loans),
but because Industrial holds many loans in portfolio, it often permits income ratios
that are quite high by industry standards (Brillantes 2000).

On its portfolio loans, Industrial has no absolute income ratio maximums; rather the
bank is guided by its assessment of the borrower’s ability and willingness to make good
on the loan. Particularly in cases in which a balloon loan becomes due, and the borrow-
er is not conventionally able to refinance the balloon payment, Industrial is often will-
ing to make fairly substantial allowances to refinance the payment rather than foreclose
on the borrower’s house. Such allowances are frequently well in excess of the under-
writing standards used by more conventional lenders.

Appraisals. The appraisal process and the interpretation of appraisals are complicated.
On the one hand, the bank must be cautious never to redline. On the other hand, the
bank needs to be sure that the property is good collateral for the mortgage. Loans should
be made for functional properties—those that are maintained and in good condition or
those for which Industrial will be able to lend the funds needed for renovations and repairs.

Industrial tries to deal with appraisers who have worked in the neighborhoods where
the properties to be valued are located. Specifically, it seeks appraisers who work in the
District of Columbia or in Prince George’s County inside the Beltway. Such experience
helps eliminate difficulties with appraisers who do not understand local factors that
influence property values.

While Industrial is careful not to unduly influence the appraiser’s valuation of any
individual property, bank personnel do work with appraisers to ensure that all appro-
priate factors are considered. In a sense, they provide a continuing education function
for some appraisers.
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If a valuation comes in that seems to be excessively high or low, bank personnel will sit
down with the appraiser to find out exactly how the valuation was done. For instance,
how close or far away were the comparison properties? Sometimes the appraiser is
comparing properties that are in completely different neighborhoods and, thus, are not
truly comparable. At other times, the appraiser might miss improvements to the prop-
erty that would raise its valuation.

Working around Mortgage Insurance. Among the other gatekeepers in the homeowner-
ship process, Industrial has experienced the biggest problems with PMI companies. In
Industrial’s experience, a number of underwriters at the PMI companies rely too heav-
ily on formal credit ratings and are unlikely to accept a nontraditional credit record
(i.e., regular rent payment). When formal credit has been used, but there have been
credit blemishes, Industrial has found that some underwriters are unwilling to accept
explanations:

PMI companies are where the big issues are in terms of credit history and under-
writing.… Sometimes low-mod [income] applicants do come in who have credit
issues. This can be for a number of reasons—sometimes there are hurdles that are
extremely difficult to get over. Some mortgage insurers really don’t want to accept
whatever the explanations are—they have their range and they tend to be tight—
they don’t want to work through those particular applicants. (Williams 1998)

The credit snafus described above are certainly more of a problem with some PMI com-
panies than with others, and Industrial tries to get the PMI companies to be as flexible
as possible. When such flexibility is not forthcoming, one potential solution is to encour-
age the borrower to come up with a large enough down payment (i.e., 20 percent) to
avoid the PMI requirement. If borrowers cannot come up with a 20-percent down pay-
ment, they can avoid mortgage insurance while providing only a 10-percent down pay-
ment by accepting a premium on the mortgage interest rate or by taking out a piggy-
back second mortgage (Licamele 1997). Insurance is generally required, however, when
the borrower puts down less than 10 percent (unless the borrower puts down less than
10 percent but is able to show that the difference between the required 10 percent and
the actual down payment is in a security account, such as a CD). That last option is at-
tractive only to applicants who would likely be denied PMI. In some cases, if Industrial
underwriters believe that applicants are good risks even though they would not pass
the more stringent requirements of the PMI company, Industrial is willing to underwrite
loans and then hold the loans in portfolio.

Special Mortgage Programs

Industrial participates in homeownership assistance programs offered by the DC Hous-
ing Finance Agency and Prince George’s County, MD. Those bond programs provide mort-
gage funds at a below-market interest rate and allow homeowners to obtain loans with
as little as 3-percent down payment. The programs also provide assistance for closing
costs. Participation is restricted to families with income at or below 100 percent of the
median family income for the Washington, DC, metropolitan area.
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Home buyers are typically introduced to the programs by real estate agents. Industrial
originates the loans and then sells them, including their servicing, to the secondary
market. Loans from the DC program are sold to Countrywide, and loans from the Prince
George’s County program are sold to Nationwide. Those companies then consolidate and
sell the loans on the secondary mortgage market.

Mortgage Products

Industrial offers the full range of government-insured or -guaranteed mortgages avail-
able through FHA and VA. It also offers Fannie Mae products, including Flex 97, which
normally allows up to 97 percent financing. (Up to 105 percent of the home value may
be financed if the primary mortgage is used in conjunction with a Fannie Mae Commu-
nity Seconds loan.)3 Industrial offers two proprietary mortgage products—a five-year
and a seven-year balloon mortgage. They are designed for someone who is looking to
move up to a second home after a short period.

Creating Affordable Housing Opportunities

In many neighborhoods, a lack of affordable housing that is desirable to potential
home buyers constitutes a major barrier to homeownership. Industrial addresses that
barrier by financing the construction of new housing. Industrial is currently involved
in one construction effort and has been involved in several previous construction proj-
ects, substantial rehabilitation projects, or both. The current project involves the new
construction of 132 town houses in southeast Washington, DC, in a lower-income neigh-
borhood. The houses are being built with modular construction techniques and will all
be sold to LMI households. About 60 of the units are already occupied, with the remain-
der still under construction. Industrial is providing the construction financing; it also
makes mortgage loans to the home buyers.

Retaining Homeowners

Industrial personnel concede that the bank probably has a slightly higher delinquency
rate than do other lenders, but they note that the bank has a lower default rate (Wil-
liams 1998). In cases in which borrowers do fall behind on their payments, Industrial
uses several strategies to maintain them as borrowers and customers.
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Follow-Up Contact with Delinquent Borrowers

Industrial does not offer any postpurchase counseling, either in-house or through refer-
rals to other groups. It does, however, reach out fairly early (typically 15 days after the
due date) to customers who fall behind on their payments. The bank then will remain
in close contact with the borrower until receipt of payment.

Forbearance Programs

If necessary, Industrial will work with delinquent borrowers to implement an appropri-
ate forbearance program. Recently the DC government laid off a number of employees,
thereby reducing the incomes of many Industrial borrowers. Industrial was able to re-
structure the affected loans, allowing the borrowers to get back on their feet and resume
making normal payments after a reasonable period of time. Forbearance options used
by Industrial include allowing nonpayment or reduced payments for a certain period,
with the understanding that when the situation stabilizes, the borrower will make the
normal payment plus some additional amount to catch up.

Cross-Selling Services

Industrial has found that when the bank can develop a multidimensional relationship
with a borrower, the borrower is more likely to remain current with payments and
loyal to the bank. Industrial markets savings products and consumer products to exist-
ing mortgagors, as well as loans to existing account holders, so it can develop strong
relationships with all of its customers.

DISCUSSION

Until 1995, Industrial was out of the mortgage mainstream in that it limited its lend-
ing to low-LTV balloon mortgages, kept its loans in portfolio, and, relatedly, failed to
offer the full range of products available from the GSEs, FHA, or VA. Since 1995, In-
dustrial has been offering long-term, high-LTV mortgages that comport with the indus-
try norm. That change in mortgage offerings has not altered Industrial’s historical
mission of serving the needs of the traditionally underserved.

The revamping of Industrial’s mortgage offerings and its historical lending role is re-
flected in HMDA data. Table 1 shows the number and outcome of mortgage loan applica-
tions—by race and income—submitted to Industrial between 1992 and 1997. As would
be expected, the number of applications submitted to Industrial increased after 1995
as Industrial began offering loans with lower down payments. With the incorporation
of government and Fannie Mae products, applicants could have as little as a 3-percent
down payment, or in some cases, zero down payment.
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Along with the number of applications received, Industrial’s mortgage denial rate in-
creased drastically after 1995. As indicated in table 1, between 1992 and 1994, only 4
of 49 applications submitted (8.2 percent) were denied. In 1996 and l997, 27 of 85
applications (31.8 percent) were denied. The increase is likely caused by the fact that
the more flexible underwriting criteria permitted by the government and Fannie Mae
products encouraged more marginal loan seekers to apply for loans.
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Table 1. Industrial Bank’s Mortgage Lending Performance, 1992–97

All Complete Applications African-American Applicants

Approval Approval
Year Applications Approved Denied Rate (%) Applications Approved Denied Rate (%)

1992 35 33 2 94.29 33 31 2 93.94
1993 5 3 2 60.00 3 3 0 00.00
1994 9 9 0 100.00 8 8 0 100.00
1995 27 23 4 85.19 23 19 4 82.61
1996 35 25 10 71.43 32 22 10 68.75
1997 49 32 17 65.31 43 26 17 60.47
Total 160 125 35 78.13 142 109 33 76.76

White Applicants Other Race Applicants

Approval Approval
Year Applications Approved Denied Rate (%) Applications Approved Denied Rate (%)

1992 0 NA NA NA 2 2 0 100.00
1993 0 NA NA NA 2 0 2 0.00
1994 0 NA NA NA 1 1 0 100.00
1995 3 3 0 100.00 1 1 0 100.00
1996 3 3 0 100.00 0 NA NA NA
1997 4 4 0 100.00 2 2 0 100.00
Total 10 10 0 100.00 8 6 2 75.00

LMI Applicants Non-LMI Applicants

Approval Approval
Year Applications Approved Denied Rate (%) Applications Approved Denied Rate (%)

1992 35 33 2 94.29 0 NA NA NA
1993 5 3 2 60.00 0 NA NA NA
1994 9 9 0 100.00 0 NA NA NA
1995 27 23 4 85.19 0 NA NA NA
1996 35 25 10 71.43 0 NA NA NA
1997 30 18 12 60.00 19 14 5 73.68
Total 141 111 30 78.72 19 14 5 73.68

Source: HMDA Loan Application Register Data from 1992 to 1997.
Note: NA = not applicable.



While Industrial’s denial rates may have increased, the number of its approved appli-
cations has also increased in the post-1995 period. As with the increase in denials, the
increase in approved loans is probably at least partially attributable to households
that previously would not have applied to Industrial at all.

Table 1 illustrates the racial and income breakdown of Industrial’s mortgage lending
between 1992 and 1997. As those statistics show, most of Industrial’s mortgage loan
applications come from African-American and LMI applicants.

Although Industrial’s approval rates to white and non-LMI applicants were higher than
those for African-American and LMI applicants, the very small number of non–African-
American and non-LMI applicants clearly detracts from the importance of those statis-
tics. Industrial approved more than 75 percent of the completed applications it received
from African-American and LMI applicants during the six-year period shown; that per-
centage is well above the average for the industry in general.

For example, in 1997, the industrywide approval rate for conventional home purchase
loans for African Americans nationwide was only 43.4 percent, while the rate for LMI
applicants was 60.4 percent.4 Industrial’s approval rates for those submarkets were 67.7
percent and 66.7 percent, respectively. Although the data are for one year only and do
not include government-insured or -guaranteed loans, they do provide an indication of
the higher approval rates for minority and LMI applicants recorded by Industrial Bank.

Examination of the history of and strategies used by Industrial offers important insights
into lending to the LMI and minority markets. Industrial’s African-American ownership,
its location in inner-city Washington, DC, and its corporate orientation toward providing
financial services to the underserved create a rare scenario in which lending to minority
and LMI borrowers and areas is the primary goal of the bank. That scenario is shared
by just a few other minority-owned institutions, community development financial
institutions, and other community-oriented lenders. While for most lenders minority and
LMI borrowers constitute a small part of their consumer base, such is decidedly not the
case for Industrial.

In that light, the fact that Industrial had no relationship with the secondary mortgage
market (an important source of funds behind most mortgages) and offered no long-term,
self-amortizing mortgages until 1995 is particularly disheartening. While Industrial
has moved rapidly since 1995 to develop its capacity to offer the full range of available
mortgage products to its borrowers, before that year, many prospective borrowers
undoubtedly had to postpone home purchases while amassing the required 20 percent
down payment. It is likely that other lenders are similarly outside the mainstream of
mortgage lending. The recent effort in the secondary mortgage market to develop new
strategies for increasing homeownership is an important step in the right direction.
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Yet even with its linkage to the secondary market, Industrial’s mortgage lending is
modest. Industrial is a minority-owned institution located in the heart of one of the most
concentrated minority areas in the United States, yet it makes only 30 home mortgages
a year.5 The challenge is how to expand Industrial’s lending to the traditionally under-
served while not changing the nature of its neighborly scale and mission.

What lessons can we learn from Industrial’s current operations? Some of the keys to
success are ethnic kinship, neighborhood presence, inclusive outreach activities, flexi-
ble yet prudent underwriting, willingness to work around credit problems, and encour-
agement of customer loyalty (and multiple profit centers) by developing multidimen-
sional financial relationships with customers.

Finally, Industrial’s personnel underscore the importance of a positive and respectful
attitude in working in traditionally underserved markets. That attitude is based on a
belief that working in those markets is a profitable enterprise:

Sometimes larger banks see [LMI lending] as a necessary evil. We see the LMI mar-
ket as a profitable market from the very beginning. If people approach it from that
standpoint and don’t put borrowers in the position of feeling they are in a specialized
or handout program, then they wind up with much better customers. And lending to
the LMI market is an excellent opportunity to catch folks at the beginning, and as
they grow with you, the lender prospers. (Williams 1998)
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Case Study
Trent Financial1

Location: Commerce, CA

Description: Small mortgage brokerage company specializing in FHA
lending

Year Founded: 1986

Service Area: Southern California, with most lending in Los Angeles
(especially the South-Central neighborhoods of the city)

Accomplishments: About 90 percent of Trent’s loans are to people of color with
low or moderate incomes

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Hiring racial and ethnic minorities reflective of its clientele;

involving the company in numerous community functions;
training both staff members and real estate agents with
whom Trent does business on financing basics, loan products,
and other matters

Attracting Applicants: Referrals from previous customers; advertising in Spanish-
language newspapers; infomercials and advertising on
Spanish-language television; outreach through churches and
real estate agents active in minority communities; seminars
in the workplace

Qualifying Applicants: Sensitive underwriting, including clearing up errors in bor-
rowers’ credit reports and efforts to understand employment
lapses; use of mortgage products amenable to its clients’
needs; use of subsidies in forms ranging from soft seconds
to mortgage credit certificates

Retaining Homeowners: Trent maintains contact with the borrower and makes
default counseling available when necessary.
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Other: Trent tends to match more of its borrowers with FHA prod-
ucts rather than GSE products because FHA offers more
suitable mortgage terms and underwriting, FHA is more
compatible with Trent’s service role to real estate agents
(i.e., quickly securing a loan for which a borrower would
qualify), and FHA lending is more profitable to Trent.

BACKGROUND

Trent Financial is a mortgage brokerage company located in the city of Commerce, CA,
near South-Central Los Angeles. Trent’s immediate neighborhood is largely African
American and Latino, with an Asian community to the northeast. Both the Latino and
the Asian groups include a high percentage of recent immigrants.

Formerly part of National Pacific, a larger West Coast–based lending institution, Trent
became an independent company in 1986. Trent is majority-owned and is regulated by
the California Department of Real Estate. The company has a staff of about 70 employ-
ees made up of 45 licensed loan agents, who work mostly on commission, and 25 proces-
sors, underwriters, and support personnel. Trent recently consolidated its several branch
offices to a single location in Commerce that is central to its lending area, which consists
of Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties.

Trent Financial’s net worth is roughly $1 million. In 1996, Trent made 812 loans with
an aggregate value of $107 million, for an average loan value of $132,000. Of the 812
loans, 45 percent were FHA-insured mortgages, composed of Section 203(b), Section 251
adjustable, and Section 203(k) loans. About 5 percent were loans to veterans through
the VA program, and 20 percent were “A” paper loans that were sold to Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. Of the loans, 20 percent were subprime, and the remaining 10 percent
were Title I (home repair) and mixed-use loans. Of the 812 loans, 68 percent were pur-
chase-money mortgages; the remaining 32 percent were home equity or refinance
loans (Sorgenfrey 1997).

About 90 percent of Trent’s loans are to people of color with low to moderate incomes
(Sorgenfrey 1997). Although Trent’s market covers much of Southern California, most
of its lending takes place in Los Angeles, especially in that city’s poorer, high-minority
areas, such as the South-Central neighborhoods.

Los Angeles is the largest city in Southern California, covering 470 square miles. It
had a 1990 population of 3.485 million and an estimated 1994 population of 3.62 mil-
lion. As indicated in table 1, Los Angeles is a mosaic of ethnic and racial groups, with a
large Hispanic presence (40 percent of the 1990 population). Many residents of the city
are economically disadvantaged (table 2); in 1990, 49 percent of the city’s 1.22 million
households had incomes that were 80 percent or less of the median family income for
the Los Angeles–Long Beach MSA (City of Los Angeles 1994).
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The South-Central neighborhoods of Los Angeles are almost entirely minority, and they
experience severe socioeconomic distress. For instance, some census tracts in this area
have poverty rates exceeding 50 percent (City of Los Angeles 1994). Economic distress
in South-Central was made worse by civil disturbances that took place there in 1992.
As of the mid-1990s, 50 percent of the businesses destroyed during those riots had not
reopened (City of Los Angeles 1994).

Lending in this market is a challenge. Rather than simply mediating and assisting
prospective borrowers to find a loan, Trent packages loans for buyers, processes loans,
and performs some preunderwriting counseling (Sorgenfrey 1997). Trent’s loans are
sold to a lender after one year has elapsed. During that first year, Trent ensures that
payments are made and performs such services as credit and default counseling.

CRA obligations are not an issue because Trent, a nondepository institution, is not
subject to CRA. Servicing a traditionally underserved population is a conscious business
choice. As Senior Vice President Kent Sorgenfrey explained, “Trent actively pursues this
often neglected side of the business” (Sorgenfrey 1997).
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Table 1. City of Los Angeles:
Ethnic-Racial Profile (1990)

Ethnic-Racial Groups City Total (%)

Hispanic (of any race) 40
White (non-Hispanic) 37
African American 13
Asian American/Pacific Islander 9
All 100

Source: 1990 census as cited in City of Los Angeles (1994).

Table 2. City of Los Angeles: Income Distribution (1990)

Income Category City Total (%)

Extremely low income (0-30% of MFI)* 19
Very low income (31-50% of MFI) 14
Low income (51-80% of MFI) 16
Moderate income (81-95% of MFI) 8
Above moderate income (96% of MFI or higher) 43
All 100

Source: 1990 census as cited in City of Los Angeles (1994).
* Median family income for the Los Angeles-Long Beach MSA as of 1990
($45,200).



STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

Because Trent has chosen to serve minority communities almost exclusively, the com-
pany finds it unnecessary to monitor or reward employees for making loans to minori-
ties. Loans made to Caucasians or Anglos are very rare (Sorgenfrey 1997).

Trent believes that “one of the easiest ways to foster [minority lending] is by hiring
minorities.” Trent accomplishes its goal by advertising in minority-oriented media in
Los Angeles; by taking referrals from its own staff members, who are predominantly
minority; and by other means. Senior-level management is extensively involved in the
community, making visits to the field and speaking at numerous community functions
(Sorgenfrey 1997).

Trent frequently holds staff training sessions that focus on the education, motivation,
and qualification of potential home buyers. Because the company’s many clients have
different saving patterns and different concepts of lending, extra skill and education
are required for the loan officers to deal with varied situations.

Attracting Applicants

Partnership with Real Estate Agents

Referrals are very important sources of new clients because Trent has been located in
the same area for many years and has built a rapport with the community. Real estate
agents are an important referral source, and the company works hard to keep close ties
with agents active in its market area. Although many prospective home buyers approach
real estate agents first to help them in the home-buying process, Trent has found that
“…buyer[s] [are] becoming more and more sophisticated and understanding if…they
first come to a lender, that we are willing to package them up-front and show them
what things cost. They don’t have to go out and find something they want only to find
they can’t afford it” (Sorgenfrey 1997). Once clients are ready to buy, Trent puts them
in touch with real estate agents who will show them homes they can afford, sometimes
from specialized sources (e.g., HUD foreclosures).

Trent provides training manuals to real estate offices on how to use targeted mortgages,
such as FHA and GSE affordable products, which make financing available to those who
might not otherwise be considered qualified for a loan. An example is the company’s
Real Estate Financing and Training Manual (Trent 1997), which contains sections such
as “financing basics,” “information required for loan application,” and “FHA worksheet.”
Agents are given the manual and are offered multiday instruction in its subjects at
Trent’s offices.

Trent’s training of and communication with real estate agents is viewed by the company
as fundamental to its business. “One of the most important things we can do to get the
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word out and generate and foster minority business is to have the agents understand
[the products available]. They are the ones actually out there selling the property”
(Sorgenfrey 1997). The message to agents is that “with a very small down payment, de-
spite [a buyer’s] income and less than perfect credit, there are still many ways [to help
someone buy a home]” (Sorgenfrey 1997). Because real estate agents are a direct link
to prospective home buyers, their understanding of home-buyer programs and their
willingness to work with traditionally underserved customers are vital to the continued
service of this population.

Advertising

Trent uses Spanish-language newspapers and local English-language publications to
reach its target audience. Trent has tried radio and found it relatively ineffective, but
advertisements, infomercials, and talk show appearances on Spanish-language televi-
sion stations have met with success. Advertisements in the different media include infor-
mation on free prequalification, credit counseling, and home-buyer education seminars.

Partnerships with Community Organizations and Businesses

Community outreach is also accomplished through seminars held in churches. In addi-
tion, Trent has helped nonprofits obtain FHA 203(k) loans that enabled the purchase
and rehabilitation of properties needing repairs.2 After rehabilitation, the nonprofits
would then sell the fixed-up properties to qualified purchasers, who often would avail
themselves of Trent’s financing services.

Another approach that Trent has taken to make its programs available to its target
market is to bring its seminars into the workplace. Large companies in the Los Angeles
area often employ significant numbers of people with limited formal education, as well
as many recent immigrants, in their unskilled or limited-skill departments. Many of
those employers have indicated to Trent that the promotion of homeownership among
their workers encourages a stable workforce (Sorgenfrey 1997). In turn, they are will-
ing to promote Trent’s home-buyer seminars and even allow the seminars to be held in
their offices during the lunch hour.

Importance of Cultural Sensitivity

An important part of attracting minority borrowers is cultural sensitivity to various
ethnic groups. Through years of experience, Trent’s loan officers have noted that differ-
ent ethnic groups have varying attitudes toward financial transactions, savings, and
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real estate agents. Once loan officers are able to form good relationships with some
members of, for example, Mexican, Cambodian, or Filipino communities, they find it
much easier to identify clients within those groups. Such groups tend to trust loan offi-
cers after they have proven themselves; the groups then refer their friends and family
members. Some ethnic groups form cuñedas, a word used by some Spanish-speaking
populations to refer to collective savings accounts, in which depositors place money on
a monthly basis. Loan officers are aware that those collective funds can sometimes be
applied to home purchases.

Clients in the Chinese community have been much less willing than other ethnic groups
to work directly with Trent agents, preferring instead to conduct transactions through
their own real estate agents. Privacy seems to be an important concern in the Chinese
community; prospective home buyers are often very uncomfortable presenting their tax
returns and other financial information to strangers. Furthermore, loan officers must
be aware that some of their Chinese clients perceive real estate in a manner different-
ly from that of most Americans. For instance, Chinese home seekers who subscribe to
the theories of feng shui consider the direction that a house faces to be of such impor-
tance that it can affect their decision to buy.

Other communities prefer different approaches by loan officers. African-American clients,
according to Trent, seem to desire a very professional approach to lending. Instead of
concentrating on forming personal relationships within the community, Trent loan offi-
cers have had greater success communicating their technical understanding of the mort-
gage process in an impersonal manner and providing detailed financial explanations to
their African-American clients. Many Mexicans, however, are confused by the process
and respond best to a sensitive loan officer. Many non-Mexican Hispanics, such as Sal-
vadorans and Nicaraguans, are well educated in the home-buying process and are very
demanding clients. Admittedly, those are broad generalizations, but an awareness of
the differences among ethnic groups’ business and home purchase preferences can be
of great use to loan officers who work in diverse ethnic communities.

Qualifying Applicants

Home-Buyer Education

Trent provides a home-buyer education program inspired by Fannie Mae’s Community
Home Buyer’s Guide. Whereas Fannie Mae requires a 14-hour commitment to finish the
course, however, Trent allows independent home study and sets no rigid time require-
ments. Trent’s education program covers essential topics such as determining whether
a borrower will be able to make regular payments. It stresses the importance of budget-
ing for unexpected costs. Home-buyer seminars are held in Spanish and English; they
are advertised in newspapers and through flyers distributed throughout local neigh-
borhoods and apartment complexes. Trent tries to hold its seminars in “nonthreaten-
ing, non-sales environment[s], such as library community rooms, the YMCA, and City
Hall” (Sorgenfrey 1997). Trent has found that education seminars are better attended
when held on weeknights than on weekends.
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Use of Mortgage Subsidy Programs

Trent sometimes uses subsidized loan products to qualify applicants, the most common
such products being soft seconds made possible with CDBG money. The Mortgage
Credit Certificate (MCC) is another program used to qualify the target group. MCC, a
federal program, gives first-time home buyers a tax credit of up to 20 percent of the
money spent in mortgage interest per year. This program is open to most LMI people;
the maximum allowable income is usually 150 percent of an area median.

Loan Processing and Underwriting

Trent makes every effort to accommodate its traditionally underserved clientele. Loan
applications, for example, are very often taken in Spanish. Trent’s bilingual personnel
then translate the intake data into English for processing.

Trent works carefully with its clients to qualify them for a loan. A great deal of atten-
tion is paid to establishing credit, a common problem for traditionally underserved
persons. For those who do not have traditional credit records, Trent works with utility
and phone companies, encouraging them to send information directly to credit reporting
agencies. Letters from nonsecured sources of credit (such as stores) that have allowed
installment payments can be added to a customer’s credit file. Letters from landlords
that verify a client’s history of regular rent payments are also used to establish alter-
native credit.

Trent loan officers find that for traditionally underserved borrowers, credit reports
include incorrect information approximately 25 percent of the time, although the error
rate is decreasing. Errors relating to medical bills and insurance are very common be-
cause of misunderstandings regarding payment. Hospitals sometimes bill both the in-
surance company and patient. When the patient does not pay, that nonpayment shows
up on the credit report. Before a loan goes to an underwriter, Trent examines a client’s
credit record and attempts to clear up as many mistakes and blemishes as possible.
Subprime, or “B” paper, borrowers require more effort, time, and money on the part of
the lender than prime borrowers. It is in Trent’s best interest to work with borrowers
to improve their credit ratings to prime. Of course, the borrower also benefits; he or
she will receive a lower interest rate on a prime loan and a lower PMI rate if the cred-
it score is improved.

Employment history is another area that allows some flexibility in prequalification. If
a client has changed jobs frequently and has jumped from industry to industry, he or
she is generally difficult to prequalify—though there is greater flexibility in this regard
than in the past. Trent tries to take the context of a person’s employment history into
account. For example, time spent in school or in a certification program that helped the
applicant obtain his or her current job may be counted as employment time. If valid
reasons for a job change are not readily apparent, Trent includes a letter of explanation
from the applicant in the final loan package.
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Allowable sources of income follow industry standards and include full-time employ-
ment and part-time employment remuneration that has been received for a year or
longer. Seasonal employment remuneration is sometimes acceptable, as are unemploy-
ment benefits of at least a year’s duration.

Although Trent requires that a property be in salable condition, property standards in
general are not a major concern. The size of a home is not an issue, as long as the home
has been inspected and found to be in good condition. Conversely, considerations of the
neighborhood are very important; too much graffiti, gang activity, or obvious crime will
count as negatives.

Trent tries to offer flexible loan obligation terms; it will sometimes accept a back-end
ratio as high as 46 to 47 percent. Trent will allow that debt ratio if the compensating
factors are strong enough—if the client has demonstrated an ability to save, for example,
or has an excellent credit record, a stable job, an expectation of increased income, or a
history of regular raises. When clients have a high debt ratio, Trent encourages them to
take an assumable fixed-rate loan, which may have a higher rate than a variable-rate
mortgage initially has, but which will be stable throughout the life of the loan.

In 1996, FHA changed its policy and allowed as much as 100 percent of the down pay-
ment and closing costs to be posted by an immediate family member for its 203(b)
mortgages. That change has allowed Trent to be more flexible. In the Vietnamese and
Cambodian communities, in particular, it is common to find groups (not necessarily all
blood relations) that combine funds so one member of the group can use the money to-
ward a major purchase, such as a home. Changes in the FHA requirements have made
those funds viable sources of assets, which, in turn, has made lending much easier to
groups that engage in such a savings system.

Within Trent, if an underwriter does not approve a loan, the loan is given multiple
reviews and is shown to the most senior staff members. Because Trent’s business is
closing loans and not processing them, it has a vested interest in approving every loan
that comes into the office. This fact in itself often leads Trent to be flexible in its under-
writing. Because Trent focuses on lending to minorities, it does not test for discrimina-
tion (e.g., disparate treatment of minorities versus whites).

Retaining Homeowners

Trent makes an effort to keep in contact with its customers after the loan closing and
has an established postclosing program that focuses on maintaining contact with the
borrower. The new owners are notified by letter that Trent is available to help them in
times of need. When notified of missed payments, Trent contacts the borrowers and works
with them to find a strategy for making up payments and avoiding default. Because Trent
is financially responsible for any missed payments in the first six months after closing,
the company is very quick to undertake default counseling and collection efforts.
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Kent Sorgenfrey considers trust to be the single most important element for maintain-
ing a traditionally underserved clientele. Open lines of communication, together with
long years in the same marketplace, have earned Trent credibility and a good reputation
among its clientele. Because referrals play a prominent role in Trent’s success, trust is
vital to building a larger client base.

DISCUSSION

The underserved population is Trent’s major source of business, and the company has
focused on serving that community for more than a decade. Loan officers have built
relationships with various ethnic communities and with real estate agents; the latter
have given the loan officers an “in” to minority business. Rather than treating minority
lending as a greater risk market, Trent’s attitude is that the South-Central Los Ange-
les market is a viable profit center waiting to be tapped.

Trent’s lending business has been enhanced by the training and information it provides
to real estate agents. Because those agents are usually the first people potential home
buyers turn to, it is important that the agents be well informed and sensitive to issues
facing minorities and lower-income people. Real estate agents should understand that
less-than-perfect credit, limited incomes, and high debt ratios are not a dead end for
potential home buyers; agents must also be familiar with the numerous loan products
available to traditionally underserved borrowers.

Trent makes available a range of GSE (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) and FHA loans
with a variety of characteristics. We queried Trent as to why a much larger share of its
lending to the traditionally underserved market was FHA as opposed to GSE. Trent
indicated that it tended to match more of its borrowers with FHA rather than GSE
products because FHA offered more suitable mortgage terms and underwriting, FHA
was more compatible with Trent’s service role to real estate agents, and FHA lending
was more profitable to Trent (Sorgenfrey 1998).

FHA Offers More Suitable Mortgage and Underwriting Terms 
for Trent’s Customers

Trent offered a number of examples in support of such a stance. One example is that
the closing cost obligation to the borrower is less challenging with an FHA transaction
than with a GSE transaction, as seen in table 3.

As another example, Trent notes that, with FHA, 100 percent of the down payment
can be a gift from a blood relative, whereas, with GSEs gifting is more restrictive (Sor-
genfrey 1998). Trent noted the following:

Initially 70 percent of renters don’t have enough money to close. Ultimately, they
scrape and borrow. Relatives’ help is especially important with ethnic communities.
FHA is very accommodating by allowing such gifts. (Sorgenfrey 1998)
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As is shown in table 4, FHA is more tolerant in allowing relatives and friends to assist
the purchaser by acting as nonoccupant cosigners.

Trent notes that nonoccupant coborrowers play a particularly significant role in the
Hispanic community. About three-quarters of the lending that Trent does to Hispanics
involves two to three coborrowers, often nonoccupants. Nonoccupant coborrowers are
most prevalent with Trent’s FHA loans.

The cash economy of much of Trent’s clientele affects its choice of loan product because
FHA is more accepting of cash on hand with respect to assets to close. Similarly, borrower
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Table 3. Closing Costs Comparison—FHA and GSE Transactions

FHA Transactions GSE Transactions

Regulation FHA regulates closing costs (e.g., GSEs do not regulate closing costs 
it caps the escrow, title insurance, so these costs are higher than on 
and lender’s fees) so closing costs FHA transactions.
are lower.

Closing costs payment FHA traditionally allowed non- Nonrecurring closing costs cannot be 
recurring closing costs to be financed.
financed by buyer.*

Seller can pay nonrecurring closing Under 90% LTV, seller can pay up to 
costs, but that payment does not 3% of sales price for all closing costs 
help buyer because the buyer’s cash (recurring and nonrecurring).
to close would then increase.

Recurring closing costs can be paid See above comments concerning 
by others without penalty to the 90% LTV.
borrower. (Recurring closing costs 
are often paid by the seller or lender).

Source: Sorgenfrey 1998.
* This provision was dropped in 1997.

Table 4. Nonoccupant Coborrower Comparison—FHA and GSE Transactions

FHA Transactions GSE Transactions

Inclusion of Nonoccupant With 95% (or higher) LTV loan, cosigner’s income is 
nonoccupant cosigner cosigner’s income is not counted. Thus, a nonoccupant cosigner cannot 

always counted. assist on Fannie Mae Community Home Buyer’s and 
Freddie Mac Affordable Gold products.

Treatment of cosigner’s FHA pools income When the GSEs include a nonoccupant cosigner’s 
income and debt of occupant income, they apply separate front- to back-end ratios 

borrower and to the occupant and nonoccupant cosigner, respectively.
nonoccupant cosigner By applying a split as opposed to a pooled ratio (as 
and applies a joint FHA does), the benefit of aligning a marginal 
front- to back-end ratio. occupant borrower with a financially stronger 

nonoccupant cosigner is reduced.

Source: Sorgenfrey 1998.



income stability influences loan choice. Many Trent customers have construction, re-
tail, or food-preparation jobs for which periodic unemployment and fluctuations in earn-
ings are the norm. According to Trent, the GSEs are more concerned with stability of
income than is FHA, which is yet another factor leading it to favor FHA.

Underwriting by PMI companies is another consideration. Trent asserts that numer-
ous “PMI companies favor loan applications that fit in a nice, neat, traditional package”
(Sorgenfrey 1998). Those PMI companies are uncomfortable with applicants with issues
concerning marginal credit, income instability, higher ratios, and the like.

Because PMI coverage is necessary for GSE lending, mortgage applicants with issues
(many of Trent’s customers) are by default directed to FHA loans.

FHA Furthers Trent’s Relationship with Real Estate Agents

The use of FHA loans, which are more suitable for Trent’s customers, furthers the com-
pany’s relationship with real estate agents. As noted, agents are important to Trent’s
business, and, in turn, those agents want sales to be consummated. Real estate agents
maintain relationships with mortgage companies that can nearly always quickly and
successfully qualify their buyers. Trent will, therefore, favor those mortgage products
offering a high probability of approval of its applicants. Its choice in this regard is FHA.
Trent noted as follows:

With the GSEs, it is one strike on the borrower and he is out. With FHA it’s three
strikes before you are out. A borrower can have two problems with FHA, a credit
problem and a high ratio, and still be accepted. And our borrowers often have two
strikes. (Sorgenfrey 1998)

Table 5 shows real-world cases of mortgage applicants with issues leading to their
referral to FHA.
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Table 5. Cases of Applicants with Issues Leading to Referral to FHA

Applicant Issues

Borrower 1 Higher FICO score but 60 late payments 30 days in duration. Back-end ratio is high (45
percent); however, borrower has higher assets ($2,000 liquid and $36,000 in a 401[k]).
Because of the late payments and high back-end ratio, the borrower was referred to FHA.

Borrower 2 703-749 FICO score but a 38-percent front-end ratio, the latter deemed too high for a
GSE product.

Borrower 3 Husband with a 628 FICO score, despite having a recent bankruptcy;* wife with a 607
FICO score (has perfect credit, yet is at the credit limit on charge cards). Income insta-
bility for both and high debt ratio. Referred to FHA because of the bankruptcy, unstable
employment, and high debt ratios.

* It is incongruous that the husband has a higher FICO than his wife despite having a recent bankruptcy.



Trent acknowledges that some of the borrowers profiled in table 5 might have passed
GSE muster. However, that clearance might have taken longer than with FHA, and the
outcome was less certain. Additionally, all three borrowers were real estate agent referrals;
therefore, Trent wanted to go with the “sure bet” (Sorgenfrey 1998)—and that was FHA.

Profit Motive for FHA Lending

A third reason to opt for FHA is the greater opportunity to realize more profit because
of the additional points paid. Years ago, FHA set interest rate ceilings that were below
market. To compensate, discount points from 0.5 to 1.5 percent were charged on FHA
lending, with those points typically paid by the seller.3 Since the late 1980s, however,
FHA lending has been at a market rate. Despite that change, the mind-set that sellers
pay points with FHA mortgages has remained. Such discount points are not paid on
conventional financing.

The points paid to the lender are, in part, compensation for the sometimes higher costs
borne by the lender in making an FHA loan. For instance, lenders sometimes pay for a
portion of recurring closing costs on an FHA transaction. Also, because many FHA bor-
rowers are only marginally qualified to make the deal, lenders will sometimes subsidize
the interest rate. For instance, a borrower exceeding the FHA debt ratio with a 7 per-
cent interest rate might fit the FHA debt guidelines if the lender could offer a rate 25
basis points lower. This writedown is paid for from the discount points.

In many cases, though, the discount points represent pure additional profit to the lender,
a profit unavailable with conventional financing. That powerful motive shows why Trent
and other mortgage companies favor FHA.

Summary and Policy Issues

In summary, Trent demonstrates the important role of community context and corpo-
rate culture in reaching underserved markets. Its mortgages of choice in expanding
homeownership opportunities have been FHA products. Trent emphasizes FHA prod-
ucts because they are profitable to the company and offer numerous advantages to tra-
ditionally underserved households. With FHA (and other products), Trent has enabled
many minority, moderate-income families to realize homeownership, often in challeng-
ing neighborhoods in South-Central Los Angeles.

Yet, the FHA-focused lending approach used by Trent raises several policy issues.
Some question the net benefits of FHA-focused lending for low-income, minority, and
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racially changing neighborhoods (Bradford and Rubinowitz 1975; Bradford 1998; Wyly
and Holloway 1999). Various features of the program—full insurance against lender
loss, higher fees and insurance costs, tight rules governing foreclosure and resale—
have been blamed for encouraging some lenders to pursue short-run profits by aggres-
sively marketing FHA credit to borrowers with poor credit and low incomes. The result-
ing delinquencies can wipe out borrowers’ resources and can leave neighborhoods pock-
marked with vacant homes that cannot be resold because of rigid program rules (Brad-
ford 1998). Even in the absence of such severe problems, FHA products carry slightly
higher borrowing costs for the entire life of the loan, and under certain conditions allow
new homeowners to start out with negative equity (i.e., owing more than the house is
worth). Therefore, to the degree that institutions lend aggressively to underserved mar-
kets by specializing in FHA-insured products, they are vulnerable to charges that they
steer certain borrowers into government-backed loans or that their lending approach is
not compatible with long-term efforts to promote sustainable homeownership.

In recent years, the boundary between conventional and FHA products has eroded con-
siderably, with flexible, low–down payment conventional loans readily salable to Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac. That change is reflected in the growing menu of mortgages offered
by Trent. Trent continues to focus on FHA products, however, because of their still greater
flexibility than that of the GSE offerings. Through this strategy, Trent has achieved a
reputation as a highly reputable lending institution that balances the need for profitabil-
ity with genuine efforts to provide homeownership opportunities to low-income and
minority households.
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Case Study
Atlanta Mortgage Consortium1

Location: Atlanta

Description: One of the earlier and better-known mortgage consortia,
Atlanta Mortgage Consortium (AMC) was formed by nine
Atlanta banks to foster lending to traditionally underserved
populations. The immediate impetus for AMC’s formation
was “The Color of Money,” a Pulitzer Prize–winning series
of articles on mortgage redlining published in the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution in 1988. AMC ceased operations in
1997.

Year Founded: 1988

Service Area: About 90 percent of AMC’s loans were made in Fulton and
DeKalb Counties, which include the city of Atlanta.

Accomplishments: AMC closed a total of 1,815 loans with a value of $95 million
($58 million held in portfolio, $25 million sold to GSEs, and
the remainder refinanced). Seventy percent of AMC loans
went to minorities with incomes at or below 80 percent of
the area median.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Outreach to real estate professionals through an annual

meeting

Attracting Applicants: Community Home Buyers Program, an education seminar
created by AMC. Outreach to, as well as targeted advertis-
ing through, community institutions (e.g., churches)

Qualifying Applicants: Aggressive front- and back-end debt ratios (35/42); high LTVs
(up to 95 percent); BMIRs; no mortgage insurance; sensitivi-
ty to credit issues and other underwriting flexibilities; and
multiple loan reviews
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Retaining Homeowners: Early intervention with counseling; payment revision (e.g.,
increasing share apportioned to principal)

BACKGROUND

The Atlanta Mortgage Consortium (AMC) was a private nonprofit organization that was
founded in 1988. It was created by nine Atlanta-area banks to formalize and extend
home lending efforts to LMI households—especially minority households—who many in
the community believed did not have equal access to mortgage funds.2 By the time AMC
disbanded in April 1997, it had made more than 1,800 loans worth $95 million.

Impetus for establishing AMC derived initially from the activities of the Atlanta Commu-
nity Reinvestment Alliance (ACRA), which was formed in early 1986 to analyze racial
disparities in mortgage lending and to pressure financial institutions to expand lend-
ing within minority neighborhoods in central Atlanta. ACRA had some minor success,
and some discussion took place about forming a mortgage loan consortium. But it took
the interest of Atlanta Journal–Constitution reporter Bill Dedman and his editors, plus
the research focus of Stan F. Fitterman, a student in the Graduate Program in City
Planning at the Georgia Institute of Technology and a member of ACRA, to revive the
flagging effort late in 1987 (Dedman 1988; Keating, Brazen, and Fitterman 1992). With
funding from the newspaper for data acquisition and programming, the newspaper and
Fitterman produced what has been described as “perhaps the largest single study of
racial discrimination in the United States” (Massey and Denton 1993, 108). The research
revealed that in 1982, Atlanta’s depository lenders made more than twice as many home
purchase loans per 100 owner-occupied housing units in middle-income, predominantly
white census tracts than in predominantly black tracts. The white to black ratio widened
to 5.9 in 1983, 4.0 in 1984, 4.7 in 1985, and 6.0 in 1986.

The four-day series of articles (titled “The Color of Money”), for which Dedman and the
newspaper won a Pulitzer Prize and for which Fitterman was awarded the Edward
McClure Award for best student paper in planning by the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Planning, led to the formation of AMC. On May 12, 1988, less than two weeks
after the newspaper series began, a $20 million, nine-bank AMC consortium was an-
nounced. Three other banks also pledged individual commitments totaling $45 million
for minority mortgage loans, pushing the total of funds available to $65 million.

Membership in the consortium subsequently decreased to five banks: First National
Bank of Cherokee County; First Union National Bank of Georgia; South Trust Bank,
N.A.; SunTrust Bank; and Wachovia Bank of Georgia, N.A. All five have branches
throughout the Atlanta metropolitan area. The decrease in membership was not caused
by lack of enthusiasm for the consortium. Some original members withdrew from the
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consortium because they created their own internal programs and products for LMI lend-
ing; other banks left as a consequence of mergers or acquisitions.

AMC staff members evaluated loan applications and made recommendations; each
member bank then took a share of the individual loans. This arrangement enabled all
the participating banks to finance LMI mortgages, with the level of their involvement
based on their assets. This arrangement spread the risk among AMC members.

Before 1996, the consortium averaged more than 200 loans annually. But in 1996, it
financed only 48 loans. Here again, the decrease was not caused by a lack of enthusi-
asm, but rather by greatly expanded opportunities for affordable financing outside the
consortium.

About 90 percent of all AMC loans were made in Fulton and DeKalb Counties, which
include the city of Atlanta. Loans were for single-family housing in LMI neighborhoods.
Most of those neighborhoods have a combination of single-family and multifamily struc-
tures and a preponderance of housing units that are more than 40 years old. The neigh-
borhoods are the lowest-income areas in metropolitan Atlanta, and they generally rep-
resent the areas where LMI households have the best chance to buy decent, affordable
housing. Consortium management encouraged potential home buyers to consider neigh-
borhoods believed to have good long-term value for the housing investment.

STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

The mission of AMC was to provide single-family loans to households with incomes
that were less than 80 percent of the area median (Scheid 1997a). Those households
were composed overwhelmingly of minorities (about 70 percent). As an adjunct to its
loan-making activities, AMC conducted homeownership education courses for prospec-
tive buyers and offered credit counseling.

AMC’s executive director, Charles Scheid III, had an extensive background in large-
scale housing construction, construction management, and low-income housing finance
and subsidy programs. AMC was governed by a board of directors composed of one rep-
resentative from each of the five member banks and one member from the community.
The board met regularly throughout the year. AMC also convened an annual meeting
of real estate agents, appraisers, attorneys, and other real estate professionals with
whom it worked regularly to evaluate the performance of the program and to discuss
how operations and procedures might be changed. AMC management found this forum
very effective for raising and resolving operational issues (Scheid 1997b).
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Attracting Applicants

AMC attracted applicants primarily through its Community Home Buyers Program
(CHBP)—an education seminar that will be described shortly. AMC also reached poten-
tial home buyers through its brochures, community newspaper advertising, and commu-
nity organization outreach, especially by local churches. Another key strategy for seek-
ing potential home buyers was the involvement of community institutions in publicizing,
and often hosting, the CHBP. Religious institutions played an especially important role
in attracting people to the home-buyer seminars. A number of churches took an active
role in explaining the AMC program, announcing and scheduling the CHBP, and pro-
viding meeting facilities. (AMC worked closely with Atlanta’s Concerned Black Clergy.)
AMC concluded that this last approach, in which well-established and trusted commu-
nity institutions were used to publicize and facilitate the CHBP, was the best way to
reach its clients (Scheid 1997b).

Qualifying Applicants

Community Home Buyers Program and Credit Counseling

In its near-decade of experience in serving LMI home buyers, AMC found that its minor-
ity and nonminority clients needed first to become familiar with the home-buying process
and the associated costs. Because of this need, AMC believed that the most effective
approach to successful qualification of a borrower was thorough initial screening and
counseling (Scheid 1997b). Thus, in addition to their function in attracting applicants,
the CHBP and credit counseling referrals played an important role in qualifying appli-
cants for mortgages.

Initially, most of AMC’s clients did not believe that homeownership was possible. Com-
mon misconceptions included beliefs that (a) down payments of 20 percent are required,
(b) past credit problems are an absolute barrier to acquiring a loan, or (c) households
with modest incomes cannot qualify for home mortgages.

To correct these misconceptions and to help qualify applicants, AMC offered the CHBP,
which was publicized through the targeted advertising and local organization (e.g.,
church) networks as previously mentioned. Referrals also came from friends or family,
real estate agents, and AMC’s lender members.

The eight-hour CHBP was offered twice a month, usually on a Saturday, at either a
church or community center. AMC found that short, very general information sessions
did not equip its traditionally underserved clientele to evaluate homeownership in
light of their specific circumstances (Scheid 1997b). In contrast, the full-day CHBP
covered the following:
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1. Deciding whether or not to buy

2. Budgeting for the household

3. Locating and evaluating a prospective home

4. Learning the roles of real estate agents, housing inspectors, loan officers, and real
estate attorneys in the home-buying process

5. Receiving information on credit and a free credit report

6. Understanding mortgages and the mortgage process

7. Maintaining a home and meeting a homeowner’s financial responsibilities

About 1,000 persons attended the seminars annually. Attendees received a certificate
upon completion that was a prerequisite for obtaining a home purchase loan from AMC.
Although the home-buyer education course did not produce a full credit report for attend-
ees, the course extensively addressed the steps necessary to remedy credit blemishes.
Attendees with severe credit problems could seek additional credit counseling outside
the course. Post-CHBP credit counseling was available through AMC and other organi-
zations in the metropolitan area.

The CHBP and credit counseling were used to help prospective loan applicants decide
whether to proceed, develop a budget plan, correct or understand a credit problem, and
embark on a longer-term effort to clear credit problems and establish a credit history
that could enable them to obtain a mortgage in the future. These steps are important
because problems with credit are by far the leading reason for declined applications
(Scheid 1997b).

Loan Products

Through its member banks, AMC offered three types of loans: first mortgage purchase,
purchase and rehabilitation, and refinance and rehabilitation. Member banks took all
loan applications and sent them to AMC for processing and underwriting. Loans were
closed using AMC criteria and were serviced by the Standard Mortgage Corporation. A
home-buyer education completion certificate was required for a first-purchase loan.

AMC loans were characterized by the following basic traits:

1. The loans were targeted to LMI census tracts in 9 of 20 counties in the Atlanta
metropolitan area.
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2. The maximum household income of applicants was $42,000.

3. Loan amounts ranged up to $90,000.

4. Property to be purchased must be single-family, owner-occupied; condominiums
must be in developments with at least 75-percent owner occupancy.

5. Interest rates were fixed, usually 0.5 percent below market.3

6. The loan term was 30 years or the remaining economic life of the property (as
determined by appraisal).

7. The LTV ratio ranged up to 95 percent.

8. Monthly escrows were required to be in place for homeowners’ insurance and
property tax.

9. Cash reserves of one month’s PITI were required.

Underwriting

The applicant’s creditworthiness was evaluated on the basis of his or her credit report,
but AMC did not use computerized credit scoring. If there was evidence of past credit
problems, AMC looked to recent history of successful payment of rent, utilities, or other
debt obligations. If a major problem existed in the applicant’s credit history, a good cred-
it record needed to be reestablished for at least one year. In cases with no established
credit history, a verifiable record of rent and utility payments could be accepted.

Occasional problems arose with inaccuracies in an applicant’s credit report. However,
AMC staff members did not become directly involved in helping applicants correct cred-
it reports or in the preloan credit counseling of individuals.

An applicant’s allowable income base included the income of all members of the house-
hold except minors. Overtime, part-time work, commissions, dividends, and other veri-
fiable sources of regular or steady income could also be included. An overall history of
regular employment was taken into account, and self-employed people were required to
document income with tax returns and with profit and loss statements. Any tax-exempt
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income received, such as public assistance, was eligible and counted as ordinary income,
but was not grossed up to make it comparable to taxable income.

Appraisals and inspections were the basis for determining a property’s value, livability,
and marketability. The amount of any individual loan was based on the appraised value
and the borrower’s ability to pay. No mortgage insurance was required because the con-
sortium decided it could insure itself against significant loss by spreading the risk among
member banks.

Standard loan payment ratios for the program generally did not exceed 35 percent
for the monthly housing expense-to-income ratio, or 42 percent for total debt-to-income
ratio. A total ratio somewhat higher than 42 percent was considered, however, if the
borrower had a demonstrated history of maintaining a ratio above 42 percent.

On an AMC loan, closing costs to the borrower consisted of a 1-percent origination fee,
one discount point, appraisal and inspection costs, and the costs of a full credit report.
For a typical $50,000 mortgage, these costs would amount to about $1,500, or 3 percent.
In calculating the borrower’s ability to meet closing costs, AMC considered sources such
as gifts of cash and personal loans from friends or relatives. In the case of down pay-
ments, only gifts were considered, however, because a loan for this purpose could add a
significant additional burden of debt.

Multiple Reviews of Mortgage Applications

The AMC executive director performed a second review of all declined loans. At the
written request of the borrower or for loans referred by the executive director, a further
review was performed by the Exception Committee, which was drawn from the AMC
board of directors. In practice, the Exception Committee was called on to consider only
a very few declined loans. The principal objective in reviewing all loans was to ensure
fairness—regardless of the race of the applicant.

Retaining Homeowners

AMC attached great importance to early intervention in minimizing foreclosures. There-
fore, it closely monitored monthly payments and immediately reacted to delinquencies.
This practice was considered a crucial aspect of the overall program. Borrowers were
contacted by phone first. If phone calls did not resolve the problem quickly, home visits
and meetings were scheduled to assess and correct the situation as soon as possible.
AMC or other agencies provided counseling as needed. The consortium saw very few re-
peat defaults if the first instance was dealt with quickly. In cases in which a serious
temporary financial problem affected the borrower’s ability to pay, AMC generally re-
vised the terms of the loan by increasing monthly principal payments slightly without
extending the loan term (so more money was credited to paying down the loan and less
to interest payments).
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DISCUSSION

Evolution of AMC 

Three changes marked the evolution of AMC. The first was the introduction of the CHBP
run by AMC’s executive director, who also evaluated loan applications. The program
ensured rigorous screening of prospective applicants and also sensitized AMC staff
members to the unique characteristics of low-income applicants (e.g., nontraditional
credit histories, insufficient protections against medical crises, employment volatility,
and general economic vulnerability).

The second change was to reduce the total debt ratio from 50 percent to 42 percent in
1990, which increased the likelihood that borrowers would have the financial capacity
to maintain monthly payments. The 50 percent figure had been adopted in response to
“The Color of Money” and had no empirical basis. A higher delinquency experience during
AMC’s first year of operation had shown that the total debt ratio was simply too high.

The third change was the shift in marketing from shopping center and minority-oriented
radio advertisements to church announcements of home-buyer education programs. This
change substantially expanded AMC’s connections with, and standing in, low-income
communities. Holding the CHBP in church facilities both encouraged religious institu-
tions to support the program and validated AMC with parishioners.

Loan Volume and Characteristics

After its first two years of operation (1989 and 1990), AMC had made 531 loans totaling
about $23 million, as detailed in table 1. During the next phase of the program (from
August 1990 to early 1993) loans totaling $10 million were granted and were supported
by the newly developed home-buyer education and counseling program. These (phase
two) loans had a more restrictive total debt ratio ceiling, 42 percent instead of 50 percent.
The average value was $54,350, compared with an average loan value in phase one of
$44,640. About 60 percent of those who applied received loans in phase two, compared
with 40 percent in phase one. The approval rate increased, despite underwriting ratios
being tightened, because the CHBP seminars identified those households most ready
for homeownership.

By early 1993, after nearly five years in operation, AMC had made about 1,200 loans,
with a value of nearly $60 million. The typical borrower was an African-American, sin-
gle head of household with one or two children and an income of $22,700. AMC’s delin-
quency rate was 7 percent, and it had foreclosed on 3.2 percent of its total loans. The
consortium had also arranged to sell $16.6 million worth of its loans in the secondary
mortgage market to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae.

By early 1997, AMC had closed a total of 1,815 loans with a value of almost $95 million
(table 2). It held about $58 million of those loans in its portfolio and had sold loans
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valued at $25 million to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. In addition, about $10 million
of the original loans had been refinanced. By the end of the program, the average
value of loans was about $60,000. Of the loans, 70 percent had been made to minority
households with annual incomes of $42,000 or less—80 percent of the median income
for a family of four in the Atlanta metropolitan area.

Unfortunately, AMC’s delinquency rate for the loans it continued to hold in its portfolio
had also risen, to 14.1 percent. Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae had bought the AMC loans
to borrowers who had well-established and reliable payment records. AMC was left, there-
fore, with a relatively higher risk portfolio, which accounts for its higher-than-average
delinquency rate.
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Table 1. AMC Loan Characteristics, 1989 and 1990

Characteristics 1989 1990

Number of loans 141 390
Average loan amount $43,877 $48,330
Average purchase price $47,544 $51,008
Average loan-to-value ratio 92.3% 93.6%
Average front-end ratio 25.6% 26.9%
Average back-end ratio 33.6% 38.1%
Average previous housing expense $330 $325
Average new housing expense $462 $489
Average household income $22,272 $22,968

Race
Black 65.9% 62.9%
White 27.6% 33.8%
Hispanic 2.1% -
Other 4.4% 3.5%

Gender of primary borrower
Female 52.6% 60.3%
Male 47.4% 39.7%

Marital status
Single 71.8% 71.6%
Separated 4.9% 3.5%
Married 23.3% 24.8%

Table 2. AMC Summary Loan Data, 1989 to 1996

Total number of loans 1,815
Total loan value $95 million
Value of loans sold $25 million
Value of LMI loans $95 million
Value of loans to minorities $65 million



Continued Need for and Role of AMC

By 1997, AMC was facing sharply diminished loan demand. In 1996, the consortium
closed just under 50 loans. The question naturally arose whether AMC should continue
as an ongoing enterprise.

Although AMC offered loans for purchase and rehabilitation and for refinance and re-
habilitation, the vast majority of its loans had been made for purchase only because of
market demand. By 1996, many banks had begun to offer their own competitive loan
products for LMI households, having realized that such loans could be profitable. As
the options for consumers increased, the need for AMC’s services in the first-purchase
market clearly declined.

At the same time, AMC board representation also shifted, from senior executives to
mortgage loan department heads. The new board members were more sensitive to direct
competition from AMC loans and sought to prevent AMC from offering terms that were
more competitive than the terms of their individual banks’ loan products. In some cases,
this pressure resulted in AMC loan terms becoming less competitive than those of
member banks.

As a first response to these changes, AMC staff members recommended to the board in
late 1996 that AMC focus on loans for purchase and rehabilitation. The executive direc-
tor designed a new home-buyer/homeowner seminar. In addition, AMC staff members
urged the sale of more of its loans to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

As it turned out, neither the shift in focus to purchase and rehabilitation loans nor the
possibility of increased secondary market sales persuaded the board. The directors
decided to close AMC in late April 1997.

It is not possible to evaluate conclusively the decision to terminate, rather than reshape,
the program. The rationale for termination offered by the board was that AMC had out-
lived its usefulness. By demonstrating the viability of financing lower-income and minor-
ity owner-occupied housing, AMC had encouraged other lenders to develop competitive
loan products. Furthermore, by 1997 home-buyer education programs were offered by
more than 30 institutions in the Atlanta region each week. Finally, a statewide effort to
foster low-income homeownership was also under consideration, as were other efforts
to foster the same goal.4 Regulators at the Federal Reserve Board concurred with the
AMC board that the consortium “showed the way for other lenders” and for other LMI
programs (Dufries 1997).
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Church initiated a first-time home-buyer program of its own (more than 1,000 people attended the program’s
opening).



Some evidence suggests, however, that other factors besides outside competition con-
tributed to the decline in AMC’s lending volume. AMC’s home-buyer education program
continually encountered difficulties in getting real estate professionals to participate.
The neighborhoods surrounding the Atlanta central business district with homes in the
$40,000 to $65,000 price range—that is, those within the AMC client group’s fiscal
capacities—are greatly underserved by real estate agents (Keating 1998). According to
AMC’s executive director, the relatively low purchase prices and the small number of
real estate agents who work in these lower-income minority neighborhoods were the
main reasons for the decline in the AMC program. AMC’s demise suggests that core
area neighborhoods will be less well served in the future.

In addition, closer examination of the more than 30 home-buyer education programs
in the area reveals that more than two-thirds are located in the predominantly white
north side of Atlanta. Only two are located in the predominantly black south side. The
remainder are outside the city’s perimeter in the predominantly white suburbs.

One somewhat troubling dimension to the current situation, however, is the unanimity
among industry spokespeople and regulators in the Atlanta area regarding the absence
of a need for specialized or collaborative efforts to ensure low-income and minority ac-
cess to mortgage credit. Today’s statements are similar to the statements preceding the
publication of the “Color of Money” newspaper series more than a decade ago. At that
time, local financial institutions repeatedly emphasized that no systematic inequities
existed in access to mortgage credit, and regulatory agencies were hesitant to overrule
industry representatives in favor of community activists (Keating, Brazen, and Fitterman
1992). “The Color of Money” forced the industry to reassess this stand and provided a
major impetus to AMC’s founding.

Recent research suggests that the racial geographic disparities documented in “The
Color of Money” persisted well into the 1990s. Wyly and Holloway (1999) conducted a
replication of the original “Color of Money” study, comparing the geographic distribution
of loans made during 1982 through 1986 with those made during 1992 through 1996.
They found that Atlanta’s depository lenders made 4.2 times as many conventional home
purchase loans to predominantly white middle-income neighborhoods as they did to
middle-income black neighborhoods; this figure stood at 5.2 a decade earlier. Nondepos-
itories (primarily independent mortgage companies not owned by commercial banks or
holding companies) appear to lend more equitably to black and white neighborhoods,
but the specialization of many nondepositories in FHA-insured products raises concerns
because of abuses of the program. Ultimately, Wyly and Holloway (1999) conclude that
the problems motivating the establishment of AMC in the late 1980s persisted in
racial geographic disparities between 1992 and 1996. In this context, the demise of
AMC is troubling.

An analysis of households that are quite similar in profile to AMC borrowers but are
in default on their mortgages provides a further unsettling perspective (Keating 1994).
The analysis was conducted on a sample drawn from the files of DeKalb Housing Coun-
seling in July 1994. It consisted of 124 households whose average income was $21,569;
whose racial composition was 86 percent black, 12 percent white, and 2 percent other;
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and whose average loan amount was $60,831. As with the AMC clients, slightly more
than one-half (55 percent) of the households were headed by single females.

Of the borrowers, 54 percent had multiple reasons for default. For 69 percent of the
borrowers, employment problems (e.g., job loss, reduced hours, a change to a lower-
paying job) were either the sole reason or one of the reasons for default. Marital or fam-
ily problems contributed to the default of 19 percent of the households, and health or
medical problems were a factor in 15 percent of the cases. Taken together, employment
problems, marital or family problems, or health/medical problems were involved in
86.3 percent of the cases (Keating 1994).

The vulnerability of low-income households to changes in employment status and to
health or marital problems may not be addressed by other lending institutions as they
were by AMC. Not all institutions will personally contact households in the initial stages
of default, as AMC did, or offer loan restructuring options.

Anecdotal evidence from housing counselors in the Atlanta area indicates that most
households in default do not contact counseling services or financial institutions regard-
ing their situation until arrearages have accumulated close to or beyond the point of
redemption. Their preoccupation with the crisis precipitating the default, their lack of
understanding of restructuring options, and the unavailability of such options are the
primary reasons. Against this background, the direct, personal intervention of the AMC
executive director, Charles Scheid III, appears to have been particularly valuable.

Furthermore, the fact that defaulting households were in residence for a fairly long
time—an average of 5.9 years—underscores the need for extended and vigilant moni-
toring of payment records. Again, this aspect of AMC’s loan management might not be
replicated by individual institutions.
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Case Study
Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan

Location: Philadelphia

Description: The Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan (DVMP) is one of the
nation’s longest-operating and largest collaborative mort-
gage lending programs, initiated and operated by lenders to
increase LMI homeownership in the greater Philadelphia
area. It currently has 10 participating lenders.

Year Founded: 1975

Service Area: City of Philadelphia plus Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and
Montgomery Counties, PA

Accomplishments: From 1975 through 1998, 27,952 mortgages with a total
value of $763 million were granted under DVMP auspices.
In 1996, 73 percent of DVMP loans were made in the city of
Philadelphia, 75 percent went to minorities, and 60 percent
to very low income households.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: DVMP is administered by the Greater Philadelphia Urban

Affairs Coalition (GPUAC), an organization that brings
together business and community leaders to address urban
problems. DVMP is not a loan pool program but rather a
collaborative effort by participating lenders who flexibly
underwrite mortgages on low-cost houses with peer oversight.

Attracting Applicants: Overall DVMP publicity is done by the GPUAC. Individual
participating lenders provide outreach through advertising,
brochures, and other means.

Qualifying Applicants: Applicants are qualified through counseling by community
agencies (DVMP certifies counselors); flexible underwriting
with respect to both the borrower and property (e.g., loans
are made on blocks with abandoned properties as long as the
abandonment rate does not exceed 10 percent); and layered
assistance (e.g., some DVMP lenders have granted BMIR
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loans and forgone PMI on high LTV loans). All underwriting
is peer-reviewed by the DVMP-participating institutions.

Retaining Homeowners: Formal and informal monitoring and willingness to forebear
foreclosing if conditions warrant

Other: Long before the CRA, DVMP was involved in a collaborative
effort to foster affordable lending. At its founding, DVMP
offered novel underwriting to promote homeownership. As
the industry has largely caught up with DVMP, the plan is
currently reorienting itself to broader functions (e.g., home-
improvement lending).

BACKGROUND

Philadelphia’s Population and Housing

In the post–World War II period, Philadelphia has experienced declining population,
changing ethnic composition, and growing socioeconomic distress common to America’s
central cities. Philadelphia’s population decreased from almost 2.1 million in 1950, to
1.9 million in 1970, to less than 1.6 million in 1990. The city’s racial composition changed
from 66 percent white in 1970 to 53 percent white by 1990. Conversely, the city’s suburbs
added population and remained largely white. Between 1970 and 1990, the suburban
counties of Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery grew by 12 percent, or 225,000
people. In 1990, the poverty rates in those counties ranged between 3.6 and 7.0 percent,
whereas the rate in the city topped 20 percent. In both absolute terms and relative to
its suburbs, Philadelphia by 1990 was poor and had many pressing socioeconomic
problems (Stanford 1995).

Such dramatic demographic changes were accompanied by a growing concern about
Philadelphia’s housing stock. Despite some basic strengths—a predominance of small,
owner-occupied residences and relatively low housing costs—by the late 1970s, Phila-
delphia’s housing was aging and was not being properly maintained.1 Studies revealed
widespread neglect and even abandonment by owners in many sections of the city, par-
ticularly lower north Philadelphia and parts of the west and northwest (Burchell and
Listokin 1980).

Multiple factors were responsible for Philadelphia’s housing problems, including popula-
tion decline and impoverishment and counterproductive government actions (e.g., urban
renewal that did not renew). Added to those factors were charges that lender redlining
was fueling deterioration in many Philadelphia neighborhoods.
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In the 1900s, Philadelphia showed some improvements. As in other central cities, the
rampant housing abandonment of the 1970s has ended because of diverse influences,
ranging from an influx of immigrants to the investments encouraged by DVMP. Other
bright spots exist, such as a burgeoning health services industry. Underlying strengths
in the city’s housing stock remain, including its affordability and a relatively high share
of homeownership.2 Despite recent improvements, however, the city remains a challeng-
ing place to make homeownership loans.

Evolution of the Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan

Philadelphia Mortgage Plan

As of the mid-1970s, Philadelphia was home to approximately 140 financial institutions—
S&Ls, commercial banks, and savings banks. Although the lion’s share was small S&Ls,
a few institutions were quite significant. First Pennsylvania, Philadelphia National
Bank (PNB), and Girard were among the biggest commercial banks in the country, while
the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society (PSFS) was at the time the nation’s largest
savings bank.

In the 1970s, community activists charged that Philadelphia’s lenders, especially the
city’s largest institutions, were disinvesting (Redlined: 50% of Our City 1974). A num-
ber of studies charging lender redlining were completed during this time. Illustrative
was Redlining in Philadelphia: The Attempted Murder of Five Neighborhoods (North-
west Community Housing Association 1974), which documented a sharp decline in the
amount of institutional mortgage lending in northwest Philadelphia.3 According to
community activists, lenders were disinvesting from a central swath of the north and
northwest portions of Philadelphia, whereas the center city, northeast, and most of
south and southwest Philadelphia were receiving adequate loans.

The Philadelphia Mortgage Plan (PMP) was created in 1975 to reverse the alleged dis-
investment (Cooke 1976). The specific structuring of PMP was influenced by historical
events (Lindsay et al. 1979).
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affordable, with a 1990 median owner-occupied home value of $49,000. Also, a large renter population has
incomes and other characteristics that heighten those people’s potential for homeownership. According to the
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45,294 (43.2 percent) incurred monthly housing costs at or above 30 percent of income. Those households are a
prime target group for DVMP. Frederick J. Frank, executive vice president of PNC Bank and chair of DVMP’s
executive committee, notes, “For many low-income people in Philadelphia, homeownership is cheaper than
renting” (Frank 1996).

3 Other studies included Callahan (1975); Housing Association of Delaware Valley (1976, 1977); Keane and
White (1975); and Northwest Community Housing Association (1973).



While Philadelphia had a long history of public attempts to improve housing conditions,
a wide spectrum of groups criticized the city’s housing programs. As noted by M. Todd
Cooke, then president of PSFS and one of PMP’s founding members, “A consensus devel-
oped that if something was to be done about housing it would have to be done privately—
not through the resources of the public sector…and the private response should be
long term, not ad hoc” (Cooke 1978).4

The concept of PMP as a private endeavor with a long-term mandate to improve hous-
ing conditions in the city was also influenced by previous private efforts in this area. In
the 1950s, a number of city lenders revised underwriting criteria to favor credit-short
neighborhoods. They agreed to underwrite on a block-by-block basis and to avoid red-
lining entire neighborhoods. This program had little success, however, primarily because
of a lack of real lender interest or follow-through. (Block underwriting was ultimately
instituted in PMP, however.) In the 1960s, four of Philadelphia’s largest savings banks
pledged to grant $20 million in subsidized or low–down payment FHA mortgages in the
inner city (Cooke 1978) on a pro rata basis according to their assets. While this Mutual
Savings Bank (MSB) program, as it was termed, produced about 1,100 loans worth more
than $8.6 million, it was discontinued in 1972 because of lender dissatisfaction with
the results. Instead of promoting neighborhood stability, FHA financing often had an
opposite effect—speculators abused the availability of the low–down payment loans by
selling shoddy homes to purchasers who often could not afford them.

The MSB approach left a bitter aftertaste, and it was not until the mid-1970s that an-
other cooperative lender strategy was established. In 1974, the Greater Philadelphia
Partnership, a group including large city businesses as well as public and community
organization representatives, fostered a Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) program
in Philadelphia. A site selection committee was formed; after much divisive debate, two
neighborhoods were chosen. NHS lending in these two areas commenced in 1976, and
the programs had a promising start. The NHS model of bringing together lenders, the
city, and community groups showed the benefits of a cooperative response. The divi-
siveness of selecting targeted NHS neighborhoods, however, suggested an alternative
model of a geographically more encompassing approach (Cooke 1978).5

All of these lessons helped shape PMP, which was by design a private approach to in-
creased lending (unlike government programs such as urban renewal and the MSB’s
reliance on government loans). To avoid divisiveness in serving only limited areas, as
occurred with the NHS program, PMP was applicable citywide. However, PMP adopted
NHS’s model of lenders working with the city and community groups. Unlike the MSB
and earlier ad hoc and short-term programs, PMP hoped to foster fundamental reforms
in lending that would endure.
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ed itself in entities such as the Greater Philadelphia Partnership and the GPUAC, described shortly.

5 When the NHS site selection committee ultimately agreed on two areas, community representatives on the
committee issued a strongly dissenting minority report stating that many other neighborhoods had equal, if
not greater, need (Bodine 1977).



PMP was launched by PSFS, PNB, and First Pennsylvania in the fall of 1975. Within
two years, participating members had increased to 14.6 To realize the objective of fos-
tering homeownership financing to LMI households and LMI areas in Philadelphia,
PMP’s members agreed to three defining criteria for PMP lending (Young 1978):

1. Affordable housing ceilings. To orient the program to affordable homeownership,
a maximum price was set for properties eligible for PMP loans. The original price
ceiling was $17,500. PMP did not, however, establish a borrower income ceiling.

2. Flexible loan underwriting. The following were included:

a. LTV ratio. LTVs up to 95 percent were allowed.

b. Front-end/back-end ratios. The suggested ratios were 25 percent front-end/35
percent back-end, with an allowance for the ratios to be “stretched” to 30 per-
cent/40 percent if compensating factors were present.

c. Income. The PMP guidelines called for a broad array of income to be counted.
Income from welfare or public assistance was considered as effective or stable
income. Income was also recognized from a coborrower or a spouse or other rel-
ative.

d. Credit. A sensitive reading of an applicant’s credit record was encouraged, such
as ascertaining the nature of any credit miscues (e.g., Were payments late rather
than not made at all?) and the underlying cause (e.g., Were payments missed
because of medical expenses?).

e. Property underwriting. Rather than tarring all the properties in one neighbor-
hood with the same brush, the PMP participants elected to underwrite not by
neighborhood but on a more micro scale. They first considered the physical
condition of the property for which financing was requested (e.g., Were repairs
needed?) and then the condition of other properties on the immediate block.
Abandonment or vacancy was deemed the most critical block characteristic. An
abandonment or vacancy rate of up to 10 percent was acceptable. In addition,
multiple factors existed that were to be “interpreted as a positive influence
when analyzing the immediate block” (PMP 1975), such as the presence of a
community organization or a nonprofit developer.

3. Peer review. A PMP mortgage committee, composed of loan officers and assistant
vice presidents from each institution, would meet and review all rejected applica-
tions. The loan officer responsible for the rejection would explain the disqualifying
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Fund Society, Girard Bank-Mellon, Industrial Valley Bank & Training, PNB, PSFS, Provident National Bank,
and Western Savings Fund Society.



factors. This explanation would be considered by the committee, which could endorse
the rejection decision or call for additional information. When the committee decid-
ed the initial rejection was unwarranted, it could recommend that the responsible
institution reconsider. If this call was unheeded, another lender could consider the
application for its own portfolio. While individual institutions could ignore the rec-
ommendations of the committee, peer review also meant peer pressure (U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors 1979).

The original PMP loan criteria must be viewed in historical context. At the time they
were promulgated, such criteria were unheard of in the lending industry. For example,
numerous lenders in the 1970s had mortgage loan minimums that exceeded the PMP’s
housing price ceilings. Also, the PMP’s underwriting criteria were novel for the day.
Lender industry standards of the mid-1970s would not typically count welfare income,
would discount spouse and other relative and coborrower income, would penalize bor-
rowers with credit blemishes, and would summarily reject properties on blocks with
any abandonment or similar evidence of deterioration. Similarly, while 95 percent LTV
loans are commonplace today, and front- and back-end ratios of 25/35 percent are, if
anything, considered conservative, in the mid-1970s the PMP LTV and debt mortgage
parameters stretched the then-accepted mortgage underwriting envelope.

Contemporary Setting

Since PMP’s founding in the mid-1970s, the PMP and the lending industry have changed
in ways that bear mentioning as the discussion moves to contemporary times. The plan’s
participants now total only 10 institutions, an attrition largely caused by a sequence of
mergers reflecting the consolidation of the banking industry.7 For example, Fidelity Bank
became First Fidelity, which was then absorbed into First Union; PNB was taken over
by CoreStates, which also merged with First Union; and Philadelphia Savings Fund
Society was absorbed into Mellon.

The institutions clearly differ significantly in size and scale. Commerce Bank has one
Philadelphia branch and total assets of $435 million.8 Most of the current participat-
ing lenders, however, are regional–national financial behemoths such as Mellon Bank,
with $38 billion in assets, and the newly merged First Union/CoreStates, with combined
assets of $204 billion and 2,766 branches across the eastern seaboard.

To increase its potential clients, PMP expanded its geographic range. Since the late
1980s, the plan has operated not only in Philadelphia, but also in the four suburban
counties of Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery. (Most of the plan’s lending, how-
ever, still occurs in Philadelphia.) With this change, the PMP was renamed DVMP. As
previously detailed, the criteria under the PMP included affordability ceilings, flexible
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8 In all instances, assets reported are the total for the institution, not just those from the Philadelphia branches.



underwriting criteria, and peer review. The criteria remain under the DVMP today,
with some modification (Connor 1998).

Affordability Ceiling. DVMP targets households with low incomes. As of 1998, DVMP
clients must earn less than $42,300 yearly (80 percent of the areawide median income
for a family of four, thus qualifying the household as “low income”), and DVMP-mortgaged
properties have maximum sales prices of $136,000 in the four suburban counties (Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery) and $68,000 (one-half the suburban maximum)
in the city of Philadelphia.9

Peer Review. As with the PMP, peer review remains a central DVMP feature (Delaware
Valley Mortgage Plan 1998a). House price flags a loan for DVMP peer review. Any mort-
gage application received by DVMP’s participants in the city of Philadelphia and in the
four suburban counties for homes with prices lower than the maximums of $68,000 and
$136,000, respectively, are peer-reviewed by DVMP lenders.

Underwriting Criteria. While in PMP’s day, the PMP LTV, debt ratios, and other under-
writing criteria were revolutionary, today the same DVMP underwriting considerations
resemble industry norms, especially with respect to affordable mortgage products avail-
able from GSEs, such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and many other lenders.10 What
remains, then, with respect to DVMP underwriting, is a commitment by the plan’s par-
ticipants to flexibly underwrite mortgages meeting the above-cited price ceilings.

In sum, DVMP is not a loan pool program but rather a collaborative effort by individual
lenders, who retain their autonomy to flexibly underwrite mortgages on low-cost homes
with peer oversight (Heavens 1994). In practice, considerable overlap exists between the
affordable mortgage programs offered by DVMP’s participants and the DVMP lending.
Any mortgage application from these institutions’ affordable lending programs in Phil-
adelphia and the four suburban counties meeting the DVMP housing price ceilings will
be flagged as a DVMP loan and will be peer-reviewed if initially rejected. In practice,
DVMP loans make up the vast majority of the Philadelphia-area affordable housing
lending of the DVMP institutions.

Given this overlap, DVMP lending is largely synonymous with the affordable mortgage
lending of the DVMP participants. While we cannot examine the affordable lending of
each of the 10 DVMP participants, we will cite illustrative examples in the strategies
discussion below.
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9 These sales-price ceilings are set as follows. First, the suburban house-price ceiling is set “working backward”
from the areawide median income. In 1998, the low-income cutoff for a family of four was $42,300 yearly, or
$3,525 monthly. At a maximum, 33 percent of income allowable for housing debt, comprising principal and
interest (PI), taxes (T), and hazard and mortgage insurance (I)—a maximum of $1,163 ($3,525 x 0.33)—can be
spent monthly for housing. Assuming that $250 of the total $1,163 is allocated to T and I, then $913 is left for
PI. Assuming a 30-year, 7-percent mortgage, the $913 PI amount is sufficient to buy a $136,000 home. Thus,
$136,000 is set as the suburban county DVMP house-price ceiling. The ceiling for the city of Philadelphia is set
at half the suburban amount, or $68,000.

10 One partial exception is block underwriting, which is discussed later.



STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

DVMP was administered by the Urban Affairs Partnership until 1991. Since then, it
has been managed by the GPUAC, the nonprofit organization that resulted from the
merger of the Philadelphia Urban Coalition and the Urban Affairs Partnership.

GPUAC is the region’s principal vehicle for bringing together business and community
leaders to solve urban problems. GPUAC’s mission is to give LMI citizens of Philadel-
phia the opportunity to find employment, education, homes, and community support
(Greater Philadelphia Partnership 1998). To that end, GPUAC offers a potpourri of
some 40 programs in areas such as economic development, education, employment and
training, health care, human relations, housing, and neighborhood and community de-
velopment. Currently, GPUAC’s director for Community-Corporate Initiatives serves
as DVMP’s director.

DVMP’s activities are carried out by four committees (DVMP 1994): executive, advisory,
policy and planning, and credit.

The executive committee, consisting of senior executive officers of the member financial
institutions, meets regularly to guide the plan forward and to act upon recommenda-
tions of the other committees. It oversees compliance with the DVMP’s charter and pro-
cedures, and it seeks opportunities to expand activity.

The advisory committee, which comprises community leaders specializing in the field
of affordable housing, provides a forum for community input. It consists of representa-
tives from each of the five geographic areas served by the DVMP.

The policy and planning committee comprises representatives from each of the member
financial institutions with the authority to act on behalf of their institutions on matters
related to the plan. The committee reviews policies, procedures, and overall performance
of the plan and its members, and it oversees the credit committee.

Attracting Applicants

Two types of outreach have been designed to get the word out on the DVMP: (1) over-
all publicity campaigns concerning the plan, often done by the GPUAC, and (2) out-
reach campaigns by the individual participating lenders (Davis 1998).

An example of the former is a brochure printed and distributed by GPUAC and titled
Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan. This brochure describes the plan as follows and “soft
sells” its virtues to would-be home buyers:

If you are creditworthy, and earning less than $42,300 yearly, and looking to own
your own home, then the Mortgage Plan is for you. We have 23 years of experience
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in helping families obtain home mortgages. The Plan ensures that every applicant
who applies has an equal opportunity to obtain a home mortgage. (GPUAC 1999)

The GPUAC brochure then explains how the plan works and lists participating lenders
plus the names of loan officers to contact. It also lists about 60 home counseling agen-
cies, arranged by ZIP code areas, along with the telephone numbers of each agency.

GPUAC distributes informational materials to potential DVMP clients. One, titled
Home Buyer Tips from the Delaware Valley Mortgage Plan, lists the criteria that would
be considered by mortgage underwriters at the plan’s institutions and provides “home-
buyer tips.” The credit advice, for instance, includes suggestions about paying bills in a
responsible manner and about addressing past delinquencies. It advises people who do
not use credit that “most lenders will allow you to use cancelled checks to show rent
payment and utility bills as a form of nontraditional credit.”

GPUAC’s press releases and the influential contacts of this organization have garnered
extensive positive program publicity in Philadelphia-area media. (See, for example,
Heavens 1996; Young 1996b; and Briggs 1996.) The individual participating lenders
also engage in outreach and publicity to attract potential home buyers. For example, one
participating DVMP lender has worked to reach traditionally underserved populations
by cultivating relationships with real estate agents, churches, and community groups
active in the LMI, minority, and immigrant communities. It advertises affordable lend-
ing through various local media: radio spots during a gospel show, print ads on public
transportation, and print advertisements in community newspapers or, occasionally,
general-circulation newspapers. As an example of the latter, the full-page ad shown in
figure 1, replete with a photograph of two smiling children on a swing, was placed in
the Philadelphia News Observer on August 7, 1996.

The combination of the direct DVMP publicity by GPUAC and outreach by the plan’s
participating lenders, along with the almost quarter-century longevity of the plan, re-
sult in the DVMP having high professional (i.e., within the real estate industry) and
public profiles in the greater Philadelphia area.

Qualifying Applicants

The low-income households that DVMP is attempting to qualify for homeownership
have constrained earnings, limited assets, and limited credit and other issues. In addi-
tion, these households face some of the highest closing costs in the country because of
high city and state transfer taxes and generally higher fees. The following example gives
an idea of the magnitude of the problem on the average-priced $37,000 home bought in
Philadelphia under DVMP auspices in 1997. Closing costs amounted to roughly $3,400—
almost 10 percent of the price of the unit (see table A.1 in appendix). Nationally, closing
costs are typically 3 to 4 percent of a home’s sales price (Savage 1997). While the high
closing costs are somewhat offset by the relatively low price of housing in the Philadel-
phia market, closing costs, nonetheless, remain an additional barrier to the asset-strapped
low-income households that DVMP is trying to reach.
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DVMP overcomes these hurdles and qualifies low-income home buyers through various
strategies, including counseling, flexible underwriting, peer review, and layering assistance.

Education and Counseling for Home Buyers

Although homeownership counseling barely existed in the mid-1970s when PMP was
formed, such counseling is embraced by DVMP’s participating lenders.11 Applicants for
DVMP loans are often required by the participating institutions to take home-buyer
education courses or to undergo counseling. For example, at one DVMP lender, all appli-
cants to its high-LTV programs are required to take a home-buyer education course.
This educational seminar is offered in various forms by assorted nonprofits in the Phila-
delphia area that are affiliated with, as well as certified by, the DVMP (described short-
ly). The goal of the home-buyer education course is twofold: (1) to give an overall view
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Figure 1. Ad Placed by a Lender to Seek Participation in DVMP Loans

PNC Bank can help make your dream of owning a home come true.

Our Delaware Valley Mortgage

Plan helped give the Alvarez girls

their own backyard.

Children need room to play. And to
grow. And you can give your kids
that room with a little help from a
PNC Bank Delaware Valley Mort-
gage Plan.

With our Delaware Valley Mort-
gage Plan, you’ll get a monthly pay-
ment that could be about the same
as what you pay in rent right now.

A low down payment, favorable
interest rates, and reduced points on
the loan mean less cash from your
pocket.

So stop by any PNC Bank office
today, or call 1-800-998-0642. And
give your kids a place to call their
own.

11 Even at its inception, PMP had informal, brief counseling done by loan officers for its participating lenders.
This process was as follows: PMP applicants were always interviewed by the loan officer in person, whereas an
interview was sometimes optional for non-PMP applicants. Even when an interview was required for all mort-
gage seekers, the PMP interview was more encompassing in that it served for both information-gathering and
probing purposes. The home purchaser was counseled by the PMP loan officer on the advisability of purchasing
a property. When homeownership did not seem feasible because of income constraints, the applicant was advised
to go to the Philadelphia Housing Development Corporation, the Urban League, or other organizations for fur-
ther help. The interview also helped ascertain whether the applicant was seriously interested in homeowner-
ship or had been swayed by an overenthusiastic real estate agent. Loan staff members conducting the PMP
interviews were specially trained. They had to be persistent to extract needed information and knowledgeable
enough to effectively educate the applicant. Interviewers were taught to be reassuring in tone. Many PMP loan
applicants had never requested institutional credit before and were apprehensive about seeking a loan from a
bank. The PMP loan officers were taught to help the applicants feel at ease and to reassure them that the
lender was genuinely interested in serving their needs.



of what responsibilities are entailed in becoming a homeowner and mortgagor and (2)
to counsel applicants on how to use the lender’s different high-LTV programs. The
course’s curriculum usually is based on Fannie Mae home-buyer education materials or
on material offered by PMI companies or other sources.

Counseling is deemed so important to the success of the DVMP program that, since the
early 1990s, GPUAC has offered a seven-week training program for counselors.12 Al-
though counseling was widely offered in the Philadelphia area, the quality of instruction
was uneven. GPUAC’s training and certification were designed to address this problem.

DVMP trained more than 300 counselors from almost 60 community agencies. Two-
thirds of the counselors were minority group members. Counselors became familiar with
all aspects of prepurchase counseling procedure, and then trained and counseled neigh-
borhood residents to become qualified borrowers. DVMP also conducted continuing edu-
cation for counselors on providing postpurchase services to homeowners to help prevent
default and delinquencies (DVMP 1994).

In parallel, DVMP certifies counseling agencies. The community agencies certified by
the plan are located throughout Philadelphia and the surrounding region. Examples
are ACORN, Allegheny West Foundation, and Nueva Esperanza. Some agencies target
minority neighborhoods, and some target non-English-speaking clients.

Counseling has often been key to realizing DVMP-financed homeownership, as the fol-
lowing case illustrates:

Gwendolyn Wilkins used to pay $565 a month to rent a two-bedroom apartment in
South Philadelphia.…Thirteen months ago, she and her two sons moved into a
three-bedroom house in North Philadelphia.…She owns her home, and she spends
only $191 per month for her mortgage.

Wilkins’ dream of homeownership was realized through the Delaware Valley Mort-
gage Plan…one of the Plan’s key elements is the counselors who work with appli-
cants.…Once Wilkins realized that the Plan could make homeownership affordable,
she worked with counselors for six months to get her financial picture in focus and
prepare her mortgage application.

One person who helped her was Richard Green.…On average, clients work with the
counselors for 60 to 90 days, Green said, but he worked with one applicant for 27
months. He said he has helped about 150 people get into their own homes. (Briggs
1996, 1)

The City of Philadelphia has been a partner in the counseling effort and has increased
its support to counseling agencies by 80 percent during the 1990s.
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12 DVMP no longer both trains and certifies counselors. Housing Counseling Associates of the Delaware Valley
now does the training, and DVMP certifies.



Flexible Underwriting

As noted earlier, the original PMP underwriting had such then-novel features as allow-
ing high LTVs and debt ratios and as counting welfare income. The affordable lending
products of the institutions that participate in DVMP have kept those flexibilities, which
are now fairly standard in the industry. Examples include the following:

LTV. LTVs of 97 percent or higher are granted.

Front-End/Back-End Ratios. These ratios vary by product; however, 33/38 percent ratios
are typically allowed.

Employment Income. Income continuity rather than job stability is the standard; all in-
come sources, including public assistance, are counted. Some DVMP participants “loose-
ly gross up” nontaxable income, such as child support, by permitting higher front-end
ratios when such income is present.

Credit. Following current industry standards, DVMP lenders investigate the reasons
for credit blemishes and accept alternate credit from applicants who have not formerly
used credit. As noted in a DVMP annual report, “The plan’s lending policies encourage
flexibility to allow lenders to read into the credit [history those] factors which strength-
en the case for low-income borrowers” (DVMP 1994, 4).

Property Underwriting. DVMP notes, “Lenders consider the immediate block rather
than the entire neighborhood in evaluating the sufficiency of the collateral” (DVMP
1994, 4). Even today, with standards being relaxed nationally, some lenders might hesi-
tate to grant loans on blocks with any noticeable abandonment or vacancies. DVMP
participants, however, stand by their commitment to make mortgages available as long
as the abandonment/vacancy rate is 10 percent or less or evidence is present of block
upgrading if abandonment/vacancy exceeds 10 percent. Of course, DVMP lenders con-
sider the condition of the property itself; however, the “general condition of the broader
neighborhood is not a factor” (Calem 1992).

Thus, DVMP lenders uphold underwriting flexibilities, which—with perhaps the excep-
tion of block underwriting—are now common features in industry and GSE affordable
mortgage products. Some DVMP lenders, however, go beyond industry norms by, for
instance, forgoing PMI or offering BMIRs, which will be described shortly.

Peer Review

To encourage flexible underwriting, DVMP continues the PMP practice of peer review:

Lenders from Plan banks meet weekly as a group to discuss proposed rejections of
mortgage loans without revealing the identity or ethnic or racial background of bor-
rowers. Only when all lenders agree that there is no way to qualify the applicant is
the loan rejected.
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This process [ensures] that decisions are unbiased and that they match Plan and
lender policies. If the loan is to be rejected, whenever possible the lender refers the
applicant to another bank. If another bank does not pick up the application, it refers
the applicant to a premortgage counselor. The applicant can then reapply for a loan
after reestablishing credit or resolving the issues that led to the decline. (DVMP
1994)

Paul Beiderman of Mellon Bank, who chaired the DVMP executive committee said, “The
review by the participating banks is to me the guts of the program” (Young 1992, 102).

Layering Assistance

Because counseling, flexible underwriting, and peer review may not always be enough
to enable low-income households to realize homeownership, the DVMP home-buying
process often involves a layering of assistance that might include support from the fol-
lowing sources:

Sellers. To make a sale, owners of the units being sold are frequently willing to give
“seller’s assistance” of 5 to 10 percent (or more) of the value of the unit.

Lenders. The participating DVMP lenders give various forms of assistance to the bor-
rower that go beyond the flexibilities described earlier. Some DVMP-participating banks
discount 50 basis points (one-half of 1 percent) from the market interest rate for low-
income DVMP borrowers, and raise that discount to 100 basis points (1 percent) for very
low income DVMP borrowers. In addition, or alternatively, DVMP lenders sometimes
do not require PMI. Lenders give other support, such as allowing large amounts of cash
on hand for a down payment. This allowance comports with the cash-oriented economy
of many of DVMP’s LMI borrowers. Some DVMP lenders permit unlimited seller assis-
tance or allow unsecured debt to be used for secondary financing.

The bank policies noted above depart from secondary-market mortgage standards.
Mortgages purchased by the GSEs must have market interest, and PMI is mandated
for high-LTV loans. The GSEs typically limit seller assistance to 6 percent on mort-
gages with LTVs less than 90 percent and cap seller assistance at 3 percent on loans
with LTVs greater than 90 percent. While the GSEs limit cash on hand for the down
payment, some DVMP lenders allow cash on hand up to 20 percent of the applicant’s
income. The GSEs do not allow unsecured debt to be used for secondary financing,
while some DVMP lenders permit this.

Such departures improve homeownership affordability for DVMP’s clientele, but make
the DVMP loans less salable in the secondary market. Concerns over the liquidity of
DVMP loans led to public and GSE supports that allow more DVMP loans to be sold on
the secondary market.

Government and GSEs. The City of Philadelphia has established a number of grant pro-
grams for closing costs as a way of encouraging lower-income homeownership through
DVMP and other programs (Gerlach 1996).
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One such effort, titled the Philadelphia 500 Settlement Grant, offered a $1,000 grant
to home buyers for closing expenses (Young 1996a). The grant was distributed by non-
profit agencies with funding from Philadelphia’s Office of Housing and Community
Development. Originally intended to help 500 families yearly (hence the title Philadel-
phia 500), the program turned out to be far more successful. In each of the years 1995
and 1996, roughly 2,000 such grants were made, accounting for close to half of
Philadelphia’s home sales (Young 1996c).

In late 1996, a more generous program was offered whereby the City of Philadelphia
granted second mortgages of up to $6,500 to lower-income home buyers. Under this
initiative, borrowers would not have to repay the second mortgage if they remained in
their home for at least five years (Young 1996b). Even if a sale occurred within five
years, payment would not be required as long as the home transferred to another
lower-income buyer.

The generous $6,500 second mortgage program was offered so that the DVMP lenders
could meet secondary market standards and thereby not be forced to hold their DVMP
loans in portfolio. For instance, some of the DVMP lenders did not routinely require
PMI. For transactions using the $6,500 city grant, the lenders would require PMI. With
private insurance coverage, the DVMP mortgages are salable to the GSEs and are,
therefore, more liquid.

Philadelphia’s $6,500 program was linked to the Fannie Mae–city-lender pilot initia-
tive titled Living in Philadelphia. The pilot initiative offered “low down payment mort-
gages, step-by-step guidance for purchasing a home foreclosed on by Fannie Mae, rent-
to-own options, closing-cost assistance, and mortgages to purchase and renovate homes”
(Bacon 1994, cited in Heavens 1996).

Foundations. In some instances, affordability was further aided by assistance from foun-
dations. For example, the Pew Trust gave monies so that banks could make unsecured
loans to lower-income home purchasers.

The appendix in this case study illustrates how the different seller, lender, public, GSE,
and foundation assistance vehicles operate to enable lower-income homeownership under
DVMP auspices. Examples are given for two home buyers: The first one purchased a
house in the city of Philadelphia and the second bought in a suburban county outside
Philadelphia.

Retaining Homeowners

Once a DVMP loan is granted, it is both informally and formally monitored by the par-
ticipating institutions. Loan officers will often drive through the neighborhoods where
mortgages were granted and will “windshield” survey the condition of the DVMP prop-
erties. Loan officers will inform each other of “street grapevine information” on matters
such as a mortgagor’s intention to abandon a property.
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Lenders will also carry out formal oversight. If timely repayment is not made, lenders
react by requesting restitution, granting forbearance if the lapse is caused by events
such as job loss or illness, or, in extreme cases, foreclosing the mortgage. Responses are
the same as they would be for any delinquent loan, but many of the DVMP lenders
react much more quickly to delinquency on their affordable products, both DVMP mort-
gages and otherwise. This disparity is illustrated in table 1 for one DVMP lender.

Loan officers at the participating DVMP institutions emphatically believe they must
respond quickly to delinquency because their mortgagors simply do not have the re-
sources to recover from serious debt. If the borrower falls behind, he or she typically
has no financial reserves to draw upon to catch up.

In addition to an accelerated reaction, DVMP lenders may respond in other ways to delin-
quency. Late charges may be waived, provided the mortgagor makes the payment due.
Lenders also have a greater willingness to forebear and to adjust the payback schedule,
which will encourage ultimate borrower repayment. For example, DVMP lenders will
accept small weekly payments or will even temporarily defer any payment if the mort-
gagor is experiencing a personal or medical crisis. DVMP lenders view foreclosure as a
last resort—every attempt is made to keep the mortgagor in the property, provided the
lender can reasonably expect the loan to eventually be brought current.

DISCUSSION

Accomplishments

DVMP has been widely lauded (Bodine 1977; Calem 1993; Calem and Wachter 1998;
Kireschbraun 1978; Marino 1978; The Philadelphia Solution to Redlining 1977; and
U.S. Conference of Mayors 1979). Former HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros stated that
“No other city has come close to Philadelphia in terms of housing programs for low-
income people.” He attributed much of this progress to DVMP (Delaware Valley Mort-
gage Plan Tops Half Billion Dollars 1996). After studying national HMDA data, one
study declared that Philadelphia led the nation in lending to nonwhite communities
and that DVMP was the reason (Jones 1994).
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Table 1. Actions by a DVMP Lender on Delinquent Loan Payments

DVMP/Other Affordable Standard
Action Taken Mortgages Mortgages

Day of Loan Payment Schedule

Loan due 1 1
Letter sent to delinquent mortgagor 8 15
Delinquent mortgagor is contacted by telephone 15 30
Field person visits delinquent mortgagor 15-30 60
Delinquent mortgagor is asked to come to lender’s 30-60 90+

office for conference on anticipated repayment



DVMP Production

DVMP’s statistics are impressive in terms of longevity—almost a quarter of a century—
and cumulative volume of loans—27,952 mortgages worth $763 million. DVMP remains
quite active, as is evident from table 2. Between 1996 and 1998, DVMP granted 4,629
mortgages with a total value of $213 million.

From its inception in 1975 through 1989, an average of 890 DVMP mortgages were
granted each year. From 1990 through 1998, volume has about doubled; an average of
1,622 loans were made yearly. Substantial increases were seen from 1992. Why the in-
crease in the 1990s? One reason for the difference between the periods is the geograph-
ic expansion of the DVMP in the late 1980s. Another reason for the dramatic growth
has been favorable interest rates in the 1990s (by contrast, the 1975 through 1989 peri-
od witnessed years of double-digit interest rates). More stringent CRA requirements
and HMDA reporting were also likely major influences, as was merger activity. The
1990s saw many of the DVMP participating lenders involved in mergers, and as those
consolidations often involved renewed CRA activity, the mergers reinforced the lenders’
commitment to the DVMP.

This situation is reflected in the distribution of loans held by the individual DVMP
lenders. As of 1997, 10,290 plan loans were still held or serviced by the DVMP institu-
tions. One DVMP lender, with almost 5,500 plan mortgages, had nearly 55 percent of
the total.13 By comparison, this institution was responsible for only 5 percent of DVMP’s
cumulative loan volume as of the mid-1980s, before the bank took part in numerous
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Table 2. DVMP Number and Value of Loans

Plan Loans

Year Number $ Millions

1975 to 1988 12,663 163.1
1989 689 14.1
1990 851 19.3
1991 978 24.3
1992 1,455* 48.9
1993 1,815* 71.7
1994 2,468* 105.4
1995 2,404* 103.6
1996 1,860 85.0
1997 1,421 61.9
1998 1,348 66.0
1975 to 1998 27,952 763.3

Source: Davis 1998.
* Includes these refinances: 11% in 1992, 12% in 1993, 5% in 1994, and

1% in 1995.

13 To protect confidentiality, we did not identify individual DVMP lenders.



mergers. It is noteworthy that the lenders with the fewest DVMP mortgages are them-
selves relatively small financial institutions.14

Who Is Served by DVMP?

While the plan operates in four suburban counties, most of its lending is in Philadel-
phia (DVMP 1998b). In 1993, 76 percent of the plan’s loans were in Philadelphia; in
1994, 74 percent; and in 1996, 73 percent.

DVMP has aided minority households disproportionately. In 1996, 48 percent of Phila-
delphia’s population was minority, whereas 80 percent of the DVMP loans in the city
went to minorities. In 1997 and 1998, 80 and 78 percent, respectively, of DVMP’s loans
in Philadelphia were made to minorities (table 3). Overall, in the four suburban coun-
ties served by DVMP, minorities make up 26 percent of the population, yet minority
households secured more than 60 percent of the DVMP’s suburban mortgages in 1996,
1997, and 1998.
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14 Notably absent from the DVMP’s roster are Philadelphia’s smaller S&Ls. The absence may be attributed to a
number of factors. Founded by PSFS, PNB, and First Pennsylvania Bank, DVMP is perceived as a collaborative
of mainly larger institutions; this perception may have discouraged the generally smaller S&Ls from joining.
Further, many of the city’s thrifts have not experienced merger activity and, therefore, were not subject to the
same CRA pressures. (Recall, however, that DVMP was founded before CRA was enacted.) Additionally, many
Philadelphia thrifts, while concentrating their lending in a handful of neighborhoods, did not need to join the
originally citywide and then regionally oriented DVMP. Those small thrifts had developed their own time-test-
ed strategies to serve their constituents. Illustrative is Berean Savings Bank, a black-owned thrift that had
been serving West Philadelphia for more than a century and never considered joining DVMP. Finally, DVMP
did not remain the only game in town through which Philadelphia lenders could foster affordable homeowner-
ship—other competing programs existed and will be discussed shortly.

Table 3. DVMP Selected Performance Measures

Borrowers

Minorities in Very Low Counselors
Philadelphia Income* Delinquency Rejection Counseled Trained

Year (% of loans) (% of loans) (% of portfolio) (% of loans) (% of loans) (# cumulative)

1989 NA NA 18.3 43 NA NA
1990 NA NA 14.8 34 NA NA
1991 59 NA 15.0 32 NA 17
1992 59 45 14.6 30 24 37
1993 65 43 12.0 22 33 76
1994 72 46 8.7 15 37 100
1995 74 56 10.0 15 53 122
1996 80 60 8.0 15 56 167
1997 80 65 10.0 16 32 188
1998 78 61 NA NA 32 264

Source: Davis 1998.
Notes: Percentages refer to percentage of total plan loans. NA = Information not available.
* For all DVMP lending areas, not just Philadelphia.



DVMP finances low-cost housing in the areas it serves. In 1997, the average sales price
of plan-financed homes in Philadelphia was $37,700, compared with a $49,900 average
value of all city homes sold. In the suburban DVMP counties, the average sale price of
a plan-financed home in 1997 was $79,400, compared with a $138,000 average price for
all homes sold (DVMP 1997). DVMP often finances housing priced far below its nominal
ceiling. In 1994, the plan’s ceiling—that is, the maximum-priced home that could be
financed under its auspices—was $57,000 in Philadelphia and $114,000 in its suburban
service area. In fact, in that year, the average DVMP-financed home cost $36,000 in
Philadelphia and about $84,000 in the suburban counties.

At least half of the DVMP loans serve very low income households, and this share has
been moving toward the two-thirds mark in recent years (see table 3). In 1997, the very
low income cutoff was $25,600, and in that year 65 percent of the DVMP loans were
given to very low income families.

DVMP’s service population—composed largely of financially disadvantaged persons
with few assets—needs highly leveraged home mortgages. The plan provides such mort-
gages: 37 percent of DVMP loans in 1997 had an LTV of more than 95 percent and an
additional 43 percent of loans had an LTV of 91 to 95 percent.

In providing mortgages to lower-income households, DVMP faces numerous challenges.
These hurdles are evident in table 4, which shows the bases for DVMP mortgage appli-
cation rejection for three points in time: 1979, 1990, and 1997. In 1979, the leading
cause of failure to qualify was an excessive debt-to-income ratio, followed closely by poor
credit history, and to a lesser extent the unacceptable condition of the property or block.
In more recent years, credit issues have been even more of an obstacle, while the debt
ratio and property or block condition have declined as reasons for rejection. The debt
ratio may be less of an issue because higher back-end ratios are permitted today than in
the 1970s and 1980s. Furthermore, the counseling more prevalent today may be encour-
aging applicants to pare down their debt before applying for a home loan. Property or
block condition may be less of a problem, because in many Philadelphia neighborhoods
abandonment and vacancy are less prevalent today than in the 1970s and 1980s.

Over the past decade, Philadelphia has witnessed growing rehabilitation and other
signs of improvement, fostered in part by DVMP. Yet, while certain barriers may have
receded, credit remains a challenge. In 1990 and 1997, about half of DVMP’s mortgage
applications were rejected because of credit history problems. Other leading causes for
rejection for 1990 and 1997 were debt-to-income ratios exceeding allowable ceilings,
incomplete loan applications, or insufficient cash.

Interestingly, the reasons for rejection prove to be quite uniform for different applicants
whether the applicant is white, black, Hispanic, Asian, or from another group (table 5).
The leading cause of loan rejection for the LMI applicants as of 1997 was credit history.
That cause was followed distantly by an unacceptable debt-to-income ratio.

To address credit issues, DVMP puts great stock in counseling. Thus, as described ear-
lier, DVMP has been working to enhance the availability and quality of counseling in
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the Philadelphia area. The total number of counselors certified by DVMP rose from 17
in 1991 to 100 by 1994 and to 264 by 1998. Evident from table 3 is the growing share
of DVMP loans in which the mortgagors have received counseling (from one-quarter in
1992 to one-third in recent years). DVMP credits the increasing approval rate of DVMP
applications to the growing prevalence of counseling (Davis 1998). In 1989, about 6 of
every 10 DVMP loan applications were accepted. By the early 1990s, acceptances rose
to roughly 7 in 10 applications; acceptance rates have been about 85 percent for the last
few years (table 3).

Admittedly, counseling is no panacea, but it does help many achieve DVMP-financed
homeownership. In 1994, 15 percent of all applicants for DVMP loans were rejected;
however, the rejection percentages were 10 percent for DVMP applicants receiving
counseling and 19 percent for the uncounseled. Similarly, while 15 percent of DVMP’s
1996 mortgage applicants were unsuccessful, the rejection percentages were 13 and 18
percent for the counseled and uncounseled groups, respectively.

Reversing Neighborhood Redlining 

Because one of the principal factors leading to the formation of DVMP was charges that
lenders redlined inner-city, high-minority Philadelphia neighborhoods, it is instructive
to consider to what extent DVMP has reversed this pattern. A number of empirical stud-
ies have shown that DVMP has made considerable strides in expanding housing oppor-
tunity. After studying lending patterns in Philadelphia, Calem (1993, 337) concluded
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Table 4. DVMP Bases for Mortgage
Application Rejection in 1980, 1990, and 1997 a

Reason 1979 (%) 1990 (%) 1997 (%)

1. Debt-to-income ratio 29.0 9.5 17.9
2. Employment history 8.0 6.5 3.2
3. Credit history 27.0 44.3 53.2
4. Collateral NA 5.5 1.4
4A. Condition of property 18.0 3.5 0.3
4B. Condition of block 15.0 2.2 0.0
5. Insufficient cash NA 5.2 6.1
5A. Source of cash NA 6.8 0.3
6. Unverifiable information NA 3.0 1.4
7. Credit application incomplete NA 3.5 6.4
8. Mortgage insurance denied NA 1.5 0.7
9. Other 3.0 8.5 8.6

Totalb 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Information for 1979 was assembled from Lindsay, et al. 1979. Information for 1990 and 1997
from materials supplied by Davis 1998.
Note: NA = Information not available.
a Net rejections after reinstatements.
b Figures may not add to 100% because of rounding.



that “DVMP has substantially broadened the reach of mortgage lenders.” For instance,
from 1984 through 1989, DVMP accounted for almost half of the HMDA-reported mort-
gages in Philadelphia’s LMI tracts (Calem 1993).

More recent research by Calem and Wachter (1998) shows continued DVMP achieve-
ment in expanding mortgage availability among previously underserved populations
and neighborhoods. A portion of their findings are shown in table 6. For example, 87
percent of the Philadelphia loans of DVMP institutions were located in LMI census
tracts and 33 percent in high-minority tracts, compared with 43 and 9 percent shares,
respectively, for non-DVMP conventional lenders. The two authors also found that “the
incomes of DVMP borrowers tend to be substantially lower than those of other borrow-
ers in the same neighborhood income category” (Calem and Wachter 1998, 6). Whereas
in Philadelphia’s LMI neighborhoods close to half of all loans originated by DVMP in-
stitutions from 1990 through 1993 were to households earning less than $20,000 per
year, only 14 percent of the conventional loans of non-DVMP institutions were to bor-
rowers in that income range. Those and other data led Calem and Wachter to conclude
that “DVMP has played a major role in financing purchases in low- and moderate-
income areas, minority areas, and economically distressed neighborhoods of Philadelphia”
(Calem and Wachter 1998, 5). This is a change from the lender disinvestment of the
mid-1970s that led to the formation of DVMP. A large share of DVMP loans are made
in previously redlined areas.
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Table 5. DVMP Bases for 1997 Mortgage Application Rejection by Race/Group a

Native
Hispanic American/

Reason All (%) White (%) Black (%) (%) Asian (%) Other (%)

1. Debt-to-income ratio 17.9 17.3 18.1 17.0 28.5 0.0
2. Employment history 3.2 3.8 4.7 1.2 0.0 0.0
3. Credit history 53.2 48.0 53.5 58.5 42.8 50.0
4. Collateral 1.4 3.8 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
4A. Condition of property 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
4B. Condition of block 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. Insufficient cash 6.1 5.7 3.1 7.3 21.4 50.0
5A. Source of cash 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. Unverifiable information 1.4 0.0 1.5 1.2 7.1 0.0
7. Credit application 6.4 3.8 7.0 8.5 0.0 0.0

incomplete
8. Mortgage insurance 0.7 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

denied
9. Other 8.6 13.4 8.6 6.1 0.0 0.0

Totalb 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
N = 278 52 127 82 14 3

Source: Davis 1998.
a Net rejections after reinstatements.
b Figures may not add to indicated totals because of rounding.



DVMP Loan Performance

Limited information is available on DVMP loan performance. Table 3 reports the plan’s
overall delinquency rate. DVMP delinquency in the past decade as a percentage of the
portfolio has almost consistently been at the double-digit level, ranging from 10 to 18
percent. That figure is undeniably high, yet it must be interpreted carefully.

First, the trend in delinquency is decidedly down. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
DVMP delinquencies were at the 15 to 18 percent level; in the past few years (1994 to
1997) delinquencies have been 10 percent or less. Yet this downward trend is observed
nationally as well, in part because of the strong economy of the latter 1990s.

Second, it is important to set the DVMP delinquency level in perspective. Calem (1993)
did that by relating DVMP late payments to FHA’s track record; on this basis, DVMP
roughly mimicked the FHA record. For example, in 1989 the DVMP delinquency rate
of more than 30 days was 13 percent compared with 10 percent of FHA loans being
more than 30 days late in payment.

A study by Calem and Wachter (1998) compared the loan performance of one DVMP
lender, termed BANK, with that of FHA lending. The 90- to 180-day delinquency rate
was examined, and the BANK rate, 2.8 percent, was very close to the FHA 90- to 180-
day delinquency figure of 3.1 percent.

How do the 1997 DVMP delinquencies, including all of its participants (not just BANK),
compare on a relative basis? Of the 10,290 mortgages held by all the DVMP lenders
during January–December 1997, the loan repayment record was as shown in table 7.
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Table 6. Percent of Philadelphia Owner-Occupied Units and DVMP and Non-DVMP
Mortgage Loans in Each Tract Category, 1990 to 1993

Non-DVMP
Census Tract Owner-Occupied Conventionalb FHA/VAb All Loan
Categories Unitsa (%) DVMPb (%) (%) (%) Typesc (%)

LMI tracts 68.4 86.5 43.3 67.0 58.3
Middle- or upper-income 31.6 13.5 56.7 33.0 41.7

tracts
Minority tracts 33.1 32.6 8.7 19.6 16.3
Nonminority tracts 66.9 67.4 91.3 80.4 83.7
Blighted tracts 12.0 11.8 3.6 3.3 5.0
Other distressed tracts 8.7 18.0 2.6 4.0 5.8
Nondistressed tracts 79.3 70.2 93.8 92.7 89.2

Source: Calem and Wachter 1998.
a The proportion of Philadelphia’s owner-occupied units is in indicated census tract categories. Tract classifications

are based on the 1990 census.
b The columns provide the percentage of three categories of home purchase loans, respectively: conventional loans

originated by DVMP-participating institutions, all other conventional loans, and FHA- or VA-insured loans.
c These figures are proportions of all home purchase loans in Philadelphia in each of these tract categories.



By comparison, total delinquency rates for FHA and conventional loans in the Philadel-
phia area as of 1997 were 13 percent and 3 percent, respectively. Thus, DVMP’s loan
record is slightly superior to that of FHA but is far worse than the conventional delin-
quency rate. DVMP loan repayment has been of concern to DVMP lenders (Sitner 1997).

Benefits of DVMP Participation

The authors queried DVMP lenders as to why they joined and remained with the plan.
As expected, the recurring response was “to foster low-income mortgage lending.” Lend-
ers also cited the following specific benefits of doing LMI lending through the plan.

Ability to Collectively Experiment and Learn. As an example, one lender underscored
that “the 1975 PMP underwriting, revolutionary in their time, could only be done as a
group leap forward” (Connor 1999).

Group Critical Mass and Influence. An example of this characteristic was DVMP’s
training and certification of counselors and counseling agencies, actions that were
beyond the means of an individual institution. Also, the lenders as a group have more
clout. In one instance, DVMP persuaded a PMI company to be more forthcoming in in-
suring low-income mortgages; a single lender making this request would not have been
as persuasive.

Information. DVMP collectively assembled information on loan production, loan perfor-
mance, and rejection percentages that was of interest to its members.

Marketing and Visibility. After so many years of advertising, a DVMP loan became a
recognized brand to Philadelphia buyers and real estate agents—even more so than
the multiple individual affordable mortgages offered by DVMP’s participating lenders
(Connor 1999). DVMP was newsworthy in the Philadelphia area, with, for example, its
annual production figures featured in area newspapers.
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Table 7. DVMP Delinquency Rates for 1997

DVMP Loan
Delinquency Delinquency Rate (%)

All loans 10.4
30-59 days late 6.2
60-89 days late 1.9
90-119 days late 1.4
120-plus days late 0.5
Average foreclosure 1.8

Note: Average figures are based on available data (some months
missing). Because of inconsistencies of data, subtotals do not add to
indicated totals. “Foreclosure” denotes loans in foreclosure proceed-
ings at any one time. The number of loans on which foreclosure is
completed is smaller and unknown.



Community Group Contact. The plan served as a medium for “community groups to
know about lenders and for us (lenders) to know them” (Connor 1999).

Lenders in other communities could reap similar benefits by establishing a DVMP-like
collaborative. While there are certain characteristics of Philadelphia particularly con-
ducive to a DVMP response—for example, a strong historical civic and business com-
mitment to public improvement (Warner 1968) and an affordable housing stock—there
is nothing unique about Philadelphia that would make it difficult to initiate a DVMP
strategy elsewhere. Yet replicating DVMP should be contingent on an existing need for
such a strategy. In fact, DVMP itself is currently in a state of transition because of the
changing need for its historical role in fostering affordable homeownership.

DVMP: POSTSCRIPT

Prompted by numerous considerations, DVMP is rethinking its mission (Davis 1999).

Most of the outreach, mortgage products, counseling, and servicing strategies deployed
by DVMP lenders are widely used by large lenders across the United States. In Phila-
delphia itself, numerous competitors to the DVMP mortgages appeared, including Fund
for Open Society (BMIR mortgages available in the Philadelphia area in locations
where the buyer’s race was underrepresented) and Union Privilege (3- to 5-percent
down payment loans available to first-time home buyers belonging to the AFL-CIO)
(Mastrull 1996). Those new mortgages, prompted by tighter CRA requirements, more
inclusive HMDA reporting, and new GSE mortgages, have fostered increased LMI lend-
ing in the United States and in Philadelphia since the early 1990s—an increase mir-
rored by DVMP’s heightened production in the same period. Given the industrywide
paradigm shift, how much need is there for DVMP?

Let’s consider the original PMP underwriting criteria. In 1975, they were pathbreaking
and required the strength of group action to implement. By the late 1990s, the plan’s
underwriting is hardly novel by industry standards. Even block underwriting is not
unheard of. Other core plan functions are similarly at issue. The need is less for peer
review and peer pressure, as underwriters have generally become more flexible. There
is also a pragmatic constraint to DVMP peer review. As more DVMP lenders are now
part of regional–national financial institutions, less underwriting is done in Philadel-
phia compared with other central locations such as Pittsburgh; Charlotte, NC; and the
like. Given that dispersal, the DVMP underwriters cannot meet as easily or regularly
as they once did when they were all based in Philadelphia.

The move away from local institutions has also made reporting harder. When the lend-
ing was done by Philadelphia-based institutions, it was easier to identify a DVMP loan
among the overall affordable lending done by the DVMP participants. With loan report-
ing and monitoring done at non-Philadelphia locations, timely DVMP information col-
lection has suffered, meaning it has become more difficult to identify DVMP mortgages.
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Other DVMP functions are being usurped. In the early 1990s, DVMP lenders confront-
ed the unevenness of counseling available in Philadelphia by training and certifying
counselors. But now that a movement is under way toward national counseling certifi-
cation to meet standardized criteria of the secondary market, there might be less of a
need for DVMP to continue its Philadelphia counseling oversight. In fact, DVMP ceased
its training of counselors. Housing Counseling Association of the Delaware Valley now
does the training, and DVMP certifies.

These changes have led some to rethink the contemporary need for the historical func-
tions of DVMP. Noted one lender, “The PMP’s founders said that the plan would have
succeeded if the lending industry no longer needed it. Perhaps we are at that time”
(Connor 1999).

Clearly, DVMP is in a state of flux. The thinking is not to end the plan but rather to
reorient it to broader functions. An outline of possible changes is as follows (Davis
1999):

1. DVMP would be reorganized into a Delaware Valley Housing Partnership (DVHP).

2. DVHP would extend beyond DVMP’s focus on LMI homeownership to areas such as
fostering home improvement lending. Of particular concern is helping the 60,000
low-income, senior homeowners in the city of Philadelphia; they need loans to repair
their houses and require technical, social, and other assistance.

3. DVHP would encourage participation of more lenders, especially Philadelphia’s
smaller institutions.

4. Instead of DVMP’s four committees (executive, advisory, policy, and credit), DVHP
would have one standing committee encompassing all stakeholders (lenders, gov-
ernment, CDCs, foundations, etc.).

5. Nimble “teams” would be assembled by DVHP on an as-needed basis. One antici-
pated team would negotiate with the GSEs on expanding the mortgage products
acceptable to the secondary market.

6. Reflecting its expanded role, DVHP would assemble and disseminate a broad array
of housing information, not just data on LMI mortgages made by the plan’s mem-
bers.

APPENDIX

Home-Buyer Illustrations

This appendix illustrates how different assistance from seller, lender, public, GSE, and
foundation sources, as described in the body of the text, can enable lower-income home-
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ownership through DVMP lenders. Examples are given for two different home buyers.
Home Buyer 1 (HB1) is purchasing a house priced at $36,845, roughly the average-
priced home purchased under DVMP auspices in Philadelphia. Home Buyer 2 (HB2)
is purchasing a $75,000 unit, roughly the average-priced DVMP-financed home in the
city’s suburbs. For both HB1 and HB2, we give an example of portfolio and secondary
market–salable financing. The portfolio loan has two characteristics that make it unac-
ceptable by GSE standards: no PMI and significant (almost 10 percent) seller assistance.
(There could have been other departures from GSE criteria, such as a BMIR.) The sec-
ondary market loan has the various elements of the Living in Philadelphia pilot. It is a
market-rate PMI loan with a layering of assists, including Philadelphia’s $6,500 soft
second mortgage and an unsecured bank loan granted by the Pew Trust.

To illustrate, we will review the figures for HB1’s transaction. The housing unit secured
by HB1 has a purchase price of $36,845 and, reflecting the high closing costs in Phila-
delphia, closing expenses of $3,387 ($2,188 for fixed costs and $1,199 for prepaids). Thus,
the total purchase and closing expenses for HB1 amount to $40,232. As there is no PMI,
there is no up-front PMI payment.

The home is financed with a 95-percent LTV mortgage of $35,000 ($36,845 × 0.95),
leaving $1,845 ($36,845 – $35,000) for a 5-percent down payment. The balance between
the $36,845 raised from the loan and down payment and the total $40,232 purchase
price and closing cost figure—$3,387—comes from the seller. The seller is, in effect,
paying for the high closing expense.

The monthly PITI payments on the loan are $319, as detailed in table A.1. At a 33-per-
cent maximum front-end ratio, a home buyer with an income of $11,613 could purchase
the unit sought by HB1. This arrangement clearly is making homeownership very af-
fordable—the $319 monthly PITI is typically less costly than rent—and attainable by
households of very limited means. Affordability is promoted by the low cost of Philadel-
phia’s housing stock and the “subsidy” provided by the lender (in this case by not charg-
ing PMI and by keeping the loan in portfolio) and the seller (in the form of considerable
seller assist). A similar result could have been achieved with no or less seller assis-
tance if the DVMP lender were to give an additional subsidy, such as a BMIR.

While the arrangement sketched above makes for affordable homeownership, it is cost-
ly to the lender and seller. Because a limit to such subsidies exists, Fannie Mae, the
lending community, and the City of Philadelphia collaborated to form the Living in Phil-
adelphia pilot.

One difference between the pilot and the portfolio loan is that the former entails an
up-front payment for PMI in addition to the $40,232 purchase price and closing costs
previously detailed. PMI is necessary to make the loan salable but costs $1,628. The
total cost with PMI is $41,860 ($40,232 + $1,628).

That amount is initially met through the following:
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1. First mortgage of $35,000 (0.95 × $36,845)
2. Down payment of $ 1,845 (0.05 × $36,845)

$36,845

Thus far, these same sources are cited in the portfolio loan. To make the product salable,
however, we cannot turn to a high seller assist, as was done earlier (and such assistance
will often not be proffered). Instead, under the pilot, the difference between the $41,860
total funds needed and the $36,845 raised from the first mortgage and down payment,
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Table A.1. Housing Affordability Calculation Examples

Home Buyer 1 Home Buyer 2
($36,845 housing price) ($75,000 housing price)

Secondary Secondary
Portfolio Product Market Producta Portfolio Product Market Producta

($) ($) ($) ($)

Purchase and Closing Costs
Purchase price 36,845.00 36,845.00 75,000.00 75,000.00
Closing costsb 2,187.90 2,187.90 3,576.50 3,576.50
PMI @ 4.65% — 1,627.50 — 3,313.13
Prepaids/escrows/document 1,199.20 1,199.20 2,439.90 2,439.90

preparation
Total 40,232.10 41,859.60 81,016.40 84,329.53

Sources of Funds
First mortgage (95%) 35,000.00 35,000.00 71,250.00 71,250.00
Down payment (5%) 1,845.00 1,845.00 3,750.00 3,750.00
City of Philadelphia soft second 0 3,622.90 — 6,497.75
Bank unsecured loan (Pew) 0 1,391.70 — 2,831.78
Seller assist 3,387.10 — 6,016.40 —

Total 40,232.10 41,859.60 81,016.40 84,329.53

First Mortgage Payment at 8.375%
Principal and interest 266.03 266.03 522.80 522.80
Real estate taxes 33.33 33.33 95.83 95.83
Hazard insurance 20.00 20.00 40.00 40.00

Total 319.36 319.36 658.63 658.63

Bank Unsecured Loan (Pew)
9.25% for 60 months on $1,392.00 0 29.00 0 59.13

Total Monthly Housing Expense 319.36 348.36 658.63 717.76

Minimum Annual Income To 11,613.00 12,670.00 23,950.18 26,100.00
Qualify

Source: Davis 1998.
a 95% LTV bank unsecured loan, first mortgage market rate and 1.000 point origination fee; City of Philadelphia soft

second for cost of PMI up to 30% coverage or 4.1% and closing costs; combined LTV of 105%; city of Philadelphia
pays for home inspection; bank unsecured loans for prepaids and balance of PMI in excess of 4.1% or 0.55 (35%
coverage required when combined LTV exceeds 98%) and document preparation fee.

b See table A.2 for detail.



or $5,015 (the sum of the closing costs and PMI), comes from the City of Philadelphia’s
soft second mortgage ($3,623) and an unsecured bank loan ($1,392). These amounts
are for illustrative purposes and could have been distributed differently (e.g., the soft
second could have funded $4,000, or even the entire $5,015).

The PITI amount in this instance is $319 monthly for the first mortgage, $0 for the soft
second mortgage (recall that loan is payable only upon a move), and $29 monthly for the
unsecured bank loan, for a total monthly housing expense of $348. With a 33-percent
front-end ratio, households that earn $12,670 can afford the low-income house. This
figure is only slightly higher than the $11,613 minimum income for the portfolio prod-
uct, and the pilot mortgage is salable on the secondary market.

The Home Buyer 2 transaction works similarly, except it is based on a higher housing
sales price ($75,000 versus $36,845). The minimum income to afford the $75,000 unit
is $23,950 with the portfolio product and a slightly higher $26,100 with the pilot. The
details of the respective portfolio/pilot transactions are shown in tables A.1 and A.2.

In sum, DVMP is able to secure affordable homeownership for its clientele (1) because
of the fundamentally affordable housing stock in the Philadelphia area, especially in
the city itself, and (2) thanks to a partnership of assists from its constituent lenders,
from GSEs such as Fannie Mae, from the City of Philadelphia, from foundations, and
occasionally, from home sellers.
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Table A.2. Closing Costs

$36,845 $75,000
Property ($) Property ($)

Closing Costs (Detail)
Origination fee 350.00 712.50
Appraisal fee 250.00 325.00
Credit report 50.00 —
Final inspection 75.00 75.00
Tax service fee 70.00 70.00
Notary fee 25.00 25.00
Title insurance 431.00 669.00
Lender's coverage 75.00 75.00
Recording fees 125.00 125.00
City transfer  tax 368.45 750.00
State transfer tax 368.45 750.00

Total 2,187.90 3,576.50

Prepaids/Escrows/Document Preparation
Document preparation 295.00 295.00
Prepaid interest 244.20 474.90
Hazard insurance 240.00 480.00
Escrow-hazard insurance 20.00 40.00
Regarding taxes (12 month) 400.00 1,150.00

Total 1,199.20 2,439.90

Source: Davis 1998.
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Case Study
Asian Americans for Equality

Location: New York City

Description: Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE) is a community-
based, nonprofit civil rights and housing organization pro-
viding housing development (both rental and owner units),
housing assistance (e.g., homeownership counseling and
tenant advocacy), citizenship courses, financial counseling,
and a variety of other social and economic services to Asian
Americans in the New York metropolitan area. AAFE is a
membership organization with more than 6,000 members,
almost all of whom are Asian Americans.

Year Founded: 1974

Service Area: Asian neighborhoods in New York City (e.g., Chinatown and
Flushing)

Accomplishments: To date, AAFE has aided its clients in obtaining a total of
$62.5 million in home mortgage loans—$52 million directly
through AAFE’s mortgage cultivation and referral programs
and at least $10.5 million indirectly through the counseling
of clients who elect to seek financing elsewhere. Each year
AAFE distributes more than 20,000 copies of its Caring
Community publication (on fair housing/fair lending, home-
ownership, and other related issues). In addition, more than
500 people receive homeownership counseling on a one-on-
one basis; about 100 individuals attend an eight-session
homeownership workshop; and approximately 3,000 families
visit AAFE-run housing fairs, where homeownership is a
prominent topic. AAFE also has raised almost $18 million in
private and public capital to develop 185 affordable apart-
ments and is currently involved in $26 million in projects
that will produce about 250 affordable rental and homeown-
ership units as well as commercial improvements.

Outstanding Strategies
Attracting Applicants: Extensive outreach through radio, printed media, homeown-

ership fairs, and other public meetings. An example is pub-
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lication and dissemination of the above-described Caring
Community. AAFE’s outreach is provided in the various lan-
guages of its clientele (e.g., its publications are typically
available in both Chinese and Korean).

Qualifying Applicants: Two-tiered education program that includes a well-designed
classroom curriculum accompanied by one-on-one counseling
sessions. Instruction is offered in several languages and is
sensitive to linguistic nuances (e.g., differences in the Man-
darin and Cantonese words for mortgage). AAFE helps its
clients avail themselves of affordable mortgages from the
New York Mortgage Coalition and other sources.

Retaining Homeowners: While AAFE has not yet developed a comprehensive, formal-
ized system of postpurchase follow-up, such a system is one
of the organization’s main goals for the future.

Other: AAFE is sensitive to the diverse needs of its clientele. Fur-
ther, AAFE combines homeownership services with other
comprehensive community development activities.

BACKGROUND

Asian Americans

Over the past 25 years, Asian Americans have constituted the fastest-growing segment
of the U.S. population. In 1970, there were 1.4 million people of Asian descent living in
the United States (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1995). By 1990, the Asian population had
grown to 7.3 million, representing a 400 percent increase in just two decades.1 The vast
majority of this increase was due to immigration rather than natural growth. Thus, a
very large proportion of Asian Americans, 60 percent as of 1996, are foreign born (U.S.
Bureau of the Census 1996).

According to U.S. Bureau of the Census projections, the Asian population is expected to
reach 11.3 million in 2000, 15.3 million in 2010, and 37.6 million by 2050 (Day 1996).
The Asian share of the total United States population—currently 4 percent—is project-
ed to increase to more than 9 percent by 2050 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000a).

Asian Americans as a group tend to be more educated and to have higher family incomes
than the general population (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1997). They are more likely to
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hold high-paying jobs and are less likely to be unemployed than the average American.
Because of these achievements, Asian Americans are often portrayed as the “model
minority”—a paragon of economic success and integration into the American main-
stream (Bell 1985; Kim and Hurh 1984; Lee 1989).2 A Wall Street Journal/NBC News
poll conducted in 1991 found that most American voters believed that Asian Ameri-
cans faced no discrimination in the United States. Just a year later, however, the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR) concluded that Asian Americans still faced “wide-
spread prejudice, discrimination” and unequal access to education, employment, and a
variety of public services (USCCR 1992).

One reason for the discrepancy between perceptions about Asians as a model minority
and the reality of the difficulties faced by many Asian Americans is the diversity of the
Asian American population (Kui 1998a). The U.S. census lists more than 20 Asian sub-
groups, including Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, Asian Indian, Korean, Vietnamese, Laot-
ian, Thai, Polynesian (Hawaiian, Samoan, Tongan), Micronesian (Guamanian), and
Melanesian (Fijian). Statistics for the entire Asian population often mask the large socioe-
conomic differences that exist among and also within these subgroups. Many do not
share in the high socioeconomic status achieved by the “average” Asian American. The
newer immigrant groups from Southeast Asia, for example, have significantly lower
socioeconomic status than other Asian groups. And while Chinese Americans, Indian
Americans, and Korean Americans all have higher median family incomes than the
general population, these groups have poverty rates that are as high as or higher than
that of the general population (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1997). Similarly, Asian Amer-
icans vary widely in educational attainment, religion, language, and culture. Significant
differences also exist between new immigrants and Asians whose families have lived
in the United States for generations.

Asian Americans in New York City

New York City historically has been a community of immigrants, an attribute that has
been accentuated in recent years (Edmondson 1997). In 1930, 33.7 percent of New York’s
6.8 million population was foreign born. Because of federal restrictions imposed on
immigration in the 1920s, the foreign-born population in New York City dropped to 19
percent by 1970. With national immigration restrictions significantly relaxed in 1965,
New York City again became a magnet for immigrants. In 1997, 36.1 percent of New
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York City’s residents were foreign born. Between 1982 and 1994, New York City absorbed
more than 1.2 million legal immigrants, about one-seventh of the total legal immigra-
tion to the United States during this period (Schill, Friedman, and Rosenbaum 1998).

The origins of New York’s immigrants have changed over time. In 1930, the three lead-
ing countries of origin of the city’s foreign born were Russia, Italy, and Poland; in 1997,
the Dominican Republic, China, and Jamaica led the list. The large Chinese presence
reflects the growing Asian influx to New York City. Between 1990 and 1994, 147,000
Asian immigrants settled in New York, accounting for 26 percent of all immigration to
the city.

Largely as a result of rapid immigration, Asian Americans represent the fastest-growing
ethnic group in New York City. In 1980, 229,780 Asian Americans were in New York City.
That number increased to 509,955 by 1990. As of 1997, an estimated 630,000 Asian
Americans were in New York City, or 8.6 percent of the city’s total population. It has
been estimated that by 2000, Asians will constitute 10 to 15 percent of New York City’s
residents.

New York’s Asian-American community provides a clear example of the gap between
those Asians who fit the model-minority image and those who have been less success-
ful in securing high-paying jobs and decent living conditions. Many of the Asians who
have immigrated since 1965 have been well-educated, skilled professionals who have
quickly become affluent. However, according to statistics of the U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, the median household income in the Asian enclaves of Manhattan’s Lower East
Side and Flushing, Queens, in 1990 was $20,007, compared with $29,823 for the city as
a whole. In those areas, 21.4 percent of families lived below the poverty line, compared
with 17.4 percent citywide (AAFE 1997a).

Asian Americans are found in large numbers in three of the five boroughs of New York
City: Manhattan, Queens, and Brooklyn. As has been true of other immigrant groups,
Asian Americans have clustered in ethnic enclaves. A traditional portal for the newly
arrived Asian American is Chinatown, which is on Manhattan’s Lower East Side.

Chinatown experienced tremendous population growth after 1965. As of 1990, China-
town’s official census count was 55,216—a gain of 34 percent from the 1980 figure of
41,174. However, the unofficial 1990 population estimate for Chinatown is 110,000
(Stanton 1998). Chinatown is the most densely populated area of New York City, with
189 people per acre, compared with 37 per acre in the city as a whole (AAFE 1997b).
Even small apartments in Chinatown are often used by three or more families, who
sleep in shifts. Some households are consigned to six-by-nine-foot “cages.” While much
of Chinatown’s housing is poor in quality—a reflection of its tenement heritage and
poor upkeep—strong demand permits landlords to charge often exorbitant rents.

Partially in response to Chinatown’s overcrowding and its other less-than-desirable
features, new Asian enclaves have emerged in other parts of the city. Several neighbor-
hoods in Queens, in particular (e.g., Flushing and Elmhurst), have become home to
large numbers of Asian Americans (Smith 1995).
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Housing Aspirations, Conditions, and Constraints

Asian Americans as a group exhibit a lower-than-average rate of homeownership.3

In 1999, the national homeownership rate was 66.8 percent overall; the rate for non-
Hispanic whites was 73.2 percent, Asian and Pacific Islanders, 53.1 percent; blacks,
46.3 percent; and Hispanics, 45.5 percent (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000b).

The lower homeownership rate among Asian Americans is not due to lack of aspiration
for homeownership. For example, homeownership among Indian immigrants is linked
to prestige and symbolizes “making it” in the United States (Ratner 1996, 117). Fur-
ther, home buying is preferred for the safety and autonomy it provides, such as being
able to cook ethnic foods “without worrying about bothering my neighbors” (Ratner
1996, 119). The financial and tax advantages of homeownership are also appreciated by
many (see, for example, Johnston, Katimin, and Milczarski 1997, 74).

In sum, homeownership embodies many attributes deemed important by Asian Ameri-
cans. Furthermore, the drive for homeownership by many Asian Americans is strong
and often persists in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles:

The Chinese, when they come here, they live in very crowded conditions…they save
money. They have no entertainment except maybe a video. They bring their food
from last night and take it to work, all so they can buy a home. If they have a house,
they have the dream. (Kim 1981, 1)

Admittedly, attitudes toward homeownership vary among Asian subgroups. Chinese
immigrants, for example, tend to see purchasing a home as the most important objec-
tive upon their arrival in the United States. As one Chinese home purchaser who was
aided by AAFE stated, “A house is very important to the Chinese, a very important
part of my life” (Bertrand 1996, citing Ding). Homeownership is deeply rooted in Chi-
nese values and is seen as providing an important measure of security against job loss
or other financial hardships (Chen 1997). Among Koreans, in contrast, owning a busi-
ness is seen as more important than owning a home. This attitude reflects the Korean
anjong sequence of life situations, in which homeownership follows establishing a busi-
ness (Park 1997). Thus, the proportion of homeownership is lower for Korean immigrants
than for Asians in general.

Despite such differences, homeownership is a very important goal for most Asian immi-
grants. Owning a house is seen not simply in investment terms, but also as a very mean-
ingful step toward establishing a personal sense of permanence, belonging, and commit-
ment to a community.
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Many Asian Americans, however, face significant barriers to achieving the goal of home-
ownership. These barriers stem from constrained economic resources and from language
and cultural differences, as well as from overt discrimination and exploitation. Such
barriers are often interrelated, as is highlighted below.

Income Constraint to Homeownership

Christopher Kui, AAFE’s executive director, explained the following:

Many of our clients are families that make subsistence incomes, which makes it dif-
ficult to rent, let alone to purchase a home. Frequently, they work in cash-based in-
dustries such as restaurants and the garment industry where deficiencies in English
language skills are not such a hurdle. Workers paid in cash may not receive documen-
tation from their employer. (Kui 1998b)

Asian Americans may have more difficulty substantiating their income because many
are self-employed. Yamanaka and Lee (1988) used census data to compare self-employ-
ment rates of husbands and wives for whites and different Asian subgroups. For whites,
10 percent of all husbands and 6 percent of all wives were self-employed. This figure
was only slightly higher for the Chinese, among whom 11 percent of husbands and 7
percent of wives were self-employed. For other Asian populations, however, the figures
for self-employment were far higher. Among Koreans, 20 percent of husbands and 24
percent of wives were self-employed. (The high self-employment levels of Koreans may
reflect the importance of establishing a business in the anjong cycle.) To the extent that
substantiating income for mortgage purposes is a problem among the self-employed,
this constraint will disproportionately affect prospective Asian-American home buyers.

Credit Constraint to Homeownership

Many Asian Americans do not have a formal credit history (AAFE 1997b). In part, this
lack is the result of an unfamiliarity with the American banking system. In addition,
immigrants in cash-based local economies often do not seek institutional credit, but
rather use family and other noninstitutional credit networks. Furthermore, some Asian-
American groups tend to be averse to debt. One manifestation of this credit conservatism
is the propensity (in part based on misconception, see below) of Asian-American house-
holds to put down 30 to 40 percent on a house—despite being informed about mortgage
instruments with much lower down payments—because they fear future economic re-
versals that will make it hard for them to afford the larger (i.e., low–down payment)
loans.

Asian Americans who use formal credit sometimes encounter difficulties related to mis-
understandings or cultural differences. For example, some Asian immigrants have a
misconception that untimely repayment of debt does not affect one’s credit history so
long as debts are eventually repaid (Ratner 1996).
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Credit blemishes have arisen from the Asian Americans’ inclination toward mutual aid:

A home seeker cosigned on a car loan and a personal loan for someone from the
same Vietnamese village. The borrower got into financial problems and fled.
Although the home seeker paid $15,000 to the lenders, his credit history was ruined.
It took eight months to solve the [credit] problem. (Kim 1996)

Asset Constraint to Homeownership

The traditional bank requirement that funds for the down payment and closing costs
come from a formal bank account frequently does not comport with savings behaviors
in the Asian-American community. For instance, many Korean immigrants turn to a
kye, a rotating credit association involving monthly restaurant dinners where partici-
pants pledge a stipulated amount that they can ultimately withdraw (Ratner 1996, 127).
The kye, common for staking business acquisitions or expansions, may be used for ac-
cumulating the capital needed for purchasing a home.4 The kye and its equivalents
among other Asian groups have until recently, however, been unacceptable for satisfy-
ing the mortgage industry’s asset requirements for closing.5

Extended-family funding has often been unacceptable to lenders. For example, the par-
ents of Asian-Indian immigrants commonly contribute cash, often from overseas, to
help finance their grown children’s home purchases (Ratner 1996, 128), and this con-
tribution might not be accepted by lenders.

Language Barriers and Cultural Differences

The home loan process, intimidating to the general population, is that much more
problematic to Asian Americans with limited English facility when they seek a home
mortgage. Few banks employ people who can speak the gamut of Asian languages,
making it difficult for Asian Americans to secure home loans or even learn about the
application process.

Language and cultural barriers are the most overwhelming obstacles confronting
the Asian community in accessing affordable housing opportunities. The terms and
concepts in the mortgage process can be daunting to many people, then layer on top
of that the impediments of language, the cultural differences and the lack of knowl-
edge with respect to borrowing. (Kui 1998b)

An ethnographic study of homeownership similarly noted that “except for some Indians
who spoke English at home, there was a language gap between the immigrants’ native
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language and the usual operating language of the (banking) institutions” (Ratner 1996,
139). One Chinese home buyer summed up his experience by noting “I had a terrible
time.…I didn’t know how to communicate and didn’t know the process” (Bertrand 1996,
citing Ding).

Language is a daunting challenge in dealing with Asian Americans not fluent in Eng-
lish because of the complexity of their native tongues. Each language and each dialect
has big differences (Stanton 1998). For example, there are different words for mortgage
in Mandarin and Cantonese.

The language barrier works both ways—making it hard for an Asian-American loan
applicant to communicate with a bank mortgage officer and the latter to understand
the Asian-American home seeker. The language divide is compounded by cultural dif-
ferences, as recounted by AAFE:

In one case we had a client who was running a business in Indonesia. He and his
son wanted to buy a home in New York City. The substantial income and assets
were coming from the father and were coming in from Indonesia. The lending insti-
tution was raising concerns about the loan because they did not understand how the
borrower could be doing business outside of the U.S. and living in New York; they
were concerned that the party would not be an owner occupant. AAFE in this case
had to explain to the lender that his [the father’s] primary residence would be here
with his son and his business is conducted overseas. This is a very common situa-
tion. (Ferng 1998)

Bias

Asian Americans sometimes confront discriminatory housing practices—both when
they rent and when they wish to purchase a home. Some landlords in lower Manhat-
tan illegally require Asians to pay up to $10,000 in “key money” before signing a lease
(Stanton 1998). Asian-American home seekers sometimes face barriers of blatant racial
discrimination. In the fall of 1987, for example, anti-Asian flyers were distributed to
mailboxes in two Brooklyn neighborhoods, urging residents to boycott any real estate
agents who sold property to Asians (USCCR 1992). Similarly, in 1990, a group of resi-
dents of the SoHo area of downtown Manhattan launched a campaign against property
sales to Asians in their neighborhood, alleging that the character of the neighborhood
would change and property values would fall (AAFE 1997b).

Lack of Information/Misinformation 

Lack of information about homeownership and about access to institutional credit is
extremely common in New York’s Asian-American communities, which are largely com-
posed of recent immigrants. A 1997 study of homeownership patterns among Korean
immigrants, for example, found that many had little or no understanding of mortgage
financing, real estate laws, property taxes, and other aspects of the home-buying process
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(Johnston, Katimin, and Milczarski 1997). Some immigrants had prior knowledge of
these processes from Korea, but those processes often differed from American practices.
In Korea, most homes are paid for in cash or with a very high down payment. When
financing is secured, the loan amount is not usually more than 20 percent of the value
of the home. According to their understanding of the home-buying process, Korean im-
migrants to the United States may be unaware that they have the resources to pur-
chase a home, believing they must accumulate far more cash than is actually neces-
sary for a down payment (Johnston, Katimin, and Milczarski 1997; Ratner 1996). Simi-
larly, Hong Kong home buyers typically put 30 percent down, and home loans are often
based on personal collateral. Not surprisingly, Hong Kong immigrants often think that
similar financing requirements apply when they are considering purchasing a home in
the United States (Stanton 1998). Similar misconceptions may exist among other Asian
groups, which are sometimes uninformed about credit, the mortgage system, or the tax
incentives that can help people improve their living situations (AAFE 1997b).

Use of “Cultural Brokers”

Because of bias and the language and cultural barriers between the Asian-American
home buyer and the lending industry, many Asians turn to cultural brokers—individuals
who understand how credit agencies and underwriters think and who know the appli-
cant’s language, culture, and situation (Ratner 1996, 126). A cultural broker is often a
real estate or mortgage agent of the same background as the immigrant home buyer who
understands how to facilitate the loan, documenting all possible positive elements of an
application (e.g., that a large down payment is proffered) and overcoming any negative
elements (e.g., by pointing out steady rent and utility payments by applicants without
a credit history). The cultural broker can allay fears and correct misconceptions of the
Asian-American home buyer, such as a misapprehension that personal financial infor-
mation on the mortgage application will be forwarded to the government. Similarly,
Asian-American sensibilities concerning privacy are sometimes offended by the demand
for job, family, and other data by a mortgage loan officer. Such queries may, in fact, be
viewed as a discriminatory probing of Asian-American home seekers in a manner not
directed toward other home buyers. The cultural broker can reassure the client that the
background information is routinely demanded from all those seeking a loan and is
kept confidential.

The cultural brokers are often sought through ethnic and family networks:

As with other immigrant communities, our clients tend to seek support from within
their own communities. For example, within the Korean community we had a client
who bought her home from the sales agent that her brother had and the mortgage
broker her sister used. (Kui 1998b)

While cultural brokers are often helpful, a number of problems frequently ensue when
such brokers are used in the home-buying process (Stanton 1998). Because ethnic and
family networks are so insular, fewer market competitive forces are at work. Therefore,
the broker often demands outlandish fees, points, interest rates, and the like, adding
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thousands of dollars to the cost of obtaining a home loan and keeping families from
realizing homeownership.

The cultural brokers sometimes perpetuate misinformation that can thwart homeown-
ership. AAFE notes that brokers often require Asians to produce guarantors or cosign-
ers even when they qualify for a loan on their own and often demand down payments
of as much as 25 to 50 percent, compared with 5 to 20 percent for the majority market
(AAFE 1998a). And the poorly informed Asian clients are unlikely to know better or
to complain.

In summary, there are numerous constraints to Asian-American homeownership. These
hurdles are interrelated. For example, for non-English-speaking Asian-Americans, poor
language skills limit their earning capacity, consign them to jobs for which income is
typically not fully reported, and make it harder for them to understand and use the cred-
it systems. All these factors make it difficult to obtain a mortgage, at least through tra-
ditional avenues, thus necessitating the use of cultural brokers, who promise deliverance
from the imbroglio of barriers, but in reality often exacerbate the problems.

AAFE’s mandate is to tackle these myriad, interconnected constraints to Asian-American
homeownership. The organization and its mission are described next.

Asian Americans for Equality

AAFE is a community-based, nonprofit civil rights and housing organization dedicated
to providing homeownership counseling, tenant advocacy, citizenship courses, financial
counseling, and a variety of other social and economic services to Asian Americans in
the New York metropolitan area.

The breadth of its agenda is evident from AAFE’s organizational description:

AAFE emerged out of a vision for a more just and equitable society for underserved
communities and new immigrant populations, particularly Asian Americans. Since
1974, AAFE has spearheaded a movement to create equal opportunities for minori-
ties. AAFE is a community-based, nonprofit organization which, through the produc-
tion of affordable housing, counseling services, advocacy of tenant and minority
rights, provision of social services and the initiation of economic development, con-
tributes toward the rebuilding of distressed communities throughout New York City.
(AAFE 1997a)

AAFE is a membership organization with more than 6,000 members, almost all Asian
Americans, although AAFE also helps other minorities such as Hispanics.

AAFE has offices in Manhattan (in Chinatown), where outreach focuses on the Chinese
community, and in Flushing, Queens, where outreach focuses on the Korean and South
Asian communities. The organization’s service area includes those neighborhoods as
well as the predominantly Asian areas of Corona/Jackson Heights and Jamaica in
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Queens, plus Sunset Park in Brooklyn. Thus, AAFE serves the largest Asian-American
enclaves in New York City. Those areas contain large numbers of Hispanics as well; in
fact, Asians and Hispanics compose the majority of the population in the neighborhoods
served by AAFE. The AAFE service neighborhoods meet the federal government’s eco-
nomic distress benchmarks, such as high unemployment rates, severe housing shortages
and overcrowding, median household incomes that are a fraction of the metropolitan
area median, and poverty in a large percentage of the population (AAFE 1997a; 1997b).

Before an explanation of how AAFE responds to such conditions is given, a brief in-
stitutional history is in order. AAFE was founded in 1974 in an effort to combat dis-
criminatory hiring practices in Chinatown. By the late 1970s, AAFE had expanded its
activities to address the need for decent and affordable housing. At that time, living con-
ditions for many residents of Chinatown resembled those of turn-of-the-century urban
slums. Rising demand for housing and employment in Chinatown created opportunities
for unscrupulous landlords and employers to violate labor and housing laws, forcing
immigrants to work for less than minimum wage and to live in crumbling, dangerously
overcrowded buildings. Many of the people exploited in this manner were undocument-
ed workers who spoke little English and who were afraid or unable to speak out against
such conditions (National Housing Institute 1996–97). In response, AAFE has educated
Asian-American residents as to their housing and other rights; has rehabilitated dete-
riorated buildings into modern, affordable rental complexes; and has aided the upgrad-
ing of privately owned buildings.

Since the early 1990s, AAFE has devoted substantial resources to helping lower- and
middle-income Asian Americans purchase their own homes. AAFE’s efforts are concen-
trated on community outreach, education, and assistance for clients with mortgage ap-
plications and other aspects of the homeownership process. AAFE has developed afford-
able units for purchase. In 1997, for example, it sponsored Suffolk Homes, the first
affordable homeownership project in the Chinatown/Lower East Side area (AAFE
1997a). In 1996, the Asian Americans for Equality Housing Center opened in Flushing,
Queens, with the primary goal of providing prepurchase and postpurchase counseling
to first-time home buyers. AAFE also helped form the Partnership for Asian American
Homeownership (described later) in 1996.

In short, AAFE has evolved into a multifunctional organization aimed at comprehen-
sively improving the housing and socioeconomic conditions of Asian Americans. As of
1999, AAFE had a staff of 37 and a budget of $2.3 million. The staff members are in-
volved in such myriad functions as housing development and management counseling,
tenant organizing, and planning and fund raising. Roughly three-quarters of the staff
members are Asian Americans. The 1999 AAFE budget is supported from the following
sources: 33 percent from public funds (city, state, and federal); 34 percent from corpo-
rate and foundation grants; and the remaining 33 percent from membership dues,
partnership management fees, development fees, and other sources.

AAFE’s three major functions—counseling and community services, housing develop-
ment and management, and homeownership initiatives—are interrelated, as evidenced
by the overview provided next.
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AAFE Education, Counseling, and Community Services

A signature effort from its inception, AAFE today provides education, counseling, and
community services to about 15,000 people annually. Those services include workshops,
seminars, conferences, information sessions, and forums on topics such as citizenship
information and assistance, landlord–tenant dispute counseling, fair housing and home-
ownership financing (AAFE 1998b). Reflecting the many countries of origin of its clients,
AAFE counseling and seminars are conducted in Cantonese, Mandarin, Fukinese, Ko-
rean, Vietnamese, Hindi, Urdu, Khmer (Cambodian), Japanese, and Spanish.

Another AAFE community service is fostering collaborations with other nonprofit groups
to improve conditions for Asian Americans. An example is the Collaborative for Asian
Immigrants, which brings together AAFE, the Korean American Senior Citizen Society,
and the New York Association for New Americans.

AAFE Housing Development and Management

AAFE began its efforts to improve living conditions in Chinatown by organizing tenant
associations, training tenant leaders, and sponsoring legal actions against slumlords
on behalf of area residents. In 1985, AAFE purchased two vacant city-owned buildings
in Chinatown and began the construction of Equality House, a 59-unit rental project
for low-income households and homeless persons, which was completed in 1989 (Nation-
al Housing Insitute 1996–97). Since 1985, AAFE has raised more than $17.5 million in
private and public capital to develop nine commercial storefronts and 185 affordable
apartments in 14 buildings for senior citizens, homeless people, and low-income families.
In addition, AAFE is involved in six more projects that are under construction or in pre-
development. From those new projects, 205 units of affordable rental housing, 48 units
of affordable for-sale condominium town houses, and 17 commercial stores will be cre-
ated through the investment of more than $26 million of public and private funds. AAFE’s
development projects include the gut renovation of vacant buildings, new construction,
and moderate rehabilitation of occupied buildings. Those developments target a wide
range of community housing needs for homeless persons, low-income and elderly indi-
viduals, families, and first-time home buyers.

Over the past three years, New York City and the State of New York have awarded
AAFE contracts to provide technical assistance to private property owners to stabilize
the existing housing stock. Those contracts have allowed AAFE to conduct targeted out-
reach to building owners in Chinatown and the Lower East Side and to access govern-
ment financing for repairs and renovation. In the past year alone, AAFE has provided
assistance to 25 buildings containing approximately 500 apartments. These many efforts
help improve overall neighborhood conditions in AAFE’s service area and increase the
demand for, and long-term viability of, homeownership.
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AAFE Homeownership Initiatives 

Much AAFE counseling is designed to foster homeownership, and, as just noted, AAFE
is beginning to build for-sale town houses for its service population. AAFE engages in
a number of other activities to encourage homeownership. Since 1993, AAFE has been
working in partnership with the New York Mortgage Coalition, a consortium of 11 lenders
and 9 community organizations committed to increasing homeownership opportunities
for LMI families.6 The community organizations provide counseling and referrals, while
the banks make affordable mortgages available, including both portfolio products and
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and State of New York Mortgage Agency (SONYMA) products.
Many of these mortgages are available only to people who have participated in home-
ownership counseling.

AAFE’s history of working with public agencies, private lenders, regulatory agencies,
and property owners culminated in forming the Partnership for Asian American Home-
ownership (the Partnership) in June 1996. The Partnership includes AAFE, HUD,
bankers, local real estate agents, attorneys, community press and media people, elect-
ed officials, and local government agencies. The Partnership’s goal is to produce 1,000
first-time homeowners in the Asian-American community throughout the New York
metropolitan area by 2000. Members of the Partnership are collaborating to market
homeownership products and programs in Asian languages; continue fair housing edu-
cation, outreach, and enforcement initiatives; undertake public outreach activities to
promote homeownership; and develop culturally sensitive and diverse homeownership
education and counseling programs.

AAFE counsels potential homeowners on their financial situation (including credit his-
tory, budgeting, and down payments), assesses their readiness for homeownership, as-
sists with preparing mortgage applications, provides translation services, and keeps
records tracking the progress of each client (AAFE 1998a). The step-by-step process
through which AAFE attracts mortgage applicants, qualifies the applicants, and then
retains its clients as homeowners is detailed next.

STRATEGIES

Attracting Applicants

Media Campaigns

AAFE uses a variety of media to educate the Asian community throughout the tristate
area (New York, New Jersey, Connecticut) about housing rights, homeownership opportu-
nities, mortgage products, and the community services AAFE provides. It regularly runs
informational commercials on two Chinese radio stations and advertises in several
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Asian-language newspapers. AAFE staff members have appeared on local cable (Asian-
oriented and other) television shows to discuss housing issues and to inform viewers
about the services the organization provides.

A particularly important media effort was AAFE’s Housing Access. In 1996, AAFE be-
gan publishing this quarterly magazine, which addressed housing rights and fair lend-
ing issues, as well as covering general information about purchasing and owning a home
and specialized topics such as foreclosure prevention. Written in Chinese by profession-
al journalists from the New York Chinese community and translated into Korean, Hous-
ing Access consisted of four sections (Community Information Exchange [CIE] 1997).
The first was a monthly feature article on the theme of the issue, such as the National
Campaign for Homeownership. The second section, “Your Rights,” built on AAFE’s tra-
ditional focus on advocacy for tenants’ rights and access to resources. The final section
was reserved for a special topic. However, the bulk of the publication was taken up by
the third section—“Owning a House”—which included such topics as a loan qualification,
reverse equity mortgage programs, FHA programs, credit problems, house inspections,
and major steps in buying a home (CIE 1997). Housing Access, which had a circulation
of 5,000, was intended to reach people who would not be likely to come into the AAFE
offices. Additionally, articles from the magazine were frequently reprinted in Chinese-
and Korean-language newspapers (CIE 1997).

In the summer of 1998, Housing Access was replaced by AAFE’s Caring Community
publication, which is published at least twice a year. This magazine provides informa-
tion to educate the Chinese-speaking community on fair housing and fair lending is-
sues, tenant and landlord rights, homeownership opportunities, financial management,
and other related issues. The publication contains feature articles and case studies to
explain the barriers to housing and credit and to educate consumers on ways of over-
coming those barriers. Building on the success of Housing Access, Caring Community
has continued to serve as a resource for the Asian community on housing, citizenship,
health care, and other topics. To date, AAFE has produced three editions of Caring
Community, each with a run of about 10,000 copies.

AAFE has been successful in encouraging articles on its operations and on homeown-
ership in general in the Asian-American ethnic press. An example is “Home Buying
Became Easier,” (1997) which appeared in the Korea Central Daily News. This article
discussed many of the barriers to Asian-American homeownership and highlighted the
benefits of new mortgages and government-sponsored homeownership programs. Simi-
lar articles have been published in other ethnic publications, such as the (Chinese)
World Journal and Indian Abroad.

Homeownership Fairs

AAFE sponsors and participates in community festivals and homeownership fairs, at
which educational materials in Korean, Chinese, Hindi, Urdu, and English are distrib-
uted. Printed materials and seminars cover topics such as the advantages of homeown-
ership, the affordability of a home, the kinds of mortgages that are available, credit,
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and the mortgage application process. After learning about the services AAFE provides,
participants may take the next step and go to AAFE for counseling.

Some Asian communities tend to be very insular, with people conducting all business
transactions within a relatively small population. As a result, AAFE staff members
have found that it is important to make people aware that there may be a much greater
range of affordable mortgage products than those offered by the local mortgage broker.
In particular, AAFE uses homeownership fairs to educate people about new or unusual
products—such as low–down payment, reverse equity, and rehabilitation mortgages—
that meet the specific needs of its service population.

A housing fair is a major undertaking. Cosponsors have to be identified, and funding
has to be secured. Advertising then commences. In one Korean-oriented fair, advertising
included distributing 3,000 flyers; placing ads in Korean media such as the Korea Times,
Korea Central Daily News, and 930 Radio Korea; and generating press releases. The
fair itself, held over a five-hour period on a weekend, included sessions on fair housing,
homeownership, subsidized housing, and tenants’ rights and entitlements. Speakers in-
cluded HUD, AAFE, GSE, and bank representatives; real estate agents; and real estate
attorneys. Extensive information was distributed at the fair, including a fair housing
handbook, brochures, flyers on various topics (e.g., fair housing and AAFE counseling
services for LMI home buyers), and a fair housing videotape (in Korean, Chinese, and
other languages).

Tenant Advocacy and Outreach

AAFE’s strong program of tenant advocacy and counseling plays an important role in
stimulating interest in homeownership. Tenant counseling is often the first step in edu-
cating community members about access to homeownership and credit and, as such,
can be useful in identifying potential first-time home buyers.

Qualifying Applicants

Homeownership Education and Counseling

In March 1996, AAFE opened the AAFE Housing Center in Flushing, Queens. The Hous-
ing Center is intended to offer a comprehensive approach to homeownership education
and counseling of first-time buyers. Assistance begins when such buyers are thinking
about buying a home and continues until they are considering selling. The Housing
Center focuses on prepurchase and postpurchase education and counseling, mortgage
delinquency, and default resolution. Information is provided through in-depth work-
shops, technical seminars, and one-on-one counseling (AAFE 1997b).

Whether at the Queens Housing Center or its Chinatown headquarters, AAFE offers
homeownership workshops, seminars, and counseling in Asian languages. Typically,
clients attend all seminars in the group workshop series and set up a one-on-one coun-
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seling appointment either during or after completing the series. Staff members stress
the importance of making an effort to bring people into the counseling process early—
that is, before they have begun to look for or purchase a home—so they can reap the
full benefit of the program. Currently, AAFE counsels about 500 people annually on a
one-on-one basis and serves about 100 people per year in the workshop series.

The homeownership workshop series generally consists of eight seminars, each two
hours in length, with two seminars held each Sunday for four weeks. (AAFE found this
format preferable to one-hour sessions held each weekend for eight weeks.) Seminars
are conducted in an informal classroom environment for 15 to 20 people per session. In
1998, series topics were as follows: “Are You Ready to Buy a House?” “Finding the Right
Home,” “Housing Inspection,” “The Legal Process,” “What You Have to Know as an Owner”
(two sessions), “Credit/Tax Basis,” and “Home Safety and Maintenance.” Table 1 details
the topics covered in these different classes. Clients who use AAFE’s one-on-one coun-
seling services generally come in after attending at least part of the workshop series or
after hearing about a particular mortgage product or a service provided by AAFE. The
counselor will request information about income, assets, and expenses; will obtain a
credit report; and will evaluate the client’s overall financial situation. He or she will
work closely with the client to determine what kind of debt the client can manage, and
will try to ensure that the client’s financial picture will make sense to a bank. If, for
example, a client has a low reported income but a substantial savings account, the
counselor will ask the client to provide a complete explanation for the apparent dis-
crepancy.

Once financial counseling and homeownership training have been completed, the client
will begin the process of looking for a home. When the time comes to apply for a mort-
gage, an AAFE counselor and the client will discuss the range of mortgage products
available from lenders and will determine which product and lender make the most
sense for the client. The counselor will introduce the client to the loan officer, be present
when the mortgage application is taken, and continue to act as a liaison between the
two parties.

Bank/Other Partnerships

The close contact between AAFE and the mortgage lenders servicing Asian Americans
and the AAFE’s knowledge of the products offered by those lenders are keys to qualify-
ing aspiring homeowners. As previously described, AAFE is involved with numerous
coalition-building efforts, such as the Partnership for Asian American Homeownership
and the New York Mortgage Coalition. The latter is particularly important to AAFE’s
homeownership efforts. Besides keeping AAFE’s counselors informed about the latest
affordable mortgages, the consortium helps bring Asian Americans and other under-
served populations to homeownership through a focused effort to expand lenders’ tra-
ditional markets. The combination of AAFE’s counseling services and other supports to
Asian-American prospective home buyers and of the outreach and more flexible loan
products offered by AAFE’s lender partners contributes significantly to qualifying
Asian Americans as home buyers.
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As an illustration, one lender participant in the New York Mortgage Coalition (Chase
Manhattan) described AAFE’s efforts to qualify a recent Asian immigrant for home-
ownership. The mortgage loan applicant was a nurse who had recently moved to Amer-
ica. She had been a registered nurse in Hong Kong for 20 years. Although she had been
living in New York City for only 12 months, she wanted to purchase her own home.
Standard underwriting guidelines call for applicants to have been in the United States
working for at least two years. However, given her profession, the counseling from
AAFE, and a substantial down payment, Chase approved and closed her loan.
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Table 1. AAFE Homeownership Seminars

Class Overall Subject Topics Covered

1 “Are You Ready How do you budget?
to Buy a House?” How much mortgage do you qualify for?

What are down payment and closing costs?
What steps should you follow to purchase a home?
What guidelines should you follow to get your mortgage approved?

2 “Finding the Right Home” How do you define your housing wishes?
What’s a co-op? What’s a condo?
What special considerations do co-op and condo buyers need 

to know?
Two- to four-unit multifamily homes and additional rental income

3 “Housing Inspection” Why is a housing inspection important?
When do you need an inspection?
What items should be inspected?
Who should receive the report?
Who is responsible for the repairs?

4 “The Legal Process” What is a binder?
What items and provisions should be included in the contract 

of sale?
What is a title report?
What do you do if you find property violations?

5-6 “What You Have to What are your responsibilities as a homeowner?
Know as an Owner” What are the fair housing laws?

How do you maintain the value of your property?
What is the perfect timing for refinancing?
What do you do when you have a crisis?

7 “Credit/Tax Basics” How does your credit history affect your qualification as a buyer?
How do you correct credit problems?
How do you establish nontraditional credit history?
How do you appeal if your property tax is too high?
How will you be taxed when you sell your house?
How do you maximize your tax advantages?

8 “Home Safety and Life in the neighborhood
Maintenance” How do you rehabilitate and remodel?

What are some home safety tips?
How can you find reliable tenants?
How can you take care of business?
What do fair housing laws require of you?
How can you maintain the value of a rental?

Source: AAFE 1997a.



In addition to counseling the prospective homeowner, AAFE facilitated the loan in two
important ways. First, with AAFE’s assistance, Chase was able to obtain copies of doc-
uments that proved the applicant’s professional certification as a nurse in Hong Kong.
Second, AAFE helped the applicant prove that her down payment was transferred
directly from a bank in Hong Kong. AAFE provided translation services and extensive
follow-up to obtain the documentation to support this transfer. “This loan would not
have been approved without the help we [Chase] received from AAFE to document this
file” (McCain 1998).

Retaining Homeowners

AAFE has not yet developed a comprehensive, formalized system of postpurchase follow-
up. Developing such a system is one of the organization’s main goals and is viewed by
AAFE as a way “to deepen the relationships with our homeownership clients by provid-
ing long-term services” (AAFE 1997a). Some information relevant to the postpurchase
stage is provided during AAFE’s homeownership workshop; for example, participants
learn about home maintenance. However, AAFE is working to create a system that will
allow it to maintain close contact with new homeowners and assist them in con-
fronting the challenges posed by homeownership.

As many of the mortgages facilitated by AAFE begin to age into their fourth and fifth
years, which typically have the highest default rates, AAFE has come to recognize a
need to focus more of its education and outreach on loss mitigation. This focus includes
the need to educate the Asian community about the availability of AAFE’s postpur-
chase counseling programs should financial problems occur. AAFE default counseling
will help homeowners avoid foreclosure by (1) determining the cause of the problem,
(2) outlining solutions such as payment plans and budgeting, (3) helping to negotiate
with financial institutions, and (4) advising on issues such as debt restructure and
reinstatement and forbearance plans.

A recent initiative on retaining homeowners involves AAFE’s working in partnership
with HUD on mortgage delinquency and default resolution. New York’s HUD office has
been referring clients to AAFE for default and delinquency counseling. The roles of AAFE
and other counseling groups have become more important with the discontinuance of
the HUD Assignment Program and with HUD’s detachment from the loss-mitigation
process. Counselors from those organizations play the critical role of representing the
client’s interests to mortgage servicers in loss mitigation.

DISCUSSION

In the face of serious barriers to Asian-American homeownership, AAFE has aided its
client group to obtain a total of $62.5 million in home mortgages. AAFE is moving many
more people toward the goal of homeownership. More than 20,000 copies a year of
AAFE’s Caring Community publication are distributed; more than 500 people annually
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are counseled on a one-on-one basis; about 100 per year attend the eight-session home-
ownership workshop counseling sessions; and approximately 3,000 families each year
visit AAFE-run housing fairs, where homeownership is a prominent topic.

For readers to better understand and appreciate AAFE’s program and its accomplish-
ments, it is instructive to recount the many barriers to Asian American’s buying homes
as described earlier and then note how AAFE and its partners are surmounting these
obstacles.

Income Constraint to Homeownership—Limited Income

AAFE and its partners address the problem of Asian Americans’ low incomes in
numerous ways.

1. Using Subsidies. Subsidies can be used to reduce the cost of the housing unit being
purchased and to stretch the income of the buyer. Through the New York City Hous-
ing Partnership New Homes Program, AAFE is able to access subsidies to reduce
the cost of developing affordable housing. On the Suffolk Homes project, for instance,
AAFE is working with Phoenix Builders to produce affordable town house–style
condominiums by (a) building on city-owned vacant lots, (b) using grant subsidies
from New York City’s Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)
and the New York State Affordable Housing Corporation (AHC) to write down the
purchase price for the home buyers, and (c) taking advantage of an Urban Develop-
ment Area Action Program property tax exemption.

For example, it costs AAFE and Phoenix Builders $130,000 to develop and build a
two-bedroom town house. If the project were not on city-owned land—that is, if
land had to be purchased at its market value—the cost would be $160,000. Further,
$130,000 is not the price to the purchaser; the HPD and AHC grants write down
the purchase price to $119,000. Recurring costs of homeownership are further low-
ered because of the property tax exemption.

2. Using “Liberal” Mortgages. Another way to stretch income of income-constrained
Asian Americans is to use more financially liberal mortgage products—that is,
those with lower down payment requirements (higher LTV ratios) and higher front-
end/back-end ratios.7 For example, in the Suffolk Homes project, buyers could make
as little as a 3-percent down payment because of SONYMA insurance. AAFE has
also referred clients to a new SONYMA product with a 3-percent down payment,
30-year terms, and a 4.5-percent interest rate, the last considerably below the mar-
ket rate. More generally, AAFE publicizes and counsels its clientele on the avail-
ability of more liberal GSE products, such as Community Home Buyer loans from
Fannie Mae and Affordable Gold mortgages from Freddie Mac. Likewise, AAFE
informs its clients of aggressive portfolio products available from bank members of
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the New York Mortgage Coalition or other lenders. AAFE notes that lenders will
often make their most desirable portfolio mortgages available to AAFE’s clients
because they recognize AAFE’s counseling skills and know that people who finish
AAFE’s program will be better-educated housing consumers (Stanton 1998).

3. Taking Advantage of Lower-Cost Housing. While New York City has some of the most
expensive housing in the country, some low-cost units are available. In its home-
buyer education and counseling efforts, AAFE informs its clients of these affordable
housing options. Of particular relevance to AAFE’s clientele are the following:

(a) Small (two- to four-unit) Multifamily Properties. Income from rental units in a
small multifamily building can help lower the effective carrying cost to the
buyer. Furthermore, small multifamily buildings can house the extended fami-
lies common among the Asian-American population. Banks cooperate by fully
recognizing the rental income in underwriting mortgages for these multifamily
properties.

(b) Affordable Cooperatives. Some neighborhoods that are home to Asian Americans
have very affordable cooperative units, typically rental complexes that have
been converted. For example, cooperatives are available in Flushing, Queens,
for $30,000 to $50,000 per unit.

(c) Public Housing. AAFE is working with the New York City Housing Authority
(NYCHA) to provide homeownership counseling to public housing residents.
This effort informs public housing residents about homeownership opportunities
within the NYCHA public housing stocks and about the use of tenant-based
Section 8 certificates or vouchers for mortgage payments on homes purchased
in the private market (AAFE 1997a).

Income Constraint to Homeownership—Unsubstantiated Income

AAFE and its lender partners confront the unsubstantiated income issue in numerous
ways. One approach is to offer no–income verification (NIV) loan products without the
usual downside of NIVs, such as requiring a very large down payment. For example,
Chase Manhattan’s Residential Lending Unit, which is a partner with AAFE in the
New York Mortgage Coalition, offers an NIV loan with very competitive terms, includ-
ing a 90-percent LTV ratio and aggressive front- and back-end ratios.

Another approach is to change the lending industry’s requirements for income verifica-
tion. The traditional approach has been to demand tax returns, pay stubs, W-2s, or
other official documentation. A different tack is to require documentation of a less offi-
cial nature, such as a letter from the employer of the mortgage applicant stipulating
the wages earned. AAFE describes this approach as follows:

Because they lack a traditional credit history or income verification, many qualified
Asian loan applicants are discouraged from applying, denied mortgages by banks or
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are frequently required to pay unusually high down payments on mortgages,
between 25–50 percent. AAFE works with clients to overcome these barriers in the
mortgage process to allow more affordable access to homeownership. Lenders will
accept a verification of employment signed by the borrower’s employer and a tele-
phone confirmation in lieu of W-2s and paystubs. This is actually the traditional
method of verifying employment in the mortgage industry before the implementa-
tion of Fannie Mae’s “TimeSaver” documentation. Developing these types of strate-
gies with Fannie Mae and lenders, AAFE is able to help people access mortgage
credit at more favorable terms. (Kui 1998b)

AAFE underscores that an employer’s verification of employment and income is not a
standard Fannie Mae–approved process. Rather, it is an accommodation worked out
with Fannie Mae and lenders in the New York Mortgage Coalition in recognition of the
cultural milieu of AAFE’s Asian-American clientele.

Credit Constraint to Homeownership

AAFE finds that about half of the people it counsels have not used credit (Stanton
1998). For these clients, AAFE works to establish a credit history through nontradi-
tional means, such as demonstrating timely rent and utility payments. This practice is
not difficult and has become standard in the industry. The problem, though, is the per-
ception held by many Asian Americans that without established credit they will need a
large down payment for a mortgage (Stanton 1998). AAFE’s counseling, housing fairs,
and the like are expressly designed to correct that misconception.

For those clients with blemished credit, AAFE and its partners will first determine if
there was an error or other issue with the past credit record (e.g., erroneous double
billing on a medical claim or questionable educational loan claim). Additionally, the
client will be counseled to bolster his or her credit profile by promptly paying all cur-
rent obligations.

The research team queried AAFE as to whether automated credit scoring was an issue
in the Asian-American population—that is, whether that population had disproportion-
ately low FICO scores. AAFE reported that Asian Americans had a mixed FICO profile,
with some having high and others having low FICO scores. Further, even for the latter
group, AAFE explained that the FICO profile was not a problem because of the nature
of the lenders it dealt with. These lenders were some of the largest banks in the Unit-
ed States, and as such they had the clout to de-emphasize FICO scores in their under-
writing. The New York Mortgage Coalition lenders were using high FICO scores to fast-
track applicants, rather than using low FICO scores to deny applicants.

More generally, AAFE works to sensitize its clientele to the demands of the credit sys-
tem so that a good credit profile can be developed. AAFE’s homeowner workshop deals
explicitly with credit basics (table 1). In that regard, Asian Americans are counseled to
pay all obligations on time and to be wary of cosigning obligations for family members
or friends.
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Asset Constraint to Homeownership

Over time, AAFE and its lending partners have addressed the asset issue in the fol-
lowing ways:

1. Alerting the Asian-American community to the availability of low–down payment
loans, which obviate the requirement for documentation of substantial assets, and
by securing grants for down payments or closing costs whenever possible.

2. Recognizing funds saved in alternative savings programs such as the Korean kye.

3. Sensitizing underwriters to the flexible-repayment loans given by extended family
members. For instance, an uncle may loan $20,000 to a nephew for a down pay-
ment. While the money ultimately must be repaid, the repayment may be spread
over a long period of time and may not be demanded when the borrower encounters
financial difficulties. Additionally, portions of the loan may be forgiven periodically
(e.g., when the nephew has children). The upshot is that the family loan has many
of the attributes of a gift, or at least a “soft loan,” and should be considered as such
in the underwriting process.

4. Sensitizing underwriters to accept cash without a savings trail—“mattress money”—
if such savings comport with the borrower’s income and expenditures. One of the
services AAFE provides lenders is to identify when cash is likely to have been accu-
mulated from savings rather than coming from an undisclosed loan. AAFE does this
by considering the borrower’s earnings, expenses, liabilities, type of occupation (e.g.,
a waiter is more likely to have accumulated cash), and other factors that bear on
the amount and form of savings.

Language Barriers and Cultural Differences

AAFE’s counselors overcome language barriers by speaking the languages of its clien-
tele and by facilitating interactions between its clients and the lender.

The majority of our clients do not speak English. We provide in-language counseling
to the client throughout the homebuying and mortgage process. We are present when
the application is taken by the Loan Officer to serve as an advisor and translator,
and we facilitate the loan process between the client and the lender. Throughout the
loan process even a sophisticated client may struggle with the language barrier.
AAFE helps to bridge that gap. (Chan 1998)

Recognizing the polyglot nature of its service population, AAFE’s staff is multilingual
and knowledgeable about differences in dialect (e.g., Mandarin versus Cantonese Chi-
nese). AAFE is sensitive to varying cultural aspirations, such as recognizing that
younger Korean households may be more interested in starting a business than pur-
chasing a home.
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Bias Constraint to Homeownership

Through seminars, printed materials, articles in the media, and other venues, AAFE
works to educate Asian Americans to be vigilant against both overt and subtle discrim-
ination in housing and lending. For instance, a recent AAFE brochure, “Fair Housing:
It’s Your Right,” described how a complaint of discrimination could be filed. It stressed
the need to be aware of discriminatory acts such as a superintendent, landlord, or bro-
ker making comments such as, “I need to see your green card before renting/selling to
you,” or “Have you thought about living in another area?” As another example, AAFE,
working in partnership with Ming Pao (a leading Chinese-language newspaper), spon-
sored a street festival where a 32-page Ming Pao supplement was distributed. It high-
lighted the fair housing needs of Asian Americans. The fair housing supplement
reached 50,000 households.

Cultural Broker Barriers

AAFE replaces the sometimes harmful commercial cultural broker—who takes advan-
tage of uninformed immigrant home buyers by overcharging them—with its own cultur-
al broker services. The commercial cultural broker speaks the language of the home
buyer; so does AAFE. The commercial cultural broker helps fill out loan documents; so
does AAFE. The commercial cultural broker intervenes for his or her client with the
loan officer; so does AAFE. The commercial cultural broker deals with immigration
issues that impinge on the loan process; so does AAFE.

In one case, the social security card of one of our clients read that he’s not autho-
rized to work. Because when he came to the U.S. he was probably on a F1 status, so
he couldn’t officially work. Over time, because he got married he could work but did
not change his social security card. AAFE’s counselor wrote a letter to the loan offi-
cer explaining the situation and the matter was cleared up. (Ferng 1998) 

AAFE thus provides the full gamut of typical cultural broker services—and then some.
AAFE offers extensive counseling, including occasionally having to tell clients that they
are not yet ready for homeownership. (The commercial cultural broker will not often do
this.) When homeownership is appropriate, AAFE secures the most competitive loans
in terms of interest rates, fees, points, and so on.

In sum, AAFE has begun to address the many constraints faced by Asian Americans in
realizing homeownership in the New York City area. In the future, AAFE may very
well assume a more national profile in helping Asian Americans and other immigrants
improve their housing and larger socioeconomic situation.

AAFE has, in fact, started to move in that direction. In early 1999, AAFE launched its
National Homeownership Mentoring Program (NHMP). Under the NHMP, AAFE men-
tors community-based groups working to foster homeownership among immigrant pop-
ulations. The mentoring stresses the lessons learned by AAFE, including providing a
continuum of support and housing services and presenting information in a linguisti-
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cally and culturally sensitive way (AAFE 1999). Through NHMP, AAFE is working
with groups serving Asian and non-Asian immigrants in Atlanta; Cambridge, MA;
Chicago; San Diego; and Orange County, CA.
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Case Study
Chattanooga Neighborhood 
Enterprise, Inc.

Location: Chattanooga, TN

Description: Private nonprofit organization that facilitates financing, de-
velopment, and renovation of affordable housing and prepa-
ration of home buyers through education and counseling.
Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise (CNE) is expanding
its scope of services to include housing and commercial de-
velopment, property management, home repair and emer-
gency improvement programs, and employer-sponsored
homeownership programs.

Year Founded: 1986

Service Area: City of Chattanooga and Hamilton County, TN

Accomplishments: Financed, produced, or renovated more than 4,600 housing
units ($140 million investment), including origination or
facilitation of almost 2,000 home purchase loans ($92 mil-
lion). In 10 years, CNE’s purchase loan volume grew from 7
to more than 300 home mortgages annually. CNE leverages
private-sector investment, captures public investment, and
provides extensive services to borrowers.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: Diverse board of directors; ongoing staff training on topics

including housing subsidy and loan programs and property
management and acquisition

Attracting Applicants: Word of mouth; church and real estate agent outreach

Qualifying Applicants: FasTrak to Homeownership (direct counseling to purchase in
as little time as six weeks) and other counseling programs;
affordable first mortgages, almost all combined with attrac-
tive second mortgages, which together reduce down payments
to $850 or 2 percent, whichever is greater; aggressive inter-
mediation between buyers and lenders; Police Officer Next
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Door and Memorial Hospital programs through which police
and hospital workers receive special homeownership incen-
tives; flexible underwriting, with special attention paid to
credit, appraisal, and other issues (e.g., appraisers are edu-
cated to promote accurate valuations); multiple review of
loan applications and other oversight (e.g., as a quality con-
trol and fair lending check, 10 percent of all loans are
reprocessed); and development of affordable housing

Retaining Homeowners: Postpurchase counseling (when needed and requested), close
monitoring, and forbearance as necessary.

Other: CNE’s interventions to upgrade rental properties and to
assist current homeowners with rehabilitation have positive
spillovers to the homeownership market by helping to im-
prove long-term neighborhood prospects.

BACKGROUND

The Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise, Inc. (CNE), is a private nonprofit organiza-
tion that facilitates the financing, development, and renovation of affordable housing in
the city of Chattanooga and in Hamilton County, TN. In just over a decade, CNE’s activ-
ities have yielded investments of greater than $140 million in more than 4,600 housing
units. While CNE’s efforts are primarily focused on educating home buyers and assisting
them in securing affordable loans, the organization continues to expand its scope to
include housing and commercial development, property management, home repair and
emergency improvement programs, and employer-sponsored homeownership programs.
In addition, CNE’s emphasis on training and education, particularly through its copy-
righted FasTrak to Homeownership course, demonstrates its commitment not only to
helping historically underserved households purchase homes, but also to keeping those
people in their homes.

With programs ranging from homeownership counseling to large-scale development
projects, CNE has the capacity to address the housing needs of most local residents.
Also, CNE’s broad array of services essentially provides prospective homeowners with
one-stop shopping.

Founding and Growth of CNE

Following an 11-percent decrease between 1980 and 1990, Chattanooga’s population
stabilized during the 1990s at approximately 150,000. The city’s population loss during
the 1980s was accompanied by relatively high levels of socioeconomic distress. In 1989,
the city had a poverty rate of 18.2 percent, compared with 13.9 percent for the metro-
politan area and 15.7 percent for the state. In 1990, 54 percent of households in Chat-
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tanooga owned their homes, compared with 68 percent in both the metropolitan area
and the state.

The impetus behind the creation of CNE can be traced to local stakeholders who were
concerned with the city’s population decline and socioeconomic distress. In the mid-
1980s, local leaders, community groups, businesses, and elected officials gathered to
identify issues affecting the city of Chattanooga and to explore ways to improve their
community. This visioning group, referred to as the Chattanooga Venture, found that
one of the greatest obstacles facing Chattanooga was a lack of decent, affordable hous-
ing in the inner-city area. This problem not only prevented area residents from obtain-
ing suitable housing, but also drained the local tax base.

Chattanooga Venture commissioned the Enterprise Foundation to conduct an assess-
ment of local housing conditions. The resulting study revealed that the city faced prob-
lems similar to other urban areas throughout the nation, such as out-migration and
deteriorating, low-income, disenfranchised neighborhoods. According to the study, 26
neighborhoods (comprising 13,720 housing units) in Chattanooga required some level
of rehabilitation. The Enterprise Foundation recommended that the city consolidate all
of its housing initiatives into a single nonprofit entity that could serve as a funding
source, or bank, for affordable housing development. The city and other funders could
allocate housing assistance funds to this organization. These public funds could then
be used to leverage private-sector investment. At that time, the city’s housing effort
consisted of 10 staff members and only one action program: implementation of a feder-
ally funded home repair program.

With technical assistance from the Enterprise Foundation, CNE was founded in 1986
and became operational in 1987. Its mission was to offer LMI Chattanoogans an oppor-
tunity to live in decent, affordable housing. In its first year, CNE primarily handled
the emergency repair caseload it had inherited from the city, as well as owner-occupied
housing rehabilitation projects. By 1988, however, CNE began to expand its scope by
providing homeownership assistance through first and second mortgages. First mort-
gages are originated by CNE and (1) sold to the Neighborhood Housing Services of
America (NHSA) or the Tennessee Housing Development Authority (THDA); (2) sold
on the secondary market; or, as is most often the case, (3) brokered to one of CNE’s 22
mortgage lender partners. Second mortgages are an in-house product, funded exclu-
sively by city dollars and loan repayments.

In the early 1990s, CNE assumed responsibility for the two remaining components of
its current program: affordable rental management and housing development. In 1992,
CNE absorbed Chattanooga Community Neighborhood Housing Services, the Neigh-
borhood Housing Services affiliate for the area, and became the local affiliate of Neigh-
borhood Reinvestment Corporation (NRC).

Today, CNE operates four programs that assist Chattanoogans in improving the quali-
ty of their living conditions or achieving homeownership:
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1. The Home Purchase Program is CNE’s flagship program. Under its auspices, CNE
has facilitated or originated almost 2,000 home purchase loans valued at approxi-
mately $92 million since 1988. While CNE does not offer any special, in-house loan
products through this program, it does provide home buyers with a variety of A-
quality first and second mortgage loans at below-market rates with flexible terms.
CNE loan counselors work with home buyers to determine which product best fits
their needs.

2. CNE’s Home Improvement Program offers home improvement loans to income-
qualifying owner-occupants for emergency repair and for bringing homes up to code.
Since 1987, CNE has issued 1,891 home improvement loans, totaling $21.8 million.
Apart from enabling low-income homeowners to repair their units, this program
improves the condition of the existing housing stock in Chattanooga.

3. The Affordable Rental Program offers housing to people who are not prepared for,
or do not desire, homeownership. CNE currently manages roughly 330 rental units
located in single-family homes, duplexes, or small-scale multifamily developments.
Almost one-third of these rentals involve financing using LIHTCs.

4. One of the greatest challenges facing CNE’s Home Purchase Program is the increas-
ingly limited supply of affordable housing in Chattanooga. CNE currently has 83
clients who have been prequalified for financing but cannot find homes that meet
their standards in terms of quality and price. In the past four years, the average
home sales price in Chattanooga has increased by $15,000, forcing many LMI home
buyers out of the market (Gross 1998). As a result, CNE is working to construct new,
affordable, owner-occupied housing units through its Affordable Housing Develop-
ment Program.

Budget and Sources of Funding

At the time CNE was founded in 1986, funding for LMI housing in Chattanooga was
limited to approximately $1.2 million in CDBG dollars and HUD rental rehabilitation
funds. In FY 1998, CNE maintained a budget of approximately $22 million, $2.6 mil-
lion of which was allocated to general and administrative expenses. Much of this growth
in funds available for affordable housing in Chattanooga can be attributed to CNE’s
ability to attract private investment by leveraging public dollars.

CNE provides essential housing services for Chattanooga and, as a result, receives a
significant financial commitment from the city (almost $3.5 million annually of CNE’s
$7.8 million net budget1) on an ongoing basis. Apart from receiving a large share of the
city’s CDBG funding for home repair loans (roughly $1.5 million in FY 1998), CNE has
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been a line item in the city’s budget since 1990. As a result, CNE receives an average
of $2 million annually in city general funds in addition to the $1.5 million in CDBG
dollars.

Another major funding source for CNE is the Lyndhurst Foundation, which was instru-
mental in creating CNE and has remained a valuable source of support for the organi-
zation. In FY 1998, the Lyndhurst Foundation contributed $750,000 to CNE for general
support. (Coincidentally, the Lyndhurst Foundation support equated to approximately
one-half of CNE’s wage cost.) This annual contribution enables CNE to direct most of
its resources toward getting clients into homes, as opposed to administrative expenses.
Other CNE funding sources are local banks, HUD, the THDA, and Hamilton County.
Table 1 is a breakdown of CNE’s income sources for FY 1998.

STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

The day-to-day operations of CNE are carried out by a staff of approximately 40, more
than one-third of whom hold specialized degrees and more than three-quarters of whom
have completed specialized training. The occupational diversity of the staff, which in-
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Table 1. CNE’s Major Funding Sources: FY 1998 Income Statement

Amount
Funding Source ($ millions)

Public and charitable sources
CDBG/HOME 2.61 
HOME Rental Rehabilitaion 0.22 
Chattanooga General Fund 2.00 
Tennessee Housing Development Agency 0.17 
Hamilton County 0.15 
Lyndhurst Foundation 0.75 
Other 0.24 
Subtotal 6.14 

Earnings
Mortgage payments received 0.55 
Rent 0.15 
Other 0.96 
Subtotal 1.66 

Outside mortgages and flow-through funds
203(k) loans 0.19 
First mortgages (CNE) 5.18 
First mortgages (local banks) 8.95 
Borrowings/sale of tax credits/loans 0.10 
Subtotal 14.42 

Total 22.22 



cludes a lawyer, code enforcement inspectors, a certified public accountant, an architect,
and HUD-certified 203(k) consultants and inspectors, reflects the varied functions of
the organization.

To promote staff development and to ensure that staff members remain informed of
new policies and regulatory changes, CNE requires ongoing staff training. This train-
ing covers topics such as HUD Section 8 policies, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac policies
and procedures, HUD Section 312 loans, CDBG funding and regulations, HUD direct
endorsement procedures, property management and acquisition, relocation, and speci-
fication writing. CNE is affiliated with the Enterprise Foundation, NRC, and HUD, all
of which provide training to CNE’s staff. As the only NRC affiliate in Tennessee, CNE
provides training on homeownership counseling to organizations throughout the state
and participates in training workshops throughout the nation.

CNE staff members also receive in-house training on how to effectively work with dif-
ferent income, racial, and ethnic groups. This training is provided on an ongoing basis.

The CNE board of directors convenes quarterly and comprises 34 representatives from
the community, including local lenders, business professionals, city and county elected
officials, and neighborhood representatives. This diversity allows CNE to work effective-
ly with local government, lenders, and communities. The board of directors is primarily
responsible for establishing the general policies that are implemented by the vice pres-
idents of each of the four program divisions.

In an effort to maximize productivity, CNE uses a custom-designed computer program
to track production and cash flow. Information regarding CNE activity is updated on a
monthly basis to provide a clear picture of how well CNE is meeting its goals. This
monthly process enables CNE to adjust its operations before serious problems develop.

Attracting Applicants

CNE relies on word of mouth to attract an estimated 80 percent of its clients (Gross
1998). For example, CNE’s policy enables all employees to apply for loans and encour-
ages employees to refer friends or family members to the organization.

Local churches have proven to be an effective marketing venue. Churches are typically
viewed as a reliable source of information. Furthermore, they reach individuals, partic-
ularly in the minority community, who might be difficult to contact otherwise (e.g., those
who do not read the paper or listen to the radio).

In terms of conventional marketing strategies, CNE promotes its programs through
television, radio, and newspaper and real estate publication ads. To reach the minority
community, ads are aired on radio stations that have a large number of minority lis-
teners and are run in minority-owned newspapers. Other forms of advertising include
brochures, flyers, bill stuffers, and a monthly newsletter.
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Another effective marketing tool for CNE has been workshops conducted for local real
estate agents. Approximately once a month, CNE holds off-site workshops for real estate
agents to educate them about its special loan products in hopes that they will refer
prospective home buyers to CNE. In addition, this process provides up-front knowledge
of CNE’s loan application guidelines so that potential home buyers will have a realistic
understanding of what they can afford. CNE provides similar training to CDCs. Both
real estate agents and CDCs have proven to be good sources for referrals.

In FY 1997, CNE commissioned a customer awareness study to determine how effec-
tively it was reaching the community (CNE 1997b). While CNE would like to increase
public awareness, the findings of this study showed a notable improvement in reaching
the community from a similar study conducted in 1994. Of those surveyed, 61 percent
(up from 21 percent in 1994) had heard of CNE, and only 30 percent (up from 8 per-
cent in 1994) were familiar with its programs.

Qualifying Applicants

Homeowner Counseling

CNE offers prepurchase and postpurchase counseling to home buyers (table 2). Many
prospective home buyers, particularly those with credit problems, are referred to CNE
by local banks (Ashley 1999). The first step is for a home buyer to attend a one-hour
preliminary counseling session, which is held four times per week at CNE. After the
preliminary session, a CNE counselor will use a computer program developed in house
to determine what type of counseling is most appropriate for the buyer: short-term or
long-term counseling or counseling through the FasTrak to Homeownership program.
If the home buyer qualifies for the FasTrak program, CNE will provide a prequalifica-
tion letter stating the amount and type of loan for which the buyer qualifies.
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Table 2. CNE Counseling Program Enrollees, FYs 1990 to 1998

Budget
Year FasTrak Counselinga Life Skills Otherb Total

1990 to 1991 48 64 0 0 112
1991 to 1992 60 87 0 0 147
1992 to 1993 267 116 0 0 383
1993 to 1994 559 265 42 0 866
1994 to 1995 382 579 8 0 969
1995 to 1996 355 432 22 0 809
1996 to 1997 390 314 0 477 1,181
1997 to 1998 338 493 0 143 974
Total 2,399 2,350 72 620 5,441

a Includes optional short-term counseling.
b Includes counseling services for GE Capital Mortgage Services, Inc.



Short-term counseling is necessary when a home buyer has minor short-term credit
problems. A CNE counselor will work one-on-one on a monthly basis with the home
buyer until the credit problems are resolved. The prospective buyer is given homework
to complete between counseling sessions. Typically, this process takes six months. When
a home buyer has serious credit problems, CNE refers him or her to the Urban League
for long-term counseling.

Home buyers may enter the FasTrak program after resolving credit issues. This Fannie
Mae–approved program guides applicants from prequalification through closing, with
an option to extend to budget and home maintenance counseling. While applicants ide-
ally should take the FasTrak class before initiating their home search, those already
seeking homes are eligible to attend. The class is held on Saturdays for an eight-hour
period. At the end of the class, home buyers are given a certificate of completion. Class-
es typically consist of 15 to 20 persons, and a fee of $100 is required. This fee is later
applied to closing costs. Topics covered include the following:

1. How to know if it’s the right time to purchase a home

2. How to budget for homeownership

3. How to qualify for a more expensive home

4. How to develop a family budget

5. How lenders evaluate mortgages

6. How to evaluate credit history and correct credit problems

7. How to negotiate a sale agreement

8. What the costs of buying a home are

9. What the steps of the mortgage process are from application to closing

10. How to evaluate different loan products

11. How to prevent foreclosure and what to do when things go wrong

CNE also facilitates long-term counseling for individuals who are not ready to purchase
a home but would like to prepare for future homeownership. This program (the Life Skills
Training Program) is intended to teach the self-sufficiency skills required for home-
ownership. Customers enroll in this program for a 6- to 24-month period, depending on
their needs, and classes meet on a monthly basis. Class topics include managing per-
sonal and household finances, effective consumerism, nutrition and meal preparation,
and good parenting. Counselors also work directly with customers to establish a budget
and financial plan.
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At one time CNE offered the Life Skills Training Program on its own; it now provides
training materials and guidance to local nonprofit organizations, which conduct the
program. Volunteers from the community serve as instructors. For instance, local lend-
ers offer classes on budgeting.

Loan Products Offered by CNE

CNE offers a variety of 15- and 30-year, fixed-rate loan products to prospective home
buyers through the FHA, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, NHSA, and THDA. However, almost
all of CNE’s first mortgage loans are FHA products. Interest rates for loans are typical-
ly market rate, with the exception of the THDA product, which is offered at 5.98 percent.

Table 3 provides an overview of CNE’s first mortgage products. The FHA 203(b) loan
with CNE down payment assistance is CNE’s most popular product, accounting for ap-
proximately 85 to 90 percent of all the loans that it originates (Pope 1998). The popu-
larity of this product, combined with CNE’s down payment assistance, is attributed to
its flexible guidelines, including (1) no income ceilings; (2) 2-percent or $840 down pay-
ment requirement (whichever is greater); (3) 29/41 debt-to-income ratio, with some flex-
ibility allowed; (4) assumability, (5) 97-percent LTV ratio up to $50,000 of home purchase
(95 percent for amounts over $50,000); (6) allowable secondary financing; and (7) no PMI
requirement. (Private insurance is viewed as more problematical than FHA coverage.)
Furthermore, CNE can originate and process this product.

Most of CNE’s home purchase clients also qualify for second mortgage loans, which can
be used as down payment assistance. Such second mortgages, funded solely through
public dollars, enable CNE clients to put down as little as $850 or 2 percent of the loan,
whichever is greater. Home buyers qualifying for second mortgage loans are looked upon
more favorably by local lenders when applying for a first mortgage loan because the
buyers have completed the FasTrak counseling and, in some instances, have received
additional CNE counseling as well (Pope 1998). This second mortgage product is avail-
able only for property located within the city limits or for employees of Memorial Hos-
pital, as discussed next. Terms for second mortgage loans depend on income and can be
summarized as follows:

1. Households earning less than 50 percent of the area median income can qualify for
a $7,500 loan with a 1-percent interest rate and a 20-year amortization period.

2. Households earning between 50 and 80 percent of the median income can qualify
for a $5,000 loan with a 2-percent interest rate and a 20-year amortization period.

3. Households earning between 80 and 115 percent of the median income can qualify
for a $2,500 loan with a 5-percent interest rate and a 10-year amortization period.

CNE has expanded the scope of the second mortgage product through a partnership
with Memorial Hospital. In 1994, in cooperation with CNE, Memorial Hospital began
sponsoring a down payment assistance program for employees. The hospital offers em-
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Table 3. Comparison of CNE Mortgage Products

NHSA 2% 
Terms Freddie Mac Fannie Mae Down FHA 203(b) THDA THDA Start FHA 203(k)

Key: DP: Down Payment CC: Closing Costs Bul: Bulletin MI: Median Income
FM: Fannie Mae Dis: Disputes Del: Delinquent NHSA: Neighborhood Housing Services of America

Source: CNE: Comparison of CNE Innovative Mortgage Products.

Purchase
Purchase/rehab

15- & 30-yr fixed
Buydown allowed

Gifts, grants, or
loans allowed

None in central city
None in eligible
tracts 
Max of 140% of MI

35/38

1-2 family: 95%
3 family: 90%

2-yr rent and utility
Some problems
allowed
Judgments resolved

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

Countrywide 

Prices based on
countrywide pricing
& local market
Premium pricing OK
for DP or CC, with
max 50 pt. over
lender’s rate

Purchase
Purchase/rehab

15- & 30-yr fixed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

None
Rates tied to income
Must live in specific
neighborhoods

35/38

1-4 family: 95%

1-yr rent and utility
Some problems
allowed
Judgments resolved
2-yr from bankrupt dis

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

NHSA

Depends on income
0-80% of MI: 6.875%
80-115% of MI:
7.875%
More than 115% of
MI: 8.875%

Purchase

15- & 30-yr fixed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

None

29/41

Below $50,000: 97%
Above $60,000: 95%

HUD Handbook
4155.1

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

Local lender or may
sell servicing

Prices based on FHA
pricing and local 
market 
Premium pricing OK
for DP or CC

Purchase

15- & 30-yr fixed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

Max 115% of MI

29/41

Below $50,000: 97%
Above $60,000: 95%

HUD Handbook
4155.1

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

Local lender or may
sell servicing

Pricing established by
TDHA based on bond

Purchase

15- & 30-yr fixed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

Max $17,000 
household income

29/41

Below $50,000: 97%
Above $60,000: 95%

HUD Handbook
4155.1

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

Local lender or may
sell servicing

Pricing established by
TDHA based on bond

Purchase
Purchase/rehab

15- & 30-yr fixed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

None

29/41

110% of post
rehabilitation

HUD Handbook
4155.1

2-yr consistent
Part time/2nd job OK

Local lender or may
sell servicing

Prices based on FM
local market 
Premium pricing OK
for DP or CC

Purchase
Purchase/rehab

15- & 30-yr fixed
Buydown allowed

Gifts, grants, or loans
allowed

None for GSE cities
Max of 140% of MI

35/38

1-2 family: 95%
3 family: 90%
4 family: 80%

Freddie Mac Bul 92-2
2-yr rent and utility
Some problems
allowed
Judgments resolved

2-yr consistent
Freddie Mac Bul 92-2
Part time/2nd job OK

Local lender or may
sell servicing
Del intervention
required

Prices based on
Freddie Mac pricing
& local market
Premium pricing OK
for DP or CC

Eligible loans

Terms

Closing/down 
payment

Income
eligibility

Max debt-to-income

Max LTV

Credit history

Employment

Loan servicing

Pricing



ployees a $400 bonus when they purchase a home through CNE. Regardless of income,
the applicant can apply for a second mortgage loan with CNE for any property located
in Hamilton County. Once the loan is closed, CNE will sell the second mortgage to the
hospital, and monthly payments can be deducted directly from the employee’s paycheck.
To date, CNE has issued 38 loans to Memorial Hospital employees.

The Police Officer Next Door Program, sponsored by CNE and the Chattanooga Police
Department, offers special financing to police officers who purchase, renovate, and re-
side in homes located in targeted neighborhoods. Unlike a similarly targeted HUD pro-
gram, police officers in the CNE program are not limited to HUD-foreclosed homes. Of-
ficers can purchase any home in a designated neighborhood, but they must reside in
the home for a minimum of three years. The program includes a second mortgage for
which payments need not begin until the first month of the fourth year. CNE has closed
on one loan under this recently implemented program.

The Home Improvement Program is another example of how CNE has designed loan
products to reach local LMI residents. Homeowners who participate in this program
must earn less than 80 percent of the area median income and their home must be
located within the city limits. Households with incomes below 50 percent of the median
income can obtain a home improvement loan with no interest; those earning between
50 and 80 percent of the median income can secure a loan at 3-percent interest. In cer-
tain circumstances (e.g., very low income or elderly homeowners), repayment of the
loan may be deferred until the home is sold or the homeowner dies.

If a homeowner qualifies for the Home Improvement Program, a CNE loan counselor
will set up an appointment to review the homeowner’s financial information and to
further discuss the program. The counselor may suggest that the owner refinance the
mortgage at a better rate. If the homeowner decides to move forward with the loan,
CNE sends an inspector out to the property to determine what repairs are needed and
then processes the information in CNE’s SpecRight program to estimate the total cost
of the repairs. The homeowner must receive bids from three CNE-approved contractors
before beginning work.

CNE monitors work throughout the repair process to ensure that it is done properly.
Two home improvement specialists are on staff, and they conduct periodic visits to the
property throughout the project. Two months after the work is completed, the home-
owner typically begins making monthly payments on the loan. One participant in this
program remarked, “I was having trouble with my first mortgage, and CNE helped me
save my home. They helped me get my heat on in the house and my ceiling fixed”
(CNE 1997a).

Flexible Underwriting

To ensure A-quality loans, CNE adheres to FHA guidelines and to the underwriting
criteria of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and PMI companies. However, CNE loan officers
are well informed about the underwriting criteria and will push, but not exceed, the
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guidelines to qualify home buyers. Areas in which CNE stretches the limits of under-
writing criteria include the following:

1. Credit History. As mentioned, CNE provides one-on-one counseling to resolve any
credit issues. Once resolved, CNE will work with the client to establish, at most, a
two-year credit history using nontraditional credit items such as rental payment
history, bill payment receipts, regular payments to pawnshops, rent-to-own agree-
ments, or payment on a long-term loan with a relative. CNE will work with home
buyers who have filed for bankruptcy under Chapter 13 or Chapter 7 once the home
buyer meets certain conditions.2

2. Employment and Income History. CNE will emphasize continuity of employment or
job development activities rather than the amount of time a home buyer worked at
a particular job. Typically, CNE requires that a home buyer be employed for a mini-
mum of two years. However, if the home buyer was in school or was training for his
or her current job, CNE will waive the two-year employment requirement. CNE will
also waive the two-year requirement if a home buyer was employed at a previous job
for several years. It will allow other income sources, such as seasonal employment,
assistance from other household members, overtime, disability payments, and bonuses,
as long as the home buyer can verify history and expected continuity of payment.

3. Assets. CNE will consider all gifts and loans from relatives as assets for closing. If
the CNE second mortgage is involved, a home buyer may need fewer assets to cover
closing costs.

4. Property and Neighborhood Appraisals and Standards. CNE has worked to educate
local appraisers about the areas in which it works, particularly in communities that
are being revitalized, where there are few comparable properties upon which to base
appraisals. CNE staff members believe that, for the most part, the appraisals are
accurate (Gross 1998; Pope 1998). However, as a direct mortgage lender, CNE has
the authority to change any appraisal—an authority that it seldom employs.

Loan Application Review Process

To better ensure fairness in lending, CNE underwriters cannot reject a loan applica-
tion until it is reviewed a second time by a different underwriter. In almost all cases,
CNE can identify a loan product appropriate for the home buyer. Last year, only one
CNE loan applicant could not qualify for a loan. The average amount of time required
to close on a loan is four to six weeks.
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must receive approval from a court trustee. They must also maintain good credit for one year, particularly in
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maintained for one year.



In addition, at the end of each year, 10 percent of all loans are taken through the loan
review process a second time to ensure good lending practices. To date, CNE has not
uncovered any improper lender practices.

Creating New Housing Opportunities

Another way CNE helps qualify the traditionally underserved for homeownership is by
creating new housing opportunities. Recognizing the limited supply of affordable hous-
ing in Chattanooga, CNE created the Affordable Housing Development Program to help
ensure that qualified mortgage applicants can find homes. In contrast to developers
that concentrate solely on housing production, CNE’s development program focuses on
rebuilding neighborhoods by working directly with targeted communities to identify
their redevelopment needs. Such needs may include not only renovating or construct-
ing new units, but also improving infrastructure. CNE will act as a developer or will
provide technical assistance to an affordable housing developer to help ensure that the
project is successfully carried out.

To date, CNE has constructed more than 100 single-family homes in seven different
Chattanooga neighborhoods and has renovated or constructed approximately 400 mul-
tifamily units. The current cost of new housing construction ranges from $60,000 to
$99,000.3

CNE also facilitates the development of new housing units through its Neighborhood
Opportunities for Affordable Housing (NOAH) program. Under this program, CNE acts
as a matchmaker between home buyers and minority developers, offering the developer
land or site selection assistance and attractive construction financing packages in return
for the developer’s agreement to construct or renovate a home for a prequalified buyer.
CNE has facilitated the construction of nine homes under the NOAH program in the
past three years.

Retaining Homeowners

As part of the FasTrak to Homeownership program, home buyers are educated about
postclosing issues, such as energy conservation, home repairs, safety, and budgeting. At
closing, buyers receive a home repair manual to help prepare them for home mainte-
nance requirements and emergencies. Although CNE does not officially offer postpur-
chase counseling, it does encourage homeowners to contact CNE anytime after closing
should they require additional counseling. CNE will either provide one-on-one counsel-
ing or, if necessary, refer the homeowner to an organization that is equipped to address
the homeowner’s specific problem.
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Should a homeowner fall more than 10 days behind on a mortgage payment, CNE will
send a reminder notice. If the homeowner remains delinquent for 15 days, a CNE staff
member will telephone the homeowner to discuss, and eventually resolve, the problem.
If the owner refuses to resolve the problem, CNE will take legal actions against the
owner. However, the homeowner typically is eager to resolve any problems. Solutions
may include refinancing the mortgage or restructuring the debt. When the problem
cannot be resolved, CNE helps the owner sell the property and find new housing.

DISCUSSION

Achievements

CNE has many strategies for attracting, qualifying, and retaining applicants—ranging
from fostering affordable housing production to home-buyer and credit counseling. An
appendix to this case study provides sketches of CNE clients who have benefited from
these comprehensive programs. Benefits from CNE’s programs are not limited to its
clients, however. CNE has expanded the area’s tax base by constructing new homes and
by helping many homeowners preserve and upgrade their deteriorating homes. CNE
estimates that the annual tax revenue from CNE-financed properties (home purchase
and rehabilitation) is $1,286,190. CNE has also helped redevelop neighborhoods by
improving the existing housing stock through rehabilitation loans and by constructing
new homes on vacant lots. Furthermore, CNE programs have indirectly resulted in cre-
ating new jobs for area residents (e.g., construction workers, lenders, and engineers).

Most of CNE’s work has been within the boundaries of the city of Chattanooga, partic-
ularly in its older, deteriorating, inner-city neighborhoods. This limited service area re-
flects the fact that the greatest housing needs lie within the city limits and also that the
city is one of the major funders of CNE. A very small portion of CNE loans (approximate-
ly 1 percent) has been made on properties outside the city limits but within Hamilton
County. Most of those loans have been made through county funding for the home im-
provement program.

CNE has been successful in reaching minorities, although it does not specifically target
minority groups. More than 60 percent of all people served by CNE are minorities (most-
ly African Americans), which is impressive, given that minorities composed only 19 per-
cent of Chattanooga’s population in 1990. This success is partially a result of CNE’s
marketing initiatives, which include traditional advertising media (e.g., radio and news-
paper ads and brochures) as well as more grassroots approaches, such as working with
local churches, real estate agents, and businesses.

CNE funding sources (e.g., CDBGs, city general funds, and HUD programs) dictate which
income groups CNE can serve. Of all CNE clients, 34 percent have incomes below 50 per-
cent of the area median, and 82 percent have incomes below 80 percent of the median.4
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These numbers are slightly lower under the Home Purchase Program: 28 percent and
72 percent, respectively. Table 4 provides a summary of the demographic characteristics
of CNE clients by major program type.

Relative to total lending activity in the metropolitan area, CNE has been effective in
reaching low-income households. According to 1997 HMDA data, 77 percent of conven-
tional and government-backed loans originated by CNE were for households with in-
comes lower than 80 percent of the metropolitan median. This proportion was signifi-
cantly lower for other lenders in the metropolitan area, with 30 percent of all loans
originated by these lenders going to households with incomes lower than 80 percent of
the metropolitan median.

CNE has also outperformed other lenders in the metropolitan area in serving minority
groups, partially because of a concentration of minority residents within the city of
Chattanooga, which is CNE’s primary service area. By comparison, CNE’s proportion of
minority loans is more than four times greater than that of other metropolitan lenders.
In 1997, only 13 percent of loans originated in the metropolitan area went to minority
households, compared with 55 percent of all CNE loans.
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Table 4. Household Characteristics of CNE Clients, FY 1997

Home Home
Purchase (%) Improvement (%) Rentala (%) Total (%)

Race
White 39 36 38 38
Minority 61 64 62 62

Income
Below 50% of area median income 28 57 24 34
50 to 80% of area median income 44 41 58 49
80 to 115% of area median income 26 2 18 17
Above 115% of area median income 1 0 0 0

Ageb

Below 41 71 19 68 57
41 to 60 25 38 26 28
Above 60 4 43 6 14

Genderb

Male 49 32 37 40
Female 51 68 63 60

Marital Statusb

Married 36 21 15 25
Unmarried 64 79 85 75

a Rental figures do not include lease/purchase and the apartments at the Grand Hotel.
b For head of household.



Accomplishments of the Home Purchase Program

While CNE has developed a variety of programs to fulfill its mission of providing decent,
affordable housing to Chattanoogans, its Home Purchase Program continues to serve as
the core of its operations and is CNE’s largest initiative in terms of dollar value. Over
the past 10 years, the Home Purchase Program has grown from issuing only 7 to more
than 300 loans annually. Since 1987, CNE has issued or facilitated 1,884 home purchase
loans totaling $92 million (table 5).

Counseling is a major component of CNE’s Home Purchase Program. CNE has been
designated one of 27 national NRC Homeownership Centers, a designation that is in-
tended to help prospective home buyers identify credible counseling programs. In addi-
tion, the American Homeownership Education and Counseling Institute recently cited
CNE’s counseling program as a standard for counseling certification (Pope 1998).

The one-on-one credit counseling provided by CNE helps credit-impaired home buyers
qualify for an A-quality loan product they may have been unable to obtain otherwise.
The FasTrak to Homeownership program prepares clients for owning homes by walk-
ing them through the entire home purchase process and by maintaining communica-
tion after closing. Since 1990, 75 percent of individuals entering the FasTrak program
went on to secure loans through CNE. CNE estimates that 10 to 15 percent of CNE
home buyers later contact CNE’s office for postpurchase counseling.

While some homeowners default on their mortgages, for the most part CNE has been
successful in keeping home buyers in their homes. As of 1998, CNE had foreclosed on
only 12 mortgage loans, all resulting from the death of the mortgagor. CNE estimates
that its average default rate is at or slightly below 2 percent (Gross 1998).
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Table 5. Home Purchase Loan Activity, FYs 1987 to 1997

Year Number $ Millions

1987 to 1988 7 0.22
1988 to 1989 26 0.69
1989 to 1990 62 2.29
1990 to 1991 95 3.82
1991 to 1992 93 3.88
1992 to 1993 213 9.70
1993 to 1994 342 16.79
1994 to 1995 257 12.24
1995 to 1996 256 13.16
1996 to 1997 230 14.01
1997 to 1998 303 15.30

Total 1,884 92.10



Basis for CNE’s Success and Future Evolution

A major basis for CNE’s success is its operation as a private nonprofit organization.
Not only is it removed from the politics and regulations that constrain city- or county-
run housing departments, but also CNE’s ability as a nonprofit organization to leverage
private dollars with public funds has been a central component of its success. When CNE
was established, approximately 80 percent of its funding came from public sources and
the remaining 20 percent from charitable donations. Today, public funding sources ac-
count for only about one-quarter of CNE funding.

Not only has private financial backing enabled CNE to reduce its reliance on public fund-
ing, but also, by securing private investment, CNE has been able to expand its scope of
services to include a variety of programs (e.g., housing development programs, employer-
sponsored mortgage programs, and rehabilitation loans) to meet community housing
needs.

CNE’s willingness to improve its operations through trial and error has served it well.
When new initiatives have not produced the expected benefits, CNE has been able to
eliminate the initiatives without encountering excessive red tape. For example, CNE
established a subsidiary with GE Mortgage Insurance Corporation to provide nation-
wide postpurchase counseling to new home buyers. While the partnership initially
appeared to be an attractive way to raise revenue, in the end the costs outweighed the
benefits. Recognizing this, CNE terminated the partnership and moved on to other
ventures.

Another contributor to CNE’s success is its ability to adapt its program to support one
of Chattanooga’s primary goals: creating a sustainable city. CNE presents its program
as successfully designed to get Chattanoogans into homes, keep them there, and, in the
process, create sustainable communities. By working to fulfill part of a vision created
and promoted by local political and business leaders, CNE has been able to capture a
broad base of community support.

CNE staff members believe that their commitment to working with clients on a case-by-
case basis helps ensure the success of its homeownership program (Gross 1998). This
process, coupled with the education and reeducation aspect of the FasTrak to Home-
ownership program, enables CNE to tailor a mortgage product to fit the needs and
qualifications of the home buyer.

CNE is also convinced that more partnerships between nonprofit organizations and
banks could result in improved lending to underserved markets (Gross 1998). Such
partnerships would enable nonprofit organizations to work with home buyers to prepare
them for homeownership and, in return, would help lenders meet CRA requirements
with lower default rates.

One challenge CNE faces is educating the community about its different programs and
loan products. The down payment assistance program has become so well known that
many Chattanoogans are unaware that CNE also offers first mortgage loans. In some
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instances, lenders will send home buyers to CNE to resolve credit issues, recruit the
home buyer back for a first mortgage (most likely with a higher interest rate than
would be available from a CNE loan), and then send the buyer to CNE for its down
payment assistance program. While this process facilitates homeownership, it would
be advantageous for CNE to better educate the community about the various loan
products it offers.

Although the Home Purchase Program will continue to play a leading role in CNE’s
operations, CNE will likely become more active in housing development. CNE has ex-
perienced recent success through the adaptive reuse of the Grand Hotel as an apart-
ment building with ground-floor retail space and through the development of 58 single-
family homes at Orchard Village, which received an Award of Excellence from the Urban
Land Institute. Clearly, Chattanooga needs affordable housing as home prices continue
to climb. In addition, new housing construction can be an important part of rebuilding
older communities. CNE has found that its greatest successes in housing development
have been through scattered-site development in established communities rather than
new subdivisions (Gross 1998). In the future, CNE housing developments will be for
mixed-income buyers, in hopes of stabilizing the surrounding community and reducing
the concentration of subsidized households.

As a community development financial institution, CNE may establish a subsidiary to
oversee commercial development within the next year. CNE is currently participating
in the Southside Development Project, a two-block, mixed-use, mixed-income project in
the downtown area that is expected be completed within the next three years.

APPENDIX

ILLUSTRATIONS OF HOME BUYERS

The following case studies illustrate how Chattanooga residents have used various
CNE programs.

Case Study Illustrations

Home Buyer #1 (HB1)

HB1 and her two children moved to Chattanooga from Philadelphia after her cousin
helped her find a better-paying job in Chattanooga. Before moving, HB1 had been em-
ployed as a receptionist with the same company for five years. HB1’s new job as a re-
ceptionist pays an annual gross salary of $24,500 (see table A.1).

After moving to Chattanooga, HB1 and her two children lived with her cousin. After
years of renting and living with relatives, HB1 decided to purchase her first home. Be-
cause HB1 was a single mother with only $1,500 in a savings account, a major concern
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was finding the money for a down payment. She had credit card bills totaling $2,500,
toward which she had been making the minimum monthly payment, as well as a car
loan. HB1 paid a total of $240 each month to creditors. In addition, HB1 filed for bank-
ruptcy under Chapter 13 four years ago and was concerned that this would interfere
with acquiring a loan.

At church, HB1 heard about a CNE program that could assist her in becoming a first-
time home buyer. The following week, a co-worker informed HB1 that CNE had helped
her purchase a home by assisting her in securing a mortgage with a discounted interest
rate, as well as offering down payment assistance. Two weeks later, HB1 contacted CNE
and arranged to attend one of its preliminary counseling sessions. At the session, CNE
housing counselor Jake Lawson showed the group a 15-minute video describing CNE and
supplying basic home-buyer information. Immediately following the video, Lawson offered
to meet with any interested group members to determine if they could prequalify for a
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Table A.1. Home Buyer #1

Borrower/Mortgage Profile Home Buyer

Borrower Characteristics
Annual gross income $24,500
Gross monthly income $2,042
Area median income $41,600
Income as a percentage of area median income 50%
Family size 3
Monthly debt payments $240

Financing
Purchase price $68,000
Down payment (percent required) 5%
Out-of-pocket expenses (2%) $1,360

1st Mortgage
Product name FHA 203(b)
Loan amount $64,600
Interest rate 6.75%
Term 30
Monthly payment (with taxes and insurance) $563

2nd Mortgage
Product name CNE down payment assistance
Loan amount $5,000
Interest rate 2%
Term 20
Monthly payment $25

Monthly Payment
1st mortgage $563
2nd mortgage $25
Debt payments $240
Total mortgage payment $588
Total mortgage/debt payment $828
Mortgage payment/income 29%
Total debt and mortgage payment/income 41%
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loan. Lawson reviewed HB1’s preliminary financial profile, provided her with a prequal-
ification letter for a home priced up to $69,945, and advised her that the next step would
be to enroll in the FasTrak to Homeownership program, after which she should start
looking for a home.

One week later, HB1 enrolled in the FasTrak program. The eight-hour class was held
on a Saturday, and its $100 fee could be applied to her down payment. For HB1, the
most valuable topics in the class included budgeting, saving, and evaluating credit re-
ports. At the end of the day, HB1 received a home-buyer certificate.

After a month-long home search, HB1 found a three-bedroom house with a $70,000
asking price that she negotiated down to $68,000, contingent upon her loan approval.
The house was located within the city limits, enabling her to apply for CNE’s program of
second mortgage down payment assistance. HB1 immediately contacted the counselor
and scheduled an appointment with him to complete a loan application.

After speaking with HB1, Lawson decided that the best loan product for her was the
FHA 203(b) loan with a 30-year fixed interest rate of 6.75 percent. This product had
maximum debt-to-income ratios of 29/41, for which she could qualify. Because HB1’s
income fell between 50 and 80 percent of the Chattanooga area’s median income, she
could qualify for a $5,000 second mortgage through a city-funded down payment assis-
tance program. To secure this second mortgage, she would be required to raise 2 per-
cent of the loan amount ($1,360) as part of her down payment. Her $1,500 in savings
would cover this. HB1’s monthly housing payment would equal $588 (including taxes,
insurance, and first and second mortgages).

HB1 had been at her current job for only one year, but the loan processor verified her
five-year employment history at her previous job and confirmed that her new job had a
higher salary. The loan processor also verified that, although HB1 currently lived with
relatives, she had rented an apartment in Philadelphia and had made regular rent pay-
ments. Even though she had filed for bankruptcy under Chapter 13 four years earlier,
her recent credit history was deemed acceptable. HB1’s loan was approved, and she
closed on it five weeks after submitting her application.

Home Buyer #2 (HB2)

HB2 has seen firsthand the transformation of Chattanooga. As the eighth of nine chil-
dren, HB2 grew up in one of Chattanooga’s toughest neighborhoods. Unable to afford
their own home, HB2’s parents moved their family in and out of substandard apartments
throughout most of his childhood. Four years ago, after getting a job as a custodian at
Memorial Hospital, HB2 moved out of his parents’ home into an apartment that he
shares with his girlfriend and her two children (see table A.2).

Last year, HB2 noticed a flyer on the bulletin board at work advertising a homeowner-
ship program offered by the hospital in conjunction with CNE. Under this program, HB2
could receive a $400 grant from Memorial Hospital if he purchased a home in Hamil-
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ton County. The flyer also mentioned that home buyers could apply for down payment
assistance and might need as little as $840 in up-front cash. With an annual income of
$17,500, it was hard for HB2 to believe that he could qualify for a home, but he com-
pleted the form on the back of the flyer and dropped it in the mail. Within two weeks,
he received a call from CNE suggesting that he attend a preliminary counseling session.

While watching the 15-minute CNE videotape, HB2 noticed that CNE also constructed
new homes that could be sold to income-qualifying home buyers. HB2 asked the coun-
selor about the location and price of these homes. The homes, which were in CNE’s Or-
chard Village development, were west of downtown Chattanooga, close to his parents’
home, and a 15-minute drive to work. After reviewing HB2’s financial profile, the hous-
ing counselor estimated that by combining his salary with his girlfriend’s average annu-
al income of $3,500, which she earned by occasionally looking after friends’ children,
HB2 and his girlfriend could qualify for a $57,000 three-bedroom home in Orchard Vil-

Table A.2. Home Buyer #2

Borrower/Mortgage Profile Home Buyer

Borrower Characteristics
Annual gross income $21,000
Gross monthly income $1,750
Area median income $41,600
Income as a percentage of area median income 50%
Family size 4
Monthly debt payments $245

Financing
Purchase price $57,000
Down payment (percent required) 5%
Out-of-pocket expenses (2% less the $400 grant) $740

1st Mortgage
Product name FHA 203(b)
Loan amount $49,500
Interest rate 6.75%
Term 30
Monthly payment (with taxes and insurance) $446

2nd Mortgage
Product name CNE down payment assistance
Loan amount $7,500
Interest rate 1%
Term 20
Monthly payment $34

Monthly Payment
1st mortgage $446
2nd mortgage $34
Debt payments $245
Total mortgage payment $480
Total mortgage/debt payment $725
Mortgage payment/income 27%
Total debt and mortgage payment/income 41%
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lage. The couple made an appointment to look at the house. After visiting the house,
the two scheduled a meeting with a CNE counselor to gain a better understanding of
steps they needed to take to purchase the home.

Because the counselor had already determined that they could qualify for a $57,000
home, he advised them to put $100 down in earnest money, which could be applied to
the down payment, and he advised that one of them enroll in the next FasTrak class,
scheduled for the upcoming Saturday. The counselor agreed to proceed with their loan
application in the meantime.

The CNE counselor recommended that the couple apply for an FHA 203(b) loan (with
a debt-to-income ratio of 29/41) layered with CNE’s down payment assistance program
and the $400 grant from Memorial Hospital. Because their combined income was 50
percent of the area median, they could qualify for $7,500 in down payment assistance
with a 1-percent interest rate and a 20-year amortization period. Under this arrange-
ment, their total monthly housing payment would be $480 (including taxes and insur-
ance) and total out-of-pocket expenses would be only $740 (the 2-percent out-of-pocket
requirement less the $400 grant from Memorial Hospital). Their anticipated monthly
housing payment would be only $30 more than their current rent payment of $450.

The remainder of the home purchase process went smoothly. HB2 earned his home-
buyer certificate, and construction on the home was completed within four weeks of the
initial loan application. Shortly before closing, the couple conducted a final walk-through
of the home and requested that CNE make some minor repairs. By the sixth week, they
were able to close on their new home and move in.

Home Buyer #3 (HB3)

HB3 and his wife, Ann,5 rented a two-bedroom apartment 25 minutes outside of down-
town Chattanooga. HB3 is a police officer with the Chattanooga Police Department, and
Ann works part-time for the city school system. Although they liked their current apart-
ment, they wished to reduce their commute to work and find a house large enough to
accommodate their two children. Finding a home in their price range had been difficult,
as their joint salary totaled only $39,600 (see table A.3).

While watching the local news, Ann heard about a new program offered by the Chatta-
nooga Police Department and CNE to encourage police officers to live in targeted com-
munities in the city in an effort to contribute to the safety and stability of central area
neighborhoods. Ann had once inquired about a similar program but was discouraged
after learning that they would have to live in a small, repossessed home. Ann called
CNE and requested that they send her more information on the program. She learned
that under this program her family could qualify for a second mortgage of up to 40 per-

5 Not her real name.



cent of the purchase price, or $40,000 (whichever was less). Payments on the second
mortgage for the first three years would be deferred without interest and would begin
to amortize in the fourth year for the remaining 27 years. The two requirements were
that the couple would have to purchase a home in a targeted neighborhood and reside
there for a minimum of three years.

Following a month-long search, Ann found a suitable house, although it needed exten-
sive renovations. Her primary concern was the safety of the neighborhood, but after
meeting the surrounding neighbors and learning more about their efforts to reduce
crime and rebuild the community, she was convinced that the house was right for her
family. The couple scheduled an appointment with the CNE housing counselor in
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Table A.3. Home Buyer #3

Borrower/Mortgage Profile Home Buyer

Borrower Characteristics
Annual gross income $39,600
Gross monthly income $3,300
Area median income $41,600
Income as a percentage of area median income 95%
Family size 4
Monthly debt payments $376

Financing
Purchase price $85,000
Down payment (percent required) 5%
Out-of-pocket expenses (5% down payment $2,550

on 1st mortgage)
1st Mortgage

Product name NHSA 2% down
Loan amount $50,150
Interest rate 6.75%
Term 30
Monthly payment (with taxes and insurance) $480

2nd Mortgage
Product name Police Officer Next Door Program
Loan amount (40% of purchase price) $34,000
Interest rate 5%
Term 27
Monthly payment year 1 to 3 $0
Monthly payment year 4 to 30 $191

Monthly Payment
Total mortgage payment year 1 to 3 $480
Total mortgage payment year 4 to 30 $671
Total mortgage and debt payment year 1 to 3 $856
Total mortgage and debt payment year 4 to 30 $1,047
Mortgage payment/income year 1 to 3 15%
Mortgage payment/income year 4 to 30 20%
Total debt and mortgage payment/income year 1 to 3 26%
Total debt and mortgage payment/income year 4 to 30 32%



charge of the Police Officer Next Door Program to discuss financing the purchase of
the home and repairs.

CNE sent an inspector to assess the condition of the house and to gain an understand-
ing of their renovation plans. On the basis of this information, CNE estimated the total
renovation costs and provided HB2 and Ann with the names of CNE-approved contrac-
tors. The couple was required to obtain bids from at least three contractors and accept
the lowest bid. With a $35,000 purchase price and $50,000 in estimated repairs, the
total cost of the house was $85,000. Because the two had a good credit history, the loan
officer suggested that they apply for a 2-percent down first mortgage through NHSA and
roll 40 percent of the total loan amount (including closing costs) into a second mortgage
that would begin amortizing in the fourth year at 5 percent interest for 27 years. Under
this plan, the couple would pay $2,550 as a down payment and $480 per month toward
a $50,150 first mortgage for the first three years and an additional $191 per month
toward the second mortgage after the third year. Even when their second mortgage took
effect in year four, their total mortgage payment would be only 20 percent of their
gross income.

HB3 decided to purchase the home. One of the requirements for closing was that either
HB3 or Ann enroll in the FasTrak program, which Ann did within two weeks. After the
couple closed on the loan, construction began but lasted only a month and a half. Because
of their low mortgage payments, they were able to postpone the move into their new
home until construction was completed.
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Case Study
Little Haiti Housing Association

Location: Miami

Description: Little Haiti Housing Association (LHHA), a nonprofit orga-
nization, uses housing as a primary vehicle to improve the
shelter and socioeconomic conditions of Haitians in Miami’s
Little Haiti neighborhood. LHHA applies an “integrated
housing strategy” that produces rehabilitated and new af-
fordable housing and that provides both rental and home-
ownership assistance. Its comprehensive homeownership
support provides intense, culturally sensitive aid from the
prepurchase to postpurchase stages. In addition to shelter,
LHHA effects numerous community development initiatives.

Year Founded: 1987

Service Area: Little Haiti (and nearby neighborhoods) in Miami

Accomplishments: As of February 1999, 180 families had received extensive
homeownership counseling from LHHA. Of those families,
57 have purchased houses from LHHA. To date, not one of
the 57 homeowners has experienced a foreclosure, and the
delinquency rate is zero percent. In addition, LHHA is reha-
bilitating about 70 multifamily units and is building a new
33-unit for-sale town house project.

Outstanding Strategies
Attracting Applicants: Neighborhood presence; word-of-mouth referrals; targeted

radio advertising

Qualifying Applicants: Prepurchase education in Creole; direct development of af-
fordable housing through both rehabilitation and new con-
struction; intermediation between borrowers and lenders;
garnering of layered deep subsidies

Retaining Homeowners: Extensive postpurchase support including visitation, informal
counseling, and homeowners’ club; comprehensive neighbor-
hood initiatives, ranging from after-school programs to cred-
it unions, to improve neighborhood conditions that affect
housing and social outcomes
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Other: Linguistic and cultural sensitivity permeates the entire
LHHA program and is an important contributor to its success.

BACKGROUND

Miami and the Little Haiti Neighborhood

Miami is a city dominated by people who are either foreign-born or first-generation
Americans. A mass migration of Cuban exiles to the city began in 1959; since the 1970s,
growing numbers of immigrants and refugees from other Caribbean and Latin Ameri-
can nations have come to Miami. As of 1995, Miami’s population was estimated at
366,000. Of that total, 67 percent was Hispanic, 21 percent was non-Hispanic black, 12
percent was non-Hispanic white, and 1 percent consisted of other groups. The city had
a very large foreign-born population (59 percent); less than a quarter of its residents
(24.1 percent) had been born in Florida.

An estimated 150,000 people of Haitian ancestry live in Florida (Stepick 1998), with
most residing in the Miami–Dade County area. The most concentrated area of Haitian
settlement in Florida is the Little Haiti section of Miami. According to the U.S. Bureau
of the Census, the population of Little Haiti in 1990 was 39,243. Unofficial estimates,
however, placed the number as high as 60,000 to 70,000. Of the total residential popu-
lation in 1990, 82 percent was black, 13 percent was Hispanic, and 5 percent was white.
An estimated 85 to 90 percent of the neighborhood’s black population is Haitian
(LHHA 1998a).

Like similar ethnic enclaves, such as the Chinatowns of New York and San Francisco
or Little Havana in Miami, Little Haiti encompasses both a residential area and a busi-
ness community where immigrants can speak their native language and purchase famil-
iar goods and services not commonly available elsewhere in the United States. While
those positive features make Little Haiti a welcoming home for many immigrants, eco-
nomic conditions in the neighborhood are difficult. The median income in Little Haiti
is just $14,142, one-third that of Miami–Dade County as a whole (LHHA 1998a). Little
Haiti’s poverty rate of 45.6 percent is significantly higher than Miami’s citywide aver-
age of 31.2 percent and is roughly four times the rate for Florida as a whole. According
to a 1990 statistical profile, 48 percent of Little Haiti’s labor force is unemployed (South
Florida Housing and Community Development Corporation 1998).

Housing Conditions in Little Haiti

Formerly known as Edison Little River, the three-square-mile area that is today known
as Little Haiti was largely developed after World War II and is one of the oldest sections
of the city. Housing in the area reflects the middle-class orientation of its original resi-
dents—predominantly single-family detached homes of about 1,000 to 1,200 square
feet on 5,000-square-foot lots. The area contains scattered small multifamily buildings
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and one large multifamily complex, called Sable Palm, that in the 1950s was purport-
edly “the place to be” (Harder 1998).

Today, housing conditions in Little Haiti are deplorable (Stepick 1981, 1982a, 1982b,
1998). It is not uncommon for a family of eight to live in a two-bedroom apartment.
Among the housing units in Little Haiti, only 26 percent is owner-occupied, compared
with a county average of 48 percent (LHHA 1998a). Single-family homes constitute 75
percent of the housing stock in Little Haiti, but many of those homes have been illegal-
ly subdivided into as many as four apartments. The illegally converted units rent for
roughly $400 to $500 monthly—a high rent for a Haitian family with a $14,000 annual
income. Code violations abound, and code enforcement is nearly nonexistent.

Housing Aspirations

Given those conditions, many Haitian immigrants are highly motivated to become
homeowners. Contributing further to their desire for homeownership is the Haitian
cultural experience. Most Haitian immigrants are from rural areas where homeowner-
ship is common and renting is not. In Haiti, many people build their own houses on
family-owned habitations—one- or two-acre parcels of land that can accommodate sev-
eral homes, all occupied by members of the same extended family (St. Louis and Fran-
cois 1998). New houses are constructed slowly, with each increment added on when the
money to pay for it has been earned. Thus, when a home is finally completed, it is paid
for in full. There are no mortgages, and any money that is borrowed for construction
comes from family or friends. Haitian immigrants to the United States who find them-
selves surrendering a very high percentage of their income to rent are, therefore, eager
to purchase homes. However, most have no acquaintance with the American process of
buying a home and have little or no experience with banks or institutionalized forms
of credit (Harder 1998).

Little Haiti Housing Association

LHHA was formed as a nonprofit organization in 1987 to “provide decent, affordable
housing as a base for an improved quality of life for residents of Little Haiti” (LHHA
1998b). LHHA is guided by the notion that housing efforts form a critical part of the
larger holistic strategy of stabilizing the neighborhood and helping people move out of
poverty. The organization purchases and rehabilitates existing houses; it also constructs
new affordable housing in Little Haiti and surrounding neighborhoods (Mennonite
Central Committee 1997). Those homes are then sold mainly to very low income fami-
lies (those earning less than 50 percent of the areawide median), who receive compre-
hensive support from prepurchase to postpurchase. LHHA assists renters through
means such as informing them of their rights and directly providing sound, affordable
rental units. A 56-unit apartment building (Harvard House) is currently being reno-
vated, and there are plans to purchase and rehabilitate small (two- to four-unit) multi-
family rental properties scattered throughout the Little Haiti area. Such shelter activi-
ties reflect an “integrated housing product concept” that is deemed important by
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LHHA (Harder 1999) and that offers a diversity of shelter opportunities to the Haitian
community.

Although housing has been and remains LHHA’s primary focus, the organization also
intervenes in three additional areas deemed critical to the successful stabilization of
the neighborhood: (1) social programs, with a particular focus on youth; (2) economic
development, including job creation, lending to businesses, and entrepreneurship train-
ing; and (3) financial integration, such as creating a credit union and increasing the
presence of bank branches in the neighborhood.

LHHA currently has an annual budget of approximately $574,000. In 1998, this money
came from four main sources: (1) program contracts from several sources, including the
City of Miami’s Departments of Housing and Social Services, the State of Florida, Dade
County HOME Program, Dade Partnership, and Local Initiatives Support Corporation
($292,775); (2) corporate donations from Citibank, Northern Trust Bank, Washington
Mutual, Cal Fed Bank, Bank Atlantic, NationsBank, Commercebank, Pacific National
Bank, Chase Manhattan Bank, SunTrust Bank, City National Bank, and Gibraltar Bank
($55,500); (3) foundation grants from the Roblee Foundation, the Peacock Foundation,
the Fannie Mae Foundation, the Bachelor Foundation, the Dade Community Foundation,
and the National Presbyterian Church ($96,000); and (4) project-related income from
development fees on construction projects ($129,500).

LHHA has a staff of nine as follows: executive director, housing director, finance direc-
tor, community outreach director, contracts manager, resource development specialist,
loan processor, family outreach specialist, and community organizer. Several new posi-
tions are being created, including those of economic development director, client intake
specialist, bookkeeper, file clerk/receptionist, and executive assistant.

In the following discussion of LHHA’s activities, we focus on its shelter interventions,
mainly in the homeownership arena. Between 1987 and 1990, LHHA rehabilitated and
sold only one single-family detached house. Since 1991, however, the number of houses
sold has risen steadily. In 1992, 5 houses were sold; in 1994, the number reached 8; and
since 1996, LHHA has sold 12 to 15 houses annually. All told, 57 single-family detached
homes have been sold. In addition, LHHA is currently constructing a new 33-unit town
house complex (Forest Green), where units will be offered for sale.

Most of the homes that LHHA has purchased and renovated have been FHA foreclo-
sures, though some have been bank foreclosures or simply reasonably priced properties.
Some properties had been abandoned and were being used for drug dealing and trash
dumping. Once a property is acquired, LHHA undertakes extensive renovations to
bring the unit up to code (and beyond) to ensure that the new homeowners will not
accrue any major home repair expenses for their first several years of occupancy. In
each unit, LHHA replaces the plumbing and electrical systems; applies new paints;
and installs new flooring, roofing, windows, and kitchen cabinets (Harder 1998). LHHA
underscores the importance of such extensive up-front rehabilitation to reduce the finan-
cial pressures on the very low income home buyers. Furthermore, the rehabilitation
fosters local economic development, because 80 percent of the contractors and trades-
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people employed in LHHA’s construction projects are both neighborhood residents and
minorities (Fannie Mae Foundation 1997).

STRATEGIES

Attracting Applicants

Over the past 10 years, LHHA has gained respect in the Little Haiti community by ful-
filling its promises to clients. As a result, the organization obtains a substantial num-
ber of clients through word of mouth. Other clients come through referrals from county
agencies and local nonprofit organizations, or they learn about LHHA at housing fairs.
LHHA has experimented with several communications media in its efforts to educate
the Haitian community about its services. While newspaper advertising, billboards, fly-
ers, and signs in front of houses have provoked very little response, purchasing time
slots on Haitian radio has been highly successful (Harder 1998).

During a recent seven-month period, LHHA’s housing director hosted a weekly radio
program that covered various housing issues. Among the topics discussed were the
benefits of purchasing a home, the types of housing available in Little Haiti, and the
house-shopping process. Listeners were able to call in with questions. Although the
show served primarily as an educational tool, it made the community aware of the ser-
vices provided by LHHA and resulted in a high volume of calls to the organization.
LHHA is no longer on the radio, because of a lack of funding; however, LHHA plans to
resume the program in the future (St. Louis and Francois 1998).

Qualifying Applicants

Over the past six years, LHHA has developed a careful qualification process that helps
very low income families become successful homeowners. The process is deliberately
slow, allowing time for LHHA staff members to build a relationship with the family and
to ensure that the family has reasonable expectations. Clients are made aware that
they will not be buying a house immediately and that preparation for homeownership
is an incremental process that requires a significant commitment of time and effort, as
well as money (Harder 1998; St. Louis and Francois 1998).

Financial Assessment and Financial Counseling

The qualification process begins when an individual first contacts LHHA. A staff mem-
ber provides a brief description of the organization’s services and requests basic infor-
mation about family size, employment, income, savings, and residency status to deter-
mine whether the person is eligible to meet with the family service representative/loan
processor. Currently, a family must have an annual income of at least $12,500 to buy a
house through LHHA.
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If the minimum requirements are satisfied, an appointment is made with the loan
processor, who will guide the family through the often lengthy process of preparing to
qualify for a mortgage. If more than one prospective borrower is in the household, each
is asked to attend the interview. The loan processor explains LHHA’s philosophy and
services in detail and requests more specific information about the family’s income,
assets, and liabilities. The family is asked to bring several forms of documentation to the
next appointment, including income tax returns and W-2 forms; current payroll check
stubs; the prospective borrower’s social security card, driver’s license, resident alien
card, and birth certificate; bank statements; names and addresses of landlords for the
past seven years; names, addresses, and account numbers for all loans; credit reference
letters from utility companies; and proof of disability, retirement, or other forms of
income. LHHA also secures permission to order a full credit report.

The extensive examination and documentation of a family’s financial and legal status
is a critical part of LHHA’s effort to ensure that the family can obtain a mortgage. Says
LHHA’s Executive Director David Harder, “Ultimately, what we’re trying to do…is to
take these families and shape them to make them look like the bank wants them to
look in order to give them a mortgage. And that’s really what the bottom line is” (Hard-
er 1998). Thus, LHHA must pinpoint any blemishes on a family’s credit history, such
as accounts sent to collections, judgments in court, or unpaid student loans, and must
make sure those blemishes are cleared up before the family approaches a bank.

In contrast to many other low-income groups, Haitians very rarely have significant
credit card debt or other forms of credit, such as car loans. Nonetheless, approximately
40 percent of the families who come to LHHA do have bad credit. Among the most
common causes of credit problems in the Haitian community are medical bills from
services that the family thought were covered by health insurance, student loans taken
out for vocational or technical schools that turned out to be scam operations, and finan-
cial documents that were signed with little understanding of their meaning. LHHA
counselors have found, for example, that many of their clients have agreed to act as
cosigners on the mortgages, leases, or loans of acquaintances without realizing that
they were financially liable if the other party failed to meet its obligations. Culturally,
Haitians are often inclined to assist an extended circle of family and friends; however,
when that assistance involves cosigning on a loan that is ultimately not repaid, the
result is blemished credit. Additionally, in many cases, accounts that are listed on the
client’s credit report as collections were, in fact, paid before the collection process was
initiated, but the creditors failed to acknowledge the payment in a timely fashion (St.
Louis and Francois 1998). Such failure is attributed to processing errors, as well as to
an undercurrent of discrimination and fraud directed against Haitians.1
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1 The scams have extended to the few Haitians who have become homeowners. An LHHA counselor noted the
following:

Haitians are being misled. A family in my church, a husband and wife with seven children, were
going to buy a $94,000 FHA house. The broker said it would cost $9,000 to $10,000 in closing costs
with three points. These high expenses included many questionable fees and charges. The family was
ready to sign. I found out about this and got them a loan from a bank with only $3,000 in closing costs
and only one point. That mortgage costs them $200 less per month than the loan they would have
gotten from the broker. Problems of this type are happening all the time (St. Louis and Francois 1998).



When credit problems are found, LHHA works with the client to clear them up. LHHA
counselors will call creditors and credit reporting agencies to work out payment arrange-
ments and to correct errors. If necessary (as in cases of fraud), they will refer the client
to legal services. Additionally, a counselor will write a letter of explanation to accompa-
ny the client’s credit report when submitting the mortgage application. Staff members
have found that “most of the time there are reasonable explanations to those questions
as to why [credit problems exist], and the bank will accept those reasons” (Harder 1998).

Lack of credit is more common than bad credit among the families who buy houses
through LHHA. Haiti has a cash-based economy, and when loans are needed, they are
secured through family and friends. A common arrangement is the sous-sous, which is
described later. Many Haitian immigrants to the United States continue to manage their
finances without the benefit of credit cards, loans, and, in some cases, bank accounts. In
such cases, LHHA instructs people to establish a record of timely payment of rent and
utility bills over the course of several months. That record serves as an alternative form
of credit that in recent years has come to be accepted by most banks.

Homeownership Training

After credit reports and other documents have been reviewed and financial issues have
been resolved, qualifying families participate in LHHA’s Home Ownership Training
Program. The program is a seven-week course that is normally taught in Haitian Cre-
ole2 and that provides preparation for all aspects of the home-buying process (see table
1). All clients must graduate from the course to buy a house through LHHA. Even if a
family does not intend to buy directly from LHHA, the course is an important element
in making the family mortgage-worthy in the eyes of a bank.3

One-hour classes are conducted weekly, and each class is attended by 10 to 20 people.
Participants must attend all seven classes to graduate (makeups are offered). If a mar-
ried couple will be purchasing a home, both the husband and wife are required to grad-
uate from the program. Approximately 180 people have graduated from the program to
date (Harder 1999).

LHHA is trying to secure funds to improve the teaching materials used for the Home
Ownership Training Program. Plans are under way to standardize the curriculum in a
teaching manual and to create additional handouts to help families assimilate the infor-
mation. Besides the traditional range of homeownership topics found in most counsel-
ing materials, LHHA’s curriculum would cover additional topics that are particularly
important in Little Haiti. For example, LHHA staff members have found that it is im-
portant to offer detailed instruction on banking, including the way the cycle of money
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3 LHHA does not grant mortgages itself, but it acts as a liaison between primary-market lenders and potential
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works in the United States and the value of using a checking account to pay bills instead
of using cash or money orders. Similarly, they have found it important to emphasize the
value of citizenship and to offer more information on different forms of insurance than
is found in most homeownership counseling materials (Harder 1998; St. Louis and
Francois 1998).

Finding and Financing a Home

After graduating from the Home Ownership Training Program, each participant is
placed on LHHA’s qualified home-buyer list. Families are instructed not to begin look-
ing for a house until that point because otherwise they might be misguided by a real
estate agent or other “facilitator.” A family that has sufficient income to purchase a
home without a subsidized mortgage can locate a house on its own. LHHA will help
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Table 1. LHHA Home Ownership Training Program Outline

Class 1 The first class provides an overview of LHHA, including what the organization does and
how it is financed. Participants learn about mortgage products and about who can qualify
for different subsidized mortgages.

Class 2 The second class addresses the advantages and disadvantages of owning a home. Partici-
pants learn what to look for when shopping for a home and what kinds of problems they
might encounter.

Class 3 The third class covers budgeting and credit. Participants are given two handouts. The first
explains how to create a budget and why it is important to have one. The second discusses
what the advantages are of having credit, how to establish a good credit rating, what a
credit bureau does, and what a bank looks for when it reviews someone's credit history.

Class 4 The fourth class provides a brief review of the information covered in the preceding classes
and then addresses insurance. Participants are informed about different types of home-
owner’s insurance and about insurance requirements for buying a home. Medical and life
insurance are covered. In part, the class is designed to help protect people from purchas-
ing unnecessary, overpriced, or fraudulent insurance policies.

Class 5 The fifth class describes the process of obtaining a loan, including how to choose a bank,
what documents a bank will require, and what the necessity is of keeping money in the
bank and of paying bills on time. The closing process and amortization schedules are also
discussed.

Class 6 The sixth class covers what to expect as a homeowner. Maintenance and landscaping are
discussed, as are the importance of paying the mortgage on time—as opposed to simply
remitting payment when funds are available—and planning ahead for expenses such as
replacing carpets or windows. Participants are reminded that they will pay new bills as
homeowners that they did not pay as renters, including sewage, water, garbage collection,
and insurance. Finally, the importance of citizenship is emphasized as the key to having a
voice in promoting positive change in one’s neighborhood and community.

Class 7 The final class is about two hours long and consists of a mock closing. A loan officer from
a bank that often does business with LHHA visits the class and explains all aspects of the
closing process. Sample copies of all legal documents are distributed and discussed in
detail so that people will know what to expect and will not be intimidated or confused when
the time comes to close on their own house.



with completing the mortgage application and will act as a liaison between the family
and the bank. Much more frequently, Haitian families need subsides orchestrated by
LHHA. Next, we explain what the costs of LHHA housing are and how those units
have been made affordable.

Most housing provided by LHHA consists of single-family homes that were acquired
and rehabilitated by the organization and then are sold to graduates of its homeown-
ership training program. Table 2 tracks such units sold by LHHA between 1991 and
1997. The mean price of homes sold by LHHA during that period was $62,260, and the
median was $59,000. Current prices average about $80,000, comprising $40,000 for
property acquisition (typically of FHA-foreclosed units); $30,000 for rehabilitation out-
lays (for system repairs and replacement, painting, and other improvements); and approx-
imately $10,000 for soft costs. The last item includes the following: (1) casualty insur-
ance of about $1,000; (2) the original closing cost on the FHA acquisition, amounting to
roughly $2,000; (3) an anticipated $2,800 in closing costs for the purchaser of an LHHA-
rehabilitated unit (paid by LHHA to minimize the up-front capital needed by the pur-
chaser); (4) property taxes of about $1,000; (5) construction loan interest of about $500;
and (6) miscellaneous other outlays.

The average $62,000 unit produced by LHHA over the period from 1991 to 1997 was
sold to a household earning about $15,000 to $18,000 annually. Today’s $80,000 unit is
typically sold to a household earning about $18,000 to $22,000. Purchasers typically
belong to large households (median of five members) that qualify as very low income—
that is, they earn less than 50 percent of the area median.

How can financially strapped Haitian households afford a $60,000 to $80,000 house?
Haitians generally have a number of cultural attributes that make them good home-
buying candidates, despite their low incomes. In Haiti, rent is often paid up front. In
Haitian cities, where roughly 70 percent of the population rents, a typical rent is $1,500
yearly, usually paid at the beginning of the year. Rent can be paid on a month-to-month
basis, but then the charge might be $250 per month, or $3,000 for the year. Because
paying rent up front can be much less expensive, Haitian families usually choose that
option. Consequently, Haitians who have rented in the past have had the experience of
accumulating savings to pay for shelter. Such behavior is easily transferred to saving
money for a down payment on a home in the United States.

Haitians have a remarkable ability to save despite their low income. Counselors at LHHA
recounted numerous instances of Haitian households who managed to save $3,000 to
$5,000 annually despite earning as little as $15,000 to $20,000 per year. Households
lived very frugally, often growing food on empty lots in Little Haiti. In fact, growing
food in one’s backyard is a tradition in Haiti, and the desire to replicate that experience
in the United States is one motivation for homeownership. The Haitians’ propensity to
save enhances their ability to accumulate capital for the down payment and, in part,
compensates for the barrier to homeownership posed by Haitians’ low incomes.

Another compensating factor noted by LHHA counselors is that many Haitians have
an aversion to being in debt. While that characteristic makes it harder to establish a
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Table 2. LHHA Homeownership Financing and Purchaser Profile

Purchaser Profile

Household
Income as

Property 1st 2nd 2nd 3rd 3rd Percent of
Purchase Purchase Down Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Monthly Area Median Family

Date Price ($) Payment ($) Amount ($) Amount ($) Sourcea Amount ($) Sourcea Paymentb ($) Income Size

6/91 47,000 1,500 20,000 25,500 Surtax N/A N/A 250 30 5
12/91 50,000 2,500 21,000 26,500 Surtax N/A N/A 277 41 5
12/91 55,000 2,750 13,250 33,000 Surtax 6,000 AHP 225 25 5
12/91 43,000 2,150 16,425 20,425 Surtax 4,000 AHP 238 27 4
3/92 50,000 2,500 34,000 13,500 Surtax N/A N/A 491 40 2
4/92 47,500 2,375 26,125 19,000 Surtax N/A N/A 256 33 7
6/92 59,000 2,950 23,050 33,000 Surtax N/A N/A 269 38 4

12/92 46,000 2,300 26,150 17,550 Surtax N/A N/A 322 46 4
6/93 54,000 2,700 33,300 18,000 HOPE III/ GMN N/A N/A 353 36 7
6/93 78,000 3,800 35,100 39,100 HOPE III/ GMN N/A N/A 500 45 6
9/93 57,000 2,850 33,150 16,000 HOPE III/ GMN 5,000 AHP 368 41 1
9/93 60,000 1,600 20,400 33,000 Surtax 5,000 AHP 299 33 4
9/93 52,500 2,650 16,850 33,000 Surtax N/A N/A 230 29 4

11/93 53,000 2,650 19,850 25,500 HOPE III/ GMN 5,000 AHP 381 30 3
12/93 59,000 950 47,550 10,500 Surtax N/A N/A 460 51 8
1/94 59,000 2,950 36,050 20,000 Surtax N/A N/A 419 59 3
1/94 56,000 2,800 17,000 31,200 Surtax 5,000 AHP 320 33 2
4/94 69,000 3,450 49,550 16,000 HOPE III/ GMN N/A N/A 560 48 6
4/94 56,000 1,500 25,600 23,900 Surtax 5,000 AHP 290 30 4
4/94 55,000 2,750 19,250 33,000 Surtax N/A N/A 340 32 3
6/94 67,000 2,350 46,000 18,650 Surtax N/A N/A 431 39 7

12/94 50,000 2,500 22,500 25,000 HOME N/A N/A 302 40 3
1/95 73,500 3,700 33,050 36,750 HOME N/A N/A 397 48 5
1/95 50,000 2,500 25,500 22,000 HOME N/A N/A 328 38 4
4/95 60,000 3,000 33,000 24,000 HOPE III N/A N/A 419 39 5
5/95 50,000 2,500 17,500 25,000 HOME 5,000 AHP 314 24 2
4/95 75,000 3,750 43,500 27,750 HOME/GMN N/A N/A 506 50 5
4/95 70,000 3,500 35,000 31,500 HOME N/A N/A 357 42 6
4/95 75,000 3,750 41,250 30,000 HOPE III N/A N/A 464 37 4
4/95 55,000 2,500 25,000 27,500 HOPE III N/A N/A 351 29 2

Mortgage Financing
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Table 2. LHHA Homeownership Financing and Purchaser Profile (continued)

Purchaser Profile

Household
Income as

Property 1st 2nd 2nd 3rd 3rd Percent of
Purchase Purchase Down Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Mortgage Monthly Area Median Family

Date Price ($) Payment ($) Amount ($) Amount ($) Sourcea Amount ($) Sourcea Paymentb ($) Income Size

4/95 59,000 2,950 26,550 29,500 HOPE III N/A N/A 398 36 5
6/95 69,000 4,000 50,000 15,000 Surtax N/A N/A N/A 69 7
6/95 69,000 3,450 36,550 29,000 Surtax N/A N/A N/A 59 6
8/95 55,000 2,500 25,000 22,500 HOME 5,000 AHP N/A 0 2
4/96 78,000 3,900 30,100 39,000 HOME 5,000 AHP N/A 42 5
4/96 80,000 4,000 27,000 44,000 Surtax 5,000 AHP N/A 33 5
4/96 58,000 3,400 16,600 33,000 Surtax 5,000 AHP N/A 32 3
6/96 73,000 3,650 34,350 35,000 HOPE III N/A N/A N/A 58 2
6/96 73,000 3,650 28,350 36,000 HOME/GMN 5,000 AHP N/A 33 6
7/96 50,000 2,500 17,500 25,000 HOME 5,000 GMN N/A 30 5
8/96 50,000 2,500 27,600 19,900 HOME N/A N/A N/A 45 2

11/96 50,000 2,500 17,500 25,000 HOME 5,000 GMN N/A 31 5
12/96 82,000 4,100 31,900 41,000 Surtax 5,000 AHP N/A 43 7

3/97 66,000 3,300 29,700 33,000 HOME N/A N/A N/A 40 3
3/97 80,000 4,000 36,000 40,000 HOME N/A N/A N/A 46 5
4/97 50,000 2,500 22,500 25,000 HOME N/A N/A N/A 34 3
6/97 85,000 4,250 31,750 44,000 Surtax 5,000 AHP N/A 44 5
6/97 94,500 4,725 37,775 47,000 HOME 5,000 AHP N/A 67 6
7/97 87,000 5,500 37,500 44,000 Surtax N/A N/A N/A 48 6
7/97 73,000 3,500 26,000 38,500 Surtax 5,000 AHP N/A 39 3

Average 62,260 3,012 28,924 28,425 N/A 1,900 N/A 359 40.63 4.4
Median 59,000 2,825 27,300 27,625 N/A 0 N/A 351 39.30 5

Note: N/A = Not applicable.
a AHP = Affordable Housing Program from the Federal Reserve Banks. GMN = Greater Miami Neighborhoods (umbrella community group that receives

various subsidies). HOPE, HOME = HUD housing and community development programs. Surtax = Miami surtax program.
b Payments are for PITI.

Mortgage Financing



credit history, it also allows a larger portion of income to be applied toward paying a
home mortgage. For many Haitian mortgage applicants, the entire back-end ratio of the
mortgage can be applied to PITI because the applicants are debt-free.4 LHHA coun-
selors recounted that Haitians in the Miami area are often stereotyped as “people dri-
ving jalopy automobiles at least 15 to 20 years old” (St. Louis and Francois 1998). The
counselors decried the stereotyping, however, noting that by not having car loans and by
opting to drive old automobiles, Haitians were better able to achieve homeownership.

Further contributing to their ability to accumulate the down payment necessary to
purchase a home is the Haitian tradition of the sous-sous (also common among other
Caribbean populations). LHHA counselors described the sous-sous as an informal sav-
ings circle of anywhere from 4 to 20 people who agree to set aside a given amount per
week for a stipulated period of time, say $100 weekly for 10 weeks. A responsible indi-
vidual, often called a “key person,” holds the weekly contributions. When the sous-sous
is formed, the participating members agree what the payout schedule is to be—that is,
in week one, a certain individual could withdraw the amount that he or she ultimately
would contribute ($1,000 in the above example), in week two another individual could
do the same, and so on. The key person sets the schedule of withdrawals and actual
payments. Such an informal savings approach facilitates the Haitians’ ability to buy a
home—provided that lenders recognize the sous-sous as an asset to close on a mort-
gage. (This point is discussed later.)

In short, numerous cultural propensities of the Haitian population improve their ability
to realize homeownership. At the same time, however, Haitians’ very low incomes are a
nearly insurmountable barrier under normal circumstances. Without assistance, there
is generally no way that a Haitian household of modest means could afford a rehabili-
tated home priced at $60,000 to $80,000, no matter how little the household’s debt and
how great its proclivity to save.

LHHA overcomes the financial gap by orchestrating several layers of public and other
subsidies, typically in a financing package described as follows:

1. A 5-percent down payment by the purchaser

2. A market-rate, no points, modest-sized first mortgage granted by a lender

3. A large, soft second mortgage with minimal repayment requirements funded by
Miami–Dade County or the federal government

4. A modest-sized, soft third mortgage funded by a grant from the Federal Home Loan
Banks’ Affordable Housing Program (AHP)

Table 2 shows the financial structuring of the first, second, and third mortgages used
by LHHA. Recall that the mean-priced home over the course of LHHA’s operations has
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4 They are constrained by the front-end ratio, however.



been about $62,000. The 5-percent down payment on those units has thus averaged
about $3,000—monies obtained from savings, the sous-sous, and other means. The 5-
percent down payment from the LHHA home buyers still leaves about $59,000 on aver-
age that must be financed. First mortgages given by such lenders as Citibank, Barnett
Banks, and First Nationwide Bank have ranged in size from $20,000 to $40,000. The
mean first mortgage has been $28,924 ($27,300 median).

Because of the extensive secondary financing, the LTV ratio of the first mortgage is at
a very low 25 to 50 percent. Every home sold by the LHHA has had a second mortgage,
ranging in size from about $20,000 to $40,000. The mean LHHA second mortgage over
the term of its operation has been $28,425 ($27,625 median). Soft second mortgages are
funded from the Miami–Dade County surtax program, HUD’s HOME and CDBG pro-
grams, or other federal sources. Table 3 details the terms and other characteristics of
such subsidies for the soft second mortgages. Finally, roughly one-third of LHHA homes
have used an AHP-based third mortgage, a source also detailed in table 3. The AHP-
derived third mortgages have ranged in size from $4,000 to $6,000 each. For all LHHA
homeowners, including those who receive no third mortgage, the average amount of
third mortgage assistance is $1,900.

The major reason for the tremendous variation between first and second mortgage
amounts noted above is that every transaction differs with respect to the price of the
unit, the purchaser’s income, and other factors. To give a sense of that variation, table 4
details borrower characteristics and financing for two homes currently being sold by
LHHA. Example home one (costing $83,000) is slated for purchase by a very low income
household of four earning $16,673 ($1,389 monthly), or 37 percent of the current Miami–
Dade County median of $44,600 for comparably sized households. In most instances,
this newly rehabilitated, three-bedroom home would be beyond the financial reach of a
household earning less than $17,000. LHHA helps the household realize homeowner-
ship in this instance through the layering of mortgages and programs previously
described. LHHA requires a 5-percent down payment, which in this instance amounts
to $4,150 ($83,000 × .05). The $4,150 down payment leaves $78,850 to be financed.
Because the purchaser’s income is so low, only a modest first mortgage can be carried;
consequently, a first mortgage of $19,900 is sought. That leaves $58,950 ($78,850 –
$19,900) to be financed by a $53,950 second mortgage from the Miami–Dade County
surtax program and a $5,000 AHP third mortgage.

Ongoing repayment of the second and third mortgages is not required, leaving only
principal and interest payments on the $19,900 first mortgage. The loan has a 30-year
term and a 7.5-percent interest rate; hence, payments are only $139 monthly. The home
has yearly property taxes of $1,440, or $120 monthly. The purchase requires a consid-
erable hazard insurance premium of $1,200 yearly, or $100 monthly. (Hazard insurance
was so steep because of the large insurance company losses in Florida from Hurricane
Andrew.) PITI periodic costs amount to $359 monthly for a modest front-end ratio of
26 percent of the household’s $1,389 monthly income. 5 The household has no debt, so
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Table 3. Subsidies Used by LHHA in Its Homeownership Projects

Subsidy

Miami–Dade
County surtax

HUD programs

Federal Home
Loan Bank—
AHP

Description

Miami–Dade County imposes a document surtax of $0.45 per $100 of
assessed value on deed transfers relating to the sale of land, commercial
buildings, and residential properties. The surtax monies are used to finance
the construction, rehabilitation, or purchase of housing for families with low
or very low incomes. The monies can be used for wide-ranging housing
purposes, such as providing low-cost rehabilitation loans and second mort-
gages or financing new rental projects.

Numerous housing development entities in Miami–Dade County apply for
surtax funds, and a scoring system is used in granting those monies. The
LHHA has applied directly for surtax monies to be used for second mort-
gages and has received allocations of surtax funds from an umbrella com-
munity development entity in Miami–Dade County called Greater Miami
Neighborhoods (GMN).

LHHA uses various HUD programs. A primary example is the CDBG pro-
gram, under which Miami–Dade County receives a block grant from the
federal government to be used for various purposes, including secondary
financing, benefiting families with low or very low incomes. Other HUD pro-
grams have been used for the same purpose. Miami–Dade County
receives an allocation of HOME monies and distributes those funds for dif-
ferent purposes (e.g., homeownership and rental production by nonprofit,
as well as profit-oriented, entities).

The distribution of the HOME funds is competitive. LHHA receives about
40 percent of the HOME monies it applies for, which are then used for low-
cost second mortgages. LHHA has used HOPE III funds from HUD in a
similar fashion.

AHP is a competitive grant available from the Federal Home Loan Bank to
foster affordable homeownership. AHP is applied for by member banks. For
instance, Citibank in Florida received $160,000 in AHP monies and, in
turn, made funds available to LHHA for low-cost secondary financing.

Financial Assistance

The surtax funds can be used by households earning up to 120 percent of
the Miami–Dade County median income. The repayment schedule for
those funds differs depending on the income of the beneficiary household;
the most liberal terms are offered to households with the lowest incomes.
Households earning less than 80 percent of the area median income—the
target group served by LHHA—must repay the surtax-based secondary
mortgage over a 30-year period at a 3-percent interest rate.

To make the already liberal terms even more affordable, the repayment
schedule is staggered so that only small amounts must be repaid in the ini-
tial years of the mortgage, with rising payments to make up for the shortfall
in the latter years. For the first 5 years of the 30-year term, only interest is
repaid; for the next 5 to 10 years, interest and some principal payments are
made; and in the last 20 years of the mortgage, the loan is fully amortizing.
Further staggering of the loan repayments (e.g., requiring minimal or no
interest payments) reduces the financial demands during the early years, as
is illustrated in table 4.

If LHHA uses surtax monies for a second mortgage, the front-end ratio is
capped at 28 percent, and the back-end ratio is at 32 percent. The 28/32
ratio is relatively modest, so LHHA will often draw on HUD funds that allow
for higher front- and back-end ratios (e.g., HOME program funds; see
below).

The HOME-based secondary mortgages have 30/36 front-/back-end ratios
and are available to home buyers earning less than 80 percent of the
areawide median income. The HOME secondary loans used by LHHA are
granted for a term of 30 years at a zero percent interest rate. For low-
income households (earning 50 to 80 percent of the areawide median),
only principal has to be repaid. For very low income households (earning
less than 50 percent of the areawide median), the HOME-based secondary
loan is due only upon the sale of the property. Further, that repayment
must be made only if the household sells the unit in the first five years after
acquisition. If the house is sold subsequent to the 5-year holding period,
repayment is forgiven proportionately over the 30-year term of the loan.

LHHA uses AHP monies as a third mortgage over and above the second
mortgages derived from the surtax, HOME, and other sources. The typical
AHP third mortgage administered by LHHA is about $5,000. It is due only
upon the sale of property, and it is forgiven if the property is held for more
than 10 years. For the first 10 years of ownership, the AHP repayment
upon sale is forgiven at a rate of 10 percent annually.
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Table 4. LHHA Homeownership Affordability Case Examples

Example 1 Example 2

Borrower Profile
Annual income $16,673 $23,750
Monthly gross $1,389 $1,979
Family size 4 5
Area median income (adjusted $44,600 $51,700

for family size)
Percent of median income 37.38 45.94
Income status Very low Very low

Financing Structure
Purchase price $83,000 $81,500
5% down payment $4,150 $4,075
Required financing $78,850 $77,425
First mortgage required $19,900 $33,925
Maximum second mortgage (surtax) $53,950 $38,500
Third mortgage grant (AHP) $5,000 $5,000

Financing Terms
Amount of first mortgage $19,900 $33,925
Interest rate 7.5 7.5
Length of term in years 30 30
Amount of second mortgage $53,950 $38,500
Interest rate 0.0 3.0
Length of term in years 30 30

Financing Amounts Monthly Payment
First mortgage payment (principal $139 $239

and interest)
Property taxes $120 $102
Insurance (hazard/flood) $100 $0
Total first mortgage payment $359 $341
Debt-to-income ratio (%) 25.9 17.2
Condo association fee $0 $202

(including insurance)
Second mortgage payment $0 $25
Total first and second mortgage $359 $568

and condo payment
Debt-to-income ratio (%) 25.9 28.7

Other Debits $0 $0
Total payments (mortgage and debits) $359 $568
Debt-to-income ratio (%) 25.9 28.7

Second Mortgage Monthly Payments Schedule

Example 1 Example 2

Years 1-5 $0 $25
Years 6-10 $0 $50
Years 11-30 Negotiable $216



the back-end ratio is also 26 percent—a very affordable total debt load. Also of note is
that the $359 monthly cost for buying the unit is less than the typical monthly rent in
Little Haiti—and the rental units are often little better than hovels.

While the overwhelming share of LHHA’s homeownership effort has involved rehabili-
tated units like the one described above,6 to further the delivery of an “integrated hous-
ing product” LHHA also does new construction.7 One such current endeavor is a new,
33-unit town house project (Forest Green) being developed by LHHA in partnership with
a for-profit developer. The Forest Green units are anticipated to sell for about $80,000 to
$85,000 apiece and will be purchased through a combination of a modest-sized first
mortgage, a surtax-subsidized second mortgage, and a $5,000 AHP third mortgage. Ex-
ample 2 in table 4 illustrates the layered financing of a Forest Green unit.

Lending Issues

LHHA has not experienced a problem in finding lenders to participate in its homeown-
ership program, because LHHA has deliberately structured the participation of private
lenders so that their risk exposure is low. The front- and back-end ratios of the Haitian
home buyers in LHHA’s homeownership program are typically well under 30 percent—
a very conservative figure. In a like manner, the LTV ratio of the first mortgage grant-
ed by the private lender rarely exceeds 50 percent and is typically in the 30 to 40 per-
cent range—again, very conservative parameters.

Lenders have helped to qualify Haitian applicants by waiving application fees, by not
charging points on the LHHA mortgages, and by providing grants to reduce closing
costs. For example, the Cal Fed bank will likely provide a $2,500 grant for closing ex-
penses to each home buyer in the Forest Green town house project. Lenders have been
sensitive to the cultural attributes of the Haitian community. For example, Citibank
recognizes that many Haitians have not used credit routinely and, therefore, does not
run a credit score on LHHA’s mortgage applicants. (In Florida, Citibank follows that
practice on all community mortgage products intended for portfolio.) 
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6 While to date almost all of LHHA’s rehabilitation has involved single-family, for-sale homes, LHHA is begin-
ning to do multifamily rental rehabilitation. One such venture is Harvard House, located just north of Little
Haiti in an area of significant Haitian in-migration. The complex was purchased by Greater Miami Neighbor-
hoods (GMN) from the Resolution Trust Corporation, which had foreclosed on the complex’s mortgage. Because
the development housed numerous Haitian families, GMN asked LHHA to collaborate on the rehabilitation proj-
ect. LHHA agreed, viewing this as a new opportunity to implement its “integrated housing” strategy. GMN–LHHA
plans to gut-rehabilitate the 56-unit complex, which had been operated as a slum, with the help of an LIHTC.

7 LHHA is involved in new construction for various reasons. Rehabilitation is a “catch as catch can” effort,
accomplished as homes needing renovation become available. When the flow of such properties is low, new con-
struction can continue to provide shelter opportunities. New construction supports rehabilitation: If LHHA has
rehabilitated some houses on a block, and if vacant land is available, building anew on the empty lots can fur-
ther improve the block. Furthermore, some Haitian households, as with households generally, prefer a new
unit over a renovated unit. By doing new construction, LHHA is responding to the market demand.



Lenders who were contacted by the research team and who had granted LHHA first
mortgages were comfortable with and enthusiastic about the program. They did note
some early obstacles to financing LHHA homes. For example, one lender noted that
the Haitian home buyer usually did not have closing funds in a formal financial insti-
tution, as was preferred by the secondary market. Such a situation can be attributed
both to cultural factors, such as a Haitian reluctance to use banks, and to government
regulations, which discouraged the Haitians (and others of low income) from keeping
funds in a formal account. For instance, recipients of food stamps, Medicaid, Medicaid
for children, and other programs were often disqualified from receiving these supports
if they had more than a token amount (e.g., $1,500) in a savings or checking account.
Haitian households thus found themselves in a catch-22 situation: To improve their
financial lot through homeownership, they would need to establish a formal bank
account; yet doing so would imperil their eligibility for vital support programs. Ulti-
mately, the issue was resolved by the lenders not requiring the LHHA home buyers to
have a bank account for satisfying the funds-to-close requirement; a letter stating that
they had the funds would suffice.

Initially, sous-sous presented similar challenges. When LHHA first began operations,
funds from sous-sous were not recognized as acceptable sources of cash for closing.
However, the South Florida Fannie Mae Partnership office, in a pilot program, estab-
lished that funds from a sous-sous account would satisfy the funds-to-close requirement.

Appraisal issues presented challenges. The homes LHHA rehabilitates in Little Haiti
cost about $80,000 each. Because property values are low in the neighborhood, the re-
habilitated LHHA units typically are appraised at approximately $72,000 to $74,000.
That lower appraisal made it hard for prospective home buyers to obtain full financing
on the $80,000 unit. Recognizing that fact, Fannie Mae developed a pilot program in
three Miami neighborhoods that are undergoing rehabilitation efforts such as those
effected by LHHA. Under the pilot program, Fannie Mae allows financing up to 115
percent of a property’s appraised value as long as the unit’s development cost does not
exceed 130 percent of appraised value. In the LHHA example cited earlier, the $80,000
development cost is approximately 110 percent of the property’s $73,000 appraised
value, thereby not exceeding the 130 percent threshold established in the Fannie Mae
pilot program. As such, full financing can be obtained on the rehabilitated houses.

In summary, issues regarding the financing of LHHA home purchases were dealt with
through layered subsidies assembled by LHHA, lender flexibility, and GSE pilot
reforms. Lenders viewed LHHA participation as furthering the public’s interest while
serving the lender’s financial performance and CRA objectives.

Retaining Homeowners

Every family that buys a home through LHHA receives extensive postpurchase support
in the form of regularly scheduled home visits, a monthly newsletter, informal access
to staff members who can answer questions, and opportunities to participate in vari-
ous social and educational programs. LHHA’s postpurchase program is designed not
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only to ensure that the family continues to pay the mortgage and maintain the house,
but also to help forge a tightly knit group of people with a commitment to helping each
other and improving the Little Haiti community. More broadly, the many postpurchase
supports are designed to ultimately “empower the Haitians in their day-to-day existence”
(Harder 1998).

Visitation

LHHA’s family outreach specialists make bimonthly visits to each family. During those
visits, they engage in friendly, informal conversation with the family and ask if any
problems have developed with the house or the neighborhood or if any family member
is having job trouble or other difficulties. They note any repairs needed on the house
and make a visual inspection of the immediate neighborhood. If any problems are
mentioned by the family, the outreach specialists help the homeowner address them.
For example, they might call the police if there has been a problem with drugs or noise
in the neighborhood, find reliable tradespeople that the family can hire to make repairs
on the house, or refer the family to other agencies for help with employment or legal
issues (Diller and Chery 1998).

The visitation program is instrumental in quickly spotting and dealing with problems,
as evidenced in the following case reported by a local bank officer:

The husband was leaving and she [the LHHA homeowner] wanted just to abandon
the house and I remember [an LHHA counselor] coached them and got her to under-
stand “this is your house and you have to stay there” and they didn’t default. Had
[the visitation system] not been there, that would have been a foreclosure. (Fernan-
dez 1998)

Similarly, LHHA can provide important guidance in instances of financial crisis. If, for
example, one spouse dies and the other can no longer afford the house, LHHA will
explain to the person that he or she should not simply stop paying the mortgage and
await foreclosure, but should instead put the house up for sale.

Informal Counseling

LHHA staff members say that the long process of financial counseling, homeownership
training, and purchasing a home results in developing a close, almost familial relation-
ship between LHHA and the families the organization serves. That relationship is fos-
tered by the Haitian cultural tradition of valuing extended family. Accordingly, LHHA
staff members continue to act as an informal sounding board whenever a homeowner
receives written materials that are difficult to understand or needs assistance filling
out immigration forms, applications, or other documents. Each time a homeowner comes
in for such a service, the visit is documented in a “family assistance report,” which records
the purpose of the meeting and notes any follow-up that will be necessary.
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Homeowners’ Club

Another successful postpurchase program run by LHHA is the Homeowners’ Club,
which offers new homeowners an opportunity to meet for social and educational activi-
ties and to work together for positive change in their community. Membership is open
to anyone who has purchased a home through LHHA. About 40 families (of the 57 who
have purchased LHHA homes) participate regularly. The club members are not given
any financial incentives to come, but attend for the camaraderie and for the club’s dis-
cussions. LHHA invites guest speakers to talk to the club about a variety of issues, from
fire and hurricane safety to how to organize neighborhood watches. Club members hold
discussions about issues they feel are key to neighborhood improvement, such as fos-
tering economic activity, developing social programs, and establishing a neighborhood
watch group. It is the hope of LHHA that strong community leaders eventually will
emerge from the ranks of the Homeowners’ Club.

Members of the Homeowners’ Club have access to the newly completed Kathy Haegele
Family Center, a large resource room at LHHA containing computers, books in English
and Creole, a VCR, and a small collection of educational videotapes.

Other Services

In addition to providing visitation, counseling, and membership in the Homeowners’
Club, LHHA works to support the long-term viability of homeownership in Little Haiti
by offering an umbrella of social and financial services. For example, having found that
one of the greatest concerns for members of the Homeowners’ Club is ensuring a better
environment for their children, LHHA is in the process of developing a number of
after-school youth programs. An art program is already in operation, and a computer
learning center, a computer clubhouse, a 4-H program, and a peer tutoring program
are under development.

LHHA administers an innovative Service Exchange Program, which is open to all of the
organization’s homeowners. The program involves the exchange of services among par-
ticipants and is intended (1) to provide an alternative employment and barter system
and (2) to foster community service. Families interested in participating in the program
fill out an application listing the times they are available and the services they wish to
provide. Services cover a broad spectrum, ranging from home-related activities such as
gardening, painting, and doing laundry to child care, transportation, tutoring, and trans-
lation. For each hour worked, the participant earns one credit, for which he or she is
entitled to an hour of service from another participant. Credits are earned for participa-
tion in community service, such as organizing street cleanups or neighborhood watches.
LHHA has the responsibility for keeping track of the service accounting.

LHHA continues to expand its network of socioeconomic services. The Little Haiti–
Edison Federal Credit Union is one such project and is intended to meet the financial
and credit needs of neighborhood residents (LHHA 1998b, 3). With LHHA prompting, a
Little Haiti Development Corporation (LHDC) is being formed. LHDC will provide the
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numerous social service and similar agencies serving the Little Haiti community with
the means to coordinate, strengthen, and integrate their delivery of services (LHHA
1998a, 3). LHHA is also forming a Comprehensive Economic Development Program to
complement its housing and other community-building efforts. That program will be
developed in conjunction with the Little Haiti Small Business Development Center.

DISCUSSION

Accomplishments

In Little Haiti, where homeownership by very low income Haitians seems improbable,
180 people have graduated from LHHA’s homeownership training program, and 57 of
those graduates have purchased houses from LHHA.8 An additional 10 to 12 graduates
of LHHA’s training program have purchased on the general market homes that were
not produced by LHHA. About 90 families that have not yet purchased homes have
been prequalified for a mortgage. Many of those families are on waiting lists to pur-
chase homes, but because of their limited financial resources must wait until an ideal
situation in terms of house price and government subsidies occurs.

Those who have realized homeownership under LHHA’s auspices have exhibited a
strong repayment record. The 57 purchasers of LHHA homes have a zero mortgage
default rate and a zero current delinquency rate. To date, only in two instances were
monthly mortgage payments 60 days late. In both cases, the homeowners were able to
resolve their difficulties with LHHA’s assistance, and their monthly payments have
since remained current. Admittedly, the favorable economic environment of recent years
and the short duration of most of the loans likely have contributed to the superior loan
performance. Yet even with those contributing factors, a zero percent delinquency is
commendable.

Other results are encouraging. Almost all of the 57 families that purchased homes from
LHHA still reside in and own the dwellings. By all accounts, including visual inspection
of the exteriors by the authors, the houses are being well maintained. A large number
of the 57 homeowners are active in the postpurchase Homeowners’ Club (LHHA
1997–1998).

LHHA’s contribution is graphically described by its beneficiaries. One homeowner
related the following:

I was living in a two-bedroom rental [unit] costing $550 a month. It was a terrible
place…very hot…with no ceiling fan.

A friend told me about [LHHA] and I now live in a beautiful place for less money.
They helped me with contacting a [police] officer when my block had a problem.
(Antoin 1998)
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Another LHHA homeowner recalled:

I was living in a one-bedroom with three children [in North Miami Beach]. I never
dreamed I could buy [a home]. My house [from LHHA] costs me less [than the previ-
ous rental]. It is like a dream with a large yard. They [LHHA] said, “It’s your house.”
They [LHHA] are like family and gave me free paint [and helped with] repairs. I
now speak to my neighbors, “You have to come to [LHHA],” and have recommended
many to them [LHHA]. (Lidvine 1998)

Key Contributions to LHHA’s Success

What contributes to LHHA’s success? The following are some key factors:

1. Developing linguistic and cultural sensitivity to the Haitians

2. Providing an integrated strategy that comprehensively provides rehabilitated and
new housing, as well as homeownership and rental housing, homeownership assis-
tance that spans from the prepurchase to postpurchase stages, and shelter and
comprehensive community development supports

3. Providing intermediation between borrowers and lenders, as well as extensive one-
on-one contact with clientele

4. Accessing and packaging very deep housing subsidies

Such themes are echoed in LHHA’s activities in attracting applicants, qualifying appli-
cants, and then retaining homeowners.

Attracting Applicants

Because of language, culture, and other reasons, the Haitian community is very tightly
knit. It is often hard for a social service agency to gain the acceptance of Haitians. LHHA,
which is staffed by Haitians and is sensitive to their culture, has broken through the
cultural divide and is well known to, and supported by, the residents of Little Haiti.
Trust among family or friends in the Haitian community is a very important commodi-
ty that makes the sous-sous and other traditions viable. LHHA has earned the trust of
the Haitian community and is viewed as an insider rather than as an intruder by this
community. When the organization first floated the idea of bringing low-income Hai-
tians to homeownership, the concept was viewed with skepticism. As LHHA began to
qualify some Haitian households for home purchase, Little Haiti residents began to
trust LHHA. As one observer asserted, “The talk in the street was that they [LHHA]
keep their word” (St. Louis and Francois 1998). That trust leads to word-of-mouth com-
munication in the Haitian community about the services offered by LHHA.
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Qualifying Applicants and Retaining Homeowners

Coupled with its prowess in attracting potential homeowners is LHHA’s skill in quali-
fying these applicants. The in-depth financial credit and homeownership counseling
described earlier are essential for helping the very low income Haitian home seeker to
become “mortgage worthy” (Harder 1999).

Graduates of LHHA’s Home Ownership Training Program who were interviewed by
Rutgers University note that the course furnished them with information critical to
their home purchases. One graduate said that she had dreamed of owning a home, but
until she entered LHHA’s program, she had little idea of what searching for a home
would actually entail:

When I first came here, I heard about the program from a friend. I heard it is a good
program if you want to purchase a home. I learned a lot [from the program]. At the
beginning, I did not know if I [were] to purchase a house what to look for. As a Hait-
ian, when you go to [find] a house you need, you know, a big tree…you look at the
outside of the house, but you do not know what you’re looking for. But from that pro-
gram I know now if I am to purchase a home what to ask…. Now I know I should
check for the plumbing, the roofing, and the electricity…. Also I know [they can’t
just tell me those systems are fixed], I have to see the paper [to prove it was done].
(Antoin 1998)

Layering of mortgages is the key to LHHA’s ability to qualify Haitians for homeowner-
ship. LHHA overcomes the severe homeownership affordability barriers faced by Hait-
ian families by significantly lowering the size of the first mortgage, with the remaining
financing coming from soft second and third loans (see table 2). LHHA is fortunate in
that it can draw upon the surtax program instituted by Dade County—a source of
housing monies unavailable in many jurisdictions. Dade County has also made CDBG,
HOME, and other federal monies available for LHHA second mortgages. The Federal
Home Loan Banks, through their AHP, are a source of no-cost third mortgages. As pre-
viously described, lenders have worked to qualify the Haitians through means such as
offering financial concessions (e.g., waiving application fees and not charging points)
and underwriting in a culturally sensitive fashion.

Keeping first-time buyers in their homes for the long run is an area that is just begin-
ning to receive the attention it deserves. LHHA is ahead of most organizations in this
regard, in that from the outset it recognized that this stage is critical. Bimonthly visi-
tations by LHHA staff members to the homeowners, informal counseling given during
those visits to forestall problems, the Homeowners’ Club, and the youth and service ex-
change programs are all holistically important to ensuring the success of the Haitian
homeowners. Providing a rainbow of services is taxing, however—a point we will turn
to shortly.
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Challenges and Replicability

LHHA confronts numerous regulatory and programmatic challenges. For example,
numerous 5,000-square-foot vacant lots are in Little Haiti and lend themselves to the
construction of new scattered-site, single-family homes. Building on such lots is espe-
cially desirable if the block already contains some rehabilitated LHHA houses, because
the combination of rehabilitation and new construction helps form a critical mass of
revitalization. Yet many of the 5,000-square-foot lots cannot be developed because zon-
ing in the unincorporated portion of Dade County requires a minimum 7,500-square-
foot lot.9 Such a requirement impedes LHHA’s ability to expand the supply of new hous-
ing and to protect investment in its rehabilitated homes.

A related issue is the dearth of multifamily zoning in Little Haiti. In this neighborhood,
commercially zoned main streets are bordered by single-family zoned areas. LHHA
suggests that some multifamily zones be allowed in locations just off the main streets.
A transition area would make sense from a land use perspective and would provide sites
upon which lower-cost multifamily housing could be developed. The residential zoning
of Little Haiti—overwhelmingly low-density single-family—reflects the historical middle-
class orientation of the area and does not comport with the more constrained resources
of the current Haitian population.

Properties foreclosed for nonpayment of taxes represent another missed opportunity for
affordable housing in Little Haiti. LHHA could acquire from the city numerous houses
foreclosed for personal property tax reasons if those homes were available at reasonable
prices. In many instances, however, such homes are very expensive—in fact, well above
market value because the city will sell them only if the buyer pays all obligated taxes,
which can amount to many thousands of dollars. Both the city’s unwillingness to forgive
outstanding liens and other limitations (e.g., questionable title conveyed upon foreclos-
ing the tax liens) preclude groups such as LHHA from reclaiming the tax-foreclosed
properties. This “lienfield” situation, as described by David Harder (1999), is a barrier to
redevelopment in inner-city areas such as Little Haiti, much as brownfields are a liability.

Another regulatory impediment faced by LHHA is Miami’s building code requirement
that mandates new construction standards if the cost of rehabilitation exceeds 50 per-
cent of the value of the home being renovated. Those standards sometimes increase
LHHA’s construction costs for items that are not of material value to the housing con-
sumer. The 50-percent rule increases housing costs and reduces affordability for finan-
cially constrained Haitian home buyers.

A programmatic change has created property acquisition problems for LHHA. Previ-
ously, when the FHA sold foreclosures, nonprofits such as LHHA had priority during

9 This requirement is prompted by the need to install septic tanks and drain fields because there is no county-
wide sanitary sewer system.



bidding and could acquire properties at a discount. The nonprofit priority and discount
have been eliminated, however. Such changes reflect recent attempts to operate FHA
in a more businesslike fashion—a laudable goal. Yet the revisions have made it more
difficult for nonprofits to acquire FHA foreclosures expeditiously and inexpensively.10

Perhaps the biggest challenge to LHHA is financial. Over roughly a 12-year period,
LHHA has been able to realize homeownership for fewer than 100 families. That accom-
plishment has engaged a full-time staff of 10 and has required an annual organization-
al budget in the $0.5 million range. That budget has to be cobbled from disparate sources:
government, foundations, GSEs, lenders, and others. Home purchasers have received
huge subsidies. For instance, if the second mortgages secured by the very low income
households are funded by federal HOME monies, essentially no payment for either
principal or interest is required. If the second mortgage is funded from Miami–Dade
County sources, very generous below-market terms are afforded (30-year loan with a
3-percent interest rate and staggered repayments; see table 3). The AHP third mortgage
is essentially an outright grant. To date, the 57 single-family detached homes sold by
LHHA constitute a total housing purchase of about $3.5 million, of which roughly $0.2
million was remitted in down payment, leaving $1.6 million in hard first mortgages
and $1.7 million in very soft second and third mortgages. Those second and third mort-
gages essentially constitute a 50-percent subsidy on the purchase price of the LHHA
homes. Put another way, bringing 57 households to homeownership has required a
subsidy of almost $30,000 per unit.

Admittedly, there are offsets to such a considerable cost. Encouraging Little Haiti resi-
dents to switch from renting to owning may, in the long run, reduce social welfare ex-
penses borne by Miami–Dade County. LHHA’s efforts may also strengthen home values
in Little Haiti, which again benefits the county. Costs must also be weighed against
LHHA’s social mission. LHHA’s executive director stated as follows:

It is important to me that everyone understand the basis of why we use so much
subsidy. Little Haiti does have an out migration issue and the primary purpose for
the subsidy is to make housing affordable for the families that have no other choic-
es. This allows us to provide a quality, affordable housing product to the families of
Little Haiti, some of the poorest families in the County. (Harder 1999)

Deep subsidy, as well as the many outreach, counseling, and other community socioeco-
nomic supports offered by LHHA, are required to make its homeownership program
work. Indeed, those ingredients embody its comprehensive, integrated strategy. Yet the
depth, breadth, and cost of this comprehensive approach limit the potential for nation-
al replicability. We are not likely to see thousands of LHHA-type interventions. It may
not even be legal for a lender to target an ethnic group and neighborhood as LHHA
does. Selected nonprofits, however—especially those targeting a particular group or
area (e.g., Asians in Chinatowns, Native Americans on reservations, and Hmongs in
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the Twin Cities)—may very well be able to replicate the LHHA template. In doing so,
they should realize that the defining characteristics of LHHA’s approach—its compre-
hensive integrated strategy, linguistic and cultural sensitivity, and garnering of layered
subsidies—are both potent in furthering homeownership among the traditionally
underserved and most challenging to implement.
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Case Study
NAACP–NationsBank
Community Development Resource Centers1

Location(s): Atlanta and other locations

Description: Partnership between national lender and civil rights organi-
zation to promote community development lending, includ-
ing small business, consumer, and home mortgage financing.
Community development resource centers (CDRCs) run by
local National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) offices provide education, technical assis-
tance, and counseling. NationsBank serves as the primary
lending institution.

Year Founded: 1991

Service Area: Atlanta; Austin, TX; Charlotte, NC; Columbia, SC; Ft. Laud-
erdale, FL; Richmond, VA

Accomplishments: Between 1993 and 1996, the six CDRCs made 443 home
mortgage loans with a total value of $32.3 million. About 98
percent of those loans were to minority borrowers, mostly
LMI households.

Outstanding Strategies
Attracting Applicants: Brochures and flyers advertising home-buyer assistance,

radio and general and community newspaper announce-
ments, and publicity through churches and local NAACP
branches.

Qualifying Applicants: Home-buyer education and credit counseling; affordable
mortgage products (some exceeding parameters of afford-
able loan products offered by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac);
flexible underwriting; and consideration of applications by
both NAACP and NationsBank staff members (to ensure
fairness)
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Retaining Homeowners: Close monitoring and quick response to delinquency

BACKGROUND

In an effort to promote community development lending, a partnership was formed in
1991 between NationsBank and the NAACP to develop CDRCs. Six CDRCs were estab-
lished in NationsBank’s market area in the cities of Atlanta; Austin, TX; Charlotte, NC;
Columbia, SC; Ft. Lauderdale, FL; and Richmond, VA.2

The CDRCs focus on the following types of community development lending and sup-
port activities (NAACP 1997):

1. Affordable Housing. Home mortgage, home improvement, and commercial real estate
loans, including loans for the purchase, construction, or rehabilitation of single-
family and multifamily housing in LMI areas. Of these, home mortgage lending is
emphasized.

2. Consumer Lending. Loans to consumers in LMI neighborhoods.

3. Small Business Lending. General business lending and participation in govern-
ment lending programs.

4. Nonprofit Lending. Loans to nonprofits and others serving LMI neighborhoods, and
loans made under mortgage bond programs and, possibly, multibank loan pools as
well.

5. Public and Private Partnerships. Development of, and participation in, housing con-
sortia and community development lending partnerships.

6. Business Development Outreach. Aggressive advertising and other outreach
designed to increase knowledge and use of NationsBank’s community development
lending products.

This case study focuses on the Atlanta CDRC and particularly on its efforts to foster
access to home mortgages for LMI minority households in the Atlanta area. Our data
analysis, however, includes the housing accomplishments of all the CDRCs, not just
the Atlanta center.

Evolution of the NAACP–NationsBank Partnership

How did the NAACP–NationsBank partnership come about? The two entities are clear-
ly quite disparate: One is among the nation’s oldest civil rights organizations, while
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the other is among the country’s largest banks. Their paths crossed and their interests
coalesced in the early 1990s.

NationsBank, headquartered in Charlotte, NC, is a bank-holding company that provides
financial products and services (nationally and internationally) to individuals, business-
es, institutional investors, and government agencies. Following its January 1997 merger
with Boatmen’s Bancshares, Inc., and its acquisition of Barnett Banks Inc. (Florida), Na-
tionsBank became by mid-1997 the third largest bank in the United States with the
second largest market capitalization ($290 billion in assets, $168 billion in deposits, $24
billion in shareholder’s equity). With the Barnett acquisition, NationsBank had prima-
ry retail and commercial banking operations in 16 states and the District of Columbia,
almost 3,000 branches, and nearly 100,000 employees.3

NationsBank, as one of the largest financial institutions in the United States, has been
closely watched by activist groups monitoring the banking industry. When NationsBank’s
mergers with Boatmen’s and Barnett were being considered, activist groups frequently
challenged whether NationsBank and its would-be partners were meeting their CRA
responsibilities. Financial institutions are required to provide documentation to that end
under the HMDA, enacted in 1975 and amended between 1988 and 1991, as well as
under the CRA of 1977. In 1991, when applicant-level lending data under HMDA became
publicly available, some people contended that NationsBank was not adequately serv-
ing minority LMI populations. At one Federal Reserve merger hearing concerning Na-
tionsBank in 1991, activist groups charged that NationsBank was exploiting the
minority community, especially poor minorities, by accepting their deposits but deny-
ing them loans.

This period saw similar accusations made against many other lenders across the Unit-
ed States. NationsBank, as one of the largest lenders and one whose growth was merg-
er driven,4 simply attracted more attention. And NationsBank, in time, aggressively
increased its minority LMI financing. In August 1991, it announced a community devel-
opment goal of lending $10 billion within five years to LMI areas within its franchise.
NationsBank has now moved forcefully in community lending. But in the early 1990s,
emotions were raw, and NationsBank was sometimes criticized rather than lauded.

Meanwhile, parallel events were taking place in the Atlanta area. Data on the relative
scarcity of mortgage credit for minorities were highlighted in the Atlanta Journal–
Constitution’s “The Color of Money” series (Dedman 1988).5 This series showed dispari-
ties in lending between white and minority neighborhoods by 14 Atlanta financial insti-
tutions, including C&S Bank, which ultimately merged with NationsBank.
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NationsBank partnered with the NAACP to address mortgage lending disparities, both
in Atlanta and nationally. At both levels, the NAACP had been active in the fair hous-
ing and lending arena. Nationally, an agreement between the NAACP and the Nation-
al Association of Realtors contributed to the passage of the Fair Housing Act of 1989.
Locally, and in the period leading up to formation of the CDRC partnership, the Atlanta
NAACP had been involved in promoting greater minority access to home mortgage funds
through negotiation with area banks and through its community education programs.
The NAACP conducted fair housing and fair lending education seminars through its
network of offices.

The HMDA-based disclosures of lesser minority loan access, both nationally and in
Atlanta, heightened the NAACP’s interest in addressing the problem. The NAACP also
believed that—in the light of adverse publicity and regulatory pressures—lenders
would be amenable to a partnership proposal from the nation’s best-known minority
organization. There were also internal considerations; the early 1990s was a period of
turmoil for the NAACP, with some in the organization wanting to demonstrate the
organization’s continued value in housing and other areas. The way in which Nations-
Bank and the NAACP came together is described by an NAACP official in Atlanta as
follows:

NationsBank made a $10 billion commitment in August of 1991. They were priming
themselves for a major merger…and that mega-merger put them on the hot seat
because they literally became “nation’s bank.” They went from being two mid-sized
banks to being a mega-bank almost overnight. But the time involved is really critical,
because it was in October that year that community-based organizations gained
access to home mortgage disclosure results. At that time, in Atlanta specifically, we
had the benefit of the “Color of Money” study. So all of that coupled together put
community-based organizations in a very, very positive posture for more construc-
tive relations as organizations with banks. What we wanted them to come up with
was an affordable housing product; we would do the credit counseling, and the home-
buyer education. Events within the NAACP played a role too. There was a void in
our housing work and Dr. Hooks was trying his best to rectify this. Initially, it took a
while for people to see the connection between mortgage lending and the work of the
NAACP, but once we started, we had enhanced support [from Dr. Hooks and Mr.
Mfume] because the lending effort was not just advocacy—but had a concrete direct
service role. (English 1997)

Discussions between the NAACP and NationsBank followed the publication in October
1991 of a Wall Street Journal analysis of HMDA data for NationsBank and other lenders,
which demonstrated the existence of a national disparity among racial groups in access
to home mortgage financing (English 1997). The two reached an agreement establish-
ing a partnership to address this issue in December 1991. Six CDRCs were established
shortly thereafter in 1992 and 1993.
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CDRC Organization and Funding

Each CDRC has a staff of three or four. These centers offer education, credit counseling,
and technical assistance for small business loans as well as for LMI home mortgages.
Initial NationsBank funding for the six CDRCs totaled about $1.1 million.

The budget of the Atlanta CDRC, which is located in the local office of the NAACP, is
funded in large part, though not entirely, by NationsBank. The Atlanta CDRC has a
professional staff of three, who organize and help conduct home-buying seminars for
first-time buyers and who perform individual credit counseling. They also conduct basic
banking classes, minority business development workshops, consumer lending courses,
and a variety of other educational offerings to promote community investment and
economic development.

The staff of the Atlanta office includes a national project manager, who has a background
in community and economic development; knowledge of banking, bank regulation, and
housing law; and management experience. The Atlanta staff also includes a director of
center operations, who has similar experience and credentials but less managerial re-
sponsibility than the project manager; a business development coordinator, who under-
stands general business management and business financing; an administrative secre-
tary; and a part-time secretary. The CDRC staff members work under the supervision
of the director of the Atlanta office of the NAACP.

NationsBank has a community reinvestment group at its corporate headquarters in
Charlotte, NC, which manages the bank’s national community development effort, in-
cluding the LMI housing program. NationsBank in Atlanta has a consumer advocacy
and educational unit, which works closely with the Atlanta NAACP and assists with
postloan consumer counseling.

STRATEGIES

The NAACP–NationsBank partnership was formed to address small business as well
as home mortgage financing needs. The partnership serves both objectives through
education, technical assistance, and counseling. The explicit goal of the homeownership
program is to provide loans to families with incomes at or below the area median; im-
plicitly and by practice, the focus is to aid minority households with such incomes.

In the NAACP–NationsBank partnership, CDRCs that are run out of local NAACP
offices take the lead in organizing and scheduling home-buyer education workshops,
providing credit counseling to potential home buyers, and providing postloan credit
counseling and follow-up in cases in which borrowers become delinquent in their mort-
gage payments or experience other problems in managing personal finances. Nations-
Bank participates in the home-buyer education courses and acts as the primary lending
institution. The bank performs all of the standard lender functions from loan origina-
tion to underwriting to loan servicing. The following sections describe the home lending
efforts of the Atlanta CDRC.
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Attracting Applicants

The CDRC performs outreach for the partnership, contacting potential home buyers in
a variety of ways. It seeks clients through the distribution of brochures and flyers that
advertise the home-buyer course, radio announcements and interviews, newspaper an-
nouncements in the real estate section, community newspaper announcements, public-
ity and cosponsorship of education workshops by local churches, and the general pub-
licity of NAACP branch office activities. The head of the Atlanta CDRC explains:

We send flyers out to the various churches, and then we have spots on the radio; they
have a public radio station here that is huge, and they have great drive time and
afternoon listening; they promo us as a public service announcement. And we go to
the community radio station that lets us come on every now and then, and do about
two hours on what we do. We encourage people to come in for credit counseling or to
just come in and talk about starting the home-buying process. People think that you
have to put 20 percent down and that credit has to be super squeaky clean walking
in the door. They don’t realize that now Fannie Mae has come on the market with 3
percent down mortgages. (English 1997)

Qualifying Applicants

Education and Counseling Programs

The NationsBank Community Home Buyer’s Program is a key component of the part-
nership’s strategy to qualify prospective home buyers for mortgages. This program is a
four-hour classroom course conducted jointly by the CDRC and local NationsBank per-
sonnel. It is held about twice each month, usually in the evening or on a weekend; most
often it meets either at the NAACP branch office or at a church meeting facility. Nations-
Bank has developed a guide titled “Buying a Home,” which is used in the course. A real
estate agent and a real estate attorney help present the course. Topics covered in the
course include:

1. Locating a home and deciding whether to buy

2. Learning about homeowner responsibilities

3. Managing household budgets and credit reports

4. Understanding the roles of real estate agents, loan officers, appraisers, inspectors,
and real estate attorneys

5. Understanding types of mortgages and how to obtain a mortgage

6. Working through the loan application process and the lender decision-making
process

7. Knowing about closing costs and documents
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Course graduates receive a certificate of completion, which is a requirement for obtain-
ing one of the NationsBank loans described below. In the past three years, the Atlanta
CDRC has held 60 home-buyer courses and had 877 graduates (English 1997). The aver-
age class size is between 14 and 15 people.

African-American professionals are responsible for conducting the home-buying course,
and virtually all who attend are members of a minority. The same is true of those who
seek credit counseling services from the CDRC. The counseling service, in fact, often
acts as a screening process for many who subsequently enroll in the home-buyer course.
For instance, some may come to the CDRC because they have heard about the home-
buyer course and are interested in homeownership. If initial counseling determines
creditworthiness, they usually proceed directly to the home-buyer course, where they
decide whether to pursue a home purchase. For those people, credit problems are not
an obstacle.

But others come to the CDRC because they do have credit problems and need assis-
tance in rectifying a bad credit report or need debt management counseling. People
whose credit problems seem solvable are encouraged to go to the home-buyer course.
Participants with more serious credit problems are referred for an extended period of
counseling, typically given by an Atlanta-area credit counseling agency or by the CDRC.
For such participants, attending the home-buyer course at this stage is premature; how-
ever, completing it later is a possibility.

Finally are those who have had serious credit problems, such as bankruptcy, and who
may still have current credit blemishes but want to own a home. The CDRC offers them
counseling assistance. CDRC staff members believe that homeownership is feasible for
most of this group only if they experience a change in attitude regarding the importance
of managing their finances (English 1997).

The home-buyer education course emphasizes several strategies that both the CDRC
and NationsBank believe are essential to achieving the objective of homeownership for
LMI households. The most effective strategies stress (1) the importance of credit crite-
ria in the evaluation of loan applications, (2) loan product choices, (3) loan terminology,
(4) informed loan decision making, and (5) the role of fair lending law. Credit counselors
advise clients on personal household budgeting and credit management before and
during the home-buyer course. The head of the Atlanta CDRC notes:

We try to get people to understand that these things—being off-budget and abusing
credit—are going to endanger homeownership, which is the goal of this system.
There are certain things we stress—to stay on budget, do not venture off this bud-
get, because that’s how you end up with slow pay, and be very disciplined about pay-
ing each bill on time. And make this a practice. Our consumer credit counselor has
this credit approach down to a science. That’s the message: we keep the person on a
budget for like twenty-three months. The theory is that after so much repetition it
becomes a habit. (English 1997)

One interesting phenomenon the CDRC has noticed is that regardless of personal back-
ground, program participants share a lack of understanding about the steps and deci-
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sions necessary in becoming a homeowner, as well as a lack of understanding about the
respective roles of the professionals and institutions involved in this process (English
1997). Presentation of this information, therefore, is stressed in the course and is rein-
forced during individual credit counseling sessions. Additionally, many prospective
homeowners are unaware of the availability of loan products for LMI families.

By concentrating on household budgeting during the course and by using a sample pro-
file credit report, which can also be elaborated on during individual counseling, the
potential home buyer is able to decide whether to proceed. Credit problems can be dealt
with before deciding to move to the loan application stage. Credit difficulty is a major
reason for declined loan applications; emphasizing budgeting and credit helps clients
in several ways. It helps them decide whether homeownership is currently feasible, en-
ables them to correct credit problems and begin to reestablish creditworthiness, and
fosters the financial discipline necessary to maintain credit and assume the responsi-
bilities of homeownership if and when they decide to seek qualification for a mortgage.
The partnership views this education and counseling strategy as extremely valuable to
the success of the program, both as a screening device and as an aid to the client (Eng-
lish 1997).

Finally, the individualized, sometimes intensive, personal financial counseling given by
the CDRC is considered critical to the success of many who have a desire for homeown-
ership but currently have credit problems or income barriers that make owning a home
impossible. Counseling can help many such households qualify eventually for a home
mortgage loan, as well as help them maintain mortgage payments and cover other
homeowner costs.

Affordable Mortgage Products and Underwriting

NationsBank offers three types of loans targeted at LMI borrowers (not just CDRC
participants)—two Fannie Mae products and one of its own. The three products differ
in (1) the minimum down payment required, (2) the purpose (whether they are to be
used for purchase or to refinance), (3) the interest rates potentially available, (4) the
maximum income allowed, and (5) the requirement of PMI. Table 1 compares the loans.

The CR2 loans (NationsBank’s internal indentifier for its LMI product) are kept as part
of the NationsBank portfolio. CR5 and CR7 loans made at the market rate are sold to
Fannie Mae. (The CR5 and CR7 loans comport with Fannie Mae’s Community Home
Buyer’s Program and Fannie 97 products, respectively.) BMIR CR5 and CR7 loans are
currently not sold to Fannie Mae. Depending on market conditions, any or all of these
loans may be available to prospective homeowners at an interest rate discount of 50
basis points.

In addition to the terms noted in table 1, the NationsBank loans have other defining
characteristics. First, they are available for detached and attached single-family dwell-
ings, condominium units in approved projects, and units in planned-unit developments.
Second, the maximum loan amount depends on the applicant’s ability to satisfy the
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Table 1. NationsBank Affordable Mortgage Products

Affordable Loan Product

Feature CR2 CR5 CR7

Source: NationsBank 1997.

Eligible purpose

Maximum household
income

Minimum loan amount

Maximum loan amount

Interest rate

Loan term

LTV ratio

Down payment

Front- and back-end
ratios

PMI required

Monthly escrows

Gift funds

Appraisals necessary

Credit report necessary

Delinquency counseling
agreement necessary

Home-buyer course
certificate required

Primary residence only

80% of MSA median 

None

None; depends on abili-
ty to meet underwriting
standards

Fixed; 75 basis points
above market, but a
rate 50 points below
may be available in
selected markets

30 years

95% without PMI. Maxi-
mum of 100% if closing
costs included

Minimum $500 from
own funds; balance
may be paid through
gift, grant, or other
assistance

33% and 38%

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Primary and refinance
of primary

100% of MSA median 

None

None; depends on abili-
ty to meet underwriting
standards

Fixed; 50 basis points
below market for 30-
year loan

30 years

95% with PMI. Maximum
of 97% if closing costs
included

5% from own funds, or
3% from own funds
plus other sources. Or
entire 5% from a rela-
tive in residence

33% and 38%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Primary and refinance
of primary

100% of MSA median;
80% to qualify for dis-
count of 50 basis points

None

None; depends on abili-
ty to meet underwriting
standards

Fixed; 50 basis points
below market for 30-
year loan

15, 20, 25, or 30 years

97% with PMI

3% from own funds or
gift from a relative in
residence

28% and 36% for a 30-
year loan; 33% and
36% for 15-, 20-, and
25-year loans

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



underwriting standards while remaining within the maximum household income
requirements. Third, property inspections are not required.6

Evaluations of loan applications include a credit report review. If an applicant has had
problems with credit but has demonstrated acceptable credit performance during the
past 12 months, he or she will likely be considered favorably. Acceptable performance
means steady payment on all installment and revolving debt, and no past-due payments
of monthly housing expense. If an applicant does not have established credit, a nontra-
ditional report that considers successful payment of rent, utilities, insurance, and other
debt can be substituted. The CDRC assists the loan applicant in compiling this nontra-
ditional report; NationsBank personnel sometimes provide additional assistance, work-
ing through NAACP staff members. There have been some instances of credit report
inaccuracy—for example, a lag time between the repair of a blemish and its correction
in the credit report, other outdated information, or entries that were simply incorrect
(English 1997). The partnership is working to correct these problems by having clients
assemble the correct information and by pressuring the credit reporting agencies to do
a more careful job.

Income that can be considered for qualification includes all IRS-reported and IRS-
verifiable wages, salaries, overtime pay, commissions, and bonuses. Sources such as part-
time income, military income, retirement income, Social Security, alimony and child sup-
port, veterans’ benefits (excluding education), unemployment compensation, and public
assistance may also be used. If a source of income is tax-exempt, it is inflated or “grossed
up” by 28 percent to make it comparable to other income.

Applicants are considered self-employed if they own 25 percent or more of any business.
Self-employed loan applicants document income with (1) signed individual and business
tax returns for the most recent two years, (2) a year-to-date profit and loss statement
and balance sheet, and (3) a balance sheet for the previous two years.

The standard housing expense-to-income ratios vary slightly among the three loan prod-
ucts from 28 to 33 percent for 30-year loans. The total monthly debt-to-income ratios
also vary slightly among the three 30-year loan products: from 36 to 38 percent (table
1). However, maximum front- and back-end ratios (housing expense to income and total
debt to income) of 40 and 45 percent, respectively, may be approved if the monthly pay-
ment for PITI does not exceed 100 percent of the average monthly housing expense in
the previous year.

Gift funds from relatives for down payments may be used if the relative has resided with
the applicant for at least 12 months and will continue to do so. Gifts for closing costs
are also eligible under the CR5 loan.

NationsBank’s underwriting standards conform to standard industry practice. Minority
professionals are involved in the underwriting process and are considered crucial to en-
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suring fairness and cultural sensitivity during the course of the loan application under-
writing. Applications are considered by both the NAACP and NationsBank to further
ensure fairness. The NAACP assessment is not an official part of the underwriting pro-
cess, but rather is an outgrowth of counseling and is part of the loan application prepa-
ration process. Yet, while not official, the NAACP underwriting oversight is an impor-
tant component of the CDRC program.

Retaining Homeowners

The partnership uses several methods for retaining minority borrowers. The home-buyer
education course (a prerequisite for obtaining a mortgage) stresses the need to select
an affordable house, to avoid expensive improvements, and to manage all household
debt and current expenses within a budget. CDRC’s one-on-one credit counseling rein-
forces these lessons for those with a history of credit problems.

The partnership monitors monthly payments so that delinquencies can be corrected
before they become financially unmanageable. Before they can receive an affordable
home mortgage, borrowers are required to agree to participate in delinquency counsel-
ing in the event of a problem. The partnership has found that giving early and serious
attention to delinquency is a very cost-effective strategy for retaining borrowers (Eng-
lish 1997).

NationsBank does not track CDRC loans separately; therefore, loan performance data
on the CDRC-granted mortgages are not available. The overall delinquency and fore-
closure rates for all affordable NationsBank loans for the first quarter of 1997 are pre-
sented in table 2.

On a side-by-side comparison, the NationsBank affordable loans have delinquency rates
roughly twice as high as the loans in the standard portfolio, with foreclosures running
2.5 times higher.

A further sense of the overall performance of NationsBank’s affordable loans comes
from comparing the delinquency rates of those loans to the delinquency rates for con-
ventional, VA, and FHA mortgages, as reported in the National Delinquency Survey of
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Table 2. NationsBank Delinquency Rates

Loan Products
(% of Delinquent Loans)

Delinquency Period Affordable Products Standard Portfolio

30 days 4.67 2.80
60 days 1.10 0.60
90 days 0.34 0.23
120 days 1.51 0.48
Foreclosure 2.21 0.87



the Mortgage Bankers Association of America. These delinquency percentages, for the
final quarter of 1996, are shown in table 3. Although the delinquency rates for the af-
fordable loans are higher than the rates for conventional loans in this survey (parallel-
ing the comparison with the NationsBank standard portfolio), the affordable loans
compare favorably with VA and FHA loans.

As noted earlier, the above data are not CDRC-specific but apply to NationsBank afford-
able mortgages in general. The higher delinquency rate of these products relative to
NationsBank standard portfolio products (albeit comparable to regional FHA–VA per-
formance) points to the challenge of affordable home mortgage financing.

DISCUSSION

CDRC Lending Volume and Loan Characteristics

The six CDRCs, in their first four full years of operation, made 443 home mortgage loans
with a total value of $32.3 million, for an average loan value of about $73,000. The 443
loans were the outcome of 868 loan submissions, for an overall completion rate of 51
percent. Of the 425 remaining cases (868 loan submissions less the 443 closed loans),
103, or 12 percent, were declined; 165, or 19 percent, were still in process in 1997; and
157, or 18 percent, were withdrawn (table 4). About half (83) of those in process (165)
are expected to be approved (English 1997). This approval will bring the overall num-
ber of closed loans to about 526 (443 plus 83), or about 61 percent of loan submissions.

About 98 percent of all loan recipients are minority households, and most of those are
LMI households (English 1997). However, the CDRC does serve some higher-income
families and a few nonminority households as well. Higher-income minority families
typically seek assistance because they have blemished credit or fear the possibility of
discrimination in seeking a mortgage (English 1997). The NAACP’s long-standing com-
mitment to the principle of fair housing compels the CDRC to serve people of all income
levels with homeownership education and credit counseling.

The Atlanta CDRC presents a similar consumer profile. Almost all borrowers (95 per-
cent or more) are minorities (English 1997). Although the market area for loans initi-
ated through the Atlanta partnership covers the entire state of Georgia, most of the
partnership’s loans are made in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Specific target areas for
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Table 3. South Census Region Delinquency Rates by Loan Product

Loan Products
(% of Delinquent Loans)

Delinquency Period Conventional VA FHA

30 days 2.23 4.61 5.82
60 days 0.42 1.18 1.42
90 days 0.31 1.14 1.37



LMI loans in the metropolitan area include Fulton, Cobb, Clayton, and DeKalb Coun-
ties and the city of Atlanta. About 92 percent of all loans are made in the city, predomi-
nantly in neighborhoods dominated by single-family dwellings where the average age
of the housing is more than 40 years.

The Atlanta CDRC’s loan statistics are similar to the overall record of the CDRCs. In
four years of operation (1993 to 1996), the Atlanta CDRC was responsible for the clos-
ing of 97 loans with a total value of $5.7 million and an average loan value of $59,000.
The 97 loans closed represented a completion rate of 54 percent of the loans submitted.
Of the 82 remaining cases (179 submitted less 97 closed), 16, or 9 percent, were declined;
35, or 20 percent, were still in process during 1997; and 31, or 17 percent, were with-
drawn. Because about one-half (18) of those in process (35) will likely be approved, the
overall rate of closed loans (115) to total loan submittals (178) should be about 64 percent.

Table 4 shows that the average value per closed loan and the loan volume have varied
substantially during the period from 1993 to 1996. Atlanta CDRC staff members observe
that a low volume of loans in 1995 contributed to the low size of the average loan in that
year. To a lesser degree, the same is true for 1994. Atlanta CDRC staff members attribute
the lower volumes in this period to a decrease in the competitive position of Nations-
Bank loan products in the marketplace (i.e., other lenders offered better terms at that
time) (English 1997). More competitive NationsBank products offered recently (i.e., late
1995) lead CDRC staff members to predict that the higher figures for 1996 are more
likely to represent loan volumes and values over the next several years.
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Table 4. Total CDRC Mortgage Loan Activity, 1993 to 1996

CDRC Mortgage Loan Activity 1993 1994 1995 1996 Total

Total 
Number submitted 228 193 175 272 868
Number closed 103 96 95 149 443
Average value of closed loan $66,875 $56,335 $92,663 $76,223 $73,261
Number declined 32 27 18 26 103
Number in process 43 27 38 57 165
Number withdrawn 50 43 24 40 157

Atlanta 
Number submitted 36 39 38 66 179
Number closed 19 25 13 40 97
Average value of closed loan $60,359 $44,672 $37,358 $73,732 $58,748
Number decline 1 4 6 5 16
Number in process 5 7 14 9 35
Number withdrawn 11 3 5 12 31

Non-Atlanta 
Number submitted 192 154 137 206 689
Number closed 84 71 82 109 346
Average value of closed loan $68,349 $60,441 $101,601 $74,781 $76,633
Number declined 31 23 12 21 87
Number in process 38 20 24 48 130
Number withdrawn 39 40 19 28 126

Source: English 1997.



Table 5 presents the annual loan activity for all six CDRCs by state. At all the CDRCs,
the number of loans submitted in 1996 was 37 percent greater than the average for the
previous three years, and the ratio of closed to submitted loans rose from 49 to 55 per-
cent. During the four years (1993 to 1996), the percentage of loans declined has varied
from 10 to 14 percent, and the percentage of loans withdrawn varied from 14 to 22 per-
cent. These percentages for the six CDRCs are similar to those observed for the Atlanta
CDRC—particularly the very recent trend toward more loan submissions, a slightly
higher ratio of closed to submitted loans, and small reductions in declined and with-
drawn loans. As with the Atlanta CDRC, the average value of closed loans fluctuated
annually.
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Table 5. Loan Activity of CDRCs by State, 1993 to 1996

Number of
Average Loans

Community Number of Number of Value of Number of Number of Withdrawn
Development Loans Loans Closed Loans Loans in from Bank by
Resource Center Submitted Closed Loans ($) Declined Process Customer

1993
Georgia 36 19 60,359 1 5 11
North Carolina 67 34 90,257 10 10 13
South Carolina 42 19 55,914 4 6 13
Texas 19 4 84,750 4 10 1
Virginia 28 16 67,444 2 4 6
Florida 36 11 17,462 11 8 6
Total 228 103 66,875 32 43 50

1994
Georgia 39 25 44,672 4 7 3
North Carolina 34 15 40,272 3 4 12
South Carolina 33 13 76,247 3 8 9
Texas 23 12 58,933 3 2 6
Virginia 22 14 77,082 2 2 4
Florida 42 17 53,511 12 4 9
Total 193 96 56,335 27 27 43

1995
Georgia 38 13 37,358 6 14 5
North Carolina 36 31 152,700 0 2 3
South Carolina 21 10 78,840 0 6 5
Texas 16 9 55,505 3 2 2
Virginia 23 14 86,063 1 6 2
Florida 41 18 61,376 8 8 7
Total 175 95 92,663 18 38 24

1996
Georgia 66 40 73,732 5 9 12
North Carolina 21 17 131,279 1 1 2
South Carolina 27 6 61,100 1 14 6
Texas 35 26 62,563 5 2 2
Virginia 43 28 69,389 5 6 4
Florida 80 32 ,NA 9 25 14
Total 272 149 76,223 26 57 40

Source: English 1997.
Note: NA = not available.



The structure of the partnership provides the NAACP with some indirect influence over
the types of loan products NationsBank offers. In late 1994, when the Atlanta Urban
Residential Finance Authority (URFA) initiated a homeownership loan program that
was 1 percent below the market rate, CDRC staff members began to recommend URFA
loans to prospective home buyers—rather than the NationsBank products, which did
not have as liberal terms. Atlanta CDRC’s staff members argued that their commitment
to, and connections with, low-income minority communities required presentation of
the most advantageous loan products to their clients, not exclusively NationsBank prod-
ucts. Simultaneously, CDRC negotiated with NationsBank the offering of loans with
BMIRs. Beginning in June 1995, NationsBank offered these discounted interest rates in
markets where competitive products offered better terms. The Atlanta CDRC describes
the situation:

What happened was in 1995, the City of Atlanta was involved in a below-market-
rate mortgage program—this was pre-Olympics and we had all these CDCs building
houses—and the city asked lenders to participate in the below-market-rate effort.
NationsBank kept their rates at 8.5 percent—so we could not refer our home-buyer
education and credit counseling graduates. What we did was to show these gradu-
ates here are mortgage terms from NationsBank and here are terms from other
banks, you decide. After all, we had been teaching people how to evaluate mortgage
products. NationsBank loan volume dropped and we wrote a letter to them saying
that despite what the CDRC agreement says, we honestly agree to disagree and
can’t refer clients to other than the most competitive lender. NationsBank then
came up with a super competitive product with 3 percent down and a 1 percent
below-market rate—which was more desirable than the city’s program. The market-
place spoke and our home-buyer graduates sought out the NationsBank products.
(English 1997)

Nonetheless, the fact that the CDRC is not officially part of the underwriting process
(albeit it offers oversight) limits the influence of CDRC staff members over loan appli-
cation approvals. Staff members, however, believe that second reviews are undertaken
responsively upon petition by the applicant (English 1997).

Future Directions

Local NAACP staff members who operate the Atlanta CDRC see a need for additional
professionals in Atlanta and the other CDRC centers to provide even more extensive
credit counseling before and during the mortgage application process. They also see a
need for more time to work with individuals in postmortgage counseling to prevent
delinquency and to advise those who have become delinquent.

CDRC staff members also would like to expand their activities to smaller communities
within their present service areas (cities such as Augusta and Savannah in Georgia), to
expand to underserved major markets in other states (e.g., Northern Virginia), and to
add more states to the partnership. In addition to strengthening existing service func-
tions and expanding geographically, the Atlanta CDRC seeks to increase its impact on
community development through the addition of microlending programs and activities
to foster nonprofit development. Toward the latter aim, the Atlanta CDRC was active
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in the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation’s effort to establish the Atlanta Mutu-
al Housing Association.

During the period when the national leadership of the NAACP was embroiled in scan-
dals and during the ensuing replacement of the national leadership, CDRC marketing
efforts were limited by media propensities to focus on the NAACP’s national problems.
The Atlanta CDRC now believes that the storm has been weathered, with the support
of NationsBank, and that expanded marketing activity will strengthen the program.

The NAACP would like to move toward a loan consortium model as it expands within
and outside its present service area. In the absence of sufficient external stimuli, this
approach is out of favor in most major metropolitan areas. But consortia approaches
may very well have meaningful application in smaller metropolitan areas where there
has been relatively less special-purpose activity to expand minority access to mortgages
and other forms of credit.

Replicability

Replicability of the NAACP–NationsBank partnership model is limited because there
are few institutions with the history and tradition of the NAACP for advocating the
interests of African Americans or other minorities. Few lenders have the resources of
NationsBank and its renewed commitment to reach the historically underserved. Na-
tionally, the model is replicable in communities not yet served, where the NAACP has
an established presence. With adaptation, the model could be replicable for other minor-
ity groups in sections of the country where their concentrations have generated civil
rights organizations whose stature, longevity, and politics would make partnership with
a major financial institution mutually beneficial. Local conditions would require adap-
tation to the particular histories, needs, and aspirations of minority communities, as
well as to the specific objectives of participating financial institutions.
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Case Study
Navajo Partnership for Housing1

Location: Window Rock, AZ

Description: Navajo Partnership for Housing (NPH) is a nonprofit orga-
nization (an affiliate of the Neighborhood Reinvestment
Corporation) fostering homeownership opportunities on the
Navajo Nation.

Year Founded: 1996

Service Area: Navajo Nation—a 27,000 square mile (17 million acre) area
in the states of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico

Accomplishments: As of mid-1998, only one home purchase on the Navajo Na-
tion, involving two separate mortgages, had been facilitated
by NPH, but 13 loans had been approved. NPH had provid-
ed individual counseling, group homeownership training, or
both to almost 150 people. NPH has developed special home-
ownership education materials for Native Americans.

Outstanding Strategies
Attracting Applicants: NPH attracts prospective home buyers through homeowner-

ship fairs; advertisements in local media (e.g., Navajo Times
and Navajo radio); presentations at Navajo workplaces; and
referrals from others (e.g., Navajo tribe and area lenders).

Qualifying Applicants: Besides offering home-buyer education and counseling,
NPH provides intermediation for the buyer with tribal and
other governmental authorities for homesite leases, envi-
ronmental clearances, and the like. NPH has worked to
address legal hurdles to Indian home lending. For instance,
it participated in formulating an innovative homesite lease
that allows lenders to protect their collateral while main-
taining the unusual community-based ownership of land
customary on reservations.
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Retaining Homeowners: NPH is not yet involved in postpurchase interventions.

BACKGROUND

Native Americans living on reservations suffer severe housing distress. Even middle-
and upper-income Indians2 on reservations are confronted by inadequate housing, a
situation aggravated by a lack of access to home mortgages. Through 1994, not a single
conventional mortgage had been closed on the Navajo Nation, an Indian reservation
with a land area larger than that of nine states (Native Americans and Mortgages
1994).

This climate is changing, however. New loan products, new attitudes, and new priorities
are combining to make mortgage lending and homeownership more viable for Native
Americans. On the Navajo reservation, this endeavor is being led by a nonprofit orga-
nization, the NPH. By offering extensive counseling and educational services and by
guiding prospective home buyers through the bureaucracy that accompanies lending on
the Navajo Nation, NPH is facilitating Navajo homeownership.

To better understand the complex challenges facing NPH, we begin this case by present-
ing background information on Native Americans generally and the Navajo specifically
and by describing the multiple obstacles to homeownership on the Navajo reservation.

Native Americans

At the time of Columbus, the area that became North America had an estimated 2
million Native Americans. Decimated by disease, warfare, and relocation, only about
200,000 Native Americans remained by 1900. Their population barely exceeded 500,000
in 1960, but grew to about 2.2 million by 1990. Those individuals belong to 500 different
tribes, and 60 percent live on reservations (Bandou 1997).

Indians are among the poorest Americans; their average income is about half the nation-
al average. One-third live in poverty. They are several times as likely to die of disease
or alcoholism as other Americans (Bandou 1997). Indians are victims of violent crimes
at a rate more than twice the national average (Butterfield 1999).
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2 Some question exists as to the appropriate nomenclature for Native Americans. The term “Native American”
gained currency in the 1970s. In the 1990s, “American Indian,” or simply “Indian” (if there was no confusion
with people from India), was the term most commonly used. For example, a July 1997 conference conducted by
the Comptroller of the Currency was titled Lending in Indian Country. This study will use the popular refer-
ences of “Indian” and “Native American” interchangeably. As a technical note, legally (e.g., for eligibility for tar-
geted mortgage programs) the terms “Indian” and “Native American” have various meanings depending on why
they are being used. In the most general terms, a person must meet two requirements to be an Indian or
Native American. He or she must (1) have some Indian blood and (2) be regarded as an Indian or Native Amer-
ican by his or her community. To get funding for many federal programs, however, a person must also be a
member of a federally recognized tribe. In this context, tribal status is as important as individual status, which
means that one cannot be a Native American without a tribe (HUD 1995).



Native Americans also suffer severe housing distress. The most current and comprehen-
sive evaluation, done by the Urban Institute in 1996, found that the American Indian
and Alaskan Native (AIAN) populations had the following housing needs and problems:

The housing problems of AIANs remain considerably more severe than those of non-
Indians in all parts of America. This is particularly so in reservations and other
Tribal Areas where, according to Census data, 28 percent of AIAN households are
overcrowded or lack plumbing or kitchen facilities (the comparable average for all
U.S. households is only 5.4 percent).…Adding in condition and other facility prob-
lems, the total overcrowded or living in inadequate housing in Tribal Areas is
around 40 percent (the comparable U.S. average is 5.9 percent). For AIAN house-
holds living in other (non-Tribal) locations, almost 30 percent spend an excessive
share of their income for housing (the comparable U.S. average is 20 percent).
(Kingsley et al. 1996, xii–xviii)

The Navajo and the Navajo Nation

The Navajo reservation—or, as it is often referred to by the Navajo, the Navajo Nation—
was established in the 1860s (Navajo Nation 1996). It extends into the states of Utah,
Arizona, and New Mexico and covers more than 27,000 square miles (17 million acres)—
an area the size of West Virginia (Frye 1993, 276). The Navajo reservation is home to
more than a dozen national monuments, tribal parks, and historical sites. Lake Powell
alone boasts some 2,000 miles of shoreline—more than the entire West Coast (Welcome
to Navajoland 1996).

The Navajo tribe is the most populous of all Indian groups in the United States.3 Reduced
to a population of only 8,000 at the time of the disastrous Long Walk in the 1860s, the
Navajo population has burgeoned in recent years (Arizona Department of Commerce
1996). According to the 1990 census, the Navajo Nation included 151,105 people.
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3 According to Indian law, the “tribe” is the fundamental unit of operation. The federal government’s recogni-
tion of Indian tribes is the most widely accepted and used. The BIA insists on federal recognition before tribes
or their tribal members can participate in many federal programs. Federal recognition can be the result of a
treaty, a statute, an executive or administrative order, or events in which the federal government dealt with the
tribe as a political entity. Any event or a combination of events may qualify as a political relationship between
the federal government and the concerned tribe.

In 1978, the BIA published criteria for “acknowledgment” of the existence of tribes that were not otherwise
“recognized.” The criteria were designed to establish eligibility for federal services and other tribal benefits for
Native American groups that have maintained a “substantially continuous tribal existence and that have func-
tioned as autonomous entities throughout history until the present.” The criteria stipulated that tribal identity
may be established by evidence of (1) dealings as a tribe with federal, state, or local governments; (2) recogni-
tion by historical records; (3) scholarly opinion; and (4) dealings with other tribes.

To be acknowledged as a tribe, a group of Native Americans must exercise some governmental authority over
its members and must occupy a specified territory or inhabit a community viewed as distinctly “Indian or Na-
tive American” (HUD 1995).



The 1990 census revealed that the Navajo Nation’s population was young and faced
severe social and economic distress. About 55 percent of the Navajo were 24 years old
or younger. Per capita and household incomes on the Navajo Nation were $4,106 and
$10,433, respectively, compared with $13,461 and $27,540, respectively, in the state of
Arizona.4 As of 1990, 45 percent of Arizona Navajo were unemployed, and 56 percent
lived in poverty. By comparison, the average unemployment rate in Arizona was 7 per-
cent, and the state’s personal poverty rate was 16 percent.

The 1990 census counted 56,188 housing units on the Navajo Nation, of which 19,339
were vacant, leaving 36,849 occupied units. Of those, 27,705 (75 percent) were owner
occupied and 9,144 (25 percent) were renter occupied. Of the 27,705 owner-occupied
homes, 5,147 (19 percent) were mobile homes or trailers. The average owner-occupied
house had a value of $31,495, and the average contract monthly rent was $150.

The Navajo have pressing housing problems that parallel their social and economic dis-
tress. In the United States as a whole, according to the 1995 American Housing Survey,
virtually all housing units have such basic amenities as plumbing and kitchen facilities
(U.S. Department of Commerce and HUD 1997). By contrast, 52 percent of the Navajo
Nation’s 56,000 housing units lack complete plumbing. Among Navajo units, 49 percent
lack sewer, septic, or other means for wastewater disposal; 15 percent have no regular
source of water. One-third of the housing units on the Navajo Nation have no bed-
rooms and more than three-quarters have no telephones. The litany of statistics about
grim housing is detailed in table 1.

The Importance of Homeownership on the Navajo Nation

Like other Americans, the Navajo become homeowners to realize the American dream.
At the same time, the Navajo seek homeownership for reasons that are very different
from those of typical Americans. As noted, many Navajo live in inadequate homes that
lack basic amenities such as electricity and indoor toilets. Navajo homeowners often
occupy very basic mobile homes that they find less than adequate. They cite creaky, un-
stable floor panels and thin walls, which provide poor insulation and wind resistance,
among other problems (Counseling Interviews 1998). Frequently, ownership of a newly
constructed home is the easiest way for Navajo to remedy housing deficiencies.

In addition, the Navajo possess a special cultural attachment to their lands and to the
concept of home, which serves as an important impetus for homeownership on the Na-
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4 According to the 1990 census, household income on the Navajo Nation is distributed as follows:
Household Income Percent of Households
Less than $5,000 30.5
$5,000 to $9,999 18.4
$10,000 to $14,999 12.2
$15,000 to $24,999 16.1
$25,000 to $34,999 9.9
$35,000+ 12.8



vajo Nation. Land and home are viewed as central to family life in the Navajo culture.
In interviews, the Navajo overwhelmingly reported that they wanted to buy a house so
that they would “have a place to call home” (Counseling Interviews 1998). The Navajo
notion of home is a strong and culturally important concept that stresses a place where
family members are always welcome and accepted and where all can live in peace and
stability.

Many Navajo desire homeownership simply because they want to have control over the
premises and a higher level of privacy. Additionally, many have secured rental housing
through an employer and will no longer be eligible for such housing if they retire or
otherwise leave the employer. For those Navajo, homeownership offers a more secure
housing situation.

Navajo in all income groups have to wait many years to find affordable housing because
housing of all types is limited. Middle-income Navajo, in particular, have been afforded
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Table 1. Housing on the Navajo Nation

What exists today (1996) 1. 56,372 units
2. 19,339 vacant (1,714 boarded up)
3. 37,033 occupied
4. 75% owner occupied
5. Average home value of $31,495

Condition of 56,372 units that exist today 1. 29,099 (52%) lack complete plumbing facilities
2. 26,869 (48%) lack complete kitchen facilities
3. 27,354 (49%) lack sewer, septic, or cesspool for

wastewater disposal
4. 8,635 (15%) have no regular source of water
5. 20,094 (36%) are heated by wood only
6. 18,795 (33%) have no bedrooms 
7. Average number of people per household is 4.07

Documented housing needs by the year 2000 1. 12,000 new housing units constructed
2. 11,000 units rehabilitated to safe and modern living

standards
3. 5,000 owner-occupied units demolished, 

reconstructed, or both
4. 500 free-standing, self-contained homes built in

remote areas not served by conventional utility 
systems

Housing production versus need 1. Assuming funding continues at 1996 levels, all of the 
current Navajo housing providers (e.g., Navajo Hous-
ing Authority and BIA) will produce 704 units per year
x 5 years = 3,520 units by 2000

2. Need by 2000 = 23,000 units
3. Shortfall = 19,480 units

Source: Bauer 1996.



few housing options.5 Unable to qualify for government-subsidized housing and denied
mortgages on the reservation, many have been forced to leave the reservation or to opt
for temporary housing. As it becomes more possible to achieve homeownership on the
Navajo Nation, some of these upwardly mobile Navajo may return to the reservation.6

Obstacles to Homeownership on the Navajo Nation

Although powerful motivations exist for developing a mortgage-financed homeowner-
ship market on the Navajo Nation, no conventional home mortgages had been granted
on the reservation through 1994. Even through mid-1998, fewer than 15 mortgages had
been completed. The numbers clearly imply that mortgage lending on the Navajo reser-
vation faces potent obstacles, which are described below.

1. A tangle of complex legal issues. Historically, lending on Indian reservations has
meant contending with two major legal obstacles that do not apply off the reserva-
tion and that are related to the unique status of Indian lands. First, most of those
lands are held in trust by the federal government rather than owned outright. Sec-
ond, property transactions involving reservation lands are governed by sovereign
tribes. Because of these legal issues, lenders have been uncertain about their ability
to recover outstanding loan balances in the event of mortgage defaults and, there-
fore, have been hesitant to make loans on Indian reservations.

Land on Indian reservations is held in two broad types of trust by the federal gov-
ernment. Most of the land (about 80 percent) is held in trust on behalf of the tribe.
Another 18 to 19 percent of tribal land is held in trust for individual Native Ameri-
cans. The remaining fractions of tribal land are fee-simple properties that are legally
similar to lands off the reservation.7

Homes built on tribal trust lands—the typical situation—present special difficulties
when serving as collateral for a mortgage. By law, such lands cannot be encumbered
or foreclosed on unless authorized by a tribal government. Because acceptable col-
lateral is fundamental to the mortgage process, historically the inability to collater-
alize tribal land has defeated home lending to Indians.

To facilitate mortgage lending on tribal and individual trust land, the Navajo tribe
first needed to address the problem of acceptable collateral. Here, the Navajo and
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5 On the Navajo Nation, the cutoff for housing programs targeted to low-income households is $24,950 as of
1998 for a family of four. (The very low income ceiling is $15,600.) Middle income would thus be those earning
at least $25,000.

6 A recent article described the “trek back home [to the reservations] by Indians” (Johnson 1999).

7 Between 1 and 2 percent of land on reservations is fee-simple land. Fee-simple properties are scattered through-
out the reservation (Drake 1998; Loman 1998). On such properties, many of the legal obstacles described are not
relevant. As a result, the lands see a disproportionate amount of building and lending activity. Nevertheless, fee-
simple lands make up too small a percentage of tribal areas to be a feasible option for many potential homeowners.



other involved organizations have made important strides. The Navajo Master Area
Land Lease Act designated specific tracts of land on the Navajo reservation as
Master Land Lease (MLL) areas, each with a separate entity having oversight of the
leasing activities for that area. MLL area land could be used as collateral for either
commercial or housing development, but the Navajo tribe had the right of first re-
fusal in the case of foreclosure. The Navajo Deed of Trust Act also eliminated some
of the obstacles to foreclosure when loans were backed by government agencies
(e.g., FHA or VA) (Kingsley et al. 1996, 233).

The Navajo Deed of Trust Act was a precursor to the 200c lease. This new homesite
lease was formulated by the Navajo in collaboration with Fannie Mae and the BIA.
With a 200c lease, Navajo tribal members can get exclusive rights to a one-acre
property for a 65-year period. The objective of the 200c lease is to have the leasehold
serve as acceptable collateral for a mortgage because the bank could foreclose on both
the home and the lease. The new 200c lease has been approved by the Navajo Nation
and Fannie Mae as the lease to use with mortgage loans.

While the above changes, especially the 200c homesite lease, have been heralded as
a breakthrough in the legal logjam that has kept banks from granting mortgages
on the Navajo Nation (Drake 1998), problems do remain. For both individual and
tribal trust lands, obtaining a homesite lease requires considerable effort in acquir-
ing approval from tribal authorities (and relevant individuals in the case of individ-
ual trust land). Additionally, using the 200c lease as security for a mortgage loan
requires Navajo Nation and BIA approval, and obtaining approval can be a tedious
process (see next section). Further, the legal status of the security is still disputed.
In the summer of 1998, for example, HUD lawyers for the Section 184 loan guaran-
tee program suddenly requested a new rider on the lease, to the great dismay of
Navajo judicial experts (Drake 1998).8

The second major legal obstacle to lending on Indian reservations relates to tribal
sovereignty. If foreclosure and eviction become necessary, the process is subject not
to federal or state law, but rather to the laws of the sovereign tribes and to the
jurisdiction of tribal courts (Woodrow 1998). Many banks perceive tribal foreclosure
and eviction laws as insufficient protection for their capital (Anonymous #2 1998).
Furthermore, even if laws are in place, lenders might be reluctant to press their
claims in tribal courts because they are unfamiliar with this venue (U.S. General
Accounting Office 1998).

Many of the fears about problems with foreclosure may be the result of perceptions
rather than realities. Navajo legal officials point out that their eviction laws are
nearly identical to those of New Mexico and Arizona (Anonymous #2 1998). Further-
more, the tribe is unlikely to change the laws after the loans are made because such
a reversal would hinder future Navajo efforts to obtain private financing.
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8 The Section 200c lease contains a paragraph allowing the tribe to cancel the homesite lease if the lessee is
involved in criminal activity. This contingent tribal ability to cancel the lease caused HUD concern.



Even so, considerable apprehension remains over the 200c lease-based foreclosure
and eviction process (Coleman 1998; Drake 1998; Skjonsberg 1998). The process has
never been tried and, until tested, its efficacy is uncertain.

2. Extensive and time-consuming bureaucratic requirements. Dealing with bureau-
cracies is the norm for Navajo mortgage seekers. Because of the unusual nature of
Navajo mortgages, individuals often must obtain documents unnecessary for off-
reservation mortgages, such as the complicated homesite leases (Chicarello 1998).
The number of agencies that a prospective Navajo home buyer encounters with
respect to the lease is mind-boggling (see table 2 and figure 1).

Many of the bureaucratic requirements seem unnecessarily repetitive. For example,
a homesite lease on tribal trust land must be approved several times. First, the local
land office’s approval is needed. Then, the tribal land office must give its assent.
Next, a BIA bureau is required to give final approval.9 Those approvals are not
coordinated, and one often cannot proceed until the previous level of approvals has
been finalized (Drake 1998).

New construction sites require several other approvals. A home builder must have
the land surveyed by the land office and must have impact studies completed by
the Navajo archaeological and environmental agencies. Moreover, tribal members
often have grazing rights to the land. Consequently, the prospective homeowner
must obtain many signatures merely to get permission to build on the land (Drake
1998). Each approval is time-consuming and requires navigating the bureaucratic
minefield described above.

Prospective home buyers encounter delays at many stages of the approval process.
Mortgage lending on Navajo lands is quite new and very complex. Consequently,
there is a sharp learning curve for the relevant agencies; the first few approvals
may demand considerable effort and time from each bureau. In addition, some of
the required approvals at the local chapter and agency levels are hard to procure
because the agency council may meet only once a month (Loman 1998). If the prospec-
tive home buyer misses a meeting, he or she may be forced to wait another month
for a simple approval.

3. The lack of a housing market and high infrastructure costs. The Navajo Nation,
like most Indian reservations, lacks a housing market (Housing Assistance Council
1998). With no mortgages available and few wealthy individuals, housing targeted
at home buyers has never been constructed. As previously noted, many prospective
Navajo homeowners seek scattered-site, newly constructed, or rehabilitated homes
(Burnside 1998). Such homes are often difficult to build, partly because approval for
new construction is problem-ridden and time-consuming.
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Even after a Navajo obtains the required permissions, new construction in an area
without a housing market presents special financing challenges. Without an actual
home to appraise and with no comparable homes in the area, a bank will find ex-
treme difficulty when getting an estimate of the home’s value. Banks are generally
hesitant to lend when the value of the collateral is so uncertain (Skjonsberg 1998).

Once the Navajo obtain permission to build, they face extremely high construction
costs. Scattered-site development precludes the economies of scale realized with
multiple-unit projects. In addition, large travel distances raise costs. It is not uncom-
mon for a contracting company to have to travel 150 miles to the homesite (Burn-
side 1998). The Navajo home buyer must compensate the contractor for this expense.
Finally, many scattered-site homesites are without basic infrastructures such as
water, sewage, and electricity (U.S. General Accounting Office 1997, 10). Because
the nearest utilities are often miles away, connecting to that infrastructure entails
a major expense for the home buyer (Burnside 1998). Alternatives such as solar
power, wells, and septic tanks are often prohibitively expensive or infeasible. While
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Table 2. Agencies and Private Providers Associated with the Home-Buying Process

Navajo Nation/Federal Agencies Private Providers

Navajo Land Administration Lender and appropriate insuring
1. Local agency office agency (i.e., HUD, VA, RHS)
2. Central office Lender and investors (i.e., Fannie Mae)

Navajo Fish and Wildlife Department Credit reporting agencies
Navajo Archaeology Department Appraisers
Navajo Historic Preservation Department Fee inspectors
Navajo Environmental Protection Agency Plan reviewers
Navajo Transportation, Archeological Department Surveyors
Navajo Water Code Department Title insurers
Navajo Forestry Department Abstract or closing agents
Navajo Minerals Department Homeowner’s insurance agents
Navajo Tribal Utility Authority Pest inspector
Navajo National Department of Justice Mechanical inspector
Navajo Judicial System Building contractors
Navajo Housing Authority Real estate agents
BIA, Branch of Roads Cultural resource inventory consultants
BIA, Environmental Quality Office Environmental assessment consultants
BIA, Title Plant Biological consultants
BIA, Real Property Management Office

1. Local agency offices (5)
2. Central agency office

Indian Health Services
Individual grazing permittees
Local chapter governments
Local grazing official
District grazing official
District Grazing Committee
County Recorders’ Office (11 counties)
County Roads Department (11 counties)

Source: NPH 1998c.
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Figure 1. The Homesite Lease Application and Lease
Preparation for Mortgage Process

Source: NPH 1998c.
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it is hard to generalize, construction costs of new single-family detached housing on
the Navajo Nation often approach $100 per square foot—two to three times the off-
reservation cost.

Adding to cost pressures are the Navajo’s housing preferences. Because they want to
build on ancestral land that they will occupy for many years, the Navajo often wish
to build a home that will meet their needs for a lifetime. Such a home is generally
far beyond the means of most Navajo incomes (Drake 1998).

One obvious solution to the problems would be to encourage multiple-unit attached
development. This approach would raise economies of scale in building and would
reduce per-unit infrastructure costs. Such development, however, is not without its
problems. For one thing, as noted, many Navajo wish to live on their ancestral land,
which is often far from other potential homesites. In addition, potential developers
are frequently reluctant to take a chance on such an inchoate market.

In spite of these obstacles, various initiatives for multiple-unit development are
being considered. At present, however, the prospective home buyer faces the almost
prohibitive expense and difficulty of building his or her own detached home.

4. Navajo unfamiliarity with home-buying and mortgage finance processes. Histori-
cally, Navajo homes were simply passed from generation to generation. Home buy-
ing, especially with a mortgage, is such a new phenomenon on the Navajo Nation
that many of the Navajo are understandably unfamiliar with the process. As a
result, many qualified individuals do not think about buying a home or obtaining a
mortgage (Drake 1998), and few mortgage loans are sought on the reservation.

Limited knowledge of mortgage finance continues to plague those few Navajo who
do begin the mortgage process. Many prospective home buyers, for example, pro-
fessed ignorance of the benefit of having a mortgage interest deduction (Counseling
Interviews 1998). Many were unfamiliar with closing costs and the considerable
expense of finalizing a home purchase (Counseling Interviews 1998). Home-buyer
education minimizes the impact of such surprises, but it is expensive and time-
consuming.

The tortuous road to Indian homeownership further exacerbates the problem.
Procuring a mortgage in Indian country would be difficult even for a sophisticated
home buyer. To the untutored home purchaser, the process is doubly challenging.

5. Suspicions and unease among the older Navajo generation. Prospective Navajo home
buyers often encounter opposition from within the tribe. Because of the sometimes
ugly history of federal involvement with the tribe, many older Navajo mistrust any
new initiative involving government agencies and outside funds. This mistrust is
especially problematic when it comes to mortgage lending because tribal support,
which is needed to navigate the legal infrastructure, is often not forthcoming. Some
Navajo oppose any program that might make the Navajo Nation vulnerable to alien-
ation of Indian tribal lands (Drake 1998; Lucero 1998).
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A generation gap compounds this tension. Many prospective home buyers are younger
Navajo who have spent time off the reservation. Members of the older Navajo gen-
eration, who are generally less educated and more sedentary, view these younger
individuals with some suspicion. Frequently, the young Navajo do not speak the Na-
vajo language (Drake 1998; Loman 1998). The combination of generation gap and
general unease toward off-reservation programs fuels the distrust of older Navajo
for mortgage-financed home buying on the Navajo reservation.

Unfortunately for prospective homeowners, uncooperative Navajo have numerous
opportunities to obstruct the home-buying process. The older generation dominates
the many local councils whose approval is needed for various aspects of mortgage
lending (Drake 1998; Loman 1998). One woman who wished to build a home sought
approvals from her uncooperative local chapter council for nearly four months with-
out success. Subsequently, she learned that the approvals actually were not neces-
sary. But the lesson was clear: The resistant Navajo, often older and well connected,
can sometimes impede the home-buying process (Anonymous #1 1998).

6. Poor credit ratings or no formal credit. Many Navajo have very poor credit ratings
(Coleman 1997). Because there is no for-sale housing market on the Navajo Nation,
many Navajo are also unaware of the importance of good credit for home buyers.
Although many individuals obtain credit from pawnshops and merchants, the impor-
tance of good credit is underemphasized by those creditors. (Such institutions often
extend credit at high interest rates with little thought of credit ratings.) 

Moreover, many Navajo are unaware of their credit situation. At a home-buyer edu-
cation meeting, most participants were learning about their credit status for the
first time (Counseling Interviews 1998). For some, their credit rating was low, neces-
sitating a lengthy period of credit improvement before a mortgage could be obtained.

Some Navajo have no credit rating. According to banks, this status is preferable to
poor credit (Skjonsberg 1998). If an individual has no credit history, alternative
credit often can be established by using rental payments, utility payments, unre-
ported store credit, and so on.

7. Low income levels and high debts. As detailed earlier, incomes on the Navajo Nation
are often very low. Employment opportunities on the reservation are scarce, and
workers must often travel long distances to their jobs. One prospective home buyer,
for example, is a construction worker who makes the 12-hour round-trip to Phoenix
each week to find work.

The Navajo generally have not had high housing costs, but they have borrowed
heavily in other areas. It is not uncommon, for example, for a Navajo to have two
monthly car or truck payments of more than $250 each (Drake 1998). As a result,
the Navajo often have very high debt-to-income ratios. Indeed, some prospective
home buyers approach the maximum debt values even before potential mortgage
payments are factored in. With such circumstances, it is easy to see why few Nava-
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jo have either the income necessary to afford a new home or the assets required to
cover down payment and closing costs.

8. Lender business constraints. Mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation is currently
unprofitable. Because of the difficulties detailed above, each loan requires consider-
able time and effort on the part of loan officers (Shey 1997). In addition, loan val-
ues are generally small. This combination guarantees losses until loan volumes and
values begin to increase.

New Climate for Homeownership

All of these difficulties can be intimidating. For many years, they were enough to pre-
vent any growth in Navajo home buying and mortgage lending. But the climate is
changing, and momentum is growing for mortgage lending to the Navajo (Smith 1989).
The obstacles have not been eliminated, but new attitudes and initiatives within the
federal government, the tribe, and the banks have begun to bring larger-scale mortgage
lending closer to reality (HUD 1996). The NPH is not only symbolic of this new climate
but also is a key participant in facilitating mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation. In-
deed, one of the greatest accomplishments of NPH has been taking people through the
mortgage process, thereby identifying which obstacles are the most forbidding while
generating new ideas for overcoming them (Coleman 1998).

Initiatives by the Federal Government and GSEs

As described earlier, the Navajo tribe and other organizations have made important
strides in addressing legal obstacles related to collateral for mortgages on the Navajo
Nation. Many other changes are required, however, to bring larger-scale mortgage
lending closer to fruition. Recognizing this need, the federal government has taken
important steps to facilitate mortgage financing.

In 1996, Congress passed the Native American Housing Assistance and Self-Determi-
nation Act (NAHASDA). Rather than NAHASDA funds being provided for specific sub-
sidized rental housing units to Indian housing authorities such as the Navajo Housing
Authority (NHA), money is transferred under the NAHASDA to NHA in block grants,
allowing the NHA near-total autonomy in choosing how the money is spent (U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office 1997).10 For example, NHA may use NAHASDA monies to build
a development where an individual Navajo may purchase a home using private mort-
gage capital (Drake 1998).

In addition to the NAHASDA program, an array of government loan programs is chang-
ing the character of mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation (table 3). The most promi-
nent program is HUD’s Section 184 loan guarantee, which was established in 1995.
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Under Section 184, HUD provides a 100-percent loan guarantee to banks on residential
loans made to Indian individuals or housing authorities on tribal lands (U.S. Comptroller
of the Currency 1997). By providing the loan guarantee, Section 184 eliminates much
of the inherent risk to those seeking to make loans on Navajo lands. As a result, banks
are more likely to loan money despite the aforementioned collateral risks.

Another advantage of the Section 184 program is that, in the event of foreclosure and
HUD payment of the guarantee to the bank, HUD is committed to finding another Na-
vajo buyer. Therefore, the risk of alienation of tribal lands is slim. Yet another plus for
Section 184 is that there is no strict income limit for eligibility. Consequently, Section
184 can assist a Navajo who is too wealthy to obtain federal housing, such as public
housing units, but unable to build a home using out-of-pocket funds. In addition, Section
184 loans require only a 5-percent down payment (only 3 percent for the first $25,000).
This level is far more attainable for low-income families than is the down payment
requirement for most conventional loans.

The weaknesses of Section 184 stem mostly from the program’s newness. At present, the
HUD review needed to obtain the guarantee introduces yet another level of bureaucra-
cy into an already difficult process (Drake 1998; Loman 1998). Many of those interviewed,
however, expressed the hope that the Section 184 approval process would ultimately be
streamlined (Barbier 1998; Lucero 1998).

Another uncertainty regarding the Section 184 program relates to its foreclosure pro-
cedures. As noted earlier, until such procedures have been tested, some lingering fears
will remain on the part of all concerned that their interests will be forsaken in the event
of default and foreclosure. Banks, for example, will be confident that Section 184 loans
entail no risk to capital only after the foreclosure process has been successfully tested
(Coleman 1998). In total, however, the Section 184 program looks extremely promising
and has been a major factor in generating momentum toward mortgage borrowing on
the Navajo Nation (Lucero 1998).

Other government loan programs that seek to foster Indian mortgage lending are simi-
lar to Section 184 (for full details see table 3). HUD’s Section 248 program is nearly
identical to Section 184. The VA provides loans and grants for low-income Navajo vet-
erans who purchase homes on the reservation. In addition, the RHS’s Section 502 pro-
gram provides guarantees for LMI families in rural areas. All of these programs facili-
tate mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation (Drake 1998).

The GSEs also play a role in the changing landscape of Navajo mortgage lending. By
purchasing HUD 184 loans, the GSEs expand the pool of capital available to Indian
home buyers. The GSEs contribute in many other ways. For example, Fannie Mae’s
Fannie 97 product (using Community Home Buyer’s program guidelines) opens the door
to conventional mortgages on reservations for the first time (Drake 1998). In addition,
Fannie Mae provides legal and logistical support. Fannie Mae was instrumental in devel-
oping the standard homesite lease that was acceptable to many Indian tribes, lenders,
and HUD. If adopted universally, this document would sharply curtail the bureaucratic
hassles associated with lending to Native Americans. In summary, Fannie Mae’s com-
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Table 3. Mortgage Programs to Foster Indian Homeownership

Direct Mortgages Secondary Mortgage Market

Sources: U.S. Comptroller of the Currency 1997; Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle 1993.

Program
coverage

Eligibility

Other

HUD Section 184

HUD loan guarantee
(100%) on residential
loans made to Native
Americans for the con-
struction, purchase, or
rehabilitation of one-
to four-unit properties
on Indian lands

Indian family or indi-
vidual, Indian Hous-
ing Authority, Indian
tribe

In event of default,
lender foreclosure
and reimbursement
from HUD allowed;
transfer of account to
an eligible tribal
member, the tribe, or
its Indian Housing
Authority attempted
by HUD

HUD Section
248

HUD insurance
(100%) for
lenders making
mortgage loans
on trust land
secured by a
lease

Families whose
incomes are too
high to qualify
for housing
through Indian
Housing
Authority

Limited to owner
occupants;
tribal eviction
procedures
mandatory

VA Direct Loan

VA direct loan to
purchase, con-
struct, or improve
a home on
Native American
trust land

Native American
veterans meeting
credit and income
qualifications;
loans limited to
cost of home or
$80,000, which-
ever is less

Processing and
closing the loan,
including making
an appraisal,
done by VA 
acting as lender

RHS Native American
Pilot Loan

RHS loan guarantees
made for purchase of
existing homes or new
construction on tribal
land

Individual members of
federally recognized
tribes whose homes
are located on tribal
trust or restricted fee-
simple lands; not avail-
able to individuals with
allotments or unre-
stricted fee-simple
lands

Jointly developed with
Fannie Mae and 
modeled after RHS
Section 502 program

FHLB Affordable
Housing Program

Federal Home
Loan Bank sub-
sidies provided
through member
institutions for
acquisition, reha-
bilitation, or new
construction of
housing

Very low, low-,
and moderate-
income families

Competitive
grant—not limited
to Indians

Fannie Mae

Purchase of HUD
184 and 248
loans, VA loans,
Native American
Pilot Loans, and
conventional
loans made to
Indians under a
separate Fannie
Mae Native Amer-
ican Convention-
al Lending Initia-
tive

Freddie Mac

Purchase
of HUD 184
and 284
loans



mitment of resources and expertise has been an important factor in promoting mort-
gage lending to the Navajo (Lucero 1998). Freddie Mac, too, contributes to Native Amer-
ican mortgage lending through efforts such as purchasing loans originated under Sec-
tions 184 and 248.

Native Americans have been able to secure some grants for homeownership. First Nation-
al Bank of Farmington (FNBF) and Norwest Bank (see case studies elsewhere in this
volume), for example, have secured Affordable Housing Program (AHP) monies from the
Federal Home Loan Bank System for purposes such as reducing the down payments re-
quired of Indian home buyers.11 HUD’s Self-Help Opportunities Program (SHOP), which
provides funds to individuals engaged in “self-help” (e.g., sweat equity in rehabilitation),
and other sources have been tapped for similar purposes.

Role of Banks

Clearly, new government and GSE initiatives play an important role in expediting mort-
gage lending to the Navajo. Ultimately, however, the role of government and of the GSEs
is limited. If mortgage lending on the Navajo Nation is to flourish, the primary impetus
must come from the two principals involved in any loan—the banks and the Navajo
themselves. Indeed, many individuals expressed the belief that some government pro-
grams (such as Section 184) are only temporary measures that are designed to get the
private sector ball rolling (Coleman 1998; Lucero 1998; Skjonsberg 1998). Once some
momentum is generated, it will be the responsibility of the banks and the Navajo people
to ensure that lending continues to expand.

Banks enter the Navajo mortgage market for a number of reasons. Some seek potential
profits; others need to lend to the Navajo to fulfill CRA requirements. Most banks seem
to be motivated by some combination of the two, along with a genuine desire to assist
their community (Barbier 1998).

For most banks, CRA requirements appear to be an important consideration. As finan-
cial regulators have become more attuned to Indian housing needs, they have imposed
new CRA performance requirements and mandates. CRA scrutiny heightens when banks
merge. In the past, the Navajo took full advantage of that process. One individual at
the NHA kept abreast of merger activity and alerted regulators if potential mergees
had a limited presence on the Navajo Nation. Unfortunately for the Navajo, that indi-
vidual has now left the NHA, so regulatory pressure resulting from recent mergers has
lessened (Barbier 1998; Drake 1998). Nevertheless, a desire for CRA credits continues
to motivate many lenders on the Navajo Nation.

Another factor encouraging bank involvement with the Navajo is the potential for future
profits. For example, Norwest Bank’s large size enables it to absorb the high up-front
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costs associated with developing the Indian mortgage market in pursuit of future prof-
its (Lucero 1998). Norwest’s profit motive has practical implications. The bank’s loan
officers in Window Rock, AZ, and Santa Fe, NM, are much more actively involved in
Navajo lending than are the officers of many other banks. As a result, Norwest is tout-
ed as one of the most important lenders on the Navajo Nation (Barbier 1998; Drake
1998). Indeed, Norwest actually completed some Section 184 loans to Navajo without
the involvement of NPH (Lucero 1998).12 Few other banks would have even attempted
that feat.

Some smaller lenders near the Navajo Nation have shown interest in Navajo mortgage
lending to serve their significant Indian customer base, as well as to satisfy CRA oblig-
ations. Examples include FNBF, Zion’s Bank of Utah, and Gallup Federal Savings Bank
of New Mexico (Barbier 1998; Drake 1998).

Thus, for various reasons, some banks are showing a willingness to extend mortgages
in Indian country. With Section 184 and its sister programs, as well as the new home-
site leases, mortgage lending has become a possibility. Banks are not willing, however,
to do the significant legwork necessary to attract and qualify Indian mortgage appli-
cants (Drake 1998). That essential task will fall to the Navajo themselves—in particu-
lar, the NPH.

Navajo Partnership for Housing

NPH is a nonprofit (501(c)(3)) housing partnership operating with a mandate to create
homeownership opportunities on the Navajo Nation by improving access to private mort-
gage capital. NPH focuses on fostering homeownership for middle-income Navajo—those
earning roughly $20,000 to $40,000 annually. This focus contrasts with the historical
tendency of Indian housing authorities and other Indian housing providers to serve
the poor, and is justified in one of NPH’s reports:

A surprising fact is the degree to which middle and upper income Navajos suffer from
inadequate housing. It is difficult to find homes for sale, and even more difficult to
obtain financing to purchase or repair these homes. As a result of the undeveloped
housing market, many people who can afford adequate housing without government
subsidies are still unable to purchase a home. Thus, even higher income residents
may be forced to live with relatives in overcrowded situations, commute long dis-
tances to work, and tolerate unsatisfactory, sometimes unsafe, housing because there
is no financing available.…NPH aims to address this gap. (NPH 1998a)

NPH was incorporated on April 19, 1996, in Window Rock, AZ—the seat of Navajo trib-
al government. NPH began conducting home-buyer orientation sessions in August 1996
and commenced a more elaborate home-buyer education course in February 1997.
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NPH’s annual budget is approximately $470,000.13 It has received a $100,000 grant from
the Fannie Mae Foundation, $65,000 from Wells Fargo Bank, and contributions from
several others (e.g., the FNBF, Norwest Bank [Arizona], Bank One [Arizona], Bank of
America [New Mexico], and the Federal Home Loan Banks of Dallas and San Francisco).
Government entities, including the Navajo Nation, HUD, and the New Mexico Mortgage
Finance Authority (NMMFA), have also contributed, as have other organizations such
as the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation (NRC).

NPH has a 21-member board with four representatives from government (e.g., NMMFA
and NHA); five representatives from business (e.g., bank officials from Norwest Bank,
Bank One, and the FNBF); 11 resident representatives (one from each Navajo chapter);
and one at-large representative.

NPH has a staff of seven, including an executive director, an administrative assistant,
a loan originator, a construction specialist, a project manager, and two homeowner
training specialists. All staff members are Navajo and have related experience. For
example, one of the homeowner training specialists worked at the NHA and had expe-
rience with the HUD Section 184 program.

STRATEGIES

NPH is affiliated with the NRC’s NeighborWorks network. In describing this relation-
ship, NPH’s first executive director, Eric Bauer, noted that “NPH is the NRC’s first
Native American affiliate to focus on affordable housing and is adapting the NRC’s
Full-Cycle Lending strategies to Indian country” (Bauer 1997).

Innovative strategies to foster homeownership, such as the Full-Cycle Lending model,
typically include elements of attracting, qualifying, and retaining homeowners. NPH is
not yet at a stage where it is fully engaged in efforts to retain homeowners because it
has helped only a handful of Navajo to realize homeownership. In time, as more Nava-
jo home mortgages are closed, NPH expects to become more involved in postpurchase
assistance. But to date, NPH has focused on strategies for attracting and qualifying
prospective home buyers. Before describing those strategies, we will begin with an
overview of the NRC, which has been integral to NPH’s efforts to expand homeowner-
ship opportunities on the Navajo Nation.

Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation and Programs

In 1978, Congress enacted a law that created the NRC, which is a national nonprofit
organization with a mandate to revitalize America’s older, distressed communities. NRC
creates and supports local nonprofit organizations across the country through its Neigh-
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borWorks network. Local NeighborWorks affiliates are private, nonprofit organizations
governed by boards of directors that are chaired by neighborhood residents and include
local government officials and private sector representatives. Provision is made for sec-
ondary market sale of NeighborWorks loans.14 Today almost 200 local NeighborWorks
affiliates are located in large cities and rural communities. Each organization, like NPH,
is autonomous.

Full-Cycle Lending was developed as a part of NRC’s national campaign to expand home-
ownership for lower-income people. Full-Cycle Lending encompasses multiple linked
steps, including (1) building neighborhood organization partnerships (e.g., bringing to-
gether residents, businesses, and local government leaders); (2) offering prepurchase
home-buyer education; (3) making available flexible loan products; and (4) offering other
services such as postpurchase counseling.

NRC provided the Full-Cycle Lending blueprint for NPH. In addition, most NPH staffers
have received extensive NRC training, which they describe as “invaluable” (Burnside
1998; Drake 1998; Loman 1998). NRC has provided essential consulting services to NPH,
such as advising on the structure of the home-buyer training course. Finally, NRC has
lent vital administrative support. For example, when NPH’s first executive director, Eric
Bauer, left the organization for a national Indian housing agency, NRC sent a temporary
executive director, Steve Barbier, from its own staff. Barbier had already been actively
involved with NPH and was able to effectively lead the organization until a new per-
manent director could be found. As NPH matures, it will require less assistance from
NRC. Nonetheless, NRC will continue to play an important role in fostering NPH’s de-
velopment and supporting its efforts to expand Navajo homeownership.

Attracting Applicants

Community outreach, in various forms, is one of the principal methods that NPH uses
to inform the Navajo about its homeownership programs.15 For example, NPH makes
presentations concerning its programs at places where many Navajo are employed. The
work sites include mining, manufacturing, and utility plants in or near the Navajo Na-
tion. At those locations, NPH conducts orientation sessions during lunch hours and at
other convenient times, thus providing an overview of its mission and programs. It also
conducts homeownership fairs that describe the benefits of homeownership and inform
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15 An interesting side note concerning NPH’s outreach efforts is that it “had to fight the conception that all
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people thought that the Section 184 program, which the NPH brochure noted in connection with its counseling
efforts, was a form of public housing (Bauer 1997). NPH has worked to correct such misinformation and to
draw middle-income Navajo, sometimes from off the reservation, into its homeownership counseling sessions.



Navajo about its services. The Navajo tribe has supported NPH’s community outreach
efforts. Illustrative is the distribution of flyers to the tribe’s employees informing them
of NPH’s programs.

Referrals by community partners and previous clients are another important means of
attracting prospective home buyers to NPH. Lenders such as FNBF, Gallup Federal,
Zion National Bank, and Norwest have referred clients to NPH. Those clients include
both the bank customers who have expressed an interest in homeownership and the
customers whom the banks perceive as prime home-buyer candidates. Government and
nonprofit providers of housing and community development have also brought clients
to NPH. The NHA, Shiprock Community Development Corporation, RHS, and others
have referred Navajo households to NPH. In addition, NPH attracts clients through
word-of-mouth endorsements; those who have availed themselves of NPH’s services
recommend their family members do the same.

Finally, NPH uses the media to attract clients. NPH publicizes its programs in the
Navajo Times and on the Navajo radio station.

Qualifying Applicants

Home-buyer education and counseling are the most important services offered by NPH
to help qualify the Navajo for mortgages. Because of the multiple obstacles involved in
buying a home on the Navajo Nation and because of the limited home-buying and credit
knowledge of many Navajo, homeownership would be very difficult without a compre-
hensive education and counseling program.

NPH’s education program is free of charge. It begins with a short (about one hour) ori-
entation meeting. This session introduces attendees to the possibility of homeownership
and describes the NPH-guided counseling and borrowing process.

NPH conducts orientation meetings throughout the vast Navajo Nation, which reduces
the traveling time required for participants to reach the sessions and thereby increases
the number of Navajo attending. One particularly successful series of orientation meet-
ings was conducted at an NPH-organized housing fair, which allowed many Navajo to
become acquainted with NPH for the first time.

After the orientation session, NPH counselors meet individually with each Navajo inter-
ested in commencing the home-buying process. At that meeting, the prospective home-
owner is encouraged to obtain a credit report and to sign up for NPH’s eight-hour home-
buyer education course, “Sheltering Our People.”

“Sheltering Our People” is the heart of NPH’s education and counseling program (for a
more detailed account of the course, see the appendix). It consists of two four- to five-
hour sessions on consecutive Saturday mornings. The course deals with almost every
aspect of mortgage financing and home buying on the Navajo Nation. It outlines some
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of the issues applicable to borrowers everywhere, such as knowing credit ratings and
determining affordability. In addition, it examines aspects of the home-buying process
that are special to Indian areas in general and to the Navajo Nation in particular. For
example, there is a discussion of loan programs on Indian lands, such as the HUD Sec-
tion 184 program. The course includes detailed instruction on obtaining a homesite lease.
Furthermore, it deals extensively with construction issues, because many Navajo will
be building or rehabilitating single-family homes on their own.

After the group course is finished, NPH counsels homeowners individually, becoming a
significant participant in each Navajo’s home-buying efforts. NPH staff members devote
many hours to each prospective home buyer in an effort to overcome the complex obsta-
cles to homeownership on the Navajo Nation.

The first stage of individual counseling covers issues related to credit, assets, and income.
If a Navajo’s financial resources and credit are adequate for obtaining a mortgage, NPH
will provide help in approaching likely lenders. More often, however, the prospective
home buyer’s credit, income, or assets are insufficient for procuring financing. In such
cases, NPH staff members counsel the Navajo home seeker about strategies for improv-
ing his or her credit or financial situation. For example, NPH often recommends more
careful budgeting techniques to people with relatively high incomes but few assets. In
addition, NPH offers closing cost assistance through funding from the NRC, HUD, and
the Federal Home Loan Banks of Dallas and San Francisco.

Once an individual’s credit and financial resources are deemed adequate (and sometimes
even before), NPH aids the prospective home buyer in obtaining a homesite lease. This
aid involves navigating a dense web of agencies and approvals (see table 2 and figure
1). NPH directs the home buyer to the necessary surveyors and environmental agencies,
and if there are problems obtaining an approval, NPH becomes even more involved by
contacting the agency directly.

With a homesite lease procured, the home buyer must secure an appropriate home. That
process commonly involves hiring a contractor to build a home on the buyer’s site.
Again, NPH is intimately involved. Construction advisers at NPH assist homeowners in
choosing a style and size of house, hiring a contractor, and monitoring the contractor’s
performance.

Once the prospective buyer has obtained a homesite lease, found a contractor, and
agreed on a home style and price, he or she is ready to approach lenders. At this stage,
an NPH housing counselor conducts a final review of the file and assembles all credit
documents into a package for the lender. Next, NPH helps the prospective home buyer
identify likely lenders and gives advice on rates and terms. Often, NPH’s counselor will
attempt to arrange some creative financing. The example described below and detailed
in table 4 illustrates such a financing package.

The example property is a $63,337 single-family detached home located on the Navajo
reservation. Closing costs on this home are $1,023. The total required funds are, there-
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fore, $64,360 ($63,337 + $1,023). The purchasing household, a family of six, has an annu-
al income of $34,656 ($2,888 monthly), or 66 percent of the national median income.16

On this transaction, NPH and the mortgagee, Norwest Mortgage, Inc., have been able to
secure a $5,000 AHP subsidy and $10,000 from SHOP funds.17 The borrower makes a
$1,082 down payment and carries a $48,278 mortgage. The mortgage has an 8-percent
interest rate.

The monthly payments are as follows: A total of $354 monthly is owed for principal and
interest. While there are no property taxes on the reservation, hazard insurance of $27
monthly is required. Therefore, monthly fixed housing payments for PITI amount to
$381, or only 13 percent of the borrower’s monthly income ($381/$2,888). The purchaser
faces a high monthly utility expense of $190. However, even when the latter is added to
the PITI payments, the combined monthly fixed housing expense and utility cost of
$571 constitutes just 20 percent of monthly income.18 In this instance, the NPH coun-
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that many income-constrained households would be above moderate income (i.e., 80 percent of areawide medi-
an) if the latter were applied and thus would not be eligible for SHOP and other funds.

17 The SHOP funds were secured because the purchaser agreed to contribute 200 hours in sweat equity for
cleanup, vegetation planting, and other work.

18 Recipients of SHOP funds must spend 20 percent or more of their income for PITI and utilities.

Table 4. Example Navajo Home Purchase Facilitated by NPH

Amount or
Detail Percentage

Borrower’s annual income $34,656.00
Borrower’s family size 6
Borrower’s income as percent 66%

of national median
Purchase price $63,336.54
Closing costs $1,023.00
Purchase price and closing costs $64,360.00
Loan amount $48,278.00
Down payment $1,081.77
AHP subsidy $5,000.00
Other subsidies (source): $10,000.00

SHOP funds
Mortgage payment $354.25

(principal and interest)
Taxes and insurance $26.67
Total monthly housing payment (PITI) $380.92
Estimated utility expenses $190.00
Housing expense (PITI and utilities) $570.92
Housing expense/monthly income 19.77%

Source: NPH 1998c.



selors wished to keep the housing cost burden as low as possible because the purchaser,
a single head of household, had minimal financial reserves.

Once the most promising financing package is identified—in the above example, the
combination of a mortgage coupled with AHP and SHOP funds—NPH has largely com-
pleted its prequalification and related efforts to expedite approval. With loan approval,
the work of NPH’s lending specialist is done.

After loan approval, construction begins. The NPH construction specialist remains in-
volved with the contractor and buyer until the home is completed, at which time the
permanent mortgage loan is closed and funded. Finally, NPH conducts a postpurchase
site visit, advising the new homeowner on how to maintain and keep the home in the
event of financial difficulties.

The NHA has recognized NPH’s success in providing housing education on the Navajo
Nation and will be using NAHASDA money to double NPH’s budget for FY 1999. This
money will be used to expand the scope and expertise of NPH’s counseling programs. Up
to nine new staff members will be hired with the increased funds, including two credit
counseling specialists and additional construction specialists. The hiring will amelio-
rate one of NPH’s biggest obstacles—an overstretched staff. NPH’s vast array of services
has required its staff members to juggle several tasks. As a result, specialists often
spent time dealing with agencies in areas far removed from their specialties. With the
enlarged staff, NPH hopes to be able to provide specialists in every area of the home-
buying process, thus allowing each specialist to concentrate on an area of expertise
(Barbier 1998; Drake 1998).

The doubling of NPH’s budget permitted by NAHASDA funds will support NPH’s out-
reach efforts and extend its ties with the NHA. For example, NPH will train individu-
als in each of NHA’s 13 field offices to act as credit counselors. The 13 NHA field offices
are envisioned as feeder sites for bringing people into the NPH counseling network
(Barbier 1998).

To further facilitate the counseling process, NPH is looking to broaden its funding base
by tapping additional sources of grants outside the reservation. In addition, NPH hopes
to begin earning fees from banks. At present, NPH does considerable packaging and pre-
qualification of applicants before matching the individuals to the lenders, in essence
bringing the lender a near-completed loan package. Some lenders (in addition to NPH
staff people) expressed an interest in compensating NPH for this service (Coleman
1998; Drake 1998).

Increased funding from any source would enable NPH to further broaden its services
to the Navajo community. Moreover, diversified funding will protect NPH from the risk
of becoming overdependent on any single source. During FY 1999, for example, the NPH
relied on the NHA for almost half its budget. If the NHA reduces or eliminates those
funds in future years, that change will have a drastic impact on the NPH.
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NHA’s grant to NPH for broadened counseling services points to an important evolution
in NPH’s development. Although NPH was started with the twin goals of preparing in-
dividuals for homeownership and facilitating housing development, it has made greater
strides in the former category (Burnside 1998). There are hints of an agreement with
NHA whereby NPH will focus on the “soft” side of Navajo homeownership—counseling
and educating—while NHA does the bulk of the physical housing development. This
approach does not mean that NPH is uninterested or uninvolved in housing development;
indeed, NPH would benefit greatly from widespread housing development. Development
would make the task of shepherding first-time home buyers through the buying process
considerably easier. For example, the availability of ready-to-buy houses would reduce
the demands on construction specialists and would curtail the list of approvals required
for a homesite lease. In recognition of this advantage, NPH remains involved in some
pilot schemes to promote multiple-unit development (Barbier 1998; Burnside 1998).
Nevertheless, NPH has clearly chosen to focus on facilitating the demand side of the
housing market, hoping that supply will follow in turn (Burnside 1998).19

DISCUSSION

Accomplishments

NPH’s goals for its first three years were as follows:

1. Develop a guide to housing development on the Navajo Nation.

2. Counsel 300 families in preparation for homeownership.

3. Close 20 to 30 home mortgages.

4. Develop 150 housing units.

5. Attract more than $10 million in private capital for homeownership.

NPH has been very successful in developing educational materials and in educating
prospective homebuyers. Its counseling textbook, Sheltering Our People, is an invaluable
tool for prospective Navajo home buyers (NPH 1997b; Counseling Interviews 1998). Fur-
thermore, NPH plans to publish a guide to housing development on the Navajo Nation
in the near future. The number of prospective home buyers going through NPH educa-
tional and counseling programs is substantial (see table 5). Indeed, at the present rate,
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19 Note that this outlook leaves the NPH in a bit of a catch-22 situation. Lending and homeownership will reach
large volumes only if housing development occurs, yet most contractors will be willing to risk large-scale devel-
opment only if they are convinced that the housing market has the potential for large volumes of transactions.
There are two ways out of this bind. One method is to have NHA use NAHASDA money to start development
projects. If those projects are successful, private developers will follow. Alternatively, NPH hopes that its low-
volume, single-site construction projects will convince would-be developers that real housing demand exists on
the Navajo Nation (along with potential large-scale lending), which justifies high volumes of housing production.



NPH will far surpass its counseling goals. Moreover, these numbers will increase as a
consequence of the successful NPH housing fair in June 1998.

NPH has made less progress toward its other goals. As of June 1998, it had not devel-
oped any housing and it had closed on only one loan (two separate mortgages for a total
of under $100,000). In retrospect, the targets that NPH set for housing development
and private capital attraction were unrealistic (Barbier 1998). NPH underestimated the
difficulty of overcoming the many obstacles associated with lending on Navajo lands.

The disparity between the number of people counseled and the number who have closed
suggests that if NPH manages to close the few loans now in the pipeline and to iron
out some glitches holding them up, loan volume may grow substantially. Very high vol-
ume, however, awaits the development of a full-fledged housing market.

Still, the challenge is daunting. Of the 65 active clients (ACs) completing the “Shelter-
ing Our People” program, 23 need short- or long-term credit repair, and numerous oth-
ers await documents or clearances such as title conveyance from NHA, homesite leases
(HSL) from BIA, and sign-offs on archaeological and other matters (table 6). On a more
positive note, however, 21 ACs have been sent to lenders, and 13 of them have been
approved. Thus, the NPH pipeline to homeownership represents greater promise than
the one mortgage closed to date would indicate.

Feedback on NPH’s activities is very positive. Nearly every prospective home buyer asso-
ciated with NPH and contacted by the authors asserted that homeownership would be
an impossible dream without the NPH (Counseling Interviews 1998). Lenders voiced
similar positive reviews of NPH’s counseling services (Coleman 1998; Lucero 1998). At
the same time, without performance histories for the closed NPH loans, a long-term key
indicator of counseling success is currently unavailable.

To truly understand NPH’s current challenges and potential accomplishments, one must
hear the personal stories of some of the Navajo helped by the organization (Edsitty 1998).
An appendix to this case study recounts the experiences of one Navajo couple. Their
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Table 5. NPH Homeowner Training, July 1998

Number

Current Cumulative

Orientations 20 241
Credit profiles received 30 121
Credit reports received 27 101
Individual sessions held 15 87
“Sheltering Our People” session B (certificate received) 21 55
Referrals to lenders for prequalification 7 21
Loans approved 13 13
Loans closed 1 2
Total postoccupancy sessions 0 0

Source: NPH 1998c.



experience illustrates the remarkable obstacles confronting NPH and its clients, and it
shows how NPH is working to address such obstacles.

Challenges and New Opportunities

NPH is at the vanguard of the new mortgage lending movement on the Navajo Nation,
while shepherding the first Navajo through the mortgage process and while identifying
and attempting to address specific obstacles along the way. By involving staff members
all along the home-buying path, NPH ensures that an individual Navajo will not founder
unaided at any point in the process. Sometimes NPH provides direct solutions, such as
offering counseling. In other instances, NPH identifies how other agencies can foster
the Navajo home-buying process. As a third-party, nonprofit organization, NPH is in a
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Table 6. Status of NPH Active Clients (ACs), July 1998

Status of ACs Completing Home-Buyer Education Class Number

ACs sent to lenders 21 of 65
ACs approved by lender 13 of 21 sent
Purchase-ready (scheduled for a lender) 7
No HSL, no land available, or both 2
Customer issues 1
Need archaeological (cultural resource form) 3
No recorded number of HSL at BIA 1
Awaiting title status report 4
Need modified HSL 3
Need title conveyance from NHA 4
Need short-term credit repair 16
Need long-term credit repair 7
Lender needs more information, pending approval 4
Out of service area 3
Pending HUD approval 1
Pending RHS approval 4
Inactive clients (want to wait longer than two years) 5

Total 65

Status of ACs Needing Home-Buyer Education Class Number

Need home-buyer education class 36
ACs sent to lenders 3
No HSL, no land available, or both 4
Customer issues 5
Need modified HSL 5
Need short-term credit repair 8
Need long-term credit repair 14

Total 36

Total Number of ACs 101

Source: NPH 1998c.



position to serve as a link and coordinator among the many parties involved in Navajo
home buying.

NPH’s role as coordinator is challenging. NPH staffers have encountered difficulties in
dealing with other agencies—for example, they frequently run into delays when secur-
ing approval of homesite leases from the BIA and tribal housing agencies. Similarly,
NPH complains of repetitive efforts, such as needing duplicate loan reviews for the banks
and HUD on Section 184 loans (Drake 1998; Loman 1998.) 

NPH has had some trouble overcoming and working around such barriers. While NPH
staff people have individual relationships with officials in those agencies, they have not
been able to use their relationships to effect some necessary changes. In short, NPH
has done an insufficient amount of networking.

A very promising development that should help the coordination necessary to foster
lending for Indian homeownership is the establishment of the One-Stop Mortgage Cen-
ter. When former Comptroller of the Currency Eugene Ludwig visited NPH in the fall
of 1996, NPH requested assistance in promoting the concept of a one-stop homeowner-
ship center for the Navajo Nation. Ludwig endorsed this concept. In August 1998, Pres-
ident Clinton issued an executive order calling on the HUD and Treasury secretaries
and others to initiate a process to help streamline the mortgage lending process in
Indian country.

NPH has been designated as the home for the One-Stop Mortgage Center on the Navajo
Nation. The center will document the barriers to home lending and will develop tangi-
ble solutions, including better coordination among the many different players in the In-
dian home-lending process. At a meeting in November 1998, NPH began the process of
identifying the many barriers and suggesting ways that it and other agencies could
coordinate to address those barriers. Suggested solutions included physically colocating
BIA, Navajo Land Department (NLD), and NPH at NPH’s headquarters in Window
Rock, AZ; fostering concurrent reviews of documents by BIA, NLD, and HUD; expand-
ing NPH counseling activity; and adding BIA staff members to handle title processing
backlogs. Table 7 provides a fuller list of these recommendations. Implementation of
the One-Stop Mortgage Center should greatly advance NPH’s ability to further home-
ownership.

Recommendations and Outlook

Others who seek to foster Indian homeownership—banks, financial regulators, tribal
groups (e.g., NHA tribal government), and federal bureaus (e.g., BIA)—can learn from
the NPH experience. To that end, we offer the following recommendations:20
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20 It must be noted that the NPH and other relevant agencies are cognizant of these recommended changes. In
many cases, the suggested revisions are already being discussed or implemented.
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Table 7. Obstacles and Opportunities for Mortgage Lending
on the Navajo Nation and the Role of the NPH

Opportunity for NPH
Obstacle Nature of Obstacle and Other Agency Intervention

Education

Credit

Availability of land

Plot surveys and legal
descriptions

Land surveys

No visible housing 
market

New homesite lease
application

Homesite lease 
modifications

Recording at title plant

Most Navajo families are unfamiliar
with the process of purchasing a
home using mortgage financing.

Among NPH active customers, 44%
have either short-term or long-term
credit issues.

Individual homesite leases—
identifying the HSL can be difficult if
the chapter says that no land is
available.

NLD Survey Section has many
requests and can take from one
week to one year to complete the
surveys and legal description.

To obtain a homesite lease, a family
must obtain a plot survey and legal
description. When the family applies
for a loan, it will need to pay for
another survey that identifies the
location of the improvements.

No private real estate market exists
for buying and selling houses.

Process for obtaining a new HSL
averages 10 months.

HSL modification that takes too long
from application to preliminary title
status report is required for loan
application.

Process for issuance of recording
number and execution of HSL takes
six to eight weeks.

Prospective purchasers should avail
themselves of NPH’s home-buyer
education sessions and curriculum
(“Sheltering Our People”).

NPH should develop a long-term
credit counseling program and should
increase education efforts through
schools and other institutions.

Navajo Nation could require all chap-
ters to have approved land use plans
that would identify areas in the com-
munity available for residential use.

NLD could allow for private surveys,
could establish loan pool for families
to hire private registered surveyor,
and could pay off pool at time of loan
closing.

Agencies should explore combining
surveys using the same company to
save costs and should roll the cost of
both surveys into the permanent loan.

Agencies should create a real estate
listing service and develop transac-
tion documents to allow for the buying
and selling of homesites with homes
(i.e., real estate contract).

Agencies should reduce the HSL
application processing to four
months.

Agencies should reduce HSL modifi-
cation to one month, depending on
the existence of a cultural compli-
ance form.

Agencies should make additional
help available in the BIA’s Southwest
Title Plan Office through NAHASDA
for all Navajo residential projects.
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Table 7. Obstacles and Opportunities for Mortgage Lending
on the Navajo Nation and the Role of the NPH (continued)

Opportunity for NPH
Obstacle Nature of Obstacle and Other Agency Intervention

Duplicative process to
record and obtain title
status report

Linear underwriting

Financing

Appraisals

Endorsement

Lender training on loan
products available for
Navajo

Lack of uniformity of
loan programs

Notification of approval

Homeowners’ insur-
ance

Customer cannot obtain title status
report until after the executed HSL is
received, which adds an additional
four to eight weeks of processing time.

Underwriting is done by the lender,
HUD, NLD, and the BIA, in that
order.

Conventional financing has not been
available, in part because of lack of
construction financing.

Few comparable sales exist for the
purpose of valuation.

HUD 184 currently does not have
direct endorsement for the Navajo
Nation.

Loan products available in Indian
country are still relatively new for
some lenders.

A significant variation in loan
documents is required.

Lenders wait until they have received
the recording of the mortgage from
the BIA title plant before they release
funds, which could add an additional
two to four weeks.

Homeowners’ insurance can be hard
to obtain in some areas.

Agencies should have Southwest
Title Plan issue the title status report
and executed HSL.

Agencies should have lenders sub-
mit their credit package to the NLD
and the BIA concurrent with their
submission to HUD.

NHA is planning a $3-million conven-
tional guarantee program that will
use NAHASDA funds for construction.

NPH is setting up a lender construc-
tion loan pool for those above 100%
of median income.

There has to be agreement on
methodology to expand appraisals.

Agencies can save time on loan
underwriting through direct 
endorsement.

As a part of the One-Stop Mortgage
Center initiative and to ensure unifor-
mity in underwriting and processing
time, NPH should have federal agen-
cies and GSEs conduct on-site
(Navajo) training on loan products.

A One-Stop Mortgage Center could
review each loan product for uniformity.

The BIA area office could fax its
approval to lender before recording.

Agencies should form insurance
partnerships to overcome insurance
barriers.



1. Establish nonprofit organizations similar to NPH. NPH is an invaluable tool for
prospective Navajo home buyers. Unfortunately, prospective home buyers on other
Indian reservations do not enjoy the benefits of a counseling organization like NPH.
Instead, they must navigate the home-buying process on their own, with the occa-
sional help of a caring bank or tribal housing official. Housing professionals
bemoan the difficulty of completing mortgages in such an environment (Skjonsberg
1998). To assist prospective home buyers on other reservations, banks plus govern-
mental and tribal agencies should encourage and support the establishment of
organizations similar to NPH. Although considerable effort and expense are
required to support such organizations, it is unlikely that Indian homeownership or
mortgage lending will ever reach appreciable levels without nonprofit facilitators
like NPH.

2. Reduce bureaucracy. Prospective Indian homeowners currently must navigate a
bureaucratic minefield. Relevant agencies must work together to reduce bureau-
cratic hurdles and to eliminate duplicate efforts. Because such cooperation necessi-
tates considerable trust between organizations (one agency will have to depend on
the competence of another), conferences and meetings should be arranged to encour-
age interorganizational cooperation. The One-Stop Mortgage Center initiative is an
ideal way to foster such coordination.

3. Maintain adequate staff. NPH offers a wide range of services to potential Navajo
home buyers. Although this diffusion somewhat hampers the organization’s focus, it
is necessary. If NPH neglected some elements of the mortgage lending process, it is
quite possible that obstacles in those areas would slow all of NPH’s other efforts.
Nevertheless, the comprehensive approach has its drawbacks. Because NPH is so
small, its staff members must be jacks-of-all-trades, expending time and effort in
areas far from their fields of expertise. Given the multitude of tasks facing NPH, it
is imperative that such an organization have adequate staff.

4. Maintain staff continuity and develop manuals. Lending to Native Americans is very
complex. Understanding the homesite lease process or the terms of Section 184 loans
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Table 7. Obstacles and Opportunities for Mortgage Lending
on the Navajo Nation and the Role of the NPH (continued)

Opportunity for NPH
Obstacle Nature of Obstacle and Other Agency Intervention

Source: NPH 1998b.

Equity 

Contractors

Current BIA regulations allow 
home equity loans only for home
improvement.

There is a lack of licensed and bond-
ed Navajo contractors.

Agencies should expand the regula-
tions to emulate home equity loans
off the reservation.

NPH should develop a contractor
training program to help Navajo con-
tractors obtain licensing and bonding.
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requires considerable experience and education. As a result, any employee turnover
impedes the entire mortgage lending process. It can take many weeks before a new
staff person develops enough expertise to expedite his or her part of the mortgage
process. To combat the negative effects of employee turnover, two changes are in
order. First, employers should attempt to minimize staff turnover by not transfer-
ring trained employees out of their areas of expertise. If an employee has developed
expertise in Indian lending, the organization should not seek to move this staff per-
son to a new sector. Inevitably, however, turnover occurs. To soften its impact, indi-
viduals should develop detailed documentation of their role in the Indian lending
process. This documentation will shorten the learning curve for new employees in
the event of turnover.

5. Make better use of NPH and similar organizations on other reservations. Most or-
ganizations that effect lending on the Navajo Nation have just begun to fully exploit
NPH’s expertise. Through nearly two years of trial and error, NPH staff members
have acquired an unsurpassed knowledge of the intricacies of lending on the Navajo
Nation. Banks, federal entities, and tribal agencies need to use this insight. The One-
Stop Mortgage Center will foster such a transfer of information.

6. Foster housing development. If entities such as NPH are to focus on counseling and
home-buyer assistance, other organizations must fill the need for housing develop-
ment. In the Navajo case, the responsibility falls on NHA. With NAHASDA monies,
NHA has the capital required to begin construction. Furthermore, NHA has the clout
to get the permits needed for large-scale developments. Successful development, tar-
geted at buyers rather than renters, would enable NHA to leverage its NAHASDA
capital. With capital expenditures coming back to it through home purchases, NHA
would quickly recoup most of its investment and could then use that capital for other
purposes. If NHA (and its equivalent at other tribes) succeeds with such a pilot devel-
opment program, then private, for-profit developers will be encouraged to augment
the tribal housing agency’s efforts with additional housing projects.

7. Improve planning. Housing development on Indian reservations is hampered by a
lack of planning. With no zoning requirements or other regulations, development
often proceeds haphazardly. Desultory development raises infrastructure costs. For
example, if utility lines in a given area are built only to minimal capacity because
no development plan exists for that area, any future development may require a
completely new, rather than simply expanded, infrastructure. Better-planned devel-
opment would dramatically reduce the high infrastructure costs currently plaguing
construction on Indian lands.

All of these recommendations must be viewed circumspectly; we acknowledge that their
implementation is difficult. Nevertheless, the recommendations—if implemented—offer
great potential. Even though the number of Indian mortgage closings to date seems
paltry, progress in Indian home buying and lending is unmistakable. Just a few years
ago, the Navajo Nation had never been the site of a conventional mortgage loan; today
more than 80 prospective homeowners are somewhere in the home-buying pipeline. NPH
has been a critical factor in improving home-buying prospects. Indeed, NPH could serve
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as a model for similar organizations on other Indian reservations. A group of bankers
in South Dakota, for example, expressed a need for exactly the type of counseling and
educational services provided by NPH (Skjonsberg 1998).

APPENDIX A

NPH Homeownership Education

Early on a Saturday morning in July 1998, 12 Navajo (couples and individuals) crowd-
ed into the NPH main office in Window Rock, AZ. They were sacrificing their day off to
attend the first session of a two-part home-buyer education course offered by NPH and
titled “Sheltering Our People.” The comprehensive course is designed to prepare Nava-
jo for homeownership. It covers all issues related to home buying on the Navajo
Nation. These issues include both barriers unique to Native Americans (e.g., homesite
leases) and more standard obstacles confronting LMI households (e.g., poor credit rat-
ings). Consequently, “Sheltering Our People” is a fascinating hybrid of standard coun-
seling topics and issues that apply only to Indians.

The “Sheltering Our People” course uses a manual of the same name. Affordable Hous-
ing Specialists of Bradenton, FL, developed the manual in conjunction with NPH. The
course closely follows the manual, enabling participants to review what they have
learned after the course is completed. The manual has six chapters: (1) Preparing for
Homeownership—“Laying the Foundation”; (2) Family Budgeting—“Setting the Corner-
stone”; (3) Credit—“Building Block or Stumbling Block”; (4) Owning a Home on Tribal
Land—“Following the Blueprint”; (5) Mortgage Lending—“Raising the Structure”; and
(6) Life as Homeowner—“The Finishing Touches.”

Participants in the seminar had already attended an orientation session offered by NPH
and had obtained their credit reports.21 In addition, they had paid a fee of about $80
for both the credit report and the home-buyer education course. As a result, every par-
ticipant approached the course in a serious manner, taking notes and paying attention
throughout the five-hour day. The attendees were addressed by two knowledgeable and
personable Navajo instructors, Roberta Drake and Paul Loman.

The first three sections of the NPH course are common to home-buyer education class-
es everywhere. Indeed, they closely follow Fannie Mae’s Guide to Homeownership. The
NPH manual, however, explains many financial concepts by using a fictional Navajo
couple named John and Bessy LeChee. This example lends some concreteness to the ab-
stract financial principles introduced in the course. In addition, the manual is replete
with exercises that allow the seminar participants to learn by doing. Those exercises
have proven helpful to past seminar participants; indeed, many have expressed a wish
for more such exercises (Counseling Interviews 1998).

21 Nearly all participants had learned about NPH through a housing fair run by NPH in June 1998.



The first section of the course, Preparing for Homeownership, addresses the advantages
and drawbacks of homeownership and then discusses the basics of mortgages. The Shel-
tering Our People manual mentions the many familiar pluses of owning a home, such
as equity building and the personal satisfaction enjoyed by the homeowner. On that
Saturday, the course instructor, Roberta Drake, spent considerable time explaining the
financial benefits of owning a home. For example, many participants had been unaware
of the tax deduction allowance for mortgage interest payments, and they needed repeat-
ed explanations to feel comfortable with this concept. Next, some of the details of mort-
gage payments, such as insurance and property taxes, were introduced. Again, many
participants were unfamiliar with the concepts presented. The initial section of the
course covered the requirements for loan qualification, including housing costs–to-
income and total debt-to-income ratios and credit ratings. The section concluded with an
exercise that had participants use factor tables to determine their maximum monthly
mortgage payments for given interest rates and housing ratios. Although it was difficult
at first, by the second or third attempt, most attendees had acquired a good understand-
ing of these heretofore alien concepts.

Many of the participants described the next section, Family Budgeting, as the most
helpful. In this module, the instructor covered many financial basics, such as checking
accounts. Because one-third of the participants did not have checking accounts, such in-
struction was essential. The instructor encouraged those without checking accounts to
establish them because they play an important part in the mortgage process. The in-
structor then explained the need for careful budgeting. That explanation was followed
by a budgeting exercise wherein the participants were asked to give a careful account-
ing of their spending. Many participants were surprised after learning how much they
were spending on things like restaurants, videos, and even garbage collection. Attendees
professed an interest in maintaining careful budgeting as a way to improve their finances
while preparing for homeownership. Indeed, one man suggested that NPH “offer such
counseling to Navajo high schools, so that the next generation would be exposed to
financial rudiments at a younger age” (Counseling Interviews 1998).

After completing the family budgeting module, coursework moves on to cover credit is-
sues in depth. This topic assumes heightened importance because credit problems are
prevalent among the Navajo and because many prospective homeowners will spend
years following the blueprint established in this section. The credit module covers “the
importance of establishing good credit, dealing with derogatory credit and building
non-traditional credit history” (NPH 1997b). Perhaps the most helpful element of this
module was the instructor’s description of his own past credit problems and the manner
in which he worked to improve his credit.

The next section, Owning a Home on Tribal Land, was covered on the second Saturday
of the seminar. In that section, the course departs from familiar counseling territory
and addresses issues unique to the Navajo. A detailed blueprint for working through
the entire home-buying process is presented. The blueprint first describes what is need-
ed to obtain a new or modified Indian homesite lease. Next, the section identifies the
players and programs involved in the mortgage process, such as HUD’s Section 184
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program. Most participants were unaware of a government loan guarantee program
targeted at Native Americans. Finally, the participants were given a detailed descrip-
tion of the latter stages of the home-buying process, including advice about working
with a contractor.

The section on Owning a Home on Tribal Land is also intriguing for what it does not
cover. Unlike most counseling courses, the NPH seminar does not discuss issues such
as choosing a real estate broker and negotiating a contract with the seller. Those omis-
sions reflect the lack of a housing market on the Navajo Nation.

Once participants were introduced to general guidelines for buying a home on Navajo
lands, the course moved on to the details of mortgage lending. Here again, the section
closely resembles the typical counseling seminar. This module provides “a step-by-step
action plan, which guides you from the beginning of the lending process right to the
closing table” (NPH 1997b). Topics include “What is a mortgage?” “Comparing mort-
gage loans,” and “How lenders evaluate my mortgage application.” Many participants
professed ignorance of points, closing costs, mortgage insurance, and the difference
between adjustable and fixed-rate mortgages. The manual treats all these subjects
(and many others) in detail, allowing participants to review the relevant sections at
each stage of the mortgage process.

The seminar concludes with a section on Life as a Homeowner, which covers issues such
as maintaining a home and preventing foreclosure. This section provides lists of neces-
sary maintenance chores. Because no Navajo have previously dealt with mortgages,
the course details how to prevent foreclosure in the event of unforeseen financial diffi-
culties. The manual advises that the homeowner notify the bank quickly when encoun-
tering financial travails.

In summary, the seminar provides a detailed crash course in home buying for Navajo
individuals with no previous experience. The importance of the seminar is reflected in
evaluations written by past participants. All of the general comments were positive.
Most participants described the course as either very informative or educational. The
instructors were described as having excellent teaching skills and in-depth knowledge
of the home-buying process. They were commended for presenting the materials clearly
and in a step-by-step format.

APPENDIX B

Home-Buyer Illustration

The following personal account, provided by Ronald Moldanado, illustrates the obsta-
cles to Navajo homeownership and the role of NPH in overcoming those obstacles.

About five years ago, my wife and I decided to return to the reservation. Although
there were many reasons, the major one was putting down roots here on the reser-
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vation and establishing ourselves in the community. Our dream was to build and
own our own home, partially to pass on to our children. With this dream in hand, we
began the long process of getting a homesite. The first obstacle was to get all con-
cerned family members to agree to the area we had chosen. Many didn’t want to
sign since we had been gone for over 15 years. After many months of talking we col-
lected the necessary signatures. The next step was to present ourselves to the Chap-
ter, ask for a resolution, and gain approval from the grazing officer. With signature
and approvals in hand the homesite form was submitted to Land Administration.

Next was trying to get financing. This is where the dream became a nightmare. We
requested information from all housing programs on the reservation. (Navajo Hous-
ing Authority’s [NHA] Scattered Housing, Rural [Housing Service] home loans, Self
Help, Mutual Aide, Twilight Dawn, Project Home, etc.) All told us two things, we
needed an approved homesite and we made too much money. Banks at the time
wouldn’t consider a home loan. We were told there was no way to obtain a mortgage
on the reservation. During this time…the form had been changed to reflect new
laws, we needed to collect all the signatures again. We resubmitted the application
two more times, with the needed information. The third and final time was a charm,
the application was submitted and next our homesite was surveyed. The nightmare
was starting to go away.

The silver cloud in our nightmare was the housing fair in Chinle, AZ. The fair was to
provide information on a new law, HUD Section 184, which allowed private lenders,
banks, credit unions, etc., to lend money in Indian Country. At the fair I spoke to
HUD, NHA, Sunwest, Norwest, Twilight Dawn, Project Home, and Fannie Mae. But
most importantly, I heard a presentation by Paul Loman, Homeowner Training Spe-
cialist from the Navajo Partnership for Housing (NPH). He spoke of training and
education for middle-income home buyers on the reservation. But best of all, NPH
would be there with us, every step of the way.

We submitted an application last November, and I am happy to say that with the
help of NPH, our dream will soon be a reality. The staff at NPH continues to help us
through every phase of the process, from finding a lender, to choosing an architect,
construction inspector, etc., and once we are in our new home we will get more edu-
cation to help us maintain and keep our home. We wouldn’t be close to accomplish-
ing our dream without NPH’s help. (NPH 1997a)
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Case Study
Neighborhood Housing 
Services of Chicago1

Location: Chicago

Description: Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago (NHSC) is the
largest member of the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corpo-
ration’s (NRC’s) NeighborWorks network of local nonprofit
organizations. It administers loan programs to finance home
improvement, purchase, and rehabilitation for LMI fami-
lies; buys and redevelops single-family and multifamily
properties and builds new affordable housing; and engages
in community-building activities through neighborhood-
based programs.

Year Founded: 1975

Service Area: All LMI areas of Chicago, with special target-area programs
in 20 Chicago neighborhoods

Accomplishments: Since its founding, NHSC has provided about 6,800 loans—
including home improvement, purchase-rehabilitation, and
purchase loans—to borrowers in Chicago’s LMI census
tracts. Of the borrowers, 60 percent earned 80 percent or
less of the area median income; 90 percent were ethnic or
racial minorities and some were both. Other accomplish-
ments include rehabilitation or new construction of 21,000
housing units.

Outstanding Strategies
Management: NHSC has developed partnerships with nearly 250 compa-

nies (e.g., lenders and remodelers)—the largest number of
partnerships forged by any neighborhood housing services
organization. It maintains a relationship with the secondary
market (e.g., GSEs and Neighborhood Housing Services of
America [NHSA]) and maintains close neighborhood ties.
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Attracting Applicants: Minority-oriented radio, television, and newsprint advertising

Qualifying Applicants: Offers group training and one-on-one counseling; supports a
home buyers’ club; applies flexible underwriting, especially
with respect to credit; participates in a variety of affordable
loan programs, many providing soft seconds and BMIRs;
and develops and implements its own loan programs by
raising lower-cost capital from institutional investors

Retaining Homeowners: Provides numerous postpurchase supports (e.g., a home-
ownership specialist provides ongoing credit counseling)
and works out arrangements for owners in trouble

BACKGROUND

NHSC is a member of the NRC’s NeighborWorks network. This extended network pools
the resources of the NRC, the NHSA, and numerous public and private organizations to
further the provision of affordable housing and community development in U.S. cities.

NHSC’s mission is to “revitalize Chicago’s low- to moderate-income neighborhoods,
which are experiencing deterioration and disinvestment…to restore conventional and
local investment in the community, and to leave behind empowered, self-reliant home-
owners” (NHSC 2000). It pursues this mission through the following strategies (NRC
1997, 5):

1. Target resources geographically to stimulate markets

2. Make visible improvements and investments

3. Develop long-term partnerships to expand resources, leverage public and private
funds, and spread the risks and costs

4. Provide lending resources for specialized lending rehabilitation

5. Expand homeownership opportunities for families

6. Develop strong neighborhood leadership to ensure accountability and long-term
positive effect

Founding and Evolution of NHSC

As has been the case with other NeighborWorks affiliates, NHSC was formed in response
to pressing local housing and credit conditions. Chicago lost 40,719 housing units be-
tween 1980 and 1990. Certain areas were particularly hard hit. For example, one of
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NHSC’s target neighborhoods, West Englewood, lost approximately 7,000 housing units
during the 1980s, about one-third of its stock.

One of the housing problems prevalent in numerous Chicago areas, especially LMI
minority neighborhoods, was limited credit access and inadequate service by conven-
tional lending institutions. Additionally, the credit and employment histories of many
individuals in those neighborhoods were at odds with traditional lending criteria. Even
rudimentary banking services were in short supply. Many residents relied on check-
cashing agencies or currency exchanges to supply cash so they could pay their bills.
Those agencies or exchanges were quite expensive, frequently charging 5 to 10 percent
of the check amount as a fee for cashing it. If simple check cashing was an issue, credit
for housing was almost unobtainable for many Chicago LMI minority residents. In the
1970s, numerous studies charged that redlining by lenders was a leading cause of
decay in many Chicago neighborhoods (Illinois Governor’s Commission on Mortgage
Practices 1975; Naparstek and Cincotta 1976).

NHSC was founded with a mandate to improve housing and credit opportunity in Chica-
go’s less-advantaged neighborhoods. NHSC began as a community-based CDC in 1975,
targeting clearly defined neighborhoods in Chicago for reinvestment. The targeted
communities were mainly LMI minority areas.2

NHSC’s early services focused primarily on home rehabilitation lending and oversight.
For those homeowners who were able to access loans from traditional banks, the equity
in their homes was often so low that a loan against it would not even cover the cost of
repairs. Having had no experience dealing with contractors, residents wanting to make
repairs were often stymied by the horror stories they heard of unscrupulous contractors.
NHSC’s home rehabilitation assistance addressed those issues.

Over time, NHSC became a broader provider and facilitator of credit (e.g., for purchase-
rehabilitation mortgages). When NHSC began providing homeownership services in
1988, the move was seen as an adjunct to the organization’s home repair services and
as another way to stabilize neighborhoods. Many of NHSC’s customers were family
members of former rehabilitation customers who were coming to NHSC for guidance on
the process of buying a home. NHSC, in other words, was able to build on its existing
relationships with neighborhood residents as it expanded its services.

NHSC ultimately evolved to provide a comprehensive range of programs and financial
services to meet various neighborhood needs (NHSC 1998). Besides its technical and
financial support of rehabilitation and homeownership, NHSC’s neighborhood interven-
tions include real estate development (i.e., the NHS Redevelopment Corporation [NHSRC]
unit of NHSC buys and redevelops single-family and multifamily properties and builds
new homes), beautification (e.g., NHSC cleaned up a CSX railroad embankment), and
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commercial revitalization (e.g., NHSC assembled 30 parcels of land in the Roseland
neighborhood to spur commercial development).3

Today, NHSC is the largest member of the NeighborWorks network, with more than 130
employees and a $6 million annual budget. NHSC currently operates in 13 neighborhood
areas,4 serves an additional 6 completed (i.e., revitalized) neighborhoods, and offers two
loan products citywide for both rehabilitation and purchase-rehabilitation.

NHSC’s achievements to date include the following (NHSC 2000):

1. NHSC reclaimed 1,350 vacant and deteriorated one- to four-unit homes.

2. It rehabilitated or newly constructed 20,667 housing units, including 334 units of
low-income rental housing owned and managed by NHSRC.

3. It provided 6,800 loans, including home improvement loans, home purchase-
rehabilitation loans, and home purchase loans.5 In 1998 alone, NHSC made 247
home improvement loans, 65 purchase and rehabilitation loans, and 287 hard second
mortgage loans in conjunction with first mortgages provided by other institutions.

STRATEGIES

Management Strategies

Partnerships with the Public and Private Sectors

NHSC has developed partnerships with about 250 companies, the largest number of
partnerships forged by any NHSA organization. These partnerships provide NHSC with
access to funds for mortgage loans, with grants for 40 percent of its operating budget
(NRC 1997, 17), and most important, with a network of financial and business profes-
sionals with whom NHSC meets regularly to refine and expand strategies that provide
access to mortgage credit for lower-income households.

NHSC’s history, size, and credibility enable the organization to work in partnership with
the City of Chicago in a number of its efforts to provide affordable housing—in some in-
stances, through specific housing development projects, such as the New Homes for
Roseland–West Humboldt Park project (described later).
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NHSC partners with the GSEs (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) in a number of pilot pro-
grams described herein. In a similar vein, it partners with Chicago lenders. NHSC works
with Chicago banks in the Full-Cycle Lending Program, which provides conventional
loans to LMI households.6 Its Chicago Home Improvement Program (CHIP) loans (see
table 1) were capitalized by a $41 million commitment from the Bank of America Illi-
nois. Another example of partnering is the Chicago Family Housing Fund (CFHF), in
which NHSC, Chicago lenders, and the City of Chicago worked together to respond to a
pressing need for purchase-rehabilitation financing on one- to four-unit properties in
LMI neighborhoods (NRC 1997). Such financing is particularly challenging for a number
of reasons, including the following:

1. Borrowers have limited resources and often are first-time homeowners who are
unfamiliar with the home-buying process.

2. Rehabilitation means more complications, ranging from estimating costs to moni-
toring contractors.

3. The program has to be flexible enough to do substantial rehabilitation that might
exceed the mortgaged property’s appraisal value.

In response to such challenges, the CFHF was formed through the leadership of a core
group of three Chicago lenders and NHSC. Initially, CFHF provided those families inter-
ested in buying and renovating properties a 75-percent LTV first mortgage at market
rate and a second mortgage that could rise to 110 percent LTV at 4.5 percent for 15
years (NRC 1997). The buyer was required to make a down payment of 3 percent. The
City of Chicago provided a subsidy for closing-cost assistance for eligible families. Pro-
ceeds of both the first and second mortgages came from the participation commitments
of the lenders who are investing in the CFHF.

The CFHF involved a complementary strategic partnership. NHSC assisted the buyer;
developed the loan package; provided rehabilitation oversight with respect to specifica-
tions, bid monitoring, and construction monitoring; and originated the loan (through its
licensed mortgage lending entity). Besides having more neighborhood credibility than
a bank, NHSC could complete the CFHF loan at lower expense (about $4,000) than it
cost lenders (about $10,000) (NRC 1997).7 Lenders participated in CFHF with lowered
risk, with NHSC doing the up-front underwriting and packaging and with lenders
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Table 1. Example NHSC Affordable Housing Loan Programs

Chicago Family Housing CFHF is a program for first-time home buyers who intend to purchase and 
Fund renovate a house in Chicago for owner occupancy. It provides financing for

purchase or purchase-rehabilitation of owner-occupied single-family homes;
two-, three-, or four-unit flats; or condominiums. Through its licensed mort-
gage lending entity, NHSC originates these loans. The basic product is a 30-
year, market-rate, first mortgage loan for 80 percent of the improved value.

The CFHF program provides a second mortgage with a 15-year term, at 5-
percent interest, for 15 to 18 percent of the total project cost or appraised
value. NHSC prepares detailed specifications for work to be done and assists
the buyer in soliciting competitive bids on the basis of these specifications.

Borrowers are required to have funds equal to 2 to 5 percent of the total proj-
ect proposal, depending on which underwriting format they have qualified for
(e.g., NeighborWorks, Family Plus, Basic CFHF, Affordable Gold, or Community
Home Buyer). The second mortgage can be used for down payment assistance,
closing costs financing, property tax or property insurance impound account
funding, or appraisal gap financing (up to 110 percent of value). There is no
income eligibility requirement, but all properties must be located in LMI cen-
sus tracts. Borrowers must attend an NHSC home-buyer seminar.

Family Plus Program The Family Plus Program is a joint NHSC–Freddie Mac pilot program that tar-
gets a significant portion of Chicago’s inner-city neighborhood housing stock,
specifically owner-occupied two-, three-, and four-unit flats. No income ceiling
exists for program participation. The program offers a 30-year, fixed-rate mort-
gage made by a participating lender and a 15-year second mortgage at 5
percent made by NHSC. This combination allows the borrower to reduce the
overall cost of his or her mortgage money and to avoid PMI.

The minimum down payment is 5 percent for a two-unit property, with as little
as 3 percent required from the borrower. The remaining 2 percent can come
from gifts, grants, or loans. For three- and four-unit flats, the minimum down
payment is 10 percent with at least 5 percent from the borrower. Closing
costs can be covered with gifts, grants, or loans from NHSC. Borrowers must
attend an NHSC home-buyer seminar.

Chicago Home CHIP grants low-interest and longer-term loans (e.g., in 1997, the interest 
Improvement Program rate was 8.9 percent with a 20-year term) to existing owners for home

improvement rehabilitation work. The minimum loan is $2,500; the maximum
is $50,000. Owners are eligible for this program as long as they have enough
equity to support a second mortgage and to meet the income requirements.
If the property is in a target area, family income can be as high as $56,280.
In other parts of the city, it cannot exceed LMI guidelines (about $40,000).
Borrowers must attend an NHSC home-buyer seminar.

Chicago Home CHOP 3 helps LMI first-time home buyers with closing costs, down payments, 
Ownership Program 3 and “appraisal gaps.” CHOP 3 loans are deferred and forgiven over a four-
(CHOP 3) year period.

Chicago Abandoned CAPP finances the rehabilitation of properties acquired from the city. It 
Property Program provides loans at 3 percent up to a maximum of $25,000 per dwelling unit, 
(CAPP) on the condition that each loan be matched, dollar for dollar, with nonpublic

financing. Matching financing may be available from NHSC for eligible bor-
rowers.



committing funds in the form of contributions to a first and second mortgage pool.8

Finally, the city of Chicago added to the CFHF’s reach by providing a small subsidy.

Two recent initiatives further reflect NHSC’s partnership approach. In the West Hum-
boldt neighborhood, a “Super Block” was designated that combined (1) the City of Chi-
cago’s efforts to provide extra police services to curb drug dealing and improve infra-
structure (e.g., building new curbs and sidewalks), (2) a nonprofit to provide neighbor-
hood social services, and (3) NHS financing for rehabilitation and home purchase. In
the second initiative, NHSC, the City of Chicago, the Illinois Department of Insurance,
and private insurance companies formed the Chicago Home Safety Partnership. This
partnership educates homeowners about fire and safety, provides free home inspec-
tions, offers lower-interest loans for property improvements such as upgrading or re-
placing electrical systems, and increases access to affordable and appropriate insurance
products for LMI homeowners (NHSC 1998).

Maintaining Trust with Community Residents

After several decades of service, NHSC has developed a great deal of community trust
and credibility. According to NHSC personnel, the “trust issue” is one of the greatest
obstacles to serving the minority and low-income markets in Chicago (Toppen 1997).
NHSC “cut its teeth” dealing with minority markets in the home improvement arena.
It proved to people in the community that its approach to home improvement lending
and the rehabilitation oversight process substantially improved their neighborhoods.
With NHSC’s guidance and assistance, homeowners were able to alter the historically
callous treatment they had received from contractors, real estate agents, and lending
institutions.
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Table 1. Example NHSC Affordable Housing Loan Programs (continued)

Neighbor Loans Neighbor Loans is a flexible loan product that is funded by conventional
lenders and is used in NHSC-targeted neighborhoods. It offers the lenders 4
percent interest for their participation in $150,000 shares. Participation shares
are amortized over 15 years, with recourse provisions. Costs are shared at
$300 per quarter until commitment is fully disbursed in loans. Each lender is
charged a fee of 1 percent of the loan amount for each loan until the commit-
ment is fulfilled.

Fannie Mae Special Eligible borrowers who purchase single-family homes can qualify for a special
Product underwriting program established by Fannie Mae, which requires only a 1-

percent down payment. Lenders who participate in NHS Full-Cycle Lending
programs and in the CFHF originate these loans. Attendance at an NHSC
home-buyer seminar is mandatory to qualify for this type of loan.

Source: NHSC 1998.

8 When the rehabilitation was completed, CFHF loans were offered for purchase to the lender investors.
Lenders could purchase whole loans and servicing; they would then have a HMDA-eligible loan that could be
sold on the secondary market or held in portfolio.



This trust capital provided a significant return when NHSC moved into the home pur-
chase mortgage loan and purchase-rehabilitation loan arena. Fifty percent of NHSC’s
participants in homeownership programs have been recruited through word of mouth.

Secondary Market Relationships

Neighborhood Housing Services of America. NHSC maintains a direct relationship with
the secondary market through services that NHSA provides. NHSA is a sister organi-
zation to the NRC and acts as a secondary market for NeighborWorks loans, including
interim development financing, first mortgages, and housing rehabilitation loans. Al-
though NHSC has relied extensively on NHSA in the past, the present lending environ-
ment in Chicago has presented NHSC with other opportunities that are strategically
more valuable to NHSC.

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. NHSC runs a number of pilot programs in conjunction
with the GSEs. The Family Plus Program is a joint NHSC–Freddie Mac pilot program
that provides for lower down payments and other underwriting flexibilities for owner-
occupied two- to four-unit properties (see table 1 and later discussion for more details).
A Fannie Mae special product also provides for flexible underwriting and a down pay-
ment as low as 1 percent for purchasers of single-family homes.

Attracting Applicants

NHSC’s mission is to serve the LMI community of Chicago. The demographics of the
city mean that it serves the African-American and Hispanic markets almost exclusively.
Chicago is a segregated city, and minorities predominate in many areas in which NHSC
is active. Some neighborhoods have a small white population; several others are mixed
Hispanic and African American. Of the 13 currently targeted NHSC neighborhoods,
two are primarily Hispanic; five are mixed Hispanic, African American, and white; and
six are primarily African American.

As a result, NHSC does not have to look very far to find minority participants for its
homeownership programs. Indeed, 95 percent of NHSC’s clientele for home improve-
ment loans is minority. Still, NHSC uses many tools to seek minority applicants.

Advertising

NHSC advertises on the three major African-American radio stations in Chicago, includ-
ing WGCI, the radio station with the largest minority audience in the Midwest. Poten-
tial homeowners respond to advertisements by calling a toll-free phone number, which
connects them to an operator who allows them to reserve a slot at a weekly orientation
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meeting. The meetings are conducted in both Spanish and English (on different days).
The meetings are the gateway to NHSC’s counseling services and homeownership pro-
grams for most households.

NHSC also uses Spanish-language radio to advertise its home purchase and rehabili-
tation loan products. One NHSC staff member hosts a biweekly radio show on a
Spanish-language station, featuring listener call-ins and discussion of housing issues
(e.g., insurance, how to purchase, and what a settlement statement tells the buyer).

Besides radio, NHSC advertises in minority-oriented newspapers, on television, and
through direct mailings. Different media are used for different loan programs.

Advertising for Housing Rehabilitation Loans. About 50 percent of NHSC’s clients for
housing rehabilitation loans are recruited by word of mouth. Additionally, NHSC has
found that direct mail, targeted to its host neighborhoods, is an effective way to recruit
applicants. NHSC shies away from television ads, explaining that rehabilitation con-
tractors are notorious for steering unsuspecting homeowners to dishonest and predato-
ry companies (Toppen 1997). For that reason, an inherent distrust of rehabilitation
programs advertised on television has developed.

Advertising for Home Purchase and Acquisition/Rehabilitation Loans. Conversely,
NHSC has found that television advertising, along with newspaper and word-of-mouth
advertising, is an effective way to recruit participants to its home purchase loan pro-
grams. For its television advertisements, NHSC chooses minority-oriented stations,
such as the Black Entertainment Network, as well as stations with more of a mass-
market orientation. It has even advertised during Chicago Bulls games.

For the Full-Cycle Lending Program, NHSC has developed an ad campaign that fea-
tures an African-American staff person who tells the audience that NHSC has a host
of homes available in two sections of Chicago, with prices ranging from $55,000 to
$85,000. The ad then explains how NHSC’s mortgage products make homeownership
opportunities available to many LMI households.

NHSC did no advertising at all for the CFHF program (table 1) for the first three years
so that it could fine-tune the program. Just recently, it began airing cable television ads
incorporating an African-American NHSC couple in a before-and-after sequence show-
ing a vacant building and then the same property rehabilitated. A similar format has
been presented with a Hispanic NHSC couple on a Spanish-language cable station.

Most newspaper advertisements are placed in the Chicago Sun Times, which is read by
the African-American community more frequently than is the Chicago Tribune. The Sun
Times also offers a system of zone advertisements that allows for a highly targeted
approach. Ads can be placed in newspapers that will be sold in particular zones of the
city, such as LMI or minority-concentrated census tracts.
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Qualifying Applicants

Education Programs

All NHSC borrowers are required to participate in the NeighborWorks Full-Cycle Lend-
ing Program, which includes prepurchase education and, if applicable, landlord train-
ing. The prepurchase training includes a discussion of topics such as insurance, main-
tenance, safety and security, and home inspections, as well as tips on working with real
estate agents and attorneys. After completing the program, the borrowers are issued a
letter declaring them “mortgage ready.” Although not quite the same as a preapproval
from an institution, this letter carries with it the weight of NHSC’s reputation. It assures
lenders that the applicant has been thoroughly screened and counseled and that he or
she has completed the training program.

Orientation Meeting

For most NHSC borrowers, the homeownership process begins with an orientation
meeting. Separate orientation sessions focus on the home-buying process and on the
purchase-rehabilitation financing process. The orientation sessions are held weekly in
both English and Spanish. Approximately two hours in length, the orientation meetings
highlight the general issues involved in home buying and rehabilitation. The sessions
also provide an overview of the various programs that NHSC administers and partici-
pates in. During the course of those meetings, each individual or couple who intends to
pursue NHSC’s programs can set up a private one-on-one consultation with an NHSC
counselor. NHSC stresses that such sessions are called “consultations” rather than
“counseling” because of the latter’s pejorative association (e.g., drug counseling).

One-on-One Meeting

NHSC has found that people are less overwhelmed and less intimidated in a one-on-
one setting than they are in a group session (Toppen 1997). It has found that the group
setting is simply not appropriate for delivering detailed information or investigating
particular situations. At the one-on-one sessions, the potential applicants give written
authorization to have their credit reports pulled. The balance of the time is devoted to
discussing the applicants’ financial and credit situations. NHSC provides applicants
with an overview of the type of house they can afford and an estimate of how much they
might need for a down payment. People who need intensive budget counseling or who
need to make extensive credit repairs are placed in the Home Buyers’ Club.

The Home Buyers’ Club

NRC began to establish Home Buyers’ Clubs in 1990; as of 1997, clubs were in 147 cities,
including Chicago. Members of the Chicago (and other) clubs meet twice monthly at
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local neighborhood housing service providers’ sites, where they receive peer support and
education about finances (including credit repair) to prepare them for the home-buying
process. Club members aim to be purchase-ready in six months.

Landlord Training

LMI families in Chicago often can realize homeownership only by purchasing a small
multifamily property. They live in one unit and collect rent from the remaining units
to help defray their mortgage cost. To properly prepare such families, NHSC offers
landlord training, which covers topics such as tenant selection, maintenance, and tax
considerations.

Homeownership Center

To help prepare its clients to shop for, purchase, rehabilitate, insure, and maintain a
home, NHSC opened a Homeownership Center in 1999. The center provides a wide
range of services in both Spanish and English, including the group orientation sessions,
the one-on-one meetings, and the landlord training, all in one location.

Underwriting Criteria

Many home buyers whom NHSC assists cannot qualify for a home mortgage loan that
uses traditional underwriting criteria. To serve those home buyers, NHSC uses various
loan products and lending packages plus providing extensive counseling through its
licensed mortgage lending entity. NHSC extends loans itself to applicants who do not
meet the more traditional underwriting criteria of the conventional lenders, the mort-
gage insurance providers, or the secondary market. NHSC services such loans until
they are seasoned, at which point they are sold to traditional lenders.

Underwriting flexibility is emphasized in NHSC’s in-house programs. For example,
NHSC borrowers frequently have a credit score of 600 or less, whereas the GSEs often
prefer a higher score unless compensating factors or extenuating circumstances exist.

Affordable Loan Programs

NHSC takes advantage of the multiple affordable loan programs detailed in table 1.
To illustrate, CFHF currently packages a 30-year, market-rate, purchase-rehabilitation
first mortgage for 80 percent of the improved value and a second mortgage with a 15-
year term at 6 percent interest for up to 18 percent of the total project cost. The second
mortgage can be used for many purposes ranging from down payment assistance to
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“appraisal gap financing” (up to 110 percent of value).9 The Family Plus Program is a
joint NHSC–Freddie Mac pilot that packages a 30-year first mortgage, a below-market-
rate 15-year second mortgage, and other cost-reducing features (PMI can be avoided, and
closing costs can come from NHSC). Through its partnership with the City of Chicago,
NHSC can provide deferred forgivable loans for LMI home buyers (e.g., under the Chi-
cago Home Ownership Program 3, or CHOP 3). CHOP 3 loans are typically less than
$10,000 and can be used for closing costs and other purposes.

Creating New Housing Opportunities

Through its NHSRC unit, NHSC uses housing development strategies to create new af-
fordable housing opportunities for traditionally underserved households. In partnership
with the Chicago Department of Housing and private developers, NHSC builds new
homes in targeted neighborhoods for first-time home buyers (NHSC 1998). For each
home in this New Homes for Chicago program, the city donates the land and provides a
subsidy to lower the purchase price. As an example, NHSC recently partnered with two
for-profit developers and the City of Chicago to build 35 new single-family homes in the
Roseland and West Humboldt Park neighborhoods. Construction of such homes is han-
dled by NHSC and the developers. Bank of America provides construction financing,
and seven local lenders participate in the mortgage lending. The single-family homes
have 1,500 to 1,700 square feet of living space—with three bedrooms, one and a half
baths, a porch, and a full unfinished basement—and sale prices of $85,000 to $103,000.

NHSC also purchases abandoned homes from HUD. As of the end of 1997, NHSC had
purchased 400 such houses with the assistance of grants from the city and the federal
government, together with lines of credit from conventional lenders. NHSC renovates
the houses and sells them to clients who have completed the homeownership screening
and education programs. This procedure enables NHSC to acquire abandoned proper-
ties in selected neighborhoods that have been targeted for rehabilitation. Renovating
the properties expands affordable housing opportunities in NHSC’s service areas, en-
ables NHSC to make dramatic changes in communities, and helps NHSC turn around
neighborhoods that are on the verge of decline.

NHSC is also involved in developing affordable rental housing. Since 1979, NHSRC
has rehabilitated 15 multiunit properties, providing 334 low-income apartments. These
buildings were formerly the worst on their blocks. Their renewal helps catalyze private
redevelopment of neighboring buildings and makes large rental apartments affordable
in target neighborhoods (NHSC 1998).

Housing development is a significant NHSC activity. In FY 1998, NHSC produced 825
units of affordable housing, of which 476 went to new homeowners. Development com-
plements NHSC financing and rehabilitation initiatives, helping to provide a compre-
hensive housing strategy for challenged Chicago neighborhoods.
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Retaining Homeowners

NHSC feels strongly that, to retain traditionally underserved borrowers, the lending
institution must provide support both before and after the loan is made (Toppen 1997).
To that end, NHSC’s home-buyer education system serves to screen out people who are
unprepared for homeownership, placing them on a training and development track
that could lead them to homeownership at a later time.

Postpurchase counseling is a later addition to the panoply of NHSC services. Newslet-
ters are mailed regularly to borrowers to apprise them of ongoing services, programs,
and opportunities through NHSC and through city and statewide programs. NHSC’s
homeownership specialists are specifically trained to assist owners who are at risk of
foreclosure. An example is NHSC’s involvement in the Foreclosure Intervention Pro-
gram (FIP). FIP provides mortgage delinquency counseling for homeowners in danger
of losing their homes. Participating lenders refer delinquent customers to NHSC. Then
NHSC and others (e.g., Consumer Credit Counseling Services of Greater Chicago) offer
financial and other counseling, and, if possible, NHSC arranges a loan through the City
of Chicago’s Homeowners Emergency Lending Program 2 (HELP2).

NHSC is a HUD-certified counseling agency and provides foreclosure intervention coun-
seling for homeowners throughout Chicago. NHSC works with both HUD and lenders
to maximize the use of FHA mitigation measures to prevent foreclosure, as well as with
lenders to create forbearance or to work out arrangements for FHA-insured property
owners who are in trouble.

DISCUSSION

NHSC is the largest, as well as one of the oldest, of the NeighborWorks organizations.
Over time, besides its founding mandate to provide home rehabilitation services, it has
added an equal commitment to foster homeownership for minority and lower-income
households.

NHSC’s success in serving minority and lower-income households can be observed by
examining the characteristics of the roughly 6,800 home improvement, purchase, and
purchase-rehabilitation loans it has made since its inception. All of those loans were
made to borrowers in LMI census tracts within the city of Chicago; 72 percent were
granted to people who earned 80 percent or less of the area’s median income. Twenty-
nine percent of the loans were to individuals and families who made 50 percent or less
of the area’s median income. Of the borrowers, 90 percent were ethnic minorities, racial
minorities, or both. NHSC’s focus on the underserved segments of Chicago’s housing
market is revealed in table 2, which compares NHSC’s 1994 to 1995 home purchase
loans in Chicago with the total lending market in the city for that period.

According to NHSC, its loans to LMI borrowers (both purchase and home improvement)
perform as well as conventional loans—and significantly better than FHA loans to LMI
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buyers in Chicago (Toppen 1997). NHSC attributes the better loan performance of its
borrowers to the additional prepurchase preparation and postpurchase oversight it
provides.

Other evidence reflects a good NHSC loan repayment record. According to the chief
executive officer of the Bank of America Illinois, the delinquency rate on NHSC’s CHIP
loans (see table 1) in 1996 was only 7 percent, and the default rate was less than 1
percent—lower than the bank’s default rates on loans to Chicago’s Gold Coast (Block-
by-Block Route to Urban Renewal 1996).

In terms of longevity (a quarter of a century), loan volume (6,800 loans), housing activ-
ity (rehabilitation or new construction of almost 21,000 housing units), loan repayment
record, and other measures, NHSC has been successful. Numerous reasons exist for
that success, including the following:

1. NHSC is involved in a comprehensive strategy to revitalize Chicago neighborhoods
that includes both new housing construction and rehabilitation, housing finance,
commercial revitalization (e.g., the Roseland assemblage), and public safety and
other quality-of-life improvements (e.g., the Humboldt “Super Block”).

2. NHSC provides a continuum of support in many of the above interventions. To fos-
ter housing finance, for instance, NHSC counsels a prospective borrower, originates
or facilitates a loan, and stays in touch with the borrower once the loan is secured.

3. NHSC is sensitive to the needs of its target group and partners. For example, it
recognized that rehabilitation—while essential to the long-term health of Chicago
neighborhoods—was an area that was particularly problematic to private lenders.

4. NHSC makes maximal use of creative partnerships. For example, its structuring
of the CFHF and Neighbor Loans (see table 1) reduced lender risk and cost, and
thereby gave lenders a comfortable way to tackle the problems of financing reha-
bilitation.
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Table 2. Home Purchase Financing in the City of Chicago
Overall and by NHSC, 1994 to 1995

Home Purchases

Chicago Loans NHSC Loans

Total number of mortgages 27,715 414

Total originated in LMI tracts 10,215 387
37% 93%

Total to LMI applicants 9,064 339
33% 81%

Source: 1994 HMDA data; 1990 census data; unpublished research from the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
Note: NHSC loans are for 1995.



5. NHSC is willing to learn from trial and error (e.g., testing the various ways to best
advertise its products) and to build on its successes (e.g., its repair programs
brought in homeownership candidates).

Issues Affecting NHSC’s Business

NHSC’s staff members made the following specific comments and suggestions to the
research team while drawing on their experiences in fostering homeownership to his-
torically underserved populations (Toppen 1997):

1. The growing use of computerized credit scoring may be a double-edged sword. An
objective scoring protocol can blunt the possible personal bias of lending officers.
However, the strict interpretation and inflexible calculation of scores can work
against minority and LMI borrowers. In addition, NHSC often finds the data sup-
plied by the credit reporting industry to be inaccurate. NHSC uses scoring only as
a guide in determining who may be able to use a conventional loan product.

2. NHSC points out that some lenders are not familiar with the new, more lenient
underwriting criteria of the GSEs and do not understand the process of lending to
lower-income households. The additional effort required to process those loans re-
sults in some lenders putting the lower-income loans on the bottom of the pile to
avoid the extra work.

3. NHSC contends that unscrupulous activities in the mortgage lending market have
not been eliminated.10 Real estate agents continue to push buyers into properties
they cannot afford, and lenders continue to issue B-, C-, and D-rated paper to peo-
ple who should not be borrowing at such a high cost. Many individuals in precari-
ous financial situations receive FHA-insured loans from brokers, resulting in un-
necessary defaults.

4. Foreclosures and abandoned properties have a very negative impact on neighbor-
hoods. As NHSC personnel tell it, “Two [abandoned] houses on a block are a prob-
lem, and make it look like a disastrous place to live, but many of the neighborhoods
we serve have a 30 percent FHA default rate” (NRC 1997, 15). The problem has
reached the point that some specific programs, such as the 203(k), are now seen in
a negative light because so many home seekers have had an unhappy experience
with them.

5. NHSC perceives real estate agents, the primary marketers of FHA loan products,
to be guilty of pushing home seekers into properties that, realistically, are beyond
their means. As a result, NHSC is cautious about the real estate agents it works
with.
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6. An important theme repeated by NHSC staff members was that many households
are simply not ready to assume the responsibilities of homeownership. Some may
still be paying off student loans or credit card debts. Others may be getting
divorced or experiencing other family or personal difficulties. Myriad scenarios
occur in which mortgage loans simply should not be made.

7. For many of those households, simply waiting for their earlier debt to be retired or
for the family situation to resolve itself may be adequate. NRC Home Buyers’ Clubs
focus on these potential borrowers by providing education and support throughout
the lengthy process of retiring debt, clearing credit, or resolving personal and fami-
ly issues. But making home mortgage loans to traditionally underserved buyers
who are not realistically able to fulfill the many responsibilities of homeownership
is a disservice to the lower-income or minority community and to the individuals
involved.
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Appendix
Synthesis of Federal Reserve Housing
and Mortgage Credit Studies

INTRODUCTION

This is a synthesis of the findings of six studies that were conducted by the Cleveland,
Boston, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, and St. Louis Federal Reserve Banks (“Feds”).1

The studies covered strategies to enhance homeownership opportunities and to combat
discrimination. The first of those studies, which was conducted by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland, was carried out in the aftermath of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston’s 1992 analysis of mortgage applications of black, white, and Hispanic home
seekers. In that study, the Boston Fed found that black and Hispanic applicants in the
Boston area had a more-than-50 percent higher likelihood of being denied a mortgage
loan than did whites, even if the two groups had similar income, wealth, and credit his-
tories. Following the publication of the Boston Fed analysis, housing advocates around
the country called for similar studies in their cities.

Jerry Jordan, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, felt that replicating
the Boston Fed study in Cleveland would not be productive. He believed that developing
methods of identifying and eliminating discriminatory practices would be more useful
than merely documenting differences in denying mortgage applications (Cleveland Fed
1996).

Spurred on by the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s pledge of support, the Cuyahoga
County Department of Development, the Greater Cleveland Roundtable, and the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission joined in 1993 to develop the Cleveland Residential Housing
and Mortgage Credit Project. The sponsors brought together nearly 100 housing and
lending professionals, including senior management from Cleveland area banks, real
estate firms, mortgage companies, and other affiliated industries.

These participants met in October 1993 for a two-day seminar. On the second day of
this conference, participants identified seven areas of the home-buying process where
discriminatory acts were most likely to occur, shown in table 1.
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Table 1. Steps in Buying a Home in which Discrimination is Most Likely to Occur,
as Identified by the Cleveland Residential Housing and Mortgage Credit Project

Potential Trouble Area Examples of Barriers to Homeownership

Home purchaser’s contact with the real estate Steering; disparate treatment, as in provision of 
agent information (e.g., a real estate agent informing

only certain home seekers about a particular
affordable loan program)

Home purchaser’s contact with the lender Disparate treatment, as in provision of information;
redlining

Lending institutions’ interface with the secondary Lack of access to flexible mortgage products 
market salable on the secondary market

Appraisal process Inaccurate appraisals for LMI- or minority-
concentrated neighborhoods

Property insurance Poor service to LMI and minority markets by many
insurance companies and agents

Private mortgage insurance Covered mortgagors not notified when insurance
could be canceled

Interaction with the credit bureaus Slow corrections of errors on credit reports;
inappropriate use of credit scoring

The Cleveland participants then formed task groups to identify specific types of discrim-
inatory behaviors and outcomes of those behaviors and to formulate recommendations
for reducing their incidence.

In the months following their initial conference, the task force members began the on-
going process of implementing their recommendations. This process included creating
educational materials for industry participants, lobbying policy makers and regulators
for appropriate changes, and opening and maintaining lines of communication between
different industry participants.

Following the lead of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, five other Federal Reserve
Banks (Boston, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, and St. Louis) organized similar proj-
ects with industry participants in their respective regions. Participants in the different
projects chose to concentrate on slightly different stages of the homeownership process,
although there was frequently some overlap. The meetings for the other regional Feds
began in 1996.

This synthesis reviews the recommendations for the major industry participants in the
homeownership process that received the most combined attention in the six Fed stud-
ies. The recommendations include some strategies already being used by some industry
participants and others that have yet to be implemented. Both the Fed study reports
and this synthesis include the broad range of recommendations made by the various
Fed task force members. In cases where the recommended strategies have been imple-
mented, this synthesis provides a glimpse into the progress made in expanding lending
and homeownership opportunities just since the mid-1990s. Where the recommended
strategies are still not in place, we see the road yet to be traveled in eliminating discrim-
inatory practices and facilitating the homeownership process.
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The participants discussed in this synthesis include professionals in the following
industries: (1) property insurance, (2) appraisal, (3) real estate (i.e., real estate agents),
(4) credit agencies, (5) lenders, and (6) the secondary mortgage market.2 The first four
industries are discussed as “supporting entities” because they play a role in supporting
the homeownership process. The latter two industries are the major sources of financ-
ing for homeownership and are discussed as “financing entities.”

For each of the major industry participants discussed, we follow a similar organiza-
tional framework. We begin with a discussion of the role of the industry in the home-
ownership process and of the various barriers to homeownership related to that role, as
identified by the different Fed studies. This discussion is followed by a presentation of
recommendations derived from the different Fed studies. Those recommendations are
grouped under four headings:

1. Recommendations for Increased Outreach by Industry Participants

2. Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

3. Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel and Service 
Consumers

4. Recommendations for Enhanced Oversight of Industry Participants

Following this presentation are several recommendations that are not industry specific,
but that the various Fed studies identified as having the potential to reduce the likeli-
hood of discrimination in the homeownership process.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK STUDIES

The Property Insurance Industry

The Role of Property Insurance in the Homeownership Process

Before approving a mortgage application, lenders require property insurance, which
protects the value of the collateral underlying the mortgage loan. If home buyers are
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unable to acquire property insurance, they are essentially unable to obtain a mortgage,
regardless of their ability to meet the down payment or monthly payment requirements.

The following conditions can directly hinder minority and LMI households’ access to
property insurance and, therefore, homeownership: (1) outright discrimination against
minorities and residents of minority and LMI neighborhoods, and (2) shortages of insur-
ance offices and agents in minority and LMI neighborhoods. A 1994 study in Massachu-
setts found that 57 percent of insurance agents in urban areas did not have contracts
with any of the state’s top 20 insurers (Boston Fed 1997). Therefore, consumers in those
areas were often effectively limited to one option: the Mass Fair Plan—the insurer of
last resort for the state and an expensive carrier.

Property insurers are licensed and regulated by state agencies. They also are subject to
federal regulation, however, through such statutes as the Fair Housing Act. In the past
several years, the National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) has filed fair housing com-
plaints against some major insurance companies. In each case, NFHA reached a settle-
ment in which the insurer agreed to modify its underwriting criteria (HUD 1997). In
the settlements, each insurer agreed to eliminate eligibility guidelines that denied insur-
ance to a dwelling if it was older than a particular maximum age or had too low a mar-
ket value. The new guidelines make replacement-cost policies available to many home-
owners who have been denied such policies in the past.

In each case, NFHA used testing performed by private fair housing groups funded
through HUD enforcement programs. Those tests showed that individuals living in mi-
nority neighborhoods were less likely to receive insurance quotations. When they did
receive quotes, a higher percentage of the quotes—when compared with quotes for indi-
viduals with similar homes in white neighborhoods—did not include replacement-cost
coverage (HUD 1997).

The following recommendations from the Fed studies suggest ways to reduce barriers
to homeownership currently posed by the property insurance industry.

Recommendations for Increased Outreach by Industry Participants

1. Insurance companies should take affirmative, proactive steps to learn about the
inner-city community and its perceptions of the insurance industry. All types and
levels of industry employees should regularly seek opportunities to reach out to, and
get feedback from, the community. Possible forums include radio call-in shows, pub-
lic service announcements, insurance columns and advertisements in minority news-
papers and magazines, focus groups, and community events.

2. Insurance companies should seek the technical assistance and services of experienced
community-based organizations in developing and providing reasonably priced prod-
ucts for rehabilitation and new construction in urban areas.
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3. Insurance companies should explore ways to become actively involved and visible in
communities through volunteerism, investment in revitalization, and partnerships
with community-based organizations.

4. Insurance companies should review the locations of their agent offices and, in con-
junction with agent trade groups, should develop a plan to increase agent presence
in underserved communities.

5. Insurance companies should strengthen recruitment among ethnically diverse com-
munities through internships, career exploration, and scholarships for education
and training.

6. Insurance companies should support programs that are for insurance career guid-
ance and are offered through high schools, such as speakers’ forums and career
fairs, to bring more highly qualified minorities into the lending and insurance fields.

7. Insurance companies should establish proactive programs to market their products
and services to urban and racially diverse consumers. Such programs might include:
(1) advertising insurance products and services in minority media; (2) training agents
and representatives in marketing, sales, and service to be sensitive to racially and
culturally diverse customers; (3) offering a full range of policy choices to urban appli-
cants and providing complete information regarding the various options available;
and (4) encouraging customers to insure for full replacement cost of the property
(currently sometimes denied in urban areas).

8. Insurance companies should notify applicants who were previously declined coverage
on the basis of earlier standards that they now have an opportunity to reapply.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. Insurance companies should correct inaccurate historical perceptions about urban
markets and should identify business opportunities in the inner-city community.
This goal can be accomplished using business tools such as use-loss ratios, policies
in force, and policy retention rates. Once an improved understanding is gained,
companies should pursue initiatives to capitalize on the business opportunities
available in the inner city.

2. Companies should change agent compensation approaches, perhaps offering a base
salary plus commission/bonus—an approach often used by urban lenders to com-
pensate loan officers.

3. In cooperation with fair housing agencies, insurance companies should establish a
voluntary dispute resolution system to provide mediation for alleged fair housing
violations before a complaint is filed with HUD or another fair housing agency.
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4. Insurance companies should develop scripts for their customer service representa-
tives that encourage them to treat all people with respect. In cases in which a com-
pany does not work in a particular area, representatives should refer callers to a
company that does work in that location. Representatives should be provided with
referral lists containing the coverage areas of other companies.

5. Insurance companies should analyze the frequency and severity of losses on property
types that are currently difficult to insure, such as flat-roof properties or multifam-
ily properties with lead-based paint. Insurance companies should use results from
these studies to reassess their policies regarding the property types.

6. Insurance companies should maintain and make publicly available uniform, consis-
tent policies and practices regarding insurance cancellation, nonrenewal, and rejec-
tion of insurance policies.

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Insurance industry organizations should design and implement diversity training,
urban marketing skill seminars, and information-sharing workshops for insurance
companies. They should use the experience of urban lenders as a model for develop-
ing such programs.

2. Real estate agents, lenders, and property insurance agents should educate first-time
home buyers about property insurance and their consumer rights early in the home-
buying process.

3. Insurance companies should provide lenders with brochures on homeowners’ insur-
ance and rates, which should be given to mortgage loan customers early in the ap-
plication process. This step would help customers make informed decisions about
insurance.

4. Lenders should encourage borrowers to start shopping for insurance when they
apply for a mortgage loan.

5. Lenders should know how to contact Neighborhood Housing Services or similar
nonprofit groups, so that they can refer customers to such organizations for assis-
tance in finding an insurance agent.

Recommendations for Enhanced Oversight of Industry Participants

1. State insurance commissioners should allow insurers to offer functional replacement
coverage (whereby insurance would cover the cost of replacing the functional equiv-
alent of the existing structure), as opposed to replacement coverage (whereby insur-
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ance would cover the cost of replacing the existing structure exactly), and then should
encourage insurers to offer this type of coverage. This change would, for example,
facilitate the purchase of insurance for the older Victorian homes prevalent in some
areas. These homes would be prohibitively expensive for insurance companies to re-
place exactly because they typically contain considerable architectural detail, where-
as replacing their functional equivalent would be much more economically feasible.

2. Regulators should require insurance companies to eliminate potentially discrimina-
tory criteria from underwriting requirements, such as minimum insurance amounts,
maximum age of structure, location of structure, and pride of ownership guidelines
that allow the application of subjective criteria. Regulators should also prohibit in-
surers from declining coverage solely because another company did so or because the
property was previously insured under a “Fair” plan (insurer of last resort).

3. Regulators should implement regulatory reforms and should increase enforcement
of regulations. Reforms should include a requirement that insurance companies pre-
pare strategic plans for servicing underserved segments of the insurance market-
place (already in place in California). Regulators should conduct substantive reviews
of these plans.

4. To ensure that the cost of property insurance is based purely on risk to the insurer,
insurance companies should be required to collect data on their policies and policy-
holders. These data should include racial, gender, and other information (as is cur-
rently required in California). Data should be provided at the census tract level, in-
stead of at the ZIP code level, for improved identification of disparities.3 Additionally,
insurers should be required to report pricing information for the policies they issue,
not just demographic information.

5. Regulators should coordinate additional testing of insurance companies to establish
whether discrimination exists and to enable insurance companies to correct problems
as they are found.

The Appraisal Industry

The Role of Appraisals in the Homeownership Process

Appraisals provide a professional estimate of the value of a structure. For homeowner-
ship properties, this estimate is typically obtained by comparing the property in ques-
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tion with similar properties that have recently been sold. Just as potential borrowers
are interested in knowing a professional appraiser’s estimate of the value of the prop-
erty they are considering buying, so are potential mortgage lenders interested in learn-
ing the estimated value of the property that they are being asked to take as collateral
for a loan. In most instances, if the property is not worth at least the value of the mort-
gage loan plus some margin, the property cannot be considered reasonable security for
that loan.

The appraisal industry is regulated under both state and federal law. While the certifi-
cation and licensing of appraisers is performed at the state level, the education, experi-
ence, and examination qualifications required of appraisers are established at the na-
tional level by the Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB). The Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) are developed and maintained by the Appraisal
Standards Board (ASB). Members of both ASB and AQB are appointed by the board of
trustees of the Appraisal Foundation, which itself comprises corporations, organizations,
and government agencies related to the appraisal industry. The Appraisal Foundation
was formed in 1987, and the U.S. Congress assigned the regulatory responsibilities to
the two boards as part of the 1989 Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforce-
ment Act (FIRREA).4

FIRREA requires that real estate appraisals used in conjunction with federally related
transactions (FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed loans) be performed in accordance with
USPAP. All state-certified and -licensed appraisers also must follow USPAP—its guide-
lines are generally accepted as the industry standard. Appraisers who violate this code
face sanctions such as reprimands, fines, and license suspension or revocation, which
are imposed by their respective state regulatory boards.

With these regulations in place, appraisals should provide reasonably consistent mar-
ket valuations, yet that consistency is not always evident. The Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland conducted a test of appraisal consistency while examining the role of appraisals
in the homeownership process. It contracted with four different appraisers to determine
the value of one property in Cleveland. The valuations ranged from $36,000 to $83,500.
The appraiser returning the $36,000 valuation had increased his valuation from an
initial figure of $28,000 after the bank representative expressed surprise at how low the
appraisal was. There is no reason to think that this case was an unusual one.

A residential appraisal can be one of several different types. For instance, the complete
appraisal includes a full inspection of the property in question, a detailed analysis of
comparable properties, and a valuation using cost, income, and market criteria. The
complete appraisal incorporates the highest level of information and thus results in the
highest level of confidence in a unit’s valuation. Less-stringent appraisal techniques are
used, however. The drive-by evaluation involves working from a photograph of the prop-
erty rather than an actual physical and internal inspection. Appraisers using this ap-
praisal strategy will likely fail to make adjustments for recent changes such as in-
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ternal deterioration or improvements. The database valuation does not require even a
photograph—all work can be performed from the appraiser’s desk. Valuation is deter-
mined by an analysis of neighborhood trends, data on nearby sales, tax valuations, pre-
vious sales of the property in question, and other available data. This type of valuation
will be less reliable than the earlier two types (Heddon 1998).

The expedited appraisal techniques may be attractive to lenders because they both
speed up the underwriting process and lower the costs of appraisals. However, their re-
duced reliability suggests that they are most appropriate for lower-risk loans. These dif-
ferent appraisal options can result in widely disparate valuations, particularly when
homes in a market area are significantly different from each other and when the homes’
physical or interior characteristics vary tremendously. It is important that both apprais-
ers and the consumers of appraiser services fully understand the appropriate use and
implications of these different appraisal options.

Appraiser education is a critical issue in the home-buying process. When properties are
undervalued because of an appraiser’s lack of experience in working with properties in
the inner city or in a particular neighborhood, or when the appraisal report includes in-
appropriate language that may influence the mortgage loan underwriter, the appraisal
process can impede homeownership attainment. Comments such as the following often
have a negative effect on the underwriter’s perception of the value of the property: “less
than three comparable sales in the same neighborhood,” “few recent sales,” “neighbor-
hood declining in value,” “excess vacancy,” and “home exhibits deferred maintenance.”
Vague references to a possible condition can cause a loan underwriter to deny or delay
a loan request.

The following are recommendations extracted from the six Federal Reserve studies for
improving the services of the appraisal industry.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. Appraisal industry organizations should develop a voluntary multi-industry review
board to perform a second review of appraisals. (This plan would be similar to exist-
ing multilender review teams for denied loans.)

2. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, along with CDCs, lenders, and appraisal professionals,
should develop a pilot program in targeted blighted areas that would explore alter-
native appraisal techniques to increase financing availability in such areas.

3. Appraisal industry organizations should develop lender awareness of differences
among appraisers, including the awareness that appraiser selection should be based
on technical, as well as locational, expertise.

4. Lenders should develop systems for appraiser selection that do not conflict with
consumer protection issues. Currently, the appraiser is frequently selected by the
originator, rather than by a disinterested third party.
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5. Appraisers should be willing to accept the full range of valuation assignments, in-
cluding limited appraisals and valuations (i.e., brief valuations or specific focus on
one aspect of a valuation rather than a full comprehensive report).

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Appraisal organizations should develop an appraisal curriculum for first-time home
buyers. This material should include information about the role of the appraisal, the
processes and techniques used, the various reporting options, and the types of home
improvements that add value. Home buyers should be made aware of their rights
to a copy of the appraisal, the availability of state-licensed or -certified appraisers,
and consumer recourse against fraud. In addition to the first-time home-buyer cur-
riculum, appraisal organizations should create a consumer guide to understanding
the appraisal process, which would give home buyers a tool to assist them in making
intelligent real estate decisions.

2. Appraisal organizations should review current programs of home-buyer education to
make sure that they include a comprehensive segment on the appraisal process and
on how consumers can detect intentional or unintentional appraiser bias. This seg-
ment should include such information as inappropriate or illegal language in the
appraisal report, appraiser knowledge of the specific housing market, and avenues
available for filing discrimination-based complaints.

3. Appraisal organizations should create a brochure or booklet suggesting “best prac-
tices” regarding urban appraisal policies and practices.

4. Lending institutions and professional appraisal associations should coordinate the
development of a training and evaluation program for appraisers of urban residen-
tial properties. Appraisers should be required to undergo prelicensing and continu-
ing education training in fair housing and fair lending, including issues pertinent
to diverse urban markets.

5. Appraisers and appraiser organizations should better educate lenders as to the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the various appraisal and appraisal-reporting options.
The appropriate role of the appraisal process and the limitations of restricted reports
in cases in which the appraisal users are not familiar with the collateral should be
emphasized. Limited reports may be inappropriate, particularly in complex assign-
ments where the property to be appraised, the market conditions, or the form of
ownership is atypical and where atypical characteristics have a significant value
contribution.
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Recommendations for Enhanced Oversight of Industry Participants

1. Regulators should require mandatory state licensing and certification of all who
value real property that serves as collateral for residential mortgages.

2. ASB should amend the USPAP Ethics Provision to include prohibition of the use of
buyer or owner characteristics in developing property valuations.

3. Relevant state laws should be amended to include a nondiscrimination provision
that prohibits the use of race, color, religion, sex, familial status, handicap status, or
national origin of prospective or present owners or residents of the area surrounding
the property being appraised as factors in valuations.

4. State appraisal regulatory bodies should create a designation for entry-level licensure
candidates as “state-licensed trainees” whose appraisals would require a formal re-
view and the signature of a licensed or certified appraiser in good standing.

5. State appraisal regulatory bodies should implement a formal process for aggressive-
ly monitoring and investigating discriminatory appraisal practices, along with in-
creased enforcement of antidiscriminatory appraisal procedures. If these regulatory
bodies determine that an appraiser has allowed bias or prejudice to affect his or
her work, the appraiser’s certification should be revoked.

6. State appraisal regulatory bodies should advocate for additional funding for their
investigative activities.

7. State appraisal regulatory bodies should report fair housing violations by apprais-
ers to financial institutions, appraisal associations, HUD’s Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity (FHEO) office, and the general public.

8. Secondary-market participants should communicate suspected fair housing viola-
tions in appraisals that are identified in the course of reviews or audits to FHEO.

9. Lenders should review Fannie Mae’s “Fair Lending and Appraisal Process” guide-
lines (March 20, 1995), which contain comprehensive recommendations for enhanc-
ing the standardization and quality of appraisals. They should then review their
existing policies to identify areas needing improvement and should provide a set of
fair lending and appraisal guidelines to every appraiser they work with. Appraisers
should be asked to read the document and sign a certification that they will comply
with its contents.

10. Lenders should maintain lists of appraisers who have proven to be knowledgeable
and who have demonstrated competence and objectivity in all neighborhoods where
properties to be appraised are located. Criteria should include the following: number
of years of experience; education, including fair lending training; area of geographi-
cal specialization; access to data sources; references from other financial institutions;
and sample appraisals. Lenders should require that mortgage brokers with whom
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they do business select appraisers from their approved list or supply evidence that
their selected appraiser is qualified using the same criteria.

11. Lenders should establish an internal quality control function with respect to ap-
praisals ordered through their offices. Ideally, the review should occur before a loan
is either closed or denied and before notification of the applicant. For approved loans
and denied loans, appraisal reports should be randomly selected to ensure ongoing
compliance with internal guidelines and appraisal standards. All loans denied be-
cause of collateral or appraisal issues should be reviewed to ensure that the reasons
for denial are justified and supported in the reports. When a reappraisal is warrant-
ed, it should be ordered promptly; sometimes this reappraisal should be done with
another appraiser.

The Real Estate Industry

The Role of the Real Estate Industry in the Homeownership Process

The real estate industry (i.e., the work of real estate agents) is probably the only sector
involved in the homeownership process that has been studied as much as lenders in
terms of fair housing practices and barriers to homeownership. Numerous reports going
back several decades have tied such real estate industry practices as blockbusting and
steering to the maintenance of racially segregated residential neighborhoods. National
investigations in 1977 and 1989 (Wienk et al. 1979; Turner, Struyk, and Yinger 1991)
confirmed that racial and ethnic minorities experienced widespread discrimination by
real estate agents during the housing search. These studies comport with more recent
findings by local organizations such as the Fair Housing Council of Greater Washington
(1997). Such studies confirm that discrimination by real estate professionals against
protected classes of home seekers remains a serious barrier to homeownership.

Discrimination in the housing search process presents a significant hurdle to home-
ownership. The most straightforward barriers emerge when discriminating agents
deny home seekers access to or information about a subset of homes available for pur-
chase. Real estate agents can also create indirect barriers to homeownership by contin-
uing practices that are not directly discriminatory, but which do have a negative effect
on particular groups. For instance, including phrases such as “conventional financing
only” on real estate listings can dissuade potential buyers using government-insured
or -guaranteed mortgages from considering a property.

Real estate agents are licensed and regulated by state agencies. They are also regulat-
ed by various fair housing laws at the state and federal level. Most real estate agents
are members of the National Association of Realtors (NAR), through membership in
local NAR chapters, which enforces a code of ethics. Agents must be members of NAR
to access the Multiple Listing Service (MLS), an essential tool to the real estate sales
professional.
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The Fed studies made the following recommendations to reduce barriers to homeown-
ership created by the real estate industry.

Recommendations for Increased Outreach by Industry Participants

1. Real estate agents and organizations should increase public awareness regarding
fair housing and civil rights laws by instituting a comprehensive advertising cam-
paign targeted at home sellers, buyers, and real estate professionals.

2. Lenders should encourage the cooperation of real estate agents in an affirmative way
of marketing the mortgage options. This approach includes educating real estate
agents on the importance of using inclusive language that encourages the affirma-
tive marketing of loans, as opposed to exclusionary wording that might discourage
certain types of applicants. Brochures that real estate agents provide to sellers at
the time of listing should have inclusive wording.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. Real estate agents should remove the term “conventional financing only” from MLS
information because it may discourage buyers planning to use VA, FHA, and other
nonconventional financing methods. All purchase offers should be presented for the
seller’s consideration, regardless of the type of financing being proposed.

2. Real estate agents’ associations should work with community groups and munici-
palities to develop a dossier of information about local communities that real estate
agents can give to prospective buyers at their initial meeting. This practice would
broaden the knowledge of potential buyers and thus would expand their range of
housing options. Communities might supply maps and information on municipal
services, population, and the range of housing values, as well as a description of
housing stock, school districts, amenities, and other features.

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Current efforts directed at eliminating steering should be continued and augmented,
including fair housing seminars, continuing education courses, testing, and other
programs. In particular, a program of professional education—designed for real estate
agents, landlords, homeowners, neighborhood business anchors, and the public sector—
is vital to ending steering and institutionally supported segregation. This program
could be modeled after the racial diversity campaign launched more than 30 years
ago by the Village of Oak Park, IL, which fostered racially mixed neighborhoods and
other positive changes.
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2. Real estate agents and brokers need to be informed about the communities in which
they work. This familiarity can be accomplished by requiring prospective agents and
brokers to complete a “Get to Know [the respective metropolitan area] Communities”
course before obtaining a real estate license, and by requiring agents and brokers to
complete continuing education courses about their communities to maintain their
licenses.

3. In cooperation with local government and nonprofit housing group representatives,
real estate organizations should participate in home-buyer education programs. Poten-
tial forms of discrimination should be covered in these programs.

4. Real estate agents’ associations should encourage the establishment of housing cen-
ters at the municipal or regional level. These centers typically provide the following
services: (1) registering prospective buyers and renters, (2) providing information
about the full range of housing options in the community, (3) providing complete and
accurate information about the community, and (4) providing information about real
estate companies that do business in the community. Such a center could stimulate
demand for housing in communities where demand is flat or dropping.

Recommendations for Enhanced Oversight of Industry Participants

1. State real estate commissions should modify their Canon of Ethics and other appro-
priate documents to state that licensees shall not market property in a manner that
indicates a preference for “conventional financing only.”

2. State real estate commissions should increase the level of fair housing training re-
quired for new real estate licensees. During the four-year interim between license
recertification exams, additional information on fair housing issues should be pro-
vided to licensees through classes; speakers; and dissemination of brochures, videos,
and newsletters. Additionally, fair housing questions on the real estate licensing exam
should be evaluated for their content and relevance to the subtleties of possible dis-
criminatory practices.

Credit Agencies and Credit Scoring

The Role of Credit Agencies and Credit Scoring in the Homeownership Process

An individual’s credit record is an important criterion used by mortgage underwriters
to determine whether to approve or deny loan applications. As the primary collectors
and reporters of credit histories, the three national credit agencies (or bureaus) can
impede homeownership when they report incorrect information and when they require
excessive amounts of time to correct faulty information.
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The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) of 1970, as amended, is the primary regulation
affecting the interaction between the credit agencies, prospective homeowners, and lend-
ing institutions. FCRA requires that credit agencies report only accurate information
and that they report it only to qualified users, such as potential creditors or employers.
They must also provide individuals with the information in their personal credit report.
When individuals dispute the accuracy of any item of information on their credit report,
FCRA requires that the credit agencies investigate the accuracy of that item. Agencies
must notify credit report users of the dispute and of the corrected information in cases
where information is changed after credit reports are sent to qualified users.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is responsible for enforcing FCRA. Amendments
to FCRA in 1997 allow the agency to sue violators for up to $2,500 per violation in most
cases, in addition to obtaining injunctive relief. States for the first time are able to en-
force the amended FCRA in federal or state courts on behalf of consumers in order to
halt illegal conduct, and in certain cases to recover damages on behalf of state residents
of up to $1,000 per violation. (FCRA information adapted from FTC [1997].)

One of the ways in which credit reports are compiled for use in the underwriting process
is through the creation of credit scores, such as those produced by FICO. Credit scores
convert the numerous entries on an individual’s credit report into a relative score, from
375 to 900, with higher numbers indicating a more creditworthy individual.

Credit scoring can constitute a barrier to homeownership precisely because of its alleged
objectivity. When used as the sole criterion for loan rejection or approval, credit scores
are incapable of incorporating the special situations or extenuating circumstances that
might explain a lapse in credit payments or excessive use of credit for a certain period.
While credit scoring was never intended to be used as the only standard for underwrit-
ing, credit scores may impede minority or LMI homeownership attainment as lenders
seek more efficient methods of underwriting to cut costs.

The following recommendations suggest ways in which the credit industry and credit
users can reduce the degree to which credit issues create barriers to homeownership.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. Credit agencies should improve turnaround time for correcting erroneous data and
should create a more consumer-friendly correction process. For instance, the process
should incorporate a single notification of incorrect data and a universal credit dis-
pute form that would be reported to all three credit repositories.

2. Credit bureaus should identify their subscribers that have a high number of con-
sumer challenges and that are located or do business in LMI census tracts. Credit
bureaus should share information with each other about subscribers with excessive
consumer complaints and should pursue corrective measures to ensure that data
from such problem subscribers do not negatively affect the quality of their credit
reports.
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3. Credit bureaus, credit score providers, lenders, and secondary mortgage market par-
ticipants should develop industrywide standards for use when credit scoring. This
process would include the following: (1) reviewing existing credit scoring models for
their effect on minorities and traditionally underserved populations; (2) developing
criteria and reviewing requirements for acceptable credit scoring models; (3) provid-
ing guidelines for standardized handling of applicants who are below benchmark
credit score levels to maximize applicant access to mortgage credit opportunities; and
(4) ensuring fairness to all consumers by advocating national policy changes that
will ensure that accurate, current information is used when determining individual
credit scores.

4. Credit bureaus should encourage public utilities to report credit information to the
credit bureaus so that LMI individuals can demonstrate the regularity of their pay-
ments, thus establishing alternative credit.

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Lenders should ensure that loan originators, underwriters, and management are
well educated about best practices for using credit scoring.

2. Lenders should hand out the Federal Reserve’s “Credit Guide” pamphlet at the time
of mortgage prequalification, preapproval, and application to educate loan applicants
about credit issues. Additionally, lenders using credit scoring should be required to
hand out the FTC’s “Scoring for Credit” pamphlet at prequalification, preapproval, or
application so they can explain scoring models to prospective home buyers. Lenders
should also distribute the FTC’s “Credit Repair: Self-Help May Be Best,” which ex-
plains the process of credit dispute resolution and describes unscrupulous companies
that claim they will improve credit ratings.

The Lending Industry

The Role of Lenders in the Homeownership Process

Lenders have the most direct ability to create opportunities and, conversely, barriers to
homeownership because they decide whether or not to make a mortgage loan. Because
almost all home purchases require mortgage credit, lenders’ power is indeed far reach-
ing. Each of the supporting entities discussed earlier can help sway the originator’s
approval or denial of a mortgage application. In the end, however, it is the lender who
makes the final decision.

Lenders are of different types, with mortgage companies, commercial banks, and thrift
institutions originating the bulk of home mortgage loans. In 1997, these lender types
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originated 57.6 percent, 24.1 percent, and 17.7 percent, respectively, of the $859,124
million in home mortgage loans made in the United States (HUD 1998a).

Mortgage companies differ from commercial banks and thrift institutions in that they
primarily originate loans and then sell them to other institutions. Commercial banks
and thrifts, as depository institutions, are able to maintain a larger proportion of mort-
gage loans in portfolio because they can use deposits as a source of capital for loan
originations.

Mortgage companies are primarily regulated by HUD, while depository institutions
are primarily regulated by one of the following: the Federal Reserve Board (for member
banks), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (for state-chartered banks that are
not members of the Federal Reserve System), the Office of Thrift Supervision (for thrift
institutions), and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (for national banks and
U.S. branches of foreign banks). All lenders are subject to a number of federal regula-
tions that cover various aspects of mortgage lending:

1. Real Estate Settlement and Procedures Act: Requires lender disclosures of costs and
procedures to borrowers at various stages of the loan process and outlaws kickbacks
to other industry participants for referring applicants to specific lenders, insurers,
or other service providers.

2. Equal Credit Opportunity Act (Regulation B): Prohibits the use of sex, marital sta-
tus, race, religion, age, national origin, or receipt of public assistance income in a
credit underwriting procedure. It also requires lenders to inform denied applicants
of the reasons for denial if applicants request information.

3. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (Regulation C): Requires lenders to file annual re-
ports on all applications for home mortgage loans, including the census tract of the
target property; the gender, income, and race of the loan applicant; the loan amount;
and the loan type (conventional or government insured/guaranteed).

4. Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z): Requires lenders to inform borrowers of the
true cost of obtaining credit and the annual percentage rate, which includes fees,
processing costs, and other noninterest costs.

5. Community Reinvestment Act: Requires federally insured depository institutions to
meet the credit needs of the local community in which they are chartered, including
LMI neighborhoods, and to be consistent with safe and sound banking operations.
The CRA does not apply to mortgage companies.

6. Fair Housing Act: Prohibits lenders from discriminating on the basis of applicant
race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, or handicap (disability) in
their decision making about loan approval, provision of information regarding a loan,
loan terms and conditions, property appraisal, loan purchase, or loan purchase terms
and conditions.
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Even with myriad regulations aimed at preventing discrimination by lending institu-
tions, some practices by lenders continue to present barriers to homeownership for
members of certain groups or residents of certain areas.

Lenders create barriers to homeownership if they engage in discriminatory treatment
of certain groups of loan applicants. Multiple investigations have provided data that
suggest there is discrimination, however latent, in the mortgage market. Perhaps the
best known report is the Boston Federal Reserve Bank Study of 1992, in which minori-
ties were shown to experience a significantly higher denial rate even when differences
in key variables such as income, wealth, and credit history were accounted for
(Munnell et al. 1992; see also Carr and Megbolugbe 1993).

More directly, fair housing groups have conducted audits of mortgage lenders that doc-
ument discriminatory practices at the preapplication stage. The Fair Housing Council
of Greater Washington (1997), for example, conducted such a study between 1997 and
1998, including 150 matched-pair tests of the 45 largest-volume lenders in greater Wash-
ington, DC. The results showed that African Americans experienced discrimination 37
percent of the time and Latinos experienced discrimination 48 percent of the time at the
preapplication stage. The study documented frequent disparities with respect to terms
and conditions offered and applied; type of loan product offered (conventional versus
FHA); access to agents and services (returned phone calls, missed or kept appointments);
and level of service (volunteered or written information, and follow-up) for different
racial and ethnic groups.

Lenders may also contribute to barriers to homeownership in their relationships with
the numerous supporting industries (e.g., appraisers and credit agencies). Lenders con-
trol the underwriting process and coordinate the inputs from the supporting industries.
Improper or uncritical use of these inputs can unduly inhibit access to mortgage credit.
For instance, overuse of limited, as opposed to complete, appraisals or failure to imple-
ment an appraisal review process can lead to the use of inaccurate appraisals, which
can inhibit homeownership. Similarly, acceptance of credit ratings as a screening tool
without examining the specific circumstances of each applicant can deny homeowner-
ship to applicants who might otherwise qualify.

Lenders can contribute to barriers to homeownership by providing incomplete informa-
tion to the supporting entities. For instance, real estate agents who are unfamiliar with
the range of mortgage products available at local lending institutions may suggest that
a home seeker pursue an FHA mortgage when a more appropriate conventional prod-
uct (e.g., Fannie Mae Community Home Buyer or Freddie Mac Affordable Gold) exists.
Lenders can educate real estate agents about the availability of affordable mortgages
and can conduct similar outreach with other industry participants.

Recommendations for Increased Outreach by Industry Participants

1. Lender organizations should develop a widely distributed newsletter that would up-
date real estate agents and nonprofit organizations on the availability of low–down
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payment loans and mortgage assistance programs that increase access to home-
ownership. This comprehensive summary of available financing programs would be
written in user-friendly terminology for buyers and sellers.

2. Lender organizations should also create a resource database for real estate and
lending professionals, preferably available over the Internet. The database should
include a matrix of special mortgage programs and providers; comprehensive infor-
mation about secondary-market programs; and information on fair lending training,
underwriting, affordable loans, and self-testing.

3. Lenders should improve home-buying education opportunities and outreach to neigh-
borhoods in which minority homeownership candidates reside. This effort should
provide a range of information about the home-purchase process and the responsi-
bilities of homeownership. In addition, assistance should be offered to consumers to
help improve their creditworthiness.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. Lenders should structure loan officer compensation to provide incentives for making
smaller loans to LMI borrowers and areas.

2. Lender organizations should create peer review groups to monitor industry practices
and increase the accountability of mortgage originators. Loan seekers are often
uninformed as to the breadth of programs available and, thus, can be easily taken
advantage of by unscrupulous originators who steer them to inappropriate programs.

3. Lender organizations should develop fair lending, best-practices agreements. They
should create a symbol that will be displayed by participating lenders, and they
should educate the real estate and nonprofit housing community of its meaning and
intent. Lenders should agree to quality-control programs that include self-testing,
installing customer complaint resolution systems, incorporating equal opportunity
hiring principles, expanding staff training in fair lending, and developing a discipli-
nary process for discrimination violations.

4. Lenders should ensure that credit reports are not improperly used to prescreen
mortgage applicants. Credit reports should not be drawn and examined until the
mortgage loan application has actually been taken. At that point, the credit report
should be used for its proper purpose in the loan application underwriting process.

5. Lenders should make the Investigation Request Form (credit dispute form) available
to consumers.

6. Automated underwriting packages should not be used to separate out bankable loan
applications from unbankable loan applications. Instead, they should identify mul-
tiple classes of applications, some of which are automatic “accepts” and others of
which require some level of manual underwriting. Lenders should use self-audits to
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ensure that all loans that are originated using automated underwriting do not come
from the highest scoring applications because that practice denies mortgage loans
to a broad range of applicants who may meet conventional underwriting standards.

7. Lenders should institute comprehensive second- or even third-level reviews of lend-
ing decisions that were based on automated underwriting; automated underwriting
should not be used to decline a loan. The second and third reviews should include
any nontraditional credit criteria.

8. Lenders should incorporate into the origination process an ombudsperson who is
not directly involved in the initial loan decision. This person would act as an advo-
cate for declined or otherwise adversely affected borrowers, and could be a resource
for those who do not understand why they have been declined.

9. In partnership with nonprofit organizations, lending industry participants should
provide funding and other resources to establish programs for ongoing counseling
of unsuccessful home buyers.

10. Lenders and counseling providers should improve the availability and use of various
tools for effective homeownership counseling, both prepurchase and postpurchase.
All industry sectors should recognize the value of and extend their support to home-
buyer counseling programs. A funding pool composed of voluntary contributions
from all industry participants should be established to support home-buyer educa-
tion programs.

11. Federal policy makers should amend Regulations B, C, and Z to create one consistent
definition for “prequalification,” “preapproval,” and “application.” This change would
permit lenders to provide information more freely without triggering required
reporting.

12. Loan servicers (often the lender) should distribute periodic, ongoing notices to bor-
rowers regarding the requirements for cancellation of PMI. Timely cancellation of
mortgage insurance can create substantial savings for homeowners who no longer
need coverage.

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Lender organizations should develop an industrywide training and certification pro-
gram. Curricula should cover case studies on discrimination, fair lending laws and
community reinvestment, and multicultural awareness and sales training. This train-
ing program should be supplemented with an ongoing evaluation process.

2. Lenders should maximize underwriter and loan officer participation in education
programs on underwriting and originating affordable housing loans and in develop-
ing new programs.
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3. Lenders should expand requirements for home-buyer training. All borrowers, regard-
less of product type, should be required to participate in these courses unless they
meet certain conditions, such as owning a home previously, contributing at least 5
percent of the down payment from their own funds, or having a reserve of at least
two months’ payments after closing.

Recommendations for Enhanced Oversight of Industry Participants

1. In a greater effort to qualify minority and lower-income borrowers, regulators should
provide an incentive for lenders not covered by the CRA.

2. Regulators should develop standards to further monitor lender policies and practices
for fair lending compliance. These requirements should include more rigorous en-
forcement of penalties for violations and the requirement of fair lending training
for lenders.

The Secondary Mortgage Agencies

Role of Secondary Mortgage Market Agencies in the Homeownership Process

Most mortgage loans in the United States are ultimately sold to the secondary mort-
gage market. The resale of those mortgages is the primary means by which funds are
raised for home mortgage lending. Mortgage lenders who do not sell their loans to the
secondary market must maintain their loans in portfolio, and the lenders’ ability to
make subsequent loans is contingent on the portfolio’s loan repayment and their abili-
ty to raise funds from other banking activities.

Participants in the secondary mortgage market purchase loans from lenders and then
pool those loans together into securities, which are then sold to investors. The secondary
mortgage market is dominated by the GSEs, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and by the
Government National Mortgage Association, which is a government agency under HUD.
Additionally, a number of firms issue “private label” mortgage securities.

The GSEs are primarily regulated by HUD. Under the Federal Housing Enterprises
Financial Safety and Soundness Act (FHEFSSA), the secretary of HUD is responsible
for establishing, monitoring, and enforcing housing goals for the GSEs’ purchase of
mortgages on housing for LMI families; housing located in central cities, rural areas,
and other underserved areas; and housing meeting the needs of and affordable to low-
income families in low-income areas and very low income families. This act also holds
the secretary responsible for reviewing new programs; implementing fair housing re-
quirements applicable to the GSEs; reporting annually to Congress, including reports
on the housing goals; operating a public-use database concerning GSE activities; and
performing other regulatory functions. Additionally, the Office of Federal Housing En-
terprise Oversight (an independent entity within HUD) regulates the financial safety
and soundness of the GSEs (HUD 1998b).
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Mortgage lenders who do not intend to hold loans in portfolio must conform to the un-
derwriting and loan product requirements set forth by the secondary mortgage market
agencies—primarily Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Since most loans are destined for
the secondary market, those agencies have an especially strong ability to create or re-
move barriers to homeownership by manipulating the requirements. The “affordable
lending goals” stipulated by FHEFSSA and enforced by HUD are the U.S. government’s
tool to ensure that the GSEs use their ability to stimulate homeownership among LMI
households.

The GSEs have created a number of mortgage products and underwriting tools to ex-
pand the range of mortgage loans that are salable on the secondary market. Those in-
novations, however, are not available to lenders who are not participating in the sec-
ondary market nor to lenders who are not fully educated about the range of available
mortgage products. Therefore, potential home buyers who use such lenders may not
have access to the mortgage loan products best suited to their needs.

Recommendations for Improved Provision of Services by Industry Participants

1. All state and federally chartered lenders should be permitted to offer all Fannie
Mae– and Freddie Mac–approved products. This change would allow smaller lenders
to increase their affordable lending activities because they have a lesser ability than
larger institutions to maintain large numbers of portfolio loans.

2. Secondary market companies should remove vague and restrictive language from
their guidelines and should readily offer information to lenders—preferably through
a toll-free number—when guidelines alone are insufficient to make a loan determi-
nation.

3. Secondary market agencies should permit the financing of prepurchase and post-
purchase counseling fees. Secondary market agencies should evaluate the effect (fi-
nancial, access, and otherwise) on LMI home buyers of secondary market policies
concerning financing buyer agent fees. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac do not current-
ly finance this cost, reducing the ability of lower-income buyers to use buyer agents
because they must be paid out of pocket.

4. Secondary market agencies plus providers and users of automated underwriting
and credit scoring models should release information on the performance of various
classes of loans. This information will permit more effective counseling of and advo-
cacy for minority and LMI home buyers, as well as ensuring that mortgage scoring
models are statistically sound and nondiscriminatory with respect to affordable
housing lending.

5. Secondary market agencies should provide increased public access to data on lending
programs, default and delinquency, and so on. This access will allow better tracking
of the effect of different programs in different areas and for different populations.
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6. Secondary market agencies should publish examples of transactions done on a nego-
tiated basis, thereby demystifying the negotiated secondary market transaction.

Recommendations for Improved Education of Industry Personnel 
and Service Consumers

1. Participants in the secondary mortgage market should create a compendium of sec-
ondary market programs offered by private, public, and nonprofit organizations. This
information should be made available to all real estate and lending professionals.

2. Secondary market agencies, in conjunction with the Mortgage Bankers Association,
the American Institute of Banking, and other banking associations, should provide
ongoing training in secondary market programs and underwriting guidelines for
primary lending institutions (including senior-level executives), underwriters, real
estate agents, and community groups. This training should include current infor-
mation on new or amended loan products, programs, and requirements, especially
those involving affordable housing. These groups should develop a class on secondary
market products that would be incorporated into the continuing education classes
for real estate professionals.

3. Secondary market agencies should provide appraisers with current information on
new or amended loan products, programs, or requirements, especially those involv-
ing affordable housing. They should work with appraiser associations to develop
classes on secondary market programs to be incorporated into appraiser continuing
education curricula. The classes should incorporate other training sources such as
informational hotlines, Internet sites, or seminars that appraisers could use.

4. Secondary market agencies should develop an education or seminar series on best
practices in using credit scores. It should be especially for consumers who do not fit
traditional underwriting criteria and for those with nontraditional credit histories.
The agencies should also consider ways to incorporate additional risk-mitigating
factors such as participation in home-buyer counseling programs into credit and
mortgage scoring models.

Other Recommendations for Removing Barriers to Homeownership

In addition to the foregoing recommendations for specific industry participants involved
in the homeownership process, the six Federal Reserve–sponsored studies produced a
number of more general recommendations for removing barriers to homeownership.
These general recommendations, often of an educational nature, follow.

1. To combat steering by participants other than real estate professionals (such as
employers and coworkers), an ongoing public education campaign should be im-
plemented to promote racial harmony and diversity in local housing markets. The
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campaign should include area governments, schools, corporations, and civic groups,
as well as individual cultural, civic, and political leaders. The message to be con-
veyed is that racial segregation in housing and other areas is harmful to the com-
munity and must be stopped. This program should be provided with a secure source
of funding.

2. Housing information hotlines should be established for metropolitan areas with in-
formation on topics such as descriptions of mortgage and lending programs available
through banks, mortgage companies, counties, cities, and state and federal sources;
first-time home-buyer and homeowner workshops; area housing and rental costs;
fair housing problems; options for purchasing homeowner insurance; landlord and
tenant concerns; and foreclosure prevention referrals.

3. A high school curriculum should be developed to educate students about the home-
buying process, mortgage loan programs, home maintenance, and the importance of
a good credit rating, savings pattern, and job history.

4. Local communities should communicate the positive aspects of their areas to their
own residents and to residents of the larger metropolitan area. This goal can be ac-
complished through formal advertising campaigns, community newsletters, brochures,
video, and word of mouth.

CONCLUSION

While the recommendations from the six Federal Reserve studies are not exhaustive in
addressing the barriers to homeownership, they do provide a rather comprehensive view
of the types of improvements that need to be made. From an examination of the recom-
mendations presented above, several observations can be made regarding the industry
participants involved in the homeownership process and the prospect for removing
barriers.

Generally, most recommendations for removing homeownership barriers fall under the
“education” and “improved services” categories. The Fed studies emphasize the need for
industries involved in the mortgage process to improve the level of service that they pro-
vide to their clients or users. As a secondary emphasis, the Fed studies identified the
need for those industries to better inform their users about their services and to them-
selves become better informed about the mortgage process.

The supporting professions—real estate agents, appraisers, and insurance agents—are
regulated on a more piecemeal basis than are lenders and the GSEs. Thus, a need exists
to develop state and national standards for services provided by the supporting profes-
sions. Widely varying qualities of service clearly can create barriers to homeownership
for residents living in areas with lesser-quality services.

Generally, the supporting professions seem to be in a position similar to that of the
financing entities several decades ago, before the passage of HMDA and the CRA and
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before the increased regulatory vigilance over the secondary market participants. This
situation probably developed because researchers who are interested in barriers to
homeownership have primarily targeted the lending industries. As attention broadens
to other participants, however—in part because of the impetus of the Federal Reserve
studies—the supporting professions are being subjected to heightened scrutiny. The
supporting professions need to develop more standardized levels of service, become
better integrated into a coordinated homeownership process with greater information
exchange among all participants, and increase their understanding of their roles as
gatekeepers to the American dream.

The impetus behind the original study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland was
to identify potential barriers to homeownership at each stage of the homeownership
process, rather than just focusing on lenders, and to recommend changes that would
help remove those barriers. This goal was met by all six Federal Reserve studies. While
the emerging picture of barriers to homeownership is more complete than the one pro-
vided by the previous sole focus on lenders, it is also far more complicated and sug-
gests the need for broader solutions.

Each of the task forces organized by the Federal Reserve Banks intends to continue its
efforts to implement the recommendations they set forth. Some of the Federal Reserve
Banks have already had some success in this regard. Many proposed changes, however,
will require major regulatory and behavioral reforms by both government and industry
entities. While such changes will take time, the six Federal Reserve studies—by broad-
ening the conceptual framework of the barriers to homeownership and by making con-
crete recommendations to the many professions participating in the homeownership
process—have made an important contribution.
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